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On raconte que la buée qui se dépose sur les vitres de certaines 

maisons fait réapparaître des inscriptions qui auraient été 

tracées des années plus tôt.  

 

Quelques-uns vont même jusqu'à prétendre qu'à l'origine, ces 

inscriptions auraient été formées dans le sable qui a servi à la 

fabrication de ces vitres. 

 

Elles auraient été écrites par tous ceux qui, partis dans le désert 

à la recherche d'une quelconque vérité, se seraient perdus dans 

des sables mouvants.  

 

Pour ne pas s'enfoncer trop vite, ils auraient tenté de calmer 

leur agitation en traçant des inscriptions produites par un 

agréable mouvement de main.  

 

Ils ne cherchaient pas à savoir ce qu'ils écrivaient; ils voulaient 

juste trouver les mots qui les retiennent le plus longtemps 

possible à la surface. 

 

Ceux qui en sont revenus passent leur temps à souffler sur les 

vitres avec l'espoir d'y retrouver leurs inscriptions et d'en 

comprendre enfin le sens. 

 
 
 

(Liège, window poetry in the Rue Bonne Fortune) 
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The Rabbit, The Fox and The Wolf –  A Fable for 
Those Writing Their Thesis 

(Acknowledgements) 

One sunny day a rabbit came out of her hole in the ground to enjoy the weather. The day 
was so nice that the rabbit became careless, so a fox crept up to her and caught her. 
 
- "I'm going to eat you for lunch!" said the fox. 
- "Wait," replied the rabbit. "You should at least wait a few days" 
- "Oh yeah? Why should I wait?" 
- "Well, I'm just finishing writing my Ph.D. thesis." 
- "Hah! That's a stupid excuse. What is the title of your thesis anyway?" 
- "I am writing my thesis on 'The Superiority of Rabbits over Foxes and Wolves.'" 
- "Are you crazy? I should eat you right now! Everybody knows that a fox will always win 
over a rabbit." 
- "Not really, not according to my research. If you like, you can come to my hole and read it 
for yourself. If you are not convinced you can go ahead and have me for lunch." 
- "You are really crazy!" 
 
But since the fox was curious and had nothing to lose, he went with the rabbit into its hole. 
The fox never came back out. 
 
A few days later the rabbit was again taking a break from writing and, sure enough, a wolf 
came out of the bushes, ready to eat her. 
 
- "Wait!" yelled the rabbit, "you cannot eat me right now." 
- "And why might that be, you fuzzy appetizer?" 
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- "I am almost finished writing my Ph.D. thesis on 'The Superiority of Rabbits over Foxes 
and Wolves'." 
 
The wolf laughed so hard that it almost lost its hold on the rabbit. 
 
- "Maybe I shouldn't eat you, you are really sick in your head, you might have something 
contagious," the wolf opined. 
- "Come read for yourself, you can eat me afterward if you disagree with my conclusions." 
 
So the wolf went to the rabbit's hole and never came out. 
 
The rabbit finished writing her thesis and left to celebrate in the lettuce fields. Another 
rabbit came by and asked, "What's up? You seem to be very happy." 
- "Yup, I just finished writing up my dissertation." 
- "Congratulations! What is it about?" 
- "It's titled 'The superiority of Rabbits over Foxes and Wolves.'" 
- "Are you sure? That doesn't sound right." 
- "Oh yes, you should come over and read for yourself." 
So they went together to the rabbit's hole. 
 
As they went in, the friend witnessed a typical PhD student abode, albeit a rather messy one 
after a long period of thesis writing. The computer with the controversial paper was in one 
corner, to its right there was a pile of fox bones, and its left was a pile of wolf bones. 
 
 
In the middle sat a lion. 

 
When writing your PhD, what truly matters is whom you have got in your corner 

as friends, family, colleagues, and, yes, your thesis advisers. They were my lions.  
I was very fortunate I could rely on the knowledge and experience of my two 

supervisors, Koen Verboven and Arjan Zuiderhoek, who supported and trusted me from 
the start. However, I am also very grateful for the freedom they gave me. I was truly 
given the opportunity to do what I wanted to do, to find my own way, to try, fail, and 
start over. Onno van Nijf, who agreed to be a member of my doctoral committee, was 
always happy to offer feedback on drafts of articles. I am very grateful for his support as 
well. I was also lucky to be a part of a research team that has become, over time, more 
like a group of friends. Dear colleagues, thank you, not only for your constructive 
criticism and suggestions, but also for your support, for making me laugh, for your 
exquisite taste in music, and for putting things in perspective. I would also like to thank 
Peter Van Nuffelen, Françoise Van Haeperen, Christian Laes, and John Patterson for 
agreeing to read and judge my work. 
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Rome and Cambridge have been life-changing experiences. Gaining access to some of 
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Cambridge University Library) has been crucial for the successful execution of this 
project, but it became so much more than that. I will always think of the Academia 
Belgica as a second home, of Rome as my adoptive hometown, and of Pamela, Charles, 
Daniela, Marco, Dianne, Jerope, Pina, and Rocco as some sort of family. Sapete che vi 
voglio bene! Also my stays in Cambridge as a visiting student at the Faculty of Classics 
were an inspiring experience. Fiona-lah and Jus Tin made sure I had a Cambridgian 
social life even before I even got there, and both have become friends for life.  
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Part I :   

 

Analysis  
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Read Me Database 

Since the excel database of inscriptions of *augustales from Italy and Gaul you find 
on the disc included (see back cover) is rather extensive, I first offer some explanation 
as to how the different tabs of the spread sheet relate to the research conducted in the 
PhD dissertation presented here. I hope you find this material interesting and useful. 

 
PivotTable 

What: geographical spread *augustales from Italy, Narbonese and Lugdunese Gaul, 
with overview of how often professions, family links, economic capital, collegial 
membership, and titles among *augustales are recorded, how often multiple 
*augustales were named in the same inscription, and how often inscriptions could 
be dated.  

Relevant for: the discussion in general, and for chapter one, section on source 
material in particular.  

Prosopo 

What: complete corpus of inscriptions (1711) with filters for the reference, 
province/region, city/village, text, multiple *augustales named, nomen, cognomen, 
date, notes, type of *augustalitas, typology of the inscriptions, official status, 
profession, family, economic capital, membership collegia, titles within 
*augustalitas, and other titles and indications of prestige.  

Relevant for: the discussion in general. 

Dated inscriptions 

What: list of eighty-five dated inscriptions, with specification whether they were 
dated exactly, to a period of fifteen years or the reign of an emperor, to half a 
century or to a century accurate. Where possible, the dates were divided in 
twenty-year slots.  
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Relevant for: the discussion in general, and for chapter one, section on dating 
issues in particular.  

Benefactions 

What: overview of eighty-six inscriptions that record benefactions made by an 
individual *augustalis. 

Relevant for: the third chapter, section on expenditures and benefactions. 

Profession 

What: forty-seven inscriptions of *augustales who record a profession as such (a 
‘direct’ professional title), with indication of economic sectors, and a reference to 
the Ciceronian classification, and particular attention for family relations (close 
family - extended family – patron – marriage - offspring). Also filters for additional 
titles, ornamenta, LDDD, gratuitas, payments, and benefactions. 

Relevant for: the third chapter, sections on the importance of professional titles, 
economic sectors and *augustales, geographical differentiation, and local and 
imperial economies. 

Office professional col legium  

What: sixty-eight inscriptions of *augustales who record membership of a 
professional collegium (an ‘indirect’ professional title), with indication of which 
collegium, their office, economic sectors, and a reference to the Ciceronian 
classification, and particular attention for family relations (close family - extended 
family – patron – marriage - offspring). Also filters for additional titles, ornamenta, 
LDDD, gratuitas, payments, and benefactions. 

Relevant for: the third chapter, sections on the importance of professional titles, 
economic sectors and *augustales, geographical differentiation, and local and 
imperial economies. 

Alba-Fasti  

What: list of all individuals named in (presumed) alba and fasti Augustalium (Chieti, 
Liternum 1, Liternum 2, Ostia, and Trebula Suffenas) with their position, date, 
organisation, and reference. 

Relevant for: the fourth chapter, section on alba and fasti in the context of collegial 
and magisterial hierarchies, and for the fifth chapter, section on intra- and 
transgenerational mobility of the augustales from Liternum.  

Memoria 

What: thirty-four funerary inscriptions that record memoria. 

Relevant for: the fourth chapter, section on funerary context and memoria. 
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Heres 

What: fifty-seven inscriptions that record the heir or heirs of an *augustalis, name 
an *augustalis as heir, or state that the monument does not pass onto the heir of an 
*augustalis.  

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on integration through citizenship.  

Testamentum 

What: fifty-three inscriptions in which an *augustalis was appointed as heir by 
testament, an *augustalis (or a member of his close family) made a testament, an 
*augustalis (or a member of his close family) was freed by testament 

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on integration through citizenship. 

Double *augustalitas  

What: twenty-eight inscriptions of *augustales who obtained the *augustalitas in 
multiple cities, or accumulated the *augustalitas in one city with other honours or 
(especially collegiate) positions in another city or cities.  

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on hidden networks and trade routes.  

Patrons  

What: one hundred and thirty-five attestations of patronage relations: (1) the 
patron of a freedman *augustalis is mentioned, (2) the patron of the association of 
*augustales is known, (3) an *augustalis acts as patron of the association of 
*augustales, and (4) an *augustalis was patron of some other description (another 
association, or of his freedmen and/or -women). 

Relevant for :the fifth chapter, section on patronage. 

*Augustales  (plural)  benefactions 

What: eighty-two inscriptions in which *augustales as a group benefited from 
distributions or meals, acted as benefactors, or were on the receiving end of some 
other type of benefaction. 

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on benefactions and reciprocity. 

Ostia 

What: one hundred and forty-seven inscriptions that record *augustales in the city 
of Ostia, with pie charts.  

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on making the difference. 
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Brixia 

What: sixty-seven inscriptions that record *augustales in the city of Brixia, with pie 
chart.  

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on making the difference. 

Verona 

What: thirty-three inscriptions that record *augustales in the city of Verona, with 
pie chart. 

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on making the difference. 

Nemausus 

What: fifty-seven inscriptions that record *augustales in the city of Nemausus, with 
pie chart. 

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on making the difference. 

Narbo  

What: forty-six inscriptions that record *augustales in the city of Narbo, with pie 
chart. 

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on making the difference. 

Lugdunum 

What: fifty-two inscriptions that record *augustales in the city of Lugdunum, with 
pie chart. 

Relevant for: the fifth chapter, section on making the difference. 
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 1   
 
Introduction 

Almost twenty years have passed since the last attempt to give a general 
discussion of the peculiar social group of *augustales was published.1 The thesis of 
Abramenko and the various articles supporting and completing some lacunae of his 
book2 mark an evolution towards an interest for the ‘middle class’ of local roman 
societies, the ‘munizipale Mittelschicht’. The importance of Abramenko's work can 
hardly be overestimated. His research drew renewed attention to the study of these 
municipal status groups, as Duthoy had done twenty years earlier.3 The subject has 
intrigued scholars ever since Egger gave the first discussion of *augustales in 1844.4 
Recent publications by Corazza,5 Mouritsen,6 and Amiri7 show the continuing 
fascination.  

Although the first academic discussion of *augustales dates back to the mid-
nineteenth century,8 after almost two centuries of excellent research, the difficulty to 
 
                                                        
1  i.e. ABRAMENKO, 1993a. (Not counting Margaret LAIRD, 2000, an unpublished doctoral thesis.) Duthoy 

used the generic *augustales (with an asterisk) to refer to augustales, seviri augustales, magistri 
augustales or one of the forty other variants. Seviri were left out because they had a qualitatively 
different status. When referring to the augustales itself, the asterisk was omitted. See DUTHOY, 1978, 
p. 1254. 

2  ABRAMENKO, 1991a; ABRAMENKO, 1991b; ABRAMENKO, 1993b; ABRAMENKO, 1994.  
3  DUTHOY, 1970, pp. 88-105; DUTHOY, 1974, pp. 134-154; DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1254-1309.  
4  EGGER, 1844, Appendix II, pp. 347-411.  
5  CORAZZA, 2010. 
6  MOURITSEN, 2006; MOURITSEN, 2011.  
7  AMIRI, 2010, pp. 94-103.  
8  EGGER, 1844, pp. 1-59. Some inscriptions were already described in the 17th century by NORIS (1681), 

in the 18th century by MORCELLI (1780) and in the first half of the 19th century by MARINI, ORELLI 
(1828.), BORGHESI (1842) and ALDINI (1831). Egger’s account is the first attempt to describe the 
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get a grip on ‘the’ *augustales remains. Most scholars agree on the basics: the title 
*augustalis (and all its 40 local variants found throughout the Roman Empire) refers to 
an honorary position in local society, mostly bestowed on wealthy freedmen who, 
because of their servile birth, could not partake in the official cursus honorum. The 
nomination itself, and the allotment of any further privileges or honours connected to 
it, was done by the city council. Originally, scholars evaluated the associations of 
*augustales primarily as a part of the imperial cult, largely because of the title they bore, 
which seems to suggest a link with the first emperor Augustus. Later on a shift towards 
a more secularised characterisation of the group took place. Difficulties reside in the 
unclear terminology (sevir augustalis – augustalis – magister augustalis – sevir etc.),9 the 
complicated organogram with local varieties (association – office – honorary title), and 
especially the lack of (literary) sources. 

This project is a reaction against any attempt to amalgamate the different 
aspects of  *augustales in one single definition. For instance Duthoy’s often cited articles 
are permeated with generalising statements. In his 1974 publication in Epigraphica, he 
even tried to define the ‘average augustalis’:  

 

L’*augustalis moyen est un affranchi, assez fortuné mais exclu du décurionat et des 
magistratures officielles à cause de son passé d’esclave. Cet *augustalis a fait 
fortune en exerçant une activité mercantile ou artisanale et jouissait, grâce à sa 
fortune, ses activités et ses largesses, d’une certain prestige auprès de ses citoyens 
qui le choisissaient pour des fonctions honorifiques dans une association 
professionnelle ou l’honoraient en tant que bienfaiteur de la ville ou d’une 
association quelconque.10 

 

Instead of simplifying complex phenomena by labelling it with some all-purpose 
word (Duthoy’s ‘augustalis moyen’ for instance), I endeavour to trace subtle differences 
between individual *augustales expressed in epigraphy and appreciate these to the 
fullest. I take Mouritsen’s suggestion about *augustales to heart: ‘we might contemplate a 
situation where diversity becomes the norm because the institution was essentially 
local’.11  

*Augustales were in every way the ‘odd duck’ of municipal life, taking up a hybrid 
position in local Roman society. Be it the yearly officers, those holding the title as an 
mark of honour, or the former officers convening in associations, they are in between 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

phenomenon and offer some explanations that did not emanate from a mere antiquarian interest.  
9  Most important discussions of terminology are VON PREMERSTEIN, 1895, pp. 828-848; DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 

1260-1265, pp. 1271-1272, p. 1284; ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 21-25, pp. 25-33, pp. 33-37. 
10  DUTHOY, 1974, p. 150 
11  MOURITSEN, 2006, p. 237. 
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worlds, a group in social limbo: an elite formation, part of a servile world, though 
largely consisting of (Roman or Latin?) citizens bearing the tria nomina. How did the 
municipal social world revolve around them and how did they work their way around 
its limitations? Who or what influenced their hybrid social existence as an elite 
formation of the lower classes, and how? Thematically, the importance of professions, 
the involvement of *augustales in the economic sphere, self-representation and public 
interaction, visibility, citizenship, social positioning and differentiation, public 
behaviour and networks, social hierarchies, social and intra- and transgenerational 
mobility, and power relations feature in the discussion.  
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1 .1  Research Questions and Chapters 

In short, what we have, is research focussing on *augustales as a social structure, and 
detailed studies of local morphology and terminology. What we need is a re-evaluation 
from the point of view of *augustales and what their title meant for them (e.g. integration 
in local society, enhanced visibility, and social differentiation), and how the institution 
developed locally. The lack of interest for the individual *augustalis is remarkable – 
despite Nicolas Tran’s demonstration of the added value of a focus on collegiati in 
interaction with the collegial structures surrounding them.12 In five chapters, I 
approach my dataset from five different angles to cover many aspects of the 
*augustalitas and demonstrate its complexity.  

* 
In the second chapter, (‘Origin and Context’) a state of the art of some major 

discussions is given. This part aims to contextualise the origin of *augustales and the 
terminology used. It focuses, contrary to the rest of the discussion, on more general and 
institutional aspects: 

(1) Similes Ordines and potential predecessors. In scholarship, the potential 
predecessors or examples on which the *augustalitas was grafted, have been a major 
point of interest. Many different hypotheses have been formed, looking for similar 
structures in both the high- and low-end of the Roman social spectrum. Though the 
*augustalitas dates to Imperial times – the titles born by the officers suggest a link with 
the first emperor – it did not emerge out of thin air. 

(2) Research traditions and lacunae. First, is it likely that the genesis of 
*augustales was linked to the imperial cult? If so, how important was this in the different 
regions of Italy and the two Gallic provinces? Which scholars have argued for a religious 
interpretation and why have others argued against it? Which specific use of language 
may refer to the ruler cult and how should it be interpreted? What does the 
iconography of sacrificial scenes tell us?  

Second, I focus on the raison d’être debate. From the earliest days of research on 
*augustales up until fairly recently, scholars have fundamentally disagreed on the raison 
d’être of the institution. A strong research tradition has evaluated *augustales as priests 
tending to the local imperial cult; other scholars have maintained alternative views.  

Third, I discuss the problems with the terminology used to indicate ‘the’ 
*augustales. Duthoy’s asterisk (*augustalis) amalgamates sevir, sevir augustalis, augustalis, 

 
                                                        
12  TRAN, 2006. 
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magister augustalis and some forty other variants,13 as well as a triple institutional reality 
consisting of annual officers, broader associations of former officers and co-opted 
members, and former officers who were not members of the association. 

(3) The ancient ‘middle class’. Many scholars have claimed that *augustales 
formed some kind of second municipal ordo vis-à-vis the city councillors. In a 
remarkable piece of municipal mimicry, their position allegedly resembled that of the 
equestrian order in relation to the senatorial order. These attempts to make these 
*augustales ‘fit’ into some kind of well-known classical terminological framework (i.e. the 
ordines organisation) date back to the mid-nineteenth century. Therefore, I discuss the 
relevance and usefulness of the honestiores-humiliores dichotomy and touch upon the 
plebs media debate in this section.  

* 
In the third chapter, I first focus on five aspects of the economic position of 

*augustales in Italy and Gaul; 
(1) How does occupational differentiation demonstrate the complexity of the 

social world in which *augustales operated? Attestations of professional titles are the 
exception, but manifestly show the importance of the occupation in the self-definition 
of the historical actor in question. Professional titles exist in two variants: an actual 
profession (a certain trade) and membership of a professional collegium. Were both types 
of professional titles appreciated differently? 

(2) Trimalchio’s fictional life has been taken as a representation of the historical 
lives of former slaves. In the famous banqueting scene, Petronius staged a vulgar, 
decadent, utterly intolerable and socially inadequate freedman sevir augustalis who 
gained his wealth in overseas trade and in the end bought back all the lands of his 
former master. However, this one literary attestation of an affluent sevir augustalis is no 
basis to assume, as often has been done, that all *augustales gained their fortune through 
trade and land ownership. Despite the presence of this tradesman sevir augustalis in a 
well-known literary source, the research on occupations of *augustales is very scarce. 

(3) To outline the economic impact of *augustales, it is necessary to elaborate on 
the different sectors of the Roman economy. In which sectors are *augustales found most 
often?  

(4) Is there a differentiated geographical spread of both types of professional 
titles (profession and collegial membership)? Here, I confront the presence of *augustales 
in general, with that of *augustales who professed their professional title. Did *augustales 
engage in those sectors that were economically important for their regions? Or, rather, 
are *augustales (and others) more likely to mention their profession when that 

 
                                                        
13  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1254. 
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profession was economically important in their region? The epigraphic material is 
extremely fragmented, which renders a comprehensive analysis of *augustales’ 
geographically determined importance virtually impossible, at least on the level of 
isolated cities. Still, two large commercial hubs can be discussed more elaborately: the 
major harbour city Ostia and the capital city of Lugdunese Gaul, Lugdunum. 

(5) Are *augustales involved in the imperial and local annona frumentaria, the 
grain dole and -market?  

Next, I first discuss a number of expenditures and benefactions that express the 
wealth of *augustales, a proxy for their economic potential. Purely statistically, the 
expression of wealth was a major theme in the epigraphic attestation of *augustales: 
donations or expenditures are recorded in roughly one third of the Italian and Gallic 
inscriptions. Benefactions were the most visible way to display wealth in local society. 
How often do epigraphic attestations offer information on the role of *augustales as 
benefactors in their cities (and sometimes beyond)? What was the magnitude and 
typology of the gift? *Augustales also stressed the size of their economic capital by 
drawing the attention to the sizeable plot of land. Did expenditures and benefactions 
overlap? How does this relate to other honours and/or privileges taken up by these 
*augustales?  

* 
The fourth chapter, entitled ‘Respectability and Visibility’, discusses visibility 

techniques and different badges of honour. First I focus on inscriptions listing names of 
yearly officers (so-called fasti), as well as hierarchical membership lists of the 
association (known as alba). Alba and fasti are recordings of *augustales acting as a group, 
carefully orchestrating how they were perceived by the public and presenting 
themselves as well-organised within a semi-official context. What can alba tell us about 
the functioning of the local associations? What can in turn be deduced from fasti about 
the magisterial hierarchy? How can this knowledge help to evaluate the ‘personal 
epigraphy’, inscriptions erected by and for an individual *augustalis, listing the 
(sometimes minor) honours they obtained? 

A second section is about ornamenta, insignia, and memory. The ornamenta 
decurionalia is a privilege that was most often accorded to *augustales. Also ornamenta 
seviralia are known. Officers of *augustales had obtained the right to demonstrate their 
prominence in public, as they were seated on a sella curulis, could wear the toga praetexta, 
and were permitted to have lictores. Why was this important and how did it contribute 
to one’s reputation? How do self-display and the imperative of being remembered fit in 
here?  

The final section discusses the importance of visibility. First, I focus on the 
complementarity of iconography and epigraphy; how these reinforced one another and 
the message they wanted to get across. A number of examples show that iconography 
informs us on aspects of the life of individual *augustales that were not mentioned in 
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their inscription at all – professions in particular. Second, in some cities, buildings were 
identified as schola or aedes of the local *augustales. By becoming a part of the 
monumental structure of the city, these constructions dramatically enhanced the 
visibility of *augustales: the buildings were mostly situated on or close to the forum. In 
Latium/Campania, three exceptional archaeological contexts combine visibility of the 
local *augustales and monumentality of their convening space: the ‘house’ of *augustales 
at Herculaneum, the sacellum at Misenum, and their schola at Ostia. 

* 
The fifth chapter is devoted to social positioning, - differentiation, and - mobility. 

First, I discuss on some aspects of integration of *augustales in local society. How 
important was citizenship for *augustales? Scholars have mostly assumed that *augustales 
were full Roman citizens, but what proof do we have for this? Here, I make special 
reference to the case of L. Venidius Ennychus. Next, I focus on wealth, (hidden) 
networks and trade routes, as well as on the importance of proximity to power, the 
apparitorial accensi and the summa honoraria. Finally, I discuss the role of benefactions 
(especially sportulae), patronage, and reciprocity. 

Second, I evaluate the importance of privileges and honours accorded to 
individual *augustales. Rather than focussing on the technicalities of terminology, I want 
to detect what specific honours or titles recorded in their personal epigraphic 
attestations meant for the individual *augustalis in question. I focus on six major cities: 
Ostia (157 inscriptions), Brixia (68), Verona (34), Narbonne (42), Nîmes (66), and Lyon 
(63). How frequently were privileges or titles recorded, and how often did  *augustales 
only obtain the *augustalitas?  

Third, I discuss indications of intra- or transgenerational mobility and –
strategies. In a first section, I focus on the alba augustalium from Liternum: two similar 
texts, drafted only thirty years apart, listing (sometimes the same) members of the same 
association. This gives us a unique possibility to trace several elements: (1) did age or 
seniority play a part in this particular collegial hierarchy? (2) Are there any signs of 
intra- or transgenerational mobility strategies? Secondly, the inscription found on the 
spectacular tomb of Vetilia Egloge offers some more insights. Here I attempt to detect 
links between family and patronal ties and different elements of local politics, i.e. the 
city council and members of the association of the augustales in Mutina (present-day 
Modena).  

* 
The sixth chapter treats complex power relations. Two elements are discussed 

here. First, what was the position of the Emperor within the Empire? In what way was 
the imperial regime and the existence and influence of an Emperor important for 
*augustales? Second, which types of relations can be outlined between the city council 
(and its members) and *augustales (both the officers and the collegiati)? What influence 
did the city council have on *augustales? Which epigraphic phrasings attest this? Did this 
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relationship work in two directions (i.e. could *augustales influence the city council in 
some way)?  

* 

All these questions will be embedded in the sociology of Pierre Bourdieu. Rather 
than trying to ‘prove’ the ‘correctness’ of his thinking, the present study verifies the 
applicability and added value of a sociological angle when confronted with limited and 
fragmented source material. Can a modern set of analytic tools help to partially 
compensate the lack of sources faced by all classical historians?  
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1 .2  Source Material  

In 1847, Egger already pointed out one of the most remarkable and equally 
frustrating characteristics of the presence (or rather absence) of *augustales in classical 
source material: 

De toutes les corporations du monde romain, la corporation des augustales est sans 
contredit la plus célèbre; c’est en même temps une de celles dont il est le plus 
difficile de marquer précisément l’origine et les attributions. Des milliers 
d’inscriptions la mentionnent; mais son nom même ne se trouve pas une seule fois 
dans l’immense recueil des lois romaines, et Pétrone est le seul de tous les auteurs 
anciens qui en parle, encore est-ce avec une excessive brièveté.14 

 

The associations of *augustales, their members, and (former) officers are named 
so often in inscriptions, but do not occur at all in the corpus of legal texts, and are 
almost completely absent in literary sources. Literary attestations are limited to three 
texts: two short second century scholiae on Horatius (Sermones, II, 3, 281) and the Cena 
Trimalchionis. Petronius’ Cena Trimalchionis is the only completely preserved story in the 
Satyrica, and the only literary attestation of three seviri augustales: Trimalchio, Habinnas, 
and Hermeros. Inevitably, Petronius’ characterisation has strongly influenced the image 
we have of *augustales in general. The host of the party, Trimalchio, boasts his ascension 
from ‘frog’ to ‘king’ – sic amicus vester, qui fuit rana, nunc est rex15 – displays knowledge he 
does not have and constantly fails to act according to the societal norms. The fictional 
inscription that was to be put on his tasteless and over the top grave monument16 
characterised Trimalchio as a sevir augustalis.  

Trimalchio has been staged as the ‘archetypical example’ of various and often 
contradictory roles in society17, of which the French terminology – bourgeois, parvenu, 
nouveau riche, even Molière’s satirical Bourgois Gentilhomme – has become strongly 
associated with his name.18 Most commonly, Trimalchio is taken to be the archetype of 
the wealthy but vulgar tradesman parvenu – despite the fact that his status remained 
servile his whole life and there was nowhere to ‘arrive’ in the first place, as Veyne 
 
                                                        
14  EGGER, 1847, p. 635. 
15 Petron. 77. Hence the title of this thesis: ‘From Mouse to Millionaire.’ 
16 For an elaborate discussion of this monument in the context of funerary architecture and practice, 

see PURCELL, 1987, pp. 25-41. Note how he evaluates Petronius’ description of Trimalchio’s tomb as a 
way in which we can let silent archeological sources ‘speak, to ‘give voice’ to the physical remains. 

17 As shown by D’ARMS, 1981, pp. 97-120. (Ch. 5: ‘The “Typicality” of Trimalchio’) 
18 ROSTOVTZEFF, 1957, pp. 57-58; VEYNE, 1961, pp. 213-247; DUFF, 1928, p. 230; FINLEY, 1973, p. 61; 

MACMULLEN, 1974, p. 50. 
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remarked.19 The Cena Trimalchionis is a highly problematic source, not in the least 
because of the literary genre. A satire maintains a curious relationship with reality: it 
presents a grotesque and distorted image of an underlying social situation. This means 
that it was not completely separated from reality: recognisability is an important 
element to make a satire (or any form of humour) humorous.  

Trimalchio was the satirically distorted archetype of the rich freedman, whose 
lifestyle the elite despised.20 This is a major argument in favour of the Satyrica as a useful 
source for Roman social history. The question remains how ‘typical’ Trimalchio was. 
Clearly, the Satyrica is not a pure transposition of the social reality, but it is equally clear 
that the text reflects the contemporary society in some way. Nevertheless, although the 
details may be possible and plausible, they are not necessarily typical.21 

Since none of the literary sources offer any solid information on *augustales, an 
analysis of their position is necessarily based on epigraphical sources. Since under the 
Empire the Italian peninsula is the core of Romanitas and Roman identity, the use of 
Italian inscriptions is self-evident. The megalopolis Rome will not be discussed, as 
*augustales were absent here. Following the geographical demarcations outlined in 
Nicolas Tran’s thesis, also inscriptions from Roman Gaul (both Lugdunensis and 
Narbonensis) are incorporated. These demarcations leave us with a corpus of 1711 
inscriptions. In 242 of them, *augustales occur in a plural form (augustales, augustalium, 
augustalibus, seviri etc.), recording actions performed by these men as a group instead of 
mentioning individuals. The remaining 1469 inscriptions attest 1629 individuals, of 
which 1484 record at least a part of their names, and 145 are anonymous.  

The geographical spread of the institution is enormous: these 1711 texts stem 
from no less than 414 cities. Many cities only produced very few attestations of 
*augustales. In fact, 35 cities account for 877 inscriptions, in the remaining 379 cities less 
than ten records of *augustales are preserved; 

 
                                                        
19 VEYNE, 1961. 
20  WALSH, 1974, pp. 181 – 190; HIGHET, 1941, p. 176. 
21 GARNSEY, 1981, p. 371.  

Region/Province  Number of  
inscriptions 

Latium et Campania /  Regio I   445 
Acerra / Acerrae  1 
Affile / Afilae  2 
Alatri / Aletrium  1 
Alvignano / Cubulteria  2 
Anagni / Anagnia  3 
Anzio / Antium  7 
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Aquino / Aquinum  5 
Atripalda / Abellinum  6 
Avella / Abella  2 
Baia / Baiae  2 
Baiae  1 
Bovillae  5 
Caiazzo / Caiatia  2 
Calvi Vecchia / Cales  7 
Capri / Capreae  1 
Capua 18 
Casale Cesarina / Ficulea  4 
Casalpozzo / Lanuvium  1 
Cassino / Casinum  3 
Ciciliano / Trebula Suffenas  6 
Cimitile / Nola  1 
Cuma / Cumae  2 
Cumae  1 
Ercolano / Herculaneum  8 
Ferentino / Ferentinum  5 
Fondi / Fundi  2 
Formia / Formiae  9 
Formiae  2 
Gabii / Gabiae  5 
Ischia / Aenaria  1 
Isola del Liri / Sora  1 
Lanuvio / Lanuvium  4 
Localita Literno / Liternum  2 
Mentana / Nomentum  2 
Mignano Monte Lungo  1 
Minturnae  1 
Minturno / Minturnae  5 
Miseno / Misenum 12 
Napoli / Neapolis  1 
Nocera Inferiore / Nuceria  3 
Nola  8 
Ostia  Antica  157 
Palestrina / Praeneste 18 
Pantanella  1 
Pompei 15 
Pontecorvo / Aquinum  1 
Pozzuoli  /  Puteoli   31 
Priverno / Privernum  1 
Rocca d´Evandro / Teanum Sidicinum  1 
Salerno / Salernum  7 
San Donato Val di Comino / Atina  1 
San Giorgio a Liri / Interamna Lirenas  4 
San Giovanni Incarico / Fabrateria Nova  5 
San Prisco  1 
Saracinesco  1 
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Sessa Aurunca / Suessa Aurunca  3 
Sezze / Setia  3 
Sinuessa  1 
Teano / Teanum Sidicinum  1 
Tellene / Tellenae  1 
Terracina / Tarracina  2 
Tibur  3 
Tivoli / Tibur 21 
Treglia / Trebula Balliensis  1 
Trevi nel Lazio / Treba  1 
Tusculum  3 
Veroli / Verulae  1 
Villa Literno / Liternum  3 

Apulia  et  Calabria /  Regio II    115 
Aeclanum 8 
Arpe / Arpi  1 
Ascoli Satriano / Ausculum 1 
Bari / Brium 1 
Benevento / Beneventum 23 
Bovino / Vibinum 4 
Brindisi / Brundisium 7 
Cannae 1 
Canosa di Puglia / Canusium 14 
Castelluccio Valmaggiore / Aecae 1 
Caudium  1 
Frigento 1 
Guardia Lombardi / Compsa 1 
Lacedonia / Aquilonia 3 
Lecce / Lupiae 2 
Lucera / Luceria 11 
Macchia / Ligures Baebiani  1 
Ordona / Herdonia 3 
Oria / Uria 1 
Rugge / Rudiae  1 
Ruvo di Puglia / Rubi 1 
Sant´Agata de´ Goti / Saticula 1 
Siponto / Sipontum 3 
Taurasi 1 
Teanum Apulum  3 
Tertevere  1 
Troia / Aecae 2 
Venosa / Venusia 13 
Venusia 1 
Vitolano  2 
Volturara 1 

Bruttium et Lucania /  Regio III    58 
Atena Lucana / Atina 4 
Atina 2 
Buccino / Volcei 2 
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Colliano 1 
Copia Thurii 2 
Crotone / Croton 2 
Evoli / Eburum  2 
Grumento Nova / Grumentum 6 
Locri / Locri Epizephyrii 1 
Muro Lucano 1 
Padula / Cosilinum 1 
Paestum 17 
Potenza / Potentia 2 
Reggio di Calabria / Regium Iulium 2 
Roccelletta / Scolacium 2 
Strongoli / Petelia 4 
Valva / Corfinium 1 
Velia 1 
Vibo Valentia / Hipponium 3 
Viggiano 1 
Blanda Iulia  1 

Samnium / Regio IV   221 
Aielli Stazione 1 
Alba Fucens 12 
Alfedena / Aufidenia 3 
Alife / Allifae 11 
Amatrice / Reate 1 
Aschi Alto 1 
Barisciano / Furfo 2 
Bojano / Boiano / Bovianum 3 
Capradosso / Cliternia 3 
Carsoli / Carseoli 2 
Castel di Sangro / Aufidena 2 
Castelnuovo / Peltuinum 1 
Castelvecchio Subequo / Superaequum 1 
Chieti / Teate Marrucinorum 8 
Civita d´Antino / Antinum 2 
Civitatomassa / Amiternum 1 
Collaterra  1 
Collefracido  1 
Colleromano / Pinna Vestina  1 
Corfinio / Pentima / Corfinium 14 
Correse / Cures Sabini  5 
Fossa / Aveia Vestina 4 
Interpromium  2 
Isernia / Aesernia 16 
Iuvanum 1 
Larino / Larinum 5 
Massa d´Albe / Alba Fucens 1 
Montagano / Fagifulae 2 
Monteleone Sabino / Trebula Mutuesca 7 
Montenerodomo / Iuvanum 1 
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Nesce / Aequiculum 3 
Norcia / Nursia 2 
Paterno  1 
Penne / Pinna Vestina 2 
Poggio Picenze 1 
Poggio San Vittorino / Amiternum 4 
Prata d´Ansidonia / Peltuinum Vestinum 6 
Preturo / Amiternum 3 
Raviscanina / Allifae 2 
Rieti / Reate 10 
Rocca di Botte / Carsioli 1 
Roio  1 
S. Maria a Faifoli / Fagifulae  1 
S. Maria di Palazzo / Iuvanum  2 
San Benedetto dei Marsi / Marruvium 11 
San Salvatore Telesino / Telesia 1 
San Valentino in Abruzzo Citeriore / 

Interpromium 1 
San Vincenzo al Volturno / Volturnum 1 
San Vittorino / Amiternum 4 
Sepino / Saepinum 8 
Spoltore / Angulus 1 
Stroncone 2 
Sulmona / Sulmo 8 
Telesia 13 
Terventum 1 
Trasacco / Supinum Vicus 1 
Trivento / Terventum 1 
Vasto / Histonium 2 
Venafro / Venafrum 11 
Vescovio / Forum Novum 1 

Picenum / Regio V   27 
Ascoli Piceno / Asculum 3 
Atri / Hadria 2 
Cingoli / Cingulum 1 
Civita di Marano / Cupra Maritima  2 
Cupra Maritima 1 
Falerone / Falerio 4 
Fermo / Firmum Picenum 1 
Macerata 1 
Massaccio / Cupra Montana  1 
Ortezzano / Firmum Picenum 1 
Osimo / Auximum 2 
Ostra 1 
Rambona  1 
Santa Maria a Potenza / Potentia 1 
Teramo / Interamnia Praetuttiorum 3 
Treia / Trea 1 
Villa Potenza / Ricina 1 
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Umbria /  Regio VI   126 
Acqualagna / Pitinum Mergens 2 
Albacina / Tuficum 1 
Amelia / Ameria 12 
Assisi / Asisium 10 
Bettona / Vettona 1 
Bevagna / Mevania 3 
Carsulae 8 
Castelleone di Suasa / Suasa 1 
Citta di Castello / Tifernum Tiberinum 2 
Costano 1 
Fano / Fanum Fortunae 5 
Foligno / Fulginiae 3 
Fossombrone / Forum Sempronii 5 
Guadamello / Ocriculum 1 
Gubbio / Iguvium 6 
Macerata Feltria / Pitinum Pisaurense 3 
Matelica / Matilica 2 
Montoro / Casuentum 1 
Otricoli / Ocriculum 1 
Pesaro / Pisaurum 13 
San Gemini / Carsulae 1 
San Leo / Mons Fereter 1 
Santa Maria di Pistia / Plestia 1 
Sarsina / Sassina 5 
Sassoferrato / Sentinum 3 
Sestino / Sestinum 4 
Spello / Hispellum 3 
Spoleto / Spoletium 10 
Terni / Interamna Nahars 15 
Todi / Tuder 2 

Etruria /  Regio VII    91 
Arcella 1 
Bisentina / Visentium 1 
Bolsena / Volsinii 1 
Capena 4 
Castrum Novum 2 
Celleno 1 
Cerveteri / Caere 3 
Chiusi / Clusium 2 
Civita Castellana / Falerii 3 
Civitavecchia / Centumcellae / Blera 3 
Civitella in Val di Chiana / Arna 1 
Civitucola / Capena  3 
Cortona 1 
Faleria / Falerii Novi 1 
Fiesole / Faesulae 1 
Firenze / Florentia 5 
Giglio, Isola del / Igilium 1 
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Isola Farnese / Veii 6 
Lucca / Luca 2 
Lucus Feroniae 3 
Luna 2 
Magliano in Toscana / Heba 2 
Mola di Monte Gelato  1 
Nepi / Nepet 6 
Orbetello / Cosa 2 
Palo / Alsium 1 
Perugia / Perusia 3 
Pisa / Pisae 5 
Poggi Alti 1 
Ronciglione 1 
Roselle, Rovine di / Rusellae 9 
Rusellae 1 
Saturnia 4 
Siena / Saena 1 
Sutri / Sutrium 2 
Vetulonia 1 
Viterbo / Musarna 1 
Volsinii  1 
Volterra / Volaterrae 2 

Aemilia  /  Regio VIII    37 
Bologna / Bononia 2 
Brescello / Brixellum 6 
Forlimpopoli / Forum Popilii 2 
Imola / Forum Cornelii 1 
Modena / Mutina 2 
Oltrepo  1 
Parma 3 
Piacenza / Placentia 3 
Ravenna 4 
Reggio nell´Emilia / Regium Lepidum 3 
Rimini / Ariminum 7 
San Maurizio / Augusta Taurinorum  1 
Veleia 2 

Liguria /  Regio IX   25 
Acqui Terme / Aquae Statiellae 2 
Alba / Alba Pompeia 2 
Alba Pompeia 1 
Albenga / Albingaunum 1 
Arguello / Alba Pompeia 1 
Augusta Bagiennorum 4 
Chieri / Carreum Potentia 5 
Fossano 2 
Industria 1 
Monteu da Po / Industria 1 
Pollenzo / Pollentia 1 
Spigno Monferrato / Alba Pompeia 1 
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Terruggia / Vardagate 2 
Tortona / Dertona 1 

Venetia et  Histria  /  Regio X   213 
Altino / Altinum 2 
Aquileia 18 
Asolo / Acelum 1 
Ateste 5 
Avio 2 
Bagnolo Mella / Brixia 1 
Bolognano 1 
Brescia /  Brixia 68 
Cividale del Friuli / Forum Iulii 3 
Concordia 7 
Gabbioneta 1 
Gavardo / Brixia 1 
Koper / Capodistria 1 
Mainizza / Aquileia 1 
Manerbio 1 
Marano di Valpolicella / Arusnates 1 
Montebello Vicentino / Vicetia 1 
Nesactium 1 
Oderzo / Opitergium 3 
Padova / Patavium 4 
Porec / Parentium 5 
Portogruaro / Concordia 2 
Puegnago sul Garda / Brixia 1 
Pula / Pola 24 
Sabbio Chiese 1 
San Pier d´Isonzo / Aquileia 1 
Sant´Ambrogio di Valpolicella / Arusnates 1 
Schwanburg 1 
Tergeste 2 
Tremosine / Brixia 1 
Trento / Trient / Tridentum 2 
Treviso / Tarvisium 1 
Trieste / Tergeste 4 
Umag / Tergeste 1 
Venezia / Venedig / Altinum 1 
Verona 34 
Vicenza / Vicetia 8 

Transpadana / Regio XI   73 
Angera 1 
Aosta / Augusta Praetoria 3 
Arsago Seprio / Sibrium 1 
Bergamo / Bergomum 2 
Biella 1 
Bregnano 1 
Cantu 1 
Chatillon 1 
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Como / Comum 21 
Fara Novarese / Novaria 1 
Fontanetto Po 1 
Ivrea / Eporedia 5 
Lodi / Laus Pompeia 1 
Milano / Mediolanum 10 
Monza / Modicia 1 
Novara / Novaria 4 
Pavia / Ticinum 1 
Torino / Augusta Taurinorum 12 
Vercelli / Vercellae 5 

Gall ia  Narbonensis    211 
Aix-en-Provence / Aquae Sextiae 7 
Aix-les-Bains / Aix-en-Savoie / Aquae 1 
Antibes / Antipolis 3 
Apt / Apta 1 
Aquae Sextiae  1 
Arles / Arelate 11 
Bassens 1 
Beziers / Baeterrae 5 
Bouillargues 1 
Bouillargues  1 
Carpentras / Carpentorate 1 
Cavaillon / Cabellio 1 
Caveirac 1 
Chateauneuf-les-Martigues 1 
Chusclan 1 
Chuzelles 1 
Courbessac 1 
Die / Dea Augusta Vocontiorum 4 
Frejus / Forum Iulii 5 
Geneve / Genava 1 
Grenoble / Cularo / Gratianopolis 6 
Jongieux 1 
Lattes / Lattara 1 
Laudun / Nemausus 2 
Le Pont-de-Beauvoisin / Vicus Augusti 1 
Limony / Vienna 1 
Manduel 2 
Marseille / Massilia 2 
Mirabel 1 
Montelimar  1 
Narbonne / Narbo 42 
Nimes / Nemausus 66 
Orange / Arausio 1 
Pontaix 1 
Puimoisson / Apollinaris Reiorum 1 
Redessan 1 
Riez / Reii Apollinaris 2 
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A number of cities are well represented in this corpus (i.e. more than thirty 

inscriptions were preserved). Ostia Antica produced the highest number of inscriptions 
of *augustales from one single city; one hundred and fifty-seven texts were recovered 
here. None of the other cities can boast such a strong presence of *augustales. In Regio I, 
also the thirty-one inscriptions from Puteoli are worth mentioning. In Regio X, Venetia 
and Histria, Brescia was good for sixty-eight texts, and Verona for thirty-four. A high 
number of inscriptions were also recovered from the three major Gallic cities: forty-two 
in Narbo, sixty-six in Nemausus and sixty-four in Lugdunum. These cities are marked in 
bold in the table above. 

In other cities *augustales are reasonably well represented (i.e. more than ten, but 
less than thirty inscriptions). These twenty-seven cities were marked in italics in the 
table above. The remaining cities count less than ten inscriptions of *augustales. At the 
very least these figures demonstrate the institution was widespread and was installed in 
many Italian and Gallic communities, and that the development of *augustales was 
essentially local. 

* 
This epigraphical study follows two compatible tracks: (1) Inscriptions are studied 

in bulk, so the general outlines of a phenomenon can be traced. (2) Inscriptions are 
studied independently as self-contained documents, so the general picture can be 

Saint-Gabriel / Ernaginum 1 
Saint-Genies / Avennio  1 
Saint-Gilles 1 
Saint-Jean-le-Garguier  2 
Saint-Remy-de-Provence / Glanum 1 
Saint-Romain-en-Gal / Vienna 1 
Salon-de-Provence 1 
Sommieres 1 
Substantion / Sextantio  1 
Tournon 1 
Uchaud 1 
Uzes / Ucetia 1 
Vaison-la-Romaine / Vasio 6 
Valence / Valentia 1 
Vallabregues 1 
Vienne / Vienna 8 
Villevieille 1 

Lugudunensis   69 
Autun / Augustodunum 2 
Lyon / Lugudunum 64 
Macon / Matisco 1 
Saint-Benoit / Ambarri 1 
Vieu / Ambarri 1 
 

 Grand Total  1711 
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adjusted and adapted to incorporate geographical and chronological differences and 
reflect locally developed differences. Stereotype phrasings are the reason why they need 
to be studied in bulk, because many inscriptions resemble one another. Susini argued 
that  

‘[t]he perennity of the message was destined to supersede the ages. It therefore 
favours any expression that might be linked to conservation and continuity. From 
this derives the choice of verbal forms and formularies consolidated by tradition, 
a certain verborum antiquitas that sometimes finds expression in actual archaisms 
or even in peculiar revivals of forms that are by now obsolete.’22  

The use of same phrases over and over again was part of a legitimising act on the 
part of the dedicator/dedicatee and needs to be studied independently as well. A 
number of problems inherent in epigraphy as a general discipline, also present 
themselves in the corpus of inscriptions of Italian and Gallic *augustales.  

1 .2.1  Fragmentary preservation 

One very real threat is working with reconstructed fragmentary inscriptions; 
suggestions of different readings that turn previous interpretations on their head, or 
raise objections to established research traditions. The filling of lacunae may lead to 
enthusiastic analyses, but it is crucial to be wary of writing ‘history from square 
brackets’, as Badian called it; 

As every working historian knows, there is a peculiar brand of historical fiction 
created by those (most often primarily historians, not epigraphists) who build far-
ranging historical theories on words or phrases which their epigraphist 
predecessors have inserted – meaning no harm, and often exempli gratia – between 
square brackets in a fragmentary text. The epigraphic facts will be admitted, 
sometimes even discussed, with the conclusion that the supplement is ‘necessary’ 
or ‘inevitable’.23  

This ‘peculiar brand of historical fiction’ is also present in the epigraphic corpus 
under review here. Sometimes, the *augustalis title is part of the reconstruction. An 
inscription from Bovino (Apulia et Calabria, Regio II) dated to 5 B.C. – A.D. 3024 may serve 

 
                                                        
22  SUSINI, 1988, p. 119. 
23  BADIAN, 1989, p. 59.  
24  Date suggested by EAGLE 
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as an example. On the heavily mutilated 31x71 cm stone,25 the following text can be 
read:26  

[ ] GA[ ]  
PRAEF FA[ ]  
A ALLIENVS PR[ ]  
ITER QVINQ [ ] 

 

It is hard to make any statements about this text, except for the mention of a 
praefectus fabrum and some form of quinquennalitas. Still, based on the suspected 
similarity with a different inscription from Bovino,27 the following reconstruction was 
published:  

[A(ulus) Allienus A(uli) f(ilius)] Ga[l(eria) Laetus] / praef(ectus) fa[brum] / A(ulus) Allienus 
Pr[imus augustalis] / iter(um) quinq(uennalis) [podium? s(ua)? p(ecunia)? f(aciendum)? 
c(uraverunt)?] 

Now the inscription is a record of two men, one of equestrian status, one an 
augustalis who took up the yearly office twice (iterum), was a quinquennalis, and financed 
a balcony in the amphitheatre. In this case the parallel (and perhaps identical) text 
found on a second inscription, makes the reconstruction very plausible. Still, many 
similar reconstructions should be used with caution: [ ]gus[ ], [ ]gust[ ], or [ ]ugu[ ] 
reconstructed as [sevir Au]gus[talis] or a variant is common.28  

A different variant of the same concept, is fitting into the lacunae the honours, 
titles, and positions obtained by *augustales, as in an inscription from Lugdunum: 

 
  [ ]TAT[ ] 
[ ]NAE [ ] 
[ ]ORIAE [ ] 
[ ]ANAE[ ] 
[ ]TIALIS[ ] 
[ ]I M VII [ ] 
[ ]TALICAR[ ]  
[ ]G HONOR [ ] 
[ ]GUDUNI [ ] 
[ ]UGI [ ] 
[ ]OPTIMAE[ ] 
[ ]AE ET [ ] 

 
                                                        
25  Details of physical slab by Heidelberg (HD3817) 
26  AE 1980, 273 
27  AE 1969/70, 165 
28  e.g. AE 1980, 444 = SupIt-16-R, 62; ICampano 4 = AE 1989, 169 CIL 14, 3024; AE 1976, 148 
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For the present study, it is particularly important to be cautious with such 
reconstructions. At first sight, one would not have guessed this inscription is an epitaph 
of a trader of Italian goods who was a (sevir?) augustalis at Lugdunum and was happily 
married for a number of years. Still, the reconstruction of the inscriptions reads as 
follows;  

[D(is) M(anibus)] / [et securi]tat(i) / [aeter]nae / [et mem]oriae(?) / [---]anae / [--- 
Mar]tialis / [cum quo vixit ann(os) ---]I m(enses) VII / [negotiat(or?) mercium(?) 
I]talicar(um?) / [IIIIIIvir(?) Au]g(ustalis) honor(atus) / [c(oloniae) C(opiae) C(laudiae) 
Lu[guduni] / [coni]ugi / optimae / [et sanctissim]ae(?) et [ 

Clearly, extreme caution is needed when any statement is made based on such 
fragmentary inscriptions. Such conjectural restorations, speculations disguised as facts, 
cannot be used for building arguments.  

1 .2.2  Distorted representativeness 

Not all Romans participated in the so-called ‘epigraphic habit’, it was a cultural 
practice, embraced by some social groups and ignored by others.29 First, erecting an 
inscription was quite expensive, so poor inhabitants of the Empire were economically 
barred from this, as Duncan-Jones pointed out when he listed prices of various types of 
inscriptions.30 Besides the almost non-representation of lower and poor social classes, a 
second demographical selection is inherent in the epigraphical material: males, 
freedmen, children aged one to nine and youths aged ten to nineteen are heavily over 
represented.31 In 1961 Taylor published an influential article in which she suggested the 
over representation of freedmen in funerary material occurred because they had more 
reasons than freeborn Romans for commemorating themselves and their family. She 
stated:  

Unlike the average man in the freeborn population, they had something to record, 
something in which they felt as much pride as the men who shared the space 
along the major roads and in the cemeteries, senators, knights, and soldiers, felt in 
their titles and honours. The freedmen had won the tria nomina of the Roman 

 
                                                        
29 MOURITSEN, 2005, p. 39. See also MACMULLEN, 1982, p. 233-246.  
30 DUNCAN-JONES, 1962, p. 90-91.  
31 For excellent studies on this subject, see: HOPKINS, 1966, pp. 245-264; CLAUSS, 1973, pp. 395-417; SUDER, 

1975, pp. 217-228; MANN, 1985, pp. 204 – 206; MARTIN, 1996, pp. 40-60.  
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citizen, and the inscription of their names is, I suggest, a memorial of their 
citizenship.32 

Freedmen are heavily over represented in inscriptions, which exaggerates their 
social prominence. For the present study, however, the extensive epigraphic production 
of freedmen is highly useful. This ‘discourse of personal success’33 drove the freedmen 
*augustales to attest information relevant for their prestige. Such a socially 
disproportioned epigraphic habit potentially implies that more information on freedmen 
can be derived from it, than for other social groups. We can only put this to our 
advantage. 

1 .2.3  Dating issues 

 By far the most commonly encountered problem is the low percentage of datable 
epigraphic material. Sometimes a consul or emperor is named, making it possible to 
determine the exact year (and depending on the imperial nomenclature, even the 
month) in which the inscription was put up. Also contemporary events (wars, battles, 
plagues etc.) can offer a relatively exact time frame. Texts mentioning imperial slaves or 
freedmen limit the time slot to the reign of a certain emperor. Also archaeological 
criteria can offer a fairly exact date. However, only rarely can one of these methods be 
applied. Sometimes the types of phrases used (hic situs est versus dis manibus on epitaphs 
for instance) or the palaeography can offer a date.34 Most of the time only an 
approximate date can be given, half a century accurate at best. For the Italian and Gallic 
*augustales, this is the situation: 
 

‘ Imperial ’  (A.D.  1-300) 11 
Century accurate 59 

First century 22   
Second century 20   

Third century 3   
Second half 1st - first half 2nd 7   
Second half 2nd - first half 3rd 7   

Half  a  century accurate 51 
First century 38   

Second century 11   
Third century 1   

 
                                                        
32 TAYLOR, 1961, pp. 129-130.  
33 TRAN, 2006, p. 173 : ‘Elles [les inscriptions] constituent le médium d’un discours sur la réussite 

personnelle, plus ou moins étoffé, qui n’a pas vocation à révéler les limites de celle-ci.’ 
34  BODEL, 2001, pp. 49-52.  
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Second half 2nd - first half 3rd 1   
Emperor/Period of  15 
years 30 

First century B.C. 3   
First century 10   

Second century 16   
Second half 2nd - first half 3rd 1   

Exact year 37 
First century 14   

Second century 19   
Third century 4   

   
 

188 
 

Approximately one out of ten inscriptions mentioning *augustales from Italy and 
Gaul can be dated; 188 out of 1711 texts. Some of these ‘dates’ are actually useless. Since 
*augustales came into existence at the beginning of the imperial times and disappeared 
in the mid-third century, to indicate that an inscription can be dated to ‘A.D. 1-300’ is 
meaningless. Each of the three remaining categories are equally strongly represented: 
fifty-nine inscriptions can be dated to a century, fifty-one to half a century, and sixty-
seven to an exact year or a limited period of ten to fifteen years. 

The eleven texts dated to imperial times, are left out here. The reason why they 
were included in the first place, is because I took into account all suggestions of the 
Heidelberg database of inscriptions. Obviously, all the undated inscriptions could be 
labelled as ‘imperial’, but this would hardly increase the relevance of the table above. In 
total, one hundred and seventy-five texts can be divided over different centuries. Since 
the twenty-three texts from Pompeii and Herculaneum all stem from the first century, 
they tend to distort the picture. Therefore, I cross-tabulated both datasets:  

 

 

Generally  Minus Pompeii  and 
Herculaneum 

First century B.C. 4 2% 4 3% 
First century 81 46% 58 38% 

Second century 68 38% 68 44% 
Third century 8 5% 8 5% 

Second half 1st - first half 2nd 7 4% 7 5% 
Second half 2nd - first half 3rd 9 5% 9 6% 

     
 

177 
 

154 
  

As could be expected, the number of attestations that date to the third century are 
generally very low. The first and second century, however, are almost equally strongly 
represented. Is this contrary to MacMullen’s general observation of a rising and falling 
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epigraphic habit, shown in the following famous graph?35 Did the inscriptions of 
*augustales not rise exponentially in the second century compared to the first? In his 
influential article on the epigraphic habit, MacMullen, following Mócsy,36 approached 
the epigraphic habit as an aspect of culture, not a practical necessity.37 The work of 
Lassère38 and Mrozek39 on the evolution of the epigraphical corpus itself during the 
imperial period shows the importance ascribed to epigraphy by the Romans, who took 
this distinctive custom seriously. MacMullen rightly saw this as a clear sign of the 
cultural significance of the phenomenon itself.40  

 
 
 
 
 

 

Meyer took this one step further, as she tried to explain why the epigraphic habit 
rose and fell. She stated funerary practices were a medium for the competitive 
expression of status and status aspirations. Other motives such as affection can easily be 
combined with it, but cannot stand as successfully on their own as ‘driving force’. She 
argued that ‘the function of epitaphs as status-indicators is primary’.41 Our research 
follows the lines set out by MacMullen and Meyer in considering the significance of 
epigraphy as a way of social profiling. Mouritsen stressed the difficulties of separating 
ascribed from achieved status: ‘In many respects inscriptions reflect people’s hopes and 
aspirations more than their actual place in society. They were the result of complex 
changing patterns of ostentation and restraint and the interaction between subjective 
experience and social context.’42 
 
                                                        
35  MACMULLEN, 1982, p. 242. 
36 MÓCSY, 1966, pp. 387-421.  
37 MACMULLEN, 1982, p. 238.  
38 LASSÈRE, 1973, pp. 7-152.  
39 MROZEK, 1973, pp. 113-118.  
40 MACMULLEN, 1982, p. 244.  
41 MEYER, 1990, pp. 74-96, esp. 83-88. 
42 MOURITSEN, 2001, p. 2. 
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To present a dataset comparable to MacMullen’s, it is necessary to divide the 
dates of *augustales’ inscriptions into slots of twenty years. I decided against using 
inscriptions that were dated to a century, a date that is not accurate enough to be 
divided in the 20-year slots. For the same reason, I excluded Pompeii and Herculaneum: 
all inscriptions of *augustales from these cities are dated to ‘before A.D. 79’. Moreover, it 
would also result in a disproportionately strong representation of the first century. This 
leaves an epigraphic corpus of ninety-six texts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This histogram presents the data available for *augustales divided in slots of 
twenty years, from 20 B.C to A.D. 300. The idea was to present the dataset in a way that 
is sufficiently similar to MacMullen’s to make less ambiguous statements than the ones 
made above. Several peaks can be seen in the trend line of the moving average. The 
peak at the end of the second century is reminiscent of the data in MacMullen’s 
histogram. This peak is much less pronounced for *augustales than in MacMullen’s 
model and seems to start earlier on (ca. A.D. 140/160). 

For *augustales, a slightly disproportionate amount of inscriptions date to 20 B.C – 
A.D. 40. Since the institution was somehow connected with the start of the imperial 
times, this may simply be the reflection of the original formation of the office and 
associations of *augustales. There is no reason to assume these early texts were better 
preserved than the later ones, which leaves the only possible option: there must have 
been more of them. This is perhaps too one-dimensional as an explanation, but many 
questions must necessarily remain unanswered because 90% of our sources cannot be 
dated, not even approximately. This renders it extremely difficult to discern evolutions 
and varieties over time, and makes it hard to avoid a monolithic view on social history. 
The dedicants of inscriptions of *augustales that date back to the time of Augustus may 
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have found it fitting to mention the first Emperor as a part of the legitimation of the 
position. This habit may have disappeared later on, making the inscriptions less easily 
datable.  

Most of these deviations from MacMullen’s histogram may be due to a different 
source typology. MacMullen only used funerary inscriptions, whereas I used all datable 
inscriptions of *augustales from Italy and Gaul, regardless of their typology (funerary or 
honorary). In fact, out of ninety-six datable inscriptions of *augustales used in the 
histogram, only thirty-one were funerary, and the remaining sixty-two were honorific.  

As epigraphical testimonia declined dramatically in the late third century A.D. 
and social order was thoroughly reshuffled, it is also the logical endpoint of this project. 
Though Duthoy’s work dates back to the mid-seventies, no comparable research has 
been done. The end date of the timeframe he reconstructed, was ca. A.D. 270.43 Our 
histogram corroborates this.  

 
                                                        
43  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1260.  
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1 .3  Method and Theory 

I suspect that even today one of the fascinations of ancient and medieval history is 
that it gives us the illusion of having all the facts at our disposal within a 
manageable compass: the nagging distinction between the facts of history and 
other facts about the past vanishes, because the few known facts are all facts of 
history. 44 

E.H. Carr 

 In this short quote, Carr puts a finger on a sore wound well known to all scholars 
and casual researchers of classical antiquity alike. We are under the delusion that we 
can deal with the sources in an exhaustive way and implement literally all of the 
relevant material in a discussion. In reality, the limited and extremely fragmented 
nature of the source material seriously endangers the validity of scholarship. 
Sometimes, the required ‘critical mass’ of data is simply not available, making it unable 
to work with models or theories. Still, it seems that the corpus of epigraphic attestations 
presented above contains the required ‘critical mass’, but only when certain 
geographical limitations are taken into account, depending on which phenomenon is 
being discussed. The sources are mostly epigraphical, I used close reading as a tool of 
literary criticism, and the theoretical framework is sociological.  

1 .3.1  Method 

Nomenclature can indeed be insidious. The English term ‘football’ provides a good 
illustration describing in its British and American varieties two distinctly 
dissimilar games sharing the common aim of scoring points by putting a sort of 
ball across the variously defined goal or end-line. In this respect the confusion of 
sodales augustales and augustales is instructive for it shows that no speculation can 
replace a careful reading of every line and of every word, a procedure nowadays 
too often forgotten or disdained.45 

Linderski stipulated that cautiously reading every word on every line is 
extremely important. The method used here is close reading, a hermeneutic technique 
that stems from Bible exegesis. Literary criticists later adopted it. Paul de Man’s 
explanation of the basic technique of close reading is illuminating. He describes how he 
asked his undergraduate students to comment each other’s essays, and they ‘were not to 
 
                                                        
44 CARR, 1961, p. 13.  
45  LINDERSKI, 2007. 
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make any statements that they could not support by a specific use of language that 
actually occurred in the text. They were asked, in other words, to begin by reading texts 
closely as texts and not to move at once into the general context of human experience 
or history’. De Man’s conclusion was crucial: ‘What they lost in generality, they more 
than made up for in precision and in the closer proximity of their writing to the original 
mode’. 46 The basic principle is simple: one assumes everything written (in our case on 
stone) was written for a reason, and all the varying phrasings and formulae have a goal 
and function.47 At first, the analysis limits itself to the text and its content. By focusing 
on the particularities, one tries to outline the general picture by extrapolating evidence 
found in relevant details. 

In practice, this means I have to describe every single feature of my 1711-
inscriptions database, question all striking features and try to contextualise them. 
Which elements stand out in a particular inscription? How does this relate to the other 
aspects of the text? Are any odd or exceptional phrases or words used? Can similar 
characteristics be seen in other inscriptions? Is there a pattern as to how such 
distinguishing marks relate to the rest of the text? How does this information relate to 
the social position of the individual named in it and his interaction with other 
institutions or individuals? In chapter three, I apply these questions to the economic 
role of *augustales. The fourth chapter outlines the different ways of displaying 
respectability and enhancing visibility. Chapter five describes signs of social struggle for 
different positions and mobility mechanisms. The final chapter focuses on power 
relations, especially the peculiar relation with the city council and its members.  

1.3.2  Theory 

Close reading allows one to isolate certain phenomena, establish relationships 
and associations between different phrases named, and trace how this was embedded in 
‘the general picture’. What is lacking, however, is a way to interpret the information 
extracted from the sources. This is exactly where a sociological framework comes in: 
instead a narrativistic approach, the ‘letting the sources speak for themselves’, I want to 
actively engage epigraphy in a dialogue with sociology. Historical research should not 
take the form a narrative with plot twists, characters, and motives.  

 

 
                                                        
46  DE MAN, 1986, p. 23.  
47  For a useful selection of studies on close reading, see also LENTRICCHIA and DUBOIS, 2003.  
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1.3.2.1  Why Bourdieu?  

Once the decision of using a sociological framework to interpret data has been 
taken, it is crucial to find the most flexible and adaptive set of concepts that can be 
applied to historical societal systems. From the start, it was clear that theoretical 
schools such as institutionalism, idealism (and functionalism in particular),48 
materialism, or structuralism pur-sang would not be very helpful. At the same time, I 
needed a comprehensive theory, that did not limit itself to one aspect of human 
interaction, but offered a broad framework. 

I was immediately drawn to non-functionalist micro-sociology: I needed to focus 
on struggles of competing groups for various power resources and social rewards,49 with 
an emphasis on the face-to-face social interaction of agents. Two other aspects of micro-
sociology, i.e. the focus on ‘lived experience’ and ‘intersubjective aspects of human 
existence’ do not lend themselves that well to historical analysis.50 A number of micro-
sociologists were discarded because of this. The purely phenomenological approach of 
Schutz, Berger, and Luckmann was hardly relevant. Schutz’ ‘intersubjective 
understanding’, with a speaker always choosing his words with the listener’s 
interpretation in mind, is too limited.51 Berger and Luckmann formulated a theory that 
could help to explain the formation process of a society, but it is useless for the analysis 
of an already formed (modern or historical) societal system.52  

Another promising candidate was symbolic interactionism. Its methodological 
stance is that of the direct examination of the empirical social world. Unfortunately, the 
theory of the ‘naturalistic inquiry’ developed by one of the schools’ major 
representatives, Blumer, cannot be applied to a historical society, especially considering 
the fragmented state of our source material. A direct, sensory observation is impossible 
for the Roman world. Also, the ‘determination of problems, concepts and research 
techniques, and theoretical schemes’ cannot be done based on a picture of that world 
derived from a few scattered observations, which is exactly the case for the Classical 
world. A ‘body of relevant observations’ is simply impossible to obtain.53 

At this point, two sociologists seemed very useful: Anthony Giddens and Pierre 
Bourdieu. At first sight, Giddens’ structuration theory with the ‘double hermeneutic’ 
seems to offer everything I needed for this type of research. He argued that structure 

 
                                                        
48  For further reading on functionalism: DAVIS and MOORE, 1944; WRONG, 1945; TUMIN, 1953; TUMIN, 1955; 

SCHWARZ, 1955; SIMPSON, 1956, esp. p. 137; BUCKLEY, 1958. 
49  HÖRNING, 1971, p. 5.  
50  CALHOUN e.a., 2007, pp. 25-30. 
51  SCHUTZ, 1966. 
52  BERGER and LUCKMANN, 1966, pp. 50-62. 
53  BLUMER, 1969. 
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and agency are mutually dependent, and neither gets the upper hand. The societal 
structure is both the medium as the end product of individual actions. It does not only 
place constraints upon human agency, but enables as well. The individual is not a pawn 
without will or puppet on a string, moving according to rules on which he has lost his 
grip. Giddens puts a capable actor in the centre of attention, with a limited freedom and 
personal responsibility. The actor can, with his actions, change the world around him, 
be it to a limited extent.54  

Some elements in this theory, however, are irreconcilable with the intentions of 
this project. First of all, Giddens argued that the main objective of sociology is ‘the study 
of social institutions brought into being by the industrial transformations of the past 
two or three centuries’.55 In other words, according to Giddens, sociology is about 
modernity. Second, he argued for the importance of the agency in sociological theory, 
but disagrees with its emphasis on the individual as the central unit of analysis.56 Third, 
in sharp contrast to Bourdieu, Giddens tried to dissuade researchers to use his 
structuration theory as a working tool for empirical studies.57 I wish to study a historical 
society, by focussing on the individual actors. It would seem Giddens’ theory is not the 
right framework.  

Bourdieu incorporated a number of Giddens’ ideas and fine-tuned them. The 
double hermeneutic, with sociologists having to interpret a social world that is already 
interpreted by the actors that inhabit it,58 is echoed in the Bourdieu’s generative 
structuralism, the dialectical interaction between practice and theory. Giddens spoke of 
collective interpretative schemes and structures as being both enabling and 
constraining,59 some of the most fundamental aspects of Bourdieu’s concept of habitus. 
Both scholars tried to overcome the objectivism-subjectivism dichotomy, but came up 
with different solutions. Despite the similarities, Bourdieu’s theory is broader and more 
easily applicable to historical societies because of its anthropological input. Also, 
Bourdieu himself has incessantly applied his conceptual framework to various elements 
of various societies. His objects of study range from the indigenous people of Algeria,60 
over the taste of the French bourgeoisie in the sixties,61 to the social impact of 
television.62 It is a theory of practice. He amalgamates principles and concepts from a 

 
                                                        
54  GIDDENS, 1976, pp. 155-162; GIDDENS, 1979, pp. 49-95.  
55  GIDDENS, 1987. Cited in CALHOUN e.a., 2007, p. 220.  
56  CALHOUN e.a., 2007, p. 220.  
57  GIDDENS, 1991, p. 213 
58  CALHOUN e.a., 2007, p. 221.  
59  GIDDENS, 1979, pp. 49-53.  
60  BOURDIEU, 1972.  
61  BOURDIEU, 1979.  
62  In 1996, Bourdieu was given transmission time on French television to explain his views on 
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wide variety of sociological, philosophical and ethnological schools, re-evaluates their 
strengths and weaknesses, and puts them within a comprehensive framework. Using a 
limited terminology (field, capital and habitus), he outlines the building blocks of 
societies, be it present-day or historical, from the individual to the institutional level. 

1.3.2.2  Theoretical  concepts,  practical applications 

In most cases, the subject of historical research is not even remotely close to the 
researcher in time and space, nor is it easily recognisable or comprehensible. Any type 
of ‘gut feeling’ is rooted in contemporary political, economical, social or cultural norms 
or customs, and must be avoided. To attempt to overcome this ‘insurmountable’ divide 
and to try and understand and explain the past is the ultimate goal of all historians. 
How can one do this, without getting lost in out-of-place and sterile objectivist or 
subjectivist analyses? The historical method cannot be used to reconstruct ‘objective’ 
regularities, averse to any interference of individuals and their conscience, will, and 
goals. Such a discourse is aimed at, as Bourdieu argued, the reification and 
personification of abstractions and accords concepts (e.g. ‘class’, ‘culture’, ‘structure’) 
the power to act in history – e.g. ‘the working class will not accept’.63 Equally undesirable 
is historiography that cannot go beyond a description of what specifically characterizes 
‘lived’ experience of the social world (i.e. a phenomenological study)64 or generalises the 
individual experience of research subjects, i.e. a subjectivist approach. All studies in the 
humanities are potentially trapped in the same struggle between objectivism and 
subjectivism because both the object (studies about man) and the subject (studied by 
man) of human sciences.65 

What makes Bourdieu’s set of concepts so interesting is his emphasis on practice. 
This ‘generative structuralism’ is the dialectical interaction between practice and 
theory, in order to understand a practical world. Bourdieu’s ‘logic of practice’,66 is an 
attempt to overcome the objectivism-subjectivism dichotomy. 

I will mainly use seven concepts of Pierre Bourdieu – the capital metaphor, the 
field, the feel for the game, the habitus, strategy, class fractions and symbolic violence – 
to proceed from quantified epigraphical data to a qualitative analysis of the position of 
social actors. Quantitative analysis of the epigraphic corpus reveals (sometimes locally 
based) trends and tendencies that may be (or not be) causally linked. To understand 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

television, journalism, and journalists. “Sur la télévision” was later published as a book. 
63  BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 63-64. 
64  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 44. 
65  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 77. 
66  Discussed extensively in Le sens pratique published in 1980 and Les structures sociales de l’économie 

published in 2000. 
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what may be going on, Bourdieu often offers a framework of thinking that suggests why 
and how certain elements of the corpus are interconnected. In short, I use Bourdieu’s 
theory as a heuristic tool for interpreting information extracted from epigraphic and 
literary sources. So how do I apply Bourdieu’s model and concepts in the following 
chapters?  

* 
In the third chapter, on financial and occupational differentiation, I focus on 

economic capital and the position of *augustales in the economic field. One leitmotif 
throughout this chapter is the question whether the wealth of *augustales aided them in 
enlarging their social network or in obtaining an honorific position, and therefore 
furthered their integration in local society. In other (Bourdieuian) words: did the 
economic, social, and symbolic capital of individual *augustales reinforce each other?  

Economic capital is crucial as the necessary basis for a potential 
transubstantiation into higher forms of capital. Inscriptions offer us insights in the 
structure, size, and usage of the economic capital of *augustales. Roughly one third (517 
out of 1573) of the inscriptions that record individual *augustales attest expenses of some 
kind.  

I discuss the position of *augustales in the economic field. Professions express 
the origin of the economic capital. Explicit reference to economic occupations shows 
the importance of the professions in construing the social identity of the historical 
agents. Which professions did they take up? Did *augustales who were collegiati of 
professional associations obtain significantly more positions and honours? In other 
words, was their wealth (i.e. economic capital) more often transformed into ‘symbolic 
capital’ and did they reinforce one another?67 The volume and structure of these 
different capital forms are important markers of inequality.68 

Bourdieu’s notion of ‘strategy’ (as a substitute for ‘rule’) is crucial, as it breaks 
with both the subjectivist and objectivist mode of thinking. Strategies are a practical 
sense of things, or, if one prefers, a feel for the game (le sens du jeu).69 The struggle for 
recognition is fundamental, and strategies are the intuitive product of ‘knowing’ the 

 
                                                        
67 BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 200 – 207.  
68 BOURDIEU, 1979, p. 119: ‘Il va de soi que les facteurs constitutifs de la classe construite ne dépendent 

pas tous au même degré les uns des autres et que la structure du système qu'ils constituent est 
déterminée par ceux d'entre eux qui ont le poids fonctionnel le plus important: c'est ainsi que le 
volume et la structure du capital donnent leur forme et leur valeur spécifiques aux déterminations 
que les autres facteurs (âge, sexe, résidence, etc.) imposent aux pratiques.’; Ibid., p. 273: ‘La 
distribution au moment consideré des différentes espèces de capital, définit la structure de ce 
champ.’ 

69  LAMAISON and BOURDIEU, 1986, pp. 111-112. 
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rules of the game, it is the product of a practical sense.70 Bourdieu suggested that the 
encounter between the habitus and a field is best understood as a game, which is 
‘probably the least inadequate for evoking social things’. A game is an ordered universe 
in which not everything can happen. Interesting within the field of economic activity is 
the notion ‘feel for the game’.71 To be successful, a participant must have a sense of 
the necessity and logic of the game. This implies understanding the structure and rules, 
and having a sense of the imminent future of the game. When someone enters the game, 
this individual has to comply with the situation. If one masters the game, develops that 
‘feel for the game’, this means that he not only adapts to what he sees or experiences, 
but also foresees what is about to happen and acts based on his anticipation.72  

A ‘game’ in Bourdieuian terms is an interaction of habitus and the field, a social 
world with structures and rules in which struggles for positions take place and have 
taken place. This has little to do with how ‘game’ is defined in economic game theory. 
Here, four essential elements define a game; the players of the game, the information 
and actions available to each player at each decision point, and the payoffs for each 
outcome.73 The ‘rational actor’ staged in these games is not what Bourdieu envisaged. In 
his model, the economic field is a specific social field structured by the social actors and 
their capital. Their habitus produces reasonable rather than rational actions;74 behaviours 
that are particularly well suited to certain conditions without being the product of a 
conscious, intentional search for adaptation.75 

Also, the social game is ‘a locus of regularities’, and this is where the habitus, 
the ‘source of most practices’, comes in: the regulated tendency to generate regulated 
behaviours.76 Bourdieu stated that ‘habitus’ in interaction with what he called ‘the 
practical world’ resulted in a world of already realised ends (‘un monde de fins 
déjà réalisées’) with certain procedures to follow and paths to take.77 He argued that a 
close correlation between objective probabilities and subjective aspirations was not at all 
the result of actors deliberately tailoring their goals to an exact evaluation of their 
chances of success. As he put it quite imaginatively, agents are not gamblers who 
accurately organise their stakes based on exact information about his chances. Instead, 
Bourdieu was convinced that the possibilities or impossibilities were the result of 
 
                                                        
70  MAHAR, HARKER and WILKES, 1990, p. 15; LAMAISON and BOURDIEU, 1986,p. 112. 
71  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 111: ‘Le ‘sens du jeu’ […] donne une idée assez exacte de la rencontre quasi 

miraculeuse entre l’habitus et le champ.’ 
72  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 137; BOURDIEU, 2000, p. 239. 
73  For elaborate discussions, see RASMUSEN, 2007; AUMANN and HART, 1992; KREBS, 1990. 
74  BOURDIEU, 2000, p. 20, pp. 238-243, and p. 264. 
75  BOURDIEU, 2000, p. 260. 
76  LAMAISON and BOURDIEU, 1986, p. 112. 
77  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90.  
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anticipations generated by the habitus that was compatible with the objective 
conditions and in a sense pre-adapted to their demands. The most improbable practices 
are excluded, as being ‘unthinkable’, which implies some kind of submission to order. 
Agents make a virtue of necessity, that is, to refuse what is anyway denied and to will 
the inevitable.78 So instead of being an active decision on the part of the agent, practices 
are mediated and structured by the habitus of the agent. This habitus tends to generate 
all the so-called ‘reasonable’ and ‘common-sense’ behaviours, which are likely to be 
evaluated in a positive way because they ‘fit in’ – i.e. they are adapted to the social 
field.79  

I argue that the concept ‘feel for the game’, in combination with the 
‘unthinkable’ practices and the ‘virtue made of necessity’,80 is a strong theoretical basis 
to build a discussion of the professional position of *augustales in the economic field on. 
Using the concept of ‘feel for the game’ and its interplay with habitus, I discuss which 
local (and regional or even imperial) role professionally active *augustales played. The 
interplay of the professional title and the *augustalitas was one of the paths open these 
men in this world of already realised ends. They followed the imposed procedures in the 
interaction with the ‘practical world’.81 These (potential) *augustales made a virtue of 
necessity, as Bourdieu would call it,82 and tried to further their integration in local 
society in different ways.  

* 
The analysis made in the chapter on respectability and visibility (chapter four), is 

less firmly rooted in Bourdieuian theory. Still, the capital metaphor and symbolic 
violence83 feature in the discussion. Here I discuss a number of ways in which *augustales 
could demonstrate their respectability and enhance their visibility – in a sense it is a 
discussion of how *augustales put their symbolic capital on display. It is perfectly 
imaginable that men with a high economic status who could not rise any more 
politically, would invest in their personal visibility in every possible way. 

* 

 
                                                        
78  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90.  
79  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 93: ‘[…] l’habitus tend à engendrer toutes les conduites ‘raisonnables’, de ‘sens 

commun’ […] qui ont toutes les chances d’être positivement sanctionnées parce qu’elles sont 
objectivement ajustées à la logique caractéristique d’un champ déterminé.’ 

80  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90. 
81  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90.  
82  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90. 
83  See discussion of the use of Bourdieu in the last chapter for the concept ‘symbolic violence’.  
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In the fifth chapter (‘Social positioning, -differentiation, and -mobility) the capital 
metaphor and the social field are crucial, along with the concepts of struggle and 
competitive positioning.  

The capital metaphor refers to the co-existence of economic, social, cultural and 
symbolic capital. These different forms of capital are convertible (Bourdieu called it 
‘transubstantiation of capital’), which allows material forms of capital – economic in the 
restricted sense – to present theirselves as immaterial forms of social, cultural or 
symbolic capital and vice versa. Economic capital is crucial as the necessary basis for a 
potential transubstantiation into higher forms of capital. Social capital ranks higher, but 
the most powerful conversion to be made is to symbolic capital, for it is in this form that 
the different forms of capital are perceived and recognised as legitimate.84 This quality 
explains how wealth can, but not necessarily will, lead to prominent social positions. 
This would imply that the possession of wealth is not a goal in itself, but the possibility 
to transform this wealth into honour and respectability. 

The causal link posited here is: wealth can lead to networks, and this in turn 
increases the chance of obtaining a respectable position, honours, and privileges. 
Extensive networking (i.e. a person’s ‘social capital’) and especially taking up a central 
position within a network is often key to obtaining a position or honour. Much like it 
still is today, ‘knowing the right people’ helps to ‘get somewhere’ or ‘to make it’. Which 
indications does the epigraphic corpus provide to substantiate such a claim? 

I discuss four forms of transubstantiation of economic and social capital 
(wealth and networks) into honourable positions and privileges (symbolic capital). First, 
some individuals were affiliated to multiple cities. Was this based on trade route 
networks? This would be an interaction of economic and social capital, resulting in a 
conversion into symbolic capital. Second, in what way were personal links with 
influential families important? Essentially two major reasons for appointing certain 
individuals as *augustales can be presumed: wealth and personal links with influential 
families. In other words, economic and social capital were converted into symbolic 
capital. Third, how often did *augustales take up the office of accensi? How did this 
influence their prestige? The position could have been open to all well-connected and 
wealthy freedmen – i.e. their economic, social, (and symbolic capital) led to (an increase 
in) symbolic capital. Fourth, what role did summa honoraria play? By depositing this 
money in the city treasury, an *augustalis essentially bought his position. Money 
brought him respect and recognition in the form of the *augustalitas dignity – or, as 
Bourdieu would say, *augustales successfully transformed their economic capital into 
symbolic capital. 
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Reconversion of capital is the exact opposite (or a peculiar form) of 
transubstantiation. Symbolic capital is a valuable asset that, when invested strategically, 
can produce social and economic benefits.85 I argue that for example sportulae were a 
form of reconversion of symbolic capital; money was given to *augustales because of 
their position. 

The social field is a place of strategised social positioning, with positions that 
are to be defended and conquered.86 A field may be conceived as a field of forces and 
struggles for position and legitimate authority, and the logic, which orders such 
struggles, is the logic of capital.87 Dynamics of the field arises out of the struggle of social 
actors trying to occupy the dominant positions. 

We find multiple evocations of competition and struggles for social positions in 
Latin inscriptions: they record a plethora of specialised professions, magistracies, 
functions in private collegia and privileges or honours attained, which also allowed 
members of the lower strata to describe and affirm their social status as minutely as 
possible. Many different ways to attain some form of recognised distinction existed, 
however minor some were. Nevertheless, historical agents sought to acquire 
recognition for their actions, which implied the conformation to accepted paths 
towards social distinction. For *augustales, the indications of competitive positioning are 
twofold: vis-à-vis their social and legal peers (other freedmen or peregrini) and vis-à-vis 
their fellow *augustales. 
 Bourdieu argued that all social fields are organised according to the logic of 
competition centred on particular types of capital. The forms of capital are not 
proportionally distributed, not even within a social group. This leads to a very strong 
conclusion: although individuals can be situated within a similar social space, their 
trajectory, volume and structure of the capital forms they possess, can be very 
different.88 I will argue that the ‘stratum’ of municipal *augustales was not homogeneous 

 
                                                        
85  BOURDIEU, 1979, pp. 128-144.  
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conjoncturel des interactions, c’est-à-dire à une succession discontinue de situations abstraites, il 
faut construire l'espace social en tant qu'espace objectif, structure de relations objectives qui 
détermine la forme que peuvent prendre les interactions et la représentation que peuvent en avoir 
ceux qui s'y trouvent engagés, il reste qu'il faut dépasser cet objectivisme provisoire qui, traitant les 
faits sociaux comme des choses, réifie ce qu'il décrit: les positions sociales qui se présentent à 
l'observateur comme des places juxtaposées, partes extra partes, dans un ordre statique, posant la 
question toute théorique des limites entre les groupes qui les occupent, sont inséparablement des 
emplacements stratégiques, des places à défendre et à conquérir dans un champ de luttes.’ 

87  BOURDIEU, 1979, p. 273: ‘La distribution au moment consideré des différentes espèces de capital, 
définit la structure de ce champ.’ 
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at all, but fragmented and stratified in a more far-reaching way than the alba 
augustalium preserved in Liternum suggest.89  

Which indications of struggle and competitive positioning can be seen in the 
epigraphic corpus on *augustales? Although some ‘titles’ recorded in epigraphy seem 
minor or irrelevant to the modern gaze, they are significant of how Romans thought 
about social hierarchy. ‘Making a difference’ means that *augustales competed among 
themselves in their attempt to attain certain privileges or honours. The volume and 
structure of capital forms of *augustales varies and results in differentiation. This can be 
traced through the obtaining and accumulation of different types of capital that were 
appreciated in various ways: a really wealthy *augustalis had more possibilities to 
accumulate prestige and status than his less affluent juridical and social peers. 

I will focus on two elements that indicate forms of differentiation among 
*augustales: (1) the importance of accumulation of certain honours or positions by 
*augustales, and the relevance of attesting a professional title in particular, and (2) a 
number of the privileges accorded to them (by the city council). In short, I want to trace 
the ways in which *augustales could distinguish themselves from their peers. I want to 
detect what certain honours or titles found in their personal epigraphic attestations 
meant for an individual *augustalis. How was this part of his personal struggle for social 
affirmation? Which objectives did he have – i.e. which paths were open to him?  

* 
In the last chapter, I focus on complex power relations. A crucial aspect of 

Bourdieu’s analysis concerns the attribution and exercise of power. ‘Power’ in itself is a 
problematic concept, as it can present itself in the form of official and potent 
representatives of the Empire as well as some more minor and highly localised leverage 
within a very limited social context – and as every variant encompassed by these 
extremes. Power does not exist without the language in which it is conceived, 
presented, and argued over. Language defines and reflects power.90  

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

champ de pouvoir et du même coup les stratégies susceptibles d’être adoptées dans ces luttes 
« naissance », « fortune » et « talents » en un autre temps, capital économique et capital scolaire 
aujourd’hui, sont à la fois des instruments de pouvoir et des enjeux de lutte pour le pouvoir, 
inégalement puissants en fait et inégalement reconnus comme principes d’autorité ou signes de 
distinction légitimes selon les moments et, bien sûr, selon les fractions : la définition de la 
hiérarchie entre les fractions ou, ce qui revient au même, la définition des principes de 
hiérarchisation légitimes, c’est-à-dire des instruments et des enjeux de lutte légitimes, est elle-
même un enjeu de luttes entre les fractions.’ 

89  AE 2001, 853 and 854. In chapter four, I discuss how a thorough evaluation of the range of 
hierarchies and titles given in the alba at Liternum and the fasti at Ostia demonstrate that some 
deviations from this pattern can occur. 

90  WALLACE-HADRILL, 1990, p. 147. 
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I use the word ‘power’ in its relational sense.91 This means that power is a part of a 
negotiated relationship between different actors and can only ‘work’ if the ruled 
recognize and endorse the legitimacy of the ruler. Moreover, whenever the word 
‘power’ is used, it is implied that it means ‘social power’, or ‘the control over the means 
of status attribution, and more directly in the product of the primary base, i.e. status 
and deference’.92 More specifically, this relational social power has different 
appearances, from officially recognised forms of authoritative power (institutions, heads 
of state, magistrates, priests) to a ‘soft’ control exerted over and seeking commitment 
from participants in an organisation. Bourdieu described the latter as ‘symbolic 
violence’, a power play that would be impossible if not for the tacit acceptance by the 
subjects and the acceptance of the legitimacy of the claims of the powerful. It denotes all 
forms of power that succeed in imposing meaning upon groups or classes and, 
moreover, doing this in such a way that it is experienced as legitimate. Power of 
symbolic violence consists of the successful imposition of a culturally arbitrary symbolic 
system, which veils the material power relations underneath.93  

Members of the ordo decurionum generally possessed not only institutional power, 
but also exercised ‘symbolic violence’ to maintain the established social order. 
Symbolic capital is always attached to material entities – economic capital in the 
restricted sense – but this attachment is not recognised as such. It derives its efficiency 
from the attachment remaining unrecognised, which allows it to exercise power and 
dominance (symbolic violence) over the construction of perceived reality.94 

All symbolic domination presupposes, on the part of those who submit to it, a 
form of complicity that is neither passive submission to external constraint, nor a free 
adherence to values.95 It is thus based on a mutual agreement of what the legitimate 
symbolic system is, and implies the mutual acceptance of the hierarchy imposed by the 
referee – he who handles the symbols, thus referring to the meaning they invoke – on 
the receiver. The very acceptance of hierarchy gives power to those at the top. As such 
the position of the referee is always defined as higher or more powerful. This 
mechanism perpetuates a structural disadvantage for the receiver, although he 

 
                                                        
91  See introduction to chapter six for a more elaborate discussion of this point. 
92 HOERNING, 1971, p. 11.  
93 BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 209-231, esp. p. 219: ‘La violence symbolique, violence douce, invisible, 

méconnue comme telle, choisie autant que subie, celle de la confiance, de l’obligation, de la fidélité 
personnelle, de l’hospitalité, du don, de la dette, de la reconnaissance, de la piété, de toutes les 
vertus en un mot qu’honore la morale de l’honneur, s’impose comme le mode de domination le plus 
économique.’  

94 BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 200-201.  
95 BOURDIEU, 1982, p. 36.  
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experiences his situation as ‘the normal way of things’.96 In the case of the face-to-face 
municipal power relations, the city council acted as referee and *augustales as receivers.  

Symbolic violence is violence exercised on an agent with his consent. Agents are 
subjected to forms of violence, but fail to experience it in that way because they ignore 
its basic violence and recognise the ‘correctness’ (i.e. non-arbitrary nature) of the 
imposed opinions and meanings. This engenders a sense of duty and inferiority in 
others who look up to those who have power generated by symbolic capital. Symbolic 
violence is inflicted on those who do not have the means to speak for themselves, who 
can only see themselves in the words and discourse of the other – namely the legitimate 
authorities.97 Because of the symbolic character, this form of coercion remains soft and 
unconscious, so it cannot evoke conscious protest from the dominated social group, in 
this case *augustales.  

The social power guiding the relationship between *augustales and the city 
council, consisted of two important elements: authority and commitment. Authority, or 
institutionalised power,98 was exercised by the city council and recognised as legitimate. 
Commitment, a way for an effective organisation to ‘control its participants in such a 
way as to make it hardly perceivable that it exercises the control that it does’99 is less 
intense and more efficient than constant supervision, propaganda, and control.100 

Symbolic violence implies recognition of the arbitrary claim for legitimacy made by 
those in power, and thus a compliance of the subjected group, contributing to their own 
subjection, which they would not do if it were not for the benefit or profit they 
experience by doing so. This is commitment of *augustales, who would lose their 
honourable position by rebelling against the system and thus choose to comply and 
pursue what is socially feasible to attain. Certain aspects of Bourdieu’s concept of 
‘habitus’ are not far removed from this.101  

Using epigraphical evidence, I assess the symbolic power relation between the 
ordo decurionum and the ordo augustalium. Our model would imply that the *augustales 
underwent forms of violence without realising this and considered it normal or even 
desirable. The decuriones would in this way be responsible for imposing symbolic 
systems on the *augustales in a way that was experienced as legitimate. The fact that the 

 
                                                        
96 BOURDIEU and PASSERON, 1970, pp. 83-84.  
97 BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 217.  
98  ETZIONI, 1968, p. 360; MECHANIC, 1962, p. 350. 
99  MECHANIC, 1962. Two articles were of major importance for the meaningful specification of the 

sociological concept of ‘commitment’: BECKER, 1960 and JOHNSON, 1973.  
100  Moreover, the ‘communication structure of the Roman empire was simply incapable of supporting a 

concerted campaign of political ‘propaganda’’. (NOREÑA, 2011, p. 300.) 
101  BOURDIEU, 1979, p. 195: ‘Nécessité faite vertu, il incline continûment à faire de nécessité vertu en 

inclinant à des ‘choix’ ajustés à la condition dont il est le produit.’ 
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city council had this means of power over a municipal association was veiled. The only 
way it could be effective, was when not perceived as violent by the social group the 
power was exercised over. In the case of *augustales, it will be shown that in two out of 
three aspects of the issue discussed, the symbolic violence to which they were 
submitted, was perceived as a way to attain signs of distinction. 

Inscriptions originating from both Gaul and Italy will be used to establish how 
exactly this mechanism of symbolic violence functioned within local communities, and 
characterised the relationship between *augustales and city councillors in particular.  

*Augustales were subjected to the power of the city council, both the 
authoritative and symbolic manifestations of these power relations. I started this 
discussion by pointing out the importance of a relational analysis of how these municipal 
status groups relate to one another. Power can only ‘work’ if the ruled recognize and 
endorse the legitimacy of the ruler, but it a high degree of complexity. It implies that 
the ‘ruler’ is also ‘ruled’ by his subjects, since his power claim would be void without 
their backing. In certain ways *augustales had power over their social superiors, the 
decuriones. 

* 
Bourdieu’s theory gives the impression of encompassing a large plethora of 

societal factors, to be a flexible ‘Gesammtmodel’. But as he admitted himself the theory 
is not a ‘package deal’. The model obviously has its limits and shortcomings. For 
instance, severe criticism has been given on the habitus concept. It was labelled as a 
‘theoretical deus ex machina’, a ‘black-box notion’, and a ‘theoretical passe-partout’ 102 
that does not combine easily with change or processes,103 and has no attention for 
ethnical antagonisms or gender oppositions.104 Because of the ambiguity of the concept, 
I use this less extensively than the capital or field metaphors. Still, I find it useful to 
evaluate the economical role of *augustales (see above).  

In short, I used a sociological theory as a heuristical tool for interpreting 
information extracted from epigraphic and literary sources, rather than for instance 
explaining some institutional matrix.  

 
                                                        
102  DIMAGGIO, 1979, p. 1464; DELHAYE, 1986, p. 38; LAERMANS, 1984, p. 44.  
103  JENKINS, 1992, pp. 79-81; DELHAYE, 1986, p. 42. 
104  DELHAYE, 1986, p. 41. 
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 2   
 
Origin and Context 

Since the scholarship on *augustales goes back to the mid-nineteenth century, a 
complete and detailed state of the art requires a very long discussion and is hardly 
desirable. In this chapter, I focus on a number of major themes of the scholarship on 
*augustales. Which organisations were potential (republican) predecessors of *augustales 
or examples after which *augustales took? How have scholars categorised *augustales in 
the past? Is it likely that they were involved in the imperial cult? All scholars have had 
to work their way around the major difficulties inherent in the complex terminology 
used for *augustales. Also, many scholars have claimed *augustales formed some kind of 
second municipal ordo vis-à-vis the city councillors. Therefore, I discuss the relevance 
and usefulness of the old honestiores-humiliores dichotomy and touch upon the plebs 
media debate in this section. 

As the title would suggest, this chapter focuses on more general and even 
institutional aspects. From the third chapter onwards, the focus is on integration, 
differentiation and local development, with special attention for the individual 
*augustalis. Still, some aspects of the discussion presented in this chapter already hint at 
differentiation and (especially) on local development of the institution. 
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2 .1  Romans in Social  Limbo: Similes  Ordines  and 
Predecessors 

Though the *augustalitas by definition dates to Roman imperial times – as the 
title suggests a close link with the first emperor – some similar social groups in society 
may have been literarily predecessors of *augustales, as Lily Ross Taylor hypothesised in 
1931:  

In  Southern Italy there had been organizations, made up largely  of freedmen, 
which were known as mercuriales, and less often  as apollinares, concordiales. These 
were gradually replaced  by the augustales, who speedily became far more 
widespread  than the earlier groups.1  

Also the volumes of the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum have a section called 
augustales et similes ordines.2 Among these similes ordines the concordiales, mercuriales and 
apollinares are listed.  

From the early beginning of research on *augustalitas, its potential predecessors 
or examples on which it was grafted, have been a major point of interest. Many different 
hypotheses have been formed, looking for similar structures in both the high- and low-
end of the Roman social spectrum. Which associations or institutions served as an 
example or inspired the organisation of *augustales? The oldest theory drew the parallel 
with the etymologically close sodales augustales.3 Most often, scholars have assumed a 
link with the lares, compitalia or magistri vicorum.4 Frequently, the mercuriales, apollinares, 
concordiales, or Herculanei were seen as predecessors.5 Some hypotheses, however, were 
not well received in the research community. Examples are the magistri augustales,6 
apparitores,7 equites Romani,8 and imperial freedmen.9 

 
                                                        
1  TAYLOR, 1931, p. 219.  
2  See for example CIL 5, p. 1197, CIL 9, p. 791.  
3  ZUMPT, 1846 (cited in EGGER, 1847, p. 779); HENZEN and MARQUARDT (cited in MOURLOT, 1895, p. 11). 

Contested by EGGER, 1847, p. 784; MOURLOT, 1895, p. 16 and NEUMANN, 1896. 
4  EGGER, 1844, passim; MOMMSEN, 1878, p. 74; MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 24-34, pp. 77-79; ETIENNE, 1958, pp. 

275-276 and p. 282; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1290; Magistri: OSTROW, 1985, p. 91; PEREIRA-MENAUT, 1988; 
SERRANO, 1988, p. 233; MOURITSEN, 2006, p. 248. 

5  SCHILLER, 1879, p. 463; SCHNEIDER, 1891, p. 34; MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 65-79; TAYLOR, 1914, p. 238; NOCK 
(cited in DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1292-1293); DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1292-1293; FABIANI, 2002, p. 105; MAYER I 

OLIVE, 2010, p. 261. 
6  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1288. 
7  OSTROW, 1990, pp. 372-373. 
8  TAYLOR, 1914, pp. 238-239; Taylor, 1924.  
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2 .1.1  Sodales  augustales  and equites  Romani  

One of the oldest suggestions was based on a terminological affinity with sodales 
augustales.10 This was refuted very early on. In 1844, Egger insisted these sodales had 
nothing to do with the provincial augustales.11 Mourlot as well as Neumann followed 
Egger in this.12 As Linderski put it, these are ‘two vastly dissimilar organizations, sharing 
a similar name’.13 

Lily Ross Taylor was the only scholar who suggested that the ‘municipal seviri 
may have been modelled on the seviri equitum Romanorum, since this would explain why 
there were six seviri, and both were allegedly created by Augustus.14 These seviri equitum 
Romanorum were created by Augustus in 2 B.C. and held an honourable position, as 
leaders of the six oldest turmae (the smallest cavalry unit, only thirty men strong) and 
were expected to organised yearly games.15 Taylor argued that the seviri equites Romani, 
‘who were associated with games as well as with sacrifices, furnish by their semi-
magisterial functions the best clue for the origin of the augustales’.16 A number of 
objections must be raised here. First, the numerical value of seviri (as meaning ‘six men’) 
has long been refuted. Second, one can hardly argue Augustus had an active role in the 
creation, institution, and spread of the *augustalitas. There are too many local signatures 
and city-based varieties to suspect any centralised interference.17 The equites Romani 
were not predecessors, but at best show some structural analogies with the organisation 
of *augustales. 

2 .1.2  Imperial  freedmen 

Four scholars suggested that imperial freedmen played a role in the 
establishment of *augustales. In 1895, Mourlot argued that the development of 
*augustales was encouraged top-down through indirect means, since the central power 
was eager to avoid the impression of actually imposing this institution. These imperial 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             
9  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 40; ETIENNE, 1958, p. 274; OSTROW, 1985, pp. 64-101; FABIANI, 2002, p. 106. 
10  ZUMPT, 1846; HENZEN, 1848; MARQUARDT, 1847. 
11  EGGER, 1844, pp. 51-52; EGGER, 1847, p. 784.  
12  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 16.  
13  LINDERSKI, 2007, p. 179.  
14  TAYLOR, 1914, pp. 238-239. 
15  Der Kleine Pauly, 1979, vol. 5, col. 153 and col. 1007. 
16  TAYLOR, 1924, p. 170. 
17  For an elaborate discussion of this point, see the chapter on ‘Complex Power Relations’, the section 

on ‘Impact of Empire’. 
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freedmen had a close relationship with their patron, and the worship of the Emperor 
was one of their most important tasks. This meant, Mourlot argued, that they had an 
active part in the dissemination of the imperial cult, and thus were no minor factor in 
the development of *augustales. 18 He based this on two magistri augustales and four seviri 
or augustales known to have been Augusti liberti.19 In a footnote, he also referred to the 
high incidence of Iulii in some cities, without offering any further explanation or 
interpretation of its potential importance.20  

It took an astonishing sixty-three years before another scholar picked up on this 
idea. In 1958, Etienne remarked that in Olisopo, present-day Lisbon, many *augustales 
bore the name Iulius, Augustus’ patronymic. He stated that ‘one should not forget that 
many freedmen of the first Emperor were the first augustales in Italy and have played a 
great role in the start-up of the institution and the cult’.21 Mourlot listed four Cai Iulii, 
and Etienne added one more from Olisipo; C. Iulius Eutichus.22 Etienne only referred to 
imperial freedmen of the first emperor, implying he believed the institution and spread 
of *augustales was always contemporary to Emperor Augustus.  

After this, it again took a long time for someone to discuss the hypothesis more 
elaborately. Twenty-seven years after Etienne’s monumental work on the imperial cult 
in the Iberian Peninsula, Ostrow published his analysis of augustales along the bay of 
Naples.23 Halfway through his paper, he calls for special attention for the Italian Regio 
VII, since ‘a number of towns show a (modest) number of augustales inscriptions 
securely dated to the first century’. 24 He argued this was a remarkably early presence of 
*augustales in this region, but later on the region could no longer rival with Campania. 
Etienne noticed that evidence of a first century development of *augustales as an 

 
                                                        
18  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 40 : ‘Ces affranchis ont probablement pris une part active à la diffusion du culte 

impérial dans l’Italie et les provinces. L’exemple donné par les affranchis impériaux était contagieux 
[…] ils ne furent pas un des moindres facteurs de l’extension de l’augustalité.’ 

19  Magistri augustales: CIL 11, 3083 (Falerii); CIL 11, 3200 (Nepet). Seviri or augustales: CIL 3, 2097 
(Salonae); CIL 5, 3404 (Verona); CIL 11, 3805 (Veii); CIL 14, 5808 (Aletrium). 

20  Being Verona (CIL 5, 3405), Aequum (CIL 3, 2734), Setia (CIL 10, 6461), and Olisipo (CIL 2, 181). 
21  ETIENNE, 1958, p. 274: ‘N’oublions pas non plus que de nombreux affranchise du premier empereur 

ont été les premiers augustales en Italie et ont joué un grand role dans le démarage de l’institution et 
du culte.’ 

22  CIL 2, 182 
23  OSTROW, 1985, pp. 64-101.  
24  Eleven inscriptions from nine cities, six from Augustus’ reign, five dated to Tiberius’ days. Blera: CIL 

11.3336; Caere: CIL 11.3613 = ILS 5052; Capena: CIL 11.3872 = ILS 159; Cosa: CIL 11.2631; Falerii: CIL 
11.3083 = ILS 5373; 11.3135; Nepet: CIL 11.3200 = ILS 89 (This is the earliest dated inscription 
referring to *augustales in all of the Empire); Saturnia: CIL 11.2647; Telamon: NSc (1938), 5 ff. = 
AEpigr (1939), 142; Veii: CIL 11.3782; 11.3805 = ILS 6579. 
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institution was absent from the epigraphic record.25 The only element that caught 
Ostrow’s eye (though he only elaborated on it in a footnote) was the presence of 
Imperial liberti – in this case even the freedmen of Augustus himself. These imperial 
freedmen ‘seem to have taken an active hand in at least three of these towns in 
promoting the novel Imperial cult as well as the new priesthood which served it’.26  

Another seventeen years later, in 2002, Fabiani discussed the augustales in 
Etruria, and referred to hypothesis advanced by Ostrow on the specific role imperial 
freedmen had for *augustales in the southern cities of Regio VII.27  

As this short state of the art shows, only Ostrow made substantial contributions 
to Mourlot’s original remarks. All four scholars posited a strong link between imperial 
freedmen, imperial cult and the spread of *augustales, assuming *augustales were priests 
of the ruler cult. I will discuss the basis for this last assumption and the possible counter 
arguments later on.28 In what follows, I review which inscriptions of the epigraphical 
corpus either explicitly mention or allude to imperial freedmen, and how important this 
was. In the last section, I will review some publications on the presence of imperial 
freedmen in Petronius’ Satyrica, and the section of the text commonly referred to as the 
Cena Trimalchionis in particular.  

 

2 .1.2.1  Italian and Gallic Epigraphy 

The corpus of texts I discuss here partially overlaps with the lists drafted by 
Mourlot and Ostrow, and is at the same time more extensive and more restricted than 
theirs. I limit the geographical range of my research to Italy, Narbonese Gaul, and 
Lugdunese Gaul. As such, inscriptions from for instance Spain or Pannonia mentioned 
by Mourlot are not taken into account here. The number of inscriptions I included 
(twenty-six in total)29 is larger than what Mourlot or Ostrow suggested (respectively 
eleven30 and three31 inscriptions). Of course, many new inscriptions have surfaced since 

 
                                                        
25  OSTROW, 1985, pp. 84 – 85. 
26  OSTROW, 1985, p. 85, n. 97.  
27  FABIANI, 2002, p. 106: ‘Per le città meridionali della regio VII è stata avanzata l’ipotesi che i liberti 

imperiale abbiano avuto un ruolo specifico proprio in questo senso.’ 
28  See later this chapter, section on ‘The imperial cult and *augustales’. 
29  Eight imperial freedmen were *augustales, three imperial freedmen were *augustales and (perhaps) 

also primi, fifteen *augustales were Cai Iulii. 
30  CIL 2, 181 (Olisipo); CIL 3, 2097 (Salonae); CIL 3, 2734 (Aequum); CIL 3, 3404 (Salonae); CIL 5, 3404 

(Verona); CIL 5, 3405 (Verona); CIL 10, 6461 (Setia); CIL 11, 3083 (Falerii); CIL 11, 3200 (Nepet); CIL 11, 
3805 (Veii); CIL 14, 5808 (Aletrium).  

31  CIL 11, 3083 (Falerii), CIL 11, 3200 (Nepet); CIL 11, 3805 (Veii).  
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Mourlot’s time, and the limited amount of texts mentioned by Ostrow can be explained 
by his focus on one single region, i.e. Etruria.  

The scholars mentioned above essentially made four claims: (1) Imperial 
freedmen were involved in the imperial cult. All four assumed that honouring their 
patronus was a key task for imperial freedmen. (2) *Augustales were involved in the 
imperial cult. Other scholars, and Henrik Mouritsen in particular, have demonstrated 
that this assumption is problematic.32 (3) Imperial freedmen (especially liberti of 
emperor Augustus) were responsible for the start-up of the institution, de facto being 
the first *augustales in those cities.33 (4) ‘Local mimesis’ advanced the spread. Once 
*augustales were installed in one municipality, other cities would quickly follow.  

Here, I contextualise every inscription in which an imperial freedman *augustalis 
is mentioned. Do the four claims hold or not? Did imperial freedmen and Cai Iulii have a 
hand in the institution of *augustales in local communities? Did neighbouring cities 
imitate the example set by the Augusti liberti and adopt the institution?  

2.1 .2 .1 .1  Imperial  Freedmen and *Augustales   

 A discussion of the potential involvement of *augustales in the imperial cult is 
given at a later stage. In what now follows, I list eight inscriptions that mention imperial 
freedmen acting as *augustales and discuss them both individually an in their 
relationship to other local inscriptions.34 

 
                                                        
32  For an elaborate discussion of this point, see later this chapter, section on ‘The imperial cult and 

*augustales’. 
33  Especially ETIENNE, 1958, p. 274. 
34  For more elaborate fiches of these imperial freedmen, see appendix. 
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* 

Praeneste and Tibur – Marcus Aurelius Agilius Septentrionis from Praeneste was a 
sevir Augustalis and freed by Septimius Severus and Caracalla during their co-
emperorship in A.D. 198-209.35 In Tibur, an inscription of augustalis Lucius Aurelius 
Apolaustus Memphius was recovered, dated to 7th June A.D. 199.36  

If imperial freedmen played a role in the spread of an institution, vicinity to 
Rome and accessibility were important factors. Praeneste and Tibur are cities at thirty-
five kilometres from Rome, and were situated close to (Praeneste) or even on the 
ancient Via Tiburtina (Tibur). Considering these favourable factors for the rapid spread 
of an institution, it is probable that these cities already counted *augustales among their 
ranks before the end of the second century – the date of the attestation of two imperial 
freedmen. A short evaluation of other inscriptions from Tibur and Praeneste disproves 
that these two imperial freedman served as an intermediary for the establishment of 
*augustales.  

Seventeen inscriptions attest seviri augustales from Praeneste (excluding the 
inscription attesting the imperial freedman),37 but only three can be dated.38 An 
inscription dated to the reign of Hadrian,39 and one to Julio-Claudian dynasty,40 
demonstrate the seviri augustales already existed in Praeneste before A.D. 198 (the 
earliest possible date for the inscription attesting Agilius Septentrionis). This was to be 
expected, considering the late, Severan date of the preserved inscription attesting an 
Augusti libertus who was a sevir augustalis. 

 
                                                        
35  ab / Impp(eratoribus) dominis nostris / Severo et Antonino Augg(ustis); A.D. 198-209 
36  dedicata V[I]I Id(us) Iun(ias) / Anullino II et Frontone co(n)s(ulibus); 7th June A.D. 199 
37  AE 1904, 109; AE 1998, 286; CIL 14, 2888; CIL 14, 2972 = D 6253 = EAOR-4, 24; CIL 14, 2974 = D 6250; CIL 

14, 2976; CIL 14, 2981; CIL 14, 2993; CIL 14, 2996; CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255; CIL 14, 3011 = EAOR-4, 22; CIL 
14, 3014 = D 6252 = EAOR-4, 23; CIL 14, 3019; CIL 14, 3020; CIL 14, 3024; CIL 14, 3370. 

38  Of little consequence for my point: CIL 14, 2972 = D 6253 = EAOR-4, 24: 11th May A.D. 243 (Album of 
dated Latin inscriptions, n° 291.) 

39  CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255: A.D. 117-138 (Album of dated Latin inscriptions n° 193.) 
40  CIL 14, 2974: after 12 B.C. – A.D. 50 (ABRAMENKO, 1992a, p. 156.) 
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Similarly, Tibur produced twenty inscriptions attesting augustales (Herculanei), 
excluding the inscription attesting the imperial freedman under review.41 Two 
inscriptions antedate the attestation of an imperial freedman.42 As with the inscription 
from Praeneste, it would have been surprising if *augustales had not existed here by the 
end of the second century. As such, the role of imperial freedmen in the start-up of 
*augustales in Praeneste or Tibur remains open to discussion.  

* 
Canusium, Reate, Peltuinum Vestinum – The augustalis [-] Aelius Aurelius Apolaustus 

was attested in Canusium (Apulia et Calabria). His praenomen was lost, and Dessau 
suggested it should be ‘Lucius’.43 Lucius Aelius Caesar, however, was the adopted son of 
Emperor Hadrianus (native name: L. Ceionius Commodus), who died in A.D. 138 without 
ever reaching the throne. It is therefore impossible he bore the title ‘Augustus’, so 
Apolaustus cannot have been his libertus.44 In any case, only two emperors had the 
gentilicium ‘Aelius’, namely Hadrianus and Antoninus Pius, so the inscription dates to the 
first half of the second century (A.D. 117 – 161).45 Titus Flavius Helicurus Regulianus was 
a sevir Augustalis in Reate (Samnium) and a freedman of the deified daughter of emperor 
Titus. This inscription is dated to A.D. 87 or later.46 In Peltuinum Vestinum (Samnium), 
the inscription of the sevir Augustalis Titus Atticus was found. He was a freedman of 
Domita Augusta, the wife of Emperor Domitianus, dating the text to A.D. 81 or later.47 

 These three attestations of imperial freedman acting as *augustales do not offer 
much additional information. Both texts from Samnium date to the eighties A.D., and 
none of the other inscriptions found at Reate48 or Peltuinum49 could be dated. The same 
goes for all the texts attesting *augustales from Canusium.50 

 
                                                        
41 AE 1995, 419; CIL 14, 3540 = InscrIt-4-1, 42 = D 6243; CIL 14, 3561 = InscrIt-4-1, 40 = D 3627 = D 6242; 

CIL 14, 3601 = InscrIt-4-1, 115 = D 1101; CIL 14, 3633 = InscrIt-4-1, 169 = SIRIS 529 = RICIS-2, 503/701; 
CIL 14, 3651 = InscrIt-4-1, 208; CIL 14, 3652 = InscrIt-4-1, 209; CIL 14, 3656 = InscrIt-4-1, 211 = D 6238; 
CIL 14, 3657 = InscrIt-4-1, 212; CIL 14, 3658 = InscrIt-4-1, 228; CIL 14, 3661 = InscrIt-4-1, 210 = D 6239; 
CIL 14, 3665 = InscrIt-4-1, 193 = D 6236; CIL 14, 3675 = InscrIt-4-1, 216; CIL 14, 3679 = CIL 14, 3679a = 
InscrIt-4-1, 188 = D 6245; CIL 14, 3680 = InscrIt-4-1, 198; CIL 14, 3681 = InscrIt-4-1, 219; CIL 14, 3684 = 
InscrIt-4-1, 220 = D 6237; CIL 14, 3690 = InscrIt-4-1, 205; CIL 14, 3691 = InscrIt-4-1, 229; CIL 14, 4255 = 
InscrIt-4-1, 227  

42  CIL 14, 3665 = InscrIt-4-1, 193 = D 06236: A.D. 38-39 (Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg); CIL 
14, 3675 = InscrIt-4-1, 216: A.D. 182 (DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1274.) 

43  DESSAU, 2.1., p. 320. 
44  LASSÈRE, 2005, II, p. 1009 
45  LASSÈRE, 2005, II, pp. 1008-1009. 
46  WEAVER, 1972, p. 29. 
47  WEAVER, 1972, p. 65. 
48  AE 2005, 440; AE 2008, 475; CIL 9, 4676 = D 4033; CIL 9, 4690; CIL 9, 4691; CIL 9, 4692; CIL 9, 4693; CIL 9, 

4694 = CIL 11, *489a; CIL 9, 4695; CIL 9, 4696; CIL 9, 4698. 
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Also, there is substantial doubt about the authenticity of the inscription from 
Reate. It is known from a sixteenth-century manuscript kept in the university library of 
Barcelona.51 When it was published in the 2005 volume of Année Epigraphique, the editor 
stated that it is plainly and simply a false inscription, an example of the recreational 
creation without any truthful reference.52 Almagro gives a more elaborate discussion 
(with facsimile of the manuscript), and reaches the same conclusion.53 As such, any 
further discussion of inscriptions from this city is of no use here.  

* 
Veii – By the end of the Republic, Veii was in a state of decay. Augustus made the 

city a municipium in one of the last two decades of the first century B.C., which explains 
why many honorific statues of the first Emperor were recovered. Practically all of the 
datable inscriptions were erected during the reign of Augustus or Tiberius.54 This 
seemingly insignificant provincial town exhibits some extensive and impressive 
dedications to the Emperor’s house. 

The city also produced an honorary decree by the centumviri and the augustales. 
In the year A.D. 26, the city council of Veii decided to honour an imperial freedman 
called C. Iulius Gelos. The meeting was in a very festive setting, as the councillors met in 
the temple of Venus Genetrix in Rome – which is in itself remarkable – the ancestress of 
the Iulii. This can be taken as a particular honour brought to Gelos’ deified patronus. The 
Hundredmen (centumviri, the local name of the city council) decided to honour Gelos for 
his counsel, friendship, and benefactions. They made him augustalis, as if he had taken 
up the honour55 – ac si eo honore usus sit. Abramenko suggested that Gelos was included in 
the association of the augustales, as if he had taken up the one-year office.56 In this 
scenario, the office, not the broader association of augustales was the primary 
organisation in Veii. Former magistrates became collegiati, not the other way around.  

Still, this would mean that the city council of Veii intervened in the composition 
of the association of *augustales. Most of the time (as discussed below)57 membership of 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
49  CIL 9, 3417; CIL 9, 3429 = D 6110 = AE 2005, 435; CIL 9, 3432; CIL 9, 3441; CIL 9, 3442; CIL 9, 3443. 
50  AE 1986, 198 ; CIL 9, *105 = AE 1990, 197 ; CIL 9, 344 = ERCanosa 52 = D 5188 ; CIL 9, 345 = ERCanosa 54 ; 

CIL 9, 346 = ERCanosa 55 ; CIL 9, 348 = ERCanosa 58 = IETraiana-Ce, 11; CIL 9, 349 = ERCanosa 60 ; CIL 9, 
350 = ERCanosa 61; CIL 9, 351 = CIL 9, *530,4 = ERCanosa 62 ; AE 1986, 196 = ERCanosa 53 ; ERCanosa 59 
= AE 1986, 197 ; ERCanosa 64 = AE 1972, 126 = AE 1986, 199; ERCanosa 65 = AE 1986, 200 ; ERCanosa 66 

51  BUB 99, olim J. 22.  
52  AE 2005, p. 160: ‘il faut supposer qu’il constitute un faux épigraphique pur et simple, un exemple de 

creation pour le plaisir d’une inscription sans reference réelle’. 
53  ALMAGRO, 2005, pp. 17-24.  
54  BOSCHUNG, 2002, p. 50. 
55  EGGER, 1844, p. 35; NEUMANN; NOCK, 1934, p. 632; ETIENNE, 1958, p. 121. 
56  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 33-37.  
57  Final chapter, section on ‘The power of naming: appointment of *augustales’. 
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the association was left in the care of the association itself, whereas the city council 
appointed the one-year officers. *Augustalis was an honorific title – a dignity that is –, 
which might or might not induce those who enjoyed the honour to join a formal 
association. The city council had the right to bestow the dignity upon Gelos, regardless 
of whether he had fulfilled the office and of whether he was going to join an association 
of *augustales.58 

Gelos’ position may be similar to those who in Misenum were in corpore non sunt: 
former office holders with the dignitas of the augustalitas, who were not members of the 
association (yet?).59 The decuriones made Gelos a former officer, perhaps as a particular 
form of gratuitas? This way, he would not be responsible for the organisation of games 
or any other munera. Moreover, Gelos was accorded the privilege of bisellium to sit 
among the augustales during games, and eat with the centumviri during public meals. 
Finally, Gelos and his children were exempted from taxes.60 We are certain Gelos was 
still alive in A.D. 44, since the epitaph he erected for his deceased son was recovered.61 

This peculiar inscription, dated to the reign of emperor Tiberius (A.D. 26)62, is one 
of a kind in this limited epigraphic corpus attesting imperial freedmen *augustales. It is 
peculiar, because it dates to the early days of the Principate, but does not seem to be the 
oldest attestation of (seviri) augustales in Veii. Not taking into account the text under 
review here, another five inscriptions from Veii attest (seviri) augustales,63 three of which 
can be dated. 

One inscription dates to medio first century, perhaps A.D. 36,64 one to ca. A.D. 
256,65 and one between 2 B.C. and A.D. 14.66 It is this final text dated to Augustus’ reign 
that requires further review. It lists six freedmen as seviri augustales giving games: 
Quintus Numisisus Q.l. Thrysus, Marcus Numicius (mulieris) l. Acastus, Lucius Postumius 
L.l. Eros Maior, Lucius Messius L.l. Salvius, Caius Volumnuius C.l. Bello and Quintus 
Marius Q.l. Stabilius, pro ludis. It is interesting to note that this Augustan inscription lists 

 
                                                        
58  I am grateful to prof. K. Verboven for this suggestion. 
59  AE 2000, 344 
60  BOSCHUNG, 2002, p. 51. 
61  CIL 11, 3806 = CIL 6, 10399: Gelos divi Augusti l(ibertus) ex dec[reto Cvirum] / post mortem filii sui no[mine 

eius] / fecit et dedica[vit] / IIII Nonas Maias T(ito) Statilio Tauro P(ublio) Pompo[nio Secundo co(n)s(ulibus)]. 
Date by BOSCHUNG, 2002, p. 51.  

62  Gaetulicus et Calvisius Sabinus cos (Album of dated Latin Inscriptions n° 61.) 
63  CIL 11, 3781; CIL 11, 3782; CIL 11, 3798 = D 6581; CIL 11, 3808 = D 6582c; CIL 11, 3809 = D 6582a.  
64  CIL 11, 3781 (Album of dated Latin inscriptions n° 67.) 
65  CIL 11, 3809 = D 6582a (DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1284.) 
66  CIL 11, 3782: [Imp(eratori) Caesari divi f(ilio) Augusto] / pontif[ici maximo imp(eratori) --- co(n)s(uli) ---] / 

tribunicia [potestate ---] / patri patria[e]. Also DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1297. 
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seviri augustales, whereas the text naming the imperial freedman Gelos only mentions 
augustales. Perhaps augustales was used here as an abbreviation for seviri augustales? 

So, in short, despite it being an early attestation of an augustalis and imperial 
freedman, it does not seem to be the first recording of the *augustalitas in the city of 
Veii. Nevertheless, it may be interesting to see whether some type of local mimesis can 
be seen in neighbouring cities. The goal is to look for more or less contemporary 
material, in order to see whether Veii may have served as an example.  

Within a thirty-kilometre radius of Veii, there is Lucus Feroniae in the northeast, 
Nomentum in the east, Fidenae in the southeast and Caere in the west. All of these 
cities, except for Fidenae, had *augustales. The inscriptions found at Caere cannot be 
dated.67 At Nomentum one is undated, and the other one is not remotely contemporary 
to the Augustan/Tiberian inscriptions from Veii.68 This leaves Lucus Feroniae, where 
only three inscriptions attesting *augustales were recovered. By a stroke of luck, all three 
can be dated. One stems from the reign of the Adoptive Emperors and is not of much use 
here.69 The remaining two texts on the other hand, both date to the Tiberian era: A.D. 
27-2870 and A.D 33.71 Moreover, both mention seviri augustales as the local ‘variety’ of the 
*augustalitas. This corresponds in any case to the 2 B.C.- A.D. 14 inscription that lists six 
seviri augustales.72 All in all, there may be a mild form of local mimesis here, but the 
corpus of sources is too limited to make any far-reaching statements on this topic. 

* 
Regium Iulium and Verona – Twenty different cities in the Augustan Regio III 

(Bruttium et Lucania) produced fifty-eight inscriptions attesting *augustales. At Regium 
Iulium, only two texts – one of which is under review here – record seviri augustales. 
Unfortunately, the other one cannot be dated.73 Regium Iulium seems to have been 
geographically isolated: none of the cities in the region record *augustales. 

The short inscription from Verona is rather exceptional. The peculiar libertinatio 
(Caesaris Augusti libertus) was only born by eleven other individuals known from 
epigraphy.74 P.R.C. Weaver saw this as ‘characteristic of the period of Augustus’, as there 

 
                                                        
67  Caere: AE 1908, 204; CIL 11, 3614 = CIL 11, 4347 = D 5918a; CIL 11, 7603a = CIL 11, 7603b = CIL 11, 7604a 

= CIL 11, 7604b. 
68  Nomentum: CIL 14, 3957 (undated) and AE 1976, 112 = AE 1979, 135 = AE 1982, 138 (A.D. 161-211, Date 

from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg) 
69  AE 1962, 88: A.D. 131– 176 (Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg) 
70  AE 1988, 549: seviri augustales: A.D. 27-28 (Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg) 
71  AE 1978, 295 = AE 1988, 553: seviri augustales: A.D. 33 (Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg) 
72  CIL 11, 3782 
73  CIL 10, 1 = D 4376 = SIRIS 481 = RICIS-2, 506/101 
74  CIL 6, 5849 = CIL 6, *828 (Rome); CIL 6, 8918 (Rome); CIL 6, 12797(Rome); CIL 6, 17323 (Rome); CIL 6, 

38494 (Rome); ERBeturi 158 = CILA-1, 3 = HEp-3, 198 (Arucci); Epigraphica-1972-143 (Anacapri); IK-13, 
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is ‘only one example definitely from the Claudian period’. He listed the inscription 
naming Dosa as Augustan.75 Hereafter, this type of libertinatio disappears. One other 
individual, a historical character, confirms this evaluation. The full name of Phaedrus, 
the famous writer of fables, was in fact ‘Gaius Iulius Caesaris Augusti libertus Phaedrus’. 
He only mentions his name once (in the prologue of book three), and only gives us his 
cognomen.76 He was a Thracian ex-slave who re-wrote a Phrygian slave’s Greek prose 
fables into Latin verse.77 His status as an Augusti libertus is known from a manuscript 
title.78 He is said to have lived from B.C. 15 to A.D. 50, and was a freedman of emperor 
Augustus or Claudius.79  

This libertinatio (Caesaris Augusti libertus) dates to the reigns of Augustus and 
Tiberius. Considering that the praenomen and nomen born by Dosa are ‘Caius Iulius’, I 
assume he was a freedman of the first rather than the second emperor. Emperor 
Augustus (born as Gaius Octavius) was posthumously adopted by Caesar in 44 B.C., and 
officially used the name ‘Gaius Iulius Caesar Octavianus’ from then on. Dosa was a 
freedman of Emperor Augustus, and the inscription was erected after Octavianus was 
accorded the title Augustus on 16th January B.C. 27,80 but before his death (since he is not 
called divus). Two (unfortunately undated) inscriptions from Verona record five ‘Cai 
Iulii’ and one ‘Tiberius Claudius’.81 Names like these, mentioning the patronymic of 
Emperors without specifying a libertinatio like Augusti- or Caesaris libertus, cannot be 
taken as a proof these men were imperial freedmen (see below).82  

 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

862 (Ephesus); IK-16, 2272b = IK-59, 13 (Ephesus); ILAlg-2-2, 6165 (Si Embarek Pothus); TPSulp 119 = 
TPN 114 (Pompei) 

75  WEAVER, 1963, p. 274. 
76  Phaedri libellos legere si desideras […] 
77  The Phrygian slave is Aesopos. See JENNINGS, 2009, p. 240; PISI, 1977, 93 p. 
78  Being Phaedri Augusti Caesaris libertus, Fabularum Aesopiarum. 
79  Estimations of the lifetime of Phaedrus differ quite a lot. Herrmann claimed Phaedrus was born in 

A.D. 8 in Eraclea, and freed upon Claudius’ death. (HERRMANN, 1950.) De Lorenzi argued it is more 
likely Phaedrus was born in ca. 18 B.C. and enslaved in the war of repression in Thrace in 13-11 B.C. 
(DE LORENZI, 1955, pp. 48-49.)  

80  Res Gestae Divi Augusti, §34. 
81  CIL 5, 3405 (Caius Iulius Zelotis, sevir augustalis; Caius Iuliu[s ---]medes, sevir augustalis; Caius Iul[ius --

-]cus, sevir augustalis; Caius Iulius Karicus, libertus) and CIL 5, 3406 (Caius Iulius Anteros; Tiberius 
Claudius Peculiarus, sevir augustalis) 

82  WEAVER, 1972, p. 11: ‘The mere possession of an Imperial nomen (e.g. Iulius, Claudius), in the absence 
of other positive evidence, does not constitute a reason for inclusion.’  
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2.1 .2 .1 .2  Imperial  Freedmen,  Primi  and *Augustales   

The three inscriptions discussed in this section are the best proof we have that 
imperial freedmen had a hand in the institution of *augustales in local communities. 
Three elements require discussion: (1) the chronology of preserved inscriptions. Are 
these texts the first attestations of *augustales in these cities? (2) Who were the primi 
mentioned in the inscription from Falerii? How does this relate to the other texts? (3) 
Are there indications of a local mimesis of the examples set by these imperial freedmen 
and (magistri/seviri) augustales? 

 

 
* 

Chronology – First, were the inscriptions recording imperial freedmen *augustales 
older than other attestations found in those cities? The slab recovered from Nepet is the 
earliest attestation of *augustales for the whole Empire. Consequently, other (seviri) 
augustales from Nepet known to us83 are all posterior to the magistri named in the text 
discussed here. In Falerii, three inscriptions – excluding the one of the imperial 
freedman – name *augustales.84 One of these is dated to the first half of the first century 
A.D.,85 which could perfectly post-date the inscription mentioning the imperial 
freedman. In Lanuvium, four texts mentioning *augustales – again excluding the 
inscription attesting the imperial freedman – were found,86 of which two can be dated. 

 
                                                        
83  CIL 11, 3206; CIL 11, 3211; CIL 11, 3213; CIL 11, 3219; CIL 11, 3220. 
84  CIL 11, 3135; CIL 11, 3183 = SupIt-1-FN, 25 = AE 1982, 277 ; CIL 11, 7484 = SIRIS 580 = RICIS-2, 511/402. 
85  Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg 
86  AE 1994, 346; AE 1998, 283; CIL 14, 2096 = AE 1952, 172 ; CIL 14, 2120 = D 6199 = AE 2005, 309. 
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One stems from Domitian’s times and is dated to A.D. 82,87 the other one was less 
securely dated to a period spanning the end of the Antonine dynasty and the first half of 
the Severan dynasty (i.e. A.D. 175-235).88 Clearly, both are posterior to the inscription 
attesting the imperial freedman. 

* 
Primi – All three of the texts list four individuals, one of whom is an imperial 

freedman, designated as Caesaris libertus or Augusti libertus. Perhaps the inscription from 
Falerii gives us the position accorded to these four men, namely primi. This beautiful 
inscription, of which the text is only known through copies by humanists, is one of the 
oldest testimonies to the existence of *augustales. 89 The title primus or primi is generally 
agreed to have been an indication of chronology rather than of a prominent position. It 
should be understood as augustalis anni primi.90 The fact that the Nepet inscription does 
not explicitly term the four magistri augustales as primi is a mere technicality. This text 
represents the earliest reference to *augustales in the whole empire. De facto, these 
magistri augustales were the officers of the first year the institution existed. The 
inscription from Lanuvium is slightly more problematic in this respect. It does list four 
names, and by analogy I could suppose these were the primi, if it were not for the 
Claudian date. The fact that this inscription it dated between A.D. 41 and A.D. 56, casts 
some doubt on this simple equation.  

Hirschfeld conjectured that because the third name on the text from Lanuvium 
was that of a woman (Claudia […]emma), the title seviri augustales can only have applied 
to the last two individuals.91 I agree with Gordon, who cautiously suggested women 
could be adlectae among *augustales.92 He named Claudia Rufina and Iulia Heracla from 
Tibur,93 and a potential adlecta from Antium.94 All three of these women had an imperial 
patronymic (Claudia and Iulia). Considering the remarkable analogy with other 
inscriptions naming four primi – the strictly numerical value of the name (sex-viri) itself 
has been long disproved – I am inclined to accept all four of the individuals named were 
seviri augustales, and not only the last two. Also, the names of all four individuals suggest 

 
                                                        
87  CIL 14, 2096 = AE 1952, 172: Imp(eratori) Caes(ari) divi Augusti Vespasiani fil(io) Domitiano Aug(usto) 

pontifici maximo co(n)s(uli) VII desig(nato) VIII tribunicia potestate imp(eratori) II: LASSÈRE, 2005, p. 1006. 
88  CIL 14, 2120 = ILS 6199. Date according to EAGLE.  
89 SupplIt, Nuova Serie 1, pp. 133-134.  
90  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 111; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1284. 
91  EE 9, 606: Nota inter seviros augustales – eosque numero quattuor – recenseri feminam; nisi forte, ut 

coniecit Hirschfeld. Seviri augustales soli fuerunt Atticus et Felix. 
92  GORDON, 1938, p. 51.  
93  CIL 14, 3657. 
94  CIL 10, 6682. 
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a link with imperial house; their gentilicium was Claudius or Claudia. One was an imperial 
freedman, but the others were probably descendants of an imperial freedman. 

Two other inscriptions mention primi among *augustales. At Vibinum, Regio II, a 
relatively short text lists four augustales quinquennales primi.95 No imperial freedmen are 
mentioned, nor do their names (Q. Rasticanus Varus, C. Pontidius Amerimnus, A. 
Allienus Primus and M. Vibius Achoristus) betray any link with the imperial house. 
Moreover, the inscription cannot be securely dated.  

An exceptional text, fasti augustalium from Trebula Suffenas records primi for the 
year A.D. 23.  

 
(Picture taken from Taylor, 1956, p. 16.)

 
                                                        
95  AE 1992, 302. 
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(first column) 

] Sestuleio I[Ivir(is)]     (A.D. 22) 
[--- C]apito hunc VIvi[ri  et]  
honore functi rogarunt ut eo  
honore fungeretur  

C Iulius divi Augusti l. Sosthenes   
M Iunius Felix  
M Etrilius Eros  
L Fadius Hetario  

 
K.  Aug. honor. ed.  ludos in foro  
per IIII fecerunt  
 
C Asinio C Antistio cos    (A.D. 23)  
L Manlio M Plutio IIvir 
 

Q Calvius Auctus  
L Tribulanus Pamphilo  
M Etrilius Onomastus  
Q Ursius Secundio  
 

T Tr{a}ebulanus Felix praec 
K. Aug. honorem lud[os in foro]  

per IIII fecerunt IIII  primi  
natale Iuliae August. in pu[blico]  
cenam decurion et Augu[stal]   
dederunt eorum sevir[atu]  
familia gladiat [---]  
 

Appio Annio Gallo M Atil[io Bradua cos] //  (A.D. 108) 
 

 (second column) 
[---] Antonius [---]      (A.D. 29) 
M Trebulan[us ---]  
K. Aug. honor[em ---]  
L Cassio Long[ino M Vinicio cos]    (A.D. 30)  
M Urseio Rufo [---]  

Sabino [---]  
C Iulius [---]  
C Gemin[us ---]  
Sex Rubr[---]  
Ti Plautius [---] K. Aug. [---]  
M Iun[ius 
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Visconti first published the document in 1827,96 Henzen corrected the initial 
reading in 185697 and so did Lily Ross Taylor in 1956.98 Two years later, J.H. Oliver 
provided the most thorough analysis of the inscription.99 Finally, in 1991 A. Abramenko 
discussed the use of these fasti for a study of the organisations of *augustales.100 In the 
meantime, it had been published in 1894 as CIL 6, 29681. The document certainly 
concerns *augustales, as VIviri, as well as augustalibus and seviratu appear in the text. 
Sadly, the largest fragment of the slab is lost; the smaller one is still in the Galleria 
Lapidaria of the Vatican Museum. 

The inscription gives under each year, in the ablative, the names of the consuls 
and the duumviri of a colony or municipality. L.R. Taylor showed convincingly the city 
mentioned ought to be Trebula Suffenas with duumviri as chief magistrates, and not 
Trebula Mutuesca ruled by octoviri.101 Then follow the names of four annual officials, who 
on 1st-4th August put on the local augustalia (ludos in foro). Two columns of the list are 
preserved, and the first shows the fasti of A.D. 22 and 23, and a later section with consuls 
of A.D. 108. In the second column are parts of the fasti of A.D. 29 and 30.102 It is the 
section listing the officers of A.D. 23 that mentions four primi. Moreover, the section 
dated to A.D. 22 gives the name of an imperial freedman of the deified Augustus: C. 
Iulius divi Augusti libertus Sosthenes. 

This possibly disproves the theory about the primi argued above. Here, the primi 
do not seem to be the chronologically first set of four officers. One could argue that the 
loss of the larger second part of the slab – recording the primi in A.D. 23 – reduces this 
discussion to speculation. The only source for this part is Visconti’s publication.103 
However, both Taylor and Oliver did not question the trustworthiness of the 
transcription of the second part. I see no reason to assume otherwise. So how can the 
primi be explained here?  

Taylor stated that the IIII primi refer to the ‘four regular officials, excluding the 
praeco’.104 Also Oliver interprets the primi as the names of four annual officials, 
responsible for the organisation of a four-day festival.105 This is in accordance with the 

 
                                                        
96 VISCONTI, 13.1.  
97 ORELLI-HENZEN, 7165. 
98  TAYLOR, 1956, pp. 9-30. 
99 OLIVER, 1958, pp. 484-488.  
100 ABRAMENKO, 1991, pp. 589-596.  
101 TAYLOR, 1956, pp. 10-14. 
102 TAYLOR, 1956, p. 18.  
103  VISCONTI, 13.1. 
104  TAYLOR, 1956, p. 18. 
105  OLIVER, 1958, p. 485. For the augustalia games, see also CIL 10, 6638, mentioning ludi augustales 

committuntur HS Xmilibus and AE 1982, 680, attesting a benefaction ad ludos sevirales in perpetuum 
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interpretation of primi given above; they are magistrates in office, only linked indirectly 
to the body or association of *augustales. If we want to uphold the meaning of primi as 
‘the first ones’, then we must conclude these four individuals were the first annual 
officers who put on games specifically for the birthday of Iulia Augusta. Unlike other 
fasti,106 primi does not follow the names of the individuals, but is mentioned in a separate 
part attesting their benefactions. 

* 
Local mimesis? – Very few inscriptions on *augustales were found in Nepet and its 

surroundings. The neighbouring cities, in a forty-kilometre radius (‘as the crow flies’) 
were Horta, Ocriculum and Falerii in the north, Forum Novum in the northeast, Lucus 
Feroniae, Fescennium, Capena and Cures in the southeast, Sutrium and Blera in the 
west. All of these, except for Horta and Fescennium, knew some variety of *augustales. 
Unfortunately, the inscriptions found at Ocriculum,107 Forum Novum,108 Sutrium109 and 
Blera110 cannot be dated. I have already discussed Lucus Feroniae in context of the 
inscription attesting an imperial freedman in Veii, dated to A.D. 26.111 In Capena and 
Cures, respectively seven112 and five113 inscriptions mention *augustales. Regrettably, the 
three dated inscriptions from Capena114 and two from Cures115 are chronologically a long 
way from the 13/12 B.C. inscription recovered in Nepet. So when it comes to Nepet, it is 
impossible to say anything conclusive about any local influence this city may or may not 
have had: the data are simply too limited and fragmented. The epigraphical material on 
*augustales in the area around Falerii presents the same difficulties encountered when 
discussing Nepet – the cities are a mere fifteen kilometres apart. This means all of the 
municipalities discussed above, are also relevant for Falerii – or in this case, equally 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

celebrandos. 
106  In the fasti augustalium recovered at Ostia, titles (cos, electos, QQ, qqdd) consistently followed the 

names listed. For a full discussion of this text, see the chapter ‘Respectability and Visibility’, section 
on ‘Terminological and interpretational difficulties’. 

107  AE 1995, 439 = CIL 11, 4090; AE 2004, 518. 
108  SupIt-5-FN, 23 = AE 1945, 44 
109  CIL 11, 3256 = D 6591; CIL 11, 3258 
110  CIL 11, 3336 = CIL 6, *706 = CIL 9, *237; CIL 11, 3339; CIL 11, 3543 
111  CIL 11, 3805 = D 6579 
112  AE 1954, 166 ; AE 1954, 167 = AE 2003, 642 ; AE 1954, 168 ; CIL 11, 3871 ; CIL 11, 3935; CIL 11, 3936 = D 

6588 ; CIL 11, 3938 = D 6589 = EAOR-2, 65 = AE 1962, 86  
113  CIL 9, 4957; CIL 9, 4970 = D 6559; CIL 9, 4971 = D 6560; CIL 9, 4977 = D 6558; CIL 9, 4978 = D 5670 
114  AE 1954, 166 : A.D. 101-250 (Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg); AE 1954, 167 = AE 2003, 642 : 

A.D. 131-200 (Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg); AE 1954, 168: A.D. 131 (Date from 
Epigraphic Database Heidelberg). Moreover, the first two dates are so broad they are in fact useless 
for answering any research question. 

115  CIL 9, 4957: A.D. 147 (DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1297); CIL 9, 4970 = D 6559: A.D. 173 (DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1273). 
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irrelevant.  
Lanuvium was situated southeast of the city of Rome, with Aricia, Bovillae, 

Tusculum, Gabii and Tibur in the north. Praeneste was situated in the northeast, Signia, 
Velitrae and Cora in the east, and Norba in the southeast. Satiricum and Antium were 
west of Lanuvium, and finally Ardea southwest. Strikingly, the majority of these cities 
seem not to have had *augustales 116 – although the inscriptions may have been lost. 
Above, I discussed the epigraphic corpus preserved in Tibur and Praeneste, which leaves 
Bovillae, Tusculum, Gabii and Antium. At Tusculum, none of the texts could be dated.117 
Datable inscriptions from the other cities range between the early first and the 
beginning of the second century A.D. One inscription out of the five preserved in 
Bovillae118 can be securely dated to the 24th December A.D. 158.119 At Antium, seven texts 
were recovered,120 and one was dated to A.D. 112.121 Finally, three out of the five 
inscriptions found in Gabii122 have been dated, two to A.D. 140123 and one to A.D. 212-
222.124 

In short, none of the neighbouring cities of Nepet, Falerii or Lanuvium show 
signs of imitating an example set by the imperial freedmen *augustales.  

2.1 .2 .1 .3  Cai  Iuli i  

One inscription mentions two *augustales named ‘Tiberius Claudius’, and the 
remainder of the texts refer to *augustales called ‘Caius Iulius’. In total, fifteen 
inscriptions attest twenty individuals bearing such an Imperial nomen: 

 
1 AEA 2005, +15 = AE 1982, 

165 = AE 1990, +173  
Latium et Campania / 
Regio I, Suessa Aurunca  

D(is) M(anibus) / Ti(berio) Claudi[o] / 
Lenaeo / Aug(ustali) Ti(berius) Claudi[us] 
/ Privat[us] / liberto / b(ene) m(erenti) 
f(ecit) 

Tiberius Claudius Lenaeus, 
augustalis 
Tiberius Claudius Privatus, 
libertus 
Date:  A.D.  14–37 125 

 
                                                        
116  Being Aricia, Signia, Velitrae, Cora, Norba, Satiricum, Ardea, and Lavinium. 
117 CIL 14, 2589 = SIRIS 526 = RICIS-2, 503/502; CIL 14, 2620 = CIL 6, 10408 = Tituli-9-858 = AE 2008, 286; CIL 

14, 2637 = D 6215 
118  AE 1991, 389; CIL 14, 2408 = CIL 11, *294,2 = D 5196; CIL 14, 2410 = D 6190; CIL 14, 2412; CIL 14, 2416. 
119  CIL 14, 2410 = D 6190: Album of dated Latin inscriptions, n° 222. 
120  CIL 10, 6638 = InscrIt-13-1, 31 = InscrIt-13-2, 26; CIL 10, 6645; CIL 10, 6662 = D 1455 ; CIL 10, 6675 = 

ILMN-1, 602; CIL 10, 6677; CIL 10, 6678; CIL 10, 6682 
121  CIL 10, 6677: DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1271. 
122  CIL 14, 2793 = D 5449; CIL 14, 2794 = AE 1995, 28; CIL 14, 2795 = D 272; CIL 14, 2803 = CIL 6, 1491; CIL 14, 

2809 = D 6219 
123  CIL 14, 2794 = AE 1995, 28 (DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1273); CIL 14, 2795 = D 272 (DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1274) 
124  CIL 14, 2803 = CIL 6, 1491: Album of dated Latin inscriptions, n° 279. 
125  Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg 
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2 CIL 10, 1879 
Latium et Campania / 
Regio I, Puteoli   

D(is) M(anibus) / C(ai) Iuli Victoris / 
augustali(s) / vixit ann(os) XXX 

Caius Iulius Victor, 
augustalis 
 

3 CIL 10, 3948 
Latium et Campania / 
Regio I, Capua 

C(aius) Iulius Antiochus / Aug(ustalis) 
Cap(uae) sibi et / Iuliae Nymphe uxori / 
optime de se meritae / et C(aio) Iulio 
Cretico f(ecit)  

Caius Iulius Antiochus, 
augustalis 
Caius Iulius Creticus 

4 CIL 10, 6464 
Latium et Campania / 
Regio I, Setia 

C(aius) Iul[ius C(ai) l(ibertus)] Seques[ter 
sexvir] / Aug(ustalis) s[i]bi et Iuliae Ma[---
] / filiae quae vixit an[n(os) ---] [Ae]miliae 
Gemellae c[oniugi] / T(ito) Aemilio 
[Fa]usto [---] / posterisque eo[rum] / in 
fr(onte) p(edes)XII in a[gr(o) p(edes)---] 

Caius Iulius Cai libertus 
Sequester, augustalis 

5 CIL 14, 369 
Latium et Campania / 
Regio I, Ostia Antica 

[C(aius) I]ulius Karus VIvir augustalis / 
fecit sibi et duabus filiabus / [Iu]liae C(ai) 
f(iliae) Damalidi et / [Iu]liae C(ai) f(iliae) 
Karae et / [---]niae Damalidi uxori et / [--- 
I]ulio Eroti patri 

Caius Iulius Karus, sevir 
augustalis 
 

 

6 D 6500 
Apulia et Calabria / 
Regio II, Beneventum 

C(aio) Iulio Cypaero / Aug(ustali) 
Claud(iali) / honorato bisellio / M(arcus) 
Rutilius Lupus / amico optimo 

Caius Iulius Cypaerus, 
augustalis Claudialis, 
honoratus bisellium 

7 CIL 9, 319 = ERCanosa 57  
Apulia et Calabria / 
Regio II, Cannae 

C(aius) Iulius / Saturnini / lib(ertus) 
Heracula / Aug(ustalis) sibi et / C(aio) 
Iulio Salpino / filio / et Iuliae Soteriae / 
lib(ertae) / Thesmo  

Caius Iulius Saturnini 
libertus Heracula, 
augustalis 
Caius Iulius Salpinus, filius 

8 CIL 9, 20 
Apulia et Calabria / 
Regio II, Lupiae 

C(aius) Iulius / Irenaeus / mag(ister) 
Aug(ustalis) / d(onum) d(edit) 

Caius Iulius Irenaeus, 
magister augustalis 

 

9 SupIt-5-S, 19 = AE 1988, 
448 = AE 1990, 238 
Samnium / Regio IV, 
Superaequum 

D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / C(aio) Iulio 
|(mulieris) lib(erto) Ste/phano VIvir(o) 
Aug(ustali) / et Antoniae Zosi/[mae(?) 

Caius Iulius mulieris 
libertus Stephanus 

 

10 CIL 11, 128 
Aemilia / Regio VIII, 
Ravenna 

C(ai) Iuli Alexandri / Aug(ustali) 
m(unicipii) R(avennatis) / C(aius) Iulius 
Alexis lib(ertus) et / Iulia Faustinian<a=E> 
/ heredes  

Caius Iulius Alexander, 
augustalis 
Caius Iulius Alexis, libertus 
et Iulia Faustiniana heredes 

 

11 AE 2007, 565 
Liguria / Regio IX, 
Dertona 

Loc(us) / C(ai) Iuli Nymphi / VIvir(i) 
A[ug(ustalis)] / gr(atuiti) / et 
Tucu[ria]e(?) / Hecal[es ux(oris?)] 

Caius Iulius Nymhus, sevir 
augustalis gratuitus 

 

12 
 

CIL 5, 4431 = InscrIt-
10-5, 821 
Venetia et Histria / 
Regio X, Brixia  

C(aio) Iulio Paulino / Andragatho / 
VIvir(o) August(ali) / gratuit(o) / C(aius) 
Iulius Aquilinu[s] / patri 

Caius Iulius Paulinus 
Adragathus, sevir augustalis 
gratuitus 
Caius Iulius Aquilinus, pater 

 

13 CIL 12, 709 = CAG-13-5  [D(is)] M(anibus) / Veriae Filtat(a)e / 
amica dolens / posuit in honorem / C(ai) 

Caius Iulius Fortunatus, 
sevir augustalis 
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Gallia Narbonensis, 
Arelate  

Iuli For/tunati IIIIIIvir(i) / augustalis / 
uxori 

14 CIL 12, 4081 = CAG-30-
3 
Gallia Narbonensis, 
Uchaud 

Marti Aug(usto) / C(aius) Iulius Palus / 
IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) / [h]onoratus / 
ornamentis decu[rional(ibus)] / [ 

Caius Iulius Palus, sevir 
augustalis honoratus 
ornamenta decurionalia 

15 ILGN 430 
Gallia Narbonensis,  
Nemausus 

D(is) M(anibus) / C(ai) Iulii / 
Chrysionis/IIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) 
corp(orati) / heredes  

Caius Iulius Chrysionis, 
sevir augustalis corporatus 

 
P.R.C. Weaver argued that ‘mere possession of an Imperial nomen (e.g. Iulius, 

Claudius), in the absence of other positive evidence, does not constitute a reason for 
inclusion [among the imperial freedmen]’.126 Although Christol seems to suggest the name 
‘Iulius’ refers to the Augustan time, or to the first century at the least,127 one must keep 
in mind that the name could have been passed on from father to son for generations 
before it ended up in our epigraphical corpus. *Augustales that bore an imperial 
patronymic (‘Caius Iulius’, ‘Tiberius Claudius’, or ‘Marcus Aurelius’) were not necessarily 
imperial freedmen, but most of the time merely their descendants. As an indicator for 
the proximity of *augustales and the liberti of the emperor, these patronymics are of little 
value. 

2.1.2.2  Cena  Trimalchionis   

The Satyrica, dated to the Neronian times,128 might add something to this debate. 
Why did Petronius choose to name Trimalchio the way he did? As stated in section 71 of 
the Satyrica, Trimalchio’s full name to be recorded on his epitaph is ‘C. Pompeius 
Trimalchio Maecenatianus’.  

One year after publishing his discussion of the Cena Trimalchionis,129 Paul Veyne 
wrote a short note on the name Petronius gave Trimalchio. In his usual masterly 
fashion, he demonstrated that the name ‘Trimalchio’ was as glorious as it was banal, 
making it ‘peu compromittant’.130 Trimalchio’s agnomen, being ‘Maecenatianus’, is 
particularly interesting. Veyne assumed that Trimalchio’s nickname meant that he had 

 
                                                        
126  WEAVER, 1972, p. 11. 
127  CHRISTOL, 1992, p. 188. 
128  Although the dating of the Satyrica has been the subject of much debate, it seems like the evidence 

for a Neronian date holds best. For an excellent discussion of previous scholarship, and an overview 
of internal and external evidence, see ROSE, 1971.  

129  VEYNE, 1961, pp. 213-247.  
130  VEYNE, 1962, p. 1619.  
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been the slave of a Maecenas, before being sold or bequeathed to C. Pompeius.131 It was 
meant to recall Maecenas, an illustrious and widespread name, and to suggest that 
Trimalchio had always been a part of the households of the high nobility.132 In short, 
Veyne writes, Petronius called his hero Trimalchio Maecenatianus because in his time, 
the nickname on –ianus, formed on a gentile name, was only found with slaves and 
freedmen of highly positioned families or even the emperor, and at the same time 
immediately betrayed servile origin.133  

Tarpin subjected this last remark, on highly positioned families or the emperor, 
to further analysis in 1995. In a one-page note, he lists inscriptions attesting real 
individuals called ‘Maecenatianus’ who were all Augusti liberti. He argues that the 
libertinatio, missing in Trimalchio’s name, was not even necessary. His nickname would 
have sufficed for the audience to understand the intended meaning. Petronius did not 
simply want to evoke a freedman of a good family, but a former slave of the imperial 
family. Tarpin argued ‘Maecenatianus’ was in fact understood as a synonym for Augusti 
libertus.134  

Other scholars took a different point of view on the matter. K.F.C. Rose, for 
instance, points out that Trimalchio is not entitled to the name ‘Maecenatianus’, as it is 
not a part of his real name, as can be seen from the earlier inscription recorded in 
section 30 of the Satyrica.135 He suggested Trimalchio took the name merely to ‘indicate 
his pretensions to gracious living and the fine arts’.136 S.N. Byrne argued the use of 
‘Maecenas’ was actually meant as a reference to L. Annaeus Seneca.137 He was Petronius’ 
predecessor as an arbiter elegantiae at Nero’s court,138 and wrote a criticism of Maecenas’ 
poetry and general conduct.139 

Perhaps the imperial patronymic of the bankrupt C. Iulius Proculus mentioned in 
section 38 indicates he was (a descendant of) an Augusti libertus.140 Other aristocratic 
names mentioned during the Cena Trimalchionis include Scaurus,141 Pansa,142 C. Pompeius 

 
                                                        
131  D. 47,12.  
132  VEYNE, 1962, p. 1620: ‘Et, par là, à suggérer à l’oreille que Trimalcion avait toujours appartenu à la 

domesticité de la haute noblesse.’ 
133  VEYNE, 1962, p. 1624.  
134  TARPIN, 1995, p. 15.  
135  Petron. 30: C. Pompeio Trimalchioni, seviro augustali, Cinnamus dispensator 
136  ROSE, 1971, p. 22. 
137  BYRNE, 2008, pp. 31-49. 
138  On Seneca and his death: Tac. Ann. 15, 60-64. On Petronius and his death: Tac. Ann. 16, 17-19.  
139  BYRNE, 2008, pp. 32-33.  
140  Petron. 38. See VEYNE, 1962, p. 1617.  
141  Petron. 77.  
142  Petron. 47. 
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Diogenes143 and of course C. Pompeius Hermeros, who was an augustalis as well.144 
Diogenes and Hermeros are explicitly named as Trimalchio’s colliberti.145 This incited 
Andreau to raise the question whether not all the freedmen present at the dinner had 
the same patron, the Gaius Pompeius who freed Trimalchio.146  

There are, however, two major difficulties with identifying Trimalchio as an 
imperial freedman. First, in section seventy-six of the Satyrica, Trimalchio remarks that 
when his patronus died, he and the Emperor were the sole heirs, and he thus obtained an 
estate fit for a senator. It is this coheredem me Caesari fecit that makes it hard to believe 
that Trimalchio’s patronus was the Emperor, and at the same time wrote in his will that 
the Emperor was also an heir.147 Second, ‘Gaius Pompeius’ is not an emperor’s name.  

Even if Tarpin is wrong about identifying Trimalchio as an imperial freedman, 
this stratum seems to have figured prominently in the Satyrica in general and in the 
Cena Trimalchionis in particular.  

* 
All in all, the number of indications of proximity of *augustales and imperial 

freedmen is low, but may still be indicative of a more institutionalised relationship on 
the local level. At the very least, it seems like both social groups, *augustales and 
(descendants of) imperial freedmen, are found in the same circles of municipal life. The 
theory that imperial freedmen had a hand in the establishment of *augustales in Italy 
cannot be discarded that easily, although very few inscriptions could prove this. Above, 
I concluded that most of the time, inscriptions mentioning a patronymic of an emperor 
do not indicate imperial freedmen, but their descendants. This leaves a mere eleven 
attestation of *augustales who were freed by the emperor. As imperial freedmen are 
generally well attested, this figure is remarkably low.  

The presence of imperial freedmen among *augustales is also a factor of 
differentiation. A powerful patron (in this case the emperor or one of his deified family 
members) was important, but very few individuals could boast such a connection to the 
imperial house. 

 
                                                        
143  Petron. 38.  
144  Petron. 57. 
145  Petron. 37 and 59. 
146  ANDREAU, 2009, p. 120.  
147  Petron. 76.  
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2 .1.3  Lares ,  Compital ia ,  ministri  and  magistri  vicorum 

A number of associations of religious or cultic inspiration could offer its freed 
and enslaved members ways of gaining a relatively respectable position. Well known, 
but poorly studied – partially a result of a lack of sources – are what Mommsen labelled 
as the collegia compitalicia. Each plot of land had its Lar, as each house had its Vesta. 
Tracing their origin back to the days of the sixth king of Rome, Servius Tullius, the 
collegia compitalicia were responsible for the upkeep of the ancient Lares cult on the 
crossroads or compita – hence of course the name Mommsen invented to designate the 
association.148 Each year the Lararia or Compitalia were celebrated with games or ludi 
Compitales, gathering the farmers around the chapels and altars put up at the crossroads 
of different estates or fields.149 

The rural cult of the Lares Compitales quickly entered the city life of Italy and the 
provinces, presided by magistri vicorum.150 During the turbulent period at the end of the 
Republic, some irregularities occurred during the Compitalia of 67-66 B.C.151 All 
associations – including the compitales cult – were labelled adversus rem publicam by 
decree of the Senate in 64 B.C.152 Only six years later, during the consulate of Clodius, 
they were allowed to convene again; the rogatio Clodia de collegiis restituendis nouisque 
instituendis annulled the effects of the senatusconsultum.  

Later on, at the start of the Principate, the Lares Compitales were associated with 
the Genius of the Emperor.153 The domestic Lares cult of Augustus’ house became part of 
the public imperial cult of the Domus Divina, honouring the Lares Augusti and the deified 
members of the Emperors’ house. Already before the cult became a part of the official 
state religion, it was a legal and social hybrid. Flambard lists five different scenarios of 
social diversity among members of the so-called collegia compitalicia, ranging from all 
freeborn magistri, to only slaves. In most of the cases that are documented, members 
were recruited from the more humble layers of society, mainly freedmen or slaves.154  

 
                                                        
148  Only one inscription from Tome, Hispania Citerior, may attest the collegia compitalicia, but the exact 

reading of the abbreviations remains uncertain: CILA-3-2, 384: D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Flaminius / 
Felicio an(norum) / XXXX h(ic) s(itus) e(st) s(it) / t(ibi) t(erra) l(evis) colleg(ium) / comp(italicium?) d(edit) 
d(edicavit) 

149  FLAMBARD, 1981.  
150  WISSOWA, 1912, pp. 166-175. 
151  FLAMBARD, 1977, pp. 115-153.  
152 Mentioned in Cassius Dio (Cass. Dio 38.13) and in a commentary of Asconius on a passage in Cicero 

(Asconius, ad Cic. Pis. 8). 
153  See FISHWICK, 1969. 
154  FLAMBARD, 1981, pp. 156-157. 
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Dionysius of Halicarnassus mentions the compitalia in his Roman Antiquities. It 
seems like the slave members of the collegia celebrating the cult of the Lares temporarily 
lost the stain of enslavement during the festivities, this to make them ‘more agreeable 
to their masters and be less sensible of the severity of their condition’.155 They were 
temporarily accorded a symbolic libertas.156 This would imply, as Waites claimed,157 that 
slaves were given exceptional privileges within this public cult, transcending the 
limited prestige opportunities inherent in their legal status. Despite these privileges, 
slaves could be ministri, but never magistri of the college – preserved fasti show they 
never appeared at the top of the list.158 This association had two functions: substitution 
and integration. It regrouped and organised excluded elements of society, in order to 
compensate – be it partially and de facto imaginary – for their legal inferiority.159  

The widely respected British historian Keith Hopkins wrongly assumed that:  

… in spite of their low origins, ex-slaves held office as organisers and celebrants, 
augustales, of the rites associated with the family spirits of Augustus, held at the 
crossroads (compitalia) in the city of Rome and throughout Italy and the western 
provinces.160  

He equated *augustales with the officers of the cult of the crossroads, known as 
magistri or ministri compitales, and continued his discussion by elaborating on the lares 
Augusti. Although both institutions are sometimes closely linked, there is no reason for 
simply equating them and, moreover, claim that *augustales tended to the family spirits. 
Hopkins referred to von Premerstein’s discussion in the Pauly-Wissowa 
Realencyclopädie (1895) ‘for a detailed analysis of hundreds of inscriptions recording 
the existence and functions of augustales’. He also mentions Duthoy’s work.161 However, 
von Premerstein never voiced his opinion on predecessors of *augustales, and Duthoy 
(see below) argued the magistri vici from Rome served indirectly as an example. Hopkins’ 
point of view, not only linking the lares cult to *augustales, but effectively equating them, 
was expressed only once before: in the oldest academic discussion of *augustales by 
Egger in 1844.162 

The collegia compitalicia did not serve as a blueprint for *augustales, but certain 
influences are noticeable. First, rather than being taken over and substituted by 
 
                                                        
155  Dion. Hal. 4.14.4. The Loeb Classical Library 1953 edition, vol. II (trans. E. Cary).  
156  FLAMBARD, 1981, p. 156. 
157  WAITES, 1920, pp. 246 – 247. 
158  CIL I2, 1994, 2192, 765, 678, 779, 2271; ILLRP, 706-711, 713, 714, 719-721, 723a, 723b. 
159  FLAMBARD, 1981, p. 165.  
160  HOPKINS, 1978, p. 211. 
161  DUTHOY, 1974.  
162  EGGER, 1844, p. 23. 
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*augustales, as may have been the case for the concordiales or apollinares (see below), the 
collegia compitalicia worked in close cooperation with *augustales, who often became their 
magistri.163 A number of epigraphic attestations record this. Two *augustales from 
Grumentum were also mercuriales and ministri of the lares cult.164 L. Octavius L.l. Callisto 
from Spoleto was a sevir augustalis and magister vici,165 much like L. Cornelius from 
Bovillae (augustalis and magister vici),166 and perhaps also a freedman of Sextus from 
Aemilia (sevir and magister vici).167 L. Scantius L. l. Modestus from Vasto on the other 
hand, was sevir augustalis and magister larum Augustorum.168 Fisius Serenus from Nola was 
named augustalis and larum minister.169 Q. Obellius Q.l. Aequalius and a certain Pyrrho, 
both from Spoleto, were seviri augustales involved in the compitales cult of the Augustean 
lares.170 P. Horatius Chrysorotus from Ostia was a sevir augustalis and immunus of the 
cultic association for the lares Augusti.171  

Second, Duthoy suggested a two-step mechanism. Except for one text,172 all 
inscriptions of magistri augustales date to the early years of the Empire, and seem to have 
been substituted by (seviri) augustales. These magistri augustales may have taken after the 
magistri vici from Rome. In turn, magistri augustales may have served as an example for 
the (seviri) augustales.173 Egger and Mommsen hypothesised the magistri vicorum from 
Rome had an indirect influence on the (seviri) augustales,174 but never phrased it never as 
clear and straightforward as Duthoy did. Some similarities cannot be denied: much like 
*augustales the cultores of the crossroads maintained a close relationship and cooperation 
with ‘the public authorities’.175 

Third, Serrano argued that another characteristic of the compitales cultus was 
adopted by *augustales: their spatial implementation in local society. He stated that, 
based on general similarities to the magistri Larum:  

 
                                                        
163 MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 24-34; TAYLOR, 1914, pp. 236 – 237; LASSÈRE, 2005, p. 480 
164  CIL 10, 205 = D 3545 and EE-8-1, 269.  
165  AE 1989, 268 
166  AE 1991, 389 
167  AE 1996, 636. Inscription is very fragmentary.  
168  CIL 9, 2835 
169  CIL 10, 1269 
170  CIL 11, 4810 = D 6637a and CIL 11, 4825 
171  CIL 14, 367 = D 6164 
172  CIL 5, 7604 = D 6749 = AE 1988, 572 = AlbaPomp 22: dated to A.D. 51-200 (Date from Epigraphic 

Database Heidelberg). 
173  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1288 
174  EGGER, 1844, p. 7, p. 9, pp. 16-17, p. 23 and pp. 28-29; EGGER, 1847, p. 636, p. 643, p. 648, pp. 774-778 and 

pp. 784-785; MOMMSEN, 1878, p. 74. 
175  GRADEL, 2002, pp. 228-229. 
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Il nous paraît probable que l’activité des augustales ait eu pour cadre des 
subdivisions de la ville (vici, compita ou districts equivalents).176 

This suggestion is not easily refuted, especially not in the case of Herculaneum 
and its ‘house of *augustales ’. On the crossroads of the Decumanus Maximus and Cardo III, 
a building ‘with a Tuscan colonnade’ was excavated.177 This building, commonly 
identified as the house of the augustales, was probably a multifunctional place of cult and 
social interaction, used by multiple organisations (including the ordo decurionum). 
Perhaps the space was initially used by only one of the organisations, but was adapted to 
serve multiple purposes at the same time.178 Multifunctional or not, the presence of 
*augustales in that neighbourhood of the city cannot be denied, and this particular 
building was indeed situated on the crossroads of important streets. Perhaps this 
indicates a locally developed stronger-than-average link with the Lares cult? 

2.1.4  Mercuriales ,  Apoll inares ,  Concordiales ,  Martiales ,  and 
Herculanei  

Mourlot argued that *augustales were not modelled after the magistri Larum, but 
after the associations of the mercuriales, apollinares, Herculanei etc.179 In Rome, Mercuriales 
were members of an ancient association of merchants, originally bound to the Roman 
pagus, as an inscription found in Lanuvium shows. Aulus Castricius Myrio was magister of 
four collegia: Lupercorum, Capitolinorum, mercurialorum and paganorum Aventini.180 Cicero 
mentions mercuriales in a letter to his brother, not accidentally in association with the 
Capitoline College.181 Mercury, as the patron god of trade, was strongly associated with 
these collegia mercatorum,182 whose members took up some priestly responsibilities as 
well.183 This was not so exceptional, it was established from the onset of research on the 
collegia that many professional associations kept up a cult for the patron god of the trade 

 
                                                        
176  SERRANO, 1988, p. 237. 
177  GUADAGNO, 1983, p. 159.  
178  GUADAGNO, 1983, p. 161, pp. 166-169 and p. 172; BOLLMANN, 1998, p. 349.  
179  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 16 and pp. 77-79. 
180  CIL 14, 2105 = D 2676: A(ulus) Castricius Myrio / Talenti f(ilius) tr(ibunus) mil(itum) praef(ectus) eq(uitum) / 

et classis mag(ister) colleg(ii) / Lupercor(um) et Capitolinor(um) / et mercurial(orum) et paga/nor(um) 
Aventin(i) XXVIvir / [---]moni per plures / [---]I sortitionibus / [---]dis redemptis 

181  Cic., Ad Q. fr. II, 6, 10: M. Furium Flaccum, equitem Romanum, hominem nequam, Capitolini et mercuriales de 
collegio eiecerunt praesentem ad pedes unius cuiusque iacentem.  

182  As attested in Capua, CIL 10, 3773. The dedication of a temple for Mercury and the establishment of a 
guild of merchants are also mentioned by Livius (2,27,5). 

183  For a full discussion, see COMBET FARNOUX, 1981, pp. 457-501.  
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or craft in question, or simply adopted a god like Spes, Fides, Fortuna or Neptune for 
protection.184 Often mentioned together with *augustales, mercuriales occur in Regio I, II 
and III of the Italian peninsula. The Roman mercuriales appear to have had a much higher 
status than elsewhere in Italy. It seems like local mercuriales were not associated in a 
collegium. These mercuriales were independent and refer to themselves as magistri.185 

The apollinares and concordiales were more strictly speaking religious 
organisations, respectively devoted to the god Apollo and the deified abstraction 
Concordia. Whereas the concordiales, attested in particular in Patavium,186 were almost 
certainly an independent organisation, the apollinares of Mutina187 and perhaps also 
Arretium188 seem to have been replaced by the different elements of the *augustales. 

Especially the mercuriales were exceptional. Though in origin a professional 
association, knights like M. Furius Flaccus – as mentioned by Cicero – joined their ranks 
as well. Also one inscription from Lanuvium, attesting a tribunus militum, suggests this.189 
Moreover, their raison d’être seems to be less religious than in the case of the concordiales, 
apollinares and supposedly also the *augustales.190 

An inscription from the Calabrese capital city Lecce (ancient Rudiae) seems to 
show the social positions of the different associations were well defined. Based on the 
size of the sportulae distributed in honour of M. Tuccius Ceriatis’ birthday, mercuriales (10 
HS) ranked lower than augustales (12 HS), but higher than the plebs (8 HS). The 
decuriones, being far superior, received 20 HS.191 The endowment of eighty thousand 
sesterces, the revenue of which was to be used for the yearly meal and sportulae, was 

 
                                                        
184  DIOSONO, 2007, p. 44.  
185  AE 1988, 257; AE 1992, 285; AE 1901, 173 = AE 1927, 13; AE 2005, 489; CIL 3, 1769a = CIL 3, *301b = D 

7167 = CINar-1, 17a; CIL 3, 1770 = CIL 3, *301 = D 7167 = CINar-1,15; CIL 3, 1799 = CIL 3, 8420 = CINar-1, 
7; CIL 3, 8440 = ILJug-3, 1880; CIL 6, 516 = CIL 6, 30782a; CIL 9, 54 = D 6475; CIL 9, 23 = D 6472; CIL 09, 
217; CIL 10, 205 = D 3545; CIL 10, 232; CIL 10, 1272 = D 6351; CIL 10, 485 = Paestum 30; CIL 10, 4589 = 
IATrebula 55; CIL 11, 1417 = InscrIt-7-1, 5; EE-8-1, 269; NSA-1911-357 = AE 1912, 106; ILJug-3, 1870 = 
AE 1932, 82; NSA-1936-392 =AE 1937, 131; IIBrindisi 32 = AE 1964, 131; IIBrindisi 52 = AE 1964, 132 = AE 
1966, 89 = AE 1980, 289; Hirpinia 121 =AE 1999, 538  

186  CIL 5, 2525, 2865, 2307, 2843, 2869, 2872, 2874, 3130. 
187  CIL 11, 845, 846, 849, 850, 852, 853, 854, 855, 857, 859.  
188  Perhaps the title of seviri apollinares found here (CIL 11, 1843, 1844) is an indicator of a (at first 

mimetic) shift towards (seviri) augustales. 
189  CIL 14, 2105 
190  COMBET FARNOUX, 1984, pp. 475-486.  
191  CIL 9, 23 = D 6472 :  [---] Tuccio M(arci) f(ilio) Fab(ia) Ceri[at]i / [e]xornato eq(uo) pub(lico) a sacratissi/mo 

principe Hadriano Aug(usto) / patrono municipi(i) IIIIvir(o) / aed(ili) item aedili Brundisi / M(arcus) Tuccius 
Augazo / optimo ac piissimo filio ob cuius / memoriam promisit municipib(us) Rudin(ibus) / HS LXXX(milia) 
n(ummum) ut ex reditu eorum die natalis / fili(i) sui omnibus annis viscerationis / nomine dividatur 
decur(ionibus) / sing(ulis) HS XX n(ummum) / augustalibus HS XII n(ummum) mercurialib(us) HS X 
n(ummum) / item populo viritim HS VIII n(ummum) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) 
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given by Ceriatis’ son, M. Tuccius Augazo. Ceriatis was a knight, patron of the city, and 
one of the four presiding officers of the municipium (quattuorvir aedilicia potestate) – as 
was Augazo in Brindisi. This would imply that Ceriatis or Augazo were not interested in 
privileging augustales or mercuriales. Their own social group, the city councillors, was 
without question the highest and most privileged stratum in the municipalities. Perhaps 
in this case the sportulae distributions were really an expression of the social 
appreciation of the positions of the groups involved?  

However, the take-over of *augustales was probably less imperialistic than Taylor 
made it sound like. Imperial epitaphs profile some (seviri) augustales as concordiales,192 
apollinares,193 or mercuriales,194 which suggests all four associations recruited from a 
similar social stratum, but differed from one another. Nevertheless, the similarities are 
undeniable, as Duthoy observed: ‘L’existence […] des mercuriales, apollinares, martiales et 
concordiales prouve qu’il serait erronné de croire que la structure des *augustales soit un 
phénomène isolé.’195 

Onomastic evidence found in epigraphy seems to suggest a servile recruitment. 
Except for the knight magister referred to above, all of the other mercuriales are either 
freedmen attesting their libertinatio,196 or their freedmen status may be inferred from 
their cognomina and augustalitas.197 Most of the apollinares were freedmen,198 but some 
ingenui are known as well.199 All of the members of the concordiales seem to have been 
freedmen.200 

Twenty-two inscriptions attesting augustales (Herculanei) are preserved from 
Tibur201 of which only two can be dated (one to A.D. 38-39202 and one to A.D. 182203). One 
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attestation was recovered at Ostia,204 and two at Grumentum.205 These Herculanei seem to 
be qualitatively different from the ‘predecessors’ of *augustales mentioned above. 
Instead of being a preliminary stage of a development, the title ‘Herculaneus’ expresses 
a locally developed signature of the *augustalitas. The joint attestation of these titles is 
an expression of symbiosis and syncretism, rather than one of *augustales replacing 
Herculanei. The indications of collegiate hierarchy are very similar to those known from 
*augustales in other cities, although the social recruitment may have differed slightly. At 
Tibur, the Herculanei included members of the curial elite.206 

* 
Having reviewed the potential predecessors of *augustales, I conclude that except 

for the sodales and the equites, all suggested predecessors were part of the same broad 
phenomenon, Mouritsen’s ‘dense undergrowth of civic associations which existed in the 
Roman town and often blurred the line between social, cultic, and civic functions’.207 It is 
not a simple story of substitution by *augustales, but a gradual and locally based process 
of adaptation and integration. In sum, though firmly rooted in the broader development 
of municipal collegial life, *augustales took their own course, and developed into a 
unique institution that encompassed (former) officers, and collegiati.  

 
                                                                                                                                                                             
203  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1274. 
204  CIL 14, 315 
205  AE 1998, 383; CIL 10, 231 
206  MOURITSEN, 2011, p. 255. 
207  Ibid., pp. 242-243.  
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2 .2  The imperial  cult  and *augustales   

For decades, scholars have debated the ‘raison d’être’ of *augustales.208 Is it likely 
that they were involved in the imperial cult? Which scholars have argued for a religious 
interpretation and why have others argued against it? Which phrasings may refer to the 
ruler cult and how should they be interpreted? What does the iconography of sacrificial 
scenes tell us?  

2 .2.1  Scholarly Views 

From the earliest days of research on *augustales up until fairly recently, scholars 
have fundamentally disagreed on the raison d’être of the institution. It seems like some 
consensus has been reached in the last ten years, but the debate goes back to 1878 (see 
next section). Most scholars evaluated *augustales as priests of the imperial cult,209 but 
alternative views have always been present.210 

In 1878, Theodor Mommsen argued that *augustales were not priests, but officers. 
It took many years before another scholar (being A.D. Nock), in his own words 
‘venture[d] to suggest that it [i.e. the institution of *augustales] should be regarded not as 
primarily concerned with the worship of the princeps’.211 Before Nock confirmed 
Mommsen’s analysis, six other studies had argued in favour of a link with the imperial 
cult. Schneider and Nessling simply stated that seviri augustales sacerdotes sunt and 
refuted Mommsen’s idea.212 Mourlot argued that all of these associations had the same 
objective: to include the freed and enslaved population of the Empire in the imperial 
cult.213 At the same time, he saw *augustales as an expression of gratitude towards 
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Augustus, for bringing peace and stability.214 He also wondered whether the (seviri) 
augustales were responsible for the cult of Augustus’ successors. Considering the 
attestation of Claudiales, Flaviales, Titiales, and Nerviales, Mourlot concluded that 
*augustales were not just the admirers of the first emperor. Since the object of the cult 
varied according to time and environment, the local communities enjoyed the liberty to 
organise the imperial cult according to their own wishes.215 Von Premerstein raised the 
hypothesis that augustales and seviri augustales were responsible for different aspects of 
the municipal imperial cult; augustales honoured the gens Iulia, the seviri augustales 
honoured all of Augustus’ successors.216 Neumann agreed to this.217 Finally, also Taylor 
included ‘maintenance of the imperial cult’ in the duties of *augustales, freedmen priests 
of the Emperor worship.218  

As mentioned above, it was Nock who, in 1934, suggested the importance of 
integration and inclusion of this libertina nobilitas in the Augustan system.219 Alföldy took 
this point of view as well; the most important goal was not the introduction of the 
imperial cult, but the integration of freedmen in local society.220 Nock’s publication did 
not trigger a decisive turn towards a socio-economic (secular) interpretation at all. For a 
long time, scholars have taken the religious role of *augustales for granted, sometimes 
adding some socio-economic responsibilities to it. Etienne was convinced the emperor 
remained an important part of the activities of *augustales, who acted as cultores domus 
divinae.221 According to Eisenhut, they tended to the cult of both the living and deified 
emperors.222 When discussing the triumviri from Amiternum, Demougin identified them 
as an association devoted to the imperial cult,223 and also Shin and Serrano were 
convinced the primary function of *augustales was connected with this cult.224 

Throughout his work, Duthoy has argued in favour of the religious interpration, 
always claiming that Mommsen was the only scholar who had a different point of 
view.225 This is, as shown above, wrong: already by the end of the fifties, Nock and 
Alföldy did not agree to the religious interpretation. Duthoy either does not accept or is 
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not aware of research that suggested a different, more secular interpretation. He 
evaluated Mommsen’s arguments (the role of *augustales as benefactors) as indications 
of ‘secondary characteristics’ of the institution.226 Still, he struggled with it: ‘Nos sources 
ne contiennent que des allusions rares et imprécises à cette fonction essentielle de 
l’augustalité.’227 Duthoy could only name one inscription from Aquincum (present-day 
Budapest) that alluded to the object of the cult supposedly tended to by *augustales. 
Based on this, he concluded there were ‘serious indications’ that the institutions of 
*augustales worshipped the genius - and/or numen Augusti.228  

Duthoy does not seem to acknowledge that others had different opinions on the 
matter than he did. However, Margaret Laird has published a letter from a young Robert 
Duthoy to Alfonso de Franciscis, concerning the (at the time) recent discovery of the site 
of Misenum;  

Personellement je suis convaincu que les augustales avaient un caractère religieux 
mais tout le monde ne partage pas ces idées et il faut en convenir que les sources 
ne font guère allusion à leur fonction religieuse. Si parmi les inscriptions que vous 
verrez de découvrir il y en aurait qui attestent ce caractère religieux ou qui nous 
donnent un idée de l’organisation interne, il s’agirait d’une découverte vraiment 
sensationelle.229 

Here, Duthoy again expressed his strong belief that *augustales had a religious 
nature, though not everyone shared his views, and acknowledged the difficult source 
situation. He hoped the excavation of the sensational site of Misenum would prove him 
right for once and for all. This religious angle remained influential for a very long time. 
As Mouritsen noted in 2006, ‘Most recently, however, [i.e. in 2000] D’Arms tried to revive 
the notion of augustales as chiefly responsible for the worship of the emperor.’230 D’Arms 
based his arguments on the material found at Misenum where, he says, ‘there is no 
denying that [the augustales] of Misenum discharged religious functions centred on the 
emperors’.231  

Other scholars opposed the religious interpretation – as discussed in the 
following section.  In short, the strongest argument in favour of *augustales’ involvement 
in the imperial cult is terminological: the title *augustalis allegedly implied a relation 
with the emperor. 
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2 .2.2  Epigraphic Evidence? 

In some parts of the Empire, however, it is hard to deny they (as D’Arms phrased 
it) ‘discharged religious functions centred on emperors’.232 Still, as Mouritsen admitted 
that ‘the strongest evidence for a distinct role in the cult of the emperor comes from the 
area around the Bay of Naples, primarily Misenum, Herculaneum and Liternum’.233 This 
of course ties in nicely with the view that evidence is ‘limited and highly localised’.  

We find the title of sac(erdos) Aug(ustalium) accorded to Marcia Polybiane, patrona 
allecta recorded on the second album from Liternum. This was identical to the honour 
bestowed on Cassia C.f. Victoria from nearby Misenum.234 Hemelrijk explained the title 
sacerdos as one of the ‘various titles to denote a priestess of the imperial cult.’235 
Unfortunately, very few inscriptions attest the title of sacerdos in general, and even 
fewer in the context of the *augustalitas. Only four texts speak of a sacerdos augustalium 
or sacerdos augustalis, and all of them originate from the Augustan Regio I. Besides the 
inscriptions from Liternum236 and Misenum,237 we also find the title in Aquinum,238 and 
perhaps also in Praeneste.239 The title of sacerdos taken up by the sevir iterum augustalis 
Lucius Figillius Fortunatus may be ambiguous. As it is a dedication to Isis, it could be this 
sacerdos refers to a local Isis cult, and not to the *augustalitas.240 

Inscriptions from a shrine at Misenum, that read Miseni in templo Aug. quod est 
augustalium,241 express a strong local involvement of these augustales in the imperial 
cult.242 Two short but undamaged inscriptions originating from the ‘House of the 
augustales’ in Herculaneum read Divo Iulio augustales243 and Divo Augusto augustales,244 both 
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erected after the death of Emperor Augustus and probably placed on the bases of two 
cult statues.245 One text from Tibur, where the cult of Hercules was closely associated 
with the cult of the emperor, lists two Herculanei augustales as curatores cultoribus domus 
divinae,246 defining them as priests of both Hercules and Augustus.247 Another set of 
inscriptions from the northern city of Vercellae also attest seviri augustales cultores domus 
divinae. One mentions socii cultores domus divinae.248 Also L. Cartilius Crescens from 
Mediolanum was cultor domus divinae.249 Finally, the fasti from Trebula Suffenas seem to 
show that these seviri augustales were concerned with honours to the imperial house. 
Taylor even argued the celebrations could be connected to Livia’s birthday.250  

Some relations with the imperial system, however, were indeed extraordinary 
interventions of the Emperor himself. Best known are cases in which he personally 
settled a local conflict. In his recent book on colonia and municipia, Laffi listed some of 
these events.251 It is not useful to repeat his discussion, but it is important to note that 
the Emperor took the trouble to intervene in local communities if necessary. For 
instance, in A.D. 11 an altar was erected in Narbo, dedicated to Augustus' numen. This 
exceptional document was probably set up during a celebration of the personal role 
played by Augustus in solving a dispute between the people and the decuriones of the 
city.252 The cult practices are described in some detail.253 Five times a year, three equites 
romani a plebe and three freedmen were to provide incense and wine, so the plebeians 
could honour the numen of the Emperor. On three other occasions they had to offer a 
sacrificial animal. Eques a plebe is quite an extraordinary construction, as eques usually is 
opposed to plebs. The classic interpretation was formulated by Dessau and copied by 
Stein, namely that these knights were only consistentes, i.e. residents of Narbo and not a 
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part of the city council. Nicolet, however, suggested it concerned equites on the 
recommendation of the people. Normally the Emperor himself designated knights. 
When difficulties of recruiting presented themselves, the commendatio publica was also 
accepted.254 The three freedmen mentioned, who were partially responsible for the 
offerings, were probably *augustales. This identification of these tres libertinos as 
*augustales dates back to the end of the nineteenth century when Schneider published 
his study on ‘the duties and public condition of the seviri augustales’.255 

Except for these inscriptions, no clear indications of cultic activities of *augustales 
centred on the emperor are known. Duthoy referred to texts in which the emperor was 
honoured and concluded that the loyalty of *augustales towards the emperor was 
personal rather than collective.256 This is, however, not an indication *augustales were 
part of the imperial cult at all: cultic activities (offerings, ex voto, statues for the 
emperor) on a personal level were common practice of Roman citizens.  

2 .2.3  Iconography of Sacrificial  Scenes 

In his article entitled ‘The Veil of Power, Emperors, Sacrificers and Benefactors’ 
Gordon made a very remarkable statement. When discussing the iconographical scenes 
found on inscriptions, he argued that ‘[t]he only Italian reliefs showing sacrificial scenes 
without the emperor are those set up by vicomagistri (ward-
officials) and VIviri augustales (local officials concerned with 
the cult of the emperor), that is, essentially by freedmen 
aping their social superiors.’257 

Gordon mentioned one altar on which four magistri 
of the Lares Augusti cult of the vicus Aescleti at Rome sacrifice 
a bull and a boar.258 In the Principate, the Lares Compitales 
were associated with the Genius of the Emperor.259 The 
inscription of this beautiful altar, now on display in the 
Museo dei Conservatori, Rome, informs us that the 
vicomagistri dedicated this in the ninth year of the cult. As 
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Ryberg observed, this means this monument cannot date later than A.D. 2 – the lares 
compitales were associated with the Genius Augusti in 7 B.C.260 The domestic Lares cult of 
Augustus’ house became part of the public imperial cult of the Domus Divina, honouring 
the Lares Augusti and the deified members of the Emperors’ house. Although the 
connection with the imperial cult is clear, the sacrificial scene does not include the 
Emperor.  

Gordon does not give any similar examples of sacrificial scenes on monuments of 
*augustales. When browsing through the databases of pictures of inscriptions, it quickly 
becomes clear why Gordon remained silent on the subject. It seems like only one famous 
altar from Lyon suggests an animal sacrifice: a bull is depicted on a stone that informs us 
on the taurobolium. L. Aemilius Carpus, sevir augustalis and dendrophorus, full of youthful 
vigour, transferred an altar and an ox-head to 
the Vatican and financed the dedication 
himself. Moreover, he was granted a plot of 
public land – l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum).261 Dated to A.D. 160262 this 
inscription offers a rare insight in 
interregional contacts and the rites of the 
taurobolium. Carpus’ position as a dendrophorus 
would also explain the dedication to the 
Magna Mater.263 This is, however, not a 
sacrificial scene in the strict sense, nor is the 
Emperor present. 

In fact, after an extensive search through the Ariadne Bilddatenbank and the 
Manfred Clauss Epigrafik Datenbank and a cross-check with Esperandieu’s series of books 
on the Gallic material,264 I have to conclude that not a single sacrificial scene is 
preserved on inscriptions or monuments of *augustales.  

* 
Evidence for the strictly religious raison d’être is extremely scarce and 

geographically limited to a number of Italian areas (the Bay of Naples in particular). 
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Despite these dispersed indications, truly compelling evidence that the religious aspects 
of the *augustalitas were of primordial importance for *augustales all over the Empire, is 
still wanting. In this context, Ostrow’s claim sounds strange:  

The single ‘official’ function of the augustales, suggested by their very title and 
confirmed by plentiful evidence in the inscriptions, was that of tending to the 
Imperial cult.265  

The footnote that is supposed to substantiate his statement that ‘plentiful 
evidence’ exists, actually refers to Duthoy’s 1978 article in ANRW and argues again that 
‘this is now the nearly unanimous view’. Much like Duthoy did seven years before him, 
Ostrow does not accept the contemporary research suggesting a different, non-religious 
interpretation. 

Moreover, not one monument or inscription of *augustales in all of the western 
provinces, not only in Italy and Gaul, shows a sacrificial scene. If this is correct, this is 
yet another indication the link with the imperial cult was not crucial for *augustales at 
all. Not only would there be no direct iconographic expression of the emperor and his 
cult, it is even conspicuously absent from the monuments of *augustales. 
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2 .3  Religion versus Economy: the ‘Raison d’être’  –  
Debate 

Parallel to the research tradition that evaluated *augustales as priests tending to 
the local imperial cult other scholars have maintained alternative views. As mentioned 
above, Theodor Mommsen argued in 1878 that *augustales were not priests, but officers. 
He stated there is no proof for a priestly character, since they are not called sacerdotes, 
and the designation viri is well known for magistrates. Consequently, *augustales have 
nothing to do with the imperial cult, nor could he imagine something this important 
would be left to freedmen.266 It took many years (fifty-six to be precise) before another 
scholar, A.D. Nock, evaluated the institution of *augustales as ‘one of the ways in which 
the Augustan system sought to find a special function within the state for all classes’.267 
In this interpretation, the connection of *augustales with the imperial cult was the 
means to achieve the civic integration of a part of local society, rather than the actual 
goal.  

Some time later, Etienne, otherwise in favour of the religious interpretation, 
stressed the importance of the urban context for the rise and development of 
*augustales. He pointed out that there was no direct relation with the emperor: one was 
an *augustalis of a city.268 In the same year (1958), Alföldy argued the ultimate goal of the 
institution was not to introduce the imperial cult, but rather the civic integration of 
freedmen.269  

Ostrow wrote two influential (but partly incorrect) articles on *augustales in 1985 
and 1990. The former discusses how Campania ‘offered the terrain where the augustales 
first took firm root, blossoming there with signs of exceptional vigor’.270 The most 
important piece of evidence he presents to substantiate his claim, was the presumed 
album augustalium from Herculaneum, long lists of names that, according to Ostrow, 
‘attest to the early growth of the institution in a most remarkable way’.271 As discussed 
in a following chapter, it seems beyond any doubt that we are not dealing with an album 
of *augustales here.272 This of course has strong implications for the case of the ‘early 
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growth’ Ostrow made for *augustales in the Bay of Naples, which suddenly loses most of 
its persuasiveness. In the same article he argued in favour of the religious interpretation 
of the function of *augustales. Some years later, in 1990, Ostrow seems to lean towards a 
more secular interpretation of *augustales, but did not distance himself from his 
previous article. *Augustales are priests of the imperial cult, but the institution 
‘channel[ed] the talents (and money) of the wealthy municipal freedman into the 
socially prestigious role of civic benefactor. […] One prime motivation behind the 
institution of the augustales was precisely that of preventing the disgruntlement of 
unhappy but well-to-do freedmen from getting out of hand.’273 Amiri stressed the 
political importance of the integration of *augustales.274  

Fabiani and Tran as well tried to compromise between the religious and the 
secular interpretation. Fabiani (2002) argued that *augustales did participate in the 
imperial cult, but that the actual goal was social stability and regulation. Also, by 
organising public games and processions, making offerings followed by banquets, 
erecting monuments and financing other major projects (e.g. road repairs), *augustales 
added to the decorum of the city.275 Tran (2006) saw the *augustalitas as an instrument of 
social promotion that consisted of two complementary realities: an annual priesthood 
and collegial associations.276 What Mommsen argued in 1878, was reflected in the 
research of Mouritsen and Tran: the evidence for a connection with the imperial cult is 
fragmentary and highly localised (Mouritsen), and collegia were an important factor of 
social integration (Tran).  

Gradel argued that ‘to be augustalis was neither an office nor a priesthood’; they 
were members of a local ordo whose appellation after the emperor was purely honorary. 
However, he stressed that ‘the fact they that they were not priests should not be taken 
as implying that they were not frequently involved in worship or erection of statues or 
other honours to the emperor’. This explains why the religious interpretation could 
hold for so long: scholars mistook an association that (or officers who) performed cultic 
activities for a religious association (and priests). Or, as Gradel phrased it, this 
interpretation ‘rests on a misunderstanding of definitions’.277 Something that Gradel 
overlooked, however, is the importance of local developments. He did not mention the 
Bay of Naples as an exceptional situation, or referred to geography at all. 

The real shift towards a more secular interpretation of the institution took place 
in 2006, when Henrik Mouritsen published his insightful article on honores libertini. He 
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notes that the ‘priestly interpretation was primarily inspired by their (i.e. *augustales’) 
title and its allusion to the Imperial regime’. An analysis of all the documented varieties 
on the *augustalis title that Duthoy hid so cleverly behind his famous asterisk – sevir, 
sevir augustalis, augustalis, magister augustalis, Herculanei, quattuorviri, octoviri, mercurialis, 
apollinaris, Claudialis, Flavialis and so on – reveals no substantial difference between for 
instance mercuriales and mercuriales augustales.278 All seem to belong to the same broad 
category of public officials.279 As such, for *augustales the ‘terminological argument loses 
its force and the posited link with the worship of the emperor becomes tenuous’.280 
Mouritsen concluded that ‘the evidence for specific religious functions of the augustales 
and seviri is both limited and highly localised’.281  

In his recent book, Mouritsen went one step further and evaluated *augustales as 
‘an attempt to create a permanent framework for both outlays and symbolic returns, 
which any citizen irrespective of status could buy into’.282 He rejects even the vague 
compromise most scholars would now agree to: *augustales were of economic 
importance for local societies, the institution itself was an instrument of civic 
integration, and sometimes *augustales took part in the ruler cult. Instead he argued ‘the 
title augustalis was sufficiently vague to allude to the emperor without indicating any 
specific function or relationship, and the evidence suggests that there was no clearly 
defined [my italics] cultic role.’283 Still, it seems like Mouritsen’s view is too black and white: 
it is not because the social or political content and significance of these titles does not 
derive from their religious content, that there was no religious content or duty attached 
to it at all. It is not, however, a raison d’être of the institution.  

* 
The wealth of *augustales has not been questioned that often. Mouritsen pointed 

out that the ‘standing and attraction of these bodies must have varied greatly between 
different towns’ and concluded from this that an augustalis ‘was not per se ‘rich’’.284 I 
disagree, however, on this point. The ‘standing and attraction’ of these bodies indeed 
varied considerably from one city to another, but in a different way than Mouritsen 
suggested. Abramenko demonstrated that *augustales were in constant interaction with 
the city councillors. He argued that the prestige of the *augustalitas depended on the 
number of ingenui in their ranks. The lower this number was, the more important the 
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‘munizipale Mittelschicht’ – as Abramenko insists on calling it – was for the local 
societies. He discussed the importance of the legal status of the Italian population, i.e. 
the rate of ingenui and liberti. He argued that in the cities he reviewed, the number of 
freedmen in southern Italy was about twice as high as in the north.285 Compared to 
southern Italy, the prospects of a north-Italian ingenuus with the necessary assets and 
qualifications to enter the city council were bad. Still in the north, however, this had an 
impact on the composition of *augustales as well: they could be recruited from among 
the freeborn population, what Abramenko labelled ‘ein umfangreiches ingenuines 
Potential für Sevirat und *augustalität’. In the south, decuriones could consider 
themselves fortunate if they had enough candidates to fill the ranks of the city 
council.286 Difficulties experienced by the city council to fill their ranks would result in 
less ingenui competitors for the *augustalitas. On the other hand, it was harder to obtain 
the *augustalitas, because of the high number of financially qualified competitors. This 
in turn implies that the level of autonomy reached by *augustales was higher in those 
cities where they could act independently from the city council. Abramenko argued this 
is mostly found in southern Italy. Only in these regions *augustales organised themselves 
as a proper ordo.287 So there was a differentiated appreciation of the institution, but this 
does not imply that *augustales were not rich. It shows the complexity of the 
phenomenon and the dangers inherent in an isolated study of one aspect.  

A number of scholars have pointed out the economic importance of *augustales. 
Tudor, in his discussion of the Dacian *augustales, argued that one of the main reasons 
why the city council kept on appointing *augustales and gracing them with the 
ornamenta decurionalia was to force them to contribute financially to public construction 
activities.288 Ausbüttel was convinced *augustales relieved the financial pressure on the 
city councillors, with whom they were in some cases personally related.289 Ostrow and 
Mouritsen argued much along the same lines: the augustalis paid handsomely for his 
prestige and ‘the municipal ruling was […] eager no doubt to share the financial burden 
of the town’s lavish public amenities by separating freedmen from their money’.290 
These generous deeds of the wealthiest local freedmen were a part of the ‘raison d’être’ 
of *augustales. However, the institution seems to have been, from the point of view of its 
members, all about integration. Partial relief from munera was an important bonus from 
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the perspective of the decuriones, but also a more social aspect of the raisons d’être is 
important. I argue that the *augustalitas was a dual mechanism; for *augustales the 
aspects of mobility and honour (and thus integration) were primordial, for the city 
council the financial aid was crucial. 

* 
So what to do with the religious interpretation that has held its ground for so 

long? Even if there were no explicit references to a role in the imperial cult – except for 
some notable exceptions limited to the Bay of Naples – this still does not mean 
*augustales did not partake in festivals, offerings or other cultic activities. Practically all 
associations and collegia dabbled in religion, without this necessarily being their primary 
reason to exist. One possibility that comes to mind is the organisation of the augustalia. 
These were religiously inspired games in honour of Augustus, normally celebrated on 
the birthday of the first Princeps: 12th of October.291 Augustus even mentioned these 
games in his Res Gestae; 

Aram Fortunae Reducis ante aedes Honoris et Virtutis ad portam Capenam pro reditu meo 
senatus consacravit, in qua pontifices et virgines Vestales anniversarium sacrificium facere 
iussit eo die quo, consulibus Q. Lucretio et M. Vinicio, in urbem ex Syria redieram, et diem 
augustalia ex cognomine nostro appellavit.292 
 
The Senate consecrated in honour of my return an altar to Fortuna Redux at the 
Porta Capena, near the temple of Honour and Virtue, on which it ordered the 
pontiffs and the Vestal virgins to perform a yearly sacrifice on the anniversary of 
the day on which I returned to the city from Syria, in the consulship of Quintus 
Lucretius and Marcus Vinucius, and named the day, after my cognomen, the 
augustalia.293 

 Cassius Dio informs us that once Augustus had died, the Senate passed a number of 
decrees in memory of the first emperor. One of these measures concerned the augustalia 
that came into the care and responsibility of the tribunes of the plebs.294 Obviously, 
these augustalia were celebrated at Rome, but a local mimesis of the series of games is 
attested in inscriptions. Although alba and fasti augustalium are elaborately discussed in 
the a following chapter, it is worth mentioning one phrase found in the fasti augustalium 
recovered from Trebula Suffenas.295 The ninth line of this inscription, which dates to 
A.D. 22, reads K. Aug. honor. ed. ludos in foro per IIII fecerunt. One year later, the fasti leave 
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no doubt the annual officers took up this task: K. Aug. honorem lud[os in foro] per IIII 
fecerunt IIII primi. As argued above, the primi indicate the first annual officers who put on 
games specifically for the birthday of Iulia Augusta.296 It seems that the games went on 
for four full days, from the first until the fourth of August, and were organised every 
year. Other inscriptions confirm that *augustales tended to the organisation of the yearly 
augustalia. Some calendars, like the one recovered from Antium, mention ludi augustales 
that cost 10,000 sesterces and were organised in October.297 Another text from 
Nemausus, Narbonese Gaul, mentions an endowment of 300,000 sesterces ad ludos 
sevirales in perpetuum celebrandos.298 At Aufidena, the sevir augustalis C. Acellius Clemens 
financed a portico and an enclosure where the augustalia could be held.299 
 It is easily accepted that *augustales – or at least the officers of that year – were 
responsible for the organisation (and perhaps also financing) of the local augustalia 
games. The terminological association with the first Emperor would still hold, but the 
association with religion becomes much less strong. No doubt these games had some 
cultic aspects (it is almost impossible to separate Roman religion from society) but this 
was only one aspect of the happening rather than the fundamental raison d’être of the 
institution that tended to it.  

* 
I hypothesize that *augustales existed and were successful because of the need to 

incorporate certain left-out groups. Many sociologically and anthropologically inspired 
studies have focussed on the societal role and importance of voluntary associations. One 
anthropological tradition studied voluntary or common-interest associations as 
‘adaptive mechanisms’. Kerri offers an overview of the studies available for review at 
the time (the article was published in 1976) and indicated their strengths, weaknesses, 
concerns, and resolutions.300 Conversely, in the field of sociology at the end of the 1940’s 
Chaplin outlined a ‘Social Participation Scale’, by according different weights to markers 
that expressed commitment and involvement of social agents in associations: (1) 
membership; (2) attendance; (3) contributions; (4) committee membership; and (5) 
offices held.301 Some years later, in 1951, he argued this scale was an attempt to 
successfully quantify a person’s social acceptance or rejection.302 Interestingly, as Evan 
demonstrated, this scale ‘not only suggests different motivations for participation at a 
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single time slice but also different stages of participation in a member’s career in an 
organization’.303  

Alongside generic or descriptive discussions like this one, also anthropologically 
inspired ab initio reconstructions of the history of voluntary associations have been 
attempted. Anderson in particular traced ‘formal common interest associations’ back to 
Neolithic villages of 8000-7000 B.C.,304 after discarding associational possibilities during 
the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic. He then moved on to preindustrial states (Mesopotamia, 
Egypt, Rome, and Japan) and industrial nations (Europe and North America).305 For the 
preindustrial era, he concludes that sodalities and guilds were, ‘above all a response to 
the need of those with a shared interest in a craft of occupation to unite for economic 
and political power’. According to Anderson, these guilds and sodalities claimed ‘small 
sovereignties within towns’.306  

Indeed, the first thing that comes to mind when discussing historical parallels of 
the Roman association is the medieval guild. A number of elements inherent in the guild 
organisation render a comparison with Roman organisations difficult. Guilds received 
legal recognition from political rulers and acted as monopolistic professional 
associations. Only members of the guild were allowed to take up a certain profession. 
Education and training were organised by and within the guild. This exclusive nature of 
a guild did not apply to Roman professional collegia. An artisan was not obliged to 
become a member of the local association to be able to practice his trade – although 
membership was beneficial, as will be discussed later on. Still, very much like the Roman 
collegia, medieval guilds were a huge factor in the formation of a social identity for its 
members, who strongly identified with positions within an association or guild. Both 
formed a quintessential frame of reference for its members and enveloped their social, 
political, and economical rights and duties. It allowed them to participate in the cities’ 
festivities, and offered aid in times of trouble. Guilds and collegia alike were the context 
in which members developed prospects of potential social promotion and, more 
importantly, integration within society.307  

In 2004, the sociologist Jennifer Glanville asked a fundamental question: ‘Are 
voluntary associations integrative forces in our society because they promote more 
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diverse social ties, or do they primarily promote ties between socially similar people?’308 
One thing was beyond doubt for Glanville: ‘organisations are not monolithic in their 
influence on social network structure’. Instead of siding with one aspect of a dichotomy, 
she suggested that associations promote network homophily and diversity at the same 
time. Evaluating *augustales in this context of network diversity is, in my opinion, 
crucial. Glanville’s objective is to trace network density and network diversity for 
different organisations. A dense network means that all members of a social network 
actually know one another personally, whereas factors of network diversity are 
differences in education, age, gender, religion, and race. Network density implies a 
lower accessibility of information and resources from a wider social world, whereas 
network diversity enhances access to that information and resources.309 

Applying both aspects of this dichotomy to *augustales is illuminating. First, can a 
high network density be seen? As the alba from Liternum suggest, the number of 
members of the association was not that high. An analysis of the different palaeographic 
‘hands’ recorded on the oldest inscription quickly shows that the original list must have 
comprised only twenty-two individuals: two (or four) patroni adlecti and eighteen 
members of the plebs.310 As is common for this type of inscription, the list as we see it 
today was not drafted in one go.311 Camodeca established that this album was updated 
four times.312 Also the second album was updated. Originally five patroni adlecti, seven 
corporati, and fourteen members of the plebs were recorded, making a total of twenty-
six members.313 Different fasti augustalium also demonstrate that a very limited number 
of yearly officials were appointed. At Ostia, the fasti augustalium present a threefold 
hierarchy consisting on average of three individuals described as electos, four 
quinquennales, and twelve to fourteen quinquennales d.d.314 At Trebula Suffenas, only four 
annual officers are named every year.315 Wallace-Hadrill observed that in general the 
‘augustales […] should not have numbered more than a hundred at most’.316 These low 
numbers of members and officials demonstrates a high network density. Knowing less 
than thirty peers personally, as was the case at Liternum, involves little effort. Even if 
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the upper limit of one hundred members was reached in some cities, it was still feasible 
to establish some kind of personal relationship with every single one of them. According 
to the cognitive limit suggested by the anthropological ‘Dunbar’s number’, humans can 
comfortably maintain 150 stable relationships.317 

Second, how diverse was the network of *augustales? For the civic Roman world, 
elements such as religion and race are of little to no importance. Legal status, 
profession, wealth, and lineage could for instance substitute the indicators suggested by 
Glanville. When it comes to legal status, Abramenko has sufficiently demonstrated that 
the ‘ingenuines Potential für Sevirat und *augustalität’ in Italy depended on 
geographical factors.318 From this point of view, the composition of the members varied 
considerably. Similarly, wealth varied among its members, as the exceptional nature of 
some benefactions demonstrates: not all *augustales could afford this kind of gesture. 
This will be discussed more elaborately in a following chapter. Also, not all *augustales 
could boast an equally respectable lineage and connections with powerful families to 
the same degree: some even had links with senatorial families; others could not even 
record a locally renowned patron. Similarly, some *augustales were active as traders or 
merchants in different cities; others remained in their hometown. The diversity of the 
network is large, and *augustales certainly had ‘access to information and resources from 
a wider social world’.319 

This dichotomy rooted in network analysis clearly demonstrates the exceptional 
nature of the associations and office of *augustales. In my opinion, and in dialogue with 
Glanville’s suggestions, the best way to describe the association and yearly office of 
*augustales would be both as a ‘network in itself’ as well as ‘an association of networks’. 
As a municipal status group, *augustales formed an attractive network to be associated 
with. At the same time, as will become clear in the following chapters, *augustales were 
well connected to the relevant networks in the city (and sometimes even beyond). New 
members could easily tap into this, as well as enrich the network with new connections; 
membership of other associations, connections with other locally influential families 
through for instance patronal ties, links with the senatorial or equestrian ranks because 
of apparitor rank etc.  
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2 .4  Office,  Association,  and Terminology 

All scholars have had to work their way around the major difficulties inherent in 
the complex terminology used for *augustales. Three elements complicate the matter 
and render a study of ‘the’ *augustalitas very complex. (1) We know of over forty 
variants on the augustalis title. Duthoy hid them cleverly behind his famous asterisk:320 
sevir, sevir augustalis, augustalis, magister augustalis, Herculanei, quattuorvir, quinquevir, 
octovir, and so on. (2) At the same time, Duthoy’s asterisk amalgamates a triple 
institutional reality consisting of annual offices, broader associations of former officers 
and co-opted members, and former officers who were not ‘incorporated’ as members of 
the association. Within the association, a collegiate hierarchy existed, and the members 
of this collegium sometimes owned a proper building (schola or phetrium).  

* 
The apparent need to find a single definition is one of the major difficulties that 

have plagued the research field. As already mentioned above, Duthoy even tried to 
define the ‘average augustalis’.321 Although an intentional simplification of a complex 
phenomenon is alien to the set-up of this project, Duthoy’s asterisk should not be simply 
discarded. Such an amalgamation is unacceptable when for instance the one-year office 
and the membership of the broader association is mixed up. Still, this asterisk is 
extremely useful to indicate the general phenomenon, without undermining the 
diversity and local signatures. It leaves room for interpretation and variety, despite 
Duthoy’s unfortunate attempt to define the profile of a ‘standard’ *augustalis. In a way, 
the asterisk and a unified definition contradict one another.  

I see the different titles (augustalis, sevir augustalis, seviri etc.) as part of the same 
social and cultural phenomenon. Two restraints are important: (1) considering them as 
similar institutions does not imply that outlining a generic picture of ‘the’ *augustales is 
an acceptable modus operandi, and (2) there is strong institutional differentiation 
among *augustales, depending on whether they took up the office, were members of the 
association, or were honoured with the *augustalitas. 

For this research, I have taken into account all of the titles Duthoy mentioned, 
but followed Mouritsen’s stance on the sevir title. Duthoy excluded seviri because they 
partially recruited their members from a different social environment.322 Mouritsen did 
not agree, and stated; ‘if we look at the epigraphic documentation for the two titles, it 
becomes clear that there are no substantial differences between them, neither in terms 
 
                                                        
320 DUTHOY, 1976.  
321  DUTHOY, 1974, p. 150 
322  DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1264-1265. 
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of membership, duties and functions, or public profiles. A sharp distinction between the 
titles which include the word augustalis and those which do not, therefore seems 
arbitrary and formalistic.’323 Naturally, sodales and flamines augustales, official 
priesthoods part of the imperial level have little to do with these local institutions and 
were not treated at all. 

* 
Much research has been done on the evolution and interaction of the one-year 

office and the broader association. According to Mourlot, seviri were the officers who 
took up the one-year magistracy and augustales were members of the association. The 
sevirate was a preliminary stage necessary to become an augustalis; after holding the 
office, the sevir entered the ordo of augustales.324  

Von Premerstein suggested that originally the seviri augustales were the annual 
magistrates who, after their year of service, passed into the organisation of augustales. 
He posited that a radical transformation of the institution took place around A.D. 140, 
when also associations of seviri augustales arose.325 Neumann saw a similar evolution,326 
and so did Fabiani many years later.327 Etienne argued that a first century 
transformation caused the disappearance of individual augustales, and that all became 
seviri augustales. He saw sevir as a synonym of sevir augustalis and as the title of the 
annual magistrates.328 Perhaps parallel to the ‘transformation’ posited by von 
Premerstein, Abramenko noticed a significant decrease of freeborn *augustales and a 
general increase of the number of freedmen in Italy all throughout the first century A.D. 
He called this a process of far reaching ‘Libertinisierung’, visible among all municipal 
‘middling groups’ (e.g. apollinares, mercuriales).329 

Five major objections were made to von Premerstein’s model (and its followers);  
(1) ‘The transformation occurred around A.D. 140.’ In a reaction to von 

Premerstein’s focus on Ostia, Taylor attempted to outline the chronological 
development of these institutions based on inscriptions ‘which either bear actual 
consular dates or can be at least approximately dated’.330 Like von Premerstein, she 
argued in favour of a reorganisation of the augustales, but placed this around the turn of 
the first century – forty years earlier than von Premerstein’s suggestion. Only then were 

 
                                                        
323  MOURITSEN, 2006, p. 238. 
324  MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 69-75. 
325  VON PREMERSTEIN, 1895, p. 828 and p. 851. 
326  NEUMANN, 1896. 
327  FABIANI, 2002, pp. 11-112. 
328  ETIENNE, 1958, pp. 274-275. 
329 ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 83-84.  
330  TAYLOR, 1914, p. 233.  
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they organised into corpora, collegia, or ordines, emphasising the ‘magisterial functions’ 
and increasing the costs entailed.331 Mollo and Corazza agreed to this.332 

(2) ‘Disappearance of seviri augustales and substitution by augustales.’ This point of 
view is disproved by graphs I made to show the evolution over time of the major titles of 
the *augustalitas (sevir, augustalis, triumvir/sevir augustalis, magister augustalis and sevir et 
augustalis); 

 

A general caution is necessary when reviewing these graphs: only the attestations 
of the different titles that could be dated are represented in them. As discussed in the 
introduction, only one out of ten inscriptions of *augustales can at least be dated 
approximately.  

Duthoy argued that the magistri augustales, although recruited in a similar social 
environment, did not experience the same evolution as the seviri and augustales. Magistri 
augustales did not exist for a very long time and was quickly taken over by the (seviri) 
augustales, which serves as an explanation for the absence of a transformation of the 
institution.333 The graph on the left seems to corroborate this theory. Concerning the 

 
                                                        
331  TAYLOR, 1914, pp. 242-244.  
332  MOLLO, 1997, pp. 269-276; CORAZZA, 2010, p. 224. 
333  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1288. 
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evolution of sevir and sevir et augustalis, the amount of data available is so low, that it is 
hardly possible to draw conclusions.  

As for the evolution of augustalis and sevir augustalis, the graph on the right helps 
to clarify a number of things. It demonstrates that Etienne was wrong to assume that 
augustales disappeared in favour of seviri augustales. Also, the presumed rise of the seviri 
augustales and the ‘radical transformation’ are not visible here at all. Admittedly, the 
number of second century augustales decreased significantly compared to the first 
century: it dropped from 43 to 29 attestations. This decrease of augustales was, however, 
not mirrored in a significant increase of seviri augustales. Of course, this may simply be 
because only a limited amount of texts could be dated. Still, it is meaningful that the 
increase of seviri augustales in the second century is not significant. Thirty-seven texts 
date to the first century, and thirty-nine to the second century – hardly a basis for far-
reaching conclusions. It seems like both institutions are well represented and there is 
no large-scale imperialistic take-over or radical transformation to be seen.  

In one graph, the evolution of the major titles of the *augustalitas looks like this; 
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This begs the question whether it is possible to make regional distinctions and 
produce similar graphs for particular provinces or regions. Sadly, this is almost always 
impossible. A tabulation of the datable material immediately shows why:  
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This table demonstrates the local development of the institution. In six regions 
(i.e. Bruttium et Lucania, Picenum, Aemilia, Liguria, Transpadana, and Gallia 
Lugdunensis) it is impossible to detect an evolution, since all of the datable inscriptions 
date to the same century. In almost all of the remaining regions (i.e. Apulia et Calabria, 
Samnium, Umbria, Venetia et Histria, and Gallia Narbonensis), the corpus of dated 
inscriptions from a particular region is too small to make any far-reaching statements 
about the evolution of titles. In sum, only Latium et Campania (and perhaps also Etruria) 
offer a sufficient amount of attestations in all three centuries to outline the regional 
evolutions of titles:  
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The graph of the datable inscriptions from Regio I shows how the augustalis title 
markedly declined in the second century, paralleled by an increase of seviri augustales. 
This means that the ‘transformation’ of the institution, and Premerstein’s theory of the 
substitution of augustales by seviri augustales is only supported by material from this 
region. Still, this graph seems to show it was a parallel decline of both the augustales and 
seviri augustales rather than a substitution of the former by the latter. In Regio I, sixty-
four inscriptions were dated, but the dates of only forty-two texts can be divided into 
slots of twenty years (excluding the inscriptions dated to a century or half a century 
accurate). This produces the following graph: 

 

 

The source material used to make this graph is very limited (forty-two 
inscriptions) and especially the jerky ‘evolution’ of the augustalis title is hard to 
interpret. At first sight, this graph seems to corroborate the theory of the rise of the 
seviri augustales during the first century, a steady presence in the mid-second century 
and a slow decline in the second part of the second and in the third century. However, 
such a statement is only based on sixteen texts, and is therefore of little value.  

(3) ‘Sevir augustalis was a ‘preliminary stage’ necessary to become an augustalis’. 
Taylor brought up the objection that the term augustalis is rarely used before the second 
century in regions where seviri augustales were known. This seems correct for Etruria 
and Venetia et Histria, but does not apply for Latium et Campania (see table above). She 
argued that the different titles for *augustales were the result of choices made by 
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individual municipalities: ‘Romans insisted no more on uniformity here than they did in 
the titles of other municipal magistrates or priests’.334  
 (4) ‘Radical transformation’. Alföldy replied that the material from Pannonia did 
not corroborate von Premerstein’s theory of a fusion of the different ‘Liberti-
Körperschaften’.335 Also Nock was cautious on this point. He was convinced that it was 
impossible to make any definite statements in the whole discussion on the development 
of the institution. He stated – much like Taylor had done – that ‘we cannot hope to 
conjecture the way in which development took place; its diversity shows that there was 
no prescribed form’. He suggested that the introduction of a second variant of 
*augustales institution would not drive out the first one. 336 By doing so, he rejected von 
Premerstein’s model of a substitution of one variant by another and the whole idea of a 
‘radical transformation’.  

(5) ‘Associations of seviri augustales are a second stage of the development’. Duthoy 
reached a groundbreaking conclusion. His research demonstrated that the broader 
association existed for seviri augustales as well as for augustales from the start.337  

The most elaborate discussion of the interaction of the magistracy and the 
association is by Abramenko, who in 1993 devoted a 24-page article to the subject. He 
argued, in line with Duthoy’s research, that the seviri augustales are already attested as 
an association in the first century. The plural forms augustales or seviri augustales can 
only refer to the ‘Gesamtorganisation’, not the one-year office. A text from Trebula 
Suffenas records the association of *augustales as early as A.D. 23.338 Abramenko argued 
that in many other cities (e.g. Herculaneum and Veii) the association of *augustales is 
documented (early) in the first century. He concluded that the association obtained a 
privileged public-law position. According to him, only the recognition of the association 
as a proper ordo came later on.339 

The double institutional reality, the existence of both office and a dignity has 
always been a confusing factor, and sometimes scholars do not seem to have grasped 
the difference. I name a couple of examples here, but more of them will show up 
throughout the discussion.340  

 
                                                        
334  TAYLOR, 1914, pp. 240-241 
335  ALFÖLDY, 1958, pp. 454-455 
336  NOCK, 1934, p. 635. 
337  DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1278-1282. 
338  CIL 6, 29681 
339  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 15-21. 
340  Taylor on the fasti augustalium from Trebula Suffenas (TAYLOR, 1956, p. 22): see Chapter four, section 

on Ostia: quinquennalitas. Laird on ‘biographical scenes’ on tombstones (LAIRD, 2001, pp. 175-176): see 
Chapter five, section on insignia. 
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For instance Fabiani argued that in the second century, the association of seviri 
augustales with a fixed number of annual officers substituted the association of the 
augustales.341 It seems like the author confused the one-year office with the composition 
of the association. Also Hackworth-Petersen struggled with this distinction. In her book 
on the freedman in Roman art and art history, she stated:  

The title augustalis offered some highly desired social distinction and peer 
recognition for libertini and thus functioned as an alternative ordo. Assumptions 
about the augustales – namely, that it was a low-level magistracy for freedmen – 
may have restricted our understanding of both the organization and the 
monuments of its members.342  

Here, she seems to say the ordo (i.e. the association) of the augustales consisted of 
low-level magistrates, suggesting it was one and the same phenomenon.  

* 
A very peculiar locally developed interaction between the different aspects of the 

institution can be seen at Misenum. In a famous inscription, Q. Cominius Abascantus 
gave sportulae to five groups: twenty sesterces to the city councillors, twelve sesterces to 
the augustales corporati, eight sesterces to iis qui in corpore non sunt, also eight to the 
ingenui corporati, and four to the rest of the citizens of the municipium.343 For three of 
these groups, it is clear who was meant. The decuriones received the largest sum of 
money, as ruling council of the city. Augustales corporati must have been the members of 
the corpus, the association of augustales. Finally, a modest sum of four sesterces was 
given to the rest of the inhabitants who could claim city citizenship at Misenum. The 
terminological difficulty resides in who was meant by qui in corpore non sunt and by 
ingenui corporati, two groups that could count on the same size distribution (eight 
sesterces).  

First, who were the ingenui corporati? Parma suggested that the freeborn 
*augustales were meant,344 but it would seem strange that the freeborn members of the 
association did not precede the other (libertine) *augustales. I am inclined to support 
D’Arms in his suggestion that members of other collegia attested at Misenum were 
meant,345 but – as Zevi noted as well346 – the question remains open.  

 
                                                        
341  FABIANI, 2002, pp. 11-112: ‘Nel corso del II sec.d.C., il collegio degli augustales, con la codificazione di 

un numero fisso di funzionari annuali, viene sostuito da un collegio di seviri augustales, anche per 
Pisa può essere ipotizzata una simile evoluzione.’ 

342  HACKWORTH-PETERSEN, 2006, p. 57. 
343  AE 2000, 344   
344  PARMA, 1994, p. 56, n. 73. 
345  D’ARMS, 2000, pp. 127-128. 
346  ZEVI, 2000, pp. 56-57. 
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Second, D’Arms argued that the category of men qui in corpore non sunt was some 
kind of ‘reserve tank’ for augustales who ‘qualified, financially and otherwise, for 
membership in the corpus, but who were blocked owing to the enforcement of a strict 
numerus clausus’.347 Abramenko’s suggestion on the strict separation of the office and 
membership of the association offers a better explanation for this phrase.348 I 
hypothesise that qui in corpore non sunt refers to former office holders with the dignitas of 
the augustalitas, who were not members of the association (yet?). This also gives us a 
clue as to the recruiting of *augustales in this city. It seems like the office was primary, 
not the association: *augustales were not chosen from the members of the association, 
but could become members after taking up the office, not the other way around.  

* 

*Augustalis indicates either (1) a magistrate in office, appointed for a short period 
of time (one year), (2) a former magistrate who is not a member of the association, or (3) 
a member of the broader collegium or corpus. As such the organisation of the *augustales 
differed from all other collegial structures: it consisted of three parallel institutions that 
were interconnected.349 Former augustales who were not a part of the broader 
association known as the collegium or corpus bore the title as a life lasting honorary 
privilege. Possibly, these augustales epigraphically profiled themselves as honore functus. 
Abramenko suggested this indicated an intermediate stage between the year in office 
and full membership of the collegium.350 I suggested this ‘type’ of *augustales were 
indicated by the phrase qui in corpore non sunt found in an inscription from Misenum.  
 

 

  

 
                                                        
347  D’ARMS, 2000, pp. 127-128. 
348  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 25-33. 
349  TRAN, 2006, p. 344.  
350  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, p. 29. 
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2 .5  *Augustales  and the Ancient ‘Middle Class’:  
Evaluation and Critique 

2.5.1  Honestiores  and  Humil iores  

Most scholars have reduced what Garnsey called ‘the vocabulary of privilege’351 to 
the honestiores – humiliores dichotomy. It was not the only, nor at a given time the 
primary terminology used to indicate higher and lower social strata in Roman imperial 
society. Essentially, these notions honestiores and humiliores refer to a system of legal 
privileges, accorded to some social strata of citizens in Roman society. Punishments 
were not made to ‘fit the crime’, but rather to fit the position of the offender, thus 
engendering a system of differentiated and relative justice. Honestiores – ‘the more 
honourable’ – could generally not receive corporal punishments or the death penalty. In 
other words, they were exempted from what was considered as ‘indecent punishments’.  

The Digest does not offer a theoretical definition of these legal (and the derived 
social) categories. Generally, scholars agree that at the very least the senators, knights 
and city councillors must have been counted as honestiores. Whether some other social 
groups, especially that of the veterans, were members of these ‘more honourable’ as 
well, has been a point of discussion.352 Rilinger offers an excellent review of the debate 
since Duruy, as he discusses the positions taken by Jullian,353 Mommsen,354 De Robertis,355 
Cardascia,356 Garnsey357 and Langhammer.358 Two scholars in particular have been of 
major importance for the outline of the present-day research tradition; Victor Duruy 
and Theodor Mommsen. Although both are 19th century researchers – stemming 
respectively from the French and German traditions – their influence is quite different. 

* 
Duruy, Mommsen and their Influence – In 1879, Duruy wrote an essay on the 

dichotomy of honestiores (‘the more honourable’) and humiliores (‘the more humble’). He 
found that in the Digest punishments for the same offence differed for these two social 

 
                                                        
351  GARNSEY, 1970. 
352  See below for a discussion of what social groups were counted among the honestiores by which 

scholars. 
353  JULLIAN, 1899, pp. 235-236.  
354  MOMMSEN, 1899, pp. 1032-1035.  
355  DE ROBERTIS, 1939, pp. 59-110.  
356  CARDASCIA, 1950, pp. 305-337 and 461-485.  
357  GARNSEY, 1970.  
358 LANGHAMMER, 1973.  
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‘classes’, and set out to discover what had led to this ‘monstrueuse inégalité’.359 When 
Duruy broaches the subject of the humiliores, however, he merely points out their 
numerical superiority. He does so by drawing a most anachronistic parallel with 1865 
France – he calculates one third of the male population of late 19th century France would 
have fallen within the category of the humiliores, based on an income of 300 francs, the 
equivalent of 30 aurei.360 According to an iurisconsultum,361 one who possessed less than 
this amount of money was subjected to the infamia of poverty. Another aspect of their 
social environment Duruy mentions is the contempt members of the official elite – in 
casu the senatorial orator Cicero – held against the plebs. Cicero, the novus homo per 
excellence, glorified his own success and position, as he lacked the backing of a long-
standing aristocratic family. It is not surprising he tried to position himself socially, in 
firm contrast with the masses, calling them barbarians – operaios barbarosque.362  

Although Duruy was the first to discuss the social implications of these legal 
categories, his initial influence on the research tradition remained limited. Only when 
Mommsen in 1899 devoted some pages of his Römisches Strafrecht to them, did more 
scholars engage in the debate. The same year the Dictionnaire des antiquités grecques et 
romains published a lemma on the honestiores – humiliores, written by Camille Jullian.  

Startling is the extensive influence of Duruy and Mommsen on social scholarship. 
Although they differed of opinion on some aspects, together they delineated the 
research field. As Rilinger noted more than a hundred years later, Duruy’s principal 
question and his mode of thought have remained of paramount importance for the 
current research situation,363 as for social historians this dichotomy represents a 
fundamental classification of imperial Rome.364 

Though Duruy signalled the dichotomy, his demarcation of the honestiores, is the 
broadest one found within the research tradition in general. He included the senators, 
knights, city councillors and veterans, but also the mercuriales, the municipal augustales, 
all types of possessores, physicians, and even teachers.365 It was Mommsen’s more strict 
interpretation – with honestiores consisting of senators, knights, decuriones, veterans and 
soldiers366 – that was most widely accepted. Although De Robertis later refuted his 

 
                                                        
359 DURUY, 1879, p. 6.  
360  Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
361  D. 48, 2, 10.  
362  Cic. Tuscul. 5, 36. 
363  RILINGER, 1988, p. 13: ‘seine prinzipiellen Fragen und seine Denkweise auch für das Verständnis der 

heutigen Forschungssituation noch grundlegend sind.’ 
364 Ibid, p. 18: ‘für die Sozialgeschichte der römische Kaiserzeit stellt die Dichotomie heute eine 

Grundeinteilung dar’ 
365  DURUY, 1879, pp. 20-21.  
366  MOMMSEN, 1899, pp. 1033 – 1034.  
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inclusion of soldiers,367 Mommsen’s general influence cannot be discarded.368 Also Jullian 
gave a very strict demarcation of the honestiores, as he saw neither the possessores 
(except for those who were decurion) nor augustales as a part of them. As both 
Mommsen and Jullian stated – in remarkably similar phrasings – this distinction had 
nothing to do with wealth.369  

Usually, the humiliores or ‘the more humble’ – over 95% of the population370 – are 
put in juxtaposition to the honestiores, only to emphasize extreme social inequality. 
Practically all research on social hierarchies has focused on ‘the more honourable’, the 
so-called honestiores. Not the dichotomy as encountered in the Digest itself poses a 
problem; a more fundamental problem resides in the scholarly tradition invented by 
Duruy – the myth of the undifferentiated stratum of the humiliores. Whereas scholars 
readily acknowledge meaningful subdivisions of the ‘class’ of honestiores in more than a 
dozen distinct status categories (ranging from ordinary decuriones to senators with 
consular rank),371 humiliores are lumped together in an undifferentiated mass. Indirectly, 
this resulted from how Duruy evaluated the humiliores. He equated them with the 
infames, the dishonourable poor, and did not pay much further attention to them. His 
general line of reasoning was often copied – to mention the existence of the humiliores 
and subsequently move on to an analysis of the honestiores.372 An excellent example of 
this is the research conducted roughly seventy years later by Cardascia. Once he has 
sufficiently signalled the existence of the humiliores, he indicates that ‘les honestiores 
seuls retiendront notre attention’.373 Supposedly, the lack of articulate ancient literary 
sources was also indicative for their effective unimportance. Another problematic 
aspect of Duruy’s reasoning was that it was based on a legal corpus and some literary 
texts – written by and for the elite – and he did not consider the importance of 
epigraphy. As such, he extrapolated conclusions drawn from a limited typology of 
sources and was responsible for some false generalisations.  

 
                                                        
367  DE ROBERTIS, 1939, p. 69, n.1. (confirmed by CARDASCIA, 1950, p. 328) 
368  Strachman-Davidson for example exactly repeats the same as Mommsen said thirteen years before. 

(STRACHMAN-DAVIDSON, 1950, pp. 170-171.) 
369  MOMMSEN, 1899, p. 1035: ‘Vermögen und Bildung haben mit den Standesprivilegien nichts zu thun.’; 

JULLIAN, 1899, p. 235: ‘La fortune n’a rien à voir dance cette distinction des citoyens en deux classes.’ 
370 Alföldy calculated the number of senators, equites and decuriones without equestrian status did not 

exceed two hundred thousand adult males. Even with their wives and children, they amount to no 
more than one per cent of the total population of the Empire. (ALFÖLDY, 1975, p. 130.) Also 
MacMullen had reached a similar conclusion. (MACMULLEN, 1974, p. 90.) 

371  GAGÉ, 1971, pp. 59-119 and 153-178; LANGHAMMER, 1973, pp. 33-40. 
372  DURUY, 1879, pp. 22-26.  
373  CARDASCIA, 1950, p. 310. 
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Supposedly, the humiliores were a downgraded and vulgarised version the 
honestiores. Discussing the humiliores as such was not considered as interesting, but as 
superfluous as it is already implied by a study of the honestiores. Internationally 
renowned scholars like Rostovtzeff,374 Cardascia,375 Gagé,376 MacMullen,377 Garnsey,378 
Alföldy379 and D’Arms380 used this demarcation of the Roman social world. Why exactly is 
this problematic? 

* 
Gagé, Garnsey, and MacMullen – When demarcating his research project in his 

preliminary chapter, Gagé addresses his readers directly, as they might think he has 
exaggerated the importance of the honestiores. He argues the honestiores’ political 
influence and power were far greater than their numerical representation would 
suggest. In other words, although the humiliores were a much larger group, they 
possessed little to no officialised power and as such he discussed them only 
marginally.381 

To remedy the lack of an ancient definition of the categories of the honestiores of 
humiliores, Garnsey set out to reconstruct the membership of the honestiores by 
investigating what social groups enjoyed legal privileges.382 As such, he discusses the 
positions of the senators, the knights, the city councillors, the veterans and soldiers, the 
magistrates, aediles and judges. Crucial in his reasoning is the importance of dignitas and 
honor, derived from power, style of life, and wealth. The types of – and value accorded to 
– the privileges attained by different fractions of the honestiores, generated the 
differentiation among them, which Garnsey equated with differences found in power, 
status and wealth.383 Garnsey demonstrated repeatedly that he was aware of the 
existence of differentiation going beyond the strictly legalistic level. In his concluding 
chapter, he states: ‘Honestiores and humiliores do not represent large homogeneous 
groups. This dichotomy […] is a theoretical construct, which conceals the complex 
nature of the Roman social order.’384 Despite his awareness that also the humiliores were 
a differentiated group, he still mentions them only casually, and subsequently moves on 

 
                                                        
374  ROSTOVTZEFF, 1957, pp. 370, 383, 413, 419, 496. 
375  CARDASCIA, 1950.  
376  GAGÉ, 1971, pp. 40, 55, 282-284 and 307-311.  
377  MACMULLEN, 1974, pp.109-110.  
378  GARNSEY, 1970, pp. 221-276.  
379  ALFÖLDY, 1975, p. 94, 96-100, 131, 141, 153, 155, 158, 168, 170, 180.  
380  D’ARMS, 1981, pp. 22-24. 
381  GAGÉ, 1964, p. 41.  
382  GARNSEY, 1970, p. 234. 
383  GARNSEY, 1970, p. 258. 
384  GARNSEY, 1970, p. 280.  
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to a study of the honestiores. Because of his research questions, centred on legal sources, 
his focus naturally lays on the honestiores. Garnsey has conducted most valuable 
research as to which social strata were a part of the imperial elites, but we encounter 
yet again the problematic definition of the humiliores as ‘not honestiores’.  

MacMullen’s view on the Roman hierarchy was as follows:  

We have at the top of Roman society a quite minute but extraordinarily 
prominent and rich nobility, itself split into a higher (senatorial) and lower 
(equestrian) stratum; at the bottom, a large mass of the totally indigent, mostly 
free but partly slave; and strung out between the extremes a variety too 
heterogeneous to be called in any sense a middle class.385 

Although he discusses the humiliores rather elaborately, devoting eight pages to 
them, he does so from the point of view of the elite and how they evaluated being poor 
or of low status.  

The research of Gagé, MacMullen, and Garnsey is representative for the research 
field in general. Clearly, these scholars were aware of differentiation among the 
humiliores, but where their research touches upon the humiliores, they fall into one of 
three traps: (1) evaluating social groups holding no official power as ‘not interesting’ 
and thus discarding the humiliores categorically, as Gagé did; (2) using the point of view 
of the Roman elite on the humiliores and presenting a highly ambiguous picture, like 
MacMullen; or (3) focussing on legal sources alone, and thus inevitably on the 
honestiores, as seen with Garnsey.  

* 
Determining the social position of any given historical actor is difficult for every 

period of history, but in the case of Roman Antiquity, some additional complications 
must be taken into account. Modern scholars have adopted not only the citizen/alien 
and the free/servile birth dichotomies that cut through the social pyramid,386 but also 
social divisions made by Roman jurists in the Digest and the Justinian Code. This 
obviously is a double artificial construction. The initial difficulty lies in the evaluation of 
social reality by Roman jurists, who applied a variety of legal terms to the second and 
third century society. Furthermore, modern historians adopted only one pair of these 
potential demarcations (honestiores/humiliores), presenting it as broadly accepted social 
realities. Also potentiores and tenuiores, plebeii, honesta, famosi, intestabiles or infames – who 

 
                                                        
385  MACMULLEN, 1974, pp. 93-94.  
386  This ‘pyramid’ idea stems from G. Alföldy’s work on Roman social history. (First published in 1975, 

edited versions published in 1984, 2011.) Picture on the following page taken from the 2011 edition, 
p. 196.  
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for example Duruy only mentions in passing387 – are attested in the Digest. Interestingly, 
modern scholars adopted only some of these divisions. Indifferently, modern definition 
stretched the original meaning of the categories, turning them into a heuristic tool 
rather than an accurate reflection of the source material.  

In sum, the evaluation of the humiliores in scholarly tradition was mostly only 
marginal, which does not imply that social historians of antiquity were not aware of the 
complexity of the stratification among the lower strata. They did not, however, broach 
the subject elaborately. The importance of the honestiores-humiliores debate fits into the 
recent research focus on ‘middling groups’, or even ‘Mittelschicht’, and ‘middle classes’. 
As a rule, scholars no longer accept the simplified view on the social ‘pyramid’, 
supported especially by Géza Alföldy:388 

 
 

 
 

 
                                                        
387  DURUY, 1879.  
388  See ATKINS and OSBORNE, 2006 for a number of papers that problematize the traditionally simplified 

‘pyramid’ view of Roman society. 
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2 .5.2  Parallel  Ordo and ‘das munizipale Mittelschicht’  

When Abramenko published his doctoral thesis on *augustales in 1993, a 
terminological shift occurred. Instead of evaluating them as ordo he insisted on calling 
them part of the munizipale Mittelschicht, a full-blown municipal middle class.389 For the 
research on *augustales, this was a new approach, but it was not for the research field at 
large. Abramenko’s placed strong emphasis on the place of *augustales as a part of the 
municipal ‘middle class’. Abramenko’s perception of ‘Mittelschicht’ or ‘middle class’, as 
the conglomerate of civic associations, especially the different elements of the 
*augustalitas, was not commonly adopted by later scholars at all. The debate on this 
subject is enormous, and the number of publications almost countless. Therefore, I 
opted to discuss the point of view of only some influential scholars, and discuss the most 
recent publication more elaborately.  

Wallace-Hadrill tried to assign inhabitants to certain houses at Pompeii and 
Herculaneum, and argued that ‘the members of the ordines of the city, both decurions 
and augustales, ought to be found in the top 10, or at the most generous 25 per cent, of 
the houses’. A number of houses were clearly not inhabited by these ordines, or by the 
poor, but by members of a group in between the elite and the poor. He was, however, 
hesitant ‘to use terms such as middle/lower-middle class or bourgeoisie/petite 
bourgeoisie because of their profoundly anachronistic connotations’. According to 
Wallace-Hadrill, this Plinian plebs media was mostly of servile descent and involved in 
trade, craft, and commerce. He called them ‘relatively prosperous plebeians’.390  

Paul Veyne discussed a middle class as a group in between the wealthy and the 
poor. Members of this plebs media were relatively affluent: they had personal 
possessions, a profession, or personal granaries to see to their needs. This would allow 
for this plebs media to distinguish itself from the poor plebs humilis and the freedmen. 
Veyne argued that the definition of this stratum was composite: based on wealth, they 
were middle class, but legally they were plebs and part of the humiliores. If a level of 
income defined the plebs media, it is not easily identified and described. It cannot be 
limited to a number of well-defined professions, but also land owners and land letters 
were part of it, given they were sufficiently wealthy, were freeborn, and not of 
equestrian rank.391 In sum, Veyne concludes, the members of the plebs media were in fact 
the ‘ordinary Romans’. These simple citizens were neutral: they did not live miserable 
lives, nor were they public characters, or tainted by the stain of servility, or did people 

 
                                                        
389  ABRAMENKO, 1993a. 
390  WALLACE-HADRILL, 1994, pp. 169-173.  
391  VEYNE, 2000, pp. 1171-1173. 
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speak of them with any kind of contempt of reverence. A member of the plebs media was 
a ‘Roman tout court’.392  

Longenecker’s 2009 article offers a recent summary of the issues involved in 
speaking of ‘middling classes’ as opposed to ‘middle classes’. He argued that the notion 
of ‘middle class’ is a modern construct grounded in Marxist analysis,393 and there was no 
such thing in the ancient world. Not class stratification but patronage was a founding 
principle of the Roman world. The rejection of the ‘class’ interpretation does not imply 
there was a social vacuum between the elite and the poor. He argued that ‘[t]here may 
have been no middle class, but there was a middling group—or better, middling groups’. 
These comprised a substantial part of the people inhabiting the Greco-Roman world, 
and their survival strategies were not similar to those of (post-) industrial middle classes 
at all.394  

The most recent book on this subject is by Mayer,395 who supports the notion of 
an ancient Roman middle class. Surprisingly, however, he hardly mentioned *augustales. 
So how does Mayer define ‘middle class’? He looks for the middle class in the place one 
would expect to find it, based on modern and post-modern experience. He begins his 
exposé by stating that ‘commercial classes’ are not identical to ‘middle classes’; 
(modern) middle classes not only share economic opportunities, but also certain social 
and cultural conditions, values, and norms. Although Mayer argued that his ‘middle 
class’ is not the same as ‘people with middling fortune’, his argument does not seem to 
transcend this and the existence of a middle class with an ethos, norms and values of its 
own, is ‘asserted rather than demonstrated’. 396 I agree wholeheartedly with Mouritsen’s 
evaluation: Mayer’s book is an attempt to transpose an (early) modern middle class to 
Roman times.397 The contradictions, inconsistencies, and lacunae are considered as 
collateral damage. Also, Mayer almost categorically ignores slaves or freedmen, and 
when freedmen occasionally do crop up, he discards their legal status as irrelevant 
compared to the importance of the professional title mentioned.398  

In short, Mayer’s evaluation of a potential Roman middle class is thematically 
limited and socially inadequate since it excludes other powerful economic actors and 
networks such as collegia and *augustales. In a relatively condescending manner, he 
 
                                                        
392  VEYNE, 2000, pp. 1177-1778. 
393  Longenecker elaborates he means ‘at least in the sense of a ‘class’ consisting of an identifiable 

stratum of society with a relatively stable shared profile and common socio-economic interests in 
relation to wealth production.’ LONGENECKER, 2009, p. 268. 

394  LONGENECKER, 2009, pp. 268-269. 
395  MAYER, 2012.  
396  MOURITSEN, 2012. 
397  MOURITSEN, 2012. 
398  MAYER, 2012, pp. 44-45, 89, 116, 102, 130. 
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states that ‘this is not to say that these groups do not make good subjects of research’, 
but he prefers not to discuss them at all. *Augustales and collegia, even decuriones, only 
show patterns of self-organisation and patronage, or management of local affairs. He 
discards their economic importance because these groups are too diverse and not 
mutually exclusive. Thus, ‘it makes little sense to see the order of town councillors (ordo 
decurionum), the priests in the imperial cult (augustales), or members of collegia as social 
groups in their own right’399. This is a very peculiar and inaccurate point of view. As 
argued in the first section of this chapter, the best way to describe the association and 
yearly office of *augustales would be both as a ‘network in itself’ as well as ‘an association 
of networks’. In my view, *augustales were both a social group in itself and an aggregate 
of well-connected individuals who maximised the use of their collective network nodes. 
Moreover, the diversity of *augustales and the overlap between collegia, *augustales and 
links with the city councillors were also economically speaking an enrichment.  
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 3   
 
Financial and Occupational Differentiation: 
Benefactions, Expenditures and Professions  

This chapter focuses on the professional and financial position of *augustales. We 
will focus on the following questions: How were occupational titles important for the 
expression of their social status? Are there any differences between the ‘regular’ 
attestations of professions and those who recorded membership of a professional 
association? Which professions were common among *augustales? In which economic 
sectors do we encounter them? Are there indications of localised specialisation or 
geographical differentiation? Were *augustales involved in the imperial grain dole, the 
annona? Which expenditures and benefactions express the wealth of *augustales, a proxy 
for their economic potential? How often do epigraphic attestations offer information on 
the role of *augustales as benefactors in their cities (and sometimes beyond)? What was 
the magnitude and typology of the gift? Besides benefactions, other ways were available 
to *augustales to stress the size of their economic capital. Drawing the attention to the 
sizeable plot of land is also a way of displaying wealth. Did expenditures and 
benefactions overlap? How does this relate to other honours and/or privileges taken up 
by these *augustales? These questions can be answered by a careful analysis of the 
corpus of inscriptions in which *augustales record a profession (one hundred and 
fourteen attestations) on the one hand, and an evaluation of individual *augustales who 
record expenditures and benefactions (six hundred and thirty-three inscriptions) on the 
other hand. 
 One leitmotif throughout this chapter is the question whether the wealth of 
*augustales aided them in enlarging their social network or in obtaining an honorific 
position, and therefore furthered their integration in local society. In other 
(Bourdieuian) words: did the economic, social, and symbolic capital of individual 
*augustales reinforce each other?  
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* 
Mouritsen pointed out that the ‘standing and attraction of these bodies’ (i.e. 

*augustales) ‘must have varied greatly between different towns’. In cities like Misenum 
and Ostia, *augustales appear prominently in the epigraphic material, but in other cities 
it ‘may have been a more humble body’. He concluded from this that an augustalis ‘was 
not per se ‘rich’’.1 Unfortunately, Mouritsen does not elaborate on what he means by 
‘rich’. The *augustalitas was, Mouritsen agrees, a euergetic office. To be nominated for 
the title meant that one had to be at least relatively well off. Exactly how prosperous 
these men were, however, especially in comparison with the city council, is a point of 
discussion.  

Whether wealth was also a formal condition to become an *augustalis is unclear. 
At the very least, it was an informal constraint, which rendered the institution 
relatively exclusive and lent prestige to it (certainly in combination with members of a 
‘good’ descent, e.g. part of the familia of the curial elite). So how did they obtain this 
wealth? A discussion of occupational differentiation offers some indications. 

* 
In this chapter, I apply historical sociology to the professional position of 

*augustales in the economic field, rather than discuss purely economic-historical 
questions.2 I will argue that the concept ‘feel for the game’, in combination with the 
‘unthinkable’ practices and the virtue made of necessity, is a strong theoretical basis to 
build a discussion of the professional position of *augustales in the economic field on.3 
Using the concept of ‘feel for the game’ and its interplay with habitus, I discuss which 
local (and regional or even imperial) role professionally active *augustales played.  

Despite the sociological intentions, the basis of the analysis is quantitative. In 
each section, a different question is tackled, but the attempt to answer this (set of) 
question(s) mostly contains three elements: (1) an overview of the relevant epigraphic 
corpus, (2) a discussion of the peculiarities and regularities, and (3) an attempt to 
interpret and contextualise the importance of the information. 

 

 
                                                        
1  MOURITSEN, 2011, p. 260.  
2  Bourdieu has been accused of being ahistorical, but Steinmetz convincingly argued that ‘both 

reproduction and social change, constraint and freedom, are at the heart of Bourdieu’s project’. See 
STEINMETZ, 2011. 

3  These concepts are discussed elaborately in the introductory chapter. 
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3 .1  The Importance of  Professional Titles 

  

Professional, servant and tradesman are viewed as 
dangerous or more often simply as offensive. Doctors kill 
their patients, and teachers corrupt their students. 
Waiters ignore the poor freeborn client at his patron’s 
table; the steward (dispensator) treats him with disdain. 
Businessmen always cheat, and rich auctioneers are 
usually crass. Men who make their living in commerce 
are materialistic, and they will try to use their wealth to 
claim precedence. 
 

S. JOSHEL, 1992, p. 64. 

 

Stereotypes are of all times and cultures, as Joshel illustrates for the Roman 
world.4 In his famous passage in De Officiis, Cicero also stigmatised many workingmen of 
Roman society when he considered certain professions as ‘undesirable’ for a respectable 
man (i.e. tax-gatherers and usurers), and other occupations as downright ‘vulgar’ 
(sordidus). Among these sordidi he listed wage labourers, merchants and traders. Worst 
of all are ‘those trades which cater for sensual pleasures’: fishermen, fishmongers, 
butchers, cooks, poulterers, perfumers and dancers.5 On the other hand, some 
professions are ‘suitable for those whose social position they become’. Occupations that 
require a higher degree of intelligence or are to the advantage of society in general, are 
acceptable. He lists medicine, architecture and teaching. Trade on a large scale is 
acceptable; on a small scale it is a vulgar profession because it distributes many goods to 
many customers. Nothing is more becoming of a free man, however, than agriculture.6 

Nonetheless, according to modern sociology, professions partially define status 
groups and act as powerful movers of social positioning. In this chapter, I discuss the 
importance of professional activities that gained candidate-*augustales the necessary 
economic capital that was the basis of their position. As I will discuss below, an 
economic position can lead to networks that went beyond the strictly economic sphere, 

 
                                                        
4  She listed a large number of sources to substantiate this short passage, i.e; Doctors and teachers: 

Mart. 1.30, 1.47, 6.53; Juv. 10.222-24; Anth. Pal. 113-114, 116, 118-25, 257, 280; Pet. 42.5: Quint. Inst. 
1.2.4., cf. 2.2.1-5 and 2.3.15. Waiter and dispensator: Pet. 30; Juv. 5.59-69, 7.218-19. Businessmen and 
auctioneers: Juv. 1.26-33, 10.222; Mart. 6.8; Hor. Epist. 1.7.55 ff; Trimalchio’s vulgar, cash-minded 
friends, Petron. 45-46, 57-58. On the presumptions of the rich but lowborn, see Juv. 1.101ff, 3.153 ff., 
Mart. 5.8.23. 

5  Cic. Off. 150. 
6  Cic. Off. 151. 
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and these networks could result in honours like the *augustalitas. The chronology of 
events as seen in the inscriptions is important: the development of the (trade) networks 
clearly preceded the accordance of the *augustalitas honour. As wealth seems the key to 
integration in society, and this wealth could be converted into honours and positions, it 
is important to discuss one of the ways one could obtain (sometimes considerable) 
wealth: their professions.  

Cicero’s discourse, although theoretical and of limited practical value for an 
analysis of professions, reflects a strong relation of the economic and the social sphere. 
Some professions are unbecoming for a high social status; others are even considered 
vulgar and (Cicero implies) should only be practiced by men of low esteem. When 
studying non-elite groups of the Roman Empire, one is largely dependent on 
inscriptions. Given the standardised nature of inscriptions, the challenge is to extract 
the maximum of information possible. All factors possibly playing a role in the 
construction of a social identity, even the faintest indications of differentiation, must be 
traced and evaluated.  

* 
Among Roman historians, the social status of men and women who 

epigraphically recorded an occupation and how this status and profession interacted is 
a much-discussed topic.  

In his 1963 book, F.M. De Robertis devoted many pages to the social evaluation of 
work and workers in the Roman world. He focused on the field of tension between the 
‘vulgar’ (humiliores) and ‘elite’ (honestiores) environments in particular. He demonstrated 
that this divide was far from absolute. For instance, despite the elite evaluation of work 
and workers known from literary sources, a number of merchants or tradesmen were 
listed among the municipal aristocracy.7 De Robertis named the Pompeian pistor Paquius 
Proculus who became a duumvir.8 In Ostia, M. Iunius Faustus was a grain trader and 
patron of a shippers guild and adlected as a decurio.9 The same goes for P. Aufidius Fortis, 
a decurio who was head of the association of grain traders – corpus mercatorum 
frumentariorum.10 Both men may have worked for the annona (other examples are legio), 
which means they were in an especially powerful position, responsible for the 
important grain trade. De Robertis argued that for most of the members of the lower 
classes, their profession was the primary – if not the only – means of social elevation or 

 
                                                        
7  DE ROBERTIS, 1963, pp. 28-32.  
8  e.g. CIL 4, 222 = D 6434. Proculus and his wife are depicted on perhaps the most famous fresco 

recovered at Pompeii. According to widespread electoral propaganda, he was the most influential 
citizen in this quarter of the city: 37 electoral graffiti record his name.  

9  CIL 14, 4142 = D 6140 
10  CIL 14, 303 = CIL 14, 4620 = D 6169 = AE 1913,191 
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advancement. Usually, they had no access to the ways in which the upper classes could 
rapidly increase their assets. It is therefore natural, De Robertis claims, that they 
resorted to their principal means of increasing their net worth: their profession.11 Also 
Joshel remarked that for the city of Rome ‘men and women in Latin epitaphs profess the 
same titles that literature denigrates.’12  

A recent book by Alessandro Cristofori (2004) focuses on epigraphic records of 
professions recovered from Picenum and offers an impressive discussion of the 
material. He devotes the final section of his extensive introduction to the sociological 
and ideological aspects of mentioning a profession in an inscription.13 He discussed 
three different elements. First, he wanted to verify whether the condescending attitude 
of the ruling elite known from literary sources was really part of a coherent system of 
values. Second, he wondered whether the elite viewpoint was essentially foreign to the 
majority of the Roman population, or whether they influenced one another. Third, he 
tried to answer the ‘one million dollar question’: which factors drove people to record 
their profession on stone? He explained the importance of this question: ‘[…] 
l’indicazione del tipo di lavoro svolto forniva un’informazione essenziale per inquadrare 
una persona nella società’.14 He explicitly connected integration in local society with a 
professional title. So when and why did people record this on their epitaph (or, in most 
cases, why didn’t they)?  

First of all, Cristofori points out that the phenomenon occurs almost always in 
large commercial cities, not in rural contexts. The presence of large markets (e.g. Ostia, 
Puteoli, Mediolanum, Aquileia, Siracusa…) incites specialisation in production and 
commercialisation. Such specialised professions were recorded more often than the 
generic fabri or mercatores.15 

Next, Cristofori argues that the frequency of attestations of professions depends 
on the economic condition of the workers. Some could only finance a very simple 
epitaph that mentioned their name. Many of them, however, could not even afford this, 
let alone an honorary or votive inscription. Their memory is forever lost, unless they 
inscribed or painted their name on products they produced or transported, or left 
graffiti on a wall. Other menial workers, who did not experience such financial 
restraints, may have encountered cultural limits. Illiteracy was widespread and 
contributed to the loss of memory of these people. A third factor was also important: 
ideology. It is not a coincidence that the most frequently attested professions are 

 
                                                        
11  DE ROBERTIS, 1963, p. 38, n. 65. 
12 JOSHEL 1992, p. 69.  
13  CRISTOFORI, 2004, pp. 79-103. 
14  CRISTOFORI, 2004, p. 97.  
15  CRISTOFORI, 2004, p. 96.  
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scribes, doctors, architects, teachers, and large-scale traders. These are all professions in 
which the ‘intellectual’ aspect prevails, instead of the manual one, and could count on 
an at least partial recognition by even the most traditional authors.16  

He also pointed out the importance of a local perspective, since the evaluation of 
the prestige of a particular profession or of work in general would vary according to 
different geographical and especially social contexts. Freedmen are more frequently 
attested in a professional context than ingenui. Cristofori argued this is unsurprising, 
since their libertine origin would have barred them from taking up municipal honores. 
Their profession formed the basis of the construction of their identity.17 Strangely, he 
did not mention the *augustalitas at all. 

Veyne on the other hand, argued that a profession was not part of an identity. 
Not the profession itself was advertised, but the fact that someone excelled in it. It was 
not an identity, but a feat: it was only mentioned when one had achieved some other 
personal success.18 Tran stressed the need for differentiation: Roman artisans were not 
proud of their work in general. In fact, tradespeople stresses have specific aspects of 
their business, especially those that expressed control and implementation of 
specialised knowledge. Roman artisans presented themselves as holders of a doctrina, of 
know how.19 Verboven in turn pointed out, as Cristofori had done, that mainly freedmen 
record their professions. He argued that they ‘owed their freedom and sometimes their 
wealth to their professional talent, but mostly lacked other tokens of social 
respectability’.20 

* 
How can occupational differentiation be used to outline some of the complexity 

of the social world in which *augustales operated? The total number of *augustales 
attested in Italy and Roman Gaul (Lugdunensis and Narbonensis) comes to 1711. 
Diachronically speaking, only 7%, or 114 of them, attested their profession. Attestations 
of professional titles are the exception, but manifestly show the importance of the 
occupation in the self-definition of the historical actor. I argue that not only the 
occupations as such should be discussed, but also their contribution to social 
positioning. This was engendered not only by differentiation between professions, but 
also by differences within a certain occupation. A semi-industrial baker involved in the 
annona of Rome – like the famous Eurysaces – would also socially rank higher than his 
local counterpart, the owner of the small baker shop in downtown Ulubrae. 

 
                                                        
16  CRISTOFORI, 2004, pp. 98-99. 
17  CRISTOFORI, 2004, pp. 100-101.  
18  VEYNE, 2000, p. 1183. 
19  TRAN, 2011, pp. 120-121.  
20  VERBOVEN, 2011, p. 92. 
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Two aspects are discussed here. First, which types of professional titles are 
attested for *augustales? Second, can a difference in perception and evaluation of these 
types be seen?  

3 .1.1  Office and Occupation  

Professional titles existed in two variants: (1) an actual profession, which 
specifies a certain trade (a ‘direct’ title), and (2) membership of a professional collegium 
(an ‘indirect’ title). Out of the 1711 inscriptions under review here, forty-eight texts 
record a professional title stricto sensu, sixty-six of them mention membership of a 
professional collegium. In ten inscriptions, a ‘regular’ professional title and membership 
of a professional association are mentioned.21 In these cases, the office in a collegial 
structure was preferred.  

Cristofori stated that the discourse changed dramatically when dealing with a 
member of a professional collegium: the focus was no longer on the execution of a 
profession as such, but on the insertion of an individual into a socially more highly 
evaluated echelon of Roman society.22 Recording a professional title or boasting 
membership of a professional collegium seem to have been appreciated in a different 
way, as the latter speaks of roles in an officially recognized organisation and thus of the 
place of the members in society as a whole. Joshel argued that ‘the connection with a 
vulgar trade was not denied but transposed’.23 She goes on to state; ‘men with this form 
of occupational title’ (i.e. members of a professional collegium) ‘would have been among 
the wealthier practitioners of their trades’.24  

3 .1.2  Different Perception and Evaluation? 

Was there some kind of two-speed mechanism in force here, a consistent 
difference in appreciation of the two ‘types’ of professional title as Cristofori and Joshel 
suggest? If this is correct, inscriptional evidence of members of professional collegia (an 
‘indirect’ title) would show they were wealthier than *augustales who mentioned their 

 
                                                        
21  AE 1974, 123a; AE 1982, 702; AE 1987, 191; AE 1987, 196; AE 1988, 204; CIL 11, 2710a; CIL 12, 982 = D 

6986 = CAG-13-2, p. 413; CIL 12, 1898 = CIL 13, *299 = ILN-5-1, 124; CIL 13, 1972; CIL 14, 309 = EE-9, p. 
335 = D 6163. s 

22  CRISTOFORI, 2004, p. 102: ‘in questo caso l’accento è posto non tanto sull’esercizio di un mestiere, […] 
quanto sull’inserimento in una cellula di riconosciuto rilievo nella società romana.’ 

23  JOSHEL, 1992, p. 113.  
24  JOSHEL, p. 115.  
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profession as such (a ‘direct’ title). I add a second aspect to draw the discussion into the 
social sphere: is there a difference in the amount of positions and honours they 
obtained? 

* 
First, are there more indications of wealth to be found among *augustales who 

boasted membership of a professional collegium than among those who only mentioned 
their specific trade? Sixty-six texts record membership of professional collegia (an 
‘indirect’ title). Twelve *augustales (18%) stress having paid for the monument or 
tombstone themselves (sibi). Four25 Ostian inscriptions mention the size of the plot of 
land on which the tomb or grave monument was built (6%). Seven inscriptions record 
benefactions (11%).  

Whereas sixty-six inscriptions mention membership of a professional collegium, 
forty-eight texts attest *augustales who mention a profession as such (a ‘direct’ title). The 
corpus of inscriptions is smaller, but the differences between a ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ 
title seem fairly limited. Eighteen *augustales (35%) stress having paid for the monument 
or tombstone themselves (sibi). Five inscriptions mention the size of the plot of land on 
which the tomb or grave monument was built (10%). Four inscriptions record 
benefactions (8%). 

First, the various sizes of the plots of land are not that different. The smallest 
plot (195 sq. Roman feet, or 15,7 m2)26 was attested in the corpus of texts that mention 
professions as such; the largest plot (1840 sq. Roman feet, or 161 m2)27 was the property 
of a member of the association of Ostian fabri. However, the sizes of plots of land 
mentioned in the rest of the inscriptions (four indirect, five direct titles) do not differ 
that much. The average size was 935 sq. feet (or 81,75m2) for the collegiati and 757 sq. 
feet (or 66,20 m2) for *augustales who mentioned their professions.28 The significance of 
these figures is limited, since they are based on a small amount of inscriptions. Still, the 
general surface area was considerable, ranging from twenty to one hundred and sixty 
square metres in size.29 Half of the inscriptions, regardless of the type of professional 
title attested in the text, give sizes of plots of land that are over one hundred and ten 

 
                                                        
25  Actually five, but the fifth inscription is fragmentary and the size of the plot of land is uncertain: AE 

1988, 178 = AE 1996, 284.  
26  CIL 10, 5346 
27  CIL 14, 418 
28  One Roman foot was 29,57 cm (LASSÈRE, 2005, p. 1100 and Lexikon der Alten Welt, 1965, p. 3426). 
29  AE 1987, 191: 9 x 35 = 315 sq feet = 27, 53 sqm; AE 1988, 204: 13 x 25 = 325 sq feet = 28,39 sqm; CIL 14, 

299: 40 x 31,5 = 1260 sq feet = 110, 10 sqm; CIL 14, 418: 80 x 23 = 1840 sq feet = 160, 78 sqm; AE 1988, 
189: 23 x 13,5 = 310,5 sq feet = 27, 15 sqm; AE 1996, 450: 16 x 14 = 224 sq feet = 19, 59 sqm; CIL 5, 7670: 
36x46 =1656 sq feet = 144,80 sqm; CIL 10, 5346: 15 x 13 = 195 sq feet = 17,05 sqm; CIL 14, 4641: 40 x 35 = 
1400 sq feet =122,41 sqm. 
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square metres. To put this into context: this is sixty square metres more than the 
average living space per person in modern Western Europe,30 and perhaps four times 
the living space per person in imperial Ostia.31 To be clear, the size of the average living 
space per person was used a parameter for comparison with the size of the plot of land, 
not to indicate the dimension of physical space available per person buried in the tomb. 
Remarkably, none of the eighty inscriptions that mention the size of the plot of land (of 
*augustales in general, not only of those who recorded a professional title) boast a 
connection with the city council. The phrase locus datus decreto decurionum is completely 
absent from this corpus of inscriptions. These men and women obtained a (sometimes 
sizeable) plot of land on their own. 

Second, what was the size of benefactions made by *augustales who recorded a 
professional title? Is there a marked difference between *augustales who were collegiati of 
a professional collegium and those who recorded a profession as such?  

Three inscriptions attest *augustales as benefactors and mention a profession as 
well. Lucius Lupercius Exessus was a sevir augustalis and cloth dealer who entrusted ten 
thousand sesterces with the municipium of Novaria.32 The name of a sevir augustalis from 
Cures Sabini, Publius Publilius Anthus, suggests he was a public slave before he was 
given his freedom. He gave ten thousand sesterces, but the inscription breaks off here 
and we do not know on what this money was supposed to be spent.33 The third text is 
rather exceptional. Publius Decimius Eros Merula was a freedman and sevir who took up 
three related professions: he was a doctor, an eye doctor and a surgeon.34 Eros has 
rightly received specific attention from scholars.35 This medical all-rounder from Assisi 
listed his expenses and inheritance with exceptional care. First, he named the price of 
his social promotion; he paid fifty thousand sesterces for his freedom, and two thousand 
for his sevirate. Next, he listed his benefactions; he spent thirty thousand sesterces on 
two statues and invested thirty seven thousand sesterces in road works. Finally, his 
patrimonium was worth eight hundred thousand sesterces. In total, he claims to be worth 
nine hundred and nineteen thousand sesterces. Eros’ wealth seems to have 
approximated the magical barrier of one million sesterces, which was the minimum 

 
                                                        
30  According to figures offered by the national institutes for statistics of France (INSÉÉ), Germany 

(Destatis), Italy (Istat), Belgium (Statbel), the Netherlands (CBS) and the United Kingdom 
(statistics.gov.uk), the average living space per person in modern Western Europe is 41 sqm.  

31  Estimations vary. Calza: 26 sqm. (CALZA, PR, pp. 142-155.) See MEIGGS, 1960, pp. 532-534. Best 
discussion by Packer. (PACKER, 1967, pp. 80-95.) 

32  AE 2000, 632 
33  CIL 9, 4977 
34  CIL 11, 5400 
35  KÜNZL,  1997, p. 178; GEIST, 1969, pp. 107-108, nr. 284. 
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census for entering the ordo senatorius. He transcended the minimum census of the ordo 
equester by at least five hundred thousand sesterces. 

Seven texts speak of *augustales who were benefactors and collegiati of a 
professional association. An anonymous sevir augustalis from Ostia was a member of the 
associations of both the fabri and the negotiatores, and was quinquennalis in both collegia 
and of the seviri augustales. He gave ten thousand sesterces to the city of Ostia. The text 
is fragmentary, but possibly the sum of money was to be used for the care and, if 
necessary, the punishment of the slaves the city watched over in his name: ex nomine 
[meo ser]vorum fidem pro[---] / observabunt et ne HS X m(ilia) n(ummum) rei public(ae) 
[Ost(iensium) pro] / poena inferant curae habe[bunt].36 Another anonymous sevir augustalis 
from Pisaurum gifted two hundred thousand sesterces, but his intentions as well as the 
recipient of this money are unclear.37 

Two other seviri augustales from Brixia gave money for upkeep and maintenance 
of something – in tutelam. P. Antonius Callistius and two other benefactors gave sportulae 
of unknown size and four hundred sesterces in tutelam to the association of cattle 
drivers (collegium iumentariorum).38 L. Cornelius Prosodicus was a sevir augustalis in both 
Brixia and Verona and established the first association of the young (collegium iuvenum) 
at Brixia. For his merit, he probably was offered a statue. Here, the mechanism of 
reciprocity is clear: he was given a statue, but paid for it himself since he was content 
with the honour (honore contentus inpendium remisit). He also gave fifty sesterces in 
tutelam, perhaps for the upkeep the presumed statue.39 The four hundred sesterces given 
by Callistius have no clear usage. Also, Prosodicus’ fifty sesterces were hardly sufficient 
for the maintenance of a statue for multiple years: the revenue would only be three 
sesterces (a rato of 6% interest). Callistius’ gift of four hundred sesterces would generate 
yearly revenue of twenty-four sesterces. Dependent on how this money was supposed to 
be spent, this could be a foundation, but it is equally possible it was a one-time gift.  
 Three *augustales financed a meal or sportulae. T. Iegius Iucundus, another sevir 
augustalis from Brixellum, gave a meal for the association of the centonarii.40 L. Apuleius 
Brasida from Pisaurum financed a distribution of bread, wine and fifty sesterces per 
person, but the recipients are unclear. This sevir augustalis had obtained the right to 
boast the outer distinctions of the city council (so-called ornamenta decurionalia) and was 
patron and quinquennalis of the association of the carpenters.41 Consequently, one could 

 
                                                        
36  AE 1974, 123a 
37  CIL 11, 6379 
38  CIL 5, 4294 
39  CIL 5, 4416 
40  CIL 11, 1027 
41  CIL 11, 6358 
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conjecture he included at least the city council, the seviri augustales and the fabri as 
beneficiaries of his gift. At fifty sesterces a head, plus bread and wine, this was a sizeable 
benefaction. Finally, L. Tifanius Felix from Tuficum had also obtained the ornamenta 
decurionalia and was a patron of the association of the fabri. He gave gladiatorial games 
for the health of emperor Commodus, financed a meal for all those present and offered 
sportulae of eight sesterces for the city councillors and four sesterces for the rest.42 

Although no total of the expenses is mentioned, the games, meal and distributions were 
very sizeable benefactions that would have made his name well known throughout the 
city.  

In conclusion, there does not seem to be a marked difference between *augustales 
who were collegiati of a professional collegium (an ‘indirect’ title) and those who recorded 
an actual profession (a ‘direct’ title) – at least not when it comes to the size of the plot of 
land or benefactions. The higher social standing and ‘transposing’ of a potentially 
stigmatising profession into membership of a collegium, does not reveal itself in the size 
of gifts done by any of these *augustales. Moreover, the largest sums of money were 
named in an inscription of a doctor from Assisi who did not claim any membership of a 
professional association. In total, he was worth 919,000 sesterces.43 Perhaps the number 
of attested benefactors is significant: three benefactors bore a direct professional title, 
seven were collegiati of a professional collegium. Although the number of relevant 
inscriptions is too limited to draw any far-reaching conclusions, this may be a faint 
indication of a different appreciation of the two types of professional title. 

* 
Second, did *augustales who were collegiati of professional associations obtain 

significantly more positions and honours? In other words, was their wealth (i.e. 
economic capital) more often transformed into ‘symbolic capital’ and did they reinforce 
one another?44 The volume and structure of these different capital forms are important 
markers of inequality.45 So how often did these collegiati of professional associations 
become high-ranked office holders, or were granted other honours or privileges? Did 

 
                                                        
42  CIL 11, 5716 
43  CIL 11, 5400 = D 7812 = ERAssisi 41 
44 BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 200 – 207.  
45 BOURDIEU, 1979, p. 119: ‘Il va de soi que les facteurs constitutifs de la classe construite ne dépendent 

pas tous au même degré les uns des autres et que la structure du système qu'ils constituent est 
déterminée par ceux d'entre eux qui ont le poids fonctionnel le plus important: c'est ainsi que le 
volume et la structure du capital donnent leur forme et leur valeur spécifiques aux déterminations 
que les autres facteurs (âge, sexe, résidence, etc.) imposent aux pratiques.’; Ibid., p. 273: ‘La 
distribution au moment consideré des différentes espèces de capital, définit la structure de ce 
champ.’ 
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this occur significantly more often to them than to their fellow-*augustales who simply 
recorded their profession?  

The highest decoration that could be awarded to *augustales was the ornamenta 
decurionalia – they received the honorary membership of the city council and were 
permitted to wear the status symbols of a decurio, without actually becoming one. The 
glory of admission to the splendidissimus ordo, referring to the curia as a municipal 
senate, was a coveted position. Ornamentis decurionatus honoratus was the crowning 
phrase of a successful freedman's epitaph.46 Remarkably, not one of *augustales who 
recorded a ‘direct’ professional title obtained the ornamenta. Conversely, the ornamenta 
decurionalia are attested six times among *augustales who were collegiati of a professional 
association.47  

The expression l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) found in countless 
inscriptions indicates the decuriones controlled where dedications, statues or other 
buildings were to be erected.48 This expressed proximity to the city council and was a 
high honour. Again, none of *augustales who simply mentioned their profession received 
a plot of land from their city council, whereas five office holders in professional 
associations did.49  

Finally, which positions connected with either the office of the associations of 
*augustales are attested? Among those who recorded a regular profession, I count three 
duplicarii, one corporatus, one augustalis iterum, one curator and quinquennalis, and three 
quinquennales.50 Of this list, the quinquennalitas ranks highest. Some associations counted 
per lustrum and had quinquennales in charge of the collegium for a period of five years.51 
Ostia was an exceptional case for the quinquennalitas of *augustales. The homogeneity of 

 
                                                        
46 GORDON, 1931, p. 66.  
47  AE 1974, 123a (Ostia); CIL 5, 4477 = InscrIt-10-5, 266 (Brixia); CIL 11, 5716 = EAOR-2, 17 (Tuficum); CIL 

11, 6358 = D 6654 = Pisaurum 69 (Pisaurum); CIL 11, 6379 = Pisaurum 90 (Pisaurum); ILGN 423 = AE 
1900, 203 (Nemausus). 

48 e.g. AE, 2005, 1006; AE, 1992, 1182; CIL 12, 358; CIL 12, 410; CIL 12, 1855; CIL 12, 1869; CIL 12, 1881; CIL 
12, 3165; CIL 12, 3169; CIL 12, 3187; CIL 12, 3235; CIL 12, 3236; CIL 12, 4243; CIL 12, 4332; CIL 12, 4393; 
CIL 12, 4402; CIL 12, 5365; ILGN, 107 = D 9074; ILGN, 366. 

49  AE 1946, 216 (Sestinum); CIL 11, 5716 = EAOR-2, 17 (Tuficum); CIL 11, 6358 = D 6654 = Pisaurum 69 
(Pisaurum); CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255 (Praeneste); CIL 14, 4140 = D 6155 (Ostia). 

50  Duplicarii: CIL 10, 540 = InscrIt-1-1, *26 (Salernum); AE 1996, 416 (Puteoli); CIL 10, 1873 = D 
6331(Puteoli). Corporatus: CIL 12, 704 = CAG-13-5, p. 728 (Arelate). Augustalis iterum: AE 1909, 80 
(Aquinum). Curator and quinquennalis: CIL 14, 4641 = AE 1910, 197 = AE 1986, 113 (Ostia). 
Quinquennales: AE 1988, 189 (Ostia); CIL 14, 405 = D 7512 (Ostia); CIL 14, 425 = CIL 10, 542 = D 6170 = 
InscrIt-1-1, *30 = AE 1994, 319 (Ostia) 

51  These collegial quinquennales differ from duumviri quinquennales who were not appointed for one 
year, but only every five years. (LASSÈRE, 2005, pp. 479-480.) 
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the terminology used in the fasti augustalium52 recovered from Ostia is confusing. Not 
only the heads were quinquennales, as could be expected, but also a range of lower 
officers seem to have borne the same title. This indicates that in Ostia the 
quinquennalitas was in most cases little more than the expression of having obtained the 
*augustalitas, rather than indicating presidency. All three of these seviri augustales 
quinquennales were from Ostia, and may very well have been regular members. The 
other titles also express relatively modest positions. Duplicarii were entitled to a double 
share at distributions of sportulae or other gifts.53 Iterum indicated that this person had 
taken up the one-year office twice.54 The title of corporatus designated a progression in 
the hierarchy of the association, a modest but real promotion.55  

*Augustales who were members of professional collegia did not occupy more 
prominent collegiate positions among *augustales. Sixteen inscriptions record the 
quinquennalitas, one sevir augustalis was quinquennalis perpetuus and curator. In fifteen 
instances, these *augustales were quinquennales in Ostia.56 Obviously the same remarks 
about the dubious nature of the Ostian quinquennalitas apply here. Three men were 
curatores, one was a bisellarius, one corporatus, and one was sevir bis.57 None of these titles 
are at the high end of the collegial spectrum, except perhaps for the three curatores 
named and the quinquennalis perpetuus who certainly was a so-called eponymous officer.  

* 
Despite the slightly less explicit expression in titles directly connected with 

*augustales, there does seem to be a distinct two-speed mechanism in vogue here. Those 
who could boast a stronger relation with the city council through ornamenta and the 

 
                                                        
52  CIL 14, 4562, 1-11. Elaborately discussed in chapter four. 
53 DE RUGGIERO, 1886, I, p. 850 and II, pp. 2076-2077.  
54  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 25-33: ‘Von daher müßte est etwa statt ‘Augustalis iterum’ o.ä. natürlich 

‘Augustalium honore functus iterum’ heißen.’ 
55 TRAN, 2006, pp.156-159, esp. 157 : ‘La condition de corporatus est une dignité, renforcée par les 

responsabilités remplies au sein de l’ordo Augustalium.’ Also CAMODECA, 2001, p. 173: ‘ Però, come 
detto, solo in un secondo tempo fu introdotta anche nel collegio di Liternum, forse sull’esempio 
misenate, la categoria superiore dei corporati.’ 

56  See following note for references, minus CIL 11, 2643 (Igilium). 
57  Quinquennales: AE 1974,123a; AE 1987, 191; AE 1987, 196; AE 1988, 178 = AE 1996, 284; AE 1988, 200; AE 

1988, 204; CIL 11, 2643; CIL 14, 297 = CIL 10, 1924 = ILMN-1, 564; CIL 14, 309 = EE-9, p. 335 = D 6163; CIL 
14, 330; CIL 14, 372 = D 6158; CIL 14, 418 = ILMN-1, 565 = D 6167; CIL 14, 419 = CIL 14, 4668; CIL 14, 425 = 
CIL 10, 542 = D 6170 = InscrIt-1-1, *30 = AE 1994, 319; CIL 14, 451 = AE 1987, 176a; CIL 14, 4140 = D 6155 
(all from Ostia); Quinquinnalis perpetuus et curator: CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255 (Praeneste). Curatores: CIL 13, 
1960; CIL 13, 1966 = D 7028 = Lyon 251; CIL 13, 1967 (all from Lugdunum). Biselliarius: CIL 5, 7618 = 
InscrIt-9-1, 131 (Pollentia). Corporatus: CIL 12, 523= ILN-3, 36 = CAG-13-4, p. 475 (Aquae Sextiae). Sevir 
bis: InscrAqu-1, 539 = IEAquil 272 (Aquileia). 
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accordance of plots of public land were always men who recorded membership of a 
professional collegium as their ‘indirect’ professional title.  

Let us go back to Joshel’s original statement: ‘men with this form of occupational 
title’ (i.e. members of a professional collegium) ‘would have been among the wealthier 
practitioners of their trades’.58 Indeed, being a collegiatus was costly. As the famous 
inscription of the collegium of Diana and Antinous in Lanuvium (A.D. 136) shows, a 
member had to pay an entrance fee and monthly membership fees.59 In addition, 
collegiati were expected to participate in a number of activities.  

In fact, Joshel fails to notice that simple membership is relatively rarely recorded 
(except for in alba). Most attestations of collegiati actually refer to officers (quinquennales 
and curatores), who had to bear part of the group’s expenses. This is the explanation to 
the kind of two-speed mechanism in force here, a consistent difference in appreciation 
of the two ‘types’ of professional title discussed above. Members of professional collegia 
(an ‘indirect’ title) could count on a higher appreciation than those who recorded a 
profession as such (a ‘direct’ title). This is not an appreciation of the profession; it is a 
validation of the individuals who took up responsibilities within an association vis-à-vis 
those who did not. Not the profession was the important factor that influenced the 
higher number of honours (the contact with the city council referred to above), but the 
leading collegiate positions they took up.60  

In any case, it is clear that *augustales who attested their profession as such (a 
‘direct’ title) did not belong to the top. None of these men obtained additional honours, 
titles or positions besides their *augustalitas. Still, epigraphical attestation of 
occupational title is the exception and this could mean it had an added value and had 
some kind of social positioning function. 

 
 

 
 

 
                                                        
58  JOSHEL, 1992, p. 115.  
59  CIL 14, 2112 = D 7212. See PATTERSON, 1994. 
60  I am grateful to prof. K. Verboven for this suggestion.  
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3 .2  Trimalchio Vision and Epigraphy 

Most commonly, Trimalchio is taken to be the archetype of the wealthy but 
vulgar tradesman parvenu – despite the fact that his status remained servile his whole 
life and there was nowhere to ‘arrive’ in the first place.61 The fictive inscription that was 
to be put on his tasteless and over the top grave monument62 characterised Trimalchio 
as a sevir augustalis.63 I agree with Peter Garnsey, who ‘question[ed] the wisdom of 
leaning on the Satyrica as a source for the position of freedmen’.64 This literary 
attestation of an affluent and fictional *augustalis is for instance no basis to assume, as 
often has been done, that all *augustales gained their fortune through trade and land 
ownership. Differentiation between economic sectors and different regions is necessary. 
The term ‘Trimalchio vision’ coined by Petersen65 means that nearly every study that 
examines historical freedmen makes some reference to Petronius’ character. 
Trimalchio’s fictional life has been taken as a representation of the historical lives of 
former slaves, and his grave monument in particular was often used to discuss funerary 
practice among non-elite members of society.66 The satirical character of Trimalchio 
gives a simplified, monolithic and wholly incorrect image of the ‘thought world’67 of 
freedmen.68  

Despite the presence of this tradesman sevir augustalis in well-known literature, 
the research on the occupations of *augustales is very scarce. Generally, the commercial 
basis of *augustales ’ riches is assumed as a necessity to gain the *augustalitas, but little to 
no attention is given to the social implications of the profession for *augustales – 
although this has repeatedly been stressed for other social groups. Duthoy mentions 
that many (seviri) augustales were artisans and tradesmen, but when discussing their 
‘economical function’, he merely refers to their role as benefactors.69 Moreover, he used 

 
                                                        
61  As convincingly argued by Paul Veyne (VEYNE 1961, p. 244-245.) 
62  For an elaborate discussion of this monument in the context of funerary architecture and practice, 

see PURCELL 1987, p. 25-41. Note how he evaluates Petronius’ description of Trimalchio’s tomb as a 
way in which we can let silent archaeological sources ‘speak, to ‘give voice’ to the physical remains. 

63  Except for Trimalchio, also two other prominent guests, Hermeros and Habinnas, were seviri 
Augustales. See Petron. 57, 65, and 71. 

64  GARNSEY, 1981, p. 360. 
65  PETERSEN, 2003, p. 238: ‘This desire to see Roman ex-slaves from the elite perspective that is heavily 

dependent on the figure of Trimalchio I shall call ‘Trimalchio vision’.’ 
66  PETERSEN, 2003, pp. 238-240.  
67 PURCELL, 1987, p. 25.  
68 PETERSEN, 2003, pp. 238-240.  
69 DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1274 and 1294. 
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inscriptions attesting professions from all over the Empire and concluded that 
tradesmen and artisans were far less common than urban and municipal magistrates. 
Problematically, he also counted some priesthoods, military positions, and magistracies 
(such as dendrophori,70 praetor, pontifex, imperator, magister Larum) as professions. 
Duthoy’s ‘study’ of the occupations of *augustales is limited to an enumeration without 
further interpretation or contextualisation.71 

Abramenko,72 Mollo,73 and Laird74 do not even treat professions in their research 
on *augustales, or refer very casually to the ‘obvious fact’ that they were traders. D’Arms 
dedicates an entire chapter to the typicality of Trimalchio, more specifically the 
implications of his tradesmanship, money business and purchase of the lands of his 
former master. He does not, however, link this with Trimalchio’s *augustalitas.75  
 *   

Several geographical indications taken together would point towards Puteoli as 
the setting for the Cena Trimalchionis.76 Here, I limit the discussion to inscriptions found 
in Latium and Campania, to confront these findings with Trimalchio’s story.  

Forty-two *augustales from Latium and Campania attested fifteen different 
professions in eleven cities and in five professional spheres. As discussed elaborately 
above, professional titles existed in two variants: (1) an actual profession, which 
specifies a certain trade (a ‘direct’ title), and (2) membership of a professional collegium 
(an ‘indirect’ title). *Augustales from Latium and Campania recorded an indirect title 
almost twice as often as a direct one (27 vs. 15 inscriptions). All attestations of men 
working in manufacture and banking mention a ‘direct’ title. None of these ‘direct’ titles 
record *augustales working in transportation: all six inscriptions mention collegiati of an 
association concerned with transport (navicularii, nautae, lenuncularii). 

 
                                                        
70  Perhaps he evaluated dendrophori not as priests, but as lumberjacks? 
71 DUTHOY, 1974, pp. 141-145.  
72 ABRAMENKO, 1993a. 
73 MOLLO, 1997. 
74 LAIRD, 2002.  
75 D’ARMS, 1981, pp. 108-111.  
76  Duthoy does not agree. He offers two major arguments in favour of discarding Puteoli as 

Trimalchiopolis. First, Petronius mentioned that it was an urbs Graeca (Petron. 81). Duthoy assumes 
this means the city was located in Magna Grecia or Sicilia, simply ignoring the fact that also Puteoli 
is in origin a Greek settlement (Dikaiarcheia). Second, when the main characters of the story leave 
Trimalchiopolis, they do so late at night. The following morning, they disembark at Croto (Petron. 
99-114), a city in southern Calabria. Duthoy argued that twelve to twenty-four hours of travel time 
would not suffice to crosh the stretch of sea that separates Campania from Calabria. Still, I find this 
presumed exactitude of details in a satire unconvincing. The rest of his arguments are conjectural. 
DUTHOY, 1986, pp. 27-42 (esp. pp. 31-32 and p. 35). DUTHOY, 1988, pp. 139-154. 
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Indisputably, trade (in the table below labelled as ‘transportation’ and ‘sales’, in 
line with Joshel’s categories) was an important sector, but it was not the dominant one – 
despite the commercial hubs Ostia and Portus nearby. Roughly a quarter of these 
*augustales took up ‘trade professions’: (ferry) boatmen, traders, or small bakers.77 
Almost half of the inscriptions attest some type of craftsmanship: silver- or 
coppersmiths, cloth dyers, lime burners, marble masons, carpenters, and builders.78 
Another five inscriptions – about 12% - attest *augustales active in the money business as 
collectors of taxes or moneychangers.79 The remaining professions were of ‘general 
interest’: doctors, overseers of public works, and surveyors.80  

 
                                                        
77  Navicularii/Lenuncularii: AE 1959, 149; AE 1987, 191; AE 1987, 196; AE 1988, 178 = AE 1996, 284; AE 1989, 

128; CIL 14, 451 = AE 1987, 176a. Traders: CIL 10, 1872; CIL 14, 397 = CIL 2-14-2-1-E, 2 = EE-9, p. 336. 
Pistor: CIL 10, 5346.  

78  Fabri: AE 1928, 133; AE 1988, 200; AE 1989, 124; CIL 10, 541 = InscrIt-1-1, *28; CIL 10, 6675 = ILMN-1, 
602; CIL 14, 296 = D 1916; CIL 14, 297 = CIL 10, 1924 = ILMN-1, 564; CIL 14, 299 = EE-9, p. 335; CIL 14, 
330; CIL 14, 372 = D 6158; CIL 14, 407; CIL 14, 418 = ILMN-1, 565 = D 6167; CIL 14, 419 = CIL 14, 4668; CIL 
14, 2981; CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255; CIL 14, 4656. Marmorarius: CIL 10, 1873 = D 6331; CIL 14, 425 = CIL 10, 
542 = D 6170 = InscrIt-1-1, *30 = AE 1994, 319. Purpurarius: CIL 10, 540 = InscrIt-1-1, *26. Calcarius: CIL 
10, 3947 = D 7537. Vascularius: AE 1996, 416. 

79  AE 1988, 204; AE 1909, 80; AE 1988, 189; CIL 14, 405 = D 7512; CIL 14, 4641 = AE 1910, 197 = AE 1986, 
113.  

80  Medicus: AE 1971, 96 ; SupIt-6-S, 10 = AE 1961, 242. Mensor: CIL 14, 309 = EE-9, p. 335 = D 6163. Exactor: 
CIL 10, 3907 = D 6313. 
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The most frequently attested professions were in the construction or building 
sector on the one hand (15 inscriptions, or 36%) and a conglomerate of ‘trade 
professions’ on the other hand (negotiatores, navicularii and lenuncularii mentioned in 7 
inscriptions or 17%). Some professions, however, are only attested once; we find an 
aerarius, argentarius, exactor, frumentarius, lenuncularius, scriba/librarius, mensor, 
nummularius, pistor, vascularius, and a vinarius. This demonstrates two different things: 
the widespread variety and array of professions taken up by *augustales on the one hand, 
and the predominance of artisan occupations (6 out of 11). No fullones or centonarii are 
recorded.81  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
These professions classified according to the ‘occupational categories’ used by 

Joshel results in the pie chart above. More than half (53%) of the attested professions 
were in construction. Three men were marmorarii (marble masons), one was a calcarius 
(lime burner), seventeen individuals were fabri (thirteen tignuarii, ‘wood-workers’, one 
navalium, ship builder, three undefined).82 

 
                                                        
81  This is unsurprising. Liu outlined the geographical distribution of the collegia centonariorum and 

noted that ‘[t]hese collegia clustered in northern and central Italy and southern Gaul. […] They have 
left little trace in North Africa, and Latium.’ LIU, 2009, p. 30.  

82  The professional nature of the collegia fabrum is disputed by some scholars. As Verboven phrased it 
in his contribution to the upcoming book on ‘Work, Labor, Professions’ (SDEP): ‘The identity of the 
‘craftsmen’ guilds is clearly occupational, but the lack of specificity (which craftsmen?) has been 
used to argue that occupational interests were of no importance. That the function of the 
‘craftsmen guilds’ was merely to organize the urban plebs conveniently to make it easier to assign 
public duties and to confer distinction upon middling class businessmen.’ Verboven cites SIRKS 1991, 
p. 93 and VAN NIJF, 2002, but does not agree. He argued that the collegia fabri grouped various trades 
needed in building and construction operations. The guilds officers were presumably wealthy 
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 This is obviously influenced by the material and expertise needed in a harbour 
city like Ostia. This makes perfect sense, since large parts of the city were built and re-
built in the second century. As Broekaert phrased it, ‘builders in Ostia not only 
participated in the construction and repair of houses, public buildings and temples, but 
were also employed on commercial infrastructure such as shops, granaries, warehouses 
and dockyards, so business-oriented families to which some augustales may have 
belonged, did well to forge some connection to this association’.83 

 There were as many *augustales active in administration as in banking, 
commerce and manufacture (7% each). A smaller number of men (5%) offered educated 
service as medical doctors. Finally, not even one fifth (14%) of *augustales were involved 
in transportation as navicularii, nautae, or lenuncularii.  

The Trimalchio vision, reducing the professions of *augustales mainly to traders 
and landowners, is (as was to be expected) largely incorrect. The literary type of the 
*augustalis as a former tradesman we know so well from Petronius, needs some nuance. 
*augustales from central Italy were not only active in trade, but also in professions 
ranging from blacksmiths to carpenters, moneychangers, scribes and doctors.  

One other major difficulty – largely (strategically?) left out of the debate – is the 
limited number of attestations of professions among *augustales. In the epigraphic 
corpus from Italy and Gaul, only 114 *augustales recorded a profession (see below). This 
means that out of the 1629 individuals named in this corpus (1484 by name, 145 
anonymous), 93% do not mention a profession. Therefore, we have no idea of the source 
of income of 1515 out of 1629 individuals. This renders extrapolating Petronius, 
equating all *augustales with traders and landowners, even more problematic.  

 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

building contractors, probably working inter alia for public administrations (municipal and 
imperial). See VERBOVEN, 2014, unpublished draft.  

83  BROEKAERT, 2013 (unpublished paper). Also MEIGGS, 1973, p. 42. 
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3 .3  The Question of  Independence 

Inscriptions of *augustales that refer to patronage made Serrano conclude that 
most *augustales were strongly influenced by ‘ties of dependence’. The ‘independent 
*augustalis’, who, Trimalchio-style, was free from all constraints, an entrepreneur who 
was the sole responsible for his social promotion and position, was the exception.84 As 
Serrano phrased it, ‘la réalité fut sans doute plus modeste’.85  
 The ‘independent freedman’ was a creation of Paul Veyne. Although the story is 
fictitious, Paul Veyne believes the Cena Trimalchionis can be used as a proper historical 
source and assumes, for the sake of the argument, that Trimalchio may have been a real 
person. Confronting the information found in the Cena with other data, the Satyrica 
seems to be (at least in Veyne’s opinion) highly realistic and even typical, which makes 
it an excellent historical document. Throughout his analysis, Veyne tries to outline the 
restrictions and stimuli Trimalchio had to deal with, all inherent in the social system in 
which he operated.86 A triple coincidence defined and situated Trimalchio: his master 
freed Trimalchio upon his death, had no children, and left him money. As such, he is an 
economically and juridically independent freedman without a master, a libertus but 
nobody’s libertinus.87  

Conversely, Garnsey argued that Veyne had, by taking Trimalchio as ‘typical’, 
delimited the group of independent freedmen too narrowly. Veyne is seemingly 
unaware of ‘the existence of a class of freedmen with living patrons, who conceded 
them a considerable measure of independence’. For instance, he pointed out that a slave 
who bought his freedom was, for all intents and purposes, a freedman independent of 
any patron. Identifying such freedmen in non-legal sources present severe difficulties. 
Still, he suggested two rough criteria to identify them: substantial wealth and positions 
of responsibility (ownership or management in a partnership or business). He concluded 
‘that a sizeable number of freedmen attained a position of independence or relative 
independence and wealth’.88  

Mouritsen strongly disagrees with Garnsey, and so does Broekaert. Mouritsen, who 
discussed the position of freedmen in Pompeii, offers three arguments to counter 
Garnsey. First, freedmen were subjected to the ‘most clearly defined social control’. This 
fact alone, he argues, would already suffice to disprove any attempt to see freedmen as 

 
                                                        
84  SERRANO, 1988, p. 239. 
85  SERRANO, 1988, p. 240. 
86  VEYNE, 1961, pp. 213-214. 
87  VEYNE, 1961, p. 223. 
88  GARNSEY, 1981, p. 360, p. 363 and pp. 367-368. 
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an independent force in society. Second, since the son of a freedman was freeborn, there 
is no continuity, no reproduction of class. So how could freedmen form a ‘class’ with 
well-defined economic interests? Third, the economic implications of a large group of 
independent freedmen further reinforce Mouritsen’s point. If a master granted 
complete independence to a trained slave, who for instance runs a workshop, this 
implies a serious loss of investment. If the freedmen would then set up a workshop 
hisown, this would destabilise local trade. He posited that ‘economically, therefore, 
there would be no point in allowing a skilled slave complete freedom’.  

Mouritsen argued that the independence of freedmen was unlikely. Dependence 
upon their patron was ‘a general characteristic of their condition and a fundamental 
part of the socio-economic logic of Roman manumission’. He was also convinced that 
most urban slaves never gained their freedom.89 So how did he explain mass 
manumission of slaves, as attested in so many inscriptions? By accepting freedmen as ‘a 
managerial level within the urban sector’: the curial elite, with interests in production 
and trade, controlled the economy through their freedmen. The role of the patron 
remained crucial.90  

Broekaert engaged in direct confrontation with Garnsey, refuting both of his 
criteria for determining independent freedmen: wealth and positions of responsibility. 
His main point is that Garnsey’s criteria are completely incompatible with economic 
logic: ‘continuing economic relationships had far more benefits to offer to both the 
patron and his freedmen than immediately ending cooperation upon manumission’.91 
He argued that dependency and wealth were not mutually exclusive. For instance in 
maritime trade, it was not exceptional that a patron allowed his freedmen agents to 
‘take aboard a small sample of merchandize and to trade on his own account’. Broekaert 
concluded that economic dependency ‘does not automatically imply that the patron was 
deciding on the limits of enrichment’.  

Also Garnsey’s second criterion, positions of responsibility, is equally problematic 
according to Broekaert: it ‘not necessarily excludes cooperation with a patron and his 
family’. Moreover, he argued that ‘size and success of a business was increased by a 
patron’s financial back-up and can thus rather be used as markers for dependency’. In 

 
                                                        
89  MOURITSEN, 2001, pp. 6-11. 
90  MOURITSEN, 2001, p. 12. 
91  BROEKAERT, 2011 (unpublished paper), p. 49. This view is similar to the one voiced by VERBOVEN, 2011, 

p. 98: ‘No doubt, patrons continued to derive benefit from their freedmen’s work, but conversely the 
freedmen derived benefits form belonging to a larger exclusive group under the protection of a 
dominant patron.’ At the same time, Verboven agreed on Garnsey’s point of view on independent 
freedmen, and argued that economic independence was the normal situation for *augustales and 
wealthy freedmen in general, or other less wealthy bu talented freedmen. (VERBOVEN, 2011, pp. 96-
97.) 
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short, from an economic point of view, Broekaert argues, ‘manumission only makes 
sense when the patron would have the opportunity to continue the cooperation with his 
former slaves’.92  

* 
So what does this mean for *augustales? Were they ‘independent freedmen’? 

According to Garnsey’s criteria, they may have been. D’Arms applied Garnsey’s model to 
Ostian *augustales and argued they ‘clearly operated independently’.93 Also Verboven 
agreed on Garnsey’s point of view: ‘economic independence was no doubt the normal 
situation also for seviri augustales and rich freedmen in general, who would have been 
able to buy off their patrons if necessary’.94 Substantial wealth was of major importance 
for gaining the *augustalitas, and this honour was sometimes combined with other 
‘positions of responsibility’. Some *augustales seem to have owned production facilities 
or commercial infrastructure. Below, I discuss a number of *augustales who did not 
record a profession, but their occupation is depicted on their funerary inscription or 
monument.95 The number of indications is very low (only seven) and based on 
iconography, a problematic type of evidence. In general, as also Broekaert noticed, for 
the majority of *augustales we can ‘neither prove that they were doing business in their 
own interest nor that they operated as agents’.96 The problem with Garnsey’s markers is 
that they cannot be applied to inscriptional evidence to identify independent 
entrepreneurs. However, this does not mean that there were no freedmen who were, for 
all intents and purposes, ‘independent’.  

It would seem that Veyne’s discussion, and the markers of Trimalchio’s indepence 
are relevant. If a slave was freed by testament and if the death of his master implied the 
extinction of the family and if the slave was named as heir, this slave became a wealthy 
independent freedman. If the slaves’ former master had a son who took up his father’s 
patria potestas, the freedman would not be independent since this son became his 
patron. So, merely being freed ex testamento was not enough. In only one text, the wife of 

 
                                                        
92  BROEKAERT, 2011 (unpublished paper), pp. 39-47. 
93  D’ARMS, 1981, p. 144. 
94  VERBOVEN, 2011, pp. 95-98. He did agree with Mouritsen that the number of independent, skilled 

freedmen who competed with each other and their former masters, cannot have been large. 
95  P. Nonius Zethus owned a bakery (CIL 14, 393); M. Silenius Symphoros (ILTG 241), L. Statorius 

Bathyllus (CIL 11, 6831), Cn. Rullius Calais (CIL 9, 2682), and Q. Minucius Faber (CIL 4, 7647) were fabri 
who probably owned a workshop; Q. Valerius Restitutus (CIL 11, 6832) owned a butcher’s workshop; 
C. Aebutius Iucundus (CIL 9, 2692) ran a small scale transport business with mules. Probably none of 
these *augustales were still personally active in the business suggested by the iconography on their 
tomb. These men are discussed more elaborately in chapter four, section on ‘Monumental contexts 
and iconography’. Pictures of the tombstones or grave monuments in appendix.  

96  BROEKAERT, 2011 (unpublished paper), p. 43. 
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an *augustalis from Pula (Venetia et Histria) who gained her freedom in this way,97 
another text mentions an *augustalis who freed five of his slaves by testament.98 Neither 
indicate an independent *augustalis. It seems the group of freedmen who actually 
complied with the conditions for becoming independent was very small.  

 

 
                                                        
97  CIL 5, 67 = Pais 6 = InscrIt-10-4, 385 = InscrIt-10-1, 105 
98  CIL 13, 1941 
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3 .4  Economic Sectors and *augustales   

Until now, I have touched upon the importance of the different types of 
professional titles for social standing (i.e. office in a professional association versus a 
profession as such), and the professional situation of *augustales in Latium/Campania. 
The necessary adjustments to the Trimalchio vision were already a stepping-stone to 
this part of the discussion. Here, I outline the diversity of the economic sectors in which 
*augustales were active. In which sectors do we encounter *augustales most often? In her 
study of occupational inscriptions of Rome during the early Empire, Joshel gave an 
overview of the occupational structure;  

 
 

Occupational  Group Men Women Total  

Building 112 8,9% 0 0,0% 112 7,6% 
Manufacture 282 22,3% 49 23,6% 331 22,5% 
Commerce 99 7,8% 9 4,3% 108 7,3% 
Banking 42 3,3% 0 0,0% 42 2,9% 
Professional Service 101 8,0% 19 9,1% 120 8,2% 
Skilled Service 40 3,2% 35 16,8% 75 5,1% 
Domestic Service 235 18,6% 86 41,3% 321 21,8% 
Transportation 55 4,4% 0 0,0% 55 3,7% 
Administration 296 23,5% 10 4,8% 306 20,8% 

Total 1262 
 

208 
 

1470 
  

 
Joshel’s data are biased since they stem from Rome. Are there no alternative 

figures available, for the whole of Italy for instance? Zimmer’s book on ‘Römische 
Berufsdarstellungen’ uses epigraphic material from the Italian peninsula in general, but 
is thematically too limited; it only focuses on traders and craftsmen. Economic sectors 
such as commerce, banking, administration, and professional, skilled, or domestic 
service are left out completely.99 The more recent study of Cristofori of professions in 
Picenum uses economic sectors similar to Joshel’s. He listed four major sectors: (1) 
production, (2) commerce, finances, and transport, (3) services, and (4) the liberal 
arts.100 His data present some difficulties; only 71 inscriptions mention a profession in 
Picenum.101 Moreover, the region is not strongly represented in the corpus of *augustales 

 
                                                        
99  ZIMMER, 1982.  
100  CRISTOFORI, 2004, pp. 586-587.  
101  Geographical spread of attestations: three at Ancona, five at Asculum, fifteen at Auximum, one at 

Cingulum, two at Cluana, one at Cupra Maritima, one at Cupra Montana, eleven at Falerio, four at 
Firmum, one at Hadria, seven at Interamnia, one at Potentia, three at Ricina, one at Septempeda, 
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at all: only twenty-five inscriptions were recovered from Picenum, and four of them 
record a profession. Such a limited set of inscriptions cannot serve as a basis for 
extrapolation or comparison. So although Joshel’s work is limited to the city of Rome, 
her figures based on a corpus of 1470 texts are the best available.  

Some further clarification of Joshel’s terminology is in order. First of all, what 
does she mean by terms like ‘manufacture’ and ‘transportation’? In the second appendix 
of her book, she explains that she opted to categorise ‘the occupations named in Roman 
inscriptions according to functional similarity rather than place in a social ranking 
based on wealth and prestige.’102 First, the construction sector consisted of carpenters, 
builders, stone workers, stucco workers, mosaic workers, painters and contractors. 
Second, jewellers, metal smiths, workers in ivory or glass, producers of cloth, makers of 
clothing, shoemakers, artisans in leather, butchers, and bakers were part of the 
manufacturing sector. Third, dealers in food products, unguents and perfumes, leather, 
cloth and clothing, books and paper, metal and marble, slaves or other products were 
active in the commerce industry. Fourth, moneylenders, bankers and money collectors 
were part of the banking world. Fifth, architects, surveyors, doctors, midwives, and 
teachers offered educated service. Sixth, barbers, hairdressers, masseurs/euses and 
entertainers offered skilled service. Seventh, child attendants and nurses, bodyguards, 
personal, room, and table servants, cooks, provisioners, caretakers, gardeners, social 
organisers provided domestic service. Eighth, animal tenders, baggage handlers, 
runners and bearers, drivers and boatmen ensured transportation of goods and people. 
Finally, financial agents, administrators, secretaries, clerks, and copyists were part of 
the administration, finance and secretarial service.103 

The gender bias inherent in these figures immediately draws attention. Men 
record an occupational title six times more often than women do (1262 vs. 208 
instances), and the fields in which they are strongly represented are different. Most 
women were active in domestic service (41,3%) as servants in households. Also, a 
quarter of women who recorded a professional title worked in the manufacturing 
sector. None of them worked in the building, banking, or transportation trades. Men, on 
the other hand, were represented in all of the sectors, but especially in administration 
(23,5%) and manufacturing (22,3%). Also domestic service was an important sector for 
men; almost one fifth (18,6%) of them were employed in a household. Banking, skilled 
service and transportation were relatively minor sectors, accounting for three à four 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

one at Tolentinum, five at Trea, two at Truentum, and seven at Urbs Salvia. Extensively discussed in 
CRISTOFORI, 2004 on pp. 107-550. 

102  JOSHEL, 1992, p. 173.  
103  See JOSHEL, 1992, pp. 174-176. 
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per cent of epigraphically attested professions each.104 Building, commerce and 
professional service were each practiced by eight à nine per cent of the working 
population known from inscriptions.105  

The professional titles attested by *augustales substantially deviate from this 
general pattern. The following table comprehensively shows the different sectors in 
which *augustales were represented, and how these relate to Joshel’s figures; 

 
 

 

*Augustales   
Rome, for male 

population (Joshel,  
1992,  p.  69)  

 
Profession Office Abs. Total Rel. Total Abs. Rel 

Construction 5 41 48 42,1% 112 8,9% 
Manufacture 12 10 22 19,3% 282 22,3% 
Commerce 8 3 11 9,6% 99 7,8% 
Banking 5 0 5 4,4% 42 3,3% 
Educated Service 9 1 10 8,8% 101 8,0% 
Skilled Service 0 0 0 0,0% 40 3,2% 
Domestic Service 1 0 1 0,9% 235 18,6% 
Transportation 2 9 11 9,6% 55 4,4% 
Administration 6 1 7 6,1% 296 23,5% 

Total  48 66 114   1262   
 

 

Cicero’s classification of professions for status differentiation within the group of 
*augustales is irrelevant. Out of one hundred and fourteen inscriptions under review 
here, ninety-two recorded sordidi, eleven illiberales and also eleven ‘professions proper 
for those whose social position they become’.  

A number of things stand out about the figures tabulated above. In general, the 
number of female *augustales is extremely limited. Gordon cautiously suggested women 
could be adlectae among *augustales.106 He named Claudia Rufina and Iulia Heracla from 
Tibur,107 and a potential adlecta from Antium.108 I want to add one mater augustalium, 
Flavia Festa from Liternum,109 and two sacerdotes augustalium; Marcia Polybiane from 
Liternum,110 and Cassia C.f. Victoria from nearby Misenum.111 However, the number of 

 
                                                        
104  Banking: 3,3%. Skilled service: 3,2%. Transportation: 4,4%. 
105  Building: 8,9%. Commerce: 7,9%. Professional service: 8%. 
106  GORDON, 1938, p. 51.  
107  CIL 14, 3657. 
108  CIL 10, 6682. 
109  AE 2005, 854. 
110  AE 2005, 854.  
111 AE 1993, 477 : Cassia C(ai) fil(ia) Victoria sacerdos Augustalium pronaum cum columnis et epistyliis nomine 
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instances in which a woman was named as an *augustalis are extremely limited, and 
none of these women were appointed to the yearly office of *augustales. Claudia Rufina 
and Iulia Heracla were adlectae of the association, Flavia Festa and Marcia Polybiane 
were both patrons of the association, and Cassia Victoria was a member of the 
association as well. Flavia Festa and Marcia Polybiane held an ambiguous position within 
the collegium, acting as patrons of the association. Patroni were, as a rule, outsiders of the 
collegium they patronised.112 Since the number of instances in which a woman was 
(potentially) named as an *augustalis is limited, it is hardly surprising that no female 
*augustales with professional title are attested at all.  

A general overview of the different sectors in which *augustales were active, 
would produce the presented pie chart; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The strong engagement of *augustales in the construction sector is striking. In 

Joshel’s figures, this sector represented only nine per cent of professional titles attested 
in imperial Rome. Forty-eight *augustales who indicated a professional title (or 42 % of 
the corpus) worked in construction. Most of them (i.e. forty texts) were members of an 
association of craftsmen, fabri tignarii (carpenters) and fabri navales (shipwrights) being 
the largest categories. Five others were marmorarii, marble masons, and one was a 
calcarius, a limeburner or a worker at a limekiln. Also the stronger presence of 
*augustales in the transportation sector is remarkable; one out of ten was active as a 
navicularius (shipper), nauta (river shipper), or lenuncularius (small vessel boatman, 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

suo et / L(uci) Laecanii Primitivi mariti sui ob eximiam eorum erga se benivolentiam cuius dedic(atione) 
epulum et sing(ulis) HS XII n(ummum) dedit 

112 HEMELRIJK, 2008, p. 115.  
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working for the annona). In Joshel’s figures the transportation sector was represented in 
only 4,4 per cent of the occupational inscriptions.  

Equally remarkable is the underrepresentation of *augustales in administration. 
Only seven *augustales – or 6,3 per cent of the corpus – were accountant, overseer, 
collector of money, treasurer, or grain measurer.113 The representation of *augustales in 
the manufacturing, commerce and banking trades and also in educated service is very 
similar to what Joshel established for Rome. Not a single *augustalis records working in 
skilled service, and only one was active in domestic service, calling himself ‘an excellent 
chef’, cocus optimus.114 Compared to Joshel’s general figures, this is very remarkable, but 
not altogether surprising. An *augustalis held a highly estimated position, standing 
directly before the door to the curia, which would be opened to his children.115 The 
*augustalitas not only conferred social distinction on its members, but also offered 
concrete paths of ascent for the freed *augustales, and especially their descendants. The 
ornamenta decurionalia could be conferred on highly esteemed *augustales. Their children 
could gain admission to the city council, since they were born free and therefore 
without legal impediments.116 Perhaps men who became affluent enough to qualify for 
the *augustalitas had not often been domestic slaves who tended to the children of their 
master, emptied chamber pots, or performed as entertainers. 

Obviously all these figures were subjected to the influence of local factors that 
benefited the development of certain sectors – especially the presence of ports and 
harbours. This geographical differentiation and specialisation is the subject of the 
following section. 

  

 
                                                        
113  See the Appendices for an overview of the relevant inscriptions.  
114  CIL 9, 3938 = D 7470 = Avezzano 27 
115  MOURITSEN, 2011, p. 252, n.14.  
116  ZEVI, 2000, p. 61. 
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3 .5  Geographical  Differentiation and Specialisation 

In the previous sections, I discussed the social importance of professions, how 
this contributes to the construction of identity of an individual *augustalis, as well the 
economic sectors in which we encounter *augustales. It is now time to move away from 
this generic picture. Was the field in which the professionally active *augustalis operated 
influenced by local factors? Is there a differentiated geographical spread of both types 
of professional titles (profession and collegial membership)? Was it more common in 
certain areas of Italy or Gaul to attest a certain occupation?  

3 .5.1  Geographical  Differentiation 

Above, I discussed two variants of professional titles. Direct titles name the 
profession of the titleholder; indirect titles identify him as member of a specific 
professional association. The reason for distinguishing between them is the 
qualitatively different appreciation of the type of professional titles. Membership of a 
professional collegium is the expression of a role taken up in an officially recognized 
organisation and thus of the place of the individual in society as a whole.117 Forty-eight 
inscriptions record professions as such, sixty-six mention membership of a professional 
collegium. 

The local perspective is extremely important to contextualise specific 
developments of ‘the’ *augustalitas. Here, I confront the visibility of *augustales in 
general, with that of *augustales who professed their professional title. Especially 
relevant are the percentages that demonstrate how often both types of professional title 
were documented in the different Italian regions and the Gallic provinces. I have 
tabulated these data below.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
                                                        
117  JOSHEL, 1992, p. 113.  
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There are two aspects of the 
geographical spread of attestations 
that deserve attention.  

First of all, *augustales were not 
represented as strongly in all of the 
Italian or Gallic regions. Latium and 
Campania (Regio I) produced the 
highest number of inscriptions of 
*augustales: three hundred and fifty-
nine. Also the neighbouring Regio IV, 
Samnium, had a strong presence of 
*augustales, recorded in one hundred 
and ninety-one texts. Finally, also 
Venetia and Histria, Regio X in the 
north of Italy, produced a great 
number of inscriptions; two hundred 
and seven in total. These three regions 
are marked in dark red on the map. 

The bright red areas on the map are the parts of the Italian peninsula that also produced 
a high number of inscriptions, although none of them reached the exceptional levels of 
the dark red areas. Both in Umbria (Regio VI) and Apulia/Calabria (Regio II), one 
hundred and four texts were found. The pink areas are the regions that produced sixty 
or more inscriptions of *augustales. In Transpadana, Regio XI, sixty-nine texts were 
recovered, and in Etruria, Regio VII, sixty-four. In the white areas on the map, less than 
sixty inscriptions were found. This is the case in Regio III (Bruttium/Lucania), Regio V 
(Picenum), Regio VIII (Aemilia), and Regio IX (Liguria). In Bruttium/ Lucania, as well as 
in Picenum and Liguria, twenty-five text record the presence of *augustales. Thirty-
seven inscriptions were recovered from the region of Aemilia. 

In Narbonese Gaul, *augustales are strongly represented; they are recorded in two 
hundred and one texts. In Lugdunese Gaul, however, their presence is less strong: sixty 
inscriptions were recovered. 

* 
A second important aspect is the differentiated frequency of attestation of 

professional title. Again, a map aids in visualising the geographical spread. On average, 
7,7% of inscriptions that attest individual *augustales in Italy or Roman Gaul mention a 
professional title – i.e. one hundred and fourteen out of one thousand four hundred and 
seventy-one inscriptions. In most Italian regions, the percentages are more or less in 
line with this average. This was the case in Regio II, Apulia / Calabria (5,8%), in Regio 
VII, Etruria (6,3%), in Regio VIII, Aemilia (5,4%), in Regio IX, Liguria (8%), and in Regio X, 
Venetia / Histria (5,8%). These regiones are the bright green sections of the map. Some 

 
Frequency attestations of  *augustales   
(Original map taken from Barrington Atlas of the Roman World) 
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regions produced little to no 
epigraphic attestations of professional 
titles among *augustales. Inscriptions 
from the southern Regio III, Bruttium / 
Lucania, do not give any information 
on the professions of *augustales at all. 
In Regio IV, Samnium, and Regio XI, 
Transpadana, the percentages of 
inscriptions that mention professional 
title among *augustales are well below 
average. Respectively 4,2% and 4,3% of 
the texts do so. These areas, where the 
percentages are well below the average 
of 7,7%, are marked in white on the 
map. Two regions are marked in dark 
green. These represent the parts of the 
Italian peninsula where the number of 
attestations of professional title is 
significantly higher than average. In Latium / Campania, Regio I, 11,7% of inscriptions 
(or one and a half times the average of 7,7%) recorded a professional title. The 
percentage is even more elevated in Regio V, Picenum, where no less than 16% of 
inscriptions (or more than twice the average) did so. Finally, the percentage of 
attestations of professional title is somewhat above average in Regio VI, Umbria (9,6%), 
marked in grey. Although this deviation from the average percentage may seem slight, 
it will soon become clear why this is significant.  

In Narbonese Gaul, the number of attestations of professional titles is well within 
the average range; 5% of the inscriptions mention a profession. In Lugdunese Gaul, a 
surprisingly high percentage of texts mention a professional title (16,7%, more than 
twice the average percentage of 7,7%). 

* 
When confronting both datasets, it quickly becomes clear that a high or low 

amount of attestations of individual *augustales in certain regions or provinces is no 
guideline for predicting the number of professional titles recorded. It does not occur 
that often that both datasets are in accordance with one another. As always, Latium and 
Campania is an exception. Here a very high number of *augustales are attested – in fact 
the highest figure for the whole of the western Empire; three hundred and fifty-six. 
More than one to ten of these individual *augustales mentioned a professional title 
(11,7% to be exact, one and a half times the average). The frequency of attestations of 
*augustales is very high, and we are also very well informed on the professional activities 
of these men. Etruria (Regio VII) on the other hand, stands out because of its 

 
Frequency attestations of professions *augustales   
(Original map taken from Barrington Atlas of the Roman World) 
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averageness. Sixty-four inscriptions record the presence of *augustales in this region, a 
very average figure. The percentage of attestations of professional titles (6,3% of texts) 
approximates the general average of 7,7%. Finally, Bruttium/Lucania, Regio III, 
produced a low number of attestations of *augustales (only twenty-five), and none of 
them mentioned a professional title.  

In most cases, however, there is a discrepancy between both datasets. In five 
Italian regiones and in Narbonese Gaul, the percentage of inscriptions that record a 
professional title are about the average, but the number of attestations of *augustales in 
those parts of the Empire is (relatively) high. This was the case in Apulia/Calabria, 
Samnium, Venetia/Histria and Narbonese Gaul.118 Conversely, four Italian regions 
(Picenum, Aemilia, Liguria, and Transpadana) and in Lugdunese Gaul, produced a 
(much) higher percentage of professional titles than the average of 7,7%, but the 
presence of *augustales in those regions was far from outspoken.119  

Umbria seems to have been somewhat exceptional; the percentage of 
professional titles is above average (9,6%), and the number of inscriptions that record 
*augustales is also high (one hundred and four texts). This slight deviation from the 
average percentage is significant because of the high number of attestations of 
*augustales in this region. If very few inscriptions record *augustales to begin with, 
percentages are strongly influenced by slight numerical changes. If the corpus of texts is 
sufficiently large to begin with (as is the case here), then a deviation of almost two per 
cent (9,6% versus 7,7%) is significant. 

As mentioned above, a high amount of inscriptions does not guarantee or imply a 
high number of professional titles recorded among *augustales in any part of the western 
Empire. Remarkable is the chiastic nature of the datasets. A high percentage of 
professional titles occurs more often when the number of inscriptions in general is low, 
whereas a large corpus of texts seems to produce significantly lower percentages of 
attestations of professional titles. This suggests they are two interdependent, but not 
 
                                                        
118  Apulia/Calabria, Regio II: high number of attestations of *augustales (104), average number of 

professional titles (5,8%). Samnium, Regio IV: very high number of attestations of *augustales (191), 
but only 4,2 % attest professional title, which is half the average. Venetia/Histria, Regio X: very high 
number of attestations of *augustales (207), 5,8 % attest professional title, which is below average. 
Narbonese Gaul: very high number of attestations of *augustales (201), average number of 
professional titles (5%). 

119  Picenum, Regio V: low number of attestations of *augustales (25), but 16% of these attest professional 
title (=more than double the average percentage). Aemilia, Regio VIII: low number of attestations of 
*augustales (37), average number of professional titles (5,4%). Liguria, Regio IX: low number of 
attestations of *augustales (25), average number of professional titles (8%). Transpadana, Regio XI: 
average number of attestations of *augustales (69), percentage professional titles below average 
(4,3%). Lugdunese Gaul: average number of attestations of *augustales (60), very high number of 
professional titles (16,7%) 
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causally linked, epigraphic phenomena. It is a strong indication that an explanation lays 
in local developments and specialisation.  

* 
How does the frequency of attestations of *augustales tie in with the total 

epigraphic corpus recovered from these regions or provinces? As the table below 
demonstrates, there seem to be (yet again) few causal connections.  

 
 

Region Number of  
*augustales   

Number of  
inscriptions in 
Manfred-Clauss 

database 

Percentage 
*augustales   

I. Latium/Campania 359 38,564 0,9% 
II. Apulia / Calabria 104 5279 2% 

III. Bruttium/Lucania 25 2116 1,2% 
IV. Samnium 191 6045 3,2% 

V. Picenum 25 2386 1% 

VI. Umbria 104 4859 2,1% 
VII. Etruria 64 9668 0,7% 

VIII. Aemilia 37 4482 0,8% 
IX. Liguria 25 1739 1,4% 

X. Venetia / Histria 207 15,322 1,4% 

XI. Transpadana 69 3953 1,7% 
Gallia Narbonensis 201 199,773 0,1% 

Gallia Lugdunensis 60 11,743 0,5% 

    Total  1471 305,929   
 

The high number of inscriptions recovered from Latium/Campania is mirrored in 
the number of *augustales known from the region, and a similar phenomenon can be 
seen in Venetia/Histria and in Narbonese Gaul. Conversely, the number of *augustales 
recorded in Samnium is relatively high in comparison to the totality of inscriptions 
from Regio IV, producing the highest percentage of attestations of *augustales: 3,2%. 
Something similar is going on in Apulia/Calabria and Umbria. Again, the size of the 
general epigraphic corpus hardly influences the percentages that indicate the presence 
of *augustales in these regions.  

3 .5.2  The Question of Predominance:  Geographical  
Specialisation 

A comparison of the size of the epigraphic corpus with the number of 
professional titles attested does not offer a great deal of information. It merely 
illustrates a clearly differentiated geographical spread. Recording a professional title on 
an epitaph for example, was not a neutral deed at all. It meant that this individual 
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experienced for instance his artisanship as an ‘integral part of his identity at death’.120 
Epigraphically laying a claim on a profession is an expression of how one wanted to be 
remembered, e.g. as an artisan, a trader, or a builder. Can we discern, within this corpus 
of one hundred and fourteen inscriptions, a geographically diverse inclination toward 
certain economic sectors? Did *augustales engage in those sectors that were 
economically important for their regions? Or, rather, are *augustales (and others) more 
likely to mention their profession when that profession was economically important in 
their region, hereby furthering their integration?  

3.5.2.1  Occupational Structure,  *augustales ,  and the Cities  

As the table below demonstrates, the epigraphic material is extremely 
fragmented. Most cities provide only one or two attestations; 

 
 

Region / Province City Occupational  
inscriptions 

I. Latium/Campania 

Ostia Antica 27 
Pozzuoli / Puteoli  3 
Palestrina / Praeneste  2 
Capua  2 
Pantanella  1 
Salerno / Salernum  1 
Anzio / Antium  1 
Aquino / Aquinum  1 
Cassino / Casinum  1 
San Giorgio a Liri / Interamna Lirenas  1 
Sezze / Setia  1 
Salerno / Salernum  1 

Subtotal    42 

II. Apulia / Calabria 

Lucera / Luceria 1 
Brindisi / Brundisium 1 
Canosa di Puglia / Canusium 1 
Benevento / Beneventum 1 
Vitolano  1 
Aeclanum 1 

Subtotal    6  

IV. Samnium 

Isernia / Aesernia 3 
Venafro / Venafrum 2 
Carsoli / Carseoli 1 
Correse / Cures Sabini  1 

 
                                                        
120  JOSHEL, 1992, p. 125.  
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Larino / Larinum 1 
Alba Fucens 1 

Subtotal    9  

V. Picenum 

Macerata 1 
Civita di Marano / Cupra Maritima  1 
Massaccio / Cupra Montana  1 
Ascoli Piceno / Asculum 1 

Subtotal    4  

VI. Umbria 

Pesaro / Pisaurum 3 
Sarsina / Sassina 2 
Spoleto / Spoletium 1 
Albacina / Tuficum 1 
Fano / Fanum Fortunae 1 
Spello / Hispellum 1 
Assisi / Asisium 1 

Subtotal    10 

VII. Etruria 

Isola del Giglio / Igilium 1 
Bolsena / Volsinii 1 
Rovine di Roselle / Rusellae 1 
Mola di Monte Gelato  1 

Subtotal    4  

VIII. Aemilia 
Brescello / Brixellum 1 
Reggio nell´Emilia / Regium Lepidum 1 

Subtotal    2  

IX. Liguria 
Pollenzo / Pollentia 1 
Augusta Bagiennorum 1 

Subtotal    2  

X. Venetia / Histria 

Brescia / Brixia 5 
Verona 2 
Gabbioneta 2 
Aquileia 1 
Ateste 1 
Padova / Patavium 1 

Subtotal    12 

XI. Transpadana 

Como / Comum 1 
Fara Novarese / Novaria 1 
Torino / Augusta Taurinorum 1 

Subtotal    3  

Gallia Narbonensis 

Aix-en-Provence / Aquae Sextiae 2 
Arles / Arelate 2 
Narbonne / Narbo 2 
Saint-Romain-en-Gal / Vienna 1 
Nimes / Nemausus 1 
Saint-Gabriel / Ernaginum 1 
Limony / Vienna 1 
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Subtotal    10 
Gallia Lugdunensis Lyon / Lugudunum 10 

Subtotal    10 

   Total  114 
 

 

Sixty cities are indicated as find spots of occupational inscriptions of *augustales, 
and in fifty-five of them only one or two texts of this type were recovered. This renders 
a comprehensive analysis of their geographically determined importance virtually 
impossible, at least on the level of isolated cities. Two large commercial hubs deserve a 
separate discussion: Ostia and Lugdunum. 

3.5.2.2  Ostia (and Portus) 

 Allegedly, the fourth king of Rome, Ancus Marcius (640-616 B.C.), founded a colonia 
to protect the ostium, the mouth of the Tiber.121 Archaeologically, however, the earliest 
traces date back to the issuing of the first Roman money in 335 B.C.122 Meiggs does not 
exclude the possibility of an earlier settlement at the mouth of the Tiber, considering 
the many grain transports mentioned in literary sources. All these transports must have 
used the Tiber to reach Rome. Also, perhaps a settlement centred on salt production was 
established near the salt-beds a kilometre more inland, where the land gradually rises 
towards the Tiber.123 No excavations or prospections have been done yet, so this is pure 
speculation. Even with a later foundation date of ca. 335 B.C., Ostia still is Rome’s oldest 
colonia.124  

The city started out as a military settlement, a castrum. A civilian settlement soon 
followed in the third century B.C.125 In the first century B.C., a theatre, horrea and two 
temples were constructed north of the forum.126 Under Domitian, the city underwent a 
transformation. He rebuilt entrance gates, constructed a curia and a basilica on the 
forum, and raised the ground level of the city by one and half metres to curb the 
development of swamp areas. During the reign of Commodus, the city acquired its 
modern look, by the extensive use of concrete. Hadrian’s building policy is responsible 
for most of the ‘sophisticated utilization of space’, i.e. the construction of light but solid 
five-floors apartment blocks.127 
 
                                                        
121  Many ancient writers have contributed the foundation of Ostia to him. Meiggs named Ennius, 

Florus, and Livius. MEIGGS, 1960, pp. 16-17.  
122  CHEVALLIER, 1986, p. 53. Also CALZA and BECATTI, 1954, p. 53. 
123  MEIGGS, 1960, p. 19.  
124  CALZA, 1954, p. 7.  
125  SCHAAL, 1957, pp. 29-30.  
126  HERMANSEN, 1982, pp. 2-7. See also CALZA.  
127  HERMANSEN, 1982, p. 10.  
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Strabo called Ostia ‘harbourless owing to the accumulation of the alluvial deposit 
brought down by the Tiber’.128 Rome’s major port actually lacked a decent harbour; the 
river mouth required constant dredging and large boats could not reach the city.129 The 
expansion of Rome was so enormous that Claudius began building Portus in A.D. 42, as 
Hermansen called it, ‘out of bitter necessity’.130 Trajan added an enormous hexagonal 
basin to the harbour of Portus, which was the death sentence for Ostia. The core of the 
business slowly moved away from Ostia, and was re-located in Portus where the 
mooring place was safer.131 Still, Trajan, Hadrian and the Antonine Emperors kept on 
building in Ostia, turning it into a modern city with broad main streets, porticoes and 
tall apartment blocks. The buildings of this prestige project at the mouth of the Tiber 
could, according to Meiggs, ‘stand comparison with those of Rome’.132  

By the middle of the third century A.D., decay set in. The famous Piazzale delle 
Corporazioni was abandoned, burnt down buildings were left in ruins instead of 
restored, and inscriptions were torn down to be used as flooring. When Constantine 
granted independence to Portus in the beginning of the fourth century – now called 
Civitas Flavia Constantiniana – what remained of the importance of Ostia was again 

 
                                                        
128  Strab. 5, 3, 5. Translation by George Bell.  
129  FRANK, 1940, p. 237.  
130  HERMANSEN, 1982, p. 9.  
131  FRANK, 1940, p. 240.  
132  MEIGGS, 1960, pp. 140-141. 
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reduced drastically.133 In short, Ostia experienced a very intense boom from the end of 
the first century to the end of the second century A.D. 

* 
So in which sectors of the Ostian economy do we find *augustales?  

 

 

These categories (suggested by Joshel)134 are too broad and unspecified. Also 
professions in administration could be linked with the portal activities, whereas 
‘construction’ does not necessarily mean it had something to do with ships. Therefore, a 
more elaborate discussion of this epigraphic material and the individual *augustales who 
took up professions is necessary.  

We only know of one Ostian sevir augustalis active in commerce (or ‘sales’, as 
Joshel called it). Lucius Numisius Agathemeros was a dealer of goods from Spain, 
negotiator ex Hispania Citerior.135  

Three men worked in banking. A. Egrilius Onesimus was a quinquennalis of the 
seviri augustales and their curator for five years straight. His profession was coactor.136 A. 
Egrilius Polytimus Amerimnianus, also a sevir augustalis and quinquennalis, called himself 
a coactor argentarius.137 According to Andreau, men in these positions were closely linked 
to commercial centres of manufacture and artisanship.138 Although there is no such 
specification present in Onesimus’ inscription, one can still suppose the coactor title in 
his inscription was short for coactor argentarius, meaning ‘money collector’.139 The 
identical praenomen and nomen of both men (Aulus Egrilius) was already an indication 
they may have been related. Polytimus mentioned a noble freedman (libertus optimus) by 
the name of Egrilius Onesimus Polytimianus. The agnomen on –ianus was formed on the 
gentile name of his former master, and meant that he had been the slave of a Polytimus. 
 
                                                        
133  CALZA, 1954, p. 11; HERMANSEN, 1982, p. 13; MEIGGS, 1960, p. 161.  
134  JOSHEL, 1992, pp. 174-175.  
135  CIL 14, 397 = CIL 2-14-2-1-E, 2 = EE-9, p. 336 
136  CIL 14, 4641 = AE 1910, 197 = AE 1986, 113 
137  CIL 14, 405 = D 7512 
138  ANDREAU, 1997, p. 169.  
138  VEYNE, 1962, p. 1624. 
139  ANDREAU, 1987, p. 140 and p. 148. 
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Similarly, Polytimus’ agnomen Amerimnianus means he was the former slave of an A. 
Egrilius Amerimnus.140 This onomastic phenomenon equals the more common 
libertinatio. Veyne argued this type of agnomen on –ianus was only found with slaves and 
freedmen of highly positioned families, and at the same time immediately betrayed 
servile origin.141 The Egrilii were indeed very numerous in Ostia: over two hundred and 
fifty of them are known, some entered local nobility, others were freedmen and their 
descendants with successful careers. They became very influential during the second 
century A.D., even providing three consuls during the first half of that century.142 It is 
very probable this freedman of Polytimus is indeed the sevir augustalis Onesimus who 
called himself a coactor. Both men were seviri augustales – one was the freedman of the 
other – and both were active in the banking trade.  

A former public slave, L. Publicius Eutyches was a second or third century sevir 
augustalis who described his profession as stipulator argentarius.143 This combination, 
however, is a hapax: it only occurs once in the complete epigraphic corpus published so 
far. Andreau suggested that during an auction, the stipulator argentarius made the 
contracts with the buyers of certain goods,144 in accordance with the stipulatio 
argentaria.145 This was, following Berger’s excellent definition, ‘a promise made by a 
banker, in charge of a public auction, to the owner of the object to be sold, to the effect 
that the latter would receive the full proceeds from the sale, after deduction of the 
banker's fees and expenses’.146 This man took up the role of a banker, but was not a 
coactor (argentarius) like the Egrilii discussed above.  

Seven inscriptions mention seviri augustales who worked in transportation. Two 
men, Aulus Caedicius Successus and Quintus Aquilius ---]O[---] were curatores of the 
associations of shippers of the Adriatic Sea, navicularii maris Hadriatici.147 Three other 
men were lenuncularii traiectus Luculli, responsible for the (un) loading of ships by use of 
small rowboats or barges.148 One of these three, M. Quintilius […]149 was also a stuppator 
in the second half of the third century, i.e. a caulker whose job it was to make boats 
watertight by packing seams with a waterproof material, such as oakum or pitch. 

 
                                                        
140  ANDREAU, 1987, p. 366.  
141  VEYNE, 1962, p. 1624.  
142  LUIS TORRES, 2007, p. 193.  
143  CIL 14, 405 = D 7512 
144  Crops or contracts were sold at an auction to the highest bidder. See also ERDKAMP, 2005, pp. 120-134 

for a discussion of the advance sale of grain, wine, and olive oil. 
145  ANDREAU, 1987, p. 170; ANDREAU, 1997, p. 148.  
146  BERGER, 1953, p. 717. 
147  AE 1987, 191 and AE 1988, 178 = AE 1996, 284 
148  AE 1989, 128 (dated to A.D. 138-154, LAIRD, 2002, p. 245); CIL 14, 451 = AE 1987, 176a; AE 1987, 196  
149  AE 1987, 196  
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Another one of these three lenuncularii was a member of the already mentioned 
influential familia of the Egrilii.150 The traiectus Luculli is a reference to a ferry service 
between the old and new harbour. Many people had their residence in Ostia, but worked 
in Portus. Consequently, they had to take a ferry daily. The traiectus Luculli was a ferry 
service at Lucullus’ crossing of the Tiber.151 Similarly, Titus Testius Helpidianus was 
patron and quinquennalis of the association of the traiectus marmorariorum.152 Instead of 
being a stonecutter, he was head of an association that shipped marble blocks up the 
Tiber using barges. This can probably be linked with the large marble yard discovered 
near Trajanus’ harbour of Portus.153 

An anonymous sevir augustalis invested in several professions: he was a 
quinquennalis in the association of the fabri tignuarii, a quinquennalis and bisellarius in the 
association of the negotiatores fori vinari, a now retired (vetus negotias) navicularius 
lyntrarius, as well as a renowned nummularius. Moreover, he obtained the ornamenta 
decurionalia.154 This man claims to have been a carpenter, a tradesman of wine, a small 
vessel shipper and a moneychanger to boot. In any case, all of these professions were 
compatible: a small vessel shipper who also knew carpenting could repair his own boat. 
He could use the small boats to transport wine from Ostia to the wine market in Rome, 
and be known as a negotiator there. Being a nummularius, he would have extensive 
knowledge of foreign and counterfeit money that would serve him well as a tradesman 
on the international market of the capital. If this conjecture is correct and if this was the 
way his different professions were interrelated, then one could suppose this man 
started out as a wine merchant and steadily expanded his expertise to several other, but 
always useful, professions.  

Fourteen inscriptions mention seviri augustales who worked in the construction 
trade. All of them were a type of fabri. L. Antonius Peculiaris proudly attested his 
position as a quinquennalis of the association of fabri Ostiensium, without taking the 
trouble to specify which type of fabri he was referring to.155 Joshel indicated that if 
unnamed, the word faber usually refers to either builder or carpenter.156 ‘Carpenter’ is 
the literal translation of faber tignuarius. The Digest indicates tigna refers to building 
materials in general, and thus this type of faber should be understood more broadly, 

 
                                                        
150 CIL 14, 451 = AE 1987, 176a: Aulus Egrilius Faustus 
151  FRANK, 1940, p. 247.  
152  CIL 14, 425 = CIL 10, 542 = D 6170 = InscrIt-1-1, *30 = AE 1994, 319 
153  FANT, 1992, p. 115.                                                                                                                                                          
154 AE 1974, 123a 
155  CIL 14, 297 = CIL 10, 1924 = ILMN-1, 564 
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namely as ‘worker with building materials’.157 Most of the remaining texts speak of fabri 
tignuarii, and some of fabri navalium, shipwrights.  

The sevir augustalis Caius Similius Philocyrius was the scribe of the association of 
the carpenters (fabri tignuarii) and is known by two very similar inscriptions. The first 
one was his epitaph, since it mentioned the size of the large plot of land on which the 
tomb was built (1840 square Roman feet) and the fact that he built it himself for his own 
use and that of his wife, his children, his freedmen and their offspring.158 The second 
inscription was probably drafted in honour of his quinquennalitas of the association of 
fabri, not mentioned in the epitaph.159 Also L. Rennius Philodoxus,160 Aulus Livius 
Anteros,161 L. Aquillius Modestus,162 and L. Uttedius Eleutherus163 were (magistri) 
quinquennales of the association of the Ostian carpenters.  

Tiberius Claudius Urbanus, who, considering his name, may be a descendant of a 
freedman of emperor Claudius or Nero, was quinquennalis and decurio of the college of 
the fabri tignuarii and sevir augustalis.164 An ordo could also be formed within a collegium.165 
An album of this association was found in Rome and clearly shows that quinquennales 
ranked higher than decuriones.166 Tran suggested that decuriones headed the different 
decuria in which the enormous association was divided. The position was the stepping-
stone to obtain the quinquennalitas at the next lustrum.167 This must have been what 
happened to Urbanus. Moreover, he named the chronologically later one of the two 
positions, the quinquennalitas, first and his augustalitas even before that. It was clear 
which position he (and his surroundings) valued most.  

Lucius Antonius Epitynchanus was a quinquennalis of the fabri tignuarii of Ostia, 
but a sevir augustalis in the Narbonese colony of Aqua Sextiae.168 He was also a servant of 
the decuria Curiatia and performed his service during public offerings.169 Mommsen 
evaluated this position as a religious lictorship and suggested that even the Flamen Dialis 

 
                                                        
157  See D. 47, 3 (Chapter entitled De tigno iuncto) and D. 50, 16. 62 (‘Tigni’ appellatione in lege duodecim 

tabularum omne genus materiae, es quae aedificia constant, significatur.) 
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164  CIL 14, 330 
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and the Vestal Virgins relied on this decuria.170 This particular sevir augustalis was very 
well connected and had pursued a career path that led to a highly prestigious position: a 
sacerdotal lictor of an important decuria. Still, this did not prevent him to take pride in 
his professional affiliation with the Ostian carpenters. He even named his occupation 
before mentioning his Narbonese *augustalitas.  

One sevir augustalis, Aulus Egrilius Hilarus, was a coactor argentarius, a banker and 
money collector, as well as a faber tignuarius.171 He was a member of the Egrilii familia and 
the inscription is dated to A. D. 183/185,172 during the period in which the Egrilii were 
highly influential.173 The combination of professions is not that surprising, since 
coactores were often closely linked to centres of manufacture or artisanship.174 In this 
case, both elements simply convened in the career path of the same individual. Another 
potential explanation could be that Hilarus was a member of the association of the fabri 
tignuarii, without taking up the actual profession. The Digest suggests that this could 
happen: a form of immunity (from taxes?) could be accorded to certain colleges or 
associations that served the public good, the fabri in particular. The text specifies that 
this immunity was not accorded to the association of fabri as such, but only to the 
members who actually were craftsmen.175 This implies that some members of these 
prestigious collegia fabrum were not actual craftsmen. Hilarus may have worked as a 
banker/money collector and be associated with the network of the fabri, without being 
an actual craftsman and without enjoying the immunity accorded to them.  

Also Aulus Livius Anteros lists two different professions: he was magister 
quinquennalis of the fabri tignuarii and a corporatus of the fabri navales.176 He was a 
carpenter as well a shipwright, a useful combination. The men of the corpus fabrum 
navalium built wooden barges, rowboats, and ferries.177 Since Ostia depended very much 
on seasonal labour, not only the population was fluid, but also, I suggest, the type of 
work. The season of navigation was the summer only.178 During the winter months, a 
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shipwright like the mid-second century Anteros179 could take up the carpenter’s trade 
instead. Finally, Lucius Lepidus Eutyches was a sevir augustalis in both Ostia and 
Tusculum, and quinquennalis perpetuus of the association of Ostian shipwrights, the fabri 
navales.180  

* 
Finally, how visible were workers in Ostia? What do we miss by only using 

epigraphic attestations of professions? My colleague Wim Broekaert used social network 
analysis (SNA) to trace the occurrence of cognomina through time and space. This way, it 
is possible to reconstruct familia network that would otherwise remain undetected. In 
an unpublished paper, Broekaert demonstrated that Ostian inscriptions only provide a 
very fragmented and biased picture of *augustales ’ occupational background.181 It is 
valuable to analyse an individual’s occupation within the framework of what he calls 
‘the extended family’. People sharing the same gentilicium and certain proximity in 
space and time may very well have shared a profession as well.182  

As such, using a personal database published elsewhere,183 he confronted the 
individuals named in Ostian inscriptions of *augustales in which data on occupational 
status are lacking, with the nomenclature of known traders and artisans; 
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This limited social network analysis yielded some remarkable results, that 
immediately contextualise and refine the findings presented above. The graph was 
taken from Broekaerts paper, with his permission. Trades that were completely missing 
from the occupational inscriptions (especially the all-important grain and oil trades) are 
strongly represented sectors when family connections are taken into account.184 Less 
spectacular, but equally significant, is the presence of fullers and fish sauce traders.185 

As Broekaert pointed out, ‘the results of this exercise appear to be rather 
comforting’.186 The most important trades (what we called construction and 
transportation) are still the best represented in the corpus. Also shipbuilding is now 
strongly present, as well as the grain and oil trades. These are the professional activities 
that could be ‘expected’ at a harbour city with the importance of Ostia, but they only 
came into view this clearly by using network analysis. Results like these demonstrate 
the power and potential of SNA.  

3.5.2.3  Lugdunum  

The province of Lugdunese Gaul 
stretched from the Atlantic Ocean in the 
west, to the river Loire in the south, and 
the Rhine in the east. The only unnatural 
border was the one in the north with 
Belgian Gaul. The capital city Lugdunum 
was located on a hill and at the 
confluence of two major rivers, the 
Rhône and the Saone. Strabo stressed the 
commercial importance of the city, as 
Roman prefects coined both gold and 
silver money there.187  

Scholars generally agree that this 
first Roman presence in the region was 
around 62-61 B.C., when Catugnat led a 
revolt of the Allobroges.188 Dio Cassius reports that a number of merchants fled Vienna 
when the Allobroges revolted and that they went ‘to the space between the confluent of 
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Rhône and Saone’.189 In April 58 B.C. Julius Caesar stationed thirty thousand men on the 
Fourvière, the hill that dominated Lugdunum, awaiting the battle with the Helvetians. 
Caesar recognized the great potential and exceptional quality of the site, and sought to 
equip it for future campaigns. During the eight years of warfare, Caesar wintered his 
troops in Gaul. The camp on the Fourvière hill fulfilled several duties; it was the 
administrative centre of the army, provided reinforcements, and offered basic medical 
care.190 Rome was in a state of more or less constant civil war from 49 to 31 B.C. During 
this period, Gaul officially became a Roman province and was put into the care of many 
prominent figures of the first century B.C.: Brutus, Hirtius, Marcus Antonius and 
Octavianus.191 

Founded on the 10th October 43 B.C. by L. Munatius Plancus,192 Lugdunum became 
the capital city of Lugdunese Gaul. After Caesar’s Gallic wars, the province was badly 
shaken. During Augustus’ days, it went through an extraordinary economic recovery. 
During the first and the second century A.D., Lyon was one of the largest cities of the 
Empire.193 In A.D. 65, the city suffered a great fire, but recovered relatively easily and the 
damaged or ruined building were quickly restored or rebuilt. The second century was 
the golden age of the city. However, after Commodus’ death in A.D. 193, the whole of the 
Empire was left in crisis and disarray. Five claimants for the title of Roman emperor 
stepped forward: Pertinax, Didius Julianus, Pescennius Niger, Clodius Albinus, and 
Septimius Severus. Having already defeated his other rivals, Septimius Severus took on 
the army of Clodius Albinus at the gates of Lugdunum on 19th February A.D. 197. After 
five solid years of instability, Septimius Severus put an end to the warfare and 
established the Severan dynasty. Lugdunum never really recovered from serving as a 
battleground for the armies of Septimius Severus and Clodius Albinus.194 In short, 
Lugdunum enjoyed ‘les 250 glorieuses’: two hundred and fifty years of (at least relative) 
prosperity.195 

* 
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Archaeological surveys have shown that metallurgy (bronze and iron) was 
practiced here, as well as the processing of cloth, wood, stone, and the production of 
glass and especially ceramics.196 Le Bohec labelled mining and salt production as 
‘activities of extraction’. The Lugdunese region did not possess a large concentration of 
mines, but all of the small centres of production taken together would still have 
engendered a considerable amount of mining material. Salt extraction, however, was a 
much larger industry in Roman times than it is today. Similarly, Le Bohec called the 
working of iron ore, ceramics production, the fabrication of cloth, woodworking and 
glass casting ‘activities of transformation’. This artisanship was the core of the 
Lugdunese economy, and metallurgy and ceramics production in particular. Workshops 
for casting or forging bronze, iron, gold, silver, and even lead were discovered all over 
the region. Ceramics production was also a crucial economic activity. Artisans produced 
everything from oil lamps to amphorae and dining plates. Contrary to the metallurgy, 
the large cities, especially Lugdunum and Autun, functioned as central production 
centres.197 Lugdunum flourished because of dynamic merchants and artisans, who were 
associated in professional collegia.  

Gallic rivers proved highly conducive to transport: the water is calm, regular, and 
abundant, despite the frost spells in wintertime. Therefore, the Seine, Marne, Loire, 
Saone, Rhône, and Yonne have been used intensively for the transport of heavy 
materials.198 Corporations of nautae (river shippers) were responsible for transport all 
over the area. Because of its position at the confluence of the Rhône and the Saone, a 
number of these associations are attested at Lugdunum: nautae Rhodanici (of the Rhône), 
nautae Ararici (of the Saone), nautae Rhodanici et Ararici (of Rhône and Saone), and nautae 
Condeates (of Condate).199 Also, Lugdunum was the node of the Via Agrippa, the major 
road network built by Agrippa.200 This major route went from Arles to Lyon, Macôn, 
Chalon, Dijon, and Langres. It was ‘trans provincial’; crossing Lugdunese and Narbonese 
Gaul from north to south, and Lugdunum was at the very centre of it. From Lugdunum, 
it was also easy to reach northern Italy via the Alpine region, or to go west to Aquitania 
via Clermont-Ferrand and Saintes.201 Being at the crossroads of both rivers and roads 
contributed strongly to the commercial development of the city.  

Lugdunum was the beating heart of the Gallic economy. It is unsurprising that 
most of the provincial occupational inscriptions of *augustales are preserved here.  
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Strikingly, half of the men recorded in these inscriptions were active in two or 

even three economic sectors and none of the sectors takes the upper hand. Five seviri 
augustales took up five professions in five different sectors.  

Ianuarius was an argentarius, a banker / moneylender named in connection with 
members of a Sulpicii family.202 Men wearing this gentilicium are well known at Puteoli in 
the Bay of Naples, during the reign of the Julio-Claudians. By chance, the financial and 
judicial documents of a family of moneylenders, the Sulpicii, were discovered during 
emergency excavations preceding the construction of a new motorway between 
Pompeii and Salerno. According to Jones, the family ‘provided working capital for small 
business enterprises and bridging finance for private individuals’. Most importantly, he 
stressed this was a local bank.203 Moreover, the name ‘Sulpicius’ is so common204 that one 
cannot justify the suggestion that this particular argentarius had familial ties with the 
Sulpicii from Puteoli.  

One Pisonius Asclepiodotus was an ungentarius, a producer of perfumes, and the 
only known sevir augustalis working in the manufacturing sector at Lugdunum.205 Cnaeus 
Danius Minuso was involved in commerce as well as manufacture. He was negotiator 
argentarius and a vascularius,206 a dealer in silverware and, as Joshel described it in a 
rather generic fashion, a ‘maker of metal vessels’.207 Considering his business interest in 
the silverware trade, it is possible that the ‘metal vessels’ Minuso made as a vascularius 
were small silver containers, vases etc. Andreau suggested that argentarius vascularius 
was a tautological way of indicating someone was a silversmith,208 an interpretation that 
would fit Minuso’s case perfectly. 
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Caius Marius M[---] was a curator of the seviri augustales at Puteoli, patron of the 
association of nautae of the Rhône and Saone, and a member of the utriclarii, both in 
residence in Lugdunum (consistentes).209 Being a nauta, Marius transported goods on the 
Rhône and Saone. Utriclarii used bags made of animal skins to transport wine and oil,210 
so perhaps these were the goods Marius generally handled, also as a nauta.  

Contrary to the situation at Ostia, there is no clear predominance of the 
construction sector at Lugdunum. Only one sevir augustalis, Caesonius Nico, was a 
carpenter and a member of the association of the fabri tignuarii with residence in 
Lugdunum.211 Two other men were active in the construction sector as well, but they 
combined it with other occupations. Caius Primius Secundus212 was a carpenter and a 
member of the fabri tignuarii. Within this association, he took up all of the positions in 
the collegial hierarchy (omnes honores) 213 and was made their patron. He was also the 
curator of the association of the nautae of the Saone.214 Much like Aulus Livius Anteros 
from Ostia,215 this sevir augustalis worked in transportation as well as construction. 
Again, the seasons may be an explanation for this combination, as navigation was 
during the summer only.216 During the winter months, a nauta like Primius could take up 
the carpenter’s trade instead.  

Similarly, Marcus Primius Secundianus was a curator of the nautae of the Rhône 
and Saone and a member of the fabri tignuarii that held residence in Lugdunum. This 
sevir augustalis was also a negotiator muriarius,217 a tradesman of salted fish broth (muria) 
and liquamen or garum used in cooking.218 This means that he was active in not only 
transportation and construction, but also in commerce. Primius Secundianus’ epitaph is 
exceptionally valuable, since it is, according to Schlippschuh, the only ‘regular’ 
epigraphic attestation of a negotiator muriarius. Many literary references to the fish 
sauce trade were made by Roman authors, and many texts written on amphorae in 
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which the muria, garum or liquamen was transported are preserved, but only one 
tradesman of these goods is known from epigraphy: Primius Secundianus.219 

One badly damaged inscription may record an anonymous sevir augustalis as a 
negotiator mercium Italicarum, a dealer in Italian goods.220 This would be the only 
attestation of an *augustalis active purely in the sales trade in Lugdunum. It is, 
admittedly, ‘history from square brackets’, based on elaborate reconstructions of very 
fragmentary inscriptions.221 

Finally, two seviri augustales were involved in three different economic sectors: 
manufacture, transportation, and commerce. Attalus was a dealer in unguents and 
perfumes – a negotiator seplasiarius – as well as a nauta on the Rhône and a centonarius.222 
There has been a great deal of academic discussion regarding the exact meaning of this 
word and the role of the association of centonarii. It seems like these men were involved 
in low-quality cloth production or the sale of rags, and simultaneously served as some 
kind of municipal fire brigade, using wet rags to put out fires.223 Similarly, the mid-
second century224 Toutius Incitatus was a nauta (but on the Saone), a centonarius, and a 
grain merchant, a negotiator frumentarius.225  

* 
Frank argued that four professional associations were particularly numerous and 

powerful in Ostia. First, the lenuncularii. Portus did not have many warehouses, so 
lenuncularii were constantly using their small transport vessels to transfer goods to 
warehouses in Ostia, or drive oxen on towpaths to Rome. They were crucial for the (un) 
loading of ships. Second, the mensores frumentarii. These men measured the public grain, 
before it was stored in the public granaries and when it was transported to Rome. These 
men had to be honest and trustworthy, which explains the strength and influence of the 
association: they dealt with the annona, the crucial grain supply. Third, the association 
of shipwrights or the corpus fabrum navalium. These men who built barges, rowboats and 
ferries logically were well represented in the city. Fourth, the association of 
woodworkers or the collegium fabrum tignuariorum. This collegium was one of the largest 
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and richest of Ostia. Frank suggested that the association consisted not only of mere 
carpenters, but also of entrepreneurs.226 The occupational differentiation of Ostian 
*augustales seems biased towards the harbour activities of the city; the construction and 
transportation sectors clearly had the upper hand. 

At Lugdunum, the picture is less clear. No particular trade or profession stands 
out like it did at Ostia. Still, in this limited corpus of ten inscriptions, almost half of the 
men named were nautae of the Rhône or Saone. Situated at the confluence of rivers that 
lend themselves extraordinarily well for heavy-duty transport, it is hardly surprising 
that also *augustales were involved in this economic sector. Striking, however, is that the 
Lugdunese *augustales who recorded a professional activity, often did not limit 
themselves to one economic sector. These accumulated professions were always 
compatible in some way. Sometimes this was under influence of the seasonality 
inherent in the working of a harbour city (in the case of the nauta and carpenter Caius 
Primius Secundus),227 sometimes (think of Cnaeus Danius Minuso)228 someone 
manufactured the product of his trade. This is perfectly in accordance with the 
amalgam of trades and professions known at Lugdunum. Lugdunese Gaul is a difficult 
province, a huge crescent that covered over a thousand kilometres of land from the 
Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea. One of the strongest characteristics of the 
province is an enormous geographical diversity. It was Caesar who did not perceive any 
real differences between the different Gallic tribes inhabiting the region either. A sense 
of unity of these regions was non-existent, and still the Romans made it into one and the 
same province. Although artificial in every way, this diversity was perhaps also the 
strength of Lugdunese Gaul. Exactly this diversity found its maximal expression at 
Lugdunum, the second-largest city of Gaul, a melting pot of cultures that attracted 
traders from all over the empire who then took up residence at Lugdunum (consistentes). 
Not only the obvious importance of river transport contributed to the strong economic 
position of the city. In this limited corpus, we already come across representatives of 
other important trades: metallurgy (silverware production and –trade), production of 
cloth, salt extraction and derivatives (muria, liquamen and garum for example). Absent 
from this corpus, however, is any mention of another major economic activity in 
Lugdunese Gaul: ceramics production. 

Perhaps *augustales who proudly professed membership of one of these Ostian 
and Lugdunese collegia understood how this could further their integration and career, 
i.e. to maximise their chances of obtaining the *augustalitas. This implies that the 
membership of a professional collegium preceded someone’s admission to the body of 
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*augustales. Becoming a member of such associations was, considering their importance 
and high visibility, what Bourdieu would call ‘reasonable’ and ‘common-sense’ 
behaviour for aspiring freedmen or peregrini. Since these men actually became 
*augustales, their efforts were evaluated in a positive way because they tried to ‘fit in’ – 
i.e. they adapted to the particular field. This may be seen as an important aspect of their 
habitus.229 The interplay of the professional title and the *augustalitas was one of the 
paths open these men in this world of already realised ends. They followed the imposed 
procedures in the interaction with the ‘practical world’.230 It seems that the ‘common 
sense’ of entering associations that were socially validated and important for the 
economy, was a strategy set out by candidate-*augustales. Still, the ‘feel for the game’ 
these *augustales had, was subjected to the limitations of the local municipal field in 
which they operated. Mastering the game also means one understands and submits to 
the (often unspoken) rules, and this determined the paths and procedures open to them 
in the first place. 

3.5.2.4  Regiones ,  Provinces and Work  

The question asked above – ‘Can we discern some inclination toward certain 
economic sectors in some parts of the Italian peninsula and Roman Gaul?’ – cannot be 
answered without difficulties or at all;  
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As the table above demonstrates, Latium and Campania was the only region 
where perhaps a sufficient number of inscriptions were preserved. Most of these stem 
from Ostia and were already discussed above. The number of attestations in other 
Italian regions or Gallic provinces ranges from a mere two to a maximum of twelve. I 
already indicated that these few texts were discovered in different cities. It is clear that 
little can be said about the interplay of *augustales, their professions, and different 
regions. The epigraphic corpus of professional titles is simply too small and too 
fragmented to lend credibility to any far-reaching statement. 
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3 .6  Local and Imperial  Economies 

The estimated one million inhabitants of the capital 
created the need for supply channels that would 
guarantee adequate and timely shipments, despite the 
vagaries of production and the weaknesses of the grain 
markets.231  

 

This short quote from Paul Erdkamp’s book on grain markets in the Roman 
Empire immediately evokes the crucial nature of the annona. The grain dole for the 
inhabitants of Rome needed to be ensured at all times. Many farmers, merchants, and 
transporters were engaged in the development of the ‘supply channels’, but also a small 
army of administrators and accountants were a part of this system.  

In his excellent book, Nicolas Tran envisages three relations collegiati could 
maintain with the public sphere: ‘Trois niveaux de relations avec la puissance publique, 
incarnée par l’empereur, l’administration impériale et les autorités municipales peuvent 
être envisagées.’232 Hints to the relation of *augustales with the imperial administration 
only filter through in inscriptions mentioning the annona.  

3 .6.1   Frumentari i   

 The mensores frumentarii measured the public grain before it was stored in the 
public granaries or transported to Rome for the annona. These men needed to be honest 
and trustworthy, which explains the strength and influence of the association.233 Two 
Ostian seviri augustales worked in, by lack of a better term, this administrative sector. 
Ostia was one of the first imperial cities (after Puteoli) to be involved in the annona 
service. It was the seat of its vast administration, first presided by a quaestor, and from 
44 B.C. onwards by procuratores annonae who were subordinated to the praefectus annonae 
at Rome. These procuratores had to supervise the shipments and distributions of the 
foodstuffs, examine and check the quality and quantity of the delivered goods, take care 
of payments, and liaise with numerous private and state commercial agencies.234  
 L. Calpurnius Chius was a quinquennalis and two times curator in the association of 
the mensores frumentarii, the grain weighers. At the same time, he was the curator of the 
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codicarii, bargemen who shipped grain from Ostia to Rome.235 This means Calpurnius 
Chius was tied up in both ends of the process: the measuring of the grain upon arrival in 
the harbour and its re-shipment to Rome for the annona. Quintus Aeronius Antiochus, 
for whom a statue was erected in the Piazzale delle Corporazioni,236 was a sevir augustalis 
and quinquennalis of the Ostian association of helpers of the grain measurers, the corpus 
mensorum frumentorum adiutorum Ostiensium.237 The mensores frumentarii measured the 
corn that arrived at Ostia and answered to the praefectus annonae. The exact role of this 
association of ‘helpers’ mentioned in Antiochus’ inscription is unclear, but they were 
certainly involved in the administration and inventory of the grain transport. 
 These Ostian associations concerned with the imperial annona did not operate on 
the municipal, but on the provincial level. Although locally based, they clearly 
transcended the normal reach of associations, and so did their socially prominent 
members.238 This is at the same time an expression of differentiation among *augustales 
(only a few of them were involved in the imperial annona) and of integration in local 
society (these *augustales were engaged a sector that was economically important for 
the region).  

3 .6.2  The Annona  

The word annona does not necessarily refer to the grain dole and -market of the 
city of Rome. Strictly speaking, it implies a deficit (for instance a lack of grain), as well as 
the solution.239 Most of the inscriptions that mention annona actually refer to grain that 
was locally purchased and consumed, and has nothing to do with the capital city. A 
number of inscriptions of *augustales record their involvement in the local grain 
distribution. 

Private individuals could aid the local grain supply when necessary; local 
producers could contribute in kind, by offering the city a part of their actual harvest. 
Others could gift a sum of money so the city could restock their granaries. Numerius 
Plaetorius Onirus from Avella (Regio I, east of the Bay of Naples) gave ten thousand 
sesterces to support the local grain dole – ad annonariam pecuniam HS X milia nummum.240 
Lucius Gellius Primigenius, given bisellium by the city council of Brium because of his 
many benefactions, also donated ten thousand sesterces to enlarge the local grain 
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rations – HS X milia ad ampliandam annonae frumentariae.241 In the first half of the first 
century A.D.,242 M. Acutius Noetus gave by testament a very considerable sum of money 
– four hundred thousand sesterces – to help the annona of Concordia; in subsidium 
annonae HS CCCC milia dari iussit.243 To make this known to the community, the same text 
was chiselled on two sides of a statue base and probably put up in the forum.244  

Assuming, with Erdkamp, that the price of a modius of grain was 2,5 sesterces and 
that the average adult consumed 3 modii per month,245 it is possible to ‘translate’ these 
figures. What did this kind of sum mean for the grain supply of the local communities? 
With their ten thousand sesterces, the city council of Numerius Plaetorius Onirus from 
Avella and Lucius Gellius Primigenius from Brium could purchase four thousand modii of 
grain that would feed about 1300 people for one month, or 110 people for a year. The 
considerable sum of 400 000 sesterces given by M. Acutius Noetus to the city of 
Concordia could finance the acquisition of 160 000 modii of grain. This could feed 53 000 
people for one month or 4400 for a full year.  

Municipal grain funds (sitonia) under curatorship of sitonai are attested in Asia 
Minor. Sometimes, especially in the smaller cities, these sitonai acted as agoranomoi, men 
who were more generally involved in the food supply market. In the western provinces, 
similar institutions are unknown. It was common practice to appoint wealthy and well-
connected prominent citizens when a particular need in connection with the grain 
market arose.246 These men, appointed ad hoc, may have been called curatores annonae 
(frumentariae), as the title born by twenty-three individuals known from epigraphy 
suggests. Most of them were knights, praefecti, patrons of the city, or city councillors, 
but four (maybe five) of them were Italian *augustales. Two of these men were certainly 
freeborn, and one was a freedman. One (maybe two) is (are) of uncertain status.247 One 
text seems to contain a stonemason’s error, since the inscription does not make sense as 
it is now. Quintus Varius Lucanus from Carseoli was sevir augustalis, martialis, and patron 

 
                                                        
241  AE 2008, 416 
242  Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg.  
243  Noetus also gave by testament four hundred thousand sesterces to the colonia to finance games and 

meals (epulum and cena). The text ends with a peculiar bequest; he instructs his son to use all of 
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of the association of fabri tignuarii. After this, unmistakably, ann(onae) frum(entariae) is 
chiselled on the slab, followed immediately by his age at death.248 The mention of the 
grain dole as such cannot be explained if one does not suppose three letters are missing. 
Cur would indicate a curatorship of the local annona as a part of his municipal career, 
which would make perfect sense considering his connections with a number of local 
networks (seviri augustales, martiales and fabri). This again demonstrates the diversity 
and differentiation among *augustales: five of them are recorded curatores annonae, a 
position most often taken up by members of the official ordines. Such a positions was not 
an option available to everyone.  

The connection of *augustales with the grain market leaves out a substantial part 
of the production process of grain in the Roman Empire. Either they worked as mensores 
frumentarii, grain weighers, and only saw the grain arrive at the port (especially at Ostia 
and Puteoli) where they were stationed, or they gifted a substantial sum of money to 
‘support’ the local annona. The farmers, peasants, and sailors, i.e. the production and 
transportation, are absent in this picture. We only see parts of the administrative 
processing and distribution of the grain, or the monetary support offered to feed the 
local community.  
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3 .7  Expenditures and Benefactions 

Whether wealth was an actual formal condition to obtain the *augustalitas is not 
clear, but it certainly was an informal constraint which rendered the institution 
relatively exclusive, and lent prestige to it (certainly in combination with members of a 
‘good’ descent, e.g. part of the familia of the curial elite). Purely statistically, the 
expression of wealth was a major theme in the epigraphic attestation of *augustales. Out 
of 1582 inscriptions attesting 1573 individual *augustales, donations or expenditures of 
some kind made by an *augustalis are recorded 633 times; 
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3 .7.1  Benefactions and Benefactors  

Beyond doubt, benefactions were the most visible way to display wealth in local 
society. The potential for displaying wealth was determined by the resources a 
benefactor could muster, either from his own wealth or that of his family or friends. So, 
how often do epigraphical attestations offer information on the role of *augustales as 
benefactors in their cities (and sometimes beyond)? Not all *augustales could afford to 
act as a benefactor, and those that did displayed their wealth in many different ways, 
one more expensive than the other. Therefore, we have to differentiate between the 
magnitude and typology of the gift. Caution is needed here: most of the benefactors did 
not limit themselves to one gift. This is why I opted for distinguishing different ‘types’ 
of benefactors based on the most expensive benefaction mentioned. Gladiatorial games 
or road repairs for instance would rank ‘higher’ than the financing of a single statue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In total, seventy-eight inscriptions record individuals who acted as benefactors 

in their local community. One hundred and twenty-two individuals are known 
benefactors. Eight of these remain anonymous, the rest is known by their nomen and 
cognomen. Notwithstanding the commonplace opinion that *augustales were traders – a 
remnant of the so-called Trimalchio vision, treated in a previous section – only four of 
these benefactors inform us of their profession. One was an accountant (tabularius), 
another a dealer in clothing (negotiator vestiarius), another a shipmaster (navicularius), 
and finally a wealthy (eye) doctor, and surgeon (medicus, ocularius, chirurgus). 
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3.7.1.1  Public Building 

Did *augustales interfere with public building? As Lomas argued, ‘[o]ne of the 
most high-profile, but possibly one of the most problematic, forms of euergetism 
undertaken by the elites of Roman Italy was the construction of public buildings.’249 By 
these ‘public buildings’ Lomas understands ‘dedications of small structures or repairs 
and refurbishment of existing buildings to the construction of vast new complexes and 
remodelling of whole areas of a city’. These benefactions had a very visual impact on the 
monumental outlook of the community, were crucial for the city’s status and identity, 
and were mostly carried out by members of the decurional elite.250 During imperial 
times, (re) building of defensive city walls and the construction of arches and 
monumental gateways did not occur that often anymore and when it did, it was the 
prerogative of the imperial family. On the other hand, construction and embellishment 
of temples flourished as a result of the establishment of the imperial cult. So-called 
‘major public works’ would include construction of aqueducts, cisterns and drains, 
paving and maintenance of roads and altering street patterns. Lomas evaluated the 
increase in buildings with leisure and entertainment purposes (i.e. baths, theatres, and 
amphitheatres) as a ‘major change’ in the Empire.251  

Some of *augustales under review here, however, also made benefactions that fall 
under this heading. Nineteen inscriptions in total, attesting no less than thirty-nine 
individuals, record forms of public works. 
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One of these texts tells of an elaborate and relatively complex donation made by 

an augustalis in the colonia of Concordia (Regio X). In the first half of the first century 
A.D.,252 M. Acutius Noetus gave by testament four hundred thousand sesterces to the 
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colonia to finance games and meals (epulum and cena). He also left a very considerable 
sum of money – another four hundred thousand sesterces – to the annona. The text ends 
with a peculiar bequest; he instructs his son to use all of what is left of the inheritance 
operibus publicis, for public works. It is not specified which type of public works this man 
had in mind, as he left it to the common sense and judgment of his son. To make this 
known to the community, the same text was chiselled on two sides of a statue base and 
probably put up in the forum.253 

 
M(arco) Acutio  
M(arci) l(iberto) Noeto  
August(ali) 
hic testamento colon(iae) 
Concord(iae) in ludos et in 
 coenam et in epulum 
HS CCCC (milia) item 
in subsidium annonae 
HS CCCC (milia) dari iussit 
praeterea quantum ex 
tota heredit(ate)superfuit 
f(ilius) operib(us) publicis 
inpendit 
 

(Picture taken from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg)  

 
Although Lomas described the increase of leisure and entertainment building as 

a ‘major change’, it would seem *augustales had little to do with this type of financing. 
Only Numerius Plaetorius Onirus from Avella (Regio I, east of the Bay of Naples) 
financed ornamented vela of a theatre, the cloth awnings used to protect the audience 
from the burning Italian sun. On top of this, he gave ten thousand sesterces to support 
the annona, the local food supply.254 Also, the ‘flourishing’ practice of adorning temples 
does not seem to have been a major concern of *augustales. As already indicated, 
Plaetorius Onirus wanted his vela to be adorned with ‘all the ornaments’ – cum omni 
ornatu. Also M. Allius Agenor, freedman of the procurator Augusti M. Allius Attius and 
sevir augustalis, acted as a benefactor in Falerio, a city in Picenum. He gave a city a brand 
new ponderarium with all the necessary weights and measures and had all the statues 
decorated with ornaments.255 He may have given games and sportulae as well, but the 
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inscription has some lacuna.256 The construction of a ponderarium, a building of high 
economic importance, does not fit the general pattern of imperial ‘public works’ as 
discussed by Lomas. It has nothing to do with imperial cult, leisure or entertainment, 
but was nevertheless a very visual adaptation of the city’s outlook: the ponderarium was 
always built in the vicinity of the marketplace (i.e. of the forum).257 A second severely 
damaged inscription from Aquae Sextiae in Narbonese Gaul seems to inform us of a sevir 
augustalis who gifted three hundred thousand sesterces, to be used for yearly sportulae 
and the adornment of the basilica.258 

The remaining fifteen inscriptions all attest some form of what Lomas classified 
as ‘major public works’.259 Nine texts recorded two types of road works: the pavement 
and re-pavement of regular roads, lanes, or avenues. The (re-) paving of regular roads – 
viam stravit – by *augustales is found in two inscriptions, one form Lucera (Regio I) and 
one from Frigento (Regio II). At Lucera, C. Obinius Favor and P. Diodiolenus Strato, both 
augustales, gave forty thousand sesterces for the paving of the road ‘up to the crossroads 
of the Lares’ – ad vicum Laris. They did so pro munere.260 At Frigento, one Numerius Bovius 
Hilarus, freedman of Numerius and Marcus, financed fifty-eight Roman feet (just over 
seventeen metres)261 of road building. The actual amount of money involved here, is not 
specified.262  

Three inscriptions, two from Apulia, one from Samnium, record the (re-) paving 
of broad roads (plateam stravit). One text is very fragmentary, and does not give 
information on the sum of money that was spent or the length of the broad road by this 
C. Coesius Tertius.263 Another slab records that Q. Vellaeus Successus financed eight 
hundred and eighty feet (a little more than two hundred and sixty metres) of road 
works in Aquilonia.264 Similarly, L. Percennius Epicadus, also from Aquilonia, paid for an 
avenue of eight hundred feet (two hundred and thirty-six metres) long.265 

Finally, four inscriptions mention paving of roads – silice sternendam curarunt – in 
Umbria (three texts) and Etruria (one text). 266 Two of these texts offer very little 
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(usable) information on the costs of the work and the distances covered. One from 
Forum Sempronii is simply too fragmentary.267 The other one is an inscription from 
Falerii that dates back to the early days of the Principate – between 2 B.C. and A.D. 14,268 
but probably closer to 2 B.C. than to A.D. 14.269 Four magistri augustales, one of which an 
imperial freedman, gave games and financed the paving of a street that led the Via 
Augusta to the temple of Ceres on the Via Annia, outside the city gates.270 What this 
exactly meant in terms of distance (or investment) cannot be traced. Finally, two texts 
from Forum Sempronii remain. One speaks of three freedmen augustales VIviri who ob 
honorem sexviratus took care of the paving of two hundred and forty-eight Roman feet 
(i.e. seventy-three metres) of road.271 Each individual financed the paving of about 
eighty-three Roman feet (i.e. about twenty-four metres). The second text from Forum 
Sempronii is remarkable because of the number of seviri augustales named: no less than 
thirteen men helped finance the paving of one thousand six hundred and fifty Roman 
feet (or four hundred and eighty-eight metres) of road.272  

Another six inscriptions speak of benefactors who financed buildings or 
constructions of common interest that served a public goal. One text mentions the 
construction of walls around the temple and the basilica of Bovillae,273 another of a 
fountain built at Veleia,274 and yet another informs of of the restoration of the shrine of 
the tutelary gods of the roads – Lares Magniis et Viatoriis – at Narbo.275 In many respects, 
the inscription from Misenum that mentions Cassia Victoria, a sacerdos augustalium, is 
exceptional. Still, for the discussion here it is only relevant that she financed a portal, 
columns and architraves of a temple, as well as a meal and sportulae of twelve sesterces a 
person.276 Both remaining texts seem to suggest a colonnade or some type of covered 
gallery was constructed in Ostia and Beneventum. One Ostian sevir augustalis and 
quinquennalis claims to have financed this himself and that it was built from the ground 
up on a formerly unused open space.277 Finally, M. Nasellius Vitalis was pater, father,278 of 
the augustales of Beneventum and financed a porticum; a room where preparations were 
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made for sacrifice (apparitorium) and a shrine at the crossroads (compitum) was built 
from the ground up. Also, he gifted one hundred and twenty-five thousand sesterces. 
The revenue of this foundation was to be used for a feast on his birthday, the sixth of 
the ides of June, for all eternity.279 

So what does this first type of benefactions done by *augustales show us? The 
number of individual *augustales named vis-à-vis the number of inscriptions (thirty-nine 
individuals in nineteen texts) already gives a first clue concerning this type of 
benefaction: several individuals often shouldered the financial burden (especially in the 
case of road works). 

3.7.1.2  Endowments 

When a sum of money is given to the city or *augustales by testament and it is 
stipulated in the will of the deceased that the interest generated by this money must be 
used (for all eternity) to adorn the tomb, organise games or meals on the birthday of the 
deceased etc., this is an endowment. It was an important technique of remembrance.280  
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A number of these endowments are not very informative, since they do not 
specify what the money should be used for. This was the case for the ten thousand 
sesterces of P. Publilius Anthus from Cures Sabini,281 and the ten thousand sesterces (or 
more) of L. Lupercius Excessus from Novaria.282 Also C. Vibius did not specify the use he 
had in mind for his gift of twenty thousand sesterces.283  

The size of endowments that specify their intended use varies considerably. The 
smallest foundation (one thousand sesterces) is recorded in Narbo and was to be used 
for the maintenance of a statue.284 Titus Fundilius Geminus from Reate gave twenty 
thousand sesterces to the augustales. He explicitly stated that the revenue – ex reditu – 
should be used to finance a meal for all those who showed up to celebrate his birthday 
on the fourth of the Kalends of January. The price of a statue was included in this sum of 
money as well. Geminus stipulated that also sportulae for the city councillors and the 
seviri and a meal and oil for the people should be provided at the inauguration of the 
statue.285 The rest of the foundations are smaller. An anonymous sevir augustalis from 
Ostia was a member of the associations of both the fabri and the negotiatores, and was 
quinquennalis in both collegia and also of the seviri augustales. He gave ten thousand 
sesterces to the city of Ostia. The text is fragmentary, but possibly the sum of money 
was to be used for the care and, if necessary, the punishment of the slaves the city 
watched over in his name: ex nomine [meo ser]vorum fidem pro[---] / observabunt et ne HS X 
m(ilia) n(ummum) rei public(ae) [Ost(iensium) pro] / poena inferant curae habe[bunt].286 One 
inscription from Sassina speaks of a foundation in honour of the wife of an augustalis. In 
her will, she gave six thousand sesterces. The revenue – ex reditu – of four thousand 
sesterces should be spent on a distribution of oil on the ides of January. The revenue of 
the remaining two thousand sesterces was for the honouring of her Manes.287  
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3.7.1.3  Altars and Statues 
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*Augustales often financed altars or statues. By far the most remarkable inscription 
stems from Vienna in Narbonese Gaul. Sextus Coelius Primus and his (twin?288) brother 
Sextus Coelius Niger of the Voltinia tribe financed a golden statue of the goddess of 
Vienna worth no less than two hundred thousand sesterces.289 One Cornelius […]thus 
from Narbo claimed to have given two silver statues, statuas argenteas II.290 Also the 
Ostian sevir augustalis Q. Varius Secundus indicated he financed ten silver Lares statues 
(or perhaps more likely; ‘statuettes’) with an inscribed silver base.291 Impressive as well, 
especially because of the geographical information given in the text, is the beautiful 
inscription from Lugdunum devoted to the Magna Mater. L. Aemilius Carpus, sevir 
augustalis and dendrophorus,292 full of youthful vigour, transferred an altar and an ox-
head to the Vatican and financed the dedication himself. Dated to A.D. 160293 this 
inscription offers a rare insight in interregional contacts.  

Most dedications were less decadent. In Vienna, for example, […]rius Mansuetus 
paid for the construction and restoration of a sundial.294 One L. Aemilius Moschus, sevir 
augustalis in Narbo, donated three thousand sesterces to the treasury of the augustales, 
so they could honour Lucius' deceased master – an important military tribune invited 
into the ordo senatorius called L. Aemilius L.f. Papiria Arcanus. The three thousand 
sesterces were meant to finance the purchase of a plot of land and a statue, but the 
augustales decided to gift him the land – locus datus decreto sevirorum. As such, the 
remainder of the donation was used for sportulae of three denarii per person instead.295 
Cn. Voesius Aprus from Palestrina gave gladiatorial games and was given a statue.296 

 In fact, most inscriptions only contained phrases such as aram posuit/restituit or 
aram pecunia sua, indication they erected (posuit) or restored (restituit) the altar with 
their own money (pecunia sua).297 Others were offered a statue by their community or its 
inhabitants.298  

 

 
                                                        
288  As suggested by DASEN, 2005, p. 255, n. 115 and p. 264, n. 194. 
289  CIL 12, 5864 = D 6999 = AE 2000, 898 
290  CIL 12, 4318 = AE 1992, 1224 
291  CIL 14, 4293 
292  Which would explain the dedication to the Magna Mater. For more information on dendrophori, see 

VAN HAEPEREN, 2010 and 2012. 
293  During the consulate of Appius Annius Atilius Bradua and Titus Clodius Vibius Varus. 
294  CIL 12, 1893 
295 CIL 12, 4354 
296  CIL 14, 3014 = D 6252 
297  AE 1971, 90; CIL 5, 4438; CIL 5, 5276; CIL 9, 2835; CIL 10, 205 = D 3545; AE 1926, 89 = EE-8-1, 632. 
298  AE 1975, 253; CIL 14, 2977 = D 5194.  
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3.7.1.4  Games 

 
Some *augustales could afford to give games of some kind. In three instances, ludi 

scaenici – theatrical performances – were organised. One inscription form Gabiae is very 
fragmentary, and does not seem to suggest any additional benefactions.299 L. Manlius 
Rufius on the other hand, did not only finance the theatre, but also gave a meal for the 
citizens of Telesia and their children and crustulum and mulsum for all the inhabitants of 
the colonia and their children.300Also […]ius Moschus from Ameria gave crustulum and 
mulsum to the people twice, in collaboration with ‘the association’, presumably that of 
the seviri augustales.301 In Amiternum gladiatorial games are attested.302 

Finally, in one inscription from Veii, it is not specified which type of games were 
meant. However, six men are named as seviri augustales and if the numerical value of sex-
viri augustales was upheld in this community, it may be that the annual officers were 
listed here and were the ones who financed the games. We know from the fasti 
augustalium from Trebula Suffenas (elaborately discussed in chapter four) that the 
augustalia were described as ludos in foro, a four-day festival in the beginning of August, 
and that is was organised by the annual officers of *augustales, not by the association.303 
 
                                                        
299  CIL 14, 2794 = AE 1995, 28 
300  CIL 9, 2252 
301  AE 1996, 609 = AE 2000, 507 
302  CIL 9, 4208 = AE 1992, 360. 
303 CIL 6, 29 681. OLIVER, 1958, p. 485. For the augustalia games, see also CIL 10, 6638, mentioning ludi 

augustales committuntur HS Xmilibus and AE 1982, 680 attesting a benefaction of HS 300,000 ad ludos 
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3.7.1.5  Meals and Distributions 

Contrary to what one would expect, offering a meal to the community or to 
particular groups in the city does not occur that often – at least not as the only 
benefaction named. It is frequently combined with games or the inauguration of statues, 
as can be seen in the discussion above. Only six inscriptions record meals being held or 
distributions.  

 
At Heba, Peternius Amphio distributed crustulum and mulsum,304 and Iegus 

Iucundus gave a meal (epulum) at Brixellum.305 Two men from the Umbrian region, 
Tifanius Felix and Messius Zosimus, both gave a meal and sportulae. Felix gave eight 
sesterces to the decuriones and four to the rest;306 Zosimus gave twelve sesterces to the 
decuriones. The sum he envisaged for the plebs is unclear, since the inscription breaks off 
here.307 P. Antonius Callistionis from Brixia gave sportulae (of unknown size) and one 
thousand sesterces for a yearly sacrifice.308 

L. Apuleius Brasida, an augustalis from Pisaurum, rightful claimant of the ius 
quattuor liberorum, received the ornamenta decurionalia, and was patron and quinquennalis 
of the college of the fabri. When the monument he built on the plot of land accorded to 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

sevirales in perpetuum celebrandos.  
304  AE 1920, 97 = AE 1981, 342 
305  CIL 11, 1027 
306  CIL 11, 5716 
307  CIL 11, 5965 
308  SupIt-8-Br, 4 = AE 1991, 823 
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him by decurional decree was inaugurated, he gave sportulae of fifty sesterces, wine and 
bread.309 It is not written explicitly either who were the recipient of the bread, wine and 
fifty sesterces per person given by L. Apuleius Brasida. This sevir augustalis had obtained 
the right to boast the outer distinctions of a symbolic membership of the city council 
(so-called ornamenta decurionalia) and was patron and quinquennalis of the association of 
the carpenters. One could conjecture he would have included at least the city council, 
the seviri augustales and the fabri as beneficiaries of his gift. At fifty sesterces a head, plus 
bread and wine, this would have been a sizeable benefaction. 

3.7.1.6  De/in suo or  sua pecunia  

Finally, most of the benefactions known to us are hardly signalled in the 
inscriptions preserved. When a monument, tomb or any other type of construction was 
erected in any given Roman community, an inscription would clarify who built or 
financed it, or at least give some information on who was responsible for it. Since the 
slab was physically attached to the construction, it was superfluous to specify the 
typology of the construction in the text. As such, a great number of epigraphic evidence 
from all over the Empire contain phrases that indicate that someone paid for something 
himself (de suo), or with his own money (sua pecunia).  

For *augustales, almost one-third (i.e. twenty-six) of the inscriptions that attest 
benefactors, signal some type of benefaction in this way. In total, nineteen texts 
mentioned sua pecunia,310 seven de suo or in suo.311 One construction was put on private 
grounds; solo privato.312 

Both formulas indicate that a private individual (an *augustalis or multiple 
*augustales) financed the benefaction. Lomas called this a ‘euergetic act in the fullest 
sense’, opposed to the public buildings financed with pecunia publica.313 Obviously, there 
is a grey zone in which distinctions like these are less clear-cut. Even the very limited 
corpus of inscriptions that records *augustales as benefactors, demonstrates this. 
Although these men emphasised in all twenty-six texts that they were the financially 
responsible for the construction, the city council was still present in three texts. In two 
instances, the decuriones gave a concession of public land, l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
 
                                                        
309  CIL 11, 6358 = D 6654  
310  AE 1956, 4; AE 1989, 128; AE 1990, 225; AE 1992, 302;AE 1992, 321; AE 1992,322; CIL 5, 4212 = InscrIt-10-

5, 18 = D 6714; CIL 5, 7027; CIL 9, 5422 = Euergetismo-Fal, 1; CIL 10, 6461 = AE 1957, 187; CIL 11, 1344; 
CIL 11, 2653; CIL 11, 4170 = CIL 9, *91,3 = CIL 9, *91,4 = D 157 = AE 2000, 499; CIL 11, 5928 = D 3173 = D 
5399; CIL 12, 3231; CIL 14, 288; CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255; CIL 14, 5380 = AE 1987, 197; Paestum 31. 

311  AE 1997, 487; NTAbruzzo 1 = ELarino 80 = AE 1997, 335; CIL 9, 5686 = D 6571; CIL 10, 1882 = SupIt-25-L, 
20; CIL 11, 5612; CIL 13, 1735; CIL 13, 2584. 

312  CIL 11, 5928 = D 3173 
313  LOMAS, 2003, p. 38. 
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d(ecurionum).314 One other individual acted upon a decurional decree – ex d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum) – but financed it himself.315  

Lomas argued that the ‘grey zone’ between public and private funding may imply 
that ‘even a private benefaction, particularly if it involved large-scale construction in a 
public area of the city, would have required permission from the senate, decurions or 
magistrates’.316 This type of ‘official permission’ may be exactly what is expressed in the 
three inscriptions mentioned. 

3 .7.2  Expenditures of *augustales  

Other ways than making benefactions were available to *augustales to stress the 
size of their economic capital. Drawing the attention to the sizeable plot of land, on 
which the tomb or grave monument was constructed for instance, is also a way of 
displaying wealth.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In total, seventy-seven inscriptions record the size of the plot of land with the 

formulae in fronte pedes and in agro pedes. Forty-nine of these texts explicitly announce 
that the *augustalis took care of his grave monument or tombstone by life himself; sibi 
(fecit). When it comes to geographical spread, Roman Gaul is heavily underrepresented 

 
                                                        
314  AE 1956, 4; CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255 
315  CIL 11, 2653 
316  LOMAS, 2003, p. 39.  
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(only four texts from the city of Narbo), and Ostia is heavily overrepresented (thirty-
eight texts). Mouritsen questioned the degree of visibility of funerary inscriptions and 
the intentions involved. He argued that most Pompeian freedmen are documented in 
stelae, simple markers of graves, instead of monuments. These stelae ‘were placed 
immediately next to the burial, thereby enabling relatives or descendants performing 
the libation rites to retrace the urn. That function, however, did not necessarily require 
an inscription and the majority of Pompeian stelae are therefore anepigraphic.’ They 
seem to have ‘responded to a sentimental need, rather than social pressures’. 317 Barely 
visible to people passing by, these stelae clearly were not intended to put respectability 
on display in any way. However, Mouritsen’s conclusions should not be extrapolated to 
funerary monuments in general. These stelae are the most modest way of marking a 
grave. They have little bearing on the glorifying funerary monuments built on a sizeable 
plot of land under review here. 

Also, funerary inscriptions often stipulate who paid for the stone or monument. 
This could be a member of the family, a patron or the *augustalis himself. In this last 
case, sibi (et suis) and vivus fecit was included on the tombstone. In one hundred and two 
inscriptions the *augustalis indicates he himself erected the monument or tomb by life – 
vivus (fecit). The attestations of sibi partially overlap with the inscriptions that mention 
vivus: in sixty-four inscriptions that mention sibi, the word vivus occurs as well. In 
twenty-four inscriptions, some type of benefaction is mentioned. In three hundred and 
thirty-nine texts however, sibi is the only indication that the *augustalis financed the 
monument himself during his life. In total, four hundred and seventy-eight *augustales 
took responsibility for their own gravestone or monument. This means that 1104 cases a 
member of his family or his patron financed the *augustalis’ epitaph.  

* 
Did the expenditures and benefactions of *augustales overlap? In any case, none 

of *augustales on whose tombstone or monument the size of the plot of land was 
recorded, were benefactors. One C. Silius Felix, freedman of Epaphra, was granted a 
public funeral by the city council of Ostia. His son, Nerva, was satisfied with the honour 
alone, and paid for the monument himself. As a response, the city council made Nerva a 
duumvir.318 It does give an impression of the family fortune, but cannot be seen as a 
benefaction. The rest of the individuals named in these texts, did not present 
themselves as benefactors either. 

The situation is not much different for the inscriptions that record *augustales 
who took care of their epitaph or grave monument by life (sibi or vivus). As a reminder, 

 
                                                        
317  MOURITSEN, 2005, p. 58. 
318  CIL 14, 415 = EE-9, p. 336. 
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four hundred and seventy-eight inscriptions record the sibi and/or vivus phrase. Only 
seven attestations of benefactions occur in this corpus. Two *augustales, one from 
Corfinium, and one from Lugdunum financed a statue or altar.319 Chrysantus, a sevir 
augustalis from Narbo constructed marble public baths and an aqueduct and gave 
sportulae.320 Also, five seviri augustales from Comum financed two silver statues ob curam, 
because of their curatorship.321 C. Herennius Philon, augustalis and sevir augustalis in two 
different cities (Regium Lepidi and Reate), gave gladiatorial games, cookies (crustulum) 
and honeyed wine (mulsum).322 Finally, T. Fundilius Geminus, sevir augustalis from Reate, 
was patron and quinquennalis perpetuus of the seviri augustales. He gave twenty thousand 
sesterces to the arca augustalium, so they could use the interest of the money to organise 
a meal for themselves on Geminus’ birthday – ut ex reditu eius summae die natali suo […] 
vescerentur. Besides this foundation, he financed a statue and gave sportulae to the 
decurions, the seviri and the iuvenes. On the same day, he gave a meal (epulum) and oil to 
the people.323 So although some of these benefactions are sizeable, the statistical 
relevance of these seven inscriptions is negligible – it represents only 2% of the relevant 
body of inscriptions.  

* 
Referring to the size of the plot of burial-land and/or the financing of an epitaph 

himself, were often the only ways an individual *augustalis accentuated the economic 
capital that was the basis of his position. Through his wealth and social networks, he 
had succeeded in obtaining a fairly respectable position in society, since he was 
honoured with the *augustalitas.  

At first sight the situation seems to be slightly different in Ostia. For all of the 
attestation of the size of a plot of land that were preserved for *augustales, only in Ostia 
do we encounter highly positioned individuals in these inscriptions. Here, a number of 
high-ranking officers of the seviri augustales and other colleges are named. Out of thirty-
eight Ostian seviri augustales that are relevant here, an astonishing twenty-one 
individuals were quinquennales of the seviri augustales,324 one was a quinquennalis of the 

 
                                                        
319 Corfinium: SupIt-3-Co, 17 = AE 1983, 324 = AE 1991, 556; Lugdunum: CIL 12, 4388 = CAG-11-1, p. 417 
320  CIL 12, 4388 = CAG-11-1, p. 417 
321  CIL 5, 5305 
322  CIL 9, 4168 = EAOR-3, 24 
323  CIL 9, 4691 
324  AE 1987, 191; AE 1988, 176; AE 1988, 178 = AE 1996, 284; AE 1988, 189; AE 1988, 197; AE 1988, 202; AE 

1988, 204; AE 1988, 210; CIL 14, 331; CIL 14, 333; CIL 14, 339; CIL 14, 355; CIL 14, 357; CIL 14, 396 = D 
8346; CIL 14, 418 = ILMN-1, 565 = D 6167; CIL 14, 421 = D 6159; CIL 14, 436; CIL 14, 4630 = EE-9, 466; CIL 
14, 4641 = AE 1910, 197 = AE 1986, 113; IRepEp 91 = Arctos-15-109 = AE 1977, 177; LMentana-1, 32 = AE 
1982, 133. 
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fabri,325 and one received a public funeral and saw his son promoted to the rank of 
duumvir.326 As such, over sixty per cent of the attestations from Ostia under review here 
record seviri augustales that seem to have taken up the presidency of the association, the 
quinquennalitas.  

One could easily come to a conclusion along the lines of ‘this was inherent in the 
epigraphical habit of the Ostian seviri augustales’. However, was this really the case? 
Assigning a certain ‘epigraphic habit’ to a certain part of the social formation in some 
part of the Empire, easily becomes a passe-partout solution for any given problem. As 
will be discussed in the third and also in the last chapter, the quinquennalitas of the seviri 
augustales at Ostia was something peculiar. The homogeneity of the terminology used in 
the fasti augustalium327 recovered from Ostia is confusing. Not only the heads were 
quinquennales, as could be expected, but also the lower officers seem to have borne the 
same title (often followed by d(ono) d(ato)). This indicates that the quinquennalitas was in 
most cases little more than the expression of obtaining the *augustalitas, rather than 
indicating presidency. The situation in Ostia is perhaps not that far removed from the 
other inscriptions that recorded the size of the plot of land on which the tomb or 
epitaph was erected. In the absence of other honours, titles or positions to boast about, 
the *augustalis stressed his monetary strength.  

* 
In general, drawing attention to this monetary strength was probably the 

primary and very conscious motivation for *augustales to record benefactions or the 
specificities of their tombstone on an inscription. It is remarkable that in the absence of 
other honours, titles or positions to boast about, the individual *augustalis stressed his 
economic worth by recording the size of the plot of land on which the tomb or epitaph 
was erected. Arguably, benefactions or other display of economic capital that was the 
basis of their respectable position were expected of these men. Taking part in ‘expected’ 
practices that were ‘within reason’ is a sign these agents operated within a field that 
was structured by what Bourdieu called ‘generative schemes’ that determined the array 
of paths that were open to these agents.328 In Ostia for example, the expenditures 
stressed in their inscriptions were also an expression of the lack of higher honours and 
privileges. This was the only option of displaying ‘worthiness’ still open to them in that 
‘world of already realised ends’.329 By making a virtue of necessity – i.e. exhibiting 
behaviours that corresponded to expectations – these *augustales in a way resigned to 

 
                                                        
325  CIL 14, 299 = EE-9, p. 335. 
326  CIL 14, 415 = EE-9, p. 336. 
327  CIL 14, 4562, 1-11.  
328  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 92. 
329  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90. 
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their fate and worked within the boundaries of their habitus. This is in line with what 
Verboven argued: ‘freedmen owed their freedom and sometimes their wealth to their 
professional talent, but mostly lacked other tokens of social respectability’.330 

Crucial, however, is the notion that one cannot simply decide to enter the game. 
It is not an instantaneous or wilful act, but one is either born into a game or went 
through a long process of initiation and co-optation equal to a second birth.331 In the 
case of *augustales, most of them were indeed ‘born into the game’ as a servile or 
peregrine status left them little choice. Moreover, the suspected link between local 
elites and members of *augustales would suggest a long process of socialisation and 
preparation was common practice.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                        
330  VERBOVEN, 2011, p. 92. 
331  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 114: ‘On comprend que l’on n’entre pas dans ce cercle magique par une décision 

instantanée de la volonté mais seulement par la naissance ou par un lent processus de cooptation et 
d’initiation qui équivait à une seconde naissance.’ 
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 4   
 
Respectability and Visibility 

 When discussing *augustales as economic actors, I already suggested ‘visibility’ was 
important. Men who could financially afford to interfere with the monumental outlook 
of the city (major public works would include refurbishment of existing building, road 
works, construction of walls) were certain of returns in the guise of increased visibility 
and repute. It is perfectly imaginable that men with a high economic status who could 
not rise any more politically, would invest in their personal visibility in every possible 
way. ‘Investing in visibility’, or ‘the sense of being seen’, has the strong implication of an 
audience: without someone to watch, there is no point in display. 

Research on the collegial and magisterial positions of *augustales is virtually non-
existent. The first section of this chapter is an attempt to partially remedy this, based on 
a limited corpus of exceptional inscriptions (alba and fasti) from Ostia, Liternum and 
Trebula Suffenas.  
 A second section discusses ornamenta and insignia: officers of *augustales had 
obtained the right to demonstrate their prominence in public. Why was this important 
and how did it contribute to one’s reputation? How do self-display and being 
remembered fit in here?  

The final section discusses the importance of visibility. First, I discuss the 
complementarity of iconography and epigraphy. Second, in some cities, *augustales 
owned a building. By becoming a part of the monumental structure of the city, these 
constructions dramatically enhanced the visibility of *augustales.  

In short, I focus on visibility techniques and different badges of honour. By 
optimising their visibility and displaying the badges of honour (insignia) accorded to the 
officers, *augustales both stressed and claimed their integration in local society. This 
integration in society was worth remembering, so some *augustales explicitly referred to 
memoria on their tombstone or stipulated the modalities of an endowment. 
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4 .1  Alba  and Fasti  in the Context of  Collegial  and 
Magisterial  Hierarchies  

Much like other associations lists of magistrates (fasti) and members of the 
association (alba) of *augustales are preserved. Over the years there has been a great deal 
of discussion on which inscriptions were or were not alba of *augustales and why. The 
alba from Liternum and the presumed album from Herculaneum in particular, were 
discussed extensively from an onomastic, linguistic, and formalistic point of view.1 
When it comes to fasti, things seem to be the other way around. Discussions of the texts 
are scarce; publications – except for the original excavation reports published in the 
Notizie degli Scavi di Antichità or the standard reference of the inscriptions recorded in 
the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum – are few.2  

Largely missing, however, is a discussion of these alba and fasti as documents that 
offer insights in hierarchies of the (associations of the) *augustales.3 Alba and fasti are 
recordings of *augustales acting as a group, carefully orchestrating how they were 
perceived by the public and presenting themselves as well-organized within a semi-
official context. These lists inform us of the collegiate (and magisterial) organisation of 
*augustales in ways regular inscriptions cannot: the different collegiate positions, their 
relation, worth and development over time, and the tasks of the yearly officers.4  

First, an overview of which inscriptions can be considered alba and fasti of 
*augustales (and why) is in order. In the past, some lists have mistakenly been attributed 
to *augustales. Which texts are relevant for our purposes? As we will see, only four 
inscriptions, two at Liternum, one at Ostia, and one at Trebula Suffenas, comply.  

Second, it is necessary to discuss and reconsider some of the titles and positions 
mentioned in these alba and fasti. What do they tell us – or not tell us – concerning 
hierarchy among *augustales? I will demonstrate the degree of ‘otherness’ of *augustales 
vis-à-vis the usual collegial hierarchies on the one hand, and stress the importance of 
maintaining a local perspective on the other hand.  
 
                                                        
1  ALLROGGEN-BEDEL, 1974; GUADAGNO, 1977; PAGANO, 1992; PAGANO, 2000; CAMODECA, 2001; GUADAGNO, 2007; 

PARMA, 2007; CAMODECA, 2008.  
2 OLIVER, 1958, pp. 472-496.  
3 De Franciscis for instance referred to epithets as honoratus, immunis, or corporatus found among the 

augustales of Misenum. Although the relevant chapter is promisingly titled Organizzazzione degli 
augustali misenati, he limits the discussion of organisational forms to a short onomastic overview. 
(DE FRANCISCIS, 1991, pp. 63-66.) See also OLIVER, 1958; DUTHOY, 1978; OSTROW, 1985; SERRANO, 1988; 
ABRAMENKO, 1993; MOLLO, 1997; CAMODECA, 2001 and especially TRAN, 2006.  

4  Alba and fasti also offer information on the relation of *augustales with the city council and 
generational mobility. These aspects are discussed in the chapter ‘Complex Power Relations’. 
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4 .1.1  Defining and rejecting alba  and fast i  augustal ium  

Prior to the analysis of titles and functions mentioned, it is necessary to 
determine exactly which inscriptions can be considered as alba and fasti of *augustales. 
Two presumed and two certain alba and two fasti deserve a short review of their local 
and archaeological context, the reasons why scholars (initially) attributed them to 
*augustales, the dating criteria, and their textual build-up. First, I discuss the alba 
augustalium, and then move on to the fasti.  

4 .1.1.1  The presumed album  from Herculaneum  

Fragments of a monumental inscription at Herculaneum, listing some four 
hundred and fifty names,5 were originally identified as remnants of an album of 
*augustales. The identification was based on a fragment attesting only liberti, published 
as CIL 10, 1403. The archaeological context of the find (close to the building commonly 
identified as the aedes augustalium,6 inside the so-called basilica Noniana just across the 
Decumanus Maximus)7 seemed to suggest a link between the inscription and the building. 
In 1974, Allroggen-Bedel refuted an earlier interpretation that it could concern liberti 
allecti8 and interpreted the fragments as lists of augustales.9 Some years later, Guadagno 
adopted this point of view.10 Similarly, Ostrow used this album in his publication on 
*augustales along the bay of Naples, to make the case for their ‘early growth’.11 

 
                                                        
5 AE 1978, 119 a-d, AE 1992, 286 a-d and CIL 10, 1403 
6  Most scholars continue to call this building the temple (aedes) or shrine (sacellum) of the augustales. 

(GUADAGNO, 1983; WOHLMAYR, 2004, p. 72 and 81; BOLLMANN, pp. 348-354, A. 47.) Others, especially 
Etienne, refuted this interpretation. (ETIENNE, 1993.) Gradel describes it as an Augusteum (GRADEL, 
2002, p. 229.), a theory on which Wallace-Hadrill does not agree. He suggested the so-called college 
of the augustales could be the curia, although he did not doubt the presence of the augustales in this 
part of the city. (WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011a, pp. 139-140, pp. 150-152, and p.157) His hypothesis is that 
‘Augustus and his successors were placed at the heart of the public spaces of Herculaneum, with an 
aedes augustalium at one end, in what I suggest was the curia, and with another cella with a podium 
bearing two divine Augusti and the reigning emperor on the central axis of the porticus’. (WALLACE-
HADRILL, 2011a, p. 154.) For a discussion of this aedes Augustalium, see at the end of this chapter, the 
section on ‘schola and aedes’. 

7  See Wallace-Hadrill for more details on the confused reports on the findspot. (WALLACE-HADRILL, 
2011a, pp. 133-134.) 

8  DE VENUTI, 1748.  
9 ALLROGGEN-BEDEL, 1974, p. 105: ‘[…] die innerhalb des Gebäudes gefundenen Marmortafeln mit 

Namenslisten enthalten nich […] die Namen von Liberti allecti, sondern die der augustalen von 
Herculaneum.’  

10 GUADAGNO, 1977, p. 120.  
11 OSTROW, 1985, p. 66.  
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Later on, more fragments of the list were excavated (and published as AE 1978, 
119) and it eventually became clear that the original interpretation could not hold: 
there were simply too many names on it for it to be a membership list of any 
association. Pagano originally agreed on the alba augustalium thesis,12 revoked this in 
2000, and suggested the fragments were in fact a complete list of those entitled to vote 
locally: citizens of Herculaneum and incolae.13 Other scholars, such as Pesando14, 
Wallace-Hadrill,15 and especially Camodeca16 accepted Pagano’s suggestion and wrote 
more detailed discussions of the presumed album. The vast number of names (450 
preserved, but it originally must have listed over a thousand)17 would be completely 
disproportionate for a city like Herculaneum, which only had about 4,000 to 5,000 
inhabitants, including the slaves.18 Wallace-Hadrill observed that the ‘augustales […] 
should not have numbered more than a hundred at most’.19  

Although the arguments against the ‘album augustalium thesis’ are compelling, 
some authors held on to the original interpretation. When Guadagno published all four 
fragments in 1977, he was certain ‘such a context could only be that of the college of the 
augustales’.20 Thirty years later, in a 2007 publication on *augustales from Misenum and 
Liternum, he was still convinced of this.21 Likewise, the 2002 volume of L’année 
épigraphique still refers to AE 1978, 119 as an album augustalium.22 A very recent 

 
                                                        
12 PAGANO, 1992.  
13 PAGANO, 2000; WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011a, p. 138.  
14 PESANDO, 2003, p. 337. 
15 WALLACE-HADRILL, 2004; WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011a, p. 135; WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011b, pp. 318-143.  
16 CAMODECA, 2008. 
17  WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011b, p. 138: ‘There must have been at least six panels, each measuring about 3x5 

Roman feet; there was space for three columns of names on each panel, each about sixty-six names 
long. Six panels with 200 names each suggest 1,200 names, and of course there is no guarantee that 
there were no other panels.’ 

18 This is the estimation of Camodeca, based on an analogy with the Tabulae Herculanenses. 
(CAMODECA, 2008, pp. 87-103.) Wallace-Hadrill agreed on this figure of 4,000 – 5,000 inhabitants for 
Herculaneum (WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011b, p. 138.) Because of the partial excavation of the site, all 
estimations of the size of the city population cannot be more than educated guesses. Many variables 
remain unknown: there are doubts about the northern limits of the city, the forum was not 
excavated, and it is unclear whether there was a suburbium or not. (WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011a.) On the 
size of cities, roman city populations, and urbanization rates for a wide range of provinces, see 
WILSON, 2011. 

19  WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011b, p. 138. 
20  GUADAGNO, 1977, p.119: ‘Un simile contesto non può che essere quello del Collegio degli augustales.’ 
21  GUADAGNO, 2007, pp. 661-674, esp. p. 667: ‘[…] gli augustali hanno costruito un grandioso complesso 

(la cosiddetta ‘Basilica’) dove sono registrati in ‘Albi’ con diverse centinaia di nomi, suddivisi in 
centuriae.’ 

22 AE 2002, 339, p. 126.  
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discussion by Wohlmayr of cult facilities associated with *augustales, positively identifies 
CIL 10, 1403 as ‘alba der augustalen’ as well.23 

It seems beyond any doubt that we are not dealing with an album of *augustales 
here. The arguments in favour of the album augustalium hypothesis are of a strong 
conjectural nature, depending mostly on the archaeological context. A general 
hypothesis was built based on a few fragments listing only liberti, and extrapolated 
wrongly to a document naming many ingenui as well.24  

4 .1.1.2  Presumed album  from Chieti   

At Chieti (Regio IV, Samnium), a document lists thirty-four names. Eleven of 
them are augustales.25 Could it be an album of the augustales? The scholars who published 
on this inscription, Marinucci and Buonocore,26 did not try to attribute this document to 
any collegium in particular. They merely stated that the association must have been of 
the funerary type.  

If it were an album of *augustales, it would not make any sense to state the title 
explicitly for only some of the members. In fact, this may even not be an album at all. 
The heading of the inscription identifies it as a list of soci monumenti, literally ‘partners 
of the monument’, each shouldering a part of the expense. Moreover, the social 
composition of the list of soci excludes the possibility that it is a collegial membership 
list. T. Sentius Clemens, decurio of the municipium, is named halfway through the list, not 
matching his usual local prominence. He was only one of the benefactors. The man 
named just after him, L. Mamilius Celer, was presented as selectus, but this word was 
erased clumsily later on. Another inscription at Chieti attest an L. Mamilius Modestus, 
perhaps freed by the same master as Celer, also as selectus.27 In most contexts, this word 
would refer to a judge appointed by the praetor to the album iudicum or an iudex of the 
decuriae equitum.28 Tran suggested that the ranking on this titulus was based on seniority 
rather than social prominence.29 

 
                                                        
23  WOHLMAYR, 2004, p. 86. He consistently uses a plural form to indicate the list of names (alba, Listen) 

but does not clarify why he does so. Perhaps he thought the fragments belonged to several alba 
hence explaining the large number of names? He indicated the text was dated between A.D. 72 and 
A.D. 79, so he cannot have assumed the list was drafted over many years.  

24  This has strong implications for the case for the ‘early growth’ Ostrow made for *augustales in the 
Bay of Naples, which suddenly loses most of its persuasiveness. 

25 AE 1980, 368 
26  MARINUCCI, 1973, pp. 500-503; BUONOCORE, 1980.  
27 CIL 9, 3023 
28 GLARE, 1983, p. 1728. Thirty-three inscriptions from all over the Empire attest selectus. Twenty of 

them clearly refer to iudices.  
29  TRAN, 2006, p. 482: ‘De fait, il semble probable que l’ordre du titulus, s’il n’est pas hiérarchique, 
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Judging by the arrangement of the list, with a decurion named only halfway 
through, it is safe to say it did not have a hierarchical aspect to it at all. This list of 
names was not an album, let alone an album of *augustales.  

4 .1.1.3  Alba  from Liternum 30 

Two texts from Liternum, however, genuinely seem to be alba augustalium. 
Although these extremely well preserved inscriptions were already unearthed during an 
excavation in the bay of Naples in the 1930’s, Camodeca only published them in 2001.31 
He argued these were, in fact, two alba listing the members of the local ordo augustalium. 
According to these inscriptions, the augustales creati, the ‘appointed augustales’, raised 
money in cultu domus divinae. This is followed by a list of names comprising indications 
of hierarchy such as patroni allecti/adlecti, duplicarii, corporati and plebs.  

The first text can be roughly dated to Marcus Aurelius’ time,32 viz. the second 
half of the second century AD. Drafted approximately thirty years later,33 the second 
inscription gives us even more detailed information, as the original sequence of patroni 
adlecti – dupliciari – plebs was substituted by that of patroni adlecti – corporati – plebs. As 
such, the second inscription introduces the superior category of the corporati, in order 
to differentiate them from the plebs.34 Moreover, the opening words changed from 
simply augustales creati to ex s(enatus) c(onsulto) augustales creati.  

As is common for this type of inscription, the list was not drafted in one go.35 
Camodeca established that the older album was updated four times: (1) M. Caecilius 
Quadratus was added as a patronus. Because of the different letter forms, it is clear he 
was added first and alone; (2) perhaps the same hand added Carisius Favor to the plebs; 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

répond à un critère d’ancienneté.’ 
30  High definition pictures of these inscriptions can be found in appendix, courtesy of La Soprintendenza 

Archeologica di Napoli e Caserta. 
31 CAMODECA, 2001. Later that year published as AE 2001, 853 and 854. 
32  This date is based on the presence of C. Pomponius Xystus, the third last member of the collegial 

plebs. He is known to have erected dedications to the divi fratres at the temple of Apollo in Cumae in 
c. A.D. 161-169 (CIL 10, 3695-3695a), as discussed by Camodeca. (CAMODECA, 2001, p. 166.) 

33  Camodeca estimates the time elapsed between the drafting of the two inscriptions cannot be more 
than about thirty years. None of the members named in the original draft of the first list figure on 
the second, and the six or seven members listed on both all were added to the first album later on. 
Moreover, C. Marcius Polybius’s daughter was adlected as a patrona on the second album, whereas 
her father was one of the original patroni on the first unadapted edition of the first album. 
(CAMODECA, 2001, pp. 173-174.) 

34 CAMODECA, 2001, p. 173.  
35 cf. CIL 14, 250 and CIL 14, 251: These alba of the ordo corporatorum lenunculariorum tabulariorum of 

Ostia were not drafted in one go either, but were progressively updated as the enrolment changed 
over time.  
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(3) L. Lollius Hedylalus senior was named curator perpetuus and T. Vettulenus Pothus was 
co-opted among the duplicarii; (4) two men called L. Lollius Hedylalus, a homonymous 
son and father, were adlected as patroni, probably because of benefactions vis-à-vis the 
association.36 

The text of the second, later album, was adapted several times.37 Different 
palaeographical hands can be distinguished: lines 8 and 9 were added, but another 
scribe chiselled the two following lines. The lower half of the stone is mostly blank, 
presumably for later additions. Moreover, names were erased and new individuals were 
added at the same places, as line 11 of the first fragment and lines 9 and 14 of the second 
fragment show. Perhaps the original members had fallen from grace, and were 
substituted by new members. This collegiate damnatio memoriae was reflected in the 
album.38  

Despite its location on a major route – the Via Domitiana – and its closeness to 
the urban centres in the Bay of Naples, only some fifty inscriptions originating from 
Liternum – a former prefecture39 that became a colonia in 194 B.C.40 and eventually a 
municipium of the Augustean Regio I – have been published.41 In total, only five 
individually attested *augustales are known at Liternum.42 As such, crosschecking 
whether the hierarchy indicated in the alba is also reflected in inscriptions erected by 
individual augustales is impossible. 

These alba augustalium from Liternum are particularly interesting because they 
succeed one another chronologically, within a time interval of merely thirty years. Such 
a contemporaneous double makes it possible to trace shifts in the composition of the 
association and its members. Moreover, a number of titles and positions mentioned, 
especially mater, pater and sacerdos, need to be reassessed. Finally, the exordia of both 
alba offer an insight in the complex relation between *augustales and decuriones. This last 
point of interest will be discussed in the chapter ‘Complex Power Relations’, in the 
section on ‘A proximity thing: the decuriones’. 

 
                                                        
36 CAMODECA, 2001, pp. 164-165. 
37 AE 2001, 854.  
38  TUDOR, 1962, p. 213: ‘Sebbene la qualità di augustale si accordasse a vita, è assai probabile che 

potessero tuttavia perderla quei membri che non solo non pagavano le loro quote ma rifiutavano di 
fare le spese imposte dalla curia della città.’  

39 Fest. 262, 10  
40 Liv. 32, 29; 34, 45.  
41 The latest edition of the Supplementa Italica (vol. 25, 2010), under the supervision of G. Camodeca, 

reviews the published inscriptions and comprises formerly unpublished material. In total, he lists 54 
inscriptions.  

42 CIL 10, 3716; CIL 10, 1882; AE 2008, 381; SupIt 25-L, 18 and SupIt 25-L, 20.  
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Now that we have a fair idea which inscriptions can be considered hierarchically 
organised membership lists or alba, we move to the fasti, chronological lists of officers.  

4.1.1.4  Fasti  from Ostia 

The supplementary volume of CIL XIV lists large fragments of four untitled 
inscriptions originating from the city of Ostia as fasti et alba augustalium: CIL 14, 4560-
4563.43 Though the slabs are heavily damaged, the hypothesis that the document 
concerns fasti or alba of *augustales was quickly raised, based on the triple occurrence of 
the formula ex decre(to) ord(inis) Aug(ustalium) and they appear to have been discovered 
in situ. Only the two fragments of CIL 14, 4561 and the eleven fragments of CIL 14, 4562 
are of interest to us.44  

The inscriptions were excavated on the west side of the area sacra around the 
Capitolium, close to what is now commonly referred to as the curia. The presumed Sede 
degli augustali is located on the corner of the Decumanus Maximus and the Via degli 
augustali, more to the east of the site, between the theatre and the famous Piazzale delle 
Corporazioni, and the forum.45 The location of the find of the fasti, next to the building 
conventionally identified as the curia,46 on the forum, contributed for instance to Laird’s 
identification of the curia as the actual Sede degli augustali.47 

Furthermore, only eight out of the two hundred individuals named in the lists 
are known from Ostian epigraphy. Out of these eight, five are attested as being seviri 
augustales. Guido Calza also pointed out the complete absence of ingenui, the inexplicably 
high number of quinquennales, the fact that the q.q. seem to have been appointed 
annually,48 that electo only reappears once in an inscription attributed to an Ostian 
sevir,49 and the absence of an analogous text that could possibly render the matter more 

 
                                                        
43 WICKERT, 1930, p. 667. 
44  See appendices for the full text of these inscriptions.  
45  WOHLMAYR, 2004, pp. 102-105. 
46  BOLLMANN, 1998, pp. 438-440, B5; WOHLMAYR, 2004, p. 105.  
47 LAIRD, 2000, pp. 72-80, following Calza’s original interpretation (CALZA, 1923) See final section of this 

chapter for further discussion. 
48  Normally, this was ‘a magistrate who was elected for a five year term rather than one who was 

selected for a one year term at the beginning of each five year lustrum.’ (ROYDEN, 1988, p.14.) 
49 The reference to this inscription given by Calza (i.e. CIL 14, 305) is wrong. He actually refers to CIL 

14, 461: Dedicata IIII Idus Mart(ias) / Imp(eratore) domino n(ostro) Gordiano Aug(usto) / et M(arco) Acilio 
Aviola co(n)s(ulibus) / per / Q(uinto) Veturio Felicissimo elect(o) / q(uin)q(uennali) / C(aio) Iulio 
Ev[[v]]angel[o] T(ito) Marcio Crysostom(o) / T(ito) Aurelio Eutychete / curatoribus / P(ublio) AelioEutychete 
Iun(iore) L(ucio) Traiano Arabo / C(aio) Annio Basiliden C(aio) Iulio Tertullo. Quintus is also known from 
another inscription (CIL 14, 431) that positively identifies him as a sevir augustalis.  
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comprehensible.50 Dated between 196 and 297 A.D., the inscriptions are roughly 
contemporary with the inscriptions unearthed in Liternum.  

The slabs fall into three different categories. Best preserved is the inscription 
consisting of nine fragments listing quinquennales. Some of the texts give us an idea as to 
how many officers were appointed every year. Interpreting the lists as fasti of yearly 
officers would imply these inscriptions present a threefold hierarchy consisting on 
average of three individuals described as electos, four quinquennales, and twelve to 
fourteen quinquennales d.d. Oliver remarked that fourteen might seem like a strange 
number of *augustales – you would expect twelve seviri in two years.51 The fasti of the 
augustales at Trebula Suffenas (see below) show that expenses were incurred not only by 
the six seviri, but also by one herald. Oliver suggested these names could represent two 
full complements of annual officers, each time including the herald.52  

The fasti augustalium from Ostia are of great significance for a re-evaluation of the 
quinquennalitas and the curator title within the magisterial structure, as well as decision-
making within the parallel collegial structure. Both are discussed in the next section.  

4.1.1.5  Fasti  from Trebula Suffenas 

 The last inscription I wish to discuss briefly is also the most obscure one. For as 
far as I know, no recent publications (dating to the last twenty years) on these fasti exist. 
Visconti first published the document in 1827,53 Henzen corrected the initial reading in 
1856,54 and so did Lily Ross Taylor in 1956. Two years later, J.H. Oliver provided the most 
thorough analysis of the inscription.55 Finally, in 1991 A. Abramenko discussed the use of 
these fasti for a study of the organisations of *augustales.56 In the meantime, it had been 
published in 1894 as CIL 6, 29681. It seems clear that we are dealing with a document 
concerning the augustalitas, as VIviri, as well as augustalibus and seviratu appear in the 
text. 

Sadly, the largest fragment of the slab is lost; the smaller one is still in the Galleria 
Lapidaria of the Vatican Museum. The inscription gives under each year, in the ablative, 
the names of the consuls and the duumviri of a colony or municipality. L.R. Taylor 
showed convincingly the city mentioned ought to be Trebula Suffenas with duumviri as 

 
                                                        
50 CALZA, 1918, pp. 223-246. 
51  Oliver does not take into account that the strictly numerical value of sex-viri gradually disappeared, 

or at least varied locally.  
52 OLIVER, 1958, p. 488.  
53 VISCONTI, 13.1.  
54 ORELLI-HENZEN, 1828, 7165. 
55 OLIVER, 1958, pp. 484-488.  
56 ABRAMENKO, 1991, pp. 589-596.  
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chief officers, and not Trebula Mutuesca ruled by octoviri.57 Then follow the names of four 
annual officials, the primi who on 1st-4th August put on the local augustalia (ludos in foro).58 
Two columns of the list are preserved. The first shows the fasti of 22 and 23 A.D., and a 
later section with consuls of 108 A.D. In the second column are parts of the fasti of 29 
and 30 A.D.59 

The document is of major importance for the internal organisation of *augustales. 
Ever since von Premerstein wrote his article on the *augustalitas, the separation 
between seviri, seviri augustales and augustales has been commonly accepted. Scholars 
previously believed all of the associations, including the seviri, were represented in this 
inscription. Abramenko observed that neither magistri augustales nor seviri could be seen 
in this inscription, not least because only seviri augustales are attested in Trebula 
Suffenas. As he can only imagine these fasti belonged to the seviri augustales, he proposed 
a slightly adapted reading of the inscription:60  

 
                                                        
57 TAYLOR, 1956, pp. 10-14. 
58 OLIVER, 1958, p. 485. For the augustalia games, see also CIL 10, 6638, mentioning ludi augustales 

committuntur HS Xmilibus and AE 1982, 680 attesting a benefaction of HS 300,000 ad ludos sevirales in 
perpetuum celebrandos.  

59 TAYLOR, 1956, p. 18.  
60 ABRAMENKO, 1991, pp. 589-596. 
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Interestingly, eponymous officers (e.g. quinquennales) are completely absent from 
these fasti, while a formerly unknown position of praeco or ‘herald’, is listed here. 
Overall, I suggest a different interpretation of this inscription is wanting. I hypothesize 
these fasti attest different aspects of the organisations of the local *augustales. Being fasti, 
is it obvious the annual officers are listed, with a consular date, but also the broader 
association features in the inscription, receiving a meal.61 

* 
It remains unclear where fasti were displayed, but the area of the Forum as the 

monumental centre of public life seems a logical and probable hypothesis, but also the 
meeting place of the association (e.g. schola) is a likely candidate. Alba were most likely 
displayed in such a meeting place.62 As is often the case, these epigraphical monuments 
are not only utilitarian, but fulfil a festive and propagandistic function as well – an 
instrument for self-representation of the local officers.63 Van Nijf saw the production of 
these lists by lower-class organisations as a ‘striking example of imitative behaviour 
whereby non-élite groups sought to present themselves in the same manner as the local 
ordo’.64  

4 .1.2  Terminological  and interpretational difficulties 

The previous section sought to contextualise four exceptional inscriptions, two 
alba and two fasti augustalium, by framing them in their own time and space, and 
discussing how scholars have appreciated these texts in the past. In this section, I first 
outline the status indications found in inscriptions of *augustales (collegiate titles, 
magisterial titles, and other honours and positions). Next, I treat some seemingly 
problematic positions mentioned in the alba and fasti augustalium: exceptional titles 
(mater, pater, sacerdos, duplicarius at Liternum and electos at Ostia), a presence 
hypothesised by scholars (curatores at Ostia), or a confusing generalisation of the 
terminology (quinquennalis at Ostia).  

4 .1.2.1  Status Indications and their Appreciation 

Here very few individual inscriptions are named since it is a generic discussion of 
which functions, titles, or honours occur in inscriptions of *augustales in general. I 
included a list of how frequent these positions occur and their geographical spread. 

 
                                                        
61  Cf. Infra: discussion of the quinquennalitas in Ostia.  
62  AUSBÜTTEL, 1982, p. 38; VAN NIJF 2002, p. 333.  
63 BARBAGLI and GROSSO, 1997, p. 8.  
64  VAN NIJF, 2002, p. 332. 
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In Acerra, a city some fifteen kilometres from Naples, Gnaius Stennius Egnatius 
Falerna Primus, was a patron of the augustales, a priest of Isis and Serapis, and curator of 
public works. Moreover, after naming his duumvirate, he claims to have taken up all the 
other honours and charges of the local city council as well; IIIIviro II quinquennali omnibus 
oneribus et honoribus functo. As Dondin-Payre argued, this in no way expresses 
unfamiliarity with the local hierarchy – quite the contrary. Such phrases demonstrate it 
was no longer necessary to specify the stages of a well-known cursus.65  

In the small Roman settlement of Suen in southern Spain, some thirty kilometres 
from present-day Malága, a peculiar inscription was found. The sevir augustalis Lucius 
Iunius Puteolanus, whose name suggests a link with the Campanian city of Puteoli66, 
claimed he took up all the honours with which men of freedmen status could be 
bestowed.67 

Neptuno Aug(usto) / sacrum / L(ucius) Iunius Puteolanus / VIvir augustalis / in municipio 
Suelitano / d(edit) d(edicavit) primus et perpetuus / omnibus honoribus quos / libertini 
gerere potuerunt / honoratus epulo dato d(e) s(ua) p(ecunia) d(onum) d(edit) 

Often cited, this inscription erected by a successful fish sauce trader,68 illustrates 
how Lucius could obtain a respectable position, in spite of his servile birth. Which 
positions hide behind these omnes honores? Drinkwater suggested that some men 
(especially Gauls) ‘ceased to record their early careers in any detail’, using a phrase like 
omnibus honoribus apud suos instead.69  

Largely missing from the debate on *augustales are the functions or positions they 
took up, and their collegiate or magisterial context. De Franciscis for instance referred 
to epithets as honoratus, immunis, or corporatus found among the augustales of Misenum. 
Although the relevant chapter is promisingly titled ‘Organizzazzione degli augustali 
misenati’, he limits the discussion of organisational forms to a short onomastic 
overview.70 It is important to distinguish collegial from magisterial positions, as well as 
honores from indications of professions or benefactions. Still, each of these variables 
contributed to the societal position of an *augustalis. Three types occur: collegiate titles, 
magisterial titles, and other honours.  

* 

 
                                                        
65  DONDIN-PAYRE, 2006, p. 307.  
66 KAJANTO, 1965, p. 50 and 191.  
67 CIL 2, 1944 = D 6914 = AE 1990, 537  
68 HALEY, 1990, pp. 72-78.  
69  DRINKWATER, 1979, p. 95. Also LYAPUSTINA, 1997, p. 60; DONDIN-PAYRE, 2004, p. 364.  
70  DE FRANCISCIS, 1991, pp. 63-66. See also OLIVER, 1958; DUTHOY, 1978; OSTROW, 1985; SERRANO, 1988; 

ABRAMENKO, 1993; MOLLO, 1997; CAMODECA, 2001 and especially TRAN, 2006.  
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Collegiate titles – Within the association of *augustales, the highest profile title is 
undoubtedly the quinquennalitas. Some associations counted per lustrum and had 
quinquennales in charge of the collegium for a period of five years. These collegiate 
quinquennales differ from duumviri quinquennales, not appointed for one year, but for a 
five-year term.71 Sometimes, someone could be named quinquennalis for life and add 
perpetuus to his title. Quinquennalitas occurs one hundred times in the corpus of 
*augustales, but seventy-five of these attestations stem from Ostia. Below, I explain why 
this figure is disproportionately high and it will become clear that the situation was 
slightly different at Ostia.  

According to Duthoy, curatores ranked just below the quinquennales,72 and 
epigraphical evidence indicates that the curatorship was taken up before one could 
obtain the quinquennalitas. Curatores could be appointed for several years (e.g. Aulus 
Egrilius Onesimus, curator for annis continuis V), 73 but could also be named for life 
(perpetuus) as can be seen on the first album from Liternum.74 In total, fifty-three 
curatores (sometimes perpetuus) are recorded in the corpus, and are especially well 
represented in Latium and Campania (thirty texts). 

Words like ordo, corpus, collegium, but also corporatus or collegiatus always refer to 
the association of *augustales. The title of corporatus was reserved for those collegiati who 
had taken up certain responsibilities. In fact, the impression we get from the 
inscriptions is that it was an actual progression in the hierarchy of the association, a 
real but modest promotion. Being a corporatus was a privilege in itself.75 Corporatus is 
attested twenty-two times, and twenty-one of these attestations came from Narbonese 
Gaul. This suggests a local development of the collegiate titles. Abramenko argued that 
also the numerus augustalium referred to the broader association of *augustales,76 rather 
than to yearly office. 

 
                                                        
71  ROYDEN, 1988, p. 14; LASSÈRE, 2005, pp. 479-480.  
72 DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1276.  
73  CIL 14, 4641 = AE 1910, 197 = AE 1986, 113: [Egrili]a(?) Daphne / [feci]t sibi et / [3 Egri]lio Paterno / fil(io) 

eq(uiti) R(omano) [aed]ili lictor(i) curi(atio) / flamini d[iv]i Vesp(asiani) sacr(is) Volk(ani) f(aciundis) et / 
A(ulo) Egri[li]o Onesimo coniu(gi) / coac[tor(i) se]viro augustali idem q(uin)q(uennali) / cu[ratori] eorum annis 
continuis V / et A(ulo) E[gri]lio Maroni dignissim(o) / [e]t lib[ert(is)] libertab(us) posterisq(ue) eo[r(um)] / [in] 
front(e) p(edes) XL in agro p(edes) XXXV 

74  AE 2001, 853.  
75 TRAN 2006, pp. 156-159, esp. p. 157: ‘La condition de corporatus est une dignité, renforcée par les 

responsabilités remplies au sein de l’ordo augustalium.’ Also CAMODECA, 2001, p. 173: ‘Però, come 
detto, solo in un secondo tempo fu introdotta anche nel collegio di Liternum, forse sull’esempio 
misenate, la categoria superiore dei corporati.’ 

76  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 21-25. At Trebula Metuesca, C. Abelasius Proculeianus, sevir augustalis, was 
adlected supra numer[um inter augustales], by decree of both the decuriones and the seviri augustales 
(CIL 9, 4891). 
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* 
Magisterial titles – Other terms indicate the one-year office. The title primus or 

primi is generally agreed to be an indication of chronology rather than of a prominent 
position (primus inter pares). It should be understood as augustalis anni primi.77 Roman 
society was very sensitive to who took up positions for the first time, and as such it is 
indeed a very prominent position to be in. Eleven attestation of this position are known 
from Italy and Gaul. 

Iterum or bis indicated that this person had taken up the magistracy not once but 
twice. Abramenko specified that by augustalis iterum and its equivalents, it is obvious 
that augustalium honore functus iterum was meant.78 The mere existence of specifications 
such as iterum or tertium also proves the nomination normally was not for life. This was 
expressed by the phrase augustalis perpetuus, disproving the hypothesis that perpetuity 
was standard procedure.79 Twenty-four inscriptions of *augustales record iterum or bis, 
five record perpetuus. These positions never referred to the association, but always to the 
office.  

Collegia sometimes used the term honoratus to indicate their officials, but the 
word itself covers several realities. In some associations, the honorati formed a separate 
entity, consisting of the former presidents and with some real administrative 
prerogatives. In other cases, honoratus does not refer to an institutional reality, but 
rather designates an honoured collegiatus.80 However, it seems that honoratus could be 
equivalent to factus or creatus, expressing an honorary appointment by decree of the 
city council, rather than being an additional privilege. The already mentioned sevir 
augustalis Lucius Iunius Puteolanus, who claims he took up all the honours with which 
men of freedmen status could be bestowed, says he was ‘honoured’ – honoratus – by all 
these positions, including the augustalitas. This perhaps implied he was appointed 
(graced with the honour) of the augustalitas by the city council. Duthoy in any case listed 
this man among those appointed by the decuriones.81 Also Abramenko argued that 
honoratus or honore functus referred to the office of *augustales.  

It seems like Puteolanus was indeed ‘graced with the honour’, more specifically 
the city councillors appointed him to take up the office that year. Logically, those who 
had completed their year in office, who had performed their public duty, were honore 
functi. Abramenko suggested these honore functi held some kind of intermediate position: 

 
                                                        
77  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 111; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1284. 
78  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, p. 29: ‘Von daher müßte est etwa statt ‘augustalis iterum’ o.ä. natürlich 

‘augustalium honore functus iterum’ heißen.’ 
79  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1270 and pp. 1278-1279; MOURITSEN, 2006, pp. 246-247. 
80 TRAN, 2006, pp. 141-145.  
81  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1266, n. 88. 
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they had already fulfilled their duty as officers, but were not members of the association 
yet. This conjecture is not that convincing, and Abramenko added immediately that ‘this 
separation may have lost its meaning over time’. The most important point remains 
very relevant: the office and the lifelong worthiness were not accorded at the same time 
and did not automatically succeed one another.82 In total, nineteen texts mention an 
*augustalis honoratus. 

* 
Other honours or positions – Honores outside of the collegiate or magisterial 

mechanisms could include the ornamenta decurionalia, the accordance of a plot of public 
land, gratuitas, bisellium, positions in other collegia, or recording a profession. 

Ornamenta decurionalia was an exceptional privilege that is relatively rare in the 
epigraphical corpus, and most commonly found in inscriptions of *augustales (thirty-
three attestations, one third from Regio I). It was the highest honour that could be 
accorded to them;83 they were allowed to boast the outer distinctions of a symbolic 
membership of the city council, without actually being a proper decurio.84  

The organisation of the urban public space was the responsibility of the city 
council. The expression l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) can be found in countless 
inscriptions85 indicating the decuriones controlled where dedications, statues or other 
buildings were to be erected.86 For *augustales, it is recorded one hundred and three 
times. The phrase itself refers to concessions of public lands made by the ordo. In some 
cases, a motivation for the accordance of the plot of land itself is given: ob merita sui, ob 
plurima ac maxima beneficia, ob eximiam eius or honoris causa.87 Rarely, this plot of land was 
given for free – gratuitus – in order to honour the deceased. Being given a plot of public 
land was one of the honores that could be accorded to *augustales; it was an additional 
favour on the part of the decuriones. The power to determine which of the augustales 
were to be considered more privileged than others, gave the decuriones considerable 
symbolic power.88  

 
                                                        
82  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 25-33. 
83 GORDON, 1931, p. 66; DUTHOY, 1974, p. 147.  
84  RUPPRECHT, 1975, pp. 59-60.  
85  e.g. AE 1969/70, 405b; AE 2005, 1006; AE 1992, 1182; CIL 12, 358; CIL 12, 410; CIL 12, 1855; CIL 12, 1869; 

CIL 12, 1881; CIL 12, 3165; CIL 12, 3169; CIL 12, 3187; CIL 12, 3235; CIL 12, 3236; CIL 12, 4243; CIL 12, 
4332; CIL 12, 4393; CIL 12, 4402; CIL 12, 5365; ILGN, 107 = D 9074; ILGN, 366; CIL 13, 1738; CIL 13, 1751-
1754; CIL 13, 1756; CIL 13, 1921; CIL 13, 2019. See ZIMMER, 1989.  

86  See Zimmer’s analysis of the location of inscriptions containing the LDDD phrase for two North 
African towns: ZIMMER 1989. 

87  AE 1927, 128; AE 1935, 27; CIL 11, 6358 = D 6654; CIL 9, 3835 = EMarsi 185.  
88  See final chapter for a discussion of the symbolic power of decuriones over *augustales. 
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The expression gratuitus or a variant is not found that often, since it was an 
exceptionally rare privilege. It meant that someone, in this case an *augustalis, was 
appointed or accorded some special position without involving a return benefit, 
compensation or consideration, for instance exemption from payment of the summa 
honoraria.89 Twenty-four inscriptions record *augustales who received a position or a plot 
of land gratuitus.  

These three privileges – ornamenta decurionalia, locus datus decreto decurionum, and 
gratuitas – are exceptionally high honours, obtained only by the most worthy (i.e. the 
wealthiest and best connected) candidates. 

Bisellium allowed someone to use during public occasions (e.g. festivals and games), 
a type of chair that took up the space for two regular chairs, hence the name bi-sella. 
This was not an officially recognised magisterial insigne, but a privilege that could also 
be accorded to collegiati for instance – as is elaborately attested in the epigraphic record. 
Specifically for *augustales from Italy, twenty inscriptions attest the bisellium. Ten of 
these record some form of benefaction, five give a reason for the bisellium privilege: ob 
munificentia or ob merita. 90  

Also professions express the origin of the economic capital. Explicit reference to 
economic occupations shows the importance of the professions in construing the social 
identity of the historical agents. Not only the occupations as such should receive 
attention, but also their contribution to social positioning. All one hundred and 
fourteen attestation of profession of *augustales were elaborately discussed in the 
chapter on occupational differentiation. Finally, one hundred and twenty-six 
inscriptions mention *augustales who took up offices in other collegia.  

The majority of *augustales – exact percentages in different cities will become clear 
in the following chapter – did not attain any additional indications of distinction. This is 
the collegial plebs listed in alba from Liternum, who could only boast their ‘bare’ 
*augustalitas. 

 
                                                        
89 DE RUGGIERO, 1886, t. III, p. 592.  
90  CIL 9, 741 = ELarino 16 (Larinum, Samnium); CIL 09, 2249 = EAOR-03, 32 = AE 2006, 359 (Telesia, 

Samnium); CIL 9, 2475 = D 5583 (Saepinum, Samnium); ELarino 84 = AE 1966, 75 (Larinum, Samnium); 
CIL 09, 3524 (Furfo, Samnium); CIL 10, 1026 = D 6372 (Pompei, Latium et Campania); CIL 10, 1030 = D 
6373 (Pompei, Latium et Campania) ; CIL 10, 1217 = D 5651 (Abella, Latium et Campania); CIL 10, 4760 
= D 6296 (Suessa Aurunca, Latium et Campania) ; D 6500 (Beneventum, Apulia et Calabria) ; Latium 60 
= AE 1996, 374 (Minturnae, Latium et Campania); CIL 5, 7618 = InscrIt-9-1, 131 (Pollentia, Liguria); CIL 
14, 318 = CIL 5, *429,35 = D 6162 (Ostia Antica, Latium et Campania).  
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4.1.2.2  Liternum: mater ,  pater ,  sacerdos ,  duplicarius  

In the alba at Liternum the positions of mater, pater, sacerdos and duplicarius of the 
association are attested. Indeed, an exclusively male membership is commonly assumed 
for *augustales.91 This album is one of the very few attestations of female members.92 

First, how do mater and pater fit in? Only the second album from Liternum attests 
these additional titles given to two patroni allecti, some time after their co-optation. 
Camodeca evaluated this as an ultimate sign of distinction.93 Some discussion has risen 
whether mater and pater can be equated to patroni without further ado, but Hemelrijk 
has sufficiently demonstrated that this is not the case.94 Patroni were, as a rule, outsiders 
of the collegium they patronised, ‘mothers’ and ‘fathers’ were mostly those who had 
risen from within the ranks of the collegia or were closely related to collegiati.95   

Moreover, these parentes collegiorum were honoured within the collegium itself 
and their names received special places of honour in the membership lists (after the 
patrons, but before the ordinary members). As Hemelrijk phrased it: ‘Thus, the alba did 
not simply list the membership, but also confirmed and perpetuated the internal 
hierarchy of the collegium.’96 These titles represented an important aspect of social 
identity and contributed to general status and prestige. Though Hemelrijk’s extensive 
discussion is illuminating, she may have divided patrona too rigidly from mater. Liu 
suggested that the distinction between them was not always clear-cut,97 especially in the 
case of Flavia Festa, who was mater augustalium and patrona. 98 

Second, we find the title of sac(erdos) Aug(ustalium) accorded to Marcia Polybiane, 
patrona allecta recorded on the second album from Liternum. This was identical to the 
honour bestowed on Cassia C.f. Victoria from nearby Misenum.99 Hemelrijk explained 
the title sacerdos as one of the ‘various titles to denote a priestess of the imperial cult.’100 
 
                                                        
91 HEMELRIJK, 2008, p. 123. 
92 Hemelrijk also refers to the inscription of Cassia Victoria at Misenum (AE 1993, 477), which is 

ambiguous. Secondly, she cites an inscription at Tibur, attesting Claudia Rufina. This text (CIL 14, 
3657) does not explicitly refer to the sevirate, but rather to the fact she was allecta ab ordine in[ter 
Herc(ulaneos)] Augusta(les), one of the many municipal sub-elite associations, so far only known at in 
Tibur and Grumentum.  

93 CAMODECA, 2001, pp. 171-172.  
94 HEMELRIJK, 2009.  
95 HEMELRIJK, 2008, p. 136. 
96 HEMELRIJK, 2008, p. 127.  
97 LIU, 2009, pp. 220-221.  
98  AE 2005, 854. 
99 AE 1993, 477 : Cassia C(ai) fil(ia) Victoria sacerdos augustalium pronaum cum columnis et epistyliis nomine 

suo et / L(uci) Laecanii Primitivi mariti sui ob eximiam eorum erga se benivolentiam cuius dedic(atione) 
epulum et sing(ulis) HS XII n(ummum) dedit 

100 HEMELRIJK, 2005, p. 139. 
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Unfortunately, very few inscriptions attest the title of sacerdos in general, and even 
fewer in the context of the augustalitas. Only four texts speak of a sacerdos augustalium or 
sacerdos augustalis, and all of them originate from the Augustan Regio I. Besides the 
inscriptions from Liternum101 and Misenum,102 we also find the title in Aquinum,103 and 
perhaps also in Praeneste.104 The title of sacerdos taken up by the sevir iterum augustalis 
Lucius Figillius Fortunatus may be ambiguous. As it is a dedication to Isis, it could be this 
sacerdos refers to a local Isis cult, and not to the augustalitas.105 

Despite his non-religious interpretation of the *augustalitas, Mouritsen admits 
here that ‘the strongest evidence for a distinct role in the cult of the emperor comes 
from the area around the Bay of Naples, primarily Misenum, Herculaneum and 
Liternum’.106 This of course ties in nicely with his view that evidence is ‘limited and 
highly localised’. As such, we face a difficulty in the form of an exceptional attestation of 
a cult title. Despite some dispersed indications, truly compelling evidence that the 
religious aspects of the *augustalitas were of primordial importance for (associations of) 
*augustales all over the Empire, is in fact still wanting.107  

Third, one highly ranked duplicarius – situated between the patroni allecti and the 
curator perpetuus – can be found on the first album from Liternum. Three types of 
duplicarii are known. The term could (1) designate legionaries who, on account of their 
valour, received a double share of grain, double pay or double ratios,108 or (2) refer to a 
deputy commander of a troop of thirty horsemen or turma, who ranked just below the 
decuriones, and had – at least according to the third century writer Pseudo-Hygines109 – 
two horses, or (3) be a collegial title among *augustales, who were entitled to a double 
share at distributions of sportulae or other gifts. Duplicarius or dupliciarius occurs one 
hundred and ninety-six times in the epigraphic corpus. In one hundred and sixty-seven 

 
                                                        
101 AE 2001, 854.  
102 AE 1993, 477.  
103 AE 1988, 268: Isidi / Regin(ae) / L(ucius) Figillius / Fortunatus / sevir iter(um) / augustal(is) / sacerdos / 

l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) 
104 CIL 14, 2941: A]ug(ustali) sacerdoti [fetiali?] / [pr]aef(ecto) frum(enti) dandi ex [s(enatus) c(onsulto)] / 

[curator]i coloniae Ocric[ul(anorum?)] / [leg(ato)] Aug(usti) provinciar(um) As[turiae] / [et C]alleciae 
proco(n)s(uli) provinci[ae ---] / [pa]trono munic(ipium) d(onum) [d(edit) 

105 AE 1988, 268: Isidi / Regin(ae) / L(ucius) Figillius / Fortunatus / sevir iter(um) / augustal(is) / sacerdos / 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  

106 MOURITSEN, 2006, p. 241.  
107  For a full discussion of the presumed connection with the imperial cult, see chapter two, section on 

‘The Imperial Cult and *Augustales’ 
108  Varro, Ling. 5,90: Duplicarii, dicti quibus ob virtutem duplicaria cibaria ut darentur institutum. 
109 Ps.-Hygin. mun. castr. 16: Alunt equos singuli decuriones ternos, duplicarii et sesquiplicarii binos. The 

author is called Pseudo-Hyginus because De Munitionibus Castrorum was formerly attributed to the 
Trajanic surveyor Hyginus Gromaticus. 
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cases (85%) duplicarius was a military rank.110 In nineteen inscriptions, no military 
position is named, and in ten texts (not counting the album from Liternum) does it seem 
to have been a collegiate title of the local *augustales.111 Seven of these *augustales 
duplicarii were found in or close to the Bay of Naples (Liternum, Salernum, and Puteoli). 

Within the region of the so-called Campi Flegrei, a regional mimesis of collegial 
titles can be discerned within the *augustalitas. The positions of pater, mater and sacerdos 
are known from Misenum, and duplicarii can be found in Puteoli as well. This is yet 
another indication that the local perspective is important to contextualise specific 
developments of ‘the’ *augustalitas.  

4 .1.2.3  Ostia:  Curator   

Some scholars have suggested a different interpretation of the position of 
curator, based on the fasti from Ostia. According to Duthoy, curatores ranked just below 
the quinquennales,112 and epigraphical evidence indicates that the curatorship was taken 
up before one could obtain the quinquennalitas. One inscription attests a certain L. 
Carullius Epaphroditus,113 sevir augustalis and quinquennalis, who post curam 
quinquennalitatem optulerit for the exceptionally long period of four continuous years. 
The original CIL publication of 1887 already interpreted this as ab ordine augustalium 
honoris causa inter quinquennales adlectum esse, the *augustales acclaimed him as 
quinquennalis as a special honour.114  

D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucius) Carullius / Epaphroditus / VIvir Aug(ustalis) idem 
q(uin)q(uennalis) / hic sum positus qui / semper sine cri/mine vixi / et quem mi dederat / 
cursum fortuna / peregit / cuius ossua et cine/ris hic lapis in/tus habet / huic VIviri / 
Aug(ustalis) post curam / quinquennali/tatem optuler(it) / qui egit annis / continuis IIII 

Also Oliver refers to the inscription of Epaphroditus, but turns the reasoning 
upside down. He argues that Epaphroditus held three offices in total: sevir augustalis, 
curatorship and quinquennalitas. Only two (the augustalitas and the quinquennalitas) were 
mentioned directly after his name at the beginning of the inscription, which led Oliver 
to the conclusion that ‘the board of curatores at Ostia performed a munus personale rather 
than an important financial service for the college’.115 
 
                                                        
110  See also MAXFIELD, 1981, pp. 238-239; WATSON, 1985, pp. 100-101 and pp. 188-189.  
111  CIL 10, 1882 (Liternum); CIL 10, 540 (Salernum); CIL 10, 1790 (Puteoli); CIL 10, 1873 (Puteoli); CIL 10, 

1875 (Puteoli); CIL 10, 1886 (Puteoli); AE 1996, 416 (Puteoli); CIL 14, 3656 (Tibur); AE 1988, 344 (Capri); 
CIL 13, 2026 (Lugdunum). 

112 DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1276.  
113 CIL 14, 316. 
114 CIL 14, p. 60.  
115 OLIVER, 1958, p. 489. 
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Oliver claimed that CIL 14, 4562, 1 and 2 was organised as follows:116  
 
(1)  A date indicated by the consuls in the ablative 
(2)  One or three electi in the ablative, with electo following the name(s) 
(3)  Four large lettered names of untitled eponymous officials 
(4)  Q.Q. as the heading of the list of small lettered names in the nominative.  

 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 1:  

[C Domitio] Dextro [II] 
[ L Valerio] Prisco  [cos]   (A.D.196)  =  Oliver (1)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

[Cn --- o C]rescenti[ano] 
Cn Cornelio Epictet[o]      =  Oliver (2)  
M Ulpio Eutyche[te] 

<<electo>>s  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A Larcio Adiutor[e] 
L Combarisio Hermian[o]     =  Oliver (3)   
L Licinio Blast[o] 
C Laecanio Felicissim[o]  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 QQb   

L Combarius Hesperio  [q.q.d.d.]       
Q Aquilius Dionysius  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Oruncius Zoilu[s   q.q.d.d.]  
P Aelius Herm[---   q.q.d.d.] 
T Otacilius Eutych[---   q.q.d.d.] 
P Nonius Eutyc[h]es  [q.q.d.d.]    =  Oliver (4)  
C Tintinius Basilicus  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Pantuleius Thaumastus [q.q.d.d.]  
L Pantuleius Chryseros  [q.q.d.d.] 
C Valerius Epictetus  [q.q.d.d.] 
M Valeriu[s] Adrastus  [q.q.d.d.] 
 

CIL 14, 4562, 2: 

 ] Sex Ai[---  q.q.]d.d. 
Q Lo[--- q.]q.d.d. 

 
                                                        
116 OLIVER, 1958, p. 488.  
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C Ce [---]  q.q.d.d. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

P Ma[rtio Saturn]ino 
L Aur[elio Gal]lo    cos   (A.D. 198) =  Oliver (1)   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cn C[---]o Crescentiano 
Cn [Co]rnelio Epicteto      =  Oliver (2)   
[M] Ulpio Eutychete 

electos  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

L Carullius Terminalis 
L Florius Euprepes      =  Oliver (3)  
A Livius Herme[s] 
L Telustius Primus 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 QQb  

Cn Statilius Onesimus  q.q.d.d. 
C Vettius Hilarianus  q.q.d.d. 
[---]     us  q.q.d.d. 
[ // ]  
Hadriaticus Hermias  q.[q.d.d.]  
A Egrilius Bassus   q.q.[d.d.]    =  Oliver (4)  
Sex Vindius Euplus  q.q.[d.d.] 
C Cornelius Chrysopes  q.q.[d.d.] 
L Faenius Probus  q.q.[d.d.] 
Cn Cornelius Eutychio  q.q.[d.d.] 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ti Claudio Sever[o] 
[C] Auf[i]dio Victorino   [cos]   (A.D. 200) 
 [ // ] 
 ius Celer    [q.q.d.d.] 
Sex [Car]minius Neon  q.[q.d.d.] 
M Mo[l]licius Celer Iun q.[q.d.d.] 
L Antonius Soterichus  q.q.[d.d.] 
P Caecilius Corydallus  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Aemilius Victor  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Clodius Edistus  [q.q.d.d.] 
M Avilius Euphrosynu[s q.q.d.d.] 
P C[o]rnelius Euty[ch--- q.q.d.d.] 
L C[l]odius Phil[---   q.q.d.d.] 
N T[---]oniu[s ---    q.q.d.d.] 
P[ 
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To fill the gap in the forms of address, he hypothesized – based on unclear 
analogies with other inscriptions from Ostia – that the four eponymous officials in these 
fasti were called curatores. However, he did not sufficiently explain why the reading 
direction of the inscription would change so suddenly: electos would refer to the names 
listed above the title, Q.Q. to those that follow (as the arrows above show). Meiggs gives 
a much more intuitive explanation: the reading direction is from top to bottom – titles 
consistently refer to the names above – and the electi seem by their position in the 
registers to have ranked highest in honour. This would be similar to the way cos. 
consistently followed – and not preceded – the names of the consuls.117 

Oliver presents this reasoning as based on one long, but relatively 
straightforward inscription. In reality, the slab was recovered in a fragmented state, 
consisting of twenty-three pieces in total, and published as four separate inscriptions.118 
Indeed, only the eleven fragments of CIL 14, 4562 are important for Oliver’s – and our – 
argument,119 but they already attest up to four different ‘schemes’ which Oliver chose to 
amalgamate. The organization chart he proposed was based on fragments 1 and 2, 
mentioning three electos,120 mixed with fragment 4, mentioning merely one electo.121 It is 
important to note that he did not discuss the third, sixth or eighth fragment of CIL 14, 
4562, all of which do not list any electo(s).122 The eighth fragment does not record any 
‘eponymous’ quinquennales either.123  

Grammatically, electo and electos could either be derived from the adjective 
electus, or from the perfect participle of the verb eligo, used as an attributive.124 Whether 
we are dealing with an adjective or a participle, the meaning stays the same: ‘chosen’, 
‘selected’, or ‘picked’. Following Meiggs, I assume electo(s) refers to the names listed 
above, all in the ablative case. Oddly enough, the plural electos seems to be an accusative, 
whereas electo is an ablative singular. The editors of CIL 14 decided to add sic next to 
both mentions of electos, and noted that one would expect electis instead.125 Possibly, this 
demonstrates the ad hoc nature of nominating electi, which would be consistent with 

 
                                                        
117  MEIGGS, 1960, p. 218. 
118  CIL 14, 4560, 1-3; CIL 14, 4561, 1-2; CIL 14, 4562, 1-11; CIL 14, 4563, 1-7.  
119  A transcription of these eleven fragments can be found in the appendices. 
120  First scheme: Consular date – three names in ablative – electos – four names in ablative or 

nominative – Q.Q. – twelve names in nominative, followed by q.q.d.d. 
121  Second scheme: Consular date – one electo – four (?) names in ablative – Q.Q. – fourteen names in 

nominative, followed by q.q.d.d. or q.q. 
122  Third scheme: Consular date – four names in ablative – Q.Q. – fourteen (?) names in nominative, 

followed by q.q.d.d.  
123  Fourth scheme: Consular date – three names in nominative, followed by q.q.d.d.  
124  GREENOUGH e.a., 1904, p. 311.  
125  CIL 14, 4562,1, p. 668: ‘expectaveris electis’ 
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the known principle of progressive adaptation of alba and fasti. These inscriptions were 
neither absolute nor fixed, but living documents. Perhaps these electi were named one at 
a time, so an ‘s’ was simply added to the electo carved after the nomination of the first 
person. As such, the grammatical construction went from an ablative singular – in 
accordance with the case and number of the named individual – to an accusative plural. 
Of course, a simple stonemason’s error is always a possible explanation, and perhaps it 
is unnecessary to build a more complicated hypothesis.  

Meiggs made a valuable suggestion concerning the meaning of the title. Since the 
number of electi varies,126 it seems that this position brought honour, and perhaps 
expense, rather than responsibilities. He evaluates the quinquennales, next on the list, as 
the ‘active presidents’, the so-called eponymous officers.127 

4.1.2.4  Ostia:  Quinquennalitas  

The generalisation of the terminology used in the fasti from Ostia is confusing. 
Not only the heads were quinquennales, as could be expected, but also the lower officers 
seem to have borne the same title. In total, three typologically different quinquennales 
are present. The large lettered QQ heading and dividing the different parts of the 
inscription were no doubt the quinquennales eponymi. Next follow twelve to fourteen 
quinquennales dono dato or simply quinquennales. As a rule, the abbreviation d.d. follows 
the quinquennalis title, the simple q.q. is rare. Discussion has mainly focussed on the 
difference between these two types, which are mixed together, and seemingly not 
hierarchically organised. Space left open on the stones would suggest the possibility of 
(progressive?) adaptation. The question remains; are the simple quinquennales inferior to 
the quinquennales dono dato, or the inverse? Several claims have been made for both 
positions.  

Scholars generally agreed on the hypothesis that dono dato following the 
quinquennalitas title, indicates the payment of a summa honoraria. Wilson observed that 
‘it is most probable that, whilst four men of special eminence were appointed biennially 
to carry out the duties which were attached to the office, others in addition who paid a 
summa honoraria were created honorary quinquennales, q(uin)q(uennales) d(ono) d(ato)’.128 
Meiggs wrote in his work on Roman Ostia: ‘it is more likely that Dessau was right in 
preferring d(ono) d(ato) [to decreto decurionum, see below]: these quinquennales have paid for the 
privilege’.129  

 
                                                        
126 There are three in 196 and 198, one in 210, 216, 239, and none in 208, 228, 234, and 242. 
127 MEIGGS, 1960, p. 218.  
128 WILSON, 1935, p. 155. 
129 MEIGGS, 1960, p. 218. 
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Where opinions differ, however, is on how the simple q.q. should be evaluated. 
Especially Oliver and Abramenko have strongly different views on these matters – 
though both concluded that q.q.d.d. indicated the payment of summa honoraria. Oliver 
argued that simple q.q. had publicly announced generous intentions and had made a 
satisfactory donation, but were inferior to the q.q.d.d. since they had not yet paid the full 
summa. Unlike the q.q.d.d., the q.q. had not yet measured up to expectations.130 

Though Abramenko’s discussion is mostly concerned with the exact meaning of 
the abbreviation d.d. – arguing that this means dono dato and not decreto decurionum – he 
contributes to the debate on the different types of quinquennales as well.131 He stated that 
it was only of interest to indicate whether a quinquennalis had paid for his position (dono 
dato) or not. If not, this quinquennalis must have received his position gratuitus, making 
him superior to the quinquennales who had to buy their way in.132 Abramenko turns 
Oliver’s reasoning upside down: the absence of dono dato does not mean they could or 
did not pay, but they were exempt for honorific reasons.  

What does the sequence of offices held within the association tell us? Q. Vettius 
Aphrodisius, C. Prastina Alexandrus, and A. Egrilius Victoricus were q.q.d.d. in A.D. 227, 
but among the first four Q.Q. in A.D. 228. They could have been q.q. as well, but the 
inscription breaks off here. C. Veturius Mercurius and Q. Caelius Hospitale certainly 
were q.q.d.d. in the first fragment and among the first five Q.Q. in the fourth fragment.  
Personal epigraphy offers some more indications. Two men from Ostia appear as q.q.d.d. 
in CIL 14, 4562,3, and are later recorded as Q.Q. First, Q. Aeronius Antiochus,133 is 
commemorated as a quinquennalis in his personal epitaph. Second, a dedicatory 
inscription from A.D. 239 attests T. Marcius Chrysostomus134 as one of three 
quinquennales. This seemingly late date need not be a real problem. The part of the fasti 
on which Marcius is listed does not comprise a consular date. Based on the appearance 
of L. Calpurnius Fortunatus Senior on slab 4, dated to A.D. 208, and his homonymous son 
on slab 3, we can assume a terminus post quem of at least A.D. 210 This would imply that 
Abramenko’s theory, linking the simple q.q. to gratuitas – and a relatively higher position 
and higher likelihood of becoming one of the four primi – falls short of real proof. The 

 
                                                        
130 OLIVER, 1958, p. 489. 
131 ABRAMENKO, 1992, pp. 153-157. 
132 Ibid. p. 157.  
133 CIL 14, 4562, 3, II, 19, also named as a Q.Q. on a statue base erected for him by his wife (CIL 14, 4140: 

Q(uinto) Aeronio / Antiocho / sevir(o) August(ali) / et q(uin)q(uennali) eiusdem / ordinis idem / 
q(uin)q(uennali) corp(orum) mensor(um) / frum(entorum) adiutorum / Ostiensium / Aninia Anthis / coniunx / 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) p(ublice)). See ROYDEN, 1988, p. 105.  

134 CIL 14, 4562, 3, II, 15, also known as Q.Q. from CIL 14, 461. See LAIRD, 2002, p. 289, n.° 25.  
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sequence of (1) four eponymous Q.Q. (2) q.q.d.d. (3) q.q. seems to be more credible. Oliver’s 
hypothesis that the q.q. had not yet paid the full summa honoraria holds better.135 

How can this lower rank of q.q. be interpreted? One hypothesis could be that 
these simple quinquennales were, analogous to the praetextati attested in the alba of the 
city councillors of Canusium, not yet full members.136 As aspiring office seekers they had 
the guaranteed prospect of full membership after payment of the complete summa 
honoraria, so they too could become q.q.d.d. Again, the principle of alba as living 
documents, updated along the way, can perhaps explain why so few q.q. are listed. One 
can imagine a d.d. being added to the stone after either payment of a summa honoraria or 
the performance of an equivalent benefaction. 

* 
Quinquennales are seemingly absent from the alba from Liternum. Other collegial 

positions (duplicarii, corporati, plebs) are represented, but the highest officers are 
missing. In Regio I as a whole, quinquennales augustales are found in Gabii,137 Praeneste,138 
Venafrum,139 Puteoli140 and of course especially in Ostia.141 It is significant that the Q.Q. 
title is relatively rare in this region, though it is unclear whether this is caused by the 
fragmentary state of epigraphic evidence, or rather has something to do with the 
typical organisational structure of the *augustalitas in and around Regio I. 

The Trebula Suffenas inscription is particularly difficult to interpret, as some 
elements seem contradictory. As argued above,142 four annual officers are listed, and in 
A.D. 23 these individuals are called primi because they were the first annual officers who 
put on games – ludos in foro143 – specifically for the birthday of Iulia Augusta on the first 
of August.144 These men were only linked indirectly to the body or association of the 
seviri augustales. The fact that we count four officers and not the expected six sex-viri 

 
                                                        
135 OLIVER, 1958, p. 488.  
136 So far, it has remained unclear who the pedani or praetextati listed in the album of Canusium were or 

what their exact role was in the city council. It has been hypothesized that these praetextati profited 
from the prestige, despite their lack of a vote – although they might have attended the gatherings of 
the city council. For more information on this debate, see MOURITSEN, 1998; GARNSEY, 1974; SALWAY, 
2000.  

137 CIL 14, 2809 = D 6219 
138 CIL 14, 2981 
139 CIL 10, 618 
140 CIL 10, 1883 
141 Some forty inscriptions document these augustales et/item/idem quinquennales, not taking the fasti 

into account.  
142  Chapter ‘Origin and Context’, section on imperial freedmen and the meaning of primi. 
143 For the augustalia games, see also CIL 10, 6638, mentioning ludi augustales committuntur HS Xmilibus 

and AE 1982, 680, attesting a benefaction ad ludos sevirales in perpetuum celebrandos.  
144 TAYLOR, 1956, p. 22; ABRAMENKO, 1991, p. 593.  
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does not pose a problem. It is a known fact that the number of officers of *augustales 
could vary from three (triumviri) or four (quattuorviri) up to eight (octoviri).145 However, 
to assume that quattuorviri augustales are concerned here, would contradict other parts 
of the inscription attesting VIviri or seviratu. Instead of resuming the earlier argument 
that seviri augustales, magistri augustales and seviri are represented in one and the same 
inscription – successfully refuted by Abramenko146– there is another possible 
explanation for these apparent contradictions in the text. When Taylor stated ‘the fasti 
are records of a college of four men’, she confused two different things. Strictly 
speaking, the fasti as lists of yearly officers were limited to the four names of the annual 
officers. The ‘college’ she referred to, emerges when the (seviri) Augu[stales] are 
mentioned receiving benefactions in lines 21 to 23.147 The absence of quinquennales or 
other eponymous officers of the collegium seems logical in this respect. The four annual 
officers did not preside over the association but were charged with putting on games.  

A similar ‘double presence’ of different elements of the *augustalitas can be seen 
in two fragments of the fasti from Ostia.148 The phrase ex decr(eto) ord(inis) Aug(ustalium) 
appears three times, each time referring to one single name. Although these texts 
clearly are fasti of yearly officers, preceded by a consular date, it seems the local 
association of *augustales could recommend their own candidates for office by issuing 
decrees.  

* 
A discussion of the various positions found in the alba and fasti of *augustales, 

makes a certain degree of ‘otherness’ become apparent. For instance, the title of mater 
augustalium in the second album from Liternum is one of the few attestations of female 
membership of the augustales. Moreover, the example of this Flavia Festa, mater and 
patrona of the augustales,149 makes clear that patronage of the association by parentes 
collegiorum was possible, despite the dissimilar background. Patroni normally were 
outsiders to the collegium, parentes collegiorum rose from within the ranks of the 
association or were closely related to collegiati.150 Another peculiarity is recorded in the 
fasti from Ostia. Electo(s) as a magisterial title is only attested for *augustales.151 Also the 
duplicarii attested in the second album from Liternum are exceptional. This in origin 
military rank is only within the *augustalitas used as a collegial rank. Lastly, a ‘double 
 
                                                        
145 Especially DEMOUGIN, 1988.  
146 ABRAMENKO, 1991, p. 594: ‘Seviri und Magistri augustales sind in CIL VI 29 681 also nich nachzuweisen. 

Es sind Seviri augustales, deren Leistungen in den Fasti verzeichnet wurden.’ 
147  See full text in appendix. 
148  CIL 14, 4561, 1-2.  
149  AE 2005, 854. 
150 HEMELRIJK, 2008, p. 136. 
151  Another attestation, also of a sevir augustalis: CIL 14, 461.  
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presence’ of different elements of the *augustalitas occurs twice. In the fasti of A.D. 23 
from Trebula Suffenas, the officers are named primi and the association of seviri 
augustales appears as a benefactor.152 In two fragments of the fasti from Ostia, we catch a 
glimpse of the association of the augustales when the phrase ex decr(eto) ord(inis) 
Aug(ustalium) appears three times. This seems to refer to single names of yearly officers, 
perhaps recommended by the association?153  

Moreover, there is no denying the importance of a local point of view. The titles 
mater, pater, and sacerdos attested in the second album from Liternum, are also found in 
nearby Misenum. The duplicarius title, recorded in the same album, also occurs in 
Puteoli. Also, most of the strong indications for a distinct role of *augustales in the 
imperial cult, come from the area around Liternum, Herculaneum and Misenum.154 
Perhaps this indicates the existence of a relatively homogeneous cultural complex for 
the *augustalitas in and around the Bay of Naples? Another local variant on the 
magisterial hierarchy of *augustales is the generalised use of the quinquennalis title 
encountered in the fasti from Ostia. So-called ‘eponymous’ officers as well as lower-
ranking functionaries bore the quinquennalitas title, in the case of the lower officers 
often followed by d(ono) d(ato).  
 
 

 
                                                        
152  CIL 6, 29 681. 
153  CIL 14, 4561, 1-2.  
154  See also MOURITSEN, 2006, p. 241.  
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4 .2  Ornamenta ,  Insignia ,  and Memory 

Besides the official representation seen in documents known as fasti or alba, 
*augustales could put their respectability on display in three other ways. First of all, the 
ornamenta decurionalia were a privilege that was most often accorded to *augustales. Also 
ornamenta seviralia are known. Second, yearly officers had obtained the right to 
demonstrate their prominence in public, as they were seated on a sella curulis, could 
wear the toga praetexta, and were permitted to have lictores. Why was this important and 
how did it contribute to one’s reputation? Third, how do self-display and the imperative 
of being remembered fit in here?  

4 .2.1  Ornamenta  and Insignia 

4.2.1.1  Ornamenta 

In his Staatsrecht, Mommsen labelled ornamenta as ‘Die Form ohne den Inhalt, der 
Schein ohne das Wesen’.155 Nevertheless, the ornamenta decurionalia was the highest 
honour that could be accorded to *augustales.156 It meant that one was allowed to boast 
the outer distinctions of a symbolic membership of the city council, without actually 
being a proper decurio.157 It was an exceptional privilege that is relatively rare in the 
epigraphical corpus in general, and most commonly found in inscriptions of 
*augustales.158 The glory of admission to the splendidissimus ordo, referring to the curia as a 
municipal Senate, was a coveted position. The ornamenta decurionalia was one of the 
major urban distinctions awarded to worthy individuals, making it an important marker 
of differentiation among *augustales. It should, however, be sharply distinguished from 
the adlectio, which did confer an actual magistracy on someone. Twenty-six inscriptions 
from Italy and Gaul record ornamenta of some kind conferred on *augustales (overview on 
next pages). 

It seems like an official recognition of *augustales in the ‘waiting room’ for the city 
council, but men of servile stock (i.e. the majority of *augustales) can never enter the 
ordo decurionum. As tabulated below, fourteen *augustales from Italy and ten from Gaul 
received these ornamenta decurionalia. Perhaps some of the freeborn *augustales obtained 
the ornamenta decurionalia in anticipation of their full membership of the city council? 
 
                                                        
155  MOMMSEN 1887, I, p. 456. 
156 GORDON, 1931, p. 66; DUTHOY, 1974, p. 147.  
157  RUPPRECHT, 1975, pp. 59-60.  
158 GORDON, 1931, p. 66; DUTHOY, 1974, p. 147.  
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Two other phrases are recorded in this limited corpus. First, Sextus Licinius 

Helicon from Nîmes received seviralia ornamenta.159 Christol, Gascou and Janon have 
argued that Helicon first obtained the honorific seviralia ornamenta free of charge, and 
later on actually became a sevir augustalis. They dated the text to the late second or early 
third century.160 Second, the epitaph of an anonymous individual from Brundisium 
records this man was accorded ornamenta of the augustales.161 

In these cases, ornamenta gave someone the right to present oneself as a decurio (or, 
in the case of the last two texts, as an *augustalis), without being one. What did this 
mean in the case of *augustales? Which elements of outer display are implied by the 
phrase ornamenta augustalitatis? A discussion of such so-called insignia is necessary. 

 
                                                        
159  AE 1987, 752 
160  CHRISTOL, GASCOU and JANON, 1987, p. 395: ‘Selon tout apparence […] le personnage a d’abord obtenu à 

titre gratuit les seviralia ornamenta. Puis, ultérieurement, il est devenu effectivement sevir augustalis.’ 
Discussed more elaborately in chapter five, section on ‘Making the difference’, Nîmes. 

161  CIL 9, 58 = D6473: ] / v(ixit) a(nnos) LXXX h(ic) s(itus) / huic ordo decurionum / f(unus) l(ocem) p(ublice) 
ornamentaque / augustalitatis / decrevit 
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4.2.1.2  Insignia  

Already at the end of the 19th century, Mourlot listed a number of honours 
bestowed on *augustales during their year in office: the toga praetexta, corona, lictores, 
tibicen, and the sella curulis.162 Petronius’ Cena Trimalchionis and a study of the reliefs 
found on the funerary monuments strongly suggest that magisterial insignia were 
accorded to *augustales who took up the yearly office in their cities.163 It is not useful to 
discuss all known tombs of *augustales elaborately. A few examples will suffice to 
illustrate our point. The phenomenon itself, however, needs some further explanation.  

An impressive monument on what is commonly called the Street of Tombs in 
Pompeii records an augustalis named Gaius Calventius Quietus. The tomb, dated to 
Neronian times,164 is richly decorated with flowery motives that frame the inscription 
and the bas-reliefs. The front of the tomb represents a curule chair (sella curulis) with 
footstool, and crowns (corona) with ribbons are sculptured on both sides. 

 
CIL 10, 1026 = D 6372, Pompeii 

 

 
C(aio) Calventio Quieto  
augustali 
huic ob munificent(iam) decurionum 
decreto et populi conse(n)su bisellii 
honor datus est 

 

 
 
 

Quietus successfully gained the support of the city council and the people of the 
city of Pompeii by acting as a benefactor. He was given bisellium ob munificentiam, for his 
generosity, by decree of the city councillors and with the consent of the people. Bisellium 
allowed someone to use during public occasions (e.g. festivals and games), a type of 
chair that took up the amount of space for two regular chairs, hence the name bi-sella. 
 
                                                        
162 MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 102-104. Also EGGER, 1844, pp. 45-50; MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 91-112; VON PREMERSTEIN, 

1895, p. 848; TAYLOR, 1914, pp. 231-232, p. 238, p. 244; NOCK, 1934, pp. 629-630; ETIENNE, 1958, p. 279; 
ALFÖLDY, 1958, pp. 435-436; TUDOR, 1962, p. 208; DUTHOY, 1974, pp. 145-147, p. 149, pp. 152-153; 
DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1266-1270, pp. 1281-1282; AUSBÜTTEL, 1982, pp. 254-255; OSTROW, 1985, p. 72; 
CHRISTOL, GASCOU, JANON, 1987, pp. 394-395; RODA, 1992, pp. 400-404; ABRAMENKO, 1993, p. 142; ZEVI, 
2000, p. 61; JORDÁN, 2003, p. 541; HACKWORTH-PETERSEN, 2003, p. 63, p. 72; TRAN, 2006, p. 157, pp. 175 -
188, p. 219, p. 229; MOURITSEN, 2006, pp. 245-248; CORAZZA, 2010, pp. 233-240; AMIRI, 2010, p. 97, p. 99. 

163  See DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1268 for an overview of the evidence and some references to (partially 
outdated) studies.  

164  According to CIL 10, p. 119: scriptarum aetate Neroniana. 

C.  C alventius  Quietus,  Street of  Tombs,  Pompei i  
(Own picture) 
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One could claim that in this case the curule chair was put on the tomb because 
Quietus was accorded the bisellium, and not because it was an insigne an *augustalis who 
took up the office was entitled to. However, another example from Aesernia (Samnium, 
Regio IV) suggests this was not necessarily so; 

 
 

CIL 9, 2678, Aesernia, Samnium (Regio IV) 
 
[L(ucio) Albano] 
[M]artiali 
[sex]vir(o) Aug(ustali) 
[iter(um)] quinq(uennali) 
[Au]gustal(ium) et 
[Obi]niae Callety(che) 
[cult]or(es) arae 
[Geni(i)] municipi(i) 
[pat]rono 

 
 

This inscription was re-used as building material and was partially re-cut. 
However, it is quite clear what the text read. Lucius Albanus Martialis took up the yearly 
office of the seviri augustales twice, was elected quinquennalis of the association of the 
seviri augustales and performed rituals as a cultor at the altar of the genius of the city. 
Although the slab is damaged, three images are clearly distinguishable: on the right 
hand side a bundle of wooden rods, so-called fasces, is depicted. At the bottom of the 
inscription, a crown (corona) and a curule chair (sella curulis) were sculptured. From this 
combination of the text and iconography it is clear that the sella curulis was an insigne of 
the office taken up by *augustales, rather than an expression of the privilege of bisellium. 
Many other tombs of *augustales depict fasces or curule chairs, but these two examples 
suffice to illustrate our point.165 

The lictores and fasces represented on a number of tombs of *augustales were part 
of their insignia as well. Not only does the recurring iconography found on monuments 
of *augustales suggest this, also the only literary source that mentions *augustales 
confirms it. Many scholars have discussed these passages in Petronius’ Cena Trimalchionis 

 
                                                        
165  Fasces: L. Alfius Marcellinus from Comum (CIL 5, 5275); C. Caesenius Potho from Telesia (CIL 9, 2248); 

Q. Vibullius Secundionis from Peltuinum Vestinum (CIL 9, 3443); T. Flavius Chrysanthus from Aecae 
(AE 1972, 140); C. Antonius Agilis from Brixia (AE 1976, 257); T. Opsturius Facilis from Aveia Vestina 
(CIL 9; 3615). Fasces and Curule chair: M. Servilius Primigenius from Aesernia (Aesernia 77); C. 
Cornelius Hannus from Verona (CIL 5, 3392). 

Tomb of L. Albanus  Martial is   
(Picture: Heidelberg database) 
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at length,166 and three fragments draw attention. First of all, when the main characters 
of the Satyrica, Encolpius, Ascyltos and Giton enter Trimalchio’s house, the narrator 
describes the mural painting in the hallway. One feature Encolpius finds astonishing, is 
that at the entrance of the dining room, ‘rods and axes [were] fixed on the doorposts’ – 
i.e. fasces with an axe.167 Second, when Trimalchio’s friend Habinnas arrives, a lictor 
knocks at the door. When the party enters, the toga worn by Habinnas, stuns the 
drunken narrator of the story, Encolpius, who mistook Habinnas for a praetor.168 Third, 
the part of the text in which Trimalchio describes his funerary monument, which 
precedes the sickening scenes in which he shows his guests his funeral robes and forces 
them to imagine they are in fact attending his funeral, offers some additional 
information. He explains to his friend the building contractor Habinnas that he wants to 
be depicted on his grave monument ‘sitting in official robes on my official seat’, and 
Petronius lets him use the word praetextatus here.169  

* 
Laird is not at all convinced that this funerary imagery necessarily represented 

insignia of *augustales. She argues that the biographical scenes ‘are not likely to ‘reflect 
standard requirement of the office’.170 There is something strange about the reasoning 
that follows to justify this statement. Although she speaks of insignia as visual 
representation of the office in the first paragraph of the section, she then moves on to 
statements about the association of *augustales. Following Woods’s unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, she argued that  

‘[…] while Duthoy and others are probably correct to see ‘biographical’ scenes as 
visually commemorating events in the life of individual *augustales, it is unlikely 
that they reflect standard requirements of the office. […] A similar blanket of 
interpretation has been cast over images which display objects of public municipal 
life, such as the fasces, honorific chairs (sella curules and bisellia) and crowns, which 
are generally interpreted as perquisites enjoyed by all *augustales. (my italics) […] 
[Woods]171 concludes that crowns, either laurel or oak (corona civica) constituted 
standard funerary images and, as they appear sporadically on the monuments of 
*augustales (ten per cent of collected monuments), cannot be interpreted as 

 
                                                        
166  See n. 163. 
167  Petron. 30: […] in postibus triclinii fasces erant cum securibus fixi […] 
168  Petron. 65: Inter haec triclinii valvas lictor percussit, amictusque veste alba cum ingenti frequentia comissator 

intravit. Ego maiestate conterritus praetorem putabam venisse. 
169  Petron. 71: […] et me in tribunali sedentem praetextatum (English translation: M. Heseltine, Loeb 

Classical Library, 2005 reprint of 1987 revision.) 
170  LAIRD, 2001, pp. 175-176.  
171  Laird cites WOODS, 1991, pp. 111-124.  
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insignia of the organization. (my italics) Depictions of curule chairs and bisellia likewise 
occur on only seven per cent of the funerary monuments of *augustales, and are 
regionally prescribed. They portray an additional honor given in response to 
extraordinary donations, likely independent of the recipient’s position in the 
organization. (my italics) The frequent appearance of fasces, present on seventeen per 
cent of preserved monuments, suggests that they were an integral part of the 
visual privileges enjoyed by *augustales.’172 

First, Laird mentions the ‘requirements of office’ and then goes on to state that 
sellae curules, bisellia and crowns are said to be enjoyed by ‘all’ *augustales. Moreover, 
these additional honours seem to be unconnected to a collegial position (‘the recipient’s 
position in the organization’). With Woods, she also argues corona are not insignia of the 
organisation. It seems Laird did not distinguish the one-year office from the honour and 
the association when she wrote this.  

Laird copied some percentages on the frequency of representations of insignia 
from Woods’s work. When discussing the 10% of funerary monuments that represent 
crowns and the 7% that have depictions of curule chairs and bisellia, Woods (and Laird) 
concludes that these ‘cannot be interpreted as insignia’.173 However, the 17% of the 
monuments that record images of fasces are suddenly a ‘frequent appearance’ that 
should be evaluated as ‘an integral part of the visual privileges enjoyed by *augustales’.174 
It is unclear how extensive the dataset is on which these percentages are based, and it is 
equally unclear why 7 and 10% are radically rejected as irrelevant, and 17% is 
considered a ‘frequent appearance’. Since Woods’s thesis is unpublished, it is difficult to 
trace any of the claims Laird made about this research. However, we do know which 
dataset Laird used. Judging by her ‘Catalog II: Ostian Funerary Monuments’, she studied 
67 monuments. Since Laird did not question the representativeness of Woods 
percentages, I conclude that she agreed on them, also for the special case of Ostia. This 
would mean that almost 5 (or 7%) of the monuments depicted crowns, 7 (or 10%) curule 
chairs or bisellia and 11 (or 17%) fasces. The percentages are more impressive than the 
absolute numbers. Sadly, I cannot check this for Wood’s work.175  

The outer signs of distinction Laird enumerated here, were not accorded to ‘all’ 
*augustales, but only to those who took up the office. The only point of discussion that 
remains then is whether they could only claim the use of these insignia during their year 
in office, or whether it was for life. 

* 

 
                                                        
172  LAIRD, 2001, pp. 175-176.  
173  LAIRD 2001, pp. 176-177, after WOODS 1991, pp. 111-112. 
174  LAIRD, 2001, p. 177, after WOODS, 1991, pp. 120-124. 
175  LAIRD, 2001, p. 177; WOODS, 1991, pp. 120-125. 
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Badges of Honour. What do they mean? – The actual meaning or relevance of these 
insignia for the institution of *augustales, and consequently for its members, was hardly 
ever discussed. Duthoy gave a very brief evaluation of the matter; the badges of honour 
emphasised even more the official nature of the position, and increased their 
resemblance to the municipal magistrates and decurions.176  

First, the toga praetexta. For the Romans, ‘differences in gender, age, class, 
political status, and religious role were often immediately visible from the type, colour, 
and decoration of their garments alone’.177 This was ‘respectability on display’ in the 
strictest sense of the term. It was a very visible element that distinguished those who 
had obtained the right to wear this toga from those who had not. 

Second, the sella curulis and the privilege of bisellium. As hinted at above, these 
should be sharply distinguished from one another. Bisellium allowed someone to use 
during public occasions (e.g. festivals and games) a type of chair that took up the 
amount of space for two regular chairs, hence the name bi-sella. This was not an 
officially recognised magisterial insigne, but a privilege that could also be accorded to 
collegiati for instance – as is elaborately attested in the epigraphic record.178 The sella 
curulis on the other hand, was a symbol of the potestas (and for the consuls and the 
praetors also of imperium) of the magistrate. The chair itself was encrusted with 
precious ivory.179 The curule chairs were instrumental for putting everyone’s position in 
the social formation on display during public events: in a glance one could see who was 
charge in the city. This preoccupation with distinguishing social classes (discrimina 
ordinum) culminated in the Lex Iulia de Theatralis that stipulated seating of the orders in 
the theatres. Plinius Maior and Suetonius refer to the reserved seating arrangements in 
(amphi)theatres.180 

 
                                                        
176  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1268: ‘Les insignes auxquels les seviri augustales avaient droit mettaient encore plus 

en lumière la position officielle qu’occupaient les seviri augustales dans leur cité, et augmentaient 
leur resemblance avec les décurions et magistrats municipaux.’ 

177  DEBROHUN, 2000, pp. 20-21. 
178  Specifically for *augustales from Italy, 13 inscriptions attest the bisellium: CIL 9, 741 = ELarino 16 

(Larinum, Samnium); CIL 9, 2249 = EAOR-3, 32 = AE 2006, 359 (Telesia, Samnium); CIL 9, 2475 = D 5583 
(Saepinum, Samnium); ELarino 84 = AE 1966, 75 (Larinum, Samnium); CIL 9, 3524 (Furfo, Samnium); 
CIL 10, 1026 = D 6372 (Pompei, Latium et Campania); CIL 10, 1030 = D 6373 (Pompei, Latium et 
Campania) ; CIL 10, 1217 = D 5651 (Abella, Latium et Campania); CIL 10, 4760 = D 6296 (Suessa 
Aurunca, Latium et Campania) ; D 6500 (Beneventum, Apulia et Calabria) ; Latium 60 = AE 1996, 374 
(Minturnae, Latium et Campania); CIL 5, 7618 = InscrIt-9-1, 131 (Pollentia, Liguria); CIL 14, 318 = CIL 
5, *429,35 = D 6162 (Ostia Antica, Latium et Campania). 10 out of these 13 record some form of 
benefactions, five give a reason for the bisellium privilege: ob munificentia or ob merita. 

179  SCHÄFER, 1989, pp. 48-50.  
180  Plin. Nat. 23, 8; Suet. Aug. 40. See also RAWSON, 1987.  
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In his elaborate study on imperii insignia, Schäfer tried to demonstrate the 
qualitative difference between the sella curulis of ‘regular’ magistrates and those of 
*augustales. He argued that in the case of *augustales, the curule seat was not an insigne, 
but an exceptional privilege they enjoyed during the games (augustalia) they 
organised.181 His interpretation, however, is based on one very fragmentary inscription: 

 

CIL 6, 29746 
 

]/ali bis [---] 
sellam curulem e[---] 
loca publica a priva[---] 
nes suo sumptu obit [---] 
tus mulsum et crustu[lum ---] 
um marmorea et por[ticum(?)]  
L(ucio) Mario fecit ite[m ---] 
consensu decurion[um ---] 
um rerum est data [---]  
et a{h}enea in scal[---]  
quibus diebus in[ 

 

(Picture from Schäfer, 1989, Tafel 15.3. ) 
 

Some aspects of this interpretation are not easy to justify. First, the fragmentary 
state of the text is a good reason not to use it as a fundamental piece of evidence. The 
crucial part of the text, where [August]ali bis would have been written, was lost. This is 
exactly the type of reasoning Badian warned against when he wrote his article on 
‘history from square brackets’. He called it ‘a peculiar brand of historical fiction created 
by those who build far-reaching historical theories on words or phrases which their 
epigraphist predecessors have inserted’.182 Second, the text mentions sellam curulem eius 
explicitly, and the individual named acted as a benefactor, but it does not refer to any 
type of games. Contrary to Schäfer’s opinion, this text does not substantiate the claim a 
causal link existed between this augustalis, his sella curulis, and the augustalia games. 

Third, lictores and fasces. Both were insignia potestatis, important and awe-
inspiring symbols of power.183 Schäfer considered lictors as ‘ancillary staff’ 

 
                                                        
181  SCHÄFER, 1989, p. 55: ‘Die Sella curulis ist auf den genannten Stelen jedenfalls ebenso wie bei den 

Seviri nicht als genuines Insigne der Seviri augustales, sondern als außerordentliches Ehrenrecht bei 
der Abhaltung von Spielen zu verstehen.’ 

182  BADIAN, 1989, p. 59.  
183  DROGULA, 2007, pp. 432-433; SCHÄFER, 1989, p. 209.  
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(Hilfspersonal) that lent the fasces arms and legs whilst escorting magistrates.184 Again, 
Schäfer’s evaluation of *augustales in this respect is confusing. Trying to work out the 
difference between depicting two or six fasces on a tomb, he argues that two fasces were 
accorded as municipal insignia to *augustales during (and only during) the games 
organised by the association.185 How and why magisterial insignia could ever be accorded 
to members of an association is unclear. Also, the fasti from Trebula Suffenas discussed 
above made it very clear that the annual officers put on the local augustalia (attested as 
ludos in foro), not the association.186 

This section of Schäfer’s text is based on von Premerstein’s publication in the 
1885 volume of De Ruggiero’s ‘Dizionario Epigrafico’. I need to discuss his point of view 
to contextualise Schäfer’s. The passage is therefore worth it to be quoted in full:  

Il grande numero di monumenti si divide in due gruppi, secondo il numero dei 
fasces che vi sono rappresentati. […] Trattandosi di sei fasci, i quali evidentemente 
simboleggiano i sei componenti del collegio dei sexviri augustales, si potrebbe forse 
pensare ai littori, dei quali sarebbe stato assegnato un ad ogni singolo sexvir, 
secondo l’usanza di assegnare anche in altri casi in Roma a sacerdoti e 
sacerdotesse un littore, che giuridicamente non è tale, a titolo d’onore. Per 
contrario i due fasci, insegne della magistratura municipale, spettano ai sexviri 
augustales straordinariamente per la durata dei giuochi – diritto onorifico che, 
come il permesso di portare la praetexta, era stato concesso da Augusto per 
occasioni solenni anche ai magistri vicorum della città di Roma.187 

A number of points are remarkable. According to Von Premerstein, six fasces 
depicted on a monument symbolised six lictores of six seviri augustales who made up the 
association of the seviri augustales. First of all, the strictly numerical value of the name 
(sex-viri) itself has been long disproved. Naturally, von Premerstein could not know how 
the research tradition was to develop, but Schäfer published his book some hundred 
years later. Nevertheless, he adhered to Von Premerstein’s opinion. Moreover, both Von 
Premerstein and Schäfer consistently did not differentiate between the association of 
*augustales and the office. This way, they end up writing statements that make no sense, 
such as arguing magisterial insignia were accorded to members of a college. 

 
                                                        
184  SCHÄFER, 1989, p. 206.  
185  SCHÄFER, 1989, p. 216: ‘Zu Recht hatte von Premerstein vermutet, daß im Falle der zwei Fasces dies in 

Anlehnung an munzipale Magistratsinsignien nur für die Dauer von Spielen vergeben worden 
wären, die die Kollegion auszurichten hatten.’ 

186 CIL 6, 29 681. OLIVER, 1958, p. 485. For the augustalia games, see also CIL 10, 6638, mentioning ludi 
augustales committuntur HS Xmilibus and AE 1982, 680 attesting a benefaction of HS 300,000 ad ludos 
sevirales in perpetuum celebrandos.  

187  VON PREMERSTEIN, 1895, p. 847. 
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The issue of the two versus six fasces depicted on grave monuments also led to 
some puzzling statements. Von Premerstein argued two fasces were accorded to sexviri 
augustales during the augustalia. Bearing in mind what he said about the six fasces, his 
interpretation of the tombs that depict only two fasces does not seem convincing. In 
sum, he argued that the six members of the association of seviri augustales had fasces and 
lictors, and that during the games these same seviri augustales enjoyed the exceptional 
privilege of having two fasces. In the first case, these fasces were expressions of a 
collegial position, in the second case they would be magisterial insignia given to 
*augustales for four days a year.188 As already indicated in the previous paragraph, 
awarding insignia to members of an association is impossible. In any case, this part of his 
reasoning is incorrect. Also, why would any given sevir augustalis put either six or two 
fasces on his tomb? The way von Premerstein phrased it one would expect eight – two 
for presiding the games, six for being a sexvir augustalis.  

Von Premerstein’s explanation of the difference between six and two fasces is 
simply unsatisfactory. The number of fasces depicted seems to suggest the number of 
lictores that accompanied the *augustalis in office – as Mourlot pointed out in a 
footnote.189 In the case of the re-cut inscription from Aesernia discussed above,190 one 
might suppose the undamaged stone would have had a second bundle of wooden rods 
depicted on the left hand side. Two fasces equalled two lictors, following one *augustalis 
in office. So how should we understand the six (sometimes four) fasces found on 
monuments? Based on three reliefs from Verona that depict four fasces, Schäfer 
concluded that ‘die normale Zweizahl ist also verdoppelt’. From this, Schäfer concludes 
that the fourteen reliefs showing six fasces should be interpreted as ‘three times two’ 
fasces. Six fasces were only depicted on the tombs of *augustales who took up the one-
year office three times, four fasces on tombs of *augustales who became officers twice.191 
The majority of monuments only show two fasces.192 

Von Premerstein assumed the fasces were only accorded to *augustales during the 
games. This interpretation is based on an analogy with the magistri vicorum from Rome 
and a privilege they were accorded by Augustus.193 No evidence whatsoever of the 
connection between both factors exists for *augustales.  

* 

 
                                                        
188  Four days of augustalia games, on 1st-4th August. See fasti of Trebula Suffenas, CIL 6, 29681. 
189  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 103, n. 3.  
190  CIL 9, 2678 
191  SCHÄFER, 1989, p. 220.  
192  SCHÄFER, 1989, p. 219.  
193  Dio Cass. 55, 8. 
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Official Nature of the Position – The right to have lictores and the meaning of the 
fasces they carried reflected the official status of the office. Also, the fact that *augustales 
in office had lictores confirms that the office holders were appointed by the city council. 
Insignia expressed the official authority vested in them, authority created by their 
appointment. An association could not do this. It was perhaps this expression of 
magisterial potestas that explains in part the attractiveness and endurance of the 
*augustalitas?  

Mourlot bluntly argued that ‘décurions, heureux de trouver dans ces aspirations 
vaniteuses une mine inépuisable de ressources, ont laissé les seviri jouer au magistrat’.194 

However, when Duthoy spoke of the *augustalitas as an ‘Ersatz’ for *augustales, he did not 
necessarily imply it was a scam to dig deep into the pockets of the candidates. He saw it 
as a dignity, accorded to wealthy individuals, that allowed the *augustalis to distinguish 
himself from other freedmen or ingenui. The insignia and the honourable place during 
games and festivities were markers of a magistracy, but in this case it was only an 
‘Ersatz’.195  

At first sight, Duthoy’s stance on the *augustalitas as an ‘Ersatz’ magistracy seems 
incompatible to Mourlot’s point of view: Duthoy stressed the social function, whereas 
Mourlot was much more cynical, stressing the importance of their wealth and how more 
powerful groups benefited from this. In fact, the basic message is very similar: no matter 
how wealthy they got, freedmen could never obtain the same rights ingenui had. The 
social function of the *augustalitas honour was the recognition of these affluent 
individuals as important figures in their cities. Wealth was a crucial condition for being 
appointed as an *augustalis by the city council. In both cases, these *augustales were 
approached as subject (or even victims) of other people’s (i.c. the decuriones) strategies. 
These well-to-do freedmen or peregrini who could not take part in the municipal cursus 
honorum, were deceived and allegedly did not see through the economic and political 
manoeuvring that laid behind their nomination. 

Instead, I would stress the strategic potential of an *augustalis’ office and dignity. 
Becoming an *augustalis offered return benefits as well in the form of prestige, easier 
access to other honours, and an expansion of network connections. Also, in some cases, 
their position as an *augustalis (and the social networks and contacts that come with it) 
could substantially facilitate the career of their ambitious sons, who could obtain a seat 
in the city council more easily. In fact, whilst using a completely different set of sources 
and asking different questions, Marc Kleijwegt reached a similar conclusion about the 
use of awarding ornamenta in general. He argued that it was not an ‘empty honour’ at all, 

 
                                                        
194  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 103. 
195  DUTHOY, 1974, pp. 152-153.  
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but could be used ‘to increase the number of munera-performers, to provide extra 
income for the public treasury and to speed up a career to bypass imperial decrees’.196 In 
sum, he evaluated ornamenta and honores as an opportunity for some social strata to use 
their economic capital to make a name for them. He did not stress the honourable side 
of ornamenta, but the way it was used as an instrument for economic purposes.197 This is 
quite a different image than that of the meek and docile *augustalis who does not seem 
to grasp the mechanisms of which he is a vital part. 

Moreover, these magisterial insignia profiled *augustales in office (and by 
extension the association they could join as former officers) as powerful players in local 
society, and yet another confirmation of their integration in that society.  

4 .2.2  Self-Display and Being Remembered 

[Commemoration] must be not only of action, but of its 
consequences to the community, and the ethical 
evaluation it received from the primary audience. 
Commemoration occurs by means of a monument, a 
device that calls the deeds to memory; monuments 
include narratives, statues, scars or other bodily marks, 
toponyms, cognomina, and even rituals, to name just a 
few.198 
 
Monumentum est, quod memoriae servandae 
gratia ex[i]stat.199 
 

4.2.2.1  Public Conduct and Regulation 

One Caius Iunius Priscus is the only candidate duumvir quinquennalis known from 
Arles,200 and he did not record being a regular duumvir before this. As candidate supreme 
magistrate of the city and flamen augustalis, Priscus acted a benefactor. When the city 
adorned a balcony of the theatre with doors and a silver statue of Neptune, he gifted 
four bronze statues, financed two days of games with wild beasts and gave a meal to the 
city councillors (in thirteen triclinia), the civic associations (in thirty-four biclinia) and 
the seviri augustales, the total expense amounting to two hundred thousand sesterces.201 

 
                                                        
196  KLEIJWEGT, 1992, p. 131. 
197  KLEIJWEGT, 1992, p. 133.  
198  ROLLER, 2004, p. 5.  
199  D. 11.7.2.6. 
200  GASCOU, 1997, p. 83.  
201  CIL 12, 697: C(aius) Iunius Priscus IIv[ir] quinquen[nalis] cand(idatus) Arelate[nsium] item flam[en 
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The amount of seating mentioned for the public meals, would suggest one hundred and 
seventeen city councillors could be present,202 and sixty-eight representatives of the 
civic associations.203 The number of seviri augustales that were invited remains 
unspecified.  

The really interesting phrase, however, when it comes to regulations of public 
conduct, is secund[um discipli]nam moresque.204 It would seem there were teachings 
(disciplina) as well as habits (mores) when it came to the organisation of an epulum, a 
public meal. Apparently Priscus found it noteworthy enough to have it chiselled on 
stone that he actually followed the customs. The phrase seems to suggest available 
teachings and habits were not blindly followed: putting policy into practice was not 
easy.  

So why exactly was this self-righteous (candidate) city councillor so anxious to 
‘get it right’, to offer these meals to the city councillors, the civic associations and the 
seviri augustales according to the customs? Here, the importance of setting an example, 
of being the moral exemplum, comes in. Several scholars have discussed the importance 
of ‘the gaze’ and the strongly connected role of ‘exemplarity’ in Roman political and 
social life.205 In the discourse of the exemplum, the audience is crucial. Without an 
audience, the exemplum set by a member of the elite would simply fade into the 
background, with no one to notice it. Only the spectator, the receiver of the discourse, 
can give validity to the exemplum.206 

Validation by a spectator gives legitimacy to the one who set the exemplum. This 
implies two things: (1) the audience, the subordinates of the member of society who set 
the exemplum, actively participate in cementing the existing social formation, and (2) 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

Augusta]lis [postq(uam)] podi[u]m cum [ia]nuis / et signum Nept[uni a]rgenteu[m rei pu]blicae pollicit[us 
erat] HS CC d[e suo adie]c[tis IV ae]nea s[igna] fac[i]en[da cu]ravit / [du]orum dierum [operas sca]en[i]cas 
[venati]onem edid[it decur(ionibus)] epulum in XIIII [tricli]n(iis) XXXIIII [biclin(iis) f]orens[ibus it(em) 
corpo]r(ibus) it(em) IIIIII[vir(is) Aug(ustalibus)] epulum secun[dum discipli]nam mores[que] dedit 

202  A regular triclinium would offer room to nine people, three on each couch. The inscription mentions 
thirteen of them.  

203  A biclinium was a dining-couch for the use of two persons. The inscription mentions thirty-four of 
them.  

204  The inscription reads: SECVN[---]NAMMORES (secun[…]nam mores[…]). SECVN is recorded on a 
different slab than NAMMORES and the letters are very hard to read. The only combination of 
disciplina with mores occurs in one other Christian inscription, known only from a ninth century 
manuscript (CIL 5, p. 622,13). The authenticity of this inscription has long since been questioned. In 
the CIL volume, editors pointed out that dibutatio movetur de tituli sinceritate. Caution against 
overinterpretation is necessary here.  

205  ROLLER, 2004; BELL, 2004; BARTSCH, 2006. 
206  As explained and documented by BARTSCH, 2006 (esp. pp. 115-120) and ROLLER, 2004 (esp. p. 4). Since 

our source material is too limited, I will not touch upon this speculative area of research.  
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without an audience, the elite could crumble and fall. This second point seems to imply 
the impact factor of regular citizens and the plebs was rather high. On the contrary, all 
scholars who discussed exemplary discourse and spectacular power, tacitly or overtly 
took the Roman elite as a research subject. Still, one could wonder whether the 
potential ‘fall of the elite’ was not an issue at all. Here, Bell made a fair point. He stated 
that a ‘general sense of vulnerability within the elite – an unspoken awareness that 
one’s own balance was as precarious as the next man’s – might have created a safety net 
of tacit complicity’.207 He compared it to the Cold War doctrine ‘Mutually Assured 
Destruction’; disposing of fellow members of the elite implied corrosion of the much-
needed audience.  

The first element (the role of the audience) is strongly reminiscent of the 
concept of symbolic violence outlined above. Bourdieu saw this as a power play that 
would be impossible if not for the tacit acceptance by the subjects and the acceptance of 
the legitimacy of the claims of the powerful. It denotes all forms of power that succeed 
in imposing meaning upon groups or classes and, moreover, doing this in such a way 
that it is experienced as legitimate.208 In the last chapter (‘Complex Power Relations’), I 
discuss how this concept could apply to the relationship between the city council and 
*augustales. Here, however, using the exemplum discourse as a starting point, I want to 
demonstrate that *augustales were not only receivers, but also practitioners of symbolic 
violence.  

Roller also linked the exemplum discourse to the appreciation of time and history 
by Romans:  

Exemplary discourse […] describes an actual Roman way of confronting the past, 
of giving it value and purpose. The socio-ethical dynamics of exemplarity are 
fundamental to Roman historical consciousness itself. For a Roman, the question 
of what the past is, and what it is for, is closely tied up with the monuments that 
mediate his or her encounters with the past. 

Whereas scholars like Roller approached the exemplum discourse as a rather 
passive reception or evaluation of the discourse by an audience,209 I want to turn this 
reasoning on its head – or, if you like, put it on its feet again.210 Before an audience can 
 
                                                        
207  BELL, 2004, p. 15.  
208 BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 209-231, esp. p. 219: ‘La violence symbolique, violence douce, invisible, 

méconnue comme telle, choisie autant que subie, celle de la confiance, de l’obligation, de la fidélité 
personnelle, de l’hospitalité, du don, de la dette, de la reconnaissance, de la piété, de toutes les 
vertus en un mot qu’honore la morale de l’honneur, s’impose comme le mode de domination le plus 
économique.’  

209  ROLLER, 2004, pp. 4-8. 
210  This metaphor is of course borrowed from the Marxist literature. Engels argued Hegel had put the 
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receive any information, this information – and the way one wanted an audience to 
receive it – must be actively constructed. In a face-to-face society, members of society, 
including *augustales, actively constructed the past as it was to be seen in the near and 
distant future. In this respect, commemoration through funerary monuments was a way 
to demonstrate one was willing to comply with ‘the way things should be done’. By 
carefully mediating the perception of their position, one could give meaning to his 
actions. The past was brought into the present and future, because of the idea of being 
seen and the need to leave a mark. Exemplarity was a virtue. As such, the city councillor 
Priscus’ reasons for emphasising the exemplary nature of his behaviour are clear; as a 
candidate for the highest magistracy of the city (i.e. duumvir quinquennalis) and flamen of 
the deified Augustus, he could set an example that would be an especially strong signal 
to the local community. 

Two extraordinary inscriptions are particularly relevant here. In the last chapter, 
an extraordinary text from Copia,211 dated to the reign of emperor Augustus,212 is 
discussed because of the tight grip the city council had on *augustales, taking 
responsibility for all the nominations of *augustales in the city – honorary and 
exceptional as well as yearly and regular appointments. The inscription records a 
municipal decree in honour of Ti. Claudius Idomeneus. Particularly lines 17 to 19 are 
relevant for the present discussion: 

[V]ere quo n[o]tius [sit in eum studium r(ei) p(ublicae)] / et is modes[t]iae suae praecepisse 
fructum debitum merito videatur itaq[ue admirantes] / ceteri simili[s] fortunae hominis 
periti vitae forte merit[u]m senatus am[plissimum] / iudiciorum imitari eum velint. 

A translation would read: ‘For it to be even better known – the concern of the 
public administration towards him – and for it to be obvious that he deservedly and 
early reaped the fruits of his modesty, so that all the others, admiring the strong 
recognition – the highest of rewards given by the Council – of the life of a man who has 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

dialectical method ‘on its head’, and famously placed the Hegelian dialectics ‘on their feet again’. 
ENGELS, 1886: ‘[…] und damit wurde die Hegelsche Dialektik auf den Kopf, oder vielmehr vom Kopf, 
auf dem sie stand, wieder auf die Füße gestellt.’ 

211 AE 2008, 441, elaborately discussed in chapter six, in the section on ‘A proximity thing: the 
decuriones’. 

212  Costabile demonstrated the difficulties of dating this particular inscription, but finally concludes by 
saying that ‘una serie di dati concorre dunque in maniera certamente complessa e non 
immediatamente intuibile, ma non per questo con minore coerenza e cogenza, ad escludere la 
possibilità che il senatusconsultum si dati al 4-14 d.C. anziché al 15-36’. (COSTABILE, 2008, discussion: 
pp. 114- 125, quote: p. 125.)  
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experienced a similar fortunate, would want to imitate him.’213 The official reason for 
setting up the text was certainly so it could serve as an exemplum for ‘all the others’.214 

Second, a long inscription from Suessa Aurunca can be dated to A.D. 193.215 In the 
next chapter, I shortly discuss this inscription because of the transgenerational mobility 
apparent here: the son of an augustalis was made a city councillor (for free, gratuitus) 
because of the merits of his father (ob merita patris), by agreement of the decuriones, 
augustales and the plebs. Much like the inscription that attested the city councillor C. 
Iunius Priscus, who gave a public meal following the mores of the city, the man under 
review here was also a benefactor. This C. Titius Chresimus also gave gladiatorial games, 
was rewarded with the bisellium and could enjoy the water supply as if he were a city 
councillor (ac si decurio). Especially relevant here, is the phrase recorded on the ninth 
and tenth lines of the inscription: quo quis optimo exemplo in colonia Suessa habuit.  

City councils naming two *augustales as ‘moral exempla’ for the community at 
large, is perhaps the height of their integration in local society. The city councillors who 
bestowed the privileges on Chresimus, evaluated this augustalis – and not a fellow city 
councillor - as the best exemplum the colony of Suessa had.  

These inscriptions are marvellous examples of the active construction of an 
exemplum, as well as the direct reception of it. Idomeneus was honoured extensively by 
the city council for his modesty, Chresimus for his merita. In fact, by doing so, the city 
councils of these cities (Copia and Suessa) emphasised the importance of moral virtue 
and merit, hereby validating Idomeneus’ and Chresimus’ efforts to make themselves 
known in local society. As such, the city council is both the audience of the presentation 
of the self by Idomeneus and Chresimus, as well as the co-constructor of the exemplum 
these men are deemed to be – or at least should be – for the ceteri. These ‘others’ were in 
the case of Idomeneus not only the citizens and inhabitants of Copia in general, but 
perhaps especially his (future) colleague augustales.  

What we encounter here is a very peculiar form of symbolic violence: the officials 
of the city put forward a worthy candidate for an exemplary position for the whole 
colony. This means the decuriones decided on whom to offer this highly prestigious 
recognition – i.e. symbolic violence as discussed in the last chapter – but at the same 
time put an augustalis in a peculiar position. Idomeneus and Chresimus were given 
moral authority, and could shame their fellow citizens if they should show 
inappropriate behaviour. This too should be considered as symbolic violence, as a softer 
and less institutionalised form of coercion.  

 
                                                        
213  Own translation, based on that into Italian by COSTABILE, 2008, p. 147.  
214  COSTABILE, 2008, p. 109. 
215  CIL 10, 4760 = D 6296; [Q(uinto) S]ossio Falcone C(aio) Iulio / Erucio Claro co(n)s(ulibus): A.D. 193. 
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4.2.2.2  Graveyard Politics 

In 2005, Henrik Mouritsen demonstrated that the Italian curial élites and the 
freedmen population did not engage in direct competition of self-representation. 
Although the élite could afford to erect major tombs and grave monuments, they seem 
not have felt the need to ‘demonstrate their public position in death’.216 Mouritsen 
argued; ‘in terms of centrality and civic focus the necropoleis represented one extreme 
in a continuum the opposite end of which was occupied by the forum’. 217 The locus of 
competition for the curial élite was the forum, on the intersection of the Decumanus 
and the Cardo, in the centre of the city. This was where they displayed their status by 
erecting statues or monuments with inscriptions attesting their achievements and 
benefactions. It was the city council that controlled the allotment of public land, by 
decurional decree (locus datus decreto decurionum). Freedmen, however, conquered the 
graveyards with their remarkable and grand monuments. They took over the 
necropoleis as the place of servile competition, since this was ‘the medium which 
offered them the best opportunity for self-display’.218  

Mouritsen and Hackworth-Petersen discussed one peculiar case of an augustalis 
from Pompeii called C. Munatius Faustus and his wife Naevoleia Tyche.219 In the mid-
first century A.D., Faustus built a relatively inconspicuous monument in the Porta 
Nocera necropolis, which blended in with neighbouring freedmen tombs. This would 
have gone relatively unnoticed, if it were not for the fact that a second grave monument 
of the same couple was found outside the Porta Ercolano. As Mouritsen described, this 
monument is much more conspicuous. It was richly decorated, had an altar put on a 
high podium facing the street and had an internal chamber, and had an enclosure wall 
built all around it.220 The large inscription read:  

 

Naevoleia L(uci) lib(erta) Tyche sibi et 

C(aio) Munatio Fausto Aug(ustali) et pagano 

cui decuriones consensu populi 

bisellium ob merita eius decreverunt 

hoc monimentum Naevoleia Tyche libertis suis 

libertabusq(ue) et C(ai) Munati Fausti viva fecit221 

 
                                                        
216  MOURITSEN, 2005, p. 47. 
217  MOURITSEN, 2005, p. 53.  
218  MOURITSEN, 2005, p. 55. 
219  MOURITSEN, 2005, p. 56; HACKWORTH-PETERSEN, 2006, pp. 65-69. 
220  For more pictures, see appendix. 
221  CIL 10, 1030 = D 6373 
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Apparently, Faustus had died by 
the time this monument was erected, and 
his wife Naevoleia had it built for the 
both of them. Perhaps she felt that the 
privilege of bisellium that was granted to 
him – probably after a donation of grain, as the frieze suggests222 – by the city council 
and the people deserved some more attention. For this reason, the widow commissioned 
the building of a second monument.  

So what does this particular story have to do with the different loci of 
competition – i.e. the forum and the necropolis? One attempt at an explanation for the 
double monument could be that Munatius Faustus was keen on imitating the relatively 
modest graves of the curial élite, as did the neighbouring freedmen graves. The fact that 
his wife erected a conspicuous altar monument for her late husband and herself ruined 
his efforts he made to epigraphically ‘blend in’ with the élite. 

4.2.2.3  Funerary Context and Memoria  

Es scheint nicht übertrieben, wenn man davon ausgeht, daß kaum weniger 
als 90% aller heute noch erhaltenen Inschriften darauf zurückgehen, daß für die 
langfristige Erinnerung an Personen (oder Ereignisse) Dauerhaftigkeit erreicht, 
daß vergessen verhindert werden sollte.223 

Epigraphy served memoria, and not only in funerary context. In this regard, 
Werner Eck wondered why certain administrative documents were written on stone or 
bronze, and were preserved in the so-called ‘epigraphic corpus’. He argued there was an 
important difference between the publication of political and administrative 
arrangements in the legal sense and the subsequent public presentation of the same 
documents. In the second case, memoria was the key consideration. Whitewashed boards 
or papyrus were the normal form of publication. When certain decrees or decisions 
were written on durable materials, the objectives were different: adding to the prestige 
of the city, or consolidating the memoria of an event or person.224 

Funerary commemoration was aimed at the preservation of memory: ‘portraits 
and inscriptions were, however, a fundamental means by which individuals could be 
honoured in their life-time and their memory preserved after death’.225 In his study on 
senatorial self-representation Eck points out that in many cases monuments were 
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erected after the death of the commemorated individual. In these cases, according to 
Eck, the inscriptions did not put the individual person on display (as he was already 
dead), but their family or patron.226 This simple observation is crucial for the discussion 
of funerary inscriptions and memory of *augustales in the light of ‘presentation of the 
self’ or ‘respectability on display’. Who was on display exactly?  

A quick overview of the inscriptions of *augustales shows that almost half of the 
epigraphic corpus consists of funerary texts.227 This figure is remarkably low in 
comparison to the entire corpus of Latin inscriptions, where tombstones furnish three-
quarters of the material.228 To find out whose respectability was on display in each of 
these inscriptions, the occurrence of particular words, i.e. vivus, viva, and sibi, in the 
corpus of 815 funerary inscriptions offers some information; 

 

 In one hundred and nineteen inscriptions the *augustalis indicates he himself 
erected the monument or tomb by life – vivus (fecit). A very similar word, being viva, 
occurs in thirty-one texts.229 Despite the similarity with vivus, this needs to be 
interpreted in a completely different way. Here, it is necessary to mention the almost 
exclusively male membership of *augustales (as discussed above).230 As such, viva cannot 
be interpreted as a monument erected by life by a female *augustalis. A short analysis of 
the thirty-one text that mention this, quickly shows that in 74 % of all cases,231 we are 
dealing with the wife of the deceased *augustalis who constructed the tomb or 

 
                                                        
226  ECK, 1984, p. 135. 
227  815 out of 1713 inscriptions are funerary, i.e. 48% or the corpus under review here. 
228  SALLER and SHAW, 1984, p. 124. 
229  Being AE 2008, 535; AE 2007, 952; CIL 5, 67 = Pais 6 = InscrIt-10-4, 385 = InscrIt-10-1, 105 ; CIL 5, 334 = 

InscrIt-10-2, 15; CIL 5, 338 = InscrIt-10-2, 20; CIL 5, 3415 = CLE 1095 = D 6699; CIL 5, 3429 = D 6698; CIL 
5, 5874 = AE 1994, 726; CIL 5, 6516 = EaNovara 45; CIL 5, 6787 = InscrIt-11-2, 12; CIL 5, 6792 = InscrIt-
11-2, 17; CIL 5, 6823 = InscrIt-11-1, 37 = IAugPraetoria 40; CIL 5, 7023 = D 7636; CIL 5, 7168; CIL 5, 7678 
= InscrIt-9-1, 30; CIL 5, 8141 = InscrIt-10-1, 110; CIL 9, 2676 = Aesernia 66; EE-8-1, 111 = ELSangro 20; 
CIL 9, 3525; CIL 10, 1030 = D 6373; CIL 10, 3950; CIL 11, 5177; CIL 12, 642; CIL 12, 2247 = ILN-5-2, 384; 
CIL 12, 3015; CIL 13, 1945 = D 7591; CIL 13, 1958; ILTG 241 = AE 1935, 17; InscrAqu-1, 516 = IEAquil 64; 
InscrIt-10-1, 106; InscrIt-10-1, 115.  

230 Discussed in chapter 3, in the section on ‘Economic sectors and *augustales.’ 
231  Being 23 out of 31 inscriptions.  
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monument for her maritus pientissimus232 or her coniunx optimus,233 rarissimus,234 
sanctissimus,235 or carissimus et incomparabilis.236 For the remaining eight inscriptions, it 
unclear what the relation was between the woman who erected the tomb or monument, 
and the *augustalis commemorated in the inscription.  

Another word which indicates that the *augustalis was responsible for the 
building of his own funerary monument, is sibi. Understandably, this partially overlaps 
with the inscriptions that mention vivus: in fifty-eight inscriptions that mention sibi, the 
word vivus occurs as well. In two hundred and fifty-four texts however, sibi is the only 
indication that the *augustalis financed the monument himself during his life. The rest 
of the corpus, or four hundred and eleven texts, seems to have been financed by other 
individuals (either the close family of the *augustalis, or his patron). Moreover, this also 
means that four hundred and forty-two inscriptions in total, or 54% of the corpus, were 
erected after the death of the *augustalis. 
  To modern eyes, the idea of financing a grave monument and having an 
inscription cut by life, may seem strange – although the concept of ‘family graves’ that 
were used for three to four generations, is also well known in modern times. For a well-
off Roman, however, erecting a tombstone or -monument by life was a way to make sure 
respect was paid to his manes and was perhaps his best chance at safeguarding his 
memory. Pliny wrote: ‘So rare is trust in friends, so assured the forgetting of the dead, 
that we have to construct our tombs with our own hands and fulfil the tasks of our heirs 
beforehand’.237 As Greg Woolf pointed out, ‘inscriptions were intended to defy change 
and to entrench a particular view, in this case of the self. […] Most obvious was the fear 
of oblivion, of loss of the self.’238 

However, not the number of monuments of *augustales erected by life, but rather 
the high percentage of those that were post-mortem, stands out. As Hope phrased it, ‘a 
major role of the Roman style funerary monument […] was its function in articulating a 
sense of difference and a desire to be accepted’.239 When it comes to ‘presentation of the 
self’ through funerary inscriptions, and keeping in mind the whole idea of the graveyard 
as the locus of competition for freedmen, it is remarkable how many of the inscriptions 
were not erected by the *augustalis himself. In fifty-four per cent of the cases, the 
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dedicator was a female family member of the *augustalis (often his wife), the broader 
family, or his patron. The importance of family vis-à-vis the individual can be seen 
throughout the funerary epigraphy. Even in those inscriptions that mention the word 
vivus, indicating the *augustalis was alive and well when the text was chiselled on stone, 
in sixty-seven out of the one hundred and nineteen inscriptions (56%) the *augustalis 
mentions his wife, offspring or other members of his close family. This signifies that in 
many inscriptions not only the respectability of the *augustalis was on display. If he was 
already deceased, it was often the family that presented itself as dedicator, and used the 
respectable position of one of its members – i.e. the dedicatee, being an *augustalis – to 
increase their general esteem. If still alive, the *augustalis himself often took the trouble 
to mention his family and fit his position into a broader societal framework. 
 This leaves one final question; how was this all connected to memoria (aeterna)? A 
number of scholars have discussed several aspects of memoria and its importance. 
Purcell, for instance, discussed memoria in context of literacy and writing. He argued 
that apparitional scribae had control over knowledge and thus were potentially 
dangerous.240 Purcell wrote, ‘the state-employed apparitores were among the most 
important […] of those to whom the Romans entrusted the survival of their record. In 
vain. These are the people who lost the memory of ancient Rome.’241 Others, like Roller 
and Hope, have focused on the importance of monumental context and the messages it 
communicated,242 or have connected it with the catchphrases ‘identity’ and ‘narratives 
of the self’.243  

* 
So which aspects of memoria do I aim to discuss here? The bottom line of the 

studies mentioned above – except for Purcell’s – was that monuments and inscriptions 
aid memory. The function of epigraphy as a means of self-representation means that 
those who gained privileges or honours, those who had ‘something to record’,244 tried to 
erect an inscription.  

Thirty-two inscriptions attesting thirty-seven individual *augustales mention 
memoria, which is a mere 2% of the complete corpus of texts from Italy and Roman Gaul. 
Different formulas occur, and it seems like these were geographically anchored: dis 
manibus et memoriae aeternae is most often found in the city of Lugdunum, and so is dis 
manibus et memoria.  
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By far the most common phrase is dis manibus et memoriae aeternae – ‘to the spirits 
of the underworld and for eternal memory’ – which occurs fourteen times. One Aebutius 
Agathon was a curator peculii rei publicae from Glanum, present-day St. Rémy.245 In fact, 
this vicus was not independent at all, as res publica seems to suggest, but it came under 
Arelate (Arles).246 This may help to interpret the professional title Agaton had; since 
Glanum was dependent on another colonia, they could not have a curator publica pecunia. 
Instead, a curator of the money and sources of income assigned by Arelate to Glanum 
was appointed.247 As such, Agaton’s profession expresses the political relation between 
both cities splendidly: Glanum was a semi-independent vicus that de facto governed its 
own affairs, but de iure came under Arelate. Agathon had a relatively high profile: he was 
sevir augustalis corporatus (and twice curator of the corpus Augustalium) in Arelate, sevir in 
Iulia Apta, was a river shipper on the Saône (nauta araricus), and played an important 
role in the local administration. After living to a see a relatively old age – he was seventy 
when he died – his freedwoman (and concubine), Aebutia Eutychia erected this 
tombstone for him.  

It is not necessary to discuss all of the relevant inscriptions this elaborately, but 
Agathon’s epitaph can serve as an example. Most of the fourteen funerary inscriptions 
that have dis manibus et memoriae aeternae as an exordium show some common features. 
First, in eleven out of fourteen inscriptions, the *augustalis did not erect the monument 
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or the inscription himself, but someone else did so after his death. In two cases, this was 
not done by a member of the *augustalis’ family, but by his patron248 or a collibertus.249 In 
the remaining nine cases, the wife, son (or wife and son), or brother of the *augustalis 
took care of the inscription.250 Two instances record the *augustalis who made these 
funerary arrangements by life.251 In one Lugdunese case, it is a sevir augustalis who 
erected the monument for his deceased wife, for her eternal memory. Of course, this 
was a good opportunity for this sevir augustalis to advertise his position as well.252  

Second, the *augustales named here all held a relatively modest position in their 
local community. By this, I mean that none of them obtained the highest privileges that 
could potentially be accorded to them, such as the ornamenta decurionalia or bisellium, 
nor did anyone obtain a concession of public land by the decuriones (locus datus decreto 
decurionum). Five of them boasted membership of other, often professional, collegia.253 
The rest had obtained the *augustalitas and seem to have left it at that. It is remarkable 
that (the family of) exactly these *augustales, who, besides their *augustalitas, did not 
have anything spectacular going for them, wanted to pursue eternal commemoration. It 
is possible that this was some kind of sentiment on the part of the family members who 
in many cases erected the monument, and were grieving over the loss of a loved one. 
Another explanation is also possible, which brings us to the third point.  

Third, except for one (very fragmented) text, all of the inscriptions stem from 
Gaul, and most of them from Lugdunum. In Ostia Antica, an extremely damaged stone 
was found, on which the phrase [--- mem]oriae aeterna[li] is written. It is unclear both 
how long the text originally was and what the relation is between the memoria phrase 
and the members of the Catinii family named on the stone, making it virtually 
impossible to interpret the text.254 Another inscription originates from Glanum, in 
Narbonese Gaul,255 and the remaining twelve inscriptions all come from the city of 
Lugdunum.256 This predominance of Gallic material could indicate that referring to 
memoria was a localised epigraphic habit. 
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A second phrase that occurs fairly often in this limited corpus of thirty-two 
inscriptions is in memoriam. The formula is well known, as it is used in epitaphs to this 
day. Two out of the six texts that record this phrase are funerary inscriptions. Marcus 
Abonius Acanthus from Vicetia was sevir augustalis, adcensus of a consul, and freed by an 
Abonius who erected the tombstone in memoriam of his freedman. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, no Abonii are known as consuls, so Marcus cannot have served his 
former master as an adcensus.257 Titus Atinatius Philargyrus from Interamna Nahars – 
present day Terni – was a sevir augustalis. His peculiar nomen, Atinatius, may imply a 
family connection with the city of Antina, situated some 180 kilometres south of Terni. 
For his memory, his broken-hearted nutrix, his wet nurse, erected the inscription.258  

The remaining four texts, attesting seven individual *augustales, all stem from 
Aquileia.259 All four of them are in fact devoted to the god Silvanus: Silvano Augusto 
(sacrum). The offerings are given ‘in honour’ (in honorem) and/or ‘in memory’ (in 
memoriam) of a number of members of the same family.260  

Also, Aquileia seems to be the only city in which *augustales set up inscriptions to 
Silvanus Augustus. Dorcey suggested that Silvano Augusto most likely did not express a 
link with the imperial cult, but should be understood in a more general sense; ‘to the 
august Silvanus’. Augustus is not an unusual designation for other Roman deities, as at 
least forty-five different divinities with this epiteth are known.261 Moreover, these 
inscriptions also demonstrate the limited utility of categorisation: they are funerary (in 
memoriam), honorific (in honorem) and religious (Silvano Augusto sacrum) at the same time. 
In this regard, Dorcey suggested that in Aquileia, Silvanus adapted to fit the religious 
needs of the local context and took a new role as a funerary god. In general, most of the 
offerings to Silvanus in Aquileia are ‘either honorific (in honorem) or memorial (in 
memoriam), not votive (ex voto)’.262 

A third phrase, dis manibus et memoriae, is attested four times. Again, as with 
memoriae aeternae, all texts stem from the city of Lugdunum.263 This adds weight to what 
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was conjectured above: this may simply be a part of an epigraphic habit typical for 
Lugdunum. Still, the emotional side of the formula should be taken into account. Two of 
these four epitaphs give us an idea of the grief of those left behind. Titus Varius 
Myrismus, a third century sevir augustalis, 264 lost his wife Varia Restituta when she was 
only twenty-six. The inscription he put on her grave was a touching ode to his loved 
one. She seems to have been the perfect woman; she was loving, kind, chaste, and 
temperate. He even calls her a rare and wonderful exemplum, a moral example for 
others, and hopes the memory of her will live on after death – memoria post obitum 
vivet.265 Another epitaph is special because it contained two separate inscriptions. The 
married couple Sextus Aufidius Potentinus, sevir augustalis, and Aufidia Vera lost their 
son when he was fourteen. This adolescent boy, Sextus Aufidius Veratianus, was 
‘unjustly snatched away from his parents’ – parentes filio inique sibi erepto. His grieving 
parents had this inscription chiselled to honour his memory.266 One could conjecture 
that the couple had already arranged their funerary affairs – as vivus and viva indicate – 
but then lost their adolescent son and added another inscription to the stone. On the 
other hand, the son was put first, and the word item (‘and also’) preludes the second 
epitaph. This suggests that the couple lost their child and then took care of their own 
tombstone as well as their son’s, all in one go.  

Sometimes, inscriptions were simply headed by memoriae – ‘to the memory’ – 
followed by names in the genitive. We know of one example from Ostia, and two from 
Comum.267 Alfius Restitutus put up one of the texts from Comum, because he was 
miserable (miserrimus) over the loss of his son, whose career had started out 
wonderfully. Lucius Alfius Marcellinus, of the Oufentina tribe, had become a sevir 
augustalis and patron of the college of the dendrophori. He was snatched away from his 
father like a flower, in his youthful prime of life – in primo aetatis flore praerepti.268 A 
variation on the theme can again be seen in Lugdunum. The sevir augustalis Publius 
Pomponius Gemellinus erected a tombstone for his deceased wife Calvisia Urbica. He did 
so for her sacred memory – memoriae sanctissimae.269 Christol suggested that this 
reference to memory, without mentioning the manes of the deceased meant that the 
inscription was not put on the tomb of the individual. The grave monument was located 
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elsewhere, this type of inscription had a more public character; respectability on display 
for the sake of memory.270 

Various phrases suggest that memoria was the reason why those inscriptions were 
erected. One wonderful text from Beneventum clearly states: hoc monumentum memoriae 
causa sibi et suis faciundum curavit. Publius Veidieus Philocles, freedman of Publius, was 
an augustalis who had his tomb constructed by life for himself and his family. The 
motivation behind this was remembrance: memoriae causa.271 Similarly, Quintus Lutatius 
Narcissus, freedman of Celsus, a sevir augustalis from Baeterrae in Narbonese Gaul also 
had his tomb constructed from memory’s sake. Although the slab is damaged and 
m(emoria) [c(ausa)] f(ecit) is one of Theodor Mommsen’s reconstructions, the message is 
clear. M(emoriam) [s(ibi)] f(ecit) would have been possible as well, but this does not alter 
the basic meaning of the passage.272 Sextus Caecilius Martialis from Alba Fucens 
constructed his tombstone during his life, for the sake of his memory; vivus sibi ob 
memoriam sui fecit.273 Also, the augustalis Quintus Minicius Faber from Fossano had a 
funerary monument made for himself and his wife Lollia Severa, and their three sons. 
The reason was memoriae diuturnae, for the lasting memory.274 Finally, an anonymous 
augustalis from Capua simply stated that he wanted people to remember his death: fecit 
memoriae mortis suae.275 All five of these inscriptions identify the attempt to ascertain 
lasting memory as the prime motivation for investing in funerary display.  

* 
Besides these texts in which the importance of memory is evoked and mentioned 

explicitly, other techniques of remembrance occur in inscriptions. Margaret Laird 
already discussed one very important one, being so-called endowment. A certain sum of 
money is given to the city or *augustales by testament and it is stipulated in the will of 
the deceased that the interest generated by this money must be used (for all eternity) to 
adorn the tomb, organise games or meals on the birthday of the deceased etc.  

In this respect, Laird evaluated *augustales somewhat differently. She argued that 
‘their donations were aimed at furthering the organization’s ties with the upper-class 
decurions, rather than aiding the town as a whole’.276 For *augustales, perhaps the most 
spectacular endowment was recorded on a statue base found in the aedes augustalium at 
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Misenum. Three inscriptions were chiselled on the same base, with Q. Cominius 
Abascanthus and his wife Nymphidia Nomine as leading characters. 277 The inscriptions 
are too long to be quoted in full here, but the Latin text, an English translation and 
pictures of the stone can be found in the appendices.  

Cominius Abascanthus had made a name for himself in the colony of Misenum. 
Not only did he obtain the augustalitas, he was also lifetime curator of the augustales. The 
decuriones honoured him with the insignia decurionalia that allowed him to boast the 
outer distinctions of a symbolic membership of the city council, without actually being a 
proper decurio.278 In the main inscription, on the front of the statue base, it was 
stipulated that he gave 110,000 sesterces to the city council, so that the decuriones and 
the people could drink mulsum on his birthday. This seems like a very large sum of 
money to be only used for wine, but D’Arms suggested the mulsatio included the 
distribution of food as well, following a Greek example.279 Moreover, Cominius 
Abascanthus gave 20,000 sesterces to the augustales, so they could use the interest 
generated by this sum to provide for annual distributions of money to city councillors, 
augustales, collegiati, and the people. He gave another 10,000 sesterces to the augustales so 
they could provide for wine as well. These three donations (110,000 to the decurions, 
and 30 000 in total to the augustales) are so-called endowments. It was even written 
explicitly in the text: uti ex increment earum summarum […] divisio fieret. The idea clearly 
was to use the supposedly stable income generated by interest, not the donated money 
itself, to provide for distributions of food and wine for many years to come.  

The text chiselled on the right-hand side of the statue base is, as D’Arms already 
pointed out, in fact a ‘verbatim report of the contents of a chapter of Cominius’ will.’280 
This inscription in particular demonstrates Cominius Abascanthus’ obsession with being 
remembered. Again, a donation of a sum of money (10,000 sesterces) to the augustales 
takes the form of an endowment. The augustales had to guarantee that Abascanthus’ 
money would not be used for any other purpose than what he had stipulated in his will. 
Without this guarantee on the part of the augustales, Abascanthus would not give them 
the money: sestertia decem milia nummorum sub ea condicione si cavissent heredi eius eam 
summam se in nullo alio usu erogaturos sed reditus eius.281 Remarkable, however, is the 

 
                                                        
277  AE 2000, 344 
278  RUPPRECHT, 1975, pp. 59-60.  
279  D’ARMS, 2000, p. 133. 
280  D’ARMS, 2000, p. 128.  
281  ‘[…] left a legacy of ten thousand sesterces [to the augustales of Misenum as an association] under 

this condition, if they guaranteed his heir that they would not allocate that sum to any other use but 
that they would annually dispense the interest on the sum as he had provided in his will.’ 
(Translation by D’ARMS, 2000, p. 140.) 
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extremely detailed description of what the money should be used for. With an obsessive 
precision, this augustalis described how his fellow augustales should honour his memory 
with an endowment of 10,000 sesterces. He listed many separate aspects of the 
festivities. First, the statues that he placed in the forum of the Genius of the Town and 
the Protectress of the Fleet282 should be decorated according to his prescriptions. 
Second, his tomb should be decorated on the Parentalia, again following certain 
guidelines. Also, he wanted wrestling matches to be held by his tomb, and gave an 
overview of the expected expenses for prizes, oil, and rent of the arena. Third, he 
wanted expensive oil to be poured over his remains. Fourth, he wanted a feast to be held 
for the city councillors in office and the heads of the augustales in the dining hall that 
(apparently) was part of the tomb. Fifth, a sacrifice worth sixty sesterces should be 
performed for him. Finally, the remainder of the money was to be used for repairs of the 
enclosure wall of the tomb. For every single aspect of these festivities, Cominius made 
sure to specify the exact amount of money that could be spent on it.283  

Clearly, he went to extreme lengths to secure his remembrance: in total, four 
endowments were mentioned in what D’Arms called ‘the Cominius archive’,284 for a 
grand total of 150,000 sesterces. Laird’s suggestion, namely that *augustales especially 
tried to secure relations with the city council (and their peers),285 seems to be confirmed 
by these inscriptions. Cominius Abascanthus only implied the regular people of 
Misenum in his donations when the statues he financed were inaugurated. The city 
council and his fellow augustales received the large endowments, and the truly 
substantial amount of money (110,000 out of the 150,000 sesterces) indeed went to the 
decuriones. 

* 
Referring to memoria on a tombstone and endowments essentially had the same 

purpose: to secure the remembrance of an individual. Some *augustales went to extreme 
lengths to do so, stressing their integration in local society as *augustales, a feat worth 
remembering. Again, such (sometimes very large) endowments as techniques of 
remembrance were only available to a select few among *augustales who could afford it. 

 

 
                                                        
282  Half of the Roman fleet was based at Misenum, the other half at Ravenna. See PITASSI, 2009, p. 203.  
283  Translation by D’ARMS, 2000.  
284  D’ARMS, 2000, p. 129.  
285  LAIRD, 2006, p. 33. 
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4 .3  Visibil ity and Invisibil ity  

This final section focuses on the importance of visibility. First, I discuss the 
complementarity of iconography and epigraphy; how they reinforced one another and 
the message they wanted to get across. Second, in some cities, *augustales owned 
buildings. By becoming a part of the monumental structure of the city, these 
constructions dramatically enhanced the visibility of *augustales. In Latium/Campania, 
three exceptional archaeological contexts combine visibility of the local *augustales and 
monumentality of their convening space: the ‘house’ of *augustales at Herculaneum, the 
sacellum at Misenum, and their schola at Ostia. 

4.3.1  Monumental Contexts and Iconography 

Iconography and epigraphy are complementary, reinforcing one another and the 
message they wanted to get across. As Greg Woolf argued; 

Why was writing used at all on Roman monuments? […] On these monuments the 
two media, text and image, together with their context in particular epigraphic 
environments, may be thought of as working together both to expand and to 
circumscribe the representation in question: the statue confirms and illustrates 
the text and draws attention to it, while the text directs the reader to a particular 
appreciation or view of the statue.286 

A number of examples show that iconography informs us on aspects of the life of 
individual *augustales that were not mentioned in their inscription at all. A search of the 
Epigraphische Datenbank Heidelberg and Arachne Bilddatenbank yielded ten examples 
of epitaphs in which specifically the profession of the *augustalis was not named, but can 
be deduced from the iconography.287  

Perhaps the most conspicuous example stems from Ostia; the tomb (for lack of a 
better word) of Publius Nonius Zethus, dated to the first century A.D.288 From the front, 
the massive marble block looks like a sarcophagus, but the top reveals eight slots for 
urns, the remains of one urn being still in place (top corner, left hand side);289 The 
inscription informs us that Zethus, an augustalis, had the container for urns made for 

 
                                                        
286  WOOLF, 1996, pp. 28-29.  
287  For more images, see appendix.  
288  FINKELPEARL, 2012, p. 85; ZIMMER, 1982, p. 115. 
289  HACKWORTH-PETERSEN, 2006, pp. 227-230. Image of tomb in appendix. 
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himself, for his fellow freedwoman Nonia Hilara and for Nonia Pelagia, his wife.290 
Although the text does not mention a profession, it is a clear Zethus was a pistor: a miller 
as well as a baker.  

 The relief on the left hand side of the 
front panel shows a large millstone operated 
by a donkey. This type of millstone, made of 
rough, volcanic stone291 is well known from 
excavations at Ostia. The picture on the left 
was taken in the bakery on the Via dei Molini 
that spread over an area of no less than 9950 
square metres which was, as Meiggs pointed 
out, roughly equivalent in size to six normal 
shops.292 The Ostian mills-bakeries were very 

large establishments with an almost industrial appearance, focused on large-scale 
production of bread.293 

All of the aspects of bread making, from the grinding to 
the baking, were carried out in the same building. After the 
grinding of the grain, the flour needed sieving. To make the 
dough, water, yeast, salt or other ingredients were added. 
Animals or human driven machines did the kneading. These 
were low, round reservoirs, made of the same material as the 
millstones.294 The relief on the right hand side of Zethus tomb 
clearly shows devices used in a bakers workshop. A through-like 
object (alveus) and a round sieve (cibrum) are attached to the 
back wall. Three modii are depicted, as well as two round baskets 
(canistra).295 

 
                                                        
290  CIL 14, 393 = MIRoma-2, 17a; P(ublius) Nonius Zethus Aug(ustalis) / fecit sibi et / Noniae Hilarae conlibertae 

/ Noniae P(ubli) l(ibertae) Pelagiae coniugi / P(ublius) Nonius Heraclio 
291  BAKKER, 1999, p. 5. 
292  MEIGGS, 1960, p. 274. 
293  BAKKER, 1999, p. 110.  
294  BAKKER, 1999, pp. 6-7.  
295  ZIMMER, 1982, p. 114.  
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Another conspicuous example was excavated in 
the necropoleis of Pompeii. As discussed in the 
previous section, freedmen seem to have conquered 
the graveyards with their remarkable and grand 
monuments. They took over the necropoleis as the 
place of servile competition, since this was ‘the 
medium which offered them the best opportunity for 
self-display’.296 The case of C. Munatius Faustus and 

his wife Naevoleia Tyche was already discussed.297 The couple had two grave 
monuments: a relatively inconspicuous one in the Porta Nocera necropolis, and a second 
conspicuous monument found outside the Porta Ercolano. Interesting, however, is the 
textual omission of Munatius’ profession in both of the inscriptions on both of his 
tombs. On the second monument, built by his wife, one of the side friezes depicts a ship 
with its crew, leaving no doubt that Gaius Munatius Faustus was a shipmaster and 
negotiator. Considering the distribution of grain pictured on the main frieze on the 
façade of the monument, it is tempting to conclude Munatius was active in the grain 
trade.  

The remaining tombs are less conspicuous. I 
could only trace one Gallic example of 
iconographic clues for the profession of an 
*augustalis. Silena Latina, the freedwoman and wife 
of Marcus Silenius Symphoros, erected a 
tombstone for her husband, a second century298 
sevir augustalis at Lugdunum, Arelate, and Reii 
(present-day Lyon, Arles, and Riez).299 The text does 

not mention a profession, but some tools are pictured. Although the information signs 
at the archaeological museum of Lyon claim these were symbols for equality in the face 
of death (without offering any arguments for this point of view),300 I have no doubts the 
hammer and level engraved on the epitaph represented the tools of a faber tignuarius. 
The combination of these tools (a hammer and level) is only known to occur on tombs of 
fabri tignuarii.301 Wierschowski discussed this inscription, and suggested that Silenius 
Symphoros is the grandfather of C. Sennius (Sentius?) Regulianus, a trader of Spanish oil 

 
                                                        
296  MOURITSEN, 2005, p. 55. 
297  CIL 10, 1030 = D 6373. See section on ‘Graveyard Politics’, earlier this chapter. 
298  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 440. 
299 ILTG 241 = CAG-69-2, p. 695 = AE 1935, 17 
300  ‘Ces deux outils ont valeur symbolique: ils marquent l’égalité devant la mort et sa fatalité.’ 
301  See for instance the epitaph of Q. Candidius Benignus (CIL 12, 722), discussed by TRAN, 2011, p. 120.  
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and Gallic wine. Perhaps our sevir Symphoros was active in these trades as well? 
Wierschowski did not refer to the iconography of the tombstone, which suggests 
Sentius’ involvement in a completely different economic sector.302 It is of course 
possible that this sevir augustalis was involved in multiple trades at the same time.  

A first century epitaph303 from Bologna 
provides a similar case. Lucius Statorius Trophimus, 
a sevir augustalis, and his wife Naevia Secunda 
dedicated the tomb for their patron Lucius Statorius 
Bathyllus, a sevir, and his friend Publius Messius 
Calvionius.304 The beautifully chiselled high-quality 
epitaph offers a clue to the profession of Lucius 
Statorius Bathyllus, who seems to be the main character in the text. At the bottom of 
the slab a level and a pair of compasses can be seen, again suggesting that at least 
Bathyllus was a faber. It is possible that Trophimus, who may have been his freedman, 
followed in his footsteps. 

The epitaph Cnaeus Rullius Calais had erected by 
life for himself and his wife Maria Corintidis at Aesernia 
does not mention the profession of this sevir augustalis 
either.305 One third of the epigraphic field, however, 
consists of a picture of a hand plane, a tool used by 
woodworkers (fabri) to flatten or smoothen wood surfaces.  

A sevir augustalis from Fossano, Quintus Minucius Faber, was still alive when he 
had his funerary monument erected for himself, his wife Lollia Severa, his children and 

their spouses.306 Just below the inscription, the relief shows a 
scene of a man using an axe to work on a large wheel with 
eight spokes. The question is then whether the word faber 
named in the text should be taken as an indication of a 
profession, or merely as the cognomen of Quintus Minucius. 
Zimmer argued his cognomen was deduced from the 
professional activities he took up.307 

 
                                                        
302  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, pp. 440-441. 
303  ZIMMER, 1982, p. 176? 
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306  CIL 5, 7647 = InscrIt-9-1, 190 = Piemonte 63 
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The three remaining epitaphs show professions of a completely different type. At 
Bologna, the freedman and sevir Quintus Valerius Restitutus put up a tomb for himself 
and his wife Gavia Cogitata.308 At the bottom of this inscription dated to the first century 

A.D.,309 a butcher’s workshop was depicted. Zimmer 
described the scene as follows: a man in short tunic stands 
in front of a three-legged chopping block (a caudex). On 
the left, a table with one central leg (mensa lanaria) is 
pictured with a ribcage of some animal lying on it. In the 
background, a pair of scales and a container with six 
weights is displayed.310 Because of the scales and the 
weights, the scene has often been mistaken for a silver- or 
goldsmiths workshop. They actually suggest Valerius 

Restitutus was not only a butcher, but also owned a meat shop.311 

Caius Aebutius Iucundus’ epitaph, a sevir augustalis from 
Aesernia, shows a man loading or unloading a mule.312 This 
may suggest he was a mulio, a muleteer – though not in the 
military sense. A much more elaborate scene of a muleteer can 
be seen on Rinnius Novicius epitaph found in a community 
close to present-day Turin.313 Here, two mules are pulling a 
four-wheel carriage, a clear expression of transport of 
merchandise.314 Iucundus’ profession may have been very 
similar: transporting goods over land by using mules to reach 
other cities of Samnium or other regions.  

 
                                                        
308  CIL 11, 6832 = Caro 98 
309  ZIMMER, 1982, p. 93. 
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312  CIL 9, 2692 = Aesernia 65 
313  CIL 5, 7837 
314  ZIMMER, 1982, p. 229 (with picture). 
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 The inscription of Quintus Vibius Modestus, sevir 
augustalis at Assisi, was dated to the first half of the 
first century A.D.315 and names only the dedicator and 
the dedicatee.316 The top section of the slab shows 
(from left to right) an open bookcase (capsa), a book 

scroll (volumen) and bound book (codex).317 Such a combination of images may suggest 
this man was a librarius and/or a scriba, a bookseller (?)318 and/or a scribe or copyist.  
 Finally, the epitaph of Quintus Titius Faustus from 
Aquileia shows some requisites of a scribe or copyist. On the 
left, three numbered wax tablets are depicted and on the 
right one opened scroll (with IIIIIIVIR written on it) can be 
seen. 319 

* 
In an excellent article, Woolf showed that ‘understanding epigraphy – 

monumental writing – as a cultural phenomenon depends on taking both the 
monumental and the written aspects of epigraphy seriously.’320 The so-called 
monumental context consisted of the dimensions of the epigraphical field – i.e. the 
physical dimensions of the inscribed slab – quality of the chiselling, and the dimensions 
of the base or pedestal and possibly of the monument.321 The cultural dispositions of the 
‘epigraphic habit’ consisted of different unifying features, among which monumentality 
– or the lack thereof – was important. Ideally, a full cross check of a social hierarchy and 
the monumental context would have to be conducted to look for correlations between 
both factors. Problematic, however, is not only the very poor preservation of these 
contexts, but also the limited information given in excavation reports. Dimensions of 
finds are rarely given, and the reports themselves are difficult in access. As such, 
reconstructing the complete monumental context of a representative sample of 
inscriptions is next to impossible. When edited and published, most descriptions of the 
stone or plaque are limited or not present, although improvement must be noted over 
the last twenty years, especially in the case of the Année Epigraphique.  

 
                                                        
315  SupplIt 23 (2007), p. 295. 
316  CIL 11, 5425 = ERAssisi 70 = Umbria-ASS, 73 
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So what about depictions of a profession in particular? In the complete 
epigraphic corpus, such depictions of occupational scenes seem to have flourished only 
in Italy and Gaul, appearing in modest inscriptions and on monumental constructions 
alike. The most humble activities (e.g. porter, day labourer) are left out, also 
iconographically, which made Reddé conclude that all of the reliefs and inscriptions 
that identified an individual with his profession were meant to glorify his work and the 
personal effort.322 Also, only one third of the individuals recorded in this way were 
freeborn,323 confirming yet again Taylor’s statement about freedmen being over-
represented in epigraphy because they wanted to record something.324 Most of the 
datable slabs (80% of them) stem from the first and second centuries A.D.325 

In the epigraphic corpus in general, iconographic references to farming, 
artisanship, and trade are most frequent.326 Not a single *augustalis is known to have 
been a farmer, neither from epigraphical texts nor from iconography. Trade and 
artisanship, on the other hand, are better represented – though we are clearly still 
dealing with a small minority of individuals. Four out of ten iconographical clues of 
professions of *augustales indicated craftsmen. One of the men named, Cnaeus Rullius 
Calais, certainly was a carpenter, as the image of a hand plane suggests. Quintus 
Minucius Faber may have constructed wheels for carriages, using wood and metal. The 
symbols on the tombs of the other two fabri are generic tools of an artisan (hammer and 
level) and cannot be tied to a focus on a specific material (wood, metal etc.). Artisans 
were not simple manual labourers; they were also seen as holders of knowledge and 
technique.327  

Two men, one from Pompeii and one from Aesernia, took part in the transporting 
business. Gaius Munatius Faustus was a shipmaster and negotiator, perhaps involved in 
the grain trade. Gaius Aebutius Iucundus operated on a smaller scale as a muleteer, 
driving mules for transportation of goods. Two others were active in food-processing 
trades. One was a (perhaps large-scale) Ostian pistor, a miller and a baker; the other one 
was a butcher with a small workshop. Finally, two individuals worked as a scriba or 
librarius. Probably none of these *augustales were still personally active in the business 
suggested by the iconography on their tomb. They would have let (a) slave(s) run it – 
they were contractors, rather than workers. 
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* 
Can this type of iconography be linked to literacy? Harris’ argument that ‘mass 

literacy’ as we know it cannot have existed in Roman times is very compelling, and its 
basic conclusion has not been challenged.328 Bowman made an interesting remark: not 
the absence of mass literacy is interesting, but the ‘phenomenon of illiterates appearing 
in documents, as did the huge number of illiterates all over the empire who were 
commemorated by written epitaphs’.329 Literacy and texts took over the world of the 
illiterate as well: a skill possessed by few affected many. ‘Illiterate’ men (by modern 
standards) would have reached a (sometimes high) degree of familiarity with literary 
modes, e.g. in contact with the bureaucracy.330 

All of the men named above seem to have preferred to depict an easily 
recognisable tool typical for their trade to the textual expression of it. In this world with 
a limited degree of mass literacy, using pictorial representations was an infallible 
method to get the important part of the message across. This then begs the question 
why there are so few examples of this practice among *augustales. Perhaps the degree of 
literacy was higher among the social groups *augustales wanted to reach with their 
inscriptions? Although being able to ‘read a book at sight’ must have been 
exceptional,331 the level of Roman literacy may have reached the level of that of 
Ascyltos, a guest of Trimalchio. While picking a fight with Giton, he cries out he at least 
knows how to read the ‘stone letters’; lapidarias litteras scio.332 Words like augustalis or sev 
Aug on a tombstone or a monument may have made clear to the strictly speaking 
illiterate inhabitants of the city that it dealt with a locally important individual. It was 
one of the words that obtained the value of a recognisable symbol, a sort of epigraphic 
topos instead of a real word. These Romans could be termed ‘functionally literate’,333 
being able to identify certain often-occurring signpost words. This form of literacy is 
basic to modern standards, as Milnes-Smith wrote; ‘their limited ability need not have 
excluded them from understanding the content of inscriptions’.334 Susini labelled such a 
mechanism the ‘comprehensive glance’: one can recognise stereotyped pieces of 
writing, without needing to ‘read them’.335  
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4 .3.2  Schola and Aedes 

In some cities, buildings were identified as schola or aedes of the local *augustales. 
By becoming a part of the monumental structure of the city, these constructions 
dramatically enhanced the visibility of *augustales: the buildings were mostly situated on 
or close to the forum. ‘Club houses’ of associations are generically called scholae, a 
meeting room in the broadest sense. Calling a building an aedes, templum, or aedicula 
immediately implies a religious function: it is more specifically intended as a place of 
cult and ritual.336  

Waltzing suggested that one could recognise scholae by the rectangular, round or 
half round shape of the room, lined with seating along the walls and one or more 
altars.337 However, as Bollman indicated, later archaeological surveys have 
demonstrated that such a simple classification scheme is not acceptable. In fact, a truly 
certain identification can only be based on finds of inscriptions or mosaics with explicit 
references to an association. Often such finds are absent and one has to resort to an 
analysis of the architectural specificities to build hypotheses on. Specific activities of an 
association (for instance a professional collegium) may have required a particular type of 
room. Also, the size of the association may serve as an indication of the physical space 
needed to convene. Bollmann’s book treats buildings that Roman associations used for 
assemblies or meetings, banquets, and cultic activities alike. A strict separation of these 
different functions occurs in a minority of cases.338  

Wolfgang Wolhmayr wrote an impressive book on the ‘Kultanlagen der 
augustalen’ and the organisation of the local imperial cult, giving an extensive overview 
of the temples, shrines, and places of cult in general of *augustales in the whole of 
Italy.339 In Latium/Campania, three exceptional archaeological contexts combine 
visibility of the local *augustales and monumentality of their convening space: the 
‘house’ of *augustales at Herculaneum, the sacellum at Misenum, and their schola at Ostia. 
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4.3.2.1  Herculaneum 

In Herculaneum, on the 
crossroads of the Decumanus Maximus 
and Cardo III, a building ‘with a Tuscan 
colonnade’ was excavated.340 This has 
been identified as the aedes 
augustalium,341 opposite the so-called 
basilica Noniana. The space itself is 
impressive, and the walls of the sacellum 
are richly decorated with scenes from 
the life of Hercules. On the western 
wall, the river-god Acheloo and 
Hercules are wrestling over Deianira, 
the woman depicted in the back, who was to be Hercules’ second wife. The opposite wall 
shows Hercules, Juno, and Minerva, with a rainbow that symbolises Hercules’ reception 
at Mount Olympus.342 For more detailed pictures of the scenes painted on the different 
walls, see appendix. 

Najbjerg suggested the house of 
the augustales was architecturally 
connected to the building across the 
street; the Basilica Noniana, or, as Najbjerg 
insisted, a Porticus.343 An axonometric 
plan of the archaeological remnants 
corroborates this theory (see left).344 

It seems like the porch of the 
House of the augustales was carefully 
integrated in the façade of the basilica or 
porticus, consisting of two quadrifrontes 
and five arches.345 Najbjerg argued in 
favour of seeing the two buildings as an 

 
                                                        
340  GUADAGNO, 1983, p. 159.  
341  See also BOLLMANN, 1998, pp. 348-354 (A47).  
342  MOORMAN, 1983, p. 176; GUADAGNO, 1983, p. 159. 
343  NAJBJERG, 2002, p. 143.  
344  Drawing: NAJBJERG, 2002, p. 143. 
345  According to Najbjerg’s reconstructions. NJAJBERG, 2002, pp. 136-143: ‘A new reconstruction of the 
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item, both architecturally and functionally.346 This hypothesis is not necessarily 
mistaken, but the conclusion she draws from this, however, is invalid. She tried to argue 
that ‘the Porticus was purposefully built as an extension to the Collegio’.347  

The reasoning is flawed, since it was based on the assumption that the long lists 
of names found in the area were fragments of an album augustalium. If so, this would 
suggest the association of the augustales counted over 450 members, making the original 
schola too small to host a gathering of such a large group of people. The basilica on the 
other hand, would be sufficiently large. It was the seemingly close association of this 
building with the find of fragments of a monumental inscription that gave way to the 
‘album augustalium thesis’: the fragments of the inscription were discovered close to the 
aedes augustalium, inside the basilica Noniana (or Porticus) just across the Decumanus 
Maximus.348 As discussed above, it is beyond any doubt that we are not dealing with an 
album of *augustales here. A general hypothesis was built based on a few fragments 
listing only liberti, and extrapolated wrongly to a document naming many ingenui as 
well.  

Still, the presence of the augustales in this neighbourhood of Herculaneum was 
not accidental, nor was it exclusive. As Wallace-Hadrill phrased it, ‘we need to get 
beyond the idea that buildings were restricted to specific functions’.349 The building 
commonly identified as ‘the house of the augustales’ was probably a multifunctional 
place of cult and social interaction used by various organisations (including the ordo 
decurionum). Most scholars continue to call this building the temple (aedes) or shrine 
(sacellum) of the augustales.350 Others, especially Etienne, refuted this interpretation.351 
Gradel describes it as an Augusteum,352 a theory on which Wallace-Hadrill does not agree. 
He suggested the so-called college of the augustales could be the curia, although he did 
not doubt the presence of the augustales in this part of the city.353 His hypothesis is that 
‘Augustus and his successors were placed at the heart of the public spaces of 
Herculaneum, with an aedes augustalium at one end, in what I suggest was the curia, and 
with another cella with a podium bearing two divine Augusti and the reigning emperor 
on the central axis of the porticus’.354 Perhaps the space was initially used by only one of 

 
                                                        
346  NJAJBJERG, 2002, p. 143.  
347  Ibid. p. 145.  
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352  GRADEL, 2002, p. 229. 
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354  WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011a, p. 154. 
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the organisations, but was adapted to serve multiple purposes at the same time. This 
would tie in nicely with the archaeological evidence of spatial continuity between the 
three aisles, interrupted by a raised platform at the back only later on. The room as it 
can be seen today is the result of a whole series of adaptations of its structure and 
decoration.355  

Even the connection between the House of the augustales and the Basilica Noniana 
(or Porticus) can be explained in this way. Both were multifunctional public spaces, so it 
is not that surprising that this political, religious, and monumental heart of the city was 
also linked architecturally. Therefore, traces of the presence of augustales in both 
buildings are normal. This is how the inscription (augustales s(ua) p(ecunia))356 recovered 
from the basilica (or porticus) can be interpreted; the augustales helped to finance the 
construction or maintenance of a building they used as well. Najbjerg suggested the 
inscription referred to the construction of a small monument inside, perhaps the 
sacellum (the shrine) or the chalcidicum (the porch).357  

Another inscription358 discovered between the porticus and the House of the 
augustales demonstrates that the augustales not necessarily paid for the buildings they 
used: 

[D(ecreto)] d(ecurionum) locum ab inchoate 
[c]um tectoris(!) p(ecunia) p(ublica) augustalib(us) datum359 

Whatever part of the building it referred to, the location was given by decurional 
decree to the augustales, and was from the start paid for with public money (pecunia 
publica). A system of joint financing is logical, especially if the building served several 
public functions.360 

In any case, the location of this building associated with the augustales 
contributed strongly to the public visibility of the association. The main entrance to the 
building opens up to the south side of the Decumanus maximus, and faces the so-called 
Basilica Noniana. This must have been the main public and monumental heart of the 
relatively small settlement of Herculaneum. Such an extremely high visibility of 
*augustales in the monumental heart of the city confirms their integration in local 
society. 
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4.3.2.2  Misenum 

In 1968, an exceptional archaeological discovery was made in the Bay of Naples. 
At Misenum, a remarkable building commonly referred to as the ‘collegium of the 
augustales’ was discovered. These complicated excavations of a site at approximately 
one metre below sea level have produced a remarkably rich dossier of the local 
augustales, and ‘the political, social, economic, religious, and administrative aspects of 
their organization from the Julio-Claudian and late Flavian periods to the end of the 
Antonine age.’361 

The site consists of three structures, their foundations carved out of the soft tufa 
rock of the nearby hill. Marble steps lead up to the central large rectangular space 
paved in opus sectile of polychrome marble. This building with apsis was identified as the 
actual sacellum (building A). Here, an inscription recording a dedication to the genius of 
the augustales was discovered, immediately clarifying the function of the space. The 
smaller lateral rectangular niches contained statues of the emperors Titus and 
Vespasianus.362 Shells of seafood and bones of wild boar were found here, suggesting this 
area was used for gatherings or banquets held by the members of the association of the 
augustales.363  
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Excavations of the building left of 
the sacellum (B) have brought to 
light fragments of a monumental 
bronze equestrian statue. These 
fragments were scattered over 
different levels, partially crushed by 
massive blocks of tufa and other 
architectural elements. Rosario 
Bariello has suggested this bronze 
statue did not pertain to the sacellum 
of the augustales at all, but 
originated from an adjacent 
building. As a result of the 
earthquake that destroyed the site, 
fragments of the statue ended up in 
the B section of the complex. The 
considerable amount of ceramics 

(amphorae) found here, suggest this was some kind of service room, but the exact 
function of the space remains unclear. The fact that the remnants of ceramics were 
discovered in an extremely fragmented state may indicate another part of the building 
collapsed and these amphorae were in fact crushed under the weight of the ruin itself, 
bringing us no closer to identifying the function of the space. A smaller third room with 
an apsis was discovered on the right side of the sacellum. The function of this space (C on 
the map of the site) is equally unclear. Behind it, a large cistern was cut out of the 
tufa.364 The axonometric plan above shows this building must have had two floors.  

At the end of the second century A.D., disaster struck. An avalanche of tufa 
stones coming from the nearby hills, probably caused by a seismic event as a result of 
volcanic activity, completely destroyed the buildings. After this earthquake, the site was 
abandoned.365  

* 
The axonometric plan included above shows that the open space in front of the 

three buildings held a number of smaller monuments and inscriptions. Eleven inscribed 
statue bases were found, all splendidly preserved as a result of being buried under 
blocks of soft tufa after an earthquake. None of the inscriptions date to the Julio-
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Claudian period, although the establishment of the association must surely be dated to 
these times.366  

Besides the already discussed texts in which the importance of memory is evoked 
and mentioned explicitly, other techniques for remembrance occur in inscriptions. 
Margaret Laird already discussed one very important one, being the so-called 
endowment. A certain sum of money is given to the city or *augustales by testament and 
it is stipulated in the will of the deceased that the interest generated by this money 
must be used (for all eternity) to adorn the tomb, organise games or meals on the 
birthday of the deceased etc.  

Above, the elaborate endowments recorded on the altar of Cominius 
Abascanthus were already discussed.367 Remarkable is the extremely detailed 
description (an almost obsessive specificity) of what the money should be used for 
exactly. He went to extreme lengths to secure his remembrance: in total, four 
endowments were mentioned in the ‘Cominius archive’,368 for a grand total of 150,000 
sesterces.  

Another monumental inscription recorded a decree by the augustales from 
Misenum, dated to the 3rd January A.D. 102.369 One Tullius Eutychus, who was curator 
perpetuus of the augustales, donated 30,000 sesterces to the augustales corporati. For all 
eternity, the interest of this sum (i.e. 1800 sesterces) was to be used for a yearly 
distribution among the members of the association of augustales on the day of the 
foundation of Misenum, the 12th June. Grave punishments would follow if the will of 
Tullius Eutychus was not executed as stipulated and the money was used for other 
purposes. Whoever misused the donation, had to pay a fine of 50,000 sesterces to the 
collegium of the augustales. If in spite of this, the will is violated, the 30,000 sesterces have 
to be taken from the arca of the collegium and given to the city council.370 

This Tullius Eutyches occurs in another inscription, in his capacity as a curator 
perpetuus. He convened with universi augustales to discuss the benefactions of the Lucii 
Kaninii. This text was dated to 9th November A.D. 113, meaning that Tullius Eutyches 
stayed in office for at least another ten years after his donation of thirty thousand 
sesterces in January A.D. 102. Father Kaninius Hermes senior gave, also in name of his 
son Kaninius Hermes iunior, six thousand sesterces to the augustales. He did this ob 
honorem immunitatis eius, in honour of his co-optation into to the order of the augustales 
as an immunis. Moreover, father Hermes gave a meal and twelve sesterces to each 
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augustalis when the equestrian statue of emperor Trajanus he financed was inaugurated. 
As a result, also his oldest son Kaninius Hermes iunior was appointed inter immunes. The 
city council honoured both Kaninii by a clipeus and had this decree engraved on it.371 
Both Kaninius Hermes senior and iunior seem to have been freedmen, but once father 
Hermes obtained citizenship, his youngest son, Kaninius Philippus, was born free. This is 
how he presented himself, as Lucius Kaninius Philippus, son of Lucius, of the Claudian 
tribe, admitted to the city council – adlectus in ordinem decurionum.372 These inscriptions 
show the social promotion and wealth of the Kaninii: father and oldest son were both 
freedmen and augustales, the youngest son was freeborn and a member of the city 
council.  

These inscriptions recording endowments given to the augustales from Misenum 
explicitly mention where the decision was taken by using the phrase Miseni in templo 
Aug. quod est augustalium.373 This expresses a strong local involvement of these augustales 
in the imperial cult: the temple for Augustus was at the same time the house of the 
augustales.374 Most importantly, however, all of the texts from Misenum mentioned here 
are witnesses to one or multiple attempts to ensure remembrance and visibility of a 
locally prominent individual. Cominius Abascanthus and his wife laid down almost 
obsessively accurate guidelines for the honouring of their memory, for a total amount of 
150,000 sesterces or one and half times the decurional census minimum. Tullius 
Eutyches wanted to link his name to the city of Misenum for all eternity; he gifted 
money to the augustales that was to be used for a distribution on the ‘birthday of the 
city’. If this was not respected, a heavy fine would follow and the responsibility for 
honouring both the city and Eutyches’ memory passes into the hands of the city council. 
The benefactions recorded on the inscriptions of the three Lucii Kaninii are 
considerable; six thousand sesterces to the augustales, a public meal and sportulae of 
twelve sesterces a person, and an equestrian statue for Trajanus. This must have 
increased the visibility of this family dramatically. 

The excavated area comprising the three buildings and the open area in front of 
them measured 750 sq. m (25 x 30 m).375 As already mentioned, the central space (the 
actual sacellum) was slightly higher than the neighbouring rooms, with marble steps 
leading up to the pronaum with pillars in cipollino marble. The room itself was paved in 
opus sectile of polychrome marble and the walls in opus reticulatum were also covered 
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with white marble.376 At the back, the smaller lateral rectangular niches contained 
statues of the emperors Titus and Vespasianus.377 Some animal remains were found 
here, suggesting this space was used for banquets – an excellent way to display wealth 
and good manners. Also, the (Proconnesian?)378 marble used for the statue bases found 
in front of the buildings is of exceptional quality and the working of the stone and 
carving of the letters are high-end. Parts of a large porticus were excavated east of the C 
building (see sketch above), contributing to the monumentality of the site.379  

All the aspects of the site seem to fit: the sheer size and monumentality of the 
site, the intentions of conspicuous consumption, and the thoughtful and careful ways in 
which they presented themselves all contributed to the high visibility of these 
augustales. Again, such high visibility is a sign of the advanced integration of *augustales 
in the society of Misenum. 

4.3.2.3  Ostia 

Compared to the impressive and lush sites 
of Herculaneum and Misenum, the building 
commonly identified as the house of the 
augustales at Ostia (its initial construction dated 
to the reign of Marcus Aurelius)380 seems small. 
First described by Guido Calza in 1941, the 
building actually resembles a house, with a 
courtyard and surrounded by tabernae. 

Calza argued the building was public and 
used by a corporation, the ordo augustalium being 
the most likely candidate. Close to the building 
(not inside it), three fragments of inscriptions 
were found, clearly mentioning seviri augustales.381 
Nine statues, one next to the other, were 
discovered in the north-east corner of the central 
courtyard. One base of a statue of a headless 
togate figure was inscribed: it was dedicated to A. 
Livius Chryseros, a sevir augustalis quinquennalis by 
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his freedman Aghatangelus, also a sevir augustalis quinquennalis.382 Based on these 
inscriptions, Calza concludes the building must have belonged to the augustales. 
Hermansen accepted this interpretation, stating that ‘the seat of the augustales has been 
identified beyond all doubt’.383 Bollmann never questioned this interpretation either.384 
Also Wohlmayr took this point of view: ‘Auf der S-Seite das Decumanus Maximus […] 
befindet sich das mit großer Sicherheit identifizierte Vereinshaus der augustalen’.385 
Four funerary inscriptions, however, also found within the confines of the same 
building, do not mention augustales at all.386 Calza suggested they had been reused as 
paving.387  

The apsis that cut into the peristylium of the old domus south of the building was 
constructed in the third century. The tabernae next to the main entrance of the seat of 
the augustales lost their entrance and windows facing south because of the construction 
of the ‘sede degli augustali’. Strangely, the tabernae were left like this. The openings in 
the construction where a door used to be were never filled. Hermansen argued the 
augustales must have owned the neighbouring buildings, the tabernae as well as the 
domus. The fullonica, in the southeast of the lot, was independent of the augustales, and 
even separated from it by a double wall.388 So although the conference hall itself was 
rather small – 11,5m x 9m or 103,5 sqm.389 – the total building complex presumably 
owned by the augustales, situated right on the Decumanus maximus, was not that small at 
all. Its interior decoration was not as rich as at Misenum, but it must have looked 
splendidly nonetheless: marble panels, painted plaster imitating opus sectile, and 
pavements in mosaics or marble.390 

The presumed house of the augustales remained in use until at least the end of 
the third century.391 This is in accordance with the last date named on the fragments of 
the fasti augustalium from Ostia: A.D. 297.392 Exactly these lists Calza had published in 
1918 posed a problem: ‘Ma per rafforzare l’identificazione proposta o meglio liberarla da 
ogni argomento che possa invocarsi contrario, debbo condannare una ipotesi da me 
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stesso avanzata.’393 He needed to refute his own theory that these lists, discovered on 
the forum, had a connection with the nearest building, the so-called curia. In an earlier 
publication, he had identified this building as the seat of *augustales.394 However, Calza 
continues, since *augustales were nominated by the city council, one could also suppose 
that the document was kept at or close to the curia. This way, his new hypothesis that 
the seat of *augustales was situated on the Decumanus maximus would hold, as well as his 
original assertion that the fasti had a connection to the neighbouring building.395  

Meiggs held a slightly different view. Since the so-called curia of Ostia is what he 
calls ‘singularly unfitted to the needs of a council’, but ‘admirably adapted […] to the 
needs of the freedmen’ and the inscriptions point the same way, she concluded that this 
may have been the actual headquarters of the Ostian *augustales. There is one major 
problem with this identification: where was the actual curia, if this precinct was owned 
by *augustales? None of the buildings close to the forum can be identified as a council 
chamber. Instead of trying to hold on to Calza’s interpretation and his rather artificial 
explanation of why the fasti of the augustales were found in the forum, Meiggs used the 
presence of these lists as additional proof for his theory that the headquarter of 
*augustales was in fact the curia building.396 Nevertheless, he still attributed the premises 
on the Decumanus to the *augustales, not as headquarter, but as a place ‘primarily 
intended to increase the social amenities of membership’.397 In short, he supported both 
of Calza’s identifications (although Calza later on revoked his original idea of connecting 
the building on the forum with *augustales): the curia on the forum was the primary 
building of *augustales, and the ‘sede’ on the Decumanus maximus was a secondary space 
for social gatherings and ceremonies. 

Margaret Laird fundamentally disagreed with the attribution of the building on 
the Decumanus maximus to *augustales. In an extensive paper, she re-examined the 
excavation history and Calza’s reading of the epigraphic evidence that identified the 
premises ‘beyond all doubt’ as the seat of *augustales.398 She stresses the importance of 
the postantique lime industry. Marble was burned to make lime, and two limekilns were 
discovered west of the ‘seat of the augustales’. This is enough ‘to explain the 
accumulation of materials that differ in type, manufacture, and date. One should take 
great care when hypothesizing the function of buildings bases solely on the sculpture 
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they yield’.399 Calza never mentioned the presence of the kilns, nor the influence this 
may have had on the finds within surrounding buildings. He made it seem like all the 
material was discovered in situ and belonged to the building.400 In short, Laird argues 
that all of the statues found in the building, including the statue of A. Livius Chryseros 
with the inscribed base identifying him as a sevir augustalis,401 were a marble stockpile 
for the nearby limekilns.  

Next, Laird rejects Calza’s interpretation of the inscriptional evidence that 
identified the building as belonging to *augustales. Calza discussed three fragments of 
inscriptions naming seviri augustales. In two cases, additional fragments of the texts were 
unearthed in completely different buildings or areas of the site. The third text was 
found near the theatre and was a spolium to be used in the nearby limekiln.402 The wide 
dispersal of the inscriptions severely compromises Calza’s conclusions concerning the 
function of the building based on this ‘evidence’. She also argued that the layout of the 
building was not suitable at all to serve the needs of the local *augustales.403 In short, 
Laird rejected the sculptural, inscriptional, and typological indications that may point to 
*augustales.  

 After degrading the ‘seat of the 
augustales’ to ‘unknown schola’, Laird 
suggested the building often identified as 
the curia fitted the needs of *augustales quite 
well. Situated on the west flank of the 
Forum, on the Decumanus Maximus, it 
initial construction phase was dated to the 
reign of Domitianus or Trajanus.404 As 
already mentioned above, Guido Calza was 
the first to identify this building as the seat 
of *augustales, but revoked this later on and 
quite reluctantly settled for the curia-
interpretation.405 Meiggs saw the building 
known as curia as the primary headquarter 
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of the Ostian *augustales, but continued to connect the premises on the Decumanus near 
the theatre with *augustales as well, as a secondary space for social gatherings and 
ceremonies.406  

Laird sums up three arguments formulated by other scholars to disassociate the 
curia from *augustales. First, the find spot of the fasti is considered ‘unreliable’. Calza 
suggested the fragments of the list were found in a compromised area of the excavation, 
but in fact the slabs ‘appear to have lain in relatively undisturbed contexts’.407 Despite 
the ‘heavy spoliation’ and the postantique burning of marble in limekilns, Laird argued 
that such a concentration of thematically strongly connected inscriptions can neither 
be a coincidence, nor is it conclusive proof for the presence of *augustales in this 
building. 

Second, the layout of the building resembles curiae from other cities. Meiggs 
already observed this curia was ‘singularly unfitted to the needs of a council’. It would 
have been too small to host a congregation of the 100 members of the ordo decurionum, 
‘nor is there any sign of the triple benches that are a distinctive feature of all curiae of 
the Roman pattern’.408 This reinforces Laird’s hypothesis. Moreover, the layout of the 
room a closely parallels temples and other Augustea.409  

Third, there is no other building on the forum that could possibly be the Curia. 
True, although the decuriones are known to have gathered on occasion in the temple of 
Roma and Augustus.410 Laird suggested this might have been their usual gathering 
place.411 Also possible, much like the house of *augustales at Herculaneum, is that the 
curia was a multifunctional space, used by *augustales and decuriones alike. Laird also 
points out this building commonly identified as curia was only built in the late first or 
early second century A.D. It has been suggested that the previous structure were shops 
around a courtyard. Where did the decuriones meet before the construction of a ‘new’ 
curia? Perhaps they indeed met in the temple on the Forum, or in the Curia/Augusteum.412  

Laird convincingly argues that the identification of the premises on the 
Decumanus maximus near the theatre as the seat of *augustales should be refuted. The 
presence of limekilns is crucial to explain the location (all in one corner), position 
(neatly stacked next to one another), and typology (honorific, funerary, domestic) of the 
statues and inscriptions found.  
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411  LAIRD, 2000, p. 79. 
412  LAIRD, 2000, p. 78.  
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If Laird is correct in stating the building formerly known as curia, is in fact the 
seat of the Ostian *augustales, this would have huge implications for their degree of 
visibility. Unlike the ‘seat of *augustales ’ near the theatre, the curia emphasises display. 
Being located on the Forum, with a busy basilica in front, the small circular temple for 
the Lares just across the street, the major temples for Augustus et Roma and the Capitolium 
close by, and major baths on the other side of the Forum would have meant this building 
was in the dead centre of the city. Having the long lists of officers and members of the 
association attached to the building also added to both the visibility and monumentality 
of the seat of *augustales, and thus of its occupants. Again, much like the situation in 
Herculaneum and Misenum, the Ostian *augustales took up a central position in the 
forum, which can be taken as a mark of their advanced integration in the social and 
monumental fabric of the city of Ostia. 
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 5   
 
Social Positioning, -Differentiation, and -Mobility 

 À l'intérieur de chacune de ces associations, quel qu'en 
fût le poids économique ou social, se dessinaient des 
stratifications, des hiérarchies qui permettaient de 
distinguer une élite.1  
 

On the one hand, Romans paid great attention to the meticulous description of 
their exact social position. Inscriptions invoke a plethora of specialised professions, 
magistracies, functions in private collegia and privileges or honours attained, which 
allowed historical agents to describe and affirm their achieved social status as minutely 
as possible. On the other hand, the present-day picture of the Roman social hierarchy 
remains very basic. A simple dichotomy of higher and lower strata is mostly used to 
emphasize extreme social inequality (no matter whether these were indicated as 
honestiores, potentiores, honesta, or famosi and their lowly counterparts). Whereas the 
higher ‘class’ is minutely subdivided into more than a dozen distinctive status 
categories (ranging from ordinary decuriones to senators with consular rank),2 the lower 
stratum (over 95% of the population)3 was lumped together – according to scholarly 
presuppositions – in an undifferentiated mass. Our traditional view of Roman society 
thus suffers from an inherent paradox. The Roman fixation on sub-elite social 

 
                                                        
1 CHRISTOL, 2003, p. 323.  
2  GAGÉ, 1971, pp. 59-119 and 153-178; LANGHAMMER, 1973, pp. 33-40. 
3 Alföldy calculated the number of senators, equites and decuriones without equestrian status did not 

exceed two hundred thousand adult males. Even with their wives and children, they amount to no 
more than one per cent of the total population of the Empire. (ALFÖLDY, 1975, p. 130.) Also 
MacMullen had reached a similar conclusion. (MACMULLEN, 1974, p. 90.) 
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positioning and stratification is too prominent in epigraphical and literary sources to be 
rejected as irrelevant. Consequently ways must be found to refine and diversify the 
current view on broad, hierarchically ordered social categories. 

Academic discussion of *augustales has centred on many different aspects of the 
phenomenon. In the first place the genesis of the phenomenon (the conditions for the 
rise and spread),4 the potential predecessors,5 whether it was a spontaneous 
development or a top-down imperial initiative,6 and the reasons for its disappearance.7 
Especially the problematic terminology (sevir, sevir augustalis, augustalis, magister 
augustalis and some forty variants found in the Western Roman Empire),8 and the 
evolution of and interaction between the office and the association of *augustales has 
received a lot of scholarly attention.9 Also their ‘raison d’être’ was a matter of constant 
debate. Originally, *augustales were evaluated primarily as a part of the imperial cult, 
largely because of the title they bore, which seems to suggest a link with the first 
emperor Augustus. Later on a shift towards a more secularised characterization of the 
group can be seen, stressing their economic importance.10 A smaller number of 
researchers reviewed buildings (phetrium, schola) or shrines (aedes) erected by the 
association of *augustales.11 

As to the position of *augustales (plural!) in society, research has focused on the 
social recruitment and the stigma of slavery,12 how they formed a second ‘ordo’ between 
the city council and the plebs,13 their interaction with the decuriones and other social 
groups or associations,14 the potential for social mobility and civic integration,15 and the 
local development of the institution.16  
 
                                                        
4  NOCK, 1934, p. 628; ETIENNE, 1958, p. 265 and p. 267; ALFÖLDY, 1958, p. 436 and p. 441; VEYNE, 1966, p. 

148; DUTHOY, 1976; OSTROW, 1985, p. 64; OSTROW, 1990, p. 365; ABRAMENKO, 1993, pp. 48-50; GALLEGO 
FRANCO, 1997, p. 101; FABIANI, 2001, p. 104. 

5  See discussion of predecessors in the chapter ‘Origin and Context’. 
6  See discussion of the emperor and the empire in the chapter ‘Complex Power Relations’. 
7  MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 127-128; ALFÖLDY, 1958, p. 447 and pp. 456-458; DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1305-1306; 

AUSBÜTTEL, 1982; FABIANI, 2002, pp. 111-112. 
8  Most important discussions of terminology are VON PREMERSTEIN, 1895, pp. 828-848; DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 

1260-1265, pp. 1271-1272, p. 1284; ABRAMENKO, 1993, pp. 21-25, pp. 25-33, pp. 33-37. 
9  See discussion of office, association and terminology in the chapter ‘Origin and Context’. 
10  See discussion of the raison d’être debate in the chapter ‘Origin and Context’. 
11  VON PREMERSTEIN, 1895, pp. p. 851; ROSARIO BORRIELLO, 1987, pp. 19-24; DE FRANCISCIS, 1991, pp. 19-29; 

FABIANI, 2002, pp. 107-110; HACKWORTH-PETERSEN, 2006, pp. 81-82; TRAN, 2006, pp. 247-256. See also 
discussion of Misenum, Ostia, and Herculaneum in the chapter ‘Respectability and Visibility’. 

12  MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 22-23; TUDOR, 1962, pp. 199-200; DUTHOY, 1974, p. 147, pp. 151-153; DUTHOY, 1978, 
pp. 1294-1295; OSTROW, 1985, pp. 70-71; OSTROW, 1990, p. 365; ZEVI, 2000, p. 6; MOURITSEN, 2006, p. 242; 
TRAN, 2006, pp. 131-135; JORDAN, 2007, p. 741; AMIRI, 2010, pp. 97-98. 

13  See chapter ‘Origin and Context’, section on parallel ordo and ‘das munizipale Mittelschicht’. 
14  See chapter ‘Complex Power Relations’, second section. 
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Research is scanty, however, on the subject of the impact of the *augustalitas on 
the social position of the individual *augustalis, or on the social perception of his 
position vis-à-vis his fellow *augustales.17 I will argue that ‘stratum’ of municipal 
*augustales was not homogeneous at all, but fragmented and far more stratified than the 
official alba augustalium preserved in Liternum suggest.18 In short, I will trace how 

augustales could distinguish themselves from their peers. Again, ‘integration’ is a major 
theme in this discussion. 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             
15  ABRAMENKO, 1993, pp. 155-162; MOLLO, 1997, pp. 341-348; FABIANI, 2002, p. 103; TRAN, 2006, passim; DA 

SILVA FERNANDES, 2007, p. 487; CORAZZA, 2010, p. 230; MOURITSEN, 2011, pp. 248-249: 
16  OSTROW, 1985 (Bay of Naples); DEMOUGIN, 1988 (Amiternum); SHIN, 1988 (Campania); PEREIRA-MENATU, 

1988 (Tarraco); ABRAMENKO, 1993a (Italy); CAMODECA, 2000 (Misenum); FABIANI, 2002 (Etruria nord-
occidentale); JORDAN, 2003 (Baetica); HACKWORTH-PETERSEN, 2006; MOURITSEN, 2006, p. 237 and p. 248; 
TRAN, 2006; JORDAN, 2007 (Hispania Citerior); CORAZZA, 2010 (Campania); AMIRI, 201 (Germania); 
MOURITSEN, 2011, p. 253, p. 255 and p. 259. 

17  DUTHOY, 1978; SERRANO, 1988; DE FRANCISCIS, 1991; ABRAMENKO, 1993a; TRAN, 2006. 
18  AE 2001, 853 and 854. I discuss this elaborately in VANDEVOORDE, 2013 and in the chapter on 

Respectability and Visibility (section on Alba and Fasti in the context of collegial and magisterial 
hierarchies), as well as in the chapter on ‘Complex Power Relations’ (section on ‘The power of 
naming: appointment of *augustales). 
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5 .1  Social  Positioning and Integration:  *Augustales  
in Local  Society 

5.1.1  Integration through citizenship? 

*Augustales form an enigmatic municipal category, always operating at the 
margins of social demarcations. In order to situate them properly in their civic context, 
we need to know their citizen status. Scholars have mostly assumed that *augustales 
were full Roman citizens, but what proof do we have for this? 

First, practically all *augustales bear the tria nomina, but this is not an 
unambiguous indication of citizenship. Informal manumission created neither citizens 
nor slaves. Since a Lex Iunia had given them Latin status in 17 B.C., they were known as 
‘Junian Latins’, Latini Iuniani.19 Gaius informs us that before the issuing of the Lex Iunia in 
17 B.C., these liberti were still considered as slaves under the civil law. The Lex Iunia 
stipulated that these freedmen were neither slaves nor Roman citizens, but equated 
their status to that of ‘freeborn Roman citizens who, by migrating from the city or Rome 
to Latin colonies, had become colonial Latins’. 20 Although they could use the tria nomina, 
the mark of citizenship, the freedom of Latini Iuniani was a legal fiction. The nature of 
the manumission still had its consequences; when an Iunian Latin died, his de facto 
freedom was not considered as de iure – ac si lex lata non esset. Therefore, all his 
possessions were considered as peculium and the full inheritance went to his former 
master.21 In short, the nomenclature is not a valid argument; also Junian Latins had the 
right to bear the tria nomina, not only full cives. 

* 
Second, there were several ways, not open to other Latins, in which an Iunian 

Latin could obtain the full Roman citizenship. One of the options he had was to comply 
with the conditions of the Lex Aelia Sentia of A.D. 4. According to Gaius, they could obtain 
citizenship by marrying a Roman citizen or another Latin and having a child that 
reached the age of one year. The marriage itself had to be put on record and testified by 
seven witnesses. Another seven Roman citizen witnesses had to be produced for the 
second declaration that made the child and the marriage legitimate, and both the 

 
                                                        
19  SIRKS, 2003, pp. 184-186. 
20  Gaius, Inst. 3, 56. 
21  Inst. Just. 3, 7: qui licet ut liberi vitam suam peragebant, attamen ipso ultimo spiritu simul animam atque 

libertatem amittebant, et quasi servoram ita bona eorum iure quodammodo peculii ex lege Iunia manumissores 
detinebant. 
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couple and the child Roman citizens. This procedure is known as the anniculi probatio.22 
We know only one example of such an application of the Lex Aelia Sentia, documented by 
the chance survival of two documents attesting L. Venidius Ennycus from Herculaneum, 
who may have been an augustalis.  

In fact, when the question ‘what citizen status was needed for obtaining the 
augustalitas?’ is asked, scholars tend to refer to the case of L. Venidius Ennycus.23 Though 
his story is intriguing, I strongly doubt he was an augustalis. Ennycus was an Iunian Latin 
who presented his one-year-old child to the magistrates of Herculaneum. He, his wife, 
and his son were given full Roman citizenship, probably in A.D. 62, as attested in an 
administrative document known as the Tabulae Herculanensis.24 Alongside the chance 
survival of his case in these wax tablets, his name is also recorded on the long list of 
names found at the crossroads of Cardo III and the Decumanus Maximus. The fragments of 
this monumental inscription were originally interpreted as an album augustalium. Since 
the anniculi probatio procedure (to obtain full citizenship) predated the inclusion of 
Ennycus’ name on the presumed album augustalium, scholars concluded that full 
citizenship was necessary to obtain the *augustalitas. 

But this conclusion rests on circular reasoning, as can be illustrated, for example, 
by Ostrow’s article on the augustales along the Bay of Naples; 

Further confirmation is offered by the name of one L. Venidius Ennychus which 
appears in one of the new fragments. Thanks to the evidence of surviving wax 
tablets from Herculaneum, we have been able to view in some detail the judicial 
proceedings initiated at Herculaneum by a person of that name. With the 
apparent aim of gaining eligibility to join the ranks of the local augustales, 
Venidius attempted to have his status as libertinus officially recognized. That his 
attempt was crowned with success now seems indicated for the first time by the 
presence of his name in the new fragment, which at the same time helps confirm that 
these are in fact the membership rolls of the Herculaneum augustales.25 (my italics)  

 
                                                        
22  Gaius, Inst. 1, 29: Statim enim ex lege Aelia Sentia minores triginta annorum manumissi et Latini facti si 

uxores duxerint vel cives Romanas vel Latinas coloniarias vel eiusdem condicionis, cuius et ipsi essent, idque 
testati fuerint adhibitis non minus quam septem testibus civibus Romanis puberibus et filium procreaverint, 
cum is filius anniculus esse coeperit, datur eis potestas per eam legem adire praetorem vel in provinciis 
praesidem provinciae et adprobare se ex lege Aelia Sentia uxorem duxisse et ex ea filium anniculum habere: Et 
si is, apud quem causa probata est, id ita esse pronuntiaverit, tunc et ipse Latinus et uxor eius, si et ipsa 
eiusdem condicionis sit, et filius eius, si et ipse eiusdem condicionis sit, cives Romani esse iubentur. 

23  ARANGIO-RUIZ and PUGLIESE CARRATELLI, 1955, pp. 448-477, n° 83 and 84; ARANGIO RUIZ, 1974, pp. 535-
551; PAGANO, 2002, pp. 257-280; CAMODECA, 2004, pp. 189-211; BARJA DE QUIROGA, 1998, pp. 144-145; 
WEAVER, 1999, pp. 68-69. 

24  T. Herc. 89. 
25  OSTROW, 1985, p. 79. 
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Ostrow argues that the necessity of Roman citizenship to obtain the *augustalitas 
is confirmed by Venidius’ appearance in the fragments of an album augustalium. 
Venidius intention was to get his manumission legalised so he could become an 
*augustalis. He must have succeeded, since the album augustalium lists his name. 
Therefore, *augustales were Roman citizens and the list must have been of *augustales 
since Venidius was listed among them… The case of Venidius Ennycus was taken as 
‘proof’ that Latini Iuniani could not become *augustales.  

Unfortunately, the supposed album augustalium had in fact nothing to do with 
*augustales. When more fragments of the list were excavated, it became clear that there 
were simply too many names on it for it to be a membership list of any association. Most 
likely, it was a complete list of those entitled to vote locally: citizens of Herculaneum 
and incolae.26  

In short, the only certainty we have, is that L. Venidius Ennycus was a former 
Iunian Latin who obtained the Roman citizenship in accordance with the Lex Aelia Sentia. 
As a consequence, he was also named among the cives of the city in the long lists found 
near the crossroads of Cardo III and the Decumanus Maximus. Neither of the documents 
prove that *augustales had to be Roman citizens and that Iunian Latins were excluded 
from this honour.  

* 
Third, Gaius informs us that (under normal conditions) Iunian Latins could not 

inherit or make a testament, or act as direct heirs or legatees. They did have the right to 
accept an inheritance under the terms of a trust.27 It was forbidden for an Iunian Latin 
to make a will, to be included in the will of another, or to be appointed testamentary 
guardian.28  

I argue this is the strongest argument in favour of full Roman citizenship being a 
necessary condition for obtaining the *augustalitas. Many inscriptions of *augustales 
record heirs as well as testaments, but the question remains who drew up the testament 
and who inherited from whom.  

 

 
                                                        
26 PAGANO, 2000; PESANDO, 2003, p. 337; WALLACE-HADRILL, 2004; WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011a, pp. 135-138; 

WALLACE-HADRILL, 2011b, pp. 318-143; CAMODECA, 2008. 
27  Gaius, Inst. 1, 24: Quod autem diximus ex testamento eos capere non posse, ita intellegemus, ne quid inde 

directo hereditatis legatorumve nomine eos posse capere dicamus. Gaius, Inst. 2, 275: Latini quoque, qui 
hereditates legataque directo iure lege Iunia capere prohibentur, ex fideicommisso capere possunt. 

28  Gaius, Inst. 1, 23: Non tamen illis permittit lex Iunia vel ipsis testamentum facere vel ex testamento alieno 
capere vel tutores testamento dari. 
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Fifty-three inscriptions of individual *augustales record some connection to a 
testamentum. The overwhelming majority of cases (forty-four out of fifty-three) relate to 
a will drafted by the *augustalis himself.29 In three cases, the *augustalis was made an 
heir by testament.30 In one text, an *augustalis freed five of his slaves by testament,31 
another text mentions the wife of an *augustalis who gained her freedom in this way.32 
The remaining four inscriptions connect the *augustalis with a will by familial proxy: in 
two cases, the patron drafted the testament, in one inscription it was his wife, and in 
another his son who did so.33 

Fifty-seven other texts record an heir (heres). Only in one inscription is an 
*augustalis named as one of two heirs responsible for erecting a grave monument.34 In 
twenty-eight cases, the heir (or heirs) of an Italian or Gallic *augustalis is (are) named, 
and was (were) made responsible for erecting a grave monument or tomb. The phrase 
found in these texts would either be heres ponendum curavit or heredes ponendum 

 
                                                        
29  AE 1946, 210; AE 1988, 193; CIL 5, 513 = InscrIt-10-4, 4; CIL 5, 560; CIL 5, 1894 = IRConcor 58; CIL 5, 1897 

= CIL 5, 1898 = CIL 5, 1899 = CIL 5, 1900 = CIL 5, 8664 = IRConcor 56 = ILLConcordia-1, 34; CIL 5, 3140; 
CIL 5, 3442; CIL 5, 4445 = InscrIt-10-05, 234 = CLE 142; CIL 5, 4457 = InscrIt-10-5, 246; CIL 5, 4461 = 
InscrIt-10-5, 250; CIL 5, 4465 = InscrIt-10-5, 972; CIL 5, 7025 = AE 1998, 645; CIL 5, 7036; CIL 5, 7646 = 
InscrIt-9-1, 189; CIL 5, 7678 = InscrIt-9-1, 30; CIL 9, 2365 = Allifae 81; CIL 9, 2681 = Aesernia 72; CIL 9, 
3614; CIL 09, 4373 = D 6549; CIL 10, 1066 = Stabiae 8; CIL 10, 1146; CIL 10, 1272 = D 6351; CIL 10, 3675 = 
CIL 3, *263,1; CIL 10, 3953; CIL 11, 358 = CIL 5, *147 = D 3363; CIL 11, 1026a; CIL 11, 1161; CIL 11, 1939; 
CIL 12, 3204; CIL 12, 3262; CIL 12, 4191; CIL 12, 4341 = CAG-11-1, p. 416; CIL 14, 382; CIL 14, 397 = CIL 2-
14-2-1-E, 2 = EE-9, p. 336; CIL 14, 3492 = D 1938; D 7614; ILN-5-3, 637 = AE 1984, 633 = AE 1994, 1168; 
ILTG 240 = AE 1934, 97; InscrIt-10-4, 74; Pais 1254; CIL 9, 4901 = D 6556; CIL 9, 4977 = D 6558; SupIt-10-
T, 11 = EA-50029 = AE 1985, 427 = AE 1992, 692  

30  AE 1991, 519; CIL 12, 271 = ILN-1, 27; CIL 12, 4245  
31  CIL 13, 1941 
32  CIL 5, 67 = Pais 6 = InscrIt-10-4, 385 = InscrIt-10-1, 105 
33  Patron: CIL 5, 3120 = AE 1997, 716; CIL 5, 3121. Wife: CIL 12, 1363 = D 6991 = ICalvet 79. Son: SupIt-5-RI, 

16 = AE 1975, 289 = AE 1995, 367. 
34  Paestum 89 = AE 1975, 253 
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curaverunt.35 Another twenty-eight inscriptions stipulate that the grave monument or 
tomb will not go to the heir of the deceased *augustalis; h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredem) 
n(on) s(equetur).36 These phrases not only prove that an *augustalis could have heirs, but 
also suggest these men were Roman citizens. If the *augustalis’ son acted as an heir for 
his father (e.g. the Marci Primii from Lugdunum),37 neither the father nor the son was 
an Iunian Latin: the former could draft a testament and the latter could legally inherit. If 
father Marcus were an Iunian Latin, and if his son was born after his wife’s (informal) 
manumittance, his son was not an Iunian Latin but a freeborn Latin with the status of an 
illegitimate child of citizen status (Spurii filius).38 An Iunian Latin could not have legal 
heirs nor could he draft a testament. As a consequence, both Marci Primii were probably 
Roman citizens.  

Also Trimalchio’s biography gives another indication that it was not uncommon 
for *augustales to act as heirs for their masters. Towards the end of the Cena, Trimalchio 
tells his guests how his master made him ‘joint residuary legatee with Caesar’. This 
inheritance of ‘an estate fit for a senator’ was the basis of his wealth.39 

* 
Two out of three arguments in favour of favour of full Roman citizenship being a 

necessary condition for obtaining the *augustalitas had to be refuted. First, the tria 
nomina was not the sole privilege of Roman cives, but could be used by Iunian Latins as 
well. Second, the interpretation of documents illustrating the case of L. Venidius 
Ennycus was based on circular reasoning and the incorrect identification of a long list of 
names as an album augustalium. Venidius was an Iunian Latin who exercised his right to 
bring his case before the magistrates and obtain the Roman citizenship by following the 
 
                                                        
35  AE 1996, 416; CIL 10, 5143 = PalazzoQuadrari 2; CIL 12, 1581 = CAG-26, p. 445; CIL 12, 1583 = CAG-26, p. 

494; CIL 12, 1898 = CIL 13, *299 = ILN-5-1, 124; CIL 12, 3250 = CIL 12, 3935; CIL 12, 3255; CIL 13, 1944; 
CIL 13, 1966 = D 7028 = Lyon 251; CIL 13, 1969; CIL 13, 11187; CIL 14, 2996; AE 1919, 62; AE 1988, 177; 
CIL 11, 128; CIL 11, 4825; CIL 11, 5401 = ERAssisi 42; CIL 11, 5648; CIL 12, 524 = ILN-3, 35 = CAG-13-4, p. 
476; CIL 12, 2248 = ILN-5-2, 385; CIL 13, 1943; CIL 13, 2129 = CIL 12, *41; CIL 13, 2669 = D 7046; CIL 14, 
290; CIL 14, 425 = CIL 10, 542 = D 6170 = InscrIt-1-1, *30 = AE 1994, 319; CIL 14, 4645; CIL 14, 4655; ILGN 
430. 

36  AE 1982, 211; AE 1985, 354; AE 1988, 189; AE 1988, 199; AE 1988, 206; AE 1989, 129; AE 1996, 637; CIL 5, 
72 = InscrIt-10-1, 121; CIL 5, 1896 = IRConcor 59; CIL 5, 2523; CIL 5, 7670 = InscrIt-9-1, 46; CIL 9, 1194; 
CIL 9, 1699; CIL 9, 2252; CIL 9, 2236; CIL 9, 2368 = Allifae 86; EE-8-1, 121 = EE-8-1, 819;CIL 9, 4335 = D 
6548; CIL 10, 1209; CIL 10, 1878 = LIKelsey 145; CIL 10, 4591 = IATrebula 57 = AE 1993, 487; CIL 12, 694 = 
CAG-13-5, p. 513; CIL 14, 339; CIL 14, 356 = CLE 1450; InscrIt-10-1, 107; InscrIt-10-1, 111; SupIt-18-A, 
18; SupIt-24-T, 8 = AE 2005, 556.  

37  CIL 13, 1966 = D 7028 = Lyon 251: M. Primius Augustus was son and heir of M. Primius Secundianus, a 
sevir augustalis. 

38  Gaius, Inst., I. 29-32. Also WEAVER, 1999, p. 57.  
39  Petron. 76: Coheredem me Caesari fecit, et accepi patrimonium laticlavi. Translation by M. Heseltine, Loeb 

Classical Library, 1969, p. 177. 
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necessary procedure. We are not at all certain, however, that he ever was an *augustalis. 
A third argument, however, is perhaps strong enough to corroborate the theory that full 
Roman citizenship was a necessary condition to obtain the *augustalitas. As discussed, 
*augustales could act as heirs, appoint their own heirs, and make testaments – legal acts 
prohibited by law for Iunian Latins. The logical conclusion is that these men were 
Roman citizens, and that we are dealing with a legally homogeneous group. The 
question as to why such a crucial factor has received so little attention in the research 
tradition must remain unanswered. 

* 
What was the importance of citizenship extended by cities? This is particularly 

interesting for cases in which individuals accumulated the *augustalitas in multiple 
cities, or combined the *augustalitas in one city with collegial membership in another. 
Was active citizenship of each of these cities required as well? 

Only three texts give information that may help to formulate a tentative answer. 
First, the second century Quintus Secundius Quigo was a freeborn Treveran citizen and 
perhaps a wealthy merchant who moved to Autun, the main city of the Aedui. In his 
new place of residence, he was probably given freeborn citizen rights, was made a sevir 
augustalis and held various municipal offices there.40 Second, Constantinius Aequalis 
explicitly stated he was a citizen of Germanicia. There has been some discussion 
whether the small Syrian city with that name was meant,41 or whether he referred to 
the province of Germania. This last theory (voiced by Kneißl) may be the correct 
interpretation: ‘Aequalis’ was a Gallo-Roman gentilicium, rather than a name with 
eastern roots. In any case, he professed his citizenship of a region or city that differed 
from the city in which he was named a sevir augustalis; the colonia of Lugdunum.42 Third, 
Quintus Capitonius Probatus Senior was born and raised in Rome (domo Roma). He was a 
marine navicularius and became a sevir Augustalis in Lugdunum and in Puteoli.43 Despite 
his claim his place of origin was Rome, Capitonius clearly is a Gallo-Roman gentilicium, 
and he must have had Gallic roots.44 Although he may have descendent from Gallic 
ancestors, being a free man born and raised in Rome gave him city citizenship. This is 
the citizenship he professes, not that of Lugdunum or Puteoli where he was appointed 
sevir augustalis. 

 
                                                        
40  CIL 13, 2669 = D 7046. WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, pp. 374-375, n° 520; KRIER, 1981, pp. 61-63, n° 20; WOOLF 

1998, pp. 80-81. 
41  A theory supported by for instance LERAT, 1977, p. 179, nr. 179. 
42  CIL 13, 1945 = D 7591 = CAG-69-2, p. 607. WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, pp. 324-325, n° 450; KNEIßL, 1977, p. 20. 
43  CIL 13, 1942 = D 7029 
44  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 323. 
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All three individuals mentioned their citizenship in cities where they were not 
*augustales. I would suggest that the citizenship of a city was a necessary condition for 
obtaining the *augustalitas in that city, and therefore it is not explicitly stated for the 
cities where someone became an *augustalis.45 It was already implied in the title itself, 
and did not need to be repeated. It would seem that multiple *augustalitas also implied 
multiple local citizenship.  

Both types of citizenship held by *augustales, Roman as well as local citizenship, are 
important markers of their integration, both in the imperial system, as well as in the 
local society of the cities in which they were appointed as *augustales. 

5 .1.2  Social  Positioning:  Transubstantiation 

Bourdieu argued that different forms of capital have differential values ascribed 
to them, not all the forms of capital are equally important within a particular social 
field. Economic capital is crucial as the necessary basis for a potential transubstantiation 
into higher forms of capital. Social capital ranks higher, but the highest form is symbolic 
capital. 46 This would imply that the possession of wealth is not a goal in itself, but the 
possibility to transform this wealth into honour and respectability.  

As argued above, the raison d’être of the *augustalitas was twofold: to combine 
wealth welcomed by the city council with nodal positions in networks. Wealth as a 
formal condition would render the institution relatively exclusive, and lend prestige to 
it (certainly in combination with members of a ‘good’ descent, e.g. part of the familia of 
the curial elite). From the city council’s point of view, wealth was an important 
argument for appointment, since by doing so *augustales of their own choosing could 
help them shoulder the progressively heavier munera.47 Partial relief from munera was 
an important bonus from the perspective of the decuriones, for *augustales the aspects of 
mobility and honour (and integration) were primordial. In Bourdieuian terminology, 
this would be labelled as the transubstantiation of economic capital into social (the 
networks) and symbolic capital (the honorific position).  

The causal link posited here is: wealth can lead to networks, and this in turn 
increases the chance of obtaining a respectable position, honours, and privileges. 
Extensive networking (i.e. a person’s ‘social capital’) and especially taking up a central 
position within a network is often key to obtaining a position or honour. Much like it 

 
                                                        
45  I am grateful to A. Zoeter for this suggestion.  
46  BOURDIEU, 1979, pp. 128-144.  
47  See Chapter 3, section on the ‘raison d’être’-debate for a more elaborate discussion. Also KLEIJWEGT, 

1992, pp. 131-133. 
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still is today, ‘knowing the right people’ helps to ‘get somewhere’ or ‘to make it’. Which 
indications does the epigraphic corpus provide to substantiate such a claim?  

Here, I discuss four forms of transubstantiation of economic and social capital 
(wealth and networks) into honourable positions and privileges (symbolic capital). First, 
some individuals were affiliated with multiple cities. Was this based on trade route 
networks? Second, in what way were personal links with influential families important? 
Third, how often did *augustales take up the office of accensi? How did this influence 
their prestige? Fourth, what role did summae honorariae play?  

5.1.2.1  Hidden Networks and Trade Routes  

Persons attaining *augustalitas in multiple cities, or combining *augustalitas in 
one city with membership of professional or other collegia in another, present a 
particular case. As Liu pointed out, ‘the multiple affiliations occurred only among the 
wealthier collegiati: they were either augustales, decuriones, equestrians or veterans.’48 
Four types of attestations occur: double (or triple) *augustalitas or collegial membership 
(with or without naming a profession), and regional accumulation (again with or 
without naming a profession). All distances between cities named below are (where 
possible)49 based on the date offered by the Stanford ORBIS geospatial network model of 
the Roman world.50 

* 
Sometimes, the accumulation of different positions in multiple cities is very 

regional. Marcus Antonius Faustus for instance was an augustalis in Cumae and a 
dendrophorus in Baia, two cities merely five kilometres apart.51 Another example is Titus 
Septimenus Felionis, a triumvir augustalis in Amiternum and also ten kilometres away in 
Peltuinum.52 Misenum and Cuma were only nine kilometres apart, and M. Antonius 
Iulianus (a descendant of a freedman of the 1st century B.C. Marcus Antonius?) was an 
augustalis in both cities.53 Caius Messius Zosimus, known from two inscriptions,54 was a 
sevir augustalis in Mergens and also in Forum Sempronii. These cities (present-day 
Acqualanga and Fossombrone) are approximately fifteen kilometres apart. None of 
these individual *augustales hinted at a profession.  
 
                                                        
48  LIU, 2009, p. 207. 
49  Some smaller cities, like Baia and Amiternum are not integrated in the ORBIS network. In these 

cases, I relied on Google Maps cross-checked with the Barrington Altas. 
50  SCHEIDEL and MEEK (May 2, 2012). ORBIS: The Stanford Geospatial Network Model of the Roman 

World. Retrieved 12 Feb, 2014, from http://orbis.stanford.edu. 
51  AE 1971, 90 
52  CIL 9, 4335 = D 6548 
53  CIL 10, 3676 = D 6059 
54  CIL 11, 5954a and CIL 11, 5965 
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Two *augustales who accumulated positions within a geographically limited area 

attested an occupation. M. Antonius Trophimus, an augustalis in Puteoli and in Naples 
(29 kilometres apart), records being a negotiator sagarius, a dealer in cloaks.55 One L. 
Carullius Felicissimus was a sevir augustalis at Laurentum and vinarius urbanus at Ostia.56 
It is likely he was a wine merchant rather than local wine producer: corpus vinariorum is 
a known abbreviation for corpus negotiatores vinariorum.57 Both men were involved in 
small-scale businesses: one was a local retailer; the other was a local wine merchant. 

* 
Others took up positions within a ‘medium sized’ geographical range. The 

Lugdunese Titius Cassius Mysticus was a sevir augustalis at Lugdunum, as well as at 
Vienna.58 These cities are about thirty kilometres apart. Sextus Apuleius Apollinius was 
a sevir augustalis at Tergeste and Pola, just over one hundred and fifteen kilometres 
apart.59 Neither of these men named a profession.  
 
                                                        
55  CIL 10, 1872 
56  CIL 14, 318 = D 6162 
57  VERBOVEN, 2007, p. 875. 
58  CIL 13, 1956 
59  CIL 5, 67 
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Five other *augustales with a similar ‘medium sized’ action radius did mention 

their occupation. Lucius Romatius Trophimus was a sevir et augustalis at Comum and a 
sevir at Mediolanum some forty kilometres away. He said to have been a negotiator 
sagarius, a dealer in cloaks.60 Lucius Lepidus Euthyches was a faber navalis, a ship builder, 
and sevir augustalis at Tusculum, which may have been his hometown. As a ship builder, 
he was based forty-five kilometres away from Tusculum, at the large harbour of Ostia, 
where his know-how was needed. He became a sevir augustalis in Ostia as well.61 
Cornelius Prosodicus was sevir Augustalis in Brixia, sevir augustalis in Verona, and sacerdos 

 
                                                        
60  CIL 5, 5303 
61  CIL 14, 372 = D 6158 
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collegium iuvenum, faber, and centonarius in Brixia.62 Brixia and Tridentum are each 
situated on one side of the Garda lake, some 130 kilometres apart, and C. Lucretius 
Erasmus was sexvir augustalis in both cities.63 

Marcus Frontonius Euporus was a sevir augustalis in Aquae Sextiae, a curator of the 
corpus naviculariorum in Arelate, patron of the nautae of the Druenticus (the river 
Durance, in the south of France) and of the utriclarii of Ernaginum.64 He may have 
started out as a river shipper (nauta) on the river Durance. He certainly was a marine 
shipper, since he became curator of their influential and wealthy association in the large 
commercial centre Arles. Euporus had contacts with major associations responsible for 
transport over water and land. Broekaert argued that ‘these patronages were 
particularly interesting for a navicularius marinus who imported Mediterranean 
merchandize to the Gallic inland, for the connections with shippers and utriclarii 
specializing in land transport no doubt allowed Euporus to organize the distribution of 
his merchandize to the hinterland more efficiently’. 65  

River shippers had commercial dealings with the marine shippers from Arles, 
and Euporius probably was chosen as their patron because of this affiliation. Similarly, if 
the utriclarii from Ernaginum were wine transporters, they too would have had dealings 
with the marine shippers. Again this was an excellent reason for making Euporius their 
patron.66 Ernaginum and Arelate are only twelve kilometres apart, an easily commutable 
distance. Since Aquae Sextiae, present-day Aix-en-Provence, is not located near a river, 
it cannot have been his profession that brought him there. The fact that he became a 
sevir augustalis in a small city like Aquae Sextiae can only be explained by assuming it 
was Euporus’ hometown. Christol suggested that Euporus lacked the financial means, 
prestige, and network connections (his family comes from Nîmes, not Arles) to obtain 
the *augustalitas in a major commercial hub like Arles.67 By road, to travel from Arelate 
to Aquae Sextiae would take almost two days, covering seventy kilometres. By (coastal) 
sea, it would take just over a day to cover 130 kilometres.68  

* 
 Sometimes two or more (very) distant cities or locations are named in the same 
text. In most cases, no profession is mentioned, making it hard to explain how and why 
these individuals were involved in such geographically different contexts; 
 
                                                        
62  CIL 5, 4416 = InscrIt-10-5, 209 
63  CIL 5, 4439 
64  CIL 12, 982 = D 6986 
65  BROEKAERT, 2013a, p. 232. 
66 SCHLIPPSCHUH, 1987, pp. 90-91. 
67  CHRISTOL, 1971, pp. 650-651. 
68  SCHEIDEL and MEEKS, (May 2, 2012). ORBIS: The Stanford Geospatial Network Model of the Roman 

World. Retrieved 20 Jan, 2014, from http://orbis.stanford.edu. 
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 Eight *augustales had a large action radius, but did not mention a profession. M. 
Armonius Astura was sevir in Forum Cornelii and in Iulia Concordia, 220 kilometres 
apart.69 One Quadronius Fidelis and L. Vercius Priscus were both seviri augustales in 
Narbo and in Aquae Sextia, 235 kilometres away.70 The epitaph of C. Birrius Primigenius 
records he was a sevir et augustalis at Placentia and Aquileia, 420 kilometres apart.71 

 
                                                        
69  CIL 5, 1884 = D 6689 
70  CIL 12, 4414 and CIL 12, 4424 
71  AE 1935, 9 
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Mediolanum is 290 kilometres from Forum Popilii and Q. Audasius Acmazon was sevir 
augustalis in both cities.72 More extreme is the example of C. Herennius Philon, sevir in 
Regium Lepidum and sevir augustalis in Reate, 400 kilometres apart.73 M. Claudius Cotta 
was a sevir augustalis in Lugdunum, and in Colonia Traiana in Germania, close to present-
day Xanten. These cities are a stunning 750 kilometres apart.74  

Perhaps the most striking example 
is the inscription dedicated to C. Aurelius 
Parthenius. He did not mention a 
profession, but his connection to a 
network of trade routes is undeniable. He 
was a sevir augustalis in Lugdunum (Lyon, 
marked in red), Narbo (Narbonne, marked 
in green), Arausio (Orange, marked in 
orange), and Forum Iulium (Fréjus, 
marked in blue), and received the 
ornamenta decurionalia in Nemausus 
(Nîmes, marked in grey). As Wierschowski 
notes, the mobility of Parthenius is unique 

for Gaul, as is the accumulation of positions.75 Since the inscription was found at 
Nemausus, this may have been his hometown, not by chance the city where he was 
graced with the ornamenta decurionalia. Looking at the map, Nemausus was well situated 
along waterways and land routes and all of the cities where Parthenius became a sevir 
augustalis are relatively easily accessible. Still, the extensive geographical area in which 
this man was active is impressive. Mere distances (as given in the right part of the table) 
do not reflect travel time or costs. Using ORBIS, the Stanford geospatial network model 
of the Roman world, puts this in perspective. All prices are in denarii and based on the 
use of a faster sail ship and a civilian river boat (where applicable).76 This geographically 
large action radius, combined with the location of all the cities named along major 
routes or waterways suggest Parthenius was a successful tradesman, perhaps based at 
Nemausus;  

 
                                                        
72  CIL 5, 5749 
73  CIL 9, 4168 
74  AELugdunensis 2007, 952 
75  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 179. 
76  SCHEIDEL and MEEKS, (May 2, 2012). ORBIS: The Stanford Geospatial Network Model of the Roman 

World. Retrieved 12 Jan, 2014, from http://orbis.stanford.edu. 
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 Other inscriptions, attesting an equally large or even larger action radius of 
individual *augustales record a profession as well; 
 

 
 

A bit similar to Parthenius’ case, an anonymous individual was a sevir augustalis in 
Nemausus and a sevir at Lugdunum. These cities are 210 kilometres apart. Moreover, he 
received the ornamenta decurionalia in Nemausus, so perhaps this was his hometown, and 
claims to have been a wine merchant.77 The Via Agrippa ran from Lugdunum all the way 
to Nemausus, and so did the Rhône. It is again easy to imagine that this anonymous 

 
                                                        
77  ILGN 423 = AE 1900, 203 
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citizen from Nemausus obtained the *augustalitas in two cities because they were 
situated on his regular trade route.  

A similar case can be seen in an inscription recovered at Lyon. The already 
discussed Marcus Silenius Symphorus was named sevir augustalis in three cities: 
Lugdunum, Arelate, and Reii.78 Lugdunum and Arelate are some 260 kilometres apart; 
Reii is almost 300 kilometres from Lugdunum. His city of origin remains unclear 
(Wierschowski cautiously suggests it was Lugdunum), and so does the connection 
between the different cities. Contacts between Reii, on the frontier of Gallia Narbonensis 
and Alpes Cottiae, and the more northern cities, are very rare.79 Although no 
professional title is recorded in his epitaph, we know from the iconography of the 
tombstone that he must have been a faber tignuarius, a craftsman.80 Still, this profession 
cannot explain his geographical mobility. Instead, Wierschowski suggested this Silenius 
was related to C. Sentius Regulianus, a tradesman of Spanish oil and Italian wine.81 This 
connection to the wine and oil trade would immediately explain the network developed 
by Silenius and his unusual mobility.  

From the epitaph of Aebutius Agathon, already discussed in the previous 
chapter,82 we learn that he was sevir augustalis corporatus (and twice curator of the corpus 
Augustalium) in Arelate, sevir in Iulia Apta, was a river shipper on the Saone (nauta 
araricus), and the curator peculii rei publicae of Glanum, present-day St. Rémy.83 This 
curatorship was probably his first position, after which he focused on his seamanship. 
The basis of his wealth remained his profession as a nauta of the Saone, which gave him 
the means necessary to pursue further other positions. The confluence of the Saone and 
the Rhône is at Lyon, 250 kilometres from Arles or Apta. Wierschowski’s suggestion may 
be valid here: perhaps Agathon emigrated from a large city (the commercial hub Arles) 
to Apta, where he could secure the title of augustalis more easily.84  

Lucius Antonius Epitychanus’ inscription was found at Ostia, where he was a 
quinquennalis of the fabri tignuarii and a servant of the decuria Curiatia. He was also a sevir 

 
                                                        
78  ILTG 241 = CAG-69-2, p. 695 = AE 1935, 17 
79  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 441.  
80  ‘Carpenter’ is the literal translation of faber tignuarius’ The Digest indicates tigna meant building 

materials in general, and thus this type of faber should be understood more broadly, namely as 
‘worker with building materials’. See D. 47, 3 (Chapter entitled De tigno iuncto) and D. 50, 16. 62 (‘Tigni’ 
appellatione in lege duodecim tabularum omne genus materiae, es quae aedificia constant, significatur.) 

81 WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 441. Inscription of C. Sentius Regulianus: CIL 6, 29 722. Discussed in the 
previous chapter, in the section ‘Monumental Contexts and Iconography’. 

82  See section ‘Funerary Context and Memoria’ 
83 CIL 12, 1005 
84  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 126. 
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augustalis in the Narbonese colony of Aquae Sextiae.85 Ostia probably was his place of 
origin. Ostia and Aquae Sextiae were easily accessible: one was an important harbour; 
the other was situated on the crossroads of important overland routes that connected 
Italy and Spain. Over land, the cities were over 900 kilometres apart. Sailing from Ostia 
to Nice and taking the land route there, still separates them by 700 kilometres. 
Wierschowski had to admit that Epitychanus’ business in these cities was unclear.86 
Again, it is very well possible that a familia network of traders much like the ones 
described by Broekaert is the explanation for this geographical spread. These cases yet 
again demonstrate the large action radius of commercially active individuals. 

Quintus Capitonius Probatus Senior was born and raised in Rome, was a sevir 
augustalis in Lugdunum and also in Puteoli and was a marine navicularius.87 Despite his 
claim that his place of origin was Rome, Capitonius clearly is a Gallo-Roman gentilicium, 
and he must have had Gallic roots.88 Taking overland routes, Lugdunum and Puteoli are 
1200 kilometres apart. Since Quintus was a navicularius, there is no doubt he sailed to a 
harbour city in the south of France instead. Most likely he went to Arelate and 
continued upstream on the Rhône until he reached Lugdunum. As such, he assured 
trade contacts between central Italy and the heartland of Gaul. Similarly, C. Marius 
Ma[…] was patron of the nautae of the Rhône and Saone, a wine merchant at Lugdunum, 
and a sevir augustalis in Puteoli89 The inscription was recovered at Lugdunum, an 
indication that Gaul was his heimat, not Italy. As a wine merchant and tradesman, he 
developed close trading relationships with central Italy, reflected in the honour of 
*augustalitas given to him by the city councillors of Puteoli.  

* 
So in conclusion, local accumulation of positions is not that significant – at least 

in the sense that they do not necessarily unveil networks. Retailers or small tradesmen 
are naturally active in their own and a couple of neighbouring cities. The explanation 
for a medium-sized action radius (cities up to 100 kilometres apart) is not that 
straightforward. One example of professional migration can be seen, as a ship builder 
from Tusculum moved to Ostia, where his know-how was needed.90 An interprovincial 
action radius, or at least covering cities that are over two hundred (up to 1200) 
kilometres apart, must be explained by linking trade with the increase of social capital 
of an individual. An individual’s accumulation of the *augustalitas (or other collegial 

 
                                                        
85  CIL 14, 296 = D 1916 
86  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 416. 
87  CIL 13, 1942 = D 7029 
88  WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, p. 323. 
89  CIL 13, 1960 
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positions) in different cities and on this scale can only be explained by trade routes and 
trader’s networks with nodes in multiple cities. The cases discussed above substantiate 
the claim that trade networks explain how men came to be appointed *augustales (or 
become collegiati) in cities that were (sometimes) very far apart.  

Reconstructing the geographical range of influence of these demonstrates two 
things: (1) an economic position leads to networks that went beyond the strictly 
economic sphere, and (2) these networks could result in honours like the *augustalitas. 
The chronology of events as seen in the inscriptions is important: the development of 
the (trade) networks clearly preceded the accordance of the *augustalitas honour.  

5.1.2.2  Proximity to Power and *augustales   

Essentially two major reasons for appointing certain individuals as *augustales 
can be presumed: wealth and personal links with influential families. In the Umbrian 
city of Ocriculum, both father Q. Glitius Fructus and his homonymous son were 
augustales. The filiation is crucial here; father Fructus was a freedman of a Quintus, and 
his son was freeborn, as Q.f. indicates, and followed in his father’s footsteps.91 A similar 
situation of two (or even three) generations of *augustales occurs when the freedman of 
an *augustalis becomes an *augustalis as well. This is the situation of L. Titius Adiutor and 
L. Titius Secundus from Lucera.92 Similarly, one Zosimus from Nemausus was a sevir 
augustalis in Nemausus;93 his patron T. Romanius Epictetus was a sevir in Lyon. This 
Romanius Epictetus was the freedman of T. Flavius Hermes, who was a sevir in Lyon as 
well.94 Both the support and financial backing of the patron, plus a direct link with the 
institution through that same patron, left the freedman of an *augustalis a rather 
privileged position.  

Serrano stressed that relations of dependency – patronage or clientela – were 
among the main factors of municipal socio-political dynamics, linked to the personal 
relationships stemming from the membership of the same familia or through amicitia.95 
In his article on the epigraphic habit of *augustales from Baetica, Jordán established that 
73% of the freeborn *augustales came from cities where the leading families bore the 
same nomen, but that this was not the case for the libertine *augustales.96 This is a 

 
                                                        
91  Epigraphica-2004-306 = AE 2004, 518 
92  AE 1983, 232. 
93  CIL 12, 3298: D(is) M(anibus) / IIIIIIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Zosimo / Valeriae lib(ertae) / Romanius E/pictetus 
94  CIL 13, 1950: D(is) M(anibus) / T(iti) Flavi Hermetis IIIIIIviri Aug(ustalis) Lug(uduni) / T(itus) Romanius / 

Epictetus et / Flavia Melitine / patrono / optimo et / fili(i) eorum / posuerunt 
95  SERRANO, 1988, pp. 239-240:  
96  JORDAN, 2003, p. 539. 
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surprising conclusion: not the freed but the freeborn *augustales had links with the 
influential families of Baetica. The role of the patron was of little consequence here.  

Christol observed that the freedmen of large families were not badly positioned 
themselves, but it was their offspring who really benefited from their descent. Here he 
referred to ‘those groups lower than the ordo, but linked to it by terms of recruitment’, 
*augustales in particular. In Nîmes, the gentilicia of more than half of *augustales were 
those of prominent families – which does not mean the other half did not have local 
ties.97 Broekaert also suggested for Ostia that ‘when comparing the list of augustales to 
the families belonging to the local aristocracy, quite a number of gentilicia indeed appear 
to coincide’. He argued these family ties were in fact a ‘reflection of freedmen acting as 
economic agents of prominent families’.98 This is the opposite of what Jordán found for 
Baetica and yet another indication that it is crucial to evaluate *augustales in their local 
context. 

* 
Very few inscriptions of individual *augustales record personal links with 

(members of) influential families and the local city councils. 
First, L. Rusticelius Secundus of the Oufentina tribe erected an ex voto inscription 

to Mercurius and seems to have been not only a sevir augustalis, but also decurio Comi.99 
Only rarely did someone record being a decurio, without mentioning a magistracy within 
the ordo decurionum. The undistinguished decuriones, who had never held an office, had 
voting rights, but probably had little power. The honour of simply being a council 
member may have been the main asset involved. 
 Second, C. Gabbius Aequalis, freedman of Messala, took up the office of augustalis 
twice, was a bisellarius and admitted (adlecto) to the city council, presumably in the early 
first century.100 This Aequalis from Larinum, in Samnium, enjoyed an exceptional 
financial position. He was accorded the bisellium for his merits, and according to the 
editor of the 1966 volume of Année Epigraphique, this was the first example of a freedman 
admitted to the city council in Italy.101  

Third, three Lucii Kaninii are named in an inscription from Misenum dated to A.D 
112-113. These three dedicants, father Kaninius Hermes, his elder son Kaninius 
Philippus, and his younger son Kaninius Hermes, are known from one of the inscriptions 
found in the aedes augustalium at Misenum. As mentioned above, father Kaninius gave 
benefactions in honour of his co-optation into to the order of the augustales as an 

 
                                                        
97  CHRISTOL, 1992, p. 201 and n. 59. 
98  BROEKAERT, 2013 (unpublished paper). 
99  CIL 5, 5257 
100  ELarino 84 = AE 1966, 75. Date by MOURITSEN, 2011, p. 74 
101  AE 1966, p. 22.  
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immunis.102 Also his oldest son Kaninius Hermes iunior was appointed inter immunes and 
the city council honoured both Kaninii by a clipeus and had this decree engraved on it.103 
Both Kaninius Hermes senior and iunior seem to have been freedmen, but since his 
youngest son, Kaninius Philippus, was born after his father Hermes had been 
manumitted, he was born free. This was Lucius Kaninius Philippus, son of Lucius, of the 
Claudian tribe, admitted to the city council – adlectus in ordinem decurionum.104 These 
inscriptions show the social promotion and wealth of the Kaninii: father and oldest son 
were both freedmen and augustales, the youngest son was freeborn and a member of the 
city council.  
 Fourth, the tomb of Vetilia Egloge. During a series of excavations on the Via 
Aemilia in 2007, a large and perfectly preserved grave monument, dated to the first 
century A.D., was unearthed at the eastern necropolis of Mutina, present-day Modena. 
The inscription on the altar offers a rare insight in how local- and family politics were 
interconnected in mid-first century A.D. – as will be discussed elaborately at the end of 
this chapter. For now, suffice to state that the importance of this inscription lies in the 
social build-up of the family: a decurio manumitted both his wife and her child. The child 
is perhaps his own natural son because its slave name was his master’s cognomen: 
Constans. When manumitted the son’s slave name became his own cognomen and he 
assumed the praenomen and gentilicium of his master: L. Valerius. So his full name 
became L. Valerius L. l. Constans. The freed son of Vetilia was made augustalis and 
Apollinaris.105 It is easy to imagine the position of father Valerius Constans as a decurio 
facilitated the appointment of his adoptive son as an augustalis and apollinaris. 

Finally, a list of names found at Chieti (Regio IV, Samnium),106 mentions eleven 
augustales, out of the thirty-four names attested. Above, I already argued that it was not 
an album. The heading of the inscription identifies it as a list of soci monumenti, literally 
‘partners of the monument’, each shouldering a part of the expense. Moreover, the 
social composition of the list of socii excludes the possibility that it is a collegial 
membership list. T. Sentius Clemens, decurio of the municipium, is named halfway 
through the list, not matching his usual local prominence. He was only one of the 
benefactors. Some ‘nebuleuses familiales’ can be discerned. Four Cai Oppii and two Titi 
Sentii are listed. The latter couple of names is of particular interest here, since one is T. 

 
                                                        
102  AE 1996, p. 145.  
103  AE 1996, 424b. 
104  AE 1993, 472 = AE 1994, 426d = AE 1996, 424a 
105  AE 2008, 535: V(iva) f(ecit) / Vetilia (mulieris) lib(erta) / Egloge sibi et / L(ucio) Valerio Q(uinti) f(ilio) 
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Sentius Clemens, the decurio, and the other is T. Sentius Synecdemus, one of the eleven 
seviri augustales. It is easily conjectured that the former was the patronus of the latter and 
had a hand in the nomination of his freedman as a sevir augustalis. 

Maintaining close relations with member of the local elite was advantageous for 
any ambitious freedman or peregrine inhabitant of a city. The support of a powerful and 
wealthy patronus perhaps spiked the ambitions of his freedmen to pursue a career in a 
successful economic sector and try to obtain the *augustalitas as well. Proximity to 
decuriones through family ties helped to obtain *augustalitas. Members of the familia of 
notables (especially decuriones) were best positioned to receive the *augustalitas. In other 
words, proximity to power through links with influential families was important for 
furthering an individual’s integration.  

5.1.2.3  Accensi   

Some *augustales took up the office of accensus or accensus velatus. This office is 
known in many different forms, but the so-called accensi velati are often classified as 
qualitatively different. In his 1889 (re-printed in 2010 by Cambridge University Press) 
Latin Lexicography, Nettleship connected accensi velati with maintenance and repair of 
the roads – although he stated the position was military in origin.107 Cohen did not even 
mention the accensi velati,108 and Di Stefano Manzella’s discussion is ‘velati esclusi’.109 Two 
inscriptions of *augustales mention accensi velati. One tradesman was accensus velatus who 
gave sportulae,110 and one was an accensus […] who seems to have made repairs to a gate, 
but the inscription is very fragmentary.111 Although accensi can be classified as 
magisterial apparitores, the status of an accensus was lower than that of the ‘real’ 
apparitores, who formed the ordo scribarum, ordo lictorum, ordo viatorum and ordo 
praeconum. Nevertheless, since the accensus served consuls and praetors, Cicero listed 
him second, after the scribae, but before the lictores, viatores and praecones, when 
describing Verres’ staff in Sicily.112 What an accensus lacked was the permanence of 
position (as soon as the magistrate resigned after his year of service, the accensus 
followed suit) and full public status (not appointed by the state and without a 
colleague).113 As Cohen observed, the accensus ‘is a freed slave – in most cases the private 

 
                                                        
107  NETTLESHIP, 1889 (re-printed in 2010, CUP), p. 14.  
108  COHEN, 1984, pp. 37-38. 
109  DI STEFANO MANZELLA, 2000, p. 223. 
110  CIL 14, 2793 
111  CIL 14, 4014 
112  Cic. Verr. 4, 3, 154.  
113  COHEN, 1984, p. 35 and pp. 37-38.  
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freedman of the magistrate whom he had served all the years, and thus of course also 
during that year in which his patron won a consulate or praetorship’.114  

Ten inscriptions (excluding two accensi velati) attest *augustales who were 
accensus: three seviri augustales were accensus patronorum/(a) patrono, one text mentions 
accensi divi Claudi, and seven *augustales (attested in six inscriptions) were accensus 
consulis/consularis. Here, the analysis and lists drawn up by Di Stefano Manzella are most 
valuable.115  

 
                                                        
114  COHEN, 1984, p. 37.  
115  DI STEFANO MANZELLA, 2000, pp. 223-257. 
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 Three texts mention seviri augustales who explicitly signal they were accensi of 

their own patronus.116 L. Calpurnius Calais from Verona was viator tribunicius and accensus 
a patrono.117 Perhaps his former master was one of the Calpurni Pisones, consuls in the 
first half of the first century A.D.118 The freedman C. Oppius Leonas from Auximum 
erected an inscription for Aesculapius and Hygia in January A.D. 159.119 He was sevir, 
augustalis, and adcensus patroni. His patron probably was the senator C. Oppius Sabinus 
Iulius Nepos Manius Vibius Sollemnis Severus,120 related to (son or nephew?) C. Oppius 
Sabinus, consul in A.D. 84. Finally, since the sevir augustalis C. Laecanius Menander was 
accensus patronorum, plural, his patrons may have been father and homonymous son C. 
Laecanius Bassus, consuls respectively in A.D. 40 and 64.121 

A second type of accensi were those of the imperial house. All but one of the 
accensi of the imperial house known to us were imperial freedmen,122 but only two were 
anonymous augustales recorded in the same damaged inscription from Casinum.123 Most 
(or perhaps all) of these accensi are Claudian, including the text relevant here: accensi 

 
                                                        
116  For Italy and Gaul. One other inscription from Barcino, Hispania Citerior records an accensus patrono: 

IRBarc, 82-104. 
117  CIL 5, 3354 = D 1950 
118  Suggested by DI STEFANO MANZELLI, p. 237.  
119  CIL 9, 5823 = CIL 5, *674 = D 6048 = Euergetismo-Aux, 1 = Piceno-Au, 2 = Auximum 12 
120  PIR2 O 123. 
121  Suggested by DI STEFANO MANZELLI, p. 238. CIL 5, 8142 = InscrIt-10-1, 114 
122  According to DI STEFANO MANZELLA, 2000, pp. 228-230.  
123  CIL 10, 5185. 
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divi Claudi [--- A]ugustales. Di Stefano Manzella suggested these accensi divi Claudi could 
have been in office during the consulates of Claudius of A.D. 42 and 43.124 

Seven *augustales attested in six inscriptions served as an accensus of a consul.125 
Sextus Publicius Bathyllus, his name betraying his former status as a servus publicus, a 
slave with special standing, became an augustalis in Puteoli and in Venafrum and served 
as an accensus of an unidentifiable consul.126 An augustalis perpetuus from Minturnae was 
recorded as Lepidius Primigenius on the inscription, but this may be a stonemason’s 
error. Di Stefano Manzelli suggested we might be dealing with L. Epidius Primigenius. 
Then he could have been accensus of L. Epidius Titius Aquilinus, also his probable patron 
ca. A.D. 125.127 Two accensi consulari are attested in one inscription recovered from 
Aquileia.128 T. Vettidius Lemnus was a freedman of an otherwise unknown Procula, sevir 
Augustalis, accensus of a consul and of a praetor in unknown years and probably in the 
service of magistrates from other families; no senatorial Vettidii are known to us.129 L. 
Vinisius L.l. Lycamba was accensus in an unknown year for an unidentifiable consul, and 
later sevir in Tergeste. A certain Quartius was a sevir (perhaps in Aquileia) and accensus of 
a consul. The fragmentary state of the inscription deprives us of the praenomen, leaving 
both the patronus and thus potentially the consul unknown.130 Marcus Abonius Acanthus 
from Vicetia was sevir augustalis, adcensus of a consul, and freed by a certain Abonius. As 
such, he did not serve his former master as an adcensus, since no Abonii are known as 
consuls.131  

Finally, T. Tettienus Felix from Salernum did not only serve as an accensus consuli, 
but took up two other offices as a magisterial apparitor. He served an aedilis curulis as a 
scriba librarius as well as an aedilis plebis and a viator. In fact, two inscriptions attesting 
this Felix are preserved. In both, he records his positions as accensus, scriba and viator. 
His augustalitas, however, is only mentioned in the text on the donation of 50,000 
sesterces to adorn the temple of Pomona with gilded stucco and marble floors.132 It 
seems to be omitted from the second text, which starts out with almost exactly the same 
words: T. Tettienus Felix, scriba librarius aedilium curulium viator aedilium plebis accensus 
consuli. Some minor differences occur, however; 

 
                                                        
124  DI STEFANO MANZELLA, 2000, p. 230.  
125  For Italy and Gaul. One other inscription from Cagliari, Sardinia records a magister augustalis accensus 

consulum: CIL 10, 7552. 
126  CIL 10, 1889 = Venafrum-A, 5.  
127  AE 1904, 186 
128  InscrAqu-1, 516 = IEAquil 64. 
129  DI STEFANO MANZELLA, 2000, p. 232.  
130  CIL 5, 883 = InscrAqu-1, 515 
131  CIL 5, 3120 = AE 1997, 716 
132  CIL 10, 531 = InscrIt-1-1, 11 = D 3593. 
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In the second text, which is a religious dedication,133 his freeborn filiation (Titi 
filius) is added to his nomenclature, and he is named as the patronus of the colonia of 
Nola. Moreover, he was procurator of the inheritance of the emperor, flamen of the divine 
Commodus and Antoninus, priest of the Sybilline books (sacris faciundis), curator of the 
ludi magni, magister vicorum, and prefect of the sixth cohort of vigiles.134 This inscription 
can be dated to A.D. 80-81, during the consulate of T. Tettienus Serenus.135  

Although the cognomen (Felix) seems to suggest a servile background, he claims 
otherwise. The fact that he became a municipal patron corroborates this. Therefore, the 
consul Tettienus Serenus cannot have been his patronus liberti. This does not, however, 
exclude the possibility that Felix was a cliens of Serenus. Another possibility is that Felix 
was the son of a freedman of Serenus – hence the same name.  

Cohen argued the magistrate-accensus relation was in fact (very often) a 
patronage relation, in which the freedman continued to serve his former master who 
had now gained a high magistracy (consulate or praetorship). In their capacity of 
accensi, some *augustales could indeed be linked to important (equestrian or even 
senatorial) families. Only two (one?) of the eleven *augustales who were accensus consuli 
or accensus consularis can be linked to a consul. T. Tettienus Felix from Salernum can 

 
                                                        
133  One eighteenth-century scholar has suggested it referred to Bacchus instead (FRANCESCO ANTONIO 

VENTIMIGLIA, 1795, pp. 157-160.), but it may as well be to Jupiter, (Iovi) Deo Magno. 
134  CIL 10, *126 = InscrIt-1-1, *4. 
135  PIR T. 97; DI STEFANO MANZELLA, 2000, p. 232.  
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certainly be linked to the consul T. Tettienus Serenus, and L. Epidius Primigenius from 
Minturnae may be connected with the consul L. Epidius Titius Aquilinus, but only if we 
agree the inscription contains a stonemason’s error (Lepidius vs. L. Epidius). The nomina 
‘Publicius’, ‘Vettidius’, ‘Vinisius’, ‘Abonius’, and ‘Quartius’ are not consular, and here it 
would seem these were in fact not private freedmen to the intended consul at all. The 
position could have been open to all well-connected and wealthy freedmen, which these 
men obviously were, considering their *augustalitas. Again, one could hypothesize these 
men were selected because of their wealth (economic capital), network connections 
(social capital), and proven reliability expressed by the *augustalitas title (symbolic 
capital), which implied an active involvement in the social and economic fabric of the 
city. Only a few *augustales were sufficiently well connected to become accensi – another 
indication of the enormous differentiation and ‘career paths’ among *augustales.  

5 .1.2.4  Summa  honoraria  

In 1962, Duncan-Jones published a long article in Papers of the British School at 
Rome, listing over four hundred inscriptions from Roman Africa that recorded costs and 
outlays.136 Concerning the ‘fixed charge payable by the holder of a civic office or 
priesthood’ – i.e. the summa honoraria or legitima – he immediately pointed out the 
importance of local customs. The amounts varied considerable from one city to 
another.137 Although associations also had entrance fees (and additional fees for offices 
inside the collegium), all indications of such payments done by *augustales are summae 
honorariae for the one year office, paid to the city. In total, six inscriptions record such a 
payment. 

First, the fasti augustalium recovered from Ostia demonstrate the payment of the 
summa was closely monitored. As discussed in a previous chapter,138 these exceptional 
documents show a confusing terminology. In total, three typologically different 
quinquennales are present. The large lettered QQ heading and dividing the different parts 
of the inscription were no doubt the quinquennales eponymi. Next follow twelve to 
fourteen quinquennales dono dato or simply quinquennales. As a rule, the abbreviation d.d. 
follows the quinquennalis title, the simple q.q. is rare. Discussion has mainly focussed on 
the difference between these two types, which are mixed together, and seemingly not 
hierarchically organised. Space left open on the stones would suggest the possibility of 
(progressive?) adaptation. Scholars generally agreed on the hypothesis that dono dato 
following the quinquennalitas title, indicates the payment of a summa honoraria.139  
 
                                                        
136  DUNCAN-JONES, 1962, pp. 47-115 
137  DUNCAN-JONES, 1962, p. 65. 
138  Chapter four, section on ‘Terminological and interpretational difficulties’. 
139  MEIGGS, 1960, p. 218; WILSON, 1935, p. 155. 
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Second, one out of two straightforward examples of the size of the summa 
honoraria paid by *augustales comes from Teanum Sidicinum, a city fifty kilometres north 
of Naples;  

S(enatus) c(onsulto) balneum Clodianum / emptum cum suis aedifici(i)s / ex pecunia 
augustal(ium) HS LX(milibus) / Q(uinti) Minuci Ikari / C(ai) Aufilli Suavis / C(ai) Aiscidi 
Lepotis / N(umeri) Herenni Optati / M(arci) Caedi Chilonis / M(arci) Ovini Fausti140 

Perhaps the numerical value of sex-viri was upheld in this particular city, since 
the six augustales named seem to have been the yearly officers. As summa honoraria, they 
paid ten thousand sesterces per person. The money was used for the purchase of baths 
and the adjacent building. 

Third, Publius Decimius Eros Merula was a freedman and sevir who took up three 
related professions: he was a doctor, an eye doctor and a surgeon.141 This medical all-
rounder from Assisi listed his expenses and inheritance with exceptional care. 
Interestingly, he named the price of his social promotion; he paid fifty thousand 
sesterces for his freedom, and two thousand for his sevirate. He stresses he paid the 
summa honoraria to the city - pro seviratu in rem p(ublicam) / dedit HS II(milia) – which 
means the city council had appointed him for the yearly office.  

The ‘fixed charge’ could be substituted by a large benefaction equal to the entry 
money required of the candidate. In the remaining three texts, *augustales indicate they 
made benefactions ob honorem or pro munere. As discussed above, honoratus could be 
equivalent to factus or creatus, expressing an honorary appointment by decree of the 
city council, rather than being an additional privilege.142 At Lucera, C. Obinius Favor and 
P. Diodiolenus Strato, both augustales, gave forty thousand sesterces for the paving of 
the road ‘up to the crossroads of the Lares’ – ad vicum Laris. They did so pro munere, so 
one could conjecture that the price of the road works and the summae honorariae of both 
men taken together was forty thousand sesterces. It is not clear over which distance the 
road stretched exactly.143 Two texts from Forum Sempronii are relevant here as well. 
One speaks of three freedmen augustales VIviri who ob honorem sexviratus took care of the 
paving of two hundred and forty-eight Roman feet (i.e. seventy-three metres) of road.144 
Again, much like the text from Lucera, the price of these road works may have equalled 
the payment of three summae honorariae for taking up the one-year office. This would 
mean that each individual financed the paving of about eighty-three Roman feet (i.e. 

 
                                                        
140  CIL 10, 4792 
141  CIL 11, 5400. See also KÜNZL,  1997, p. 178; GEIST and PHOHL, 1969, pp. 107-108, nr. 284. 
142  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1266, n. 88. 
143  CIL 9, 808 
144  CIL 11, 6127 
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about twenty-four metres). The second text from Forum Sempronii is remarkable 
because of the number of seviri augustales named: no less than thirteen men helped 
finance the paving of one thousand six hundred and fifty Roman feet (or four hundred 
and eighty-eight metres) of road.145 This may again have been an alternative payment of 
summae honorariae of all thirteen of these men, since again the phrase ob honorem 
sexviratus is recorded. This would mean that the financial weight of the summa equalled 
the price for paving one hundred and twenty-seven Roman feet (or almost thirty-eight 
metres) of road per person. Obviously, the price of road works would vary depending on 
for instance the state of the road, or how broad it was. 

No matter how large the sum or how substantial the benefaction was, the 
mechanism behind it was always very similar. As demonstrated above, an economic 
position could lead to the development of social networks, that in turn could lead to 
honorific positions or privileges such as the *augustalitas. In order to take up a 
magistracy, the candidate-*augustalis had to either deposit a summa honoraria in the 
treasury of the city, or match the required sum of money with public banquets, games, 
buildings, and structures.146 By depositing this money in the city treasury, he essentially 
bought his position. Money brought him respect and recognition in the form of the 
*augustalitas dignity – or, as Bourdieu would say, *augustales successfully transformed 
their economic capital into symbolic capital.  

5 .1.3   Completed Integration and Social  Positioning: 
Reconversion 

Reconversion of capital is the exact opposite (or a peculiar form) of 
transubstantiation. Symbolic capital is a valuable asset that, when invested strategically, 
can produce social and economic benefits.147 

5.1.3.1  Sportulae  

In the research on *augustales, sportulae – i.e. distributions of money – have played 
an important role in the discussion on the institutional position of the organisation. 
Many scholars have claimed *augustales formed some kind of second municipal ordo vis-
à-vis the city councillors. In a remarkable piece of municipal mimicry, their position 
allegedly resembled that of the equestrian order in relation to the senatorial order. 
These attempts to make these *augustales, whose position is not easily grasped at all, ‘fit’ 
 
                                                        
145  CIL 11, 6126 
146  AUSBÜTTEL, 1982, p. 43-47; MROZEK, 1975, pp. 60-63.  
147  BOURDIEU, 1979, pp. 128-144.  
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into some kind of well-known classical terminological framework (i.e. the ordines 
organisation) date back to the mid-nineteenth century. Egger evaluated *augustales as if 
they were the transition between the decurional aristocracy and the plebs, much like 
the knights at Rome. He even called it a municipal knighthood of the inferior classes.148 
Scholars like Mommsen, Nessling, Mourlot, Von Premerstein, Neumann, Tudor, Duthoy 
and Ostrow held this point of view: *augustales were an intermediate group, class, or 
order between the ordo decurionum and the plebs.149  

Decuriones, *augustales and plebs (or some variant of these three) are often named 
together in inscriptions documenting the distribution of sportulae, or when they raised 
money together (ex aere conlato). Duthoy interpreted these phrases as ‘conclusive proof’ 
that this ordo augustalium was considered a group analogous to the decuriones and the 
municipal response to the ordo equester in Rome.150 Duthoy’s main argument draws on 
inscriptions in which distributions are recorded. He noted that *augustales consistently 
received a larger share than the plebs, but smaller than the city councillors. He 
concluded from this that *augustales were considered as a second municipal order.151  

Unmistakably, Duthoy’s basic observation is correct: the magnitude of 
distribution was differentiated on a social basis. His interpretation, however, is based on 
a false assumption: he took this relatively isolated phenomenon and reached a very 
generalising conclusion. The epigraphic corpus Duthoy worked with consisted of 
attestations of *augustales, and therefore this material is biased. Laird was correct in 
signalling the relative character of this type of evidence. She argued that ‘by favoring 
their own organization, both as the foundation’s beneficiaries and with proportionally 
larger gifts of sportulae, individual augustales vehemently confirmed the presence and 
prestige of the organization. At the same time, the body of seviri augustales […] would see 
themselves as members of a ‘recognized civic group’.’152 Henrik Mouritsen came to a 
very similar conclusion in his groundbreaking 2006 paper on honores libertini; ‘a 
distribution by a sevir et augustalis offered special rates for the augustales’. He noted that 
a strong correspondence occurs between ‘the groups sponsoring the dedication to the 
benefactor and the groups singled out in the benefactor’s celebration of his own 
honouring’.153  
 
                                                        
148  EGGER, 1844, p. 31. 
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150  DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1272-1273. 
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152  LAIRD, 2006, p. 43. 
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So were these sportulae a form of reconversion of symbolic capital? Was this an 
example of money given to *augustales because of their position? The short answer 
would be ‘yes’. Of course these sportulae were small handouts – peanuts from the 
perspective of an even modestly wealthy augustalis. Still, these were public distributions 
recorded on inscriptions, public documents on display in the city, which endorsed their 
position in local society. It was a form of recognition for *augustales, confirming they 
were considered important.  

A slightly more nuanced response would have to differentiate between the 
donators of the sportulae. Distributions of money seem to have been used by *augustales 
as yet another tool to present themselves as a socially prominent group in local society, 
to give the impression they really were a second ordo. Bodel argued that  

[t]he selection of what to inscribe and in what form to write is was never 
determined solely by what one wished to communicate or to record but by what 
was considered appropriate to communicate or to record in inscribed writing on a 
particular object in a particular place at a particular time.154 

Using epigraphic evidence as basis for writing social history is not self-evident 
and is inherently problematic. As Mouritsen put it, ‘epigraphic sources never present us 
with a direct mirror image of social structure. In many respects inscriptions reflect 
people's hopes and aspirations more than their actual place in society’.155 Inscriptions 
were never neutral observations of a socio-economic or political reality. Consequently, 
all epigraphic records represented an ideal world in which *augustales fitted into the 
different social universes in which they operated. De facto, this means that epigraphy is 
the record of *augustales both stressing and claiming their integration into the 
community. At the same time, they actively tried to construct their vision of how civic 
society should be, or at least how they perceived it. This visionary motive left an 
impression on what type of information was put on the epigraphic record. These 
carefully phrased documents always had an agenda. The self-profiling as an ordo was 
more an aspiration than a social reality. In short, scholars who evaluated *augustales as a 
parallel municipal ordo, did and believed exactly what these *augustales intended them 
to do and believe. 

5.1.3.2  Patronage 

Four types of patronage relations occur in the corpus of inscriptions under 
review here: (1) the patron of a freedman *augustalis is mentioned, (2) the patron of the 
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association of *augustales is known, (3) an *augustalis acts as patron of the association of 
*augustales, and (4) an *augustalis was patron of some other description (another 
association, or of his freedmen and/or -women). It is not that useful to treat all of these 
inscriptions individually. Some of them deserve a more elaborate discussion, but the 
complete corpus can be found in appendix.156 An overview of the different ‘types’ of 
patronage is interesting; 

 
 

An overview of the epigraphic material gathered for *augustales and their relations 
to systems of patronage (as given above) shows that in one hundred cases,157 the patron 
of an individual or of the association is named – in seventy-three and twenty-seven 
inscriptions respectively. Twenty-nine inscriptions158 record *augustales acting as 
patrons theirselves, instead of being at the receiving end of a patronage system. In the 
majority of cases, these men were patrons of other associations (e.g. fabri, centonarii, 
dendrophori, ferrarri, codicarii, marmorarii). Sometimes, they were designated as patron, 
but the subject of their patronage was left undefined. These inscriptions probably 
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record patron-client relations between an *augustalis and his former slave, like in the 
case of the Publii Sertorii from Alba Pompeia.159 

Remarkably, in only four texts is an *augustalis named as a patron of the 
association of *augustales. How can this be explained? In one of these texts, the 
identification of a man called C. Marius Ma[…] as an *augustalis depends on the insertion 
of an epigraphist of this title between square brackets. The text is fragmentary, but 
seems to suggest this C. Marius was a sevir augustalis at Puteoli, a curator and patron of 
the same association, a patron of the nauta of the Rhône and Saone, and an utriclarius 
with residency in Lugdunum, where the inscription was recovered.160 The other three 
texts were better preserved. One Gaius Paquius Pardala from Arelate was a sevir 
augustalis at the colony of Arelate and patron of the same association, as well as 
corporatus and patron of the fabri navalii, utriclarii, and centonarii.161 An anonymous sevir 
augustalis from Lugdunum was a patron of this association. During the inauguration of 
the monument for the Hesperides,162 he gave a meal for all those who attended the 
inauguration. He also financed a fully equipped triclinium.163 As discussed in chapter 
three,164 this type of benefaction (i.e. public building) had a very visual impact on the 
monumental outlook of the community, and was crucial for the city’s status and 
identity.165 Finally, Caius Ulattius Meleagrus – a member of the large and influential 
family of the Ulatii, known to have had a strong power base at Lugdunum during the 
first three century A.D.166 – was a high profile character in the city. He was sevir 
augustalis and also their patron, as well as the patron of all of the Lugdunese associations 
that had the right to convene; patrono omnium corpor(um) Lug(uduni) licite coeuntium.167 As 
Liu pointed out, Meleagrus is the exception: ‘all the other patrons of omnia collegia were 
high magistrates of municipalities, and two of them were of equestrian rank.’168  

Patroni were, as a rule, outsiders of the collegium they patronised.169 All four 
examples stem from the large commercial hubs of Narbonese of Lugdunese Gaul: 
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Lugdunum and Arelate. More importantly, all four of these *augustales seem to have 
either developed large networks, within the cities as well as beyond, or acted as high-
profile benefactors. So it would seem that *augustales only recruited patrons from 
among their own ranks if the individual was sufficiently prominent in local society (and 
beyond).  

5.1.3.3  Benefactions and Reciprocity  

One hundred and seventy-seven inscriptions attest benefactions or types of 
reciprocity. It is important to note that this number is based on all inscriptions 
recording *augustales (1711 texts), not only those in which an individual *augustalis was 
named (1582 texts).170 Only twenty-eight of these texts (16%) are dated. Ninety-one 
inscriptions (51%) attest a sevir, a sevir augustalis or an augustalis. Out of the total of two 
hundred and forty-two texts that mention the association of *augustales, eighty-two (or 
34%) text attest them benefiting from distributions or meals, being on the receiving end 
of benefactions, or acting as benefactors.171  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The epigraphic habit of the association of *augustales seems to be strongly 

influenced by the discourse of the gift. Those inscriptions in which *augustales benefited 
from distributions deserve a more elaborate discussion. In Roman society, the principle 
of reciprocity was essential. A gift or granting a favour was the start of a social 
relationship. As M. Mauss argued, this reciprocity within the system of gift exchange 
was vital for its survival. In addition, it had a social dimension; an unanswered gift made 
the receiver inferior to the donor.172 Gordon phrased it thus: ‘The gifts objectify the 
relations of respect, dependence, authority and power upon which the entire euergetic 

 
                                                        
170  An elaborate analysis of expenditures and benefactions by individuals can be found in the first 

section of chapter three.  
171  Benefiting from distributions or meals: 69 inscriptions (84%). On the receiving end of benefactions: 2 

inscriptions (3%). Acted as benefactors: 11 inscriptions (13%). 
172 MAUSS, 1923, pp. 160 – 161.  
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system rests.’173 How (and how often) are mechanisms of reciprocity (in terms of gift 
exchange) expressed?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In a number of cases, *augustales (as a group) benefited from distributions or other 

benefactions. I only discuss a number of cases in which the reciprocity mechanism is 
clear. First, the well-known inscription of the Ostian sevir augustalis Publius Horatius 
Chrysoteros demonstrates the complex nature of elaborate benefactions and reciprocity 
mechanisms.174 In A.D. 182,175 the augustales gave him a statue, because Chrysoteros had 
donated fifty thousand sesterces to their treasury. What follows, seems like an abstract 
from Chysoteros’ will. Ten thousand sesterces should be spent in the honour of 
Chrysoteros. He had stipulated that the revenue of the remaining forty thousand 
sesterces (i.e. two thousand four hundred sesterces) was to be used in various ways. On 
his birthday his statue had to be decorated, and sportulae were to be given to all those 
present. Also the augustales had to receive one hundred sesterces each. If these 
stipulations were not respected, the sum of forty thousand sesterces would go to the 
city of Ostia instead, under the same conditions. On the day of his donation of forty 
thousand sesterces to the Ostian augustales, Chrysoteros also gave sportulae to the 
augustales and the city council. Although he accepted the statue the augustales gave him, 
he was happy with the honour and refunded their expenses.176  

Second, Aulus Quinctilius Priscus, of the Palatina tribe, took up a number of 
offices in the city of Ferentinum: he was duumvir aedilicia potestate, duumvir iure dicundo, 
pontifex, and praefectus fabrum. For his extraordinary munificence, Priscus, whose tribal 
affiliation suggests a servile descent, received a statue after a money collection among 
the city councillors. The statue was to be placed in the forum, wherever Priscus wanted. 
He, however, accepted the honour but refunded the expenses. Moreover, he gave 
seventy thousand sesterces to the city council. The yearly revenue of this sum (i.e. four 
thousand two hundred sesterces, or 6%) should be used to celebrate his birthday on the 
sixth day from the Ides of March for all eternity. On this day, March 8th, a distribution of 

 
                                                        
173  GORDON, 1990, p. 229. For further reading see VEYNE, 1976; SALLER, 1982; VERBOVEN, 2002. 
174  CIL 14, 367 = D 6164 
175  Mamertino et Rufo / co(n)s(ulibus): A.D. 182. 
176  CIL 14, 367 = D 6164 
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cakes and sweet wine was to be given to the citizens, the inhabitants, and their wives. 
The decuriones and seviri augustales received a meal, cakes, sweet wine and sportulae. 
Some of the money was to be used for the decoration of his statue and his image. Finally, 
he wanted thirty modii of nuts and six jars of wine to be distributed among the plebs, 
regardless of their legal status.177  

Third, a very fragmentary inscription from Ferentinum may tell the story of a 
man who was patron of the city, and was offered a statue (?) by the city council. He 
refunded the expenses and gave a meal for the city councillors and the augustales, as 
well as sportulae of four sesterces for the citizens and inhabitants of the city. In return, 
the city council decreed he should be given a plot of public land.178 Similarly, an 
anonymous individual from Salernum was given a statue by the city, but insisted on 
financing it himself since he was already pleased with the honour. The city council gave 
him a plot of public land, and he reacted by giving sportulae to the city councillors, the 
augustales and the colonists. At the inauguration of the statue, he also gave sportulae, but 
they were smaller and only for the city councillors and augustales.179 

Fourth, in A.D. 173180 at Cures Sabini, Baebia Pontiada, a woman of equestrian 
rank was given a monument by decree of the city council and with the approval of the 
seviri and the plebs. She was, however, pleased with the honour and refunded the 
expenses. The city council gave her a plot of public land. At the inauguration of the 
monument on the calends of June, she gave sweet wine and sportulae of undefined size 
to each man (viritim).181 The freedman Caius Silius Felix received upon his death the 
honour of a public funeral, decreed by the Ostian augustales and the city council. His 
freeborn son, C. Silius Nerva, accepted the honour, but refunded the expenses. As a 
reaction, the city council co-opted Nerva as a duumvir.182 

Sometimes, the association of *augustales and an individual member are named. 
Seviri augustales from Narbo wanted to give a statue to P. Olitius Apollonius for his merits 
and benefactions. Olitius, a sevir augustalis and a navicularius, politely declined and 
financed the statue himself.183 

In other cases, it was an individual *augustalis who was at the heart of a 
reciprocity mechanism. Ampliatus, a curator and quaestor of augustales Herculanei from 
Tibur, accepted a (unspecified) public honour, but refunded the expenses – impensam 
 
                                                        
177  CIL 10, 5853 = CIL 11, *248,2 = D 6271 = AE 1992, 252 
178  AE 1982, 312 = SupIt-1-F, 16  
179  CIL 10, 544 = InscrIt-1-1, 22 
180  Cn(aeo) Claudio Severo II / Ti(berio) Claudio Pompeiano co(n)s(ulibus) / IIIIvir(is) Cocceio Galerianio Sextio / 

Potho: A.D. 173. 
181  CIL 9, 4970 = D 6559  
182  CIL 14, 415 = EE-9, p. 336 
183  CIL 12, 4406 = CAG-11-1, p. 255 
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remisit.184 Marcus Silius Epaphroditus, sevir augustalis and magister iuvenum, financed the 
construction of the amphitheatre at Capena. Because of his merit, the city council gave 
him a plot of public land for a statue. Silius was pleased with the honour alone, and paid 
for it himself.185 The associations of the fabri and centonarii from Brixia intended to erect 
an undefined monument (statue?) for the sevir augustalis L. Cornelius Prosodicus, for his 
merit and in his honour, but he was happy with the honour and paid for it himself. 
Moreover, he gave money for the maintenance of the construction.186  

Finally, since the text is fragmentary, it is unclear whether the subject of an 
inscription from Salernum was an *augustalis or not. In any case, the city council wanted 
to erect a statue for him, but he refused and insisted on paying for it himself since he 
was already pleased with the honour, and gave sportulae. Moreover, he gave a second 
round of sportulae at the inauguration of the statue. At this inauguration the inhabitants 
of Salernum did not receive sportulae, but they were included the first time round. In 
both instances, the city council and the augustales received money, but the sums of the 
first distribution were higher. The city council in turn gave a plot of public land.187 

In conclusion, accepting an office implies not only privileges, but also munera. 
This is where mechanisms of reciprocity occur, as described above. The phrase honore 
contentus impensam remisit occurs most often, and was a reaction to a privilege conferred 
on an individual by the city. The decuriones could react to this by giving a plot of land to 
the beneficiary. As Gordon phrases it, ‘here private gratitude and obligation on the part 
of a freedman are matched by the city council's grant of land to receive the statue.’188 In 
a number of cases, this individual reacted again, going further than a simple refund of 
expenses: elaborate sportulae or meals were given at the inauguration of a statue or 
monument. These types of reciprocity were not a simple matter of ‘good manners’: it 
was a deeply rooted societal mechanism that helped frame the complex social world of 
the Roman Empire. *Augustales happily took part in this mechanism, demonstrating 
their understanding of these social norms. 

* 
As a side note, there are attestations of cases in which someone was eligible and 

able to become a part of the elite, but explicitly refused to do so.189 In Apuleius’ 
Metamorphoses a nummularius, a moneychanger, called Chryseros had saved a large sum 
of money that would have made him eligible for admittance to (at least the local) 

 
                                                        
184  CIL 14, 4255 = InscrIt-4-1, 227 
185  CIL 11, 3938 = D 6589 = EAOR-2, 65 = AE 1962, 86  
186  CIL 5, 4416 = InscrIt-10-5, 209 
187  CIL 10, 544 = InscrIt-1-1, 22 
188  GORDON, 1990, p. 226. 
189  I am greatly indebted to my colleague Wim Broekaert for pointing this out to me. 
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aristocracy. Afraid of the large expenses of office, the expected public works and other 
benefactions that would dissemble his wealth, he chose to hoard his treasure at home, 
keeping watch over the ragged bag full of money.190 Other examples are legio. Perhaps 
the text of Trimalchio’s fictional epitaph is an absurd echo of this phenomenon:  

Here lieth Caius Pompeius Trimalchio, freedman of Maecenas. The degree of 
augustalis was conferred upon him in his absence. He might have been attendant 
on any magistrate in Rome, but refused it. God-fearing, gallant, constant, he 
started with very little and left thirty millions. He never listened to a philosopher. 
Fare thee well, Trimalchio: and thou too, passer-by.191  

Trimalchio claims he could have become an apparitor of a magistrate at Rome, but 
refused to do so. Instead, or so could have been implied by Petronius, he remained 
wealthy and was able to spend his money on exuberant products and real estate instead 
of shouldering even more munera. These men deliberately avoided the 
transubstantiation of the economic capital into financially burdensome honours and 
privileges. 

 
                                                        
190  Apul. Met. 4, 9: […] nec nos denique latuit Chryseros quidam nummularius copiosae pecuniae dominus, qui 

metu officiorum ac munerum publicorum magnis artibus magnam dissimulabat opulentiam. Denique solus ac 
solitarius parva sed satis munita domuncula contentus, pannosus alioquin ac sordidus, aureos folles incubabat. 
Ergo placuit ad hunc primum ferremus aditum, ut contempta pugna manus unicae nullo negotio cunctis opibus 
otione potiremur. 

191  Petron. 71: C. Pompeius Trimalchio Maecenatianus hic requiescit. Huic seviratus absenti decretus est. Cum 
posset in omnibus decuriis Romae esse, tamen noluit. Pius, fortis, fidelis, ex parvo crevit, sestertium reliquit 
trecenties, nec unquam philosophum audivit. Vale: et tu. 
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5 .2  Everyone into Position:  Struggle in a 
Fragmented Social  Field  

5.2.1  Status Indications and Fractions 

In this section, I discuss which honours or privileges had an influence on which 
position an individual *augustalis occupied, compared to his fellow *augustales. Two 
closely linked phenomena need to be reviewed here: (1) diversity of the group of 
*augustales and the differentiated evaluation of positions and (2) *augustales tried to 
obtain the socially recognised higher positions, competing with their peers for respect 
and social credit. This competition as such is hard to prove based on epigraphic 
material. For instance a broad cross-check analysis of *augustales acting as benefactors 
and how they were rewarded for their efforts can shed some light on the matter. How 
this differentiation of and struggle for (higher) positions took place, is not a question 
that is easily answered. Considering the nature of the source material, it comes down to 
how information on this subject can be extracted from short and often standardised 
inscriptions. 

5.2.1.1  Dominant and Dominated Fractions  

As discussed in the introductory chapter, Bourdieu argued that all social fields are 
organised according to the logic of competition centred on particular types of capital. 
The forms of capital are not proportionally distributed, not even within a social group. 
This leads to a very strong conclusion: although individuals can be situated within a 
similar social space, their trajectory, volume and structure of the capital forms they 
possess, can be very different.192 We find multiple evocations of competition and 
struggles for social positions in Latin inscriptions: they record a plethora of specialised 
professions, magistracies, functions in private collegia and privileges or honours 

 
                                                        
192  BOURDIEU, 1979, p. 362: ‘Les différentes espèces de capital dont la possession définit l’appartenance à 

la classe et dont la distribution détermine la position dans les rapports de force constitutifs du 
champ de pouvoir et du même coup les stratégies susceptibles d’être adoptées dans ces luttes 
« naissance », « fortune » et « talents » en un autre temps, capital économique et capital scolaire 
aujourd’hui, sont à la fois des instruments de pouvoir et des enjeux de lutte pour le pouvoir, 
inégalement puissants en fait et inégalement reconnus comme principes d’autorité ou signes de 
distinction légitimes selon les moments et, bien sûr, selon les fractions : la définition de la 
hiérarchie entre les fractions ou, ce qui revient au même, la définition des principes de 
hiérarchisation légitimes, c’est-à-dire des instruments et des enjeux de lutte légitimes, est elle-
même un enjeu de luttes entre les fractions.’ 
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attained, which also allowed members of the lower strata to describe and affirm their 
social status as minutely as possible. Many different ways to attain some form of 
recognised distinction existed, however minor some were. Nevertheless, historical 
agents sought to acquire recognition for their actions, which implied the conformation 
to accepted paths towards social distinction. For *augustales, the indications of 
competitive positioning are twofold: vis-à-vis their social and legal peers (other 
freedmen or peregrini) and vis-à-vis their fellow *augustales. 

* 
Obtaining the *augustalitas was a token of affluence as well as a symbolic 

recognition of worthiness by the city council. The respect for *augustales as felt by their 
peers and by other freedmen (an peregrini) is a theme in the Cena Trimalchionis. Although 
all of Trimalchio’s guests are freedmen, the social differentiation between them is 
manifest. Different hierarchically organised positions are present in the text.  

Two prominent guests, Hermeros and Habinnas, and Trimalchio himself were 
seviri augustales. Trimalchio’s collibertus Hermeros even obtained the augustalitas honour 
without paying a fee of any kind.193 As indicated above, the gratuitas was an exceptional 
and rare privilege. Habinnas was a sevir augustalis in office, who entered the party with 
his lictores escorting him.194 A number of magisterial insignia bestowed on *augustales 
during their year in office are listed: the toga praetexta, corona, lictores, tibicen, and the 
sella curulis.195 Trimalchio, host of the party, is without a doubt the most prominent and 
wealthy of those present. All three had obtained the highest honour a freedman could 
possibly be adorned with, and were clearly of a different order than the other guests.  

Two other men, C. Pompeius Diogenes and C. Iulius Proculus, had gathered a 
substantial amount of riches. Diogenes was a fellow freedman of Trimalchio and had 
worked hard for his fortune worth eight hundred thousand sesterces; he transported 
wood. Proculus, an undertaker, used to own one million sesterces, but was impoverished 
later on.196 In both cases, the origin of their riches, i.e. their professions, is known: 
Diogenes was a wood transporter, and Proculus was an undertaker. Their wealth may 
have set them apart from the other freedmen. The remainder of the guests, being Dama, 
Seleucus, Phileros, Ganymedes, Echion, Niceros, and Plocamus, are all freedmen 
(sometimes even Trimalchio’s liberti) and were not wealthy or prominent. Perhaps they 
could derive some prestige from their association with Trimalchio’s household.  

 
                                                        
193  Petron. 57: Sevir gratis factus sum. 
194  Petron. 65. 
195 MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 102-104; LAIRD, 2001, pp. 175-177; WOODS, 1991, pp. 120-125. See chapter four for a 

full discussion of insignia. 
196  Petron. 38. 
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Some guests took this freedmen-hierarchy very seriously. Halfway through the 
dinner, Ascyltos, one of the main characters of the Satyrica, ‘let himself go completely, 
threw up his hands and made fun of everything and laughed till he cried’.197 One of 
Trimalchio’s fellow freedmen, Hermeros, was offended by this and reacted quite 
fiercely. Perhaps the feast was below Ascyltos’ and Giton’s usual standards? Perhaps 
they though themselves Roman knights or considered themselves worth their own 
weight in gold? This freedman, who claims to have been a king’s son, may not know 
geometrics, philosophy or other fancy things, but he at least knows his way around the 
world. He worked hard for his freedom, managed his finances well, and was a made a 
sevir augustalis.198 Hermeros sees himself as ‘the better man’ in comparison to the heroes 
of the Satyrica, because at least he knows how to behave around decent people like 
Trimalchio. His whole tirade is meant to intimidate Ascyltos and Giton, who need to be 
reminded of their rightful place in the hierarchy and therefore should respect 
Trimalchio and his accomplishments. The whole scene, identifying Trimalchio as 
‘decent’, of course adds to the humour of the text as well, but Hermeros’ intentions are 
equally clear.  

* 
Which indications of struggle and competitive positioning can be seen in the 

epigraphic corpus on *augustales? MacMullen touched upon this concept in passing, 
halfway through his chapter on ‘class’: ‘[t]hey competed more keenly still for the 
respect of their peers. In that competition, affluence obviously constituted one 
important factor. It is a factor next to impossible to disentangle from many others.’199 In 
other words, status was derived not only from economic, but also social, cultural and 
symbolic capital. Hopkins argued that social mobility is a process of status discrepancy 
or dissonance: a man of low birth may be well educated and have acquired professional 
skills that make his successful. Social mobility occurs when multiple sources of status 
exist: mobility becomes possible if a society is highly differentiated.200 In his excellent 
book on the economy and society of Pompeii, Jongman was thinking of Hopkins when 
he made a remarkable statement: ‘A person could be low in one rank system and at the 
same time high in another, thereby making the construction of a coherent stratification 
system pointless.’201 I do not agree that this makes the construction a coherent 
stratification system that tries to encompass the complete Roman society pointless. One 

 
                                                        
197  Petron. 57: Ceterum Ascyltos, intemperantis licentiae, cum omnia sublatis manibus eluderet et usque at 

lacrimas rideret. 
198  Petron. 57-58.  
199  MACMULLEN, 1974, p. 107.  
200  HOPKINS, 1965, pp. 14-15. 
201  JONGMAN, 1988, p. 210. 
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must simply keep in mind such lists, pyramids or other visual representations of 
hierarchies express a relative status, influenced by the presence of other generic groups, 
not the absolute determination of status such research normally envisages.  

Although some ‘titles’ recorded in epigraphy seem minor or irrelevant to the 
modern gaze, they are significant of how Romans thought about social hierarchy. 
Elements named in inscriptions recording *augustales are not dissociated, and were 
socially defined as status characteristics. Subtleties of collegial and social positioning 
have rarely been analysed based on all indications of differentiation attested in 
individual inscriptions. As Tran suggested, we need to turn to the individual collegiatus 
and his position within the structure. Initially, I only take into account a number of 
major positions or distinctive elements here. These contributed to hierarchical 
positioning of an individual *augustalis and express his possibilities to accumulate more 
prestige and status than his peers. A fine-tuned and more elaborate discussion of for 
instance benefactions, professions, insignia, and membership of other collegia can be 
found later in this chapter.  

As Van Nijf pointed out, a ‘great deal of our knowledge of the membership and 
internal hierarchies of Roman collegia’ derives from membership lists (alba). He 
suggested that the careful and orderly presentation of members of these associations 
‘may hide a certain amount of internal tension and potential disorder that came to the 
surface only occasionally’.202 Research on hierarchies of the (associations of the) 
*augustales is virtually non-existent. The chapter on ‘Respectability and Visibility’ was 
an attempt to partially remedy this, though based on a limited corpus of sources, which 
are of an exceptional nature: lists of officers (fasti) and members of the association (alba) 
of *augustales from Ostia, Liternum and Trebula Suffenas.  

Unfortunately, even despite the richness and density of alba and fasti, they do not 
offer far reaching insights into the complexity of the hierarchy. The indications are 
relatively basic, allowing us to sketch a rough outline of a standardised collegiate 
hierarchy. In alba and fasti, indications of social status are reduced to one title or 
element. When it comes to discussing inscriptions attesting local variants of ‘the’ 
*augustales, amalgamation must be avoided at all times, and as such Duthoy’s ‘average 
augustalis’203 must be rejected categorically. I intend to evaluate the importance of 

 
                                                        
202  VAN NIJF, 2002, pp. 331-332 and p. 334. 
203  DUTHOY, 1974, p. 150: ‘Il est un affranchi assez fortuné mais exclu du décurionat et des magistratures 

officielles à cause de son passé d’esclave. Cet *augustalis a fait fortune en exerçant une activité 
mercantile ou artisanale et jouissait, grâce à sa fortune, ses activités et ses largesses, d’une certain 
prestige auprès de ses citoyens qui le choisissaient pour des fonctions honorifiques dans une 
association professionnelle ou l’honoraient en tant que bienfaiteur de la ville ou d’une association 
quelconque.’ 
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privileges and honours accorded to individual *augustales, alongside their collegial titles 
and other elements that contributed to social positioning (e.g. benefactions, profession). 

5 .2.2  Making the Difference  

Here, I intend to evaluate the importance of privileges and honours accorded to 
individual *augustales, alongside collegiate titles. The epigraphic material offers 
indications of positions, honours, or other elements that contribute to (relatively 
informal) ‘hierarchisation’ of *augustales in their local cities. Every indication I will 
discuss (or have already discussed) contributes to an internal process of hierarchisation: 
individuals continually try to affirm their status in as many different (sometimes 
overlapping) ways as possible. This process can be traced through the obtaining and 
accumulation of different types of capital that were appreciated in various ways: a really 
wealthy *augustalis had more possibilities to accumulate prestige and status than his less 
affluent juridical and social peers.  

* 
Research is scanty on the subject of the impact of the *augustalitas on the social 

position of the individual *augustalis, or on the social perception of his position vis-à-vis 
his fellow *augustales. I will argue that the ‘stratum’ of municipal *augustales was not 
homogeneous at all, but fragmented and stratified in a more far-reaching way than the 
official alba augustalium preserved in Liternum suggest.204  

‘Making a difference’ means that *augustales competed among themselves in their 
attempt to attain certain privileges or honours. Here I intend to evaluate the 
importance of privileges and honours accorded to individual *augustales, alongside the 
strictly speaking ‘collegial’ titles. Rather than focussing on the technicalities of 
terminology, I want to detect what certain honours or titles found in their personal 
epigraphic attestations meant for the individual *augustalis under review. How was his 
part of his personal struggle for social affirmation? Which objectives did he have – i.e. 
which paths were open to him? Can this lead to a more diversified view on this strange 
status group, and give us some (rough) indications of a hierarchy – i.e. something more 
than the official alba and fasti augustalium preserved in Liternum, Ostia, and Trebula 
Suffenas can offer?  

 
                                                        
204  AE 2001, 853 and 854. In chapter three, I discuss how a thorough evaluation of the range of 

hierarchies and titles given in the alba at Liternum and the fasti at Ostia demonstrate that some 
deviation from this pattern can occur. 
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I will focus on two elements that indicate forms of differentiation among 
*augustales: (1) the importance of accumulation of certain honours or positions by 
*augustales, and the relevance of attesting a professional title in particular, and (2) a 
number of the privileges accorded to them (by the city council). I want to trace the ways 
in which augustales could distinguish themselves from their peers. So which honours or 
privileges had an influence on the position an individual *augustalis, compared to his 
fellow members of the association of *augustales? In short, which factors made a social 
difference for *augustales? 

* 
I focus on six major cities where more than thirty attestations of *augustales are 

preserved: Ostia (157 texts), Brixia (68), Verona (34), Narbonne (42), Nîmes (66), and 
Lyon (63). How frequently were privileges or titles recorded, and what number of 
*augustales only obtained the *augustalitas? By reviewing a limited corpus from these six 
cities, I want to assess some ways in which *augustales could position themselves socially 
in local society. I take into account a number of ‘markers’: accordance of a plot of public 
land, ornamenta, collegiate positions, attestations of professions, and benefactions. One 
preliminary note is crucial: the pie charts only show the highest honours obtained by 
individuals. If, for instance, an *augustalis recorded his profession, but also obtained a 
plot of public land and the ornamenta decurionalia, only this last honour is accounted for 
in the pie chart, as this was his highest achievement. The actual accumulation of 
positions by individual *augustales is treated in the discussion of the different ‘types’ of 
distinguishing marks for each of the six cities. 

5.2.2.1  Ostia 

Although the site is in much worse shape than the exceptional cities of 
Herculaneum or Pompeii, the archaeological remains of the magnificent portal city of 
Ostia still demonstrate its former splendour and importance. Situated at the mouth of 
the Tiber, Ostia (and later also Portus) was the supply lifeline of Rome, which had 
become a genuine metropolis and could not support its own material and nutritional 
requirements. A well-developed harbour was crucial for its continued existence, and 
Ostia took up this role. Its chronological development can, as Hermansen phrased it, ‘be 
followed from very start till the day when it dies of natural causes’.205 One hundred and 
forty-seven *augustales were attested here; the highest number known from one single 
city.  

Before I start the discussion of social positions and honours found among the 
Ostian *augustales, I need to draw attention to a peculiar situation only encountered at 
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Ostia. Within the association, the most high profile title is without a doubt the 
quinquennalitas. Some associations counted per lustrum and had quinquennales in charge 
of the collegium for a period of five years. These collegiate quinquennales differ from 
duumviri quinquennales, not appointed for one year, but only every five years.206 At Ostia, 
the situation was slightly different. No less than seventy-five inscriptions, or 50% of the 
epigraphic corpus, attested *augustales who called themselves quinquennalis. This 
disproportionately high figure suggests that something else is going on; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This exceptional quinquennalitas is discussed more elaborately in the fourth 
chapter, in the context of alba and fasti augustalium, collegiate membership lists and lists 
of yearly officers respectively. One such list was recovered from Ostia as well. Dated 
between A.D. 196 and 297, the large fragments of the inscription were excavated on the 
west side of the area sacra around the Capitolium, close to what is now commonly 
referred to as the curia.207 Best preserved is the inscription consisting of nine fragments 
listing quinquennales. The terminology used in these fasti augustalium208 is confusing. Not 

 
                                                        
206  LASSÈRE, 2005, pp. 479-480. 
207  The location of the find of the fasti contributed to Laird’s identification of the curia as the actual ‘sede 

degli augustali’. (LAIRD, 2000, pp. 72-80.) See chapter four, section on ‘Schola and aedes’. 
208  CIL 14, 4562, 1-11.  
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only the heads were quinquennales, as could be expected, but also the lower officers seem 
to have borne the same title (often followed by d(ono) d(ato)). In total, three typologically 
different quinquennales are present. The large lettered QQ heading and dividing the 
different parts of the inscription were no doubt the quinquennales eponymi. Next follow 
twelve to fourteen quinquennales dono dato or simply quinquennales. This indicates that 
the quinquennalitas was in most cases little more than the expression of obtaining the 
*augustalitas, rather than indicating presidency.  

Therefore, two pie charts are presented here, one including the title of 
quinquennalis among *augustales (previous page), one excluding it (this page).  

 

When this quinquennalitas is excluded, the number of *augustales who did not take 
up any positions or obtain any honours except for the *augustalitas, is well within the 
‘normal’ range: 70% of the individuals named, or one hundred and three inscriptions. 
The rest of the discussion of the Ostian situation will no longer take into account 
quinquennales named among *augustales. As already signalled above, one hundred and 
fifty-seven texts give us information on *augustales from Ostia. Being the largest corpus 
of inscriptions recovered from one city, it is also the richest in information and perhaps 
also the most representative. A fragmentation of ‘the’ stratum of *augustales becomes 
clear: honours and position within as well as outside of the body of *augustales are 
professed, and all contribute to the societal position of the individual involved. 

* 
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Influence of City Council – Only one Ostian sevir augustalis obtained the honourable 
right to wear the ornamenta of the city council. This anonymous man was also 
quinquennalis of the seviri augustales, which may simply indicate he obtained the 
*augustalitas. Considering his position in other collegia, we may conjecture that this 
particular sevir augustalis quinquennalis actually meant he was head of the association, 
part of the eponymi referred to above. Besides being a sevir augustalis, he was a 
quinquennalis in the association of the fabri tignuarii, a quinquennalis and bisellarius in the 
association of the negotiatores fori vinari, a now retired (vetus negotias) navicularius 
lyntrarius, as well as a renowned nummularius. Moreover, this high profile individual who 
personally linked a number of local networks, acted as a benefactor as well: he gave ten 
thousand sesterces to the city of Ostia. The text is fragmentary, but possibly the sum of 
money was to be used for the care and, if necessary, the punishment of the slaves the 
city watched over in his name: ex nomine [meo ser]vorum fidem pro[---] / observabunt et ne 
HS X m(ilia) n(ummum) rei public(ae) [Ost(iensium) pro] / poena inferant curae habe[bunt].209 

A number of inscriptions explicitly mention nomination by the city council by 
decurional decree. As is discussed elaborately in the chapter on complex power 
relations, the city councillors were the most prominent social group in local society. 
These decuriones were responsible for the governance of the community. This included 

legislative and appointment duties, recorded in the epigraphic record by phrases such 
as ex decreto decurionum.210  

One Ostian inscription suggests the appointment of someone as a sevir augustalis, 
but the phrase decreto decurionum is missing. Instead, the fragmentary inscriptions was 
completed to read ] Arius Auctus / [--- sevir Aug]ust(alis) dec(urionum?) suff(ragiis?). It would 
seem that Arius Auctus was appointed by vote (suffragium) of the city council.211 Another 
inscription, equally fragmentary, may record a second sevir augustalis appointed to office 
for all eternity (perpetuus) by the city council by decurional decree.212 Three other 
inscriptions record a nomination ex decreto decurionum of a relative of an augustalis, which 
has little to do with the augustalis in question.213 I did not take this contact with the city 
council by proxy into account.  

Finally, Quintus Aeronius Antiochus, for whom a statue was erected in the 
Piazzale delle Corporazioni,214 was a sevir augustalis and quinquennalis of the Ostian 
association of helpers of the grain measurers, the corpus mensorum frumentorum 

 
                                                        
209  AE 1974, 123a 
210  LAFFI, 2007, p. 74; LANGHAMMER, 1973, p. 188. 
211  CIL 14, 4619 
212  CIL 14, 4558 
213  CIL 14, 415 = EE-9, p. 336; CIL 14, 411; CIL 14, 412 = EE-9, p. 336 = D 6142  
214  TERPSTRA, 2013, p. 122.                                                                                    
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adiutorum Ostiensium. This Quintus was the only Ostian sevir augustalis known to us who 
received a plot of public land by decree of the city council.215  

* 
Collegiate positions and honours – Aulus Granius Atticus is one of the most 

prominent Ostian seviri augustales known to us. He accumulated three highly honourable 
positions.216 First, he was co-opted as one of the primi. This magisterial title (i.e. part of 
the one-year office) is generally agreed to have been an indication of chronology rather 
than of a prominent position (primus inter pares). It should be understood as augustalis 
anni primi.217 Granius Atticus was part of the inception of the institution in Ostia, a 
founding father of the *augustalitas. Sadly, this inscription cannot be dated accurately. 
Moreover, he was named a quinquennalis, which means he may have been one of the 
heads of the association of the seviri augustales as well, and a curator perpetuus. From the 
very beginning, perpetuity was not standard procedure. 218  

According to Duthoy, curatores ranked just below the quinquennales,219 and 
epigraphical evidence indicates that the curatorship was taken up before one could 
obtain the quinquennalitas. Except for A. Granius Atticus, the records of six Ostian 
curatores augustalium survived. One inscription attests a certain L. Carullius 
Epaphroditus,220 sevir augustalis and quinquennalis, who post curam quinquennalitatem 
optulerit for the exceptionally long period of four continuous years. The original CIL 
publication of 1887 already interpreted this as ‘ab ordine augustalium honoris causa 
inter quinquennales adlectum esse’, *augustales acclaimed him as quinquennalis as a 
special honour.221  

D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucius) Carullius / Epaphroditus / VIvir Aug(ustalis) idem 
q(uin)q(uennalis) / hic sum positus qui / semper sine cri/mine vixi / et quem mi dederat / 
cursum fortuna / peregit / cuius ossua et cine/ris hic lapis in/tus habet / huic VIviri / 
Aug(ustalis) post curam / quinquennali/tatem optuler(it) / qui egit annis / continuis IIII 

Curatores could be appointed for several years straight. Aulus Egrilius Onesimus 
was a member of the influential Egrilii family. They quickly became very influential 
during the second century A.D., even providing three consuls during the first half of 
that century.222 Over two hundred and fifty Egrilii are known at Ostia, some entered 

 
                                                        
215  CIL 14, 4140 = D 6155 
216  CIL 14, 360 = D 6160 
217  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 111; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1284. 
218  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1270 and pp. 1278-1279; MOURITSEN, 2006, pp. 246-247. 
219 DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1276.  
220 CIL 14, 316. 
221 CIL 14, p. 60.  
222  LUIS TORRES, 2007, p. 193.  
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local nobility; others were freedmen and their descendants with successful careers. 
Aulus Egrilius Onesimus was no exception. His profession was coactor, which may be an 
abridgement of coactor argentarius, meaning ‘money collector’.223 He acted as 
quinquennalis of the seviri augustales and was their curator for five year straight – annis 
continuis V. The tombstone was erected by Egrilia Daphne, the wife of Onesimus and was 
dedicated to two individuals: Egrilius Paternus and the named Egrilius Onesimus. 
Paternus (the son of the couple?) was a member of the equestrian order, edile, and lictor 
to a flamen of the divine Vespasian.224Also, a religious dedication to the genius of the 
Ostian seviri augustales records Aulus Livius, a sevir augustalis who also was a curator for a 
number of subsequent years. Sadly, the inscription is damaged and it is impossible to 
trace for exactly how long he took up this position.225 

Three other inscriptions record curatores of *augustales. In A.D. 141226 Marcus 
Cornelius Epagathus dedicated a silver statue (weighing ten Roman pounds) to the 
genius of the colony of Ostia and at the inauguration on the ides of December he gave 
every man (viritim) sportulae of one denarius.227 Cnaeus Statilius Crescens Crescentianus 
was a sevir augustalis at Ostia and Tusculum, and quinquennalis and curator of the 
association at Ostia.228 Accumulating the *augustalitas in multiple cities, or combining 
the *augustalitas in one city with collegial membership in another was at the very least 
an expression of the networks these individuals could tap into.  

Caius Novius Trophimus, freedman of Novia Synerusa, was quinquennalis and 
curator of the seviri augustales and financed a monument for his former mistress, her 
husband C. Novius Amaranthus, her vernae, freedmen, freedwomen and their 
descendants and their husbands or wives. The surroundings of the monument must 
have been impressive. Novius Trophimus claims the plot of land contained dry land, as 
well as a garden and a pond. It also had an enclosure wall built around this plot of land 
measuring two iugera and fourteen unciae.229 One iugerum measured 28,800 square pedes, 
one uncia measured 2400 square pedes. This would mean that the plot of land referred to 
measured 91,200 square Roman feet. Converted to the metric system, Trophimus 
described a domain that measured 7971 square metres.230 This is not in accordance with 
a second measurement named: in fronte p(edes) CCLXXXX in agro. If the domain was 
actually 290 Roman feet wide and as deep, its size was not 91,400 but 84,100 square feet, 
 
                                                        
223  ANDREAU, 1987, p. 140 and p. 148. 
224  CIL 14, 4641 = AE 1910, 197 = AE 1986, 113  
225  CIL 14, 12 
226  Stloga et Severo co(n)s(ulibus): A.D. 141  
227  CIL 14, 8 = D 6154 
228  CIL 14, 421 = D 6159 
229  CIL 14, 396 = D 8346 
230  One Roman foot was 29,57 cm (LASSÈRE, 2005, p. 1100 and Lexikon der Alten Welt, 1965, p. 3426). 
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or 7350 square metres. Nevertheless, both figures are impressive, whether Novius 
purchased a plot of land of 7971 or 7350 square metres.  

Three minor collegiate titles of the Ostian *augustales remain to be discussed: 
honoratus, corporatus, and bisellarius. In some associations, the honorati formed a separate 
entity, consisting of the former presidents and with some real administrative 
prerogatives. In other cases, honoratus does not refer to an institutional reality, but 
rather designates an honoured collegiatus.231 As discussed above, honoratus could be 
equivalent to factus or creatus, expressing an honorary appointment by decree of the 
city council, rather than being an additional privilege.232 In the case of sevir augustalis 
Titus Annius Lucullus, it seems used in the second sense: he was ‘honoured’ with the 
quinquennalitas. He gave a statue of Mars to the dendrophori on the ides of May (May 15th), 
A.D. 143.233  

The title of corporatus was reserved for those collegiati who had taken up certain 
responsibilities. In fact, the impression we get from the inscriptions is that it was an 
actual progression in the hierarchy of the association, a real but modest promotion. 
Being a corporatus was a privilege in itself.234 Quintus Turranius may have been a 
corporatus, but this suggestion is the result of fitting this honour into a lacuna of a 
severely damaged inscription.235  

Bisellium allowed someone to use during public occasions e.g. festivals and games), 
a type of chair that took up the amount of space for two regular chairs, hence the name 
bi-sella. This was not an officially recognised magisterial insigne, but a privilege that 
could also be accorded by collegia for instance – as is elaborately attested in the 
epigraphic record.236 A biselliarius of *augustales, like Lucius Carullius Felicissimus was, 

 
                                                        
231 TRAN, 2006, pp. 141-145.  
232  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1266, n. 88. 
233  CIL 14, 33 = CIMRM-1, 285; Torquato et Herode co(n)s(ulibus): A.D. 143 
234 TRAN 2006, pp. 156-159, esp. p. 157 : ‘La condition de corporatus est une dignité, renforcée par les 

responsabilités remplies au sein de l’ordo augustalium.’ Also CAMODECA, 2001, p. 173: ‘Però, come detto, 
solo in un secondo tempo fu introdotta anche nel collegio di Liternum, forse sull’esempio misenate, 
la categoria superiore dei corporati.’ 

235  IO-1, 2 = AE 1940, 65 
236  Specifically for *augustales from Italy, 13 inscriptions attest the bisellium: CIL 9, 741 = ELarino 16 

(Larinum, Samnium); CIL 9, 2249 = EAOR-3, 32 = AE 2006, 359 (Telesia, Samnium); CIL 9, 2475 = D 5583 
(Saepinum, Samnium); ELarino 84 = AE 1966, 75 (Larinum, Samnium); CIL 09, 3524 (Furfo, Samnium); 
CIL 10, 1026 = D 6372 (Pompei, Latium et Campania); CIL 10, 1030 = D 6373 (Pompei, Latium et 
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Aurunca, Latium et Campania) ; D 6500 (Beneventum, Apulia et Calabria) ; Latium 60 = AE 1996, 374 
(Minturnae, Latium et Campania); CIL 5, 7618 = InscrIt-9-1, 131 (Pollentia, Liguria); CIL 14, 318 = CIL 
5, *429,35 = D 6162 (Ostia Antica, Latium et Campania). 10 out of these 13 record some form of 
benefactions, five give a reason for the bisellium privilege: ob munificentia or ob merita. 
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was accorded the bisellium. This Lucius was also quinquennalis of the seviri augustales and 
of the association of wine merchants.237 

This concludes the discussion of the magisterial or collegiate titles within the 
institution of *augustales. A number of *augustales took up positions in other collegia. 
Quintus Aquilius […] for instance was curator of the association of navicularii of the 
Adriatic Sea.238 Most remarkable, however, is the (relatively) high number of men who 
took up the quinquennalitas in these collegia. Fifteen individuals attested in sixteen 
inscriptions (11%) record such at title, and this is the best-attested ‘type’ of position in 
the whole corpus. Two men were quinquennales of the association of mensores, the grain 
weighers,239 and seven were quinquennales of the fabri (six of the fabri tignuarii, one of the 
fabri navales).240 Among the QQ of the fabri tignuarii, Aulus Livius Anteros is attested in 
two different inscriptions. The rest of *augustales who became quinquennales in another 
association (six individuals in total) did so in collegia of some type of bargers or skippers; 
among the lenuncularii,241 the raftsmen,242 and the navicularii of the Adriatic Sea.243 

* 
Professions – All attestations of professions of *augustales in Ostia were already 

discussed in the third chapter of this thesis. In only three cases, however, was the 
attested profession the only additional position named besides the *augustalitas. Aulus 
Egrilius Polytimus Amerimnianus, also a sevir augustalis and quinquennalis, called himself 
a coactor argentarius.244 According to Andreau, men in these positions were closely linked 
to commercial centres of manufacture and artisanship.245 Lucius Numisius Agathemeros 
was a dealer of goods from Spain, negotiator ex Hispania Citerior.246 A former public slave, 
L. Publicius Eutyches was a second or third century sevir augustalis and described his 
profession as stipulator argentarius.247 As already indicated above, this professional title is 
unique. During an auction, the stipulator argentarius made the contracts with the buyers 
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of certain goods.248 These men took up the role of bankers, but were not coactores 
(argentarii).  

* 
Benefactions – Finally, a relatively small number of *augustales (four individuals, 

attested in five inscriptions) could only boast benefactions as sign of distinction. Two 
inscriptions contain phrases that indicate that someone paid for something himself (de 
suo), or with his own money (sua pecunia), without much further information.249 Quintus 
Varius Secundus, known from two identical inscriptions, indicated he financed ten 
silver Lares statues (or perhaps more likely; ‘statuettes’) with an inscribed silver base.250 
A fragmentary inscription of ]lius Pri[…] suggests this sevir augustalis constructed a 
colonnade or some type of covered gallery. He claims to have financed this himself and 
that it was built from the ground up on a formerly unused open space.251  

5.2.2.2  Brixia 

Brixia, present-day Brescia, was a medium-sized municipium in Regio X, Venetia 
et Histria. Situated at the foot of the Alps some twenty-five kilometres west of the Garda 
Lake, over twelve hundred inscriptions were recovered here. Sixty-seven of them attest 
individual *augustales.  
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As the pie chart shows, four out of five of the Brixian *augustales (81%) do not 
record any additional honours, titles or positions except for their *augustalitas. Of the six 
cities under review here, this is the highest percentage of individuals who only had 
their *augustalitas to show for.  

* 
Gratuitas and Ornamenta – Sextus Sextius Onesigenius was the only sevir augustalis 

from Brixia graced with the ornamenta decurionalia that we know of. This man was well 
known in local society: he was a part of the elite formation of the seviri augustales, and 
was the patron of the local tria collegia: the associations of the fabri, centonarii, and 
dendrophori. 252 Three men (i.e. 4% or the corpus) were given another high honour: the 
received the *augustalitas for free – gratuitus. Caius Iulius Paulinus Andragathon and his 
father Caius Iulius Aquilinus may have been descendants of imperial freedmen of the 
first century A.D., but sadly this does not help to date the inscription.253 L. Vettius Pinna 
explicitly stated that he was made a sevir augustalis by decurional decree and received 
the honour of not having to pay a summa honoraria or any other type of return benefit.254 
Lucius Appius Aphobetus was twice yearly officer of the seviri augustales and received his 
nomination for free. He is named in the same text as his friend Marcus Terentius 
Pyramus, also a sevir augustalis. 255 

* 
City council and decurional decrees – The brothers Lucius Vettius Telesphorus and 

Lucius Vettius Chrysanthus were both seviri augustales. In their own name, and in name 
of Vettia Secundia, Telesphorus daughter, they erected a monument to the god of fire 
Vulcanus Mulciber. By decurional decree, the city council accorded them a plot of public 
land to build the monument (temple?) on.256 This inscription is the only record of the 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) formula in Brixia.  
  One other text records an appointment by decurional decree. Tiberius Claudius 
Acutus was probably a descendent of a first-century imperial freedman and so were the 
other individuals named in the same inscription; T. Claudius Hermogenius, T. Claudius 
Attalus, T. Claudius Trophimus (also a sevir augustalis), Claudia Arretina, Claudia 
Marcellina, Claudia Hermione and Claudius Chresimus. Auctus was a sevir augustalis who 
took up the one-year office twice.257 When he was appointed for the second time, it was 
by decurional decree – et iterum decreto decurionum. Here it is clear that we are dealing 
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with the magistracy, and not the membership of the association. Abramenko specified 
that by augustalis iterum and its equivalents, it is obvious that augustalium honore functus 
iterum was meant.258 

* 
Collegiate positions – Three texts (i.e. 4%) record collegial positions within the 

association. Both Quintus Atilius Scaeva, son of Quintus of the Fabia tribe, and Caius 
Postumius Varus, son of Caius, were freeborn members of the seviri augustales of 
Brixia.259 Both were also aediles augustalium. The aedilis title is best known from the 
aediles curules and the aediles plebis, high magistrates who operated on the highest levels 
of imperial Rome. They were responsible for regulating and overviewing public life and 
the markets. On a municipal level, however, aediles are also recorded as officials in 
associations and clubs.260 Therefore, Scaeva and Varus were probably responsible for the 
administration of the association.  

A third text speaks of one Marcus Vettidius Aquileiensis, a sevir augustalis 
quinquennalis. Vettidius, whose cognomen betrays a link with Aquileia, presided the 
association of the seviri augustales at Brixia. Moreover, he claims to have taken up 
magistracies in all of the associations of the city; in omnib(us) coll(egiis) magisterio 
perfunctus. He also gave one thousand sesterces to be used for a yearly sacrifice and a 
libation to Artemis on the calends of February (i.e. 1st February), and another thousand 
sesterces for a sacrifice, oil, and a libation on the third from the ides of April (i.e. 11th 
April).  

* 
Benefactions – Four inscriptions (6% of the epigraphic corpus) record benefactions 

by seviri augustales from Brixia. Most of these were already discussed elaborately above, 
so I will only quickly reiterate what is attested. Three texts are very concise, one 
referring to the erecting of an altar;261 the other two record the word dedit as the only 
indication that we are dealing with benefactions.262 The remaining inscription is more 
elaborate. Publius Antonius Callistius, sevir augustalis, Caius Clodius Comicus and Publius 
Postumius Agathon made a dedication to Vulcanus Augustus, gave sportulae and gave 
four hundred sesterces for the maintenance of the implied statue for Vulcanus.263 
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5.2.2.3  Verona  

Also Verona is a northern Italian municipium located at some twenty kilometres 
east of Lake Garda. Here, over one thousand inscriptions were recovered, but only 
thirty-three mention *augustales. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Of the six cities under review here, Verona counts the lowest amount of 

attestation of *augustales. Also here, three quarters (76%) of *augustales did not boast any 
other honours (not even a profession) except for their *augustalitas. In three instances, a 
plot of public land was accorded to a sevir augustalis from Verona. Considering the small 
epigraphic corpus, this leads to the disproportionate percentage of 9%. All three are ex 
voto dedications to Silvanus Augustus or Augustus; L. Cassius Nigrinus, M. Dubitatius 
Pervincus and […] Probus fulfilled their promise to the god named and erected a statue 
or monument.264 They were given a plot of public land to place this on.  

Only one text records a collegiate position, but not among the seviri augustales. 
Marcus Veronius Epaphroditus was a magister of the centonarii.265 There has been a great 
deal of academic discussion regarding the exact meaning of this word (centonarii) and 
the role of the association. It seems like these men were involved in low-quality cloth 

 
                                                        
264  CIL 5, 3281 = Maffeiano 26; CIL 5, 3299; CIL 5, 3305 = Maffeiano 28. See DORCEY, 1992 for a discussion of 

the Silvanus cult.  
265  CIL 5, 3439 
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production or the sale of rags, and simultaneously served as some kind of municipal fire 
brigade, using wet rags to put out fires.266 

One inscription records a peculiar position already discussed above: L. Calpurnius 
Calais was a viator tribunicius and accensus of his unidentifiable patron.267 Accensi were a 
type of magisterial apparitores, although the status of an accensus was lower than that of 
the ‘real’ apparitores. What an accensus lacked was the permanence of position (as soon 
as the magistrate resigned after his year of service, the accensus followed suit) and full 
public status (not appointed by the state and without a colleague).268 As Cohen observed, 
the accensus ‘is a freed slave – in most cases the private freedman of the magistrate 
whom he had served all the years, and thus of course also during that year in which his 
patron won a consulate or praetorship’.269 Perhaps Calais’ former master was one of the 
Calpurni Pisones, consuls in the first half of the first century A.D.270 

The only inscription in which a profession is recorded is by Publius Caecilius 
Epaphroditus, who claims to have been a calculator.271 It is unclear whether this 
profession indicated a specialist teacher of arithmetics, or an accountant.272  

Two inscriptions record benefactions. One is very modest, only containing 
phrases that indicate that someone (in this case the sevir augustalis Caius Magius) paid 
for something himself (de suo).273 Most of the benefactions known to us are hardly 
signalled in the inscriptions preserved. When a monument, tomb or any other type of 
construction was erected in any given Roman community, an inscription would clarify 
who built or financed it, or at least give some information on who was responsible for it. 
Since the slab was physically attached to the construction, it was relatively superfluous 
to specify the typology of the construction in the text. Finally, the freedmen seviri 
augustales C. Amurius Tacitinus and C. Amurius Hermes gave an altar with statues of 
Hercules and Amphale to the association of the dendrophori. 

5 .2.2.4  Nîmes and Narbonne 

As already mentioned, most of the provincial *augustales are documented in 
Narbonese Gaul. Out of the corpus of one hundred and eight inscriptions on *augustales 
from Nîmes and Narbonne, seventy-three of them record individuals who, once they 
 
                                                        
266  For a full discussion, see LIU, 2009.  
267  CIL 5, 3354 = D 1950 
268  COHEN, 1984, p. 35 and pp. 37-38.  
269  COHEN, 1984, p. 37.  
270  Suggested by DI STEFANO MANZELLI, p. 237.  
271  CIL 5, 3384 
272  Marrou and Kingsey disagree on the matter. Marrou sees calculator as an arithmacy teacher, Kingsey 

as an accountant. MARROU, 1965 (6th edition), p. 599; KINGSEY, 1979, p. 501.  
273  CIL 5, 3312 = D 3462 
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had obtained the *augustalitas, did not take up any other positions, were not graced with 
any further honours, and did not record a profession or any additional sign of 
distinction. For Nîmes, this comes down to 72%, and 70% in Narbonne. 
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Ornamenta – Eight inscriptions,274 two from Narbonne and six from Nîmes, record 
ornamenta accorded to *augustales in Narbonese Gaul. The life course of C. Aurelius 
Parthenius, to whom the only honorary inscription belongs, was quite exceptional. He 
can in fact be considered one of the most successful seviri augustales ever documented in 
Narbonese Gaul. Although the inscription was recovered from Nîmes, he was corporatus 
of the ordo augustalium in Lyon as well as in Narbonne. On top of that, he was made an 
honorary decurio in Nîmes. All of these positions he received gratuitus. 275  

Out of the seven other preserved texts, all epitaphs, one is anonymous and the six 
other ones do not give a lot more information than the title of sevir augustalis and the 
reference to the ornamenta decurionalia. The anonymous inscription was erected by the 
attested sevir augustalis, as the formula vivus posuit points out. Just like C. Aurelius 
Parthenius, discussed above, this unnamed freedman was a member of the ordo 
augustalium in two different coloniae, namely Lyon and Nîmes. He also received the 
ornamenta decurionalia in Nîmes and was curator of the wine merchants and of the seviri 
Luguduni consistentes.276 The remaining six texts all originate from Nîmes, three of which 
contain the phrase dis manibus277 and three stating the seviri augustalis erected the stones 
themselves – vivus sibi posuit.278  

One peculiar inscription received – by rights – considerable attention from 
Christol, Gascou and Janon in 1987;279 

 
 

IIIIIIvir A[ug(ustalis)] 

Sex(tus) Licin[ius] 

Helicon 

cui ordo san[ct(issimus)] 

seviralia orna[menta] 

gratuita dec[rev(it)] 

v(ivus) s(ibi) et s(uis) [f(ecit)] 
  

(Picture taken from CHRISTOL, GASCOU and JANON, 1987, planche X.) 

 
                                                        
274  These inscriptions are discussed even more elaborately in the last chapter, in the section on 

‘Unofficialised Power Play: Symbolic Violence and Language Mimesis’.  
275  CIL 12, 3203: C(aius) Aurelius / Parthenius / ornamentis dec(urionalibus) / honoratus col(oniae) Aug(ustae) / 

Nemausi IIIIIIuir Aug(ustalis) / col(onia) Copia Claud(ia) Aug(usta) Lugud(unensis) / item Narbone Martio et 
Fir(mus) Iul(ius) Secund(us) Arausione / et Foro Iulii Pacato / ubique gratuitis honoribus  

276  AE 1900, 203. 
277  ILGN 431; CIL 12, 3219; CIL 12, 3221 
278  CIL 12, 3191; CIL 12, 3245; CIL 12, 3249. 
279  CHRISTOL, GASCOU and JANON 1987, pp. 388-398. 
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 Christol, Gascou and Janon judged the text originated from Nîmes, since it was 
the local epigraphic habit to put sevir aug(ustalis) first, before the name of the dedicatee. 
The stone itself was reused as building material and thus recut and adjusted to serve its 
new purpose.280 It is clear, however, what was written on it. The sevir augustalis Sextus 
Licinius Helicon was awarded the ornamenta seviralia by the ordo sanctissimus, i.e. the city 
council. Moreover, he received this gratuitus. Christol, Gascou and Janon have argued 
that Helicon first obtained the honorific seviralia ornamenta free of charge, and later on 
actually became a sevir augustalis. They dated the text to the late second or early third 
century.281 His Greek cognomen and his augustalitas leave no doubt that Helicon was a 
freedman.282 He was closely associated with the decuriones, and it is the only attestation 
of seviralia ornamenta known to us. 

* 
Plots of public land – Only one inscription from Nîmes documents this relation 

between two municipal status groups. L. Iulius Q.f. Voltinius Niger was a quattuorvir ab 
aerario as well as a corporatus of the association of augustales.283 The colonia Augusta 
Nemausus was governed by quattuorviri, two iuredicundo, two ab aerario – legislative 
magistrates and treasurers. On a municipal level, they were the supreme magistrates, 
positions reserved for freeborn Romans.284 Thus, L. Iulius was in a rather extraordinary 
position, since he was a summus magistratus and a sevir augustalis at the same time. That 
L. Iulius was a freeborn magistrate, does not affect his ‘feel for the game’ as Bourdieu 
would have called it. Despite his higher legal status, he still aspired to ways in which he 
could distinguish himself from the other *augustales.  

The phrase l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) is not found in the epigraphic 
record from Narbonne, but a remarkable variant occurs. The local association of seviri 
augustales adopted the standardised l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) and customised 
it for their own use; the phrase l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) IIIIIIuiror(um) or IIIIIIuir(orum) can 
be read in two building inscriptions.285This language mimesis seems to be completely 
absent from the epigraphical record from Lugdunese Gaul and Italy.  

Only a limited amount of inscriptions record the l(ocus) d(atus) –phrase in Nîmes. 
The place where L. Iulius Voltinius Niger could erect his inscription was determined by 
 
                                                        
280  CHRISTOL, GASCOU and JANON, 1987, p. 388. 
281  CHRISTOL, GASCOU and JANON, 1987, p. 395 : ‘Selon tout apparence […] le personnage a d’abord obtenu 

à titre gratuit les seviralia ornamenta. Puis, ultérieurement, il est devenu effectivement sevir 
augustalis.’ 

282  GARNSEY, 1975.  
283  CIL 12, 3235: L(ucio) Iulio Q(uinti) f(ilio) / Vol(tinio) Nigro / IIIIuir(o) ab aer(ario) / IIIIIIuir(o) Aug(ustali) 

corp(orato) / Nemausens(ium) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
284  DE RUGGIERO t. I, p. 310.  
285  CIL 12, 4354 and CIL 12, 4397 
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a decree of the decuriones. This was one of the honores that could be accorded to 
*augustales, so it was considered as an additional favour on the part of the decuriones or 
even a privilege. The power to determine which of *augustales were to be considered 
more privileged than others, gave the decuriones considerable (symbolic) power. The 
language mimesis found in Narbonne reflects the power the decuriones had over 
*augustales. While modelling their organisation after the ordo decurionum, *augustales of 
Narbonne adopted some archetypical expressions.286  

* 
Professions – Three *augustales, two from Narbonne and one from Nîmes, mention a 

professional title. L. Baebius Eucles from Nîmes was a lawyer, iuris studiosi,287 L. Cornelius 
Optatus from Narbonne was a goldsmith,288 and Tiberius Iunius Fadianus, also from 
Narbonne, was an entrepreneur of the Gallic iron industry, conductor ferrarium ripae 
dextrae.289 Cicero may have considered Baebius Eucles’ occupation as ‘proper’ for his 
social position, as it was a form of educated service. The goldsmith and the 
entrepreneur were certainly sordidi or worse. Attestations of professional titles are the 
exception (here 3% of the corpus record an occupational title), but manifestly show the 
importance of the profession in the self-definition of the historical actor. In any case, it 
is clear that *augustales who attested their profession did not belong to the top. None of 
the three men obtained additional honours, titles or positions besides their *augustalitas. 
Epigraphical attestation of occupational title is the exception, but it had added value 
and some kind of social positioning function. A professional title born by freedmen, as 
Joshel indicated, ‘altered the marginal position implicit in the conditions of freed status 
by placing the ex-slave in the centre of a world defined by productive activities’.290 In 
the case of *augustales, those who could boast a close(r) connection to the civic 
aristocracy omit any motion of their profession. 

 
 
 

 

 
                                                        
286  A full discussion of the symbolic power of decuriones over *augustales is given in the next chapter, in 

the section on ‘unofficialised power play’. 
287  CIL 12, 5900 
288  CIL 12, 4391  
289  CIL 12, 4398 = D 6971  
290  JOSHEL 1992, p. 144. 
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5.2.2.5  Lugdunum 

The province of Lugdunese Gaul 
stretched from the Atlantic Ocean in the 
west, to the river Loire in the south, and the 
Rhine in the east. The only unnatural border 
was the one in the north with Belgian Gaul. 
The provincial capital city Lugdunum is 
located on a hill and at the confluence of 
two major rivers, the Rhône and the Saone. 
According to Strabo, it was ‘the most 
populous city after Narbonne’.291 Obviously, 
he meant that it was the second largest city 
of the region he was discussing, being Roman Gaul. Amable Audin, a scholar who 
excavated parts of the site, could hardly curb his enthusiasm when discussing it: ‘Le site 
de Lugdunum! […] Où l’adorait-on mieux, ce dieu du solei levant, que sur le sommet de 
Fourvière d’où chaque matin l’astre jalonne son lever sur une des mille dents de la sierra 
alpestre?’292 The settlement was first a Celtic place of cult for Lug, the god of the rising 
son with ‘fingers of light’. In total, fifty-two texts record the presence of *augustales in 
this city. Almost three quarters of them (73%) could only boast their *augustalitas and 
nothing else. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
                                                        
291  Strab. 4, 3, 2.  
292  AUDIN, 1965, p. 21. 
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Phrases like omnibus honoribus apud suos or eos occur regularly in Roman Gaul. 
Some men, Drinkwater suggested, ‘ceased to record their early careers in any detail’.293 
Within the epigraphic corpus of augustales from Lugdunum, such a phrase occurs twice. 
First, Lucius Sabinus Cassianus was a dendrophorus and an augustalis. He was appointed as 
quaestor of the association of the augustales and also named duplicarius ‘with everyone’s 
consent’. He seems to have taken up some lower positions as well, but instead of 
enumerating all of them, he simply stated he ‘took up all of the honour among them’ – 
omnibus honoribus apud eos functo.294 Second, C. Primius Secundus was a sevir augustalis at 
Lugdunum and was appointed as their curator. He was also prefect of the association of 
the nauta of the Rhône and patron of the association of the fabri tignuarii with residence 
at Lugdunum. Primius claims to have taken up all of the honours within the association 
of the fabri.295 

One inscription mentions the accordance of a plot of public land to a sevir 
augustalis. L. Aemilius Carpus, sevir augustalis and dendrophorus, full of youthful vigour, 
transferred an altar and an ox-head to the Vatican and financed the dedication himself. 
Moreover, he was granted a plot of public land – l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).296 
Dated to A.D. 160297 this inscription offers a rare insight in interregional contacts and the 
rites of the taurobolium. Carpus’ position as a dendrophorus would also explain the 
dedication to the Magna Mater.298 

Four texts, or 8% of the epigraphic corpus, mention collegiate positions. Three 
funerary inscriptions record the curatorship among the seviri augustales taken up by 
Titus Munatius Felix, Caius Marius Ma[…], and Marcus Primus Secundianus.299 According 
to Duthoy, curatores ranked just below the quinquennales,300 and epigraphical evidence 
indicates that the curatorship was taken up before one could obtain the quinquennalitas. 
A fourth epitaph seems to mention a trader of Italian goods who was a (sevir?) augustalis 
at and was happily married for a number of years.301 This particular inscription was 
already discussed in the introduction to this thesis. A different variant of ‘history from 
square brackets’, 302 is fitting into the lacunae the honours, titles, and positions obtained 
by *augustales. The fragmentary nature of this inscription renders an analysis difficult. 

 
                                                        
293  DRINKWATER, 1979, p. 95. Also LYAPUSTINA, 1997, p. 60; DONDIN-PAYRE, 2004, p. 364.  
294  CIL 13, 2026 
295  CIL 13, 1967 
296 CIL 13, 1751 = D 4131 = Lyon 337 
297  App(io) Annio Atilio Bradua T(ito) Clod(io) Vibio / Varo co(n)s(ulibus): A.D. 160. 
298  For more information on dendrophori, see VAN HAEPEREN, 2010 and 2012. 
299  CIL 13, 1937; CIL 13, 1960; CIL 13, 1966 = D 7028 = Lyon 251 
300 DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1276.  
301  CIL 13, 1962 
302  BADIAN, 1989, p. 59.  
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Still, the relevant piece of information, i.e. the collegiate title, is preserved. This 
anonymous (sevir?) augustalis seems to have been a honoratus, a modest position.303  

All attestations of professions of *augustales in Lugdunum were already discussed 
in the second chapter of this thesis. It will suffice to say that in one case, the 
professional title (argentarius) was the only additional position (except for the 
*augustalitas) recorded in the inscription.304 Two other seviri augustales were involved in 
three different economic sectors. Attalus was a dealer in unguents and perfumes – a 
negotiator seplasiarius – as well as a nauta on the Rhône and a centonarius.305 Similarly, the 
mid-second century306 Toutius Incitatus was a nauta (but on the Saone), a centonarius, 
and a grain merchant, a negotiator frumentarius.307 Finally, Cnaeus Danius Minuso was 
negotiator argentarius and a vascularius, a dealer in silverware and, as Joshel described it 
in a rather generic fashion, a ‘maker of metal vessels’.308 He also financed an altar, but it 
is not clear to whom. 309 Considering his business interest in the silverware trade, it is 
possible that the ‘metal vessels’ Minuso made as a vascularius were small silver 
containers, vases etc. Andreau suggested that argentarius vascularius was a tautological 
way of indicating someone was a silversmith,310 an interpretation that would fit 
Minuso’s case perfectly.  

In only three cases were seviri augustales only known as benefactors. Publius 
Aelius Serenus simply stated that he paid for something (de suo fecit), but we have no 
clue what exactly the inscription was referring to.311 One other anonymous sevir 
augustalis gave a meal to those who convened at the monument of the Hesperides he 
financed,312 and Caius Satrius paid for a silver statue of Libertas, worth fifty thousand 
sesterces. At the inauguration, he gave sportulae to the decuriones and seviri augustales.313 

 

 
                                                        
303 TRAN, 2006, pp. 141-145.  
304  CIL 13, 1963 
305  AE 1982, 702 
306  A.D. 151-200 (Date from Epigraphic Database Heidelberg) 
307  CIL 13, 1972 
308  JOSHEL, 1992, p. 182.  
309  CIL 13, 1948 = D 7704 
310  ANDREAU, 1999, p. 30.  
311  CIL 13, 1735 
312  CIL 13, 1952 
313  ILTG 240 = AE 1934, 97 
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5.2.2.6  Statistics and Local Development  

 

 
In this section, I have reviewed two qualitatively different elements. First, I 

argued that approximately 75% of *augustales in the cities under review did not take up 
any other positions, or received any further honours, and did not record a profession or 
any additional sign of distinction. Others did, and some even accumulated a whole range 
of honours. This is an indication for us, modern researchers, that differentiation of social 
positions was of great importance for the social actors in question. Second, I reviewed a 
way in which an *augustalis could try to ‘make a difference’ for himself, by pursuing 
high honours, such as the ornamenta decurionalia accorded by the decuriones. They could 
also try to acquire a plot of public land, also by decurional or (in the case of Narbonne) 
seviral decree. 

As already argued above, these attempts of individuals to affirm their status in as 
many different ways as possible, does not lead to a fixed and general hierarchy in a 
structural sense. There was no blueprint for the organisation of *augustales and the 
discussion above confirms the importance of a local perspective. None of the titles and 
honours mentioned can be accorded a general and absolute importance (not even the 
gratuitas or ornamenta), since their occurrence (and implied importance) depended on 
the local processes of differentiation. Which differences are apparent in the epigraphic 
corpus from the six cities discussed here?  

At Ostia, the highest number of *augustales known from one single city are 
attested: one hundred and fifty-one. Remarkably, very few inscriptions attest contact 
between *augustales and city councillors at Ostia. The ornamenta decurionalia are attested 
once, and so is the allocation of a public plot of land by decurional decree. Also, a 
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substantial part of the Ostian *augustales (18%) took up collegiate positions or received 
honours connected to an association, both within and outside of the body of *augustales. 
Here, an elaborate accumulation of positions and honours often occurs. When it comes 
to positions taken up by *augustales in other collegia, two aspects are remarkable (though 
not unexpected): (1) many of them headed the association as quinquennales, and (2) the 
associations all had something to do with construction, trade, and distribution 
(mensores, fabri, lenuncularii, navicularii). Ostian *augustales were prominent members in 
society who were recruited by other associations (because of their wealth and 
networks?), and were strongly involved in the economic activities of the city.  

At Brescia, the high percentage of *augustales who did not record any additional 
honours, titles, or positions immediately stands out. Four out of five, or 81%, could only 
boast their *augustalitas, the highest percentage of the six cities discussed. Remarkably, 
although Brixia was an important centre of textile production,314 none of *augustales 
mentioned a profession. 

Verona produced the smallest ‘critical mass’ of data; thirty-three inscriptions. 
Such a small corpus of text easily leads to distortions. For instance, the 
disproportionately high percentage of *augustales who received a plot of public land (9%) 
– for what it’s worth, three times more elevated than average – is the result of only 
three attestations. This also implies that the fragmentation of the group of *augustales is 
the least persuasive of all. It is for instance hard to believe that so few men took up 
collegiate positions within or outside of the body of *augustales; only one magister of the 
centonarii is recorded. One accensus patroni was counted here as well, although this was a 
magisterial apparitor. Accensi were elaborately discussed in the previous chapter, but of 
these six cities, the title only occurs in Verona. This particular individual may have been 
selected as an accensus based on his wealth, network connections, and proven reliability 
expressed by the *augustalitas title (which implied an active involvement in the social 
and economic fabric of the city). At the same time, these accensi operated on a level that 
transcended the level of the city. 

In both Narbonne and Nîmes, about seventy per cent of the inscriptions attesting 
seventy-eight individual *augustales did not attain any additional honour or privileges, 
nor did they attest a profession. In Nîmes, a fairly high percentage (9%) of *augustales 
received the ornamenta decurionalia/seviralia, and the title of corporatus is better attested 
than in Narbonne. Inscriptions from Narbonne on the other hand, present a curious 
case of language mimesis by *augustales (i.e. locus datus decreto decurionum becoming locus 
datus decreto sevirorum).315 Also, *augustales as benefactors are not attested in Nîmes at all, 

 
                                                        
314  Several types of lanarii are attested at Brixia and Brixellum. See JONES, 1960, pp. 183-192. 
315  For a full discussion, see the last chapter, section on ‘A proximity thing: the decuriones’. 
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whereas 11% of inscriptions from Narbonne do record benefactions. At Nîmes, the 
honours that express prolonged close contact with the city council (gratuitas, ornamenta, 
decreto decurionum) are very well attested: 15% of the epigraphic corpus mentions 
honours of this exceptional nature.  

At Lyon, except for two inscriptions that record omnes honores and one text the 
mentions the accordance of a plot of public land, remarkably few high honours are 
known to have been taken up by the Lugdunese *augustales; none were graced with the 
ornamenta decurionalia or gratuitas.  

* 
As the table above and the various pie charts illustrate, the composition of the 

order and the ways in which one *augustalis tried to distinguish himself from the others, 
could differ from city to city. This local diversity is crucial to the correct understanding 
of *augustales as in institution that spread throughout the western parts of the Empire 
and developed a great deal of local signatures. In conclusion, it is indeed too ambitious 
to make fundamental claims about local hierarchies among *augustales, but some general 
principles (always keeping in mind locally different situations) can be outlined; 

(1) The highest, most honourable stratum consisted of *augustales was closely 
associated with the city council. Ornamentis decurionatus honoratus was the crowning 
phrase of a successful freedman’s epitaph.316 They received the honorary membership of 
the city council and were permitted to wear the status symbols of the decuriones, 
without actually becoming one. The glory of honorary admission to the splendidissimus 
ordo, referring to the curia as the municipal Senate, was a coveted position. Contact with 
the representatives of official power in the municipality, the decuriones, generally was 
highly prestigious. How the decuriones and *augustales interacted with each other is an 
interesting point of discussion, as the city councillors had the power to both appoint 
and honour *augustales.317 

(2) Apart from this absolute top, other privileges accorded by the decuriones could 
increase the status of an *augustalis. One could be accorded a plot of public land in order 
to erect a monument, inscription or tomb. Organising the public space of the city was 
one of the tasks of the city council. The expression l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) or 
a variant can be found in countless inscriptions indicating the decuriones controlled the 
monumental outlook of the community. Moreover, without implying far-reaching 
conclusions, the gratuitas and l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) can indicate a highly 
valued group of *augustales who did not, however, attain the ornamenta. Because of 

 
                                                        
316  GORDON 1931, p. 66.  
317  As discussed elsewhere: VANDEVOORDE, 2012. See also the final chapter of this thesis. 
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interaction with the decuriones, be it through ornamenta, gratuitas or the according of a 
plot of land, these *augustales belonged to the top of their order. 

(3) It follows then that the lowest echelon of the association consisted of those 
who managed to gain the *augustalitas, but no additional signs of distinction and did not 
even mention a profession. Although many and subtle ways existed to distinguish 
oneself, approximately seventy-five per cent of *augustales from the cities reviewed here 
were part of this ‘substratum’. They erected an inscription attesting their honourable 
position. Here it is possible that the monumental context can serve as a proxy for even 
further social differentiation.  

(4) Professional titles were a means of distinction, also for *augustales, and an 
expression of identity.318 The stigma of servility was replaced by the attested persons’ 
role in economic and productive activities.  

It is almost impossible to go much further than this. One could argue that the 
fragmentation of the social stratum reached much further, that every individual 
position was the outcome of an individual struggle, and as such every possible 
accumulation of titles and honours was a possible element in the broad range of 
individualised hierarchies of *augustales. This would be a path trajectory, not an outline 
of positioning mechanisms and objectives. However, what I tried to show here, are some 
general principles, some phrases found in inscriptions that expressed social realities 
relevant for the appreciation of the *augustalis in the community. Honours like the 
ornamenta, gratuitas and l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) were exceptional privileges, 
accorded only sparsely. As outlined above, this had an influence on the position of the 
*augustalis within the social formation.  

When assessing the varying phrasings and formulae found in inscriptions from 
these cities, and what these actually meant for the position of the individual *augustalis 
named in the text, it is remarkable that the honours that ‘made a difference’ seem to 
have little to do with the office or membership of the association of the *augustalis itself. 
However, these would not have been accorded to them if it were not for the acquired 
*augustalitas in the first place. In other cases (e.g. mentioning a professional title) the 
*augustalis indicated how he had acquired the wealth to qualify for the *augustalitas. The 
*augustalitas was a major advantage for those who strove to obtain other honours of 
privileges, which in turn advanced their position vis-à-vis their fellow *augustales. As 
such, what I outlined here is an example of how social and collegial status were 
entwined. Honours like the ornamenta decurionalia were recognised as a high privilege in 
the whole local society, but being an *augustalis was already an advantageous position to 
be in; ornamenta decurionalia was most commonly accorded to *augustales.  

 
                                                        
318  JOSHEL 1992, p. 121. 
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For example, out of the corpus of one hundred and three inscriptions on 
*augustales from Nîmes and Narbonne, seventy-three texts record individuals who, once 
they had obtained the *augustalitas, did not take up any other positions, were not graced 
with any further honours, and did not record a profession or any additional sign of 
distinction. Other texts record *augustales who accumulated positions and honours such 
as the ornamenta decurionalia, were accorded a plot of public land, or acted as 
benefactors. This means that the group we generically call ‘the’ *augustales – even 
Duthoy’s famous asterisk itself was meant to express a generalised homogeneous image 
– was fragmented in ways that differed from the collegial and magisterial positions 
suggested by the alba or fasti augustalium from Liternum, Ostia, or Trebula Suffenas.319 

In the past, scholars have somewhat neglected complex patterns of differentiation 
among the lower social classes of the Roman Empire, despite the large body of 
inscriptions erected by and for members of these classes. Especially provincial sources 
were left out. Some much-needed revision has started, but this initial impetus needs 
continuation. Inscriptions offer a glimpse of a socially strongly fragmented local Roman 
society; it allows us to see differentiation among the lower stratum that covered over 
95% of the population of the Western Roman Empire. In addition, an emphasis on the 
different social signatures of the locally developed institution of *augustales is crucial to 
understanding it correctly.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                        
319  AE 2001, 853 and 854. 
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5 .3  Playing the Game: Intra- and Transgenerational 
Mobility 

5.3.1  The augustales  from Liternum 

The alba from Liternum allow for a discussion of individual members of the 
association of the augustales from Liternum. As they are two similar texts, listing 
(sometimes even the same) members of the same association, they give us good reason 
to suspect they were drafted only thirty years apart. This gives us a unique possibility to 
focus on several elements: (1) Did age or seniority play a part in this particular collegial 
hierarchy? (2) Are there any signs of intra- or transgenerational mobility strategies? In 
order to answer these questions, a reconstruction of family ties is imperative. Eleven 
individuals attested in the alba of Liternum are of special significance here. 
Transcriptions of the texts are given in appendix.  

5.3.1.1  Intra-generational Mobility 

Two examples of intra-generational mobility can be seen in the alba augustalium 
from Liternum. One of the most striking examples is that of L. Lollius Hedylalus and his 
homonymous son, as the third and fourth update of the first album were devoted to 
these two. First, L.Lollius Hedylalus senior was appointed curator perpetuus, while T. 
Vettulenus Pothus was co-opted among the duplicarii. Second, both father and son were 
adlected as patroni, probably because of benefactions vis-à-vis the association. The 
father clearly moved up the collegial ladder, and his son profited from this as well. In 
addition, in the second album, Hedylalus iunior is still patronus, but the father had 
presumably died by the time the text was drafted.  

Only three members of the collegial plebs are found in both lists. Fufius Eutyches 
ranked seventh in the third column of the first album, Aemilius Primitivos thirteenth in 
the same column and Osculenus Sosthenes was fifth in the fourth and last column. Some 
years later, in the second album, they are named as the first members of the collegial 
plebs. Significantly, the sequence of names stayed the same, first Fufius Eutyches, then 
Aemilius Primitivos and Osculenus Sosthenus as last of the three. Moreover, this 
indicates a complete new list was drafted. That these lists reproduce a hierarchy (also 
within certain groups) based on the seniority of the role taken up, can be clearly seen 
from these three augustales, the only ones present in both lists, taking up the first three 
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positions among the plebs in the second list.320 This phenomenon in social sciences is 
called ‘intra-generational mobility’, that is socio-economic status change occurring over 
the course of the individual’s lifetime.321 

5.3.1.2  Transgenerational Mobility 

On the other hand, also two examples of transgenerational mobility are present 
in these alba. First, the almost penultimate member of the collegial plebs attested in the 
first album, Pomponius Xystus, had a son, Pomponius Agon, among the corporati of the 
second album. Corporati were a category distinct from the plebs, and ranked higher. This 
in turn could be an example of ‘inter’- or better ‘trans-generational (collegial) mobility’, 
socio-economic status change spanning several generations.322 It does raise the question 
whether the de facto hereditary nature of the city councillorship claimed by Garnsey – 
‘the ordo of decuriones became progressively ingrown and self-perpetuating’323 – perhaps 
applied to the augustalitas as well.324  

Secondly, it is quite likely that C. Marcius Polybius, patronus allectus in the first 
album, is the father of Marcia Polybiane, recorded on the second album. The suffix –
ianus/na was much used in deriving cognomina from that of the parents.325 One difficulty 
may be that this time course could span more than one generation. Caius was one of the 
original patroni on the first unadapted edition of the first album, whereas Marcia’s 
adlection as a patrona was already an update of the second album. Camodeca, however, 
sees this as an indication the time elapsed between the drafting of the two inscriptions 
cannot be more than about thirty years.326 In any case, since Marcia Polybiane obtained 
the special position of sacerdos augustalium, this could also be a mild form of trans-
generational mobility.  

5.3.1.3  Trans- and intragenerational mobility 

Finally, one ‘nébuleuse familière’ shows signs of trans- as well as 
intragenerational mobility. The second album is without a doubt later than the first one. 
M. Caecilius Quadratus and his homonymous son feature as patroni adlecti in the first 

 
                                                        
320 CAMODECA, 2001, p. 171.  
321 BROOM and SELZNICK, 1970, p. 178; GIDDENS, 1989, p. 229.  
322 THOMPSON, 1997, pp. 42-43; BROOM and SELZNICK, 1970, pp. 178-181; GIDDENS, 1989, p. 229.  
323 GARNSEY, 1974, p. 230 (quote) and pp. 241-250 (argument). 
324  For example in the case of second- or third-generation vernae. This discussion is limited to the 

influence of family ties on the possibly hereditary nature of the *augustalitas. A broader discussion 
would have to take into account patronal ties as well. 

325 KAJANTO, 1965, p. 109.  
326  CAMODECA, 2001, pp. 173-174. 
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album, but were patroni and dedicators of the second. In the meantime, a second son of 
Marcus was added to the patroni, with the filiation ‘iunior’ so to distinguish him from his 
homonymous father and brother. The first update of the first album was the adding of 
M. Caecilius Quadratus as a patronus. As such, we can estimate about twenty-five years 
elapsed between this initial appointment as patronus and the dedication of the second 
album, drafted some thirty years after the first one. Perhaps the youngest son had just 
reached the appropriate age to be admitted to the association – as Duthoy suggested this 
must have been about twenty-five.  

What we see here is a mix between trans- and intra-generational mobility. The 
father and the oldest son became dedicators while keeping their positions as patroni, the 
youngest son was adlected as a patronus, probably based on the merits of his father and 
older brother. As a Roman understanding the mechanisms of gift exchange, father 
Caecilius saw this as a reason for the benefaction and the dedication of the second 
album, in cooperation with his older son.327 

5.3.1.4  Ostian fabri  navales  

An album of the fabri navales from Ostia similarly shows collegial promotion, 
probably based on seniority. Consisting of three large slabs, the inscriptions record 
some ninety-five names. Published only in the 1953 volume of Notizie degli Scavi di 
Antichità (n°. 43),328 it was attributed to fabri navales of Ostia, based on a positive 
correlation of one name to another known inscription of a faber navalis.  

Line twelve of slab IIIa records a P. Baebius Suavis, also found among the 
quinquennales of slab I a, line nine, with the filiation T.f. added to it. He was probably 
listed among the collegial plebs before he came to be promoted to the quinquennalitas. 
He added a filiation for extra legitimation of his position and the quinq on slab IIa was no 
doubt inscribed later, to show his rise in the collegial hierarchy. An examination of the 
stone is likely to support this suggestion. The name of Baebius seems to be added later, 
chiselled by another hand, this was less clear because of the less deep incisions and laid 
out differently to the other names were. Moreover, the chiseller did not copy the name 
correctly from the other slab: ‘Baebius’ became ‘Bebius’. It could be the same hand that 
added the sevir augustalis C. Iulius Rammius Eutyches between the lines 6 to 8. The 

 
                                                        
327 Although the dedication of an album may be a reason for drafting a new list of the members of the 

association, Royden suggested another reason why a collegium stopped using one album and began 
using another, namely the need for space to record new names. The need to update the list of 
regular members, rather than of new officers or patrons, seems a ‘likely criterion’ for erecting a new 
album. (ROYDEN, 1988, pp. 46-47.)  

328  Picture taken from this publication. 
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pictures in the publication are grainy, and therefore it would necessary to see the 
fragments of the inscription before drawing any real conclusions. 

 
An obvious difficulty with these alba is that they represent only a collegial 

hierarchy. No doubt there was a level of interaction between collegial status and 
individual status in society more generally, a topic that deserves a more extensive 
discussion.  

* 
What is the added value of alba and fasti for a discussion of mobility mechanisms? 

Petronius’ Trimalchio, the only augustalis known from literary sources, did not have any 
children. In addition, in funerary or honorary inscriptions, very few augustales are 
attested more than once, and in the rare case that they are, the inscriptions are difficult 
to date. As such, it is difficult to reconstruct a time lapse. Magistracies and priesthoods 
of the senatorial or equestrian cursus honorum could only be accorded to someone once 
he had reached the ‘appropriate’ age for that particular responsibility. Whether this 
built-in barrier on mobility existed for collegial life as well, is unsure. For the 
augustalitas, Duthoy noted that the youngest augustalis whose age at death is known, 
died at twenty-five.329  

 

 
                                                        
329 CIL 9, 3676. DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1269, n. 108.  
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5 .3.2  The tomb of Vetil ia Egloge 

 As already mentioned above,330 a large and 
perfectly preserved grave monument, dated to the 
first century A.D., was unearthed at the eastern 
necropolis of Mutina, present-day Modena. The 
type of monument itself was common for Mutina 
and its surroundings,331 but it stands out because 
of its monumentality. A large altar of 
proconnesian marble, measuring 180 x 116 x 94 
cm, was placed on three steps and a high base of 
red nodular limestone. In total, the construction 
was more than four metres high. The beautiful 
high-quality lettering of the inscription – letter 
height ranging from fourteen to four centimetres 
– is framed in an elegant floral design. A dosseret, 
elaborately decorated with flowers and spiralling 
leaves, may originally have held a statue. One the 
sides of the altar, also in a floral framework, the 

ritual instruments known as patera and urceus were sculpted as symbols of the libations 
offered to the deceased.332  

Not only the monument itself is spectacular. On the base, the measurements of 
the plot of land on which the monument was placed, are given; in fronte pedes XX in agro 
pedes XXX. Converted to metric dimensions, this was over fifty square metres,333 which is 
ten square metres more than the average living space per person in modern Western 
Europe.334 To put this in its local context: only six per cent of all the inscriptions 
preserved from the Aemilia region mention the plot size. Of those that do, only forty-

 
                                                        
330  This chapter, section on ‘Proximity to power and *augustales’: discussion of personal links with 

(members of) influential families. 
331  DONATI, 2008, p. 164.  
332  AE 2008, 535; Année Épigraphique 2008, p. 237; Some preliminary excavation reports were published 

on the official website: www.aemiliaonline.it. Specifically on the so-called ‘ara di Vetilia Egloge’: 
http://www.aemiliaonline.it/reperti/ara/ara-di-vetilia-egloge. The decorations, types and origins 
of the stones used, are discussed on this page.  

333  One Roman foot was 29,57 cm (LASSÈRE, 2005, p. 1100 and Lexikon der Alten Welt, 1965, p. 3426). 
Twenty Roman feet x thirty Roman feet = 5,9 m x 8,9 m= 52,5 sqm.  

334  According to figures offered by the national institutes for statistics of France (INSÉÉ), Germany 
(Destatis), Italy (Istat), Belgium (Statbel), the Netherlands (CBS) and the United Kingdom 
(statistics.gov.uk), the average living space per person in modern Western Europe is 41 sqm.  
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five inscriptions, or seventeen per cent of them, are in the same range of the six 
hundred square (Roman) feet attested in Vetilia Egloge’s epitaph.335 Of course, some 
exceptions occur, attesting plots with a size of three to six thousand square feet. 
Strangely, none of the two hundred seventy inscriptions from the Aemilia region that 
mention the size of the plot of land seem to have a connection with the city council. The 
phrase locus datus decreto decurionum seems to be completely absent from this corpus of 
inscriptions. These men and women obtained a (sometimes sizeable) plot of land on 
their own. 

Except for this monumentality, the inscription on the altar is also noteworthy. It 
offers a rare insight in how local- and family politics were interconnected in mid-first 
century A.D. The inscription reads as follows:  

 
 

V(iva) f(ecit) / Vetilia (mulieris) lib(erta) / Egloge sibi et / L(ucio) 
Valerio Q(uinti) f(ilio) Constanti / decurioni Mut(inae) viro / 
opt<i=U>mo et carissimo et / L(ucio) Valerio L(uci) lib(erto) Constanti / 
filio piissimo Apollinar(i) / et augustali  
 
By life, Vetilia Egloge, freedwoman of a woman, made (this 
monument) for herself and Lucius Valerius Constans, son 
of Quintus, decurion of Mutina, (her) dearest and kindest 
husband, and for Lucius Valerius Constans, freedman of 
Lucius, (her) most devote son, Apollinaris and augustalis. 

A discussion relating to the content of the inscription itself is missing, partially 
because it was only very recently received in the Année Épigraphique. Donati has 
published some preliminary notes on the find, mostly on the physical dimensions of the 
monument.336 As already stated above, the importance of this inscription lies in the 
social build-up of the family: father decurio marries a freedwoman with child, who was a 
freedman as well and took up the offices of augustalis and Apollinaris.  

Here I attempt to detect links between family and patronal ties and different 
elements of local politics, i.e. the city council and members of the association of the 
augustales in Modena. First, it is necessary to attempt a reconstruction of the family 
composition. How were the three individuals named in the inscription related to one 
another, and which plausible hypotheses can be formulated? Second, how did the 
 
                                                        
335  AE 1959, 36; AE 1978, 341; AE 1979, 206; AE 1981, 386; AE 1981, 387; AE 2003, 654; CIL 5, 7359; CIL 11, 

142; CIL 11, 151; CIL 11, 251; CIL 11, 503; CIL 11, 528; CIL 11, 533; CIL 11, 665; CIL 11, 675; CIL 11, 683; 
CIL 11, 707; CIL 11, 794; CIL 11, 876; CIL 11, 884; CIL 11, 900; CIL 11, 902; CIL 11, 930; CIL 11, 954; CIL 11, 
1002; CIL 11, 1011; CIL 11, 1031; CIL 11, 1064; CIL 11, 1124; CIL 11, 1218; CIL 11, 1237; CIL 11, 6832; CIL 
11, 6839; CIL 11, 6849; CIL 11, 6861; CIL 11, 6862; CIL 11, 6905; CIL 11, 6906; CIL 11, 6907; CIL 11, 6917; 
CIL 11, 6918; CIL 11, 6920; ILLRP 94; Neu-14.  

336  DONATI, 2008. 
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suggested family composition and the patron-client relation of the son and the decurion 
influence both the societal position of the actors, and local politics of Mutina? The 
sociological concept of ‘transgenerational mobility’, be it downward or upward, may 
provide the link between the family and city politics. 

5.3.2.1  Family ties:  How are Vetilia’s  son and her husband related? 

Vetilia’s son had a libertinatio, Luci libertus, added to his name. These two letters 
(L.l.) give away that Vetilia was still enslaved when she was pregnant. As such, her son 
was born a slave. If she would have been freed during her pregnancy, the child would 
have been ‘touched by freedom’,337 and born a free man. Depending on the father, 
perhaps her son could have received full Roman citizenship. Vetilia’s status of slave at 
the time of the birth of her son is the only certainty we have here. Everything beyond 
this is conjecture and speculation. So, how could Vetilia’s son and her husband be 
related to one another? One scenario could be that Vetilia Egloge was the freedwoman 
of the former wife of the decurio. Her son was probably born before she got married. 
This child was born within the household and property of the wife of the pater familias. 
The first wife either died or was divorced, perhaps leaving her husband, L. Valerius Q.f. 
Constans, childless. Thereafter, Vetilia married the husband of her former patrona. The 
decurio had the right to free his new wife’s son and graced him with his own respectable 
name; L. Valerius Constans. As such, his mother’s husband became his patronus. A 
similar situation would produce itself if Vetilia Egloge was the freedwoman of the 
mother, sister, aunt… of the decurio. 

One could hypothesize the decurion was the biological father to Vetilia’s son who 
would be, because of his servile birth, unable to enter the city council, or take up any 
magistracy or priesthood. He was forced to look for alternative ways to acquire honour 
and became an augustalis and Apollinaris, both prestigious titles. His mother’s husband, a 
decurion, probably had a hand in naming his wife’s freedman and his adoptive son as an 
augustalis and Apollinaris. If this augustalis married a Latin or Roman (freed)woman, their 
hypothetical son would be freeborn, with Roman citizenship, and may be destined to 
enter the city council again – in a way keeping the magistracy in the family, though 
skipping one generation.  

5.3.2.2  Evaluation of the hypothesis 

Three element are of great importance: (1) the marriage and its legal 
implications for Vetilia’s son in particular, (2) the relation between Vetilia’s son and her 

 
                                                        
337  Gaius, Inst. 1,4: sufficit enim ei qui in ventre est liberam matrem vel medio tempore habuisse.  
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husband, and (3) the influence of the institutional connection between the city council 
and the augustales on this family, and vice versa.  

L. Valerius Q.f. Constans, decurio of Mutina, entered into a marriage with a 
woman below his own social group: his wife, Vetilia Egloge was a freedwoman with 
child. How frequently did this occur? A passage from Dio Cassius gives us a clue:  

He [Augustus] laid heavier assessment upon the unmarried men and upon the 
women without husbands, and on the other hand offered prizes for marriage and 
the begetting of children. And since among the nobility there were far more males 
than females, he allowed all who wished, except the senators, to marry 
freedwomen, and ordered that their offspring should be held legitimate.338  

 

 There seems to have been a deficit of eligible women among the upper orders of 
society, and marriage to freedwomen was an accepted option. Still, McGinn argued 
‘most men did not marry below their social group […] or, if they did so, they did not 
marry far beneath it, whereas high-status male partners in concubinage typically had 
partners who ranked far below them.’339 It is important to note, however, that that 
Valerius Constans was a mere decurio, and had not held magistracy (yet). He belonged to 
the lowest stratum of the ordo decurionum and might conceivably even by of freedman 
stock himself. So the marriage of the freedwoman Vetilia with a decurio was not that 
exceptional, but at the same time her husband does have a relatively elevated social 
status as a city councillor to do such a thing. This raises the question of his motive for 
agreeing to this marriage? Is this an example of a Shakespearian tragic love affair of a 
Roman Montague and Capulet, a love stronger than social conventions? Or perhaps 
Constans was indeed the biological father of Vetilia’s son? Again, it would seem that the 
truly interesting element is the relation of the decurio vis-à-vis the son of his new wife. 

As pater familias he would have had power over his first wife’s possessions, 
assuming Vetilia was the freedwoman of the decurio’s first wife, and assuming they 
married cum manu. This type of marriage had largely disappeared at the beginning of 
the Principate. In a cum manu marriage the wife was placed under the legal control of 
the husband. He simply took over the patria potestas of his father-in-law. Sine manu made 
women independent from her husband, and still under the patria potestas of her father. 
When her father died, she was legally sui iuris. If they were married sine manu, the 
decurion could not have freed Vetilia as long as the marriage with his first wife lasted, 
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even if Vetilia was pregnant with his child.340 In the first century A.D., sine manu 
marriages were popular and the most common type of marriage.341  

* 
Vetilia Egloge is the connecting factor of the two other individuals, her son and 

her husband. Donati argued that the boy was ‘il figlio della coppia’, the child of Vetilia 
and Valerius.342 Whether he was the boy’s biological father is perhaps of little 
consequence in the Roman world: not blood, but name was important. A quote by P.R.C. 
Weaver is most enlightening:  

If the father became patron of the child, he would either also be patron of the 
mother (in which case both parents and child would have the same nomen), or 
have bought the child from the mother’s patron and then manumitted (in which 
case the mother and father would have different nomina, but the child would have 
the same nomen as the father.343  

This corroborates the theory formulated above, but instead of buying the child 
from the mother’s patron, Valerius simply became his patron because of his legal right 
to the possessions of his (former? deceased?) wife. The libertinatio of Vetilia’s son leaves 
no doubt that he was a freedman: L(uci) l(ibertus). Even if he was born a slave, the jurist 
Gaius informs us that lex Aelia Sentia tolerated manumissions before thirty, but only in 
case of freeing one’s own child, foster-child, brother, sister, or freeing a slave girl with 
the intention of marrying her. Gaius called this ‘a just reason for freeing a slave’ – iusta 
causa manumissionis. All exceptions are heavily concentrated on family and personal 
relationships within the household. Especially the exceptional situation in which 
someone could be allowed to free his own child and comply with the condition of the lex 
Aelia Sentia is interesting here. If the child really was the natural son of the decurio by a 
freedwoman, why did the child have freedman status? Possibly the decurion did not free 
the child formally before a board of magistrates (apud consilium), which Gaius indicates 
as a necessary condition.344 

Another possibility is that Vetilia Egloge was a statulibra, i.e. freed by a testament 
upon fulfilment of a condition. Statulibri remained slaves until the condition was 
fulfilled. If Vetilia was a slave of (for instance) Constans’ mother, manumitted in a will 
 
                                                        
340  Gaius, Inst. 1, 109-113; Tac. Ann. 4. 16. For more sources on women and the law in the Roman 

empire, see GRUBBS, 2002. 
341  For a full discussion, see TREGGIARI, 1991. 
342  DONATI, 2008, p. 165. 
343  WEAVER, 1990, p. 288.  
344  Gaius, Inst. 1, 19: Iusta autem causa manumissionis est, veluti si quis filium filiamve aut fratrem sororemve 

naturalem aut alumnum aut paedagogum aut servum procuratoris habendi gratia aut ancillam matrimonii 
causa apud consilium manumittat. See also WEAVER, 2001, pp. 101-114. 
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upon fulfilment of a condition, with Constans being the main heir, then she would be 
the statulibra slave of the decurio Valerius Constans. Her son would have been born the 
slave of this Valerius Constans, and freed once the decurio married his mother. This 
situation would be very similar to the one described above: Valerius Constans became 
the patron of Vetilia’s son since he was the rightful heir to (for instance) his mother’s 
possessions.345  

5 .3.2.3  Family composition and local politics:  Transgenerational 
mobility 

Using epigraphic evidence as a basis for writing social history is inherently 
problematic. As Mouritsen put it, ‘epigraphic sources never present us with a direct 
mirror image of social structure. In many respects inscriptions reflect people's hopes 
and aspirations more than their actual place in society’.346 Not the ‘actual place in 
society’ of the individuals named in Vetilia’s epitaph is the interesting element here, but 
rather the potential social strategies hiding behind the remarkable familial composition 
attested in the inscription. Which ‘strategies’ are meant here? Whatever the exact 
situation may have been, Valerius freed the son of his lawful wife. As Donati said, the 
fact that this son was part of an influential family is underscored by the fact that, 
despite its origin, he held the positions of Apollinaris and augustalis.347 So how did the 
suggested family composition and the patronal ties influence both the societal position 
of the actors and local politics of Mutina? 

Signs of transgenerational mobility of an *augustalis and his (hypothetical) 
offspring can be seen in personal epigraphy as well, not only in alba. In this particular 
case, links between family composition, local politics and (upward or downward) 
transgenerational mobility are present. The freed son of Valerius’ lawful wife was 
bestowed with the highest honours freedmen can possibly obtain: the *augustalitas and, 
by extension, a similar position called Apollinaris. Imperial epitaphs profile some (seviri) 
augustales as Concordiales,348 Apollinares,349 or Mercuriales,350 which suggests all four 
associations recruited from a similar social stratum, but differed from each other. The 

 
                                                        
345  D. 40, 7. (De statuliberis) 
346 MOURITSEN, 2001, pp. 2-3. 
347  DONATI, 2008, p. 165: ‘La sua appartenenza ad una famiglia di peso è sottolineata dal fatto che, 

malgrado la sua origine, ha rivestito le funzione di Apollinaris e di augustalis.’ 
348  CIL 5, 2525; CIL 5, 2872; CIL 5, 2874; CIL 5, 3130 
349  AE 2008, 535; Neu-76 
350  AE 1901, 173; CIL 9, 54 = D 6475; CIL 10, 205 = D 3545; CIL 10, 205 = D 354; CIL 10, 232; CIL 10, 485; CIL 

10, 1272; EE-8-1, 269.  
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similarities are undeniable.351 The Apollinares (and the Concordiales were more strictly 
speaking religious organizations, respectively devoted to the god Apollo and the deified 
abstraction Concordia. Most of the Apollinares were freedmen,352 but some ingenui are 
known as well.353  

So what was the long-term strategy? A passage from a recent article by Michel 
Christol is highly relevant: ‘Entrer dans l’ordo est sans aucun doute à l’arrière-plan de 
bien des stratégies familiales. S’y maintenir aussi.’354 In this case, we may be dealing with 
the second aspect; trying to keep the family name connected to the local ordo. In short, 
the patronus of the augustalis and Apollinaris is also his homonymous stepfather, who 
happens to be a decurio of Mutina. As a decurion, he probably had a hand in naming his 
freedman/adoptive son as an augustalis and Apollinaris. (Did he have no natural sons of 
his own?) Potentially, the son of the augustalis would in turn be destined to become a 
decurio – keeping the magistracy in the family, though leaping one generation. 
Schematically, this construction would look like this; 

 
 

Decurio  x liberta of former wife/mother/sister decurio 
I	  
I	  

Son liberta x   Roman/Latin (freed)woman 

In patria potestas of decurio because  
previously owned by wife.  
Freed and named by decurio,  
who maybe was the biological  
father. 
     I	   	  
	   	   	   	   I	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   I	  
Hypothetical son: odds of becoming  
decurio again are high?  
Keeping magistracy in the family! 

 

A double movement can be seen here: (1) compared to the status of father 
decurio, the status of the son as an augustalis is status diminishment, (2) the hypothetical 
son of the augustalis would follow a more ‘normal’ trajectory of entering the city council, 

 
                                                        
351  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1293.  
352  CIL 9, 814-817; CIL 10, 3684=CIL 11, 3018; CIL 11, 845, 846, 849, 850, 852, 853, 855, 857, 973 
353  CIL 11, 853 bis, 854, 1843, 1844 
354  CHRISTOL, 2010, p. 327.  
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by virtue of his fathers connections. In fact, it would even be because of a double 
impetus; the positions of both this hypothetical offspring’s father (augustalis) as well as 
his (step) grandfather (decurio) may give him an almost free ticket into the city council?  

In conclusion, the decurion Valerius may have tried to safeguard the 
transgenerational prestige of the family name by gambling on the position of his 
unborn son as a decurio. This extraordinary document from Modena offers a way to 
grasp the complexity of social situations, and shows how family strategies can 
determine the workings of local institutions. Hope for real social mobility is 
transgenerational (or in this case, the return to a previous social position, the out 
levelling in the course of three generations).355 

 
                                                        
355  Possibly, the family strategy reflected in this inscription strongly resembles the case of Q. Avilius 

Q.f. Palatina Sennius Cominianus, the freeborn adopted son of the freedman Q. Avilius Hyacinthus 
(AE 1982, 681). Discussed by CHRISTOL 2011, p. 327-345. See last chapter, section on ‘*Augustales 
influencing the city council’.  
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 6   
 
Complex Power Relations 

Nicolas Tran envisages three relations collegiati could maintain with the public 
authorities: ‘Trois niveaux de relations avec la puissance publique, incarnée par 
l’empereur, l’administration impériale et les autorités municipales peuvent être 
envisagées.’1 Proximity to power aids integration. In this chapter, I outline which 
relation *augustales had with the emperor and the municipal authorities; (1) In what way 
was the imperial regime and the existence and influence of an Emperor important for 
*augustales? (2) Which types of relations did the city council (and its members) have 
with *augustales (both the officers and the collegiati)? What influence did the city council 
have on *augustales? Did this relationship work in two directions – did *augustales have 
an effect on the city council?  

* 
What does the title of this chapter, ‘Complex Power Relations’, mean? ‘Power’  

remains extremely difficult to define or describe beyond the well-known Weberian 
definition that ‘power is the probability that one actor within a social relationship will 
be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance, regardless of the basis on 
which this probability rests’.2 Social scientists use various definitions of ‘power’, but 
there are two major views on the way power is exerted and experienced. The first 
assesses power exerted by a select party of initiates over the abused and oppressed 
masses, leading to analyses of ‘the power elite’, ‘the inner circle’ etc. in modern 

 
                                                        
1 TRAN, 2006, p. 296.  
2  WEBER, 1980, p. 28: ‘Macht bedeutet jede Chance, innerhalb einer sozialen Beziehung den eigenen 

Willen auch gegen Widerstreben durchzusetzen, gleichviel worauf diese Chance beruht.’ 
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capitalist societies.3 Research centred on ‘integral power’ monopolized by one single 
party, has lost some of its glory.  

Most social scientists have moved away from this mechanistic and absolute view, 
and now accept a relational perspective on power. Power can only ‘work’ if the ruled 
recognize and endorse the legitimacy of the ruler, a useful perspective for the analysis 
of the relationship *augustales had with the city council. Whenever the word ‘power’ is 
used in this chapter, it means ‘social power’, or ‘the control over the means of status 
attribution, and more directly in the product of the primary base, i.e. status and 
deference’.4 This relational social power exist in different forms, from officially 
recognised forms of authoritative power (institutions, magistrates, priests) to a ‘soft’ 
control exerted over and seeking commitment from participants in an organization. 
Bourdieu described the latter as ‘symbolic violence’, a power play that would be 
impossible if not for the tacit acceptance of the legitimacy of the claims of the powerful 
by the subjects. It denotes all forms of power that succeed in imposing meaning upon 
groups or classes and, moreover, doing this in such a way that it is experienced as 
legitimate.5 

A third aspect is the complexity of how power and social relations presents 
theirself. Power is complex and manifests itself in various ways. In this chapter I 
emphasize the ‘softer’ symbolic elements. Also the relations between *augustales and the 
‘official power’ are unclear. For decades, scholars have debated the ‘raison d’être’ of 
*augustales, and their assumed involvement in the imperial cult.6 The relation with the 
Emperor is ambiguous, and the interaction of *augustales with the decuriones is not 
transparent either. A number of elements in the relation between *augustales and the 
city council are important: nominating practices, the according of honours and titles, 
and language mimesis. 

 
                                                        
3  E.g. MOSCA, 1896. (translated in 1939 as ‘The Ruling Class); HUNTER, 1953; MILLS, 1956. (Mills and 

Riesman both discussed the structure of power in America in the fifties of the previous century, but 
reached opposite conclusions: a ‘power elite’ versus ‘veto groups’. See RIESMAN, 1953. KORNHAUSER, 
1964 for a discussion and comparison of both theories.); USEEM, 1986.  

4 HOERNING, 1971, p. 11.  
5 BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 209-231, esp. p. 219: ‘La violence symbolique, violence douce, invisible, 

méconnue comme telle, choisie autant que subie, celle de la confiance, de l’obligation, de la fidélité 
personnelle, de l’hospitalité, du don, de la dette, de la reconnaissance, de la piété, de toutes les 
vertus en un mot qu’honore la morale de l’honneur, s’impose comme le mode de domination le plus 
économique.’  

6  *Augustales as priests of the imperial cult: SCHNEIDER, 1891; NESSLING, 1891; MOURLOT, 1895; VON 
PREMERSTEIN, 1895; NEUMANN, 1896; TAYLOR, 1924; EISENHUT, 1964; DUTHOY, 1974; DUTHOY, 1978; TAYLOR, 
1914; OSTROW, 1985; DEMOUGIN, 1988; SHIN, 1988; SERRANO, 1988; D’ARMS, 2000. Do not agree with the 
primarily religious ‘raison d’être’ of *augustales: MOMMSEN, 1878; NOCK, 1934; ETIENNE, 1958; ALFÖLDY, 
1958; OSTROW, 1990; FABIANI, 2002; MOURITSEN, 2006; TRAN, 2006; AMIRI, 2010; MOURITSEN, 2011. 
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6 .1  Impact of  Empire 

The main focus here is the importance for *augustales of the imperial regime as a 
constitutional backdrop. In what way was the existence or influence of an Emperor felt 
among *augustales? 

6.1.1  The Emperor and the Empire  

Does not the elephant who dances with the chickens exercise a power of life and 
death over them even though he has no wish to trample them underfoot?7 

 

 One could argue that the Roman Emperor is the omnipotent ‘elephant’ in this 
quote, whereas the ‘chickens’ were the inhabitants of his Empire, ranging from senators 
of consular rank with residence in Rome, to enslaved labourers in silver mines in Spain. 
All were subjected to the vagaries and eccentricities of the ruler. It is a truism that this 
interpretation of the Principate is reductionist and averse to any chronological 
evolution of the position of the Emperor since Augustus. It is, however, also a truism 
that the inhabitants of the Empire could hardly deny the existence of an Emperor with 
superior institutional and symbolic powers.8 

Many excellent studies have been produced on all aspects of the Roman Imperial 
system. Here I focus on the position of the Emperor within the social and constitutional 
matrix of the Empire. This is, however, an introduction to a discussion of the (potential 
or presumed) influence of the Emperor on the genesis, organisation, and development 
of *augustales.  

* 
Augustus took great pains to keep up the appearance of continuity of his regime 

with the Republic. The development of the Principate engendered a curious interaction, 
a difficult compromise between honouring the old institutions and incorporating the 
authority of the Emperor. This fragile balance was crucial for legitimising the new 
constitution. Nowadays, it is normal to draw a distinct line between the old and the new, 
the Republic and the Principate, either with Actium in 31 B.C., or with the ‘restoration’ 
of the Republic in 27 B.C. For Augustus’ contemporaries, this would not have seemed 
natural. These events were only perceived as genuine turning points after Augustus’ 
death, when Tiberius took power in A.D. 14. Only then did the Romans realise a new 
constitutional system had come into existence that was no longer linked to an 
 
                                                        
7 WRONG, 1986, p. 677. 
8  GORDON, 1990, p. 219; LAFFI, 2007, p. 83; HOPKINS, 1978, p. 197. 
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individual, as had been the case with Augustus.9 The core of the Emperor’s power was an 
accumulation of Republican magistracies and priesthoods, as Augustus has described in 
his Res Gestae. No matter how biased a source this is, it is very useful when it comes to 
the titles and honours bestowed upon the first emperor.10  

* 
Where did the imperial cult fit in? Scholars generally agree that the construction 

of a god-like Emperor, who joined the gods after his death, was crucial for the 
legitimisation of his position. The Emperor symbolised a factor of unity in an ethnically 
diverse empire. Two random inhabitants of the Empire only had their ruler, the 
Emperor, in common.  

Several scholars developed a terminology to describe the ruler cult. Price 
considered worship of the Emperor to be ‘the cement of the Empire’. Non-citizen 
societies and associations did not seek to imitate the Roman system, but reacted to it in 
their own way. The ruler cult was subsequently inserted into the local religious and 
social structures.11 Purcell called religion a matrix uniting many disperse elements in 
Roman society. Whether there was any theological sincerity or not, is secondary to the 
mere existence of this religious system.12 Noreña in turn evaluated the public 
representation and idealization of the emperor as the ‘symbolic glue’ for the empire. 
According to him, it was the Princeps, ‘both as actor and as symbol, that functioned as 
the critical ‘node’ for all of these overlapping networks, harmonizing a number of 
discrete interests and helping to bring about, as a result, the general convergence and 
intensification of social power’.13 

No matter which imagery they used, these scholars14 essentially agreed that the 
Roman emperor as the crux of the imperial cult was, as Hopkins phrased it, the ‘only 

 
                                                        
9 EDER, 1990, pp.72 – 73 en p. 79.  
10 Res Gestae Divi Augusti. §2: Made a senator, consular precedence in voting and imperium. (2nd 

January, 43 B.C.) Elected triumvir. (Consul on 19th August 43 B.C., triumvir in November) §4: 
Imperator, twenty-one times. §5: Declined dictatorship. (22 B.C.) §6: Declined position as overseer of 
laws and morals, without a colleague and with the fullest power. (19 B.C., 18 B.C. and 11 B.C.) §7: Ten 
years as a triumvir, princeps senatus for forty years (28 B.C.- A.D. 14), pontifex maximus (12 B.C.), augur 
(41/40 B.C.), member of the Xvviri sacris faciundis (37-34 B..C), septemvir epulonum (before 15 B.C.), 
arval brother, sodalis Titius and a fetial priest (32 B.C.). §10: inviolability and tribunician power for 
life (36 B.C.). Declined to be made Pontifex Maximus while Lepidus was still alive. Accepted it after 
Lepidus’ death (6th March, 12 B.C.). §34: Augustus (January 16, 27 B.C.). §35: Pater Patriae (5th 
February, 2 B.C.). 

11 PRICE, 1961, pp. 841 – 847. 
12  PURCELL, 1996, pp. 801 – 803. 
13  NOREÑA, 2011, p. 302 and p. 323. 
14  Other research on this topic would include GORDON, 1990; FRANK, 1959 (on the economic 

implications.); EDER, 1990. 
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universal symbol of belonging available to the Romans and valid for all social groups in 
all provinces of the Empire’.15  

* 
Especially the cities of the Empire could feel the existence of the Emperor in 

everyday life. Ritual calendars, for instance, were adapted to reflect a wide range of 
events connected with the Emperor and the imperial house. All preserved calendars 
attest ceremonies in honour of the Emperor and all of his predecessors, their wives, 
children and other family members, as well as birthdays, victories, deaths and 
ascensions to the throne.16 The Emperor was incorporated in the history of Rome, and 
through festivals and games, in the experience of ordinary people. The importance of 
these games and festivals should not be underestimated in a ‘world without weekends’.17  
 Through coinage, the image of the emperor was present in the daily lives of 
ordinary Romans. Each coin bore an effigy of the Emperor and daily went from hand to 
hand. It contributed to the personality cult and the cultivation of the superior moral 
values and the military victories of the Emperor.18 Inscriptions dedicated to the Emperor 
were recovered from all over the Empire. Also statues assured the Emperor’s presence 
in cities throughout the Empire. This was an important form of self-representation: the 
greatness of the Emperor could be read from the architecture and his effigy reached the 
far corners of the Empire. Statues were not just lifeless monuments or aesthetic 
elements placed in public squares. They had an additional function, namely to confirm 
the reputation of the righteous ruler as an overseer. One could take refuge and seek 
protection at the effigy of the Emperor in times of trouble. It was perceived as if it were 
the Emperor himself, as though it could offer the protection the emperor ideally could 
have provided, if he had been present and had known the facts. How often slaves 
actually undertook this type of action, is not clear.19 

Without a doubt, one of the most pervasive and visible elements of the imperial 
regime was the imperial cult. Religion became a part of the imperial ideology. How the 
ruler worship spread to the far corners of the Empire, is not clear. The general debate 
on the top - down imposition of the cult or an initiative that came from below, still 
seems undecided. However, any ordinary citizen had access to sacrifices and rituals, for 
example within their own household.20 
 
                                                        
15  HOPKINS, 1978, p. 227.  
16 GORDON, 1990, pp. 206 – 207. For a general discussion of calendars in Greece, Babylon, Egypt and 

Rome, see STERN, 2012.  
17 PURCELL, 1996, pp. 782 – 811. 
18 CRAWFORD 1983; TOYNBEE, 1956. 
19 HOPKINS, 1978, pp. 221 – 223.  
20  For general discussions of the the origin, development and importance of the imperial cult, see: 

TAYLOR, 1931; MILLAR, 1977; FISHWICK, 1978; PRICE, 1985; PURCELL, 1996; FISHWICK, 2002; GRADEL, 2002.  
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 This symbolic omnipresence of the emperor does not mean all inhabitants of the 
empire were in favour of the imperial regime, on the contrary. However, a discussion of 
signs of opposition to the regime would lead us too far away from the objective of this 
section. Discontent and civil unrest were relatively common among the ‘social and 
intellectual aristocracy’21 as well as among the plebs. Sometimes this urban and rural 
unrest resulted in riots.22 Jesus’ famous outcry in the Gospel of Matthew (Redde Caesari 
quae sunt Caesaris!)23 is an example of the feelings provincials had towards ‘their’ 
emperor.  

6 .1.2  *Augustales :  top-down or bottom-up?  

Ever since the 1844 discussion of *augustales by Egger, scholars have struggled 
with what seems to be a perfect paradox. On the one hand, a very broad range of titles 
(about forty variants in total24) was used to indicate *augustales and seviri. On the other 
hand, the expanse of these *augustales was enormous. The roughly 2500 preserved 
inscriptions attesting them originate from all over the western, Latin-speaking parts of 
the Empire, although the spread is uneven. The Italian peninsula already accounts for 
about 1500 inscriptions, of which some 550 originate from Latium and Campania, region 
I, making it the best documented region of the Empire. Narbonese Gaul and Germania 
are the best documented provinces with about 200 texts. Baetica, Dacia, Dalmatia and 
Lugdunensis only number 70 à 80 inscriptions; Numidia, Pannonia, Moesia and Lusitania 
only have 40 à 50. The other provinces count even less than 15 inscriptions.25 As 
demonstrated in the chapter on occupational differentiation, the size of the general 
epigraphic corpus hardly influences the frequency of attestations of *augustales in these 
regions.26 

These contrasting features – many different titles, but still it was known 
practically everywhere – have incited a debate on the creation of *augustales. Was this a 
spontaneous and locally based development, or are we dealing with a deliberate top-
down imperial initiative?  

* 

 
                                                        
21  MURRAY, 1969, p. 261. 
22  MACMULLEN, 1966. 
23  Matthew 22:21 
24  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1254. 
25  Figures based on results gathered from Clauss – Slaby Epigrafik Datenbank. For an excellent study 

(though in need of an update) on the spread of this association of the Empire, see DUTHOY, 1976, pp. 
143 – 214. 

26  See chapter three, section on geographical differentiation. 
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In the first modern academic publication on *augustales, Egger outlined the 
research topics for the following century and a half. On the debate about the top-down 
or bottom-up origin of *augustales, he remained particularly vague. He offered two 
different options: either the Emperor had by edict imposed it on the cities of Italy, or it 
was a spontaneous movement. He raised the question, but never answered it, nor did he 
give any arguments in favour of either position.27 Two years later, Zumpt published his 
essay De augustalibus et seviris augustalibus and held a strong view on this matter: it was a 
completely spontaneous development, that spread throughout the Empire by imitation 
of an example set at Rome (i.e. the sodales Augustales), without any intervention of laws 
or imperial edicts. He refuted Egger’s evaluation because it was ‘alien to Roman ways’ – 
prorsus alienum a more romano. He did not explain what he meant by this, nor did he give 
arguments for his point of view.28 In answer to Zumpt’s book, Egger wrote another essay 
and repeated his view (both possibilities, top-down or bottom-up are possible). He 
believes in the strength of examples set by Rome, but the only reason why he was not 
convinced of imperial interference was because no such imperial edict was ever 
recovered.29  

One generation later, however, Mommsen was drawn to the ‘intervention’ thesis, 
though he worded it most cautiously: ‘andrerseits verbietet die allgemeine Verbreitung 
der Augustalen, an eine zufällige Entstehung zu denken’. He argued that the enormous 
spread of the institution of *augustales throughout the western provinces of the Empire 
disproves the thesis that the institution developed spontaneously.30  

Another eighteen years later, Mourlot assumed the central power must have 
encouraged the spread of such a favourable cult for the new regime, but estimated that 
direct and immediate pressure exercised by the Emperor was ‘peu probable’. He argued 
the central power was careful to avoid the impression of actually imposing a religion that 
seemed to be a free expression of popular loyalty. It must have been encouraged 
through indirect means, and here Mourlot saw a distinct part played by imperial 
freedmen.31 He concluded that in the early days of the establishment of *augustales, the 

 
                                                        
27  EGGER, 1844, p. 23.  
28  ZUMPT, 1846, p. 16.: Quomodo igitur hinc profecti sunt illi, de quibus quaestio nostra proprie 

institute est, augustales? Ea ratione, qua omnino municipia constituta sunt, ut, quae Romae essent, 
cetera oppida imitando exprimerent. Incredibile enim est, quantum haec imitatio, sponte illa 
quidem suscepta, non legibus ullis aut edictis imposita, in toto imperio valuerit, quantum contulerit 
ad aequalitatem illam efficiendam, quam tantopere in rebus Romanis admiramur. (Cited and 
translated into French in EGGER, 1847, pp. 787-788.) 

29  EGGER, 1847, p. 788. 
30  MOMMSEN, 1878, p. 74.  
31  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 40. I discuss this matter elaborately in the second chapter. 
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central government did not intervene or regulate at all, but let every city cultivate their 
own interpretation of it.32 

So, only one of these four nineteenth century scholars dared to take a firm stance 
on this matter; Zumpt was convinced we are dealing with a spontaneous development. 
Practically all of the subsequent studies took this point of view. Taylor argued that the 
irregularities in the institution show that ‘individual municipalities were free to take 
over the titles in the form in which they were used by neighbouring towns, or to adapt 
to their own particular needs’. According to her, Romans did not insist on uniformity at 
all.33 Also Veyne argued that we should not imagine Augustus instituting his own cult 
and creating *augustales by decree, following a uniform plan. It must have been a 
spontaneous development, imitated locally by neighbouring cities.34 When discussing 
the place of *augustales as some sort of ‘second order’ between the decuriones and the 
plebs, Duthoy argued this took place spontaneously.35 In his 1985 paper, Ostrow pointed 
out that no explicit founding ‘charters’ survive anywhere, and the variety of 
organisational structure ‘suggests that no single prescription (if any) arrived in the local 
municipalities from Rome’.36 

In his excellent thesis, Abramenko refuted the idea of any conscious strategy or 
planning that allowed for the establishment of any type of ‘mittelständischen ordo’. Still, 
Abramenko admits, the emperor was concerned about *augustales and seems to have 
taken their interests at hart. This is recorded in the inscription on the ara Narbonensis37 
and in his judgment in favour of the seviri augustales at Brixia.38 Finally Mouritsen argued 
the ‘introduction of the seviri augustales probably did not originate in centralised 
initiative but may have been local responses to the new political reality’.39  

Only two modern scholars, Nock and Ostrow, returned to the more moderate, 
compromising tone used in the 19th century publications of Mourlot and Mommsen. 
Nock did not see any legislation lying behind the institution – its diversity 
demonstrating that there was no ‘prescribed form’ – but did assume there must have 
been some expression of the Imperial will. He does not offer any further arguments.40 
Ostrow did not try to claim Augustus played a direct role in what he calls ‘inventing the 

 
                                                        
32  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 64.  
33  TAYLOR, 1914, pp. 240-241. 
34  VEYNE, 1966, p. 146. 
35  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1272.  
36  OSTROW, 1985, p. 67.  
37  CIL 12, 4333. For a more elaborate discussion of this document, see the next section. 
38  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 189-192. Discussion of intervention of the emperor in Brixia by ABRAMENKO, 

1993a, pp. 169-171.  
39  MOURITSEN, 2011, p. 250 
40  NOCK, 1934, p. 635. 
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very idea of the augustales generally or in setting them up in any given town’. He simply 
remarked that considering the scale and size of these organisations and magistracies, it 
could hardly have gone unnoticed. The Emperor must have known about it, and the fact 
that the institution flourished would imply ‘at the very least the tacit approval of the 
Princeps himself’.41 Moreover, still according to Ostrow, the involvement of *augustales 
in the imperial cult means that some type of permission of the Emperor must surely 
have been accorded.42 He saw *augustales as ‘a piecemeal, step-by-step evolution 
responding as much to local developments in the towns as to events in Rome’.43 

* 
 Essentially, four arguments were formulated in favour of direct imperial 
interference with the establishment of *augustales. First, the enormous spread of the 
institution cannot be explained by spontaneous development. Second, considering the 
scale and impact of these organisations, it could hardly have gone unnoticed, certainly 
in view of the presumed involvement of *augustales in the imperial cult. Third, imperial 
freedmen were used as an indirect means of intervention by the emperor. I discussed 
this claim in the second chapter, and concluded that although the number of indications 
of proximity of *augustales and imperial freedmen is low, it may still be indicative of a 
more institutionalised relationship on the local level. At the very least, it seems like 
both social groups, *augustales and imperial freedmen, are found in the same circles of 
the municipal life. The theory that imperial freedmen had a hand in the establishment 
of *augustales in Italy cannot be discarded that easily, although the numerical strength 
of the corpus is very small. Still, the causal links imperial freedmen – imperial cult - 
*augustales is more difficult. It would mean the imperial cult was an important factor in 
the raison d’être of *augustales. As discussed in the second chapter, this at the very least 
needs revision and contextualisation.  Evidence for the strictly religious raison d’être is 
extremely scarce and geographically limited to a number of Italian areas (the Bay of 
Naples in particular). Despite these dispersed indications, truly compelling evidence 
that the religious aspects of the *augustalitas were of primordial importance for 
*augustales all over the Empire, is still wanting. Fourth, interventions of the emperor in 
favour of *augustales are known in Brixia and Narbo. However, such interventions in 
order to settle a dispute between the city council and *augustales do not necessarily 
mean the emperor was involved in the establishment of the institution.  

 
                                                        
41  OSTROW, 1990, p. 366.  
42  OSTROW, 1990, pp. 366-367.  
43  OSTROW, 1990, p. 367. This phrasing is remarkably similar to that of ZUMPT, 1846, p. 16: Ea ratione, 

qua omnino municipia constituta sunt, ut, quae Romae essent, cetera oppida imitando exprimerent. 
(Cited and translated into French in EGGER, 1847, pp. 787-788.) 
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 Two strong arguments in favour of spontaneous development were formulated. 
First, no imperial edicts about the establishment of *augustales are known, and it seems 
like no single prescription or legislation arrived in the local communities from Rome. 
Still, the personal interventions of the emperor in Brixia and Narbo demonstrate his 
interest. Second, the organisation of the institution, with its many local signatures, 
clearly shows it was a local development – as Taylor phrased it, the Romans ‘did not 
insist on uniformity’.44 

So although the interest of the emperor in the institution cannot be denied, or is 
the importance of imperial freedmen easily refuted, these factors still do not prove the 
emperor was in a structural way involved in the establishment of *augustales throughout 
the western provinces. The great diversity hidden behind Duthoy’s asterisk is perhaps 
the strongest argument in favour of a localised development. At the same time, the 
enormous geographical spread of the institution and its importance in local society 
means that a policy of tolerance on the part of the emperor should be considered. A 
well-informed emperor tacitly agreed to this locally based phenomenon by not taking 
steps to suppress or abolish it, but rather let it flourish in the cities throughout the 
Empire.  

 
                                                        
44  TAYLOR, 1914, p. 241. 
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6 .2  ‘A Proximity Thing’ :  The Decuriones 

On a en effet souvent négligé le caractère proprement 
municipal de l’augustalité: pour être correctement 
appréhendée, cette dimension exige que l’on parte de son 
intégration dans les structures des villes.  

 

SERRANO, 1988, p. 232.  

 

Serrano’s point is valid: the institution of *augustales developed in a specific 
municipal setting and should be analysed within that same context. In this section, I 
discuss the relation *augustales had with the city council and its members, since the 
power play between decuriones and *augustales is not straightforward at all. Five major 
topics deserve attention: (1) how was the city council organised and what was the 
position of its members? (2) Did the city council appoint *augustales? Can any particular 
reason be derived for (not) according the privilege to someone? (3) How is the city 
council recorded in alba and fasti of *augustales? (4) What power did the city council 
exercise over *augustales? (5) Did this relationship work in two directions (i.e. did 
*augustales influence the city council)?  

6 .2.1  City council  and its  members:  sources and evaluation 

Decuriones were members of the city council and originally fulfilled an advisory 
function for the assembly. This changed radically when other legislative and 
appointment duties were transferred onto them in the beginning of the first century 
A.D. – recorded by phrases like ex decreto decurionum.45 The ordo decurionum became the 
most prominent social group in the local communities.46 The supreme magistrates of 
colonies were IIviri (iure dicundo), assisted by two aediles (IIviri aedilicia potestate, IIviri 
aediles, aediles IIviri). After the Social War, IIIIviri (iure dicundo) headed municipia, the 
aediles were called IIIIviri aedilicia potestate simply IIIIviri aediles. Many exceptions could 
occur.47 Decuriones had their domicilium in, or not far from the city where they were 
appointed.48 The minimum age for membership or magistracy was, depending on the 
source, thirty, twenty-five, or eighteen years.49  

 
                                                        
45  LAFFI, 2007, p. 74. 
46 LANGHAMMER, 1973, p. 188.  
47  LAFFI, 2007, pp. 49-58.  
48  Lex Ursonensis 91.  
49  Tabula Heracleensis, z. 89-90: thirty years; Plin. Epist. 10, 79, 2: twenty-five years; Cod. Theod. 12, 1, 

19, 1-6: eighteen years.  
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Two Italian scholars, Chelotti and Camodeca, argued that the formulae ex decreto 
decurionum, locus datus, and locus datus decreto decurionum reflect the day-to-day activities 
of the ordo. They record interventions of the city council: concessions of public works, 
the erection of statues, monuments or tombs, or the accordance of land to private 
individuals. In short, the city council was responsible for the management of the public 
lands.50 Both scholars agree that there was a fundamental difference between decreto 
decurionum and locus datus decreto decurionum. The first phrase signals a public initiative. 
Usually this was the erection of a statue of the Emperor, members of the imperial house, 
or a patronus of the city. Also *augustales could be appointed by decurional decree. In this 
case, the city council is the actual dedicans, and establishes this by decree. It should be 
understood as ‘by public resolution’ or ‘by public expense’. The second formula, locus 
datus decreto decurionum indicates a private initiative. Someone was given a concession 
of public land by the decuriones, but was expected to build the monument, statue, or 
tomb on his own expense.51 Texts in which both ex d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) and s(ua) 
p(ecunia) p(osuit) are written, demonstrate that the strict dichotomy Chelotti and 
Camodeca saw between these phrases is not adequate. 

Decuriones had to comply with formal census requirements, including a minimum 
property qualification. For imperial Italy, this was probably set at one hundred 
thousand sesterces, as Pliny the Younger confirms this was the case in Comum in the 
late first century A.D.52 Partially preserved municipal laws from the provinces and from 
Tarentum do not mention a fixed property qualification.53 The property criterion for 
city councillors may have been closely connected to the wealth of the city itself. It is 
hard to imagine that small or less prosperous communities could generate a sufficient 
amount of men wealthy enough to meet the standard set in Comum. Imperial rescripts 
show that affluence was not universal among the upper class in the cities.54 Although 
decuriones were indisputably wealthy, owning property worth one hundred thousand 
sesterces is not exuberant. Even if fully invested in productive property, such an 
amount of money could be expected to generate a steady annual return of six thousand 
sesterces (interest rate of 6%) per year. To put these figures in perspective: this is five 

 
                                                        
50  CHELOTTI, 2007, pp. 347-348; CAMODECA, 2003, p. 175.  
51  CHELOTTI, 2007, pp. 348-349; CAMODECA, 2003, pp. 176-177. 
52 Plin. Epist. 1, 19, 2.: Esse autem tibi centum milium censum, satis indicat quod apud nos decurio es. This 

gives us information on the census criterion of Como, a municipium in the north of the Italian 
peninsula. (SHERWIN-WHITE, 1966, p. 129; PATTERSON 2006, p. 202; DUNCAN JONES 1982, p. 147 and p. 
243.) 

53 Lex Tarentina 26 -31(CIL, I², 590); Lex Coloniae Genetivae 91 (CIL, II Suppl., 5439).  
54 GARNSEY, 1974, p. 232-235.  
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times the yearly salary of a second century legionary foot soldier.55 Legionaries were, 
however, well paid.56 

* 
In some cities the number of decuriones seems to have been fixed at one hundred, 

as in rare cases the title of centumviri was used instead.57 Duncan Jones has argued that 
one hundred members was the normal size of the ordo. He also noted some exceptions, 
as the partially preserved album of Sigus suggests a total of only thirty decuriones.58 On 
the other hand, an inscription from Thuburbo Maius in Africa Proconsularis59 has been 
held to indicate that the town had some six hundred councillors.60 The municipal law 
from the Spanish city of Irni points to only sixty-three members of the ordo decurionum.61 

The album of Canusium suggests ‘a seductively tidy total of 100 decurions’.62 Nicols, 
however, was not convinced of the evidence to support the one hundred as the 
statutory size of the city council. He argued the evidence suggests there was no 
standard number, as ‘the size of the known orders varies between a low of 30 and a high 
of 100’.63 

The album of Canusium in Apulia,64 drafted during the principate of Alexander 
Severus (A.D. 222-235),65 and the fragmentary album of Timgad, Numidia,66 dated to the 
reign of Iulianus Apostata (A.D. 360-363)67 offer very different information. Whereas the 
album from Canusium did not mention priesthoods, the text from Timgad mentions 

 
                                                        
55  SPEIDEL, 1992, p. 88. Annual pay was 900 HS under Caesar/Augustus, 1200 HS from Domitian onward, 

2400 HS from Septimius Severus onward, 3600 HS from Caracalla onward, and 7200 HS under 
Maximinus Thrax.  

56  Scheidel and Friesen suggested that six thousand sesterces was thirty to fifty times the consumption 
level of slaves, peasants and day-labourers, or fifteen to twenty times the consumption level of the 
plebs media. (SCHEIDEL and FRIESEN, 2009, pp. 83-87.) 

57 This was only the case in Cures Sabini (CIL 9, 4978) and Veii (CIL 11, 3805; CIL 11, 3808 and CIL 11, 
7747). See DE RUGGIERO, 1900, t. II, pp. 182 – 183.  

58 CIL 08, 19135 
59 ILAfr, 266: ] max(imo) Brittan(nico) pontif(ici) max(imo) trib(unicia) pot(estate) XI [3] / [3 decuri]onib(us) 

n(umero) CCC CCC denarios sing[ulos  
60 DUNCAN – JONES, 1962, pp. 70 – 72.  
61 Lex Irnitana, 31: quo anno pauciores in eo municipio decuriones conscriptive quam LXIII, quod ante h(anc) 

l(egem) rogatam iure more eiius municipi fuerunt, <erunt>,… 
62  SALWAY, 2000, p.127 
63  NICOLS, 1988, pp. 714-717. 
64 CIL 9, 338 = CIL 11, *250, 2d = D 6121 = ERCanosa 35 = IETraiana-Cc, 5 = AE 1988, 351 = AE 1990, 199 = 

AE 1995, 343 = AE 1998, 253 = AE 2000, 359 
65 LASSÈRE, 2005, p. 351.  
66 Albu<m=S> ordinis col(oniae) / Tham(u)g(adi): CIL 8, 2403 = CIL 8, 17 824 = CIL 8, 17 903 = D 6122 = AE 

1948, 118 = AE 1978, 891. 
67  CHASTAGNOL, 1978, p. 40; JARRETT, 1971, pp. 520-532. 
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thirty-two flamines perpetui, four pontiffs and three augurs among its duumviri and 
aediles.68  

Canusium was a community of above-average prosperity.69 The album of its 
decuriones is an exceptional document. The album puts the duumuiri iure dicundo at the 
top of the list. Every five years quinquenalicii were appointed as censors (as mentioned 
above). In addition, there were aediles and quaestores.70 All of the decuriones, pedani 
included, are presented as former magistrates, as the -icii –endings of their titles 
unmistakably show.71 Jacques concluded from this that the text was drafted when the 
magistrates of the previous year were no longer in office, but before their successors 
(including the two quinquennales who financed the inscription) took office.72 This album 
has a static character. Whereas the alba augustalium (discussed in chapter four) were 
‘living’ documents, progressively updated membership lists of the association,73 the 
album Canusinum is an observation, a snapshot of a temporary condition.74 Still, the 
inscription covered a number of generations.75  

Salway wondered why the album Canusinum written on bronze, a fact to which 
deliberate attention was drawn in the heading – nomina decurionum in aere incidenda 
curaverunt. Why was this album not published on whitewashed boards, as the very name 
suggests? Salway hypothesised the document was not a mere list drafted because of the 
five-year census, but was of much greater importance. Four of the patroni listed were 
praetorian prefects, part of the imperial entourage, who could advocate imperial 
benefactions. Inscribing the album on durable material could mark a benefaction 
concerning the constitution of the ordo itself. Thus, Salway conjectured, ‘imperial 
permission to expand the maximum permitted number of decurions is, then, the most 
plausible hypothesis’.76 

* 
So far, it has remained unclear who the pedani or praetextati listed in the album of 

Canusium were or what their exact role was in the city council.77 Jarrett assumed 
praetextati were ‘young men of decurion family not yet old enough to be members of the 

 
                                                        
68  JACQUES, 1984, p. 461.  
69  SALWAY, 2000, pp. 118-120. 
70 LAMOINE, 2009, p. 47.  
71  MOMMSEN, I, S. 2; RUPPRECHT, 1975, pp. 57-58. 
72  JACQUES , 1984, p. 460. 
73  Alba augustalium recovered from Liternum: AE 2001, 853 and 854.  
74  JACQUES, 1984, p. 459.  
75  SILVESTRINI, 1990, pp. 595-602.  
76  SALWAY, 2000, pp. 168-169.  
77 For more information on this debate, see MOURITSEN, 1998, pp. 229-254 and GARNSEY, 1974, pp. 229-

252.  
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ordo – or for whom there was as yet no vacancy’. The praetextati supposedly consisted of 
young aristocrats, all filius familias with their future as a decurion fixed for them. It 
could be that they assisted the council during sessions to familiarize with the 
functioning of the city.78 Salway considered the praetextati as equivalent to the laticlavii 
of the Senate: young men of respectable senatorial families (or sometimes sons of men 
outside the order), destined to be the future members of the Senate.79 They were 
aristocratic minors who were allowed to wear a distinctive style of dress, the toga 
praetexta. This is also attested elsewhere.80 Some scholars, especially Garnsey, did not see 
praetextati as decuriones. They still needed to earn full membership by taking up a 
magistracy and then hope the censor would add them to the actual ordo. According to 
Garnsey, praetextati were ‘young men with the toga praetexta who were descended from 
decurions or other members of official families […] the praetextati who attended 
meetings but lacked the vote’.81 Jongman held a very similar point of view.82 

Pedani, according to Jarrett ‘so called from the low bench on which they sat’, 
were decurions who had not yet held office.83 Mouritsen suggested that the pedani were 
a socially inferior group, with little chances of attaining magistracies.84 We know of 
senatores pedarii who, during the Republic, were excluded from the debate and could 
only vote with their feet (hence the name). Ryan argued pedarii was a colloquial rather 
than a technical term. He also refuted the interpretation of pedani as the municipal 
equivalent of senatorial pedarii.85 Most scholars agreed that pedani were decuriones who 
were not former magistrates (and thus inferior), and praetextati were minors, promising 
family members of decuriones.86 

Garnsey and Jongman argued that it was extremely unlikely that the statutory 
number of decurions in Canusium (one hundred) could be maintained by an influx of 
former magistrates alone. Demographical factors, social mobility and impoverishment 
of families have to be accounted for. When there were too many vacancies in the 

 
                                                        
78 MOURITSEN, 1998, pp. 229 – 254.  
79  SALWAY, 2000, pp. 126-127. 
80  Praetextati pueri at Ferentinum: CIL 10, 5852 = ILS 6271, second century A.D. 
81 GARNSEY, 1974, p. 245 and pp. 248-249. See also Nichols on at least three, and perhaps four distinct 

categories of decuriones; NICOLS, 1988, pp. 717-718.  
82  JONGMAN, 1988, p. 318. 
83  JARRETT, 1971, p. 515. 
84 MOURITSEN, 1998, pp. 229 – 254.  
85  RYAN, 1998, p. 52 and p. 60. Aulus Gellius discusses the senatores pedarii in his Noctes Atticae (Gell. 

3.18.1-4). 
86  MOMMSEN I, S. 4f; RUPPRECHT, 1975, p. 58; JACQUES, 1984, p. 461; HORSTKOTTE, 1984, pp. 211-224; 

JONGMAN, 1988, p. 318; SALWAY, 2000, pp. 115-171. 
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council, the censors turned to less experienced men.87 Perhaps the pedani were used to 
fill in these vacant places by providing the minor magistrates.88 An abstract from Paul's 
Sententiae substantiates this hypothesis, as it advises against extending magistracies to 
those who were not already members of the council. This read: Is, qui non sit decurio, 
duumuirat<u> uel aliis honoribus fungi non potest, quia decurionum honoribus plebeii fungi 
prohibentur.89 The album of Canusium is dated to A.D. 223, contemporary with the 
treatises of the Severan jurist Paul.90  

There were several ways to enter the city council. A census was held every five 
years and former magistrates could then enter the ordo after their term of office ended, 
filling up vacant places. The album listed all the decuriones, including the new members 
who managed to enter the ordo during the past five years. Not only were they added to 
the album, they also became full members by means of a lectio senatus.91  

Alternatively, city councils could co-opt new members (adlectio). As a rule, 
freedmen were excluded, as were some ‘unworthy’ professions.92 The co-optation could 
be symbolic: a worthy individual could be awarded the ornamenta decurionalia. This 
major urban distinction allowed someone to boast the outer distinctions of a symbolic 
membership of the city council, without actually being a decurio. It was above all else a 
recompense for those groups of people that were excluded from local magistracies or 
priesthoods because of origin (peregrini) or birth (freedmen).93 

Adlectio was considered as a privilege granted by the decuriones. As it was an 
irregular way of admittance to the ordo, Zumpt suggested it could even be supra 
numerum.94 This assumption was based on a letter from Pliny the Younger, governor of 
the province of Bithynia-Pontus, to Emperor Trajan in which Pliny said the Lex Pompeia 
permitted a raise of the number of councillors super legitimum numerum.95 Another 
reason to adlect someone was when there were not enough candidates for the vacant 
positions96 – [...] quod urgentibus patriae necessitatibus decurio minor annis creatus sit.97 There 

 
                                                        
87  Zuiderhoek reached a similar conclusion for the city councils of the Roman east. ZUIDERHOEK, 2011, p. 

189: ‘My point is that in most of the large city councils in the east, we should at all times expect to 
find in addition to the councillors from rich and established families a groups of councillors who, 
like the pedani at Canusium, came from an inferior social background.’ 

88 GARNSEY, 1974, p. 242; JONGMAN, 1988, pp. 317-329. 
89 D. 50,2,7,2.  
90 KUNKEL, 1952, pp. 244 – 245.  
91 LANGHAMMER, 1973, p. 196.  
92 GAGÉ, 1964, pp. 161-165; VITTINGHOFF, 1994, p. 261. 
93  RUPPRECHT, 1975, pp. 59-60.  
94 ZUMPT, 1850, pp. 125 – 126.  
95 Plin. Epist. 10, 113,1. 
96 HOUDOY, 1875, p. 232.  
97 Cod. Iust. 2, 41, 1, 1.  
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is indeed a strong similarity between the pedani and the adlecti, as noted by 
Langhammer, although pedani are considered a low stratum of the ordo. They were 
decuriones adlecti, but did not attain a high position within the order.98 These adlecti were 
co-opted into the ordo in years in which there was not a census, so without the 
intervention of quinquennales.99 Also Mouritsen and Salway formulated a hypothesis on 
the subject of the pedani. Whereas Mouritsen considered them as a homogenous group 
of non-magistrates who could enter the ordo by adlectio,100 Salway saw the pedani as a 
heterogeneous group consisting of adlecti. He argued we are not at all dealing with ‘an 
unprecedented phenomenon but the coalescence of an already existing, more sporadic, 
phenomenon (the adlectus) into a recognisable grouping’.101 

However tempting it would be to hypothesize the pedani (or praetextati) were 
(partially) made up of sons of *augustales, serving as a seminarium for the replenishment 
of the ordo, there is no onomastic proof supporting this.102 In total, fourteen inscriptions 
attesting *augustales were recovered from Canusium. One could conjecture that L. 
Herennius Celsus, named among the pedani,103 was related to the augustalis C. Herennius 
Rufus,104 or that the praetextatus L. Annius Rufus105 was related to the augustalis L. Annius 
Asbestus.106 However, none of the individual inscriptions can be dated, and this cannot 
be taken as proof.  

* 
One was not born a decurio, but Garnsey argued the de facto hereditary nature of 

the membership. He stated that ‘the ordo of decurions became progressively ingrown 
and self-perpetuating’.107 There seems to have been a mounting reluctance among 
citizens to take up magistracies or become members of the ordo. Especially some 
passages in the fourth century Theodosiani Codex are telling. Book twelve, De decurionibus, 
is an enumeration of one hundred and ninety-two imperial decrees (dated from 1st 
October A.D. 315 to 4th August A.D. 436) dealing with the problem of ‘reluctant’ city 

 
                                                        
98 LANGHAMMER, 1973, pp. 199-200.  
99 KLEIJWEGT, 1991, p. 322, n. 204.  
100 MOURITSEN, 1998, pp. 244 – 250. 
101 SALWAY, 2000, pp. 129 – 132.  
102  In his discussion of the social mobility and family ties seen in the album Canusinum, Chelotti did not 

even name the Herennii or the Annii. See CHELOTTI, 1990, pp. 603-609. 
103  Last column of the album Canusinum, sixth name.  
104  CIL 9, *105 = AE 1990, 197: D(is) M(anibus) / C(aio) Herennio Rufo / Aug(ustali) / L(ucius) Herennius Probus / 

Apollinis sacerdos / merenti fratri f(ecit) 
105  Last column of the album Canusinum, twenty-fifth name.  
106 AE 1986, 196 = ERCanosa 53: L(ucius) Annius L(uci) lib(ertus) / Asbestus Aug(ustalis) / Coeliae |(mulieris) 

l(ibertae) Euposiae / Euaristo lib(erto) / Onesimo lib(erto) / Asbesto / Melete 
107 GARNSEY, 1974, p. 230 (quote) and p. 241-250 (argument).  
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councillors.108 The high number of (reiterating) decrees issued within just over one 
hundred and twenty years suggests the legislation had little effect.109  

According to Rupprecht, also the album decurionum recovered from the African 
city of Thamugadi (drafted in A.D. 363110) shows signs of this development. He argued the 
public commitments, munera, had become such a burden for the city council, that even 
priests and magistrates in office had to become decuriones to fill the positions.111 The 
number of men seeking to become a decurio grew ever more scarce. Selecting among 
applicants and a relatively open ordo was replaced by the forced recruitment of 
decuriones. Finally, a growing rigidity in the composition of the ordo decurionum resulted 
in an Erbzwang, a forced heredity of the position emerged around the turn of the third 
century.112  

* 
This short introduction to the build-up, chronological evolution and problems 

faced by the ordo decurionum in the cities of the Empire is necessary to frame the 
importance of *augustales. Particularly relevant are the increasing difficulties the city 
councils faced to shoulder the munera and fill their ranks. This was closely linked to the 
role of the *augustales.113 

6.2.2  Official  Power and the Connection of *Augustales  with 
the City Council  

6.2.2.1  The Power of Naming: Appointment of *Augustales   

A text preserved from Hispania Citerior leaves no doubt the city councillors 
designated *augustales, as the verb decernere – meaning to decide, determine or decree – 
shows.114 Scholars have called it the ‘recruitment’ of the body of *augustales by 
decurional decree,115 ‘election’ by the municipal senate,116 or ‘compensation’ for those 

 
                                                        
108  Cod. Theod. 12, 1. 1-192.  
109 JARRETT, 1971, p. 521. 
110  CHASTAGNOL, 1971, pp. 520-532. 
111 RUPPRECHT, 1975, pp. 57-58. 
112  Ibid., p. 62. See also Cod. Theod. 12, 1, 122 (2nd September A.D. 390): Is vero ratio diversa sit, qui statim 

ut nati sunt, curiales esse coeperint. 
113  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 64-76. 
114  AE, 1957, 34: Dianae Aug(ustae) / sacrum / L(ucius) Aemilius / Saturninus / ob honorem / IIIIIIuir(atus) quem 

/ illi ordo / Barc(inonensium) gratuit(o) / decreuit  
115  MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 86-90; VON PREMERSTEIN, 1895, p. 831.  
116  TAYLOR, 1914, p. 232; ETIENNE, 1958, p. 267; MOURITSEN, 2011, p. 254; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1266. 
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worthy but barred from the municipal magistracies’.117 Others focussed on the 
‘construction of repute of certain individuals’ by the decuriones.118 These scholars use 
strongly varying source material.119 Mourlot and Duthoy only refer to inscriptions,120 
whereas Von Premerstein cites two inscriptions, one chapter of the Lex coloniae Iuliae 
Genetivae, and refers to Petronius’ Trimalchio who was named as an sevir augustalis in his 
absence – huic seviratus absenti decretus est.121 Most of these ‘discussions’ only briefly 
mentioned that decuriones appointed *augustales. 

The guardianship of the municipal Senate over *augustales gave them a semi-
official and public character.122 This honor set *augustales apart from numerous other 
religious or professional associations. The city council determined who could take up 
the office of this prestigious organisation, hereby defining the composition of the ordo. 
How was this recorded in the epigraphic corpus?  

Here, I list and discuss all of the indications for the nomination of *augustales 
found in the epigraphical corpus from Italy and Roman Gaul. The assertion that 
decuriones appointed *augustales is based on a relatively meagre set of sources – thirty 
inscriptions.  

 

  

 
                                                        
117  DUTHOY, 1974, p. 147. 
118  TRAN, 2006, pp. 256-261. 
119  Do not list any primary sources: TAYLOR, 1914; ETIENNE, 1958; DUTHOY, 1974; TRAN, 2006; MOURITSEN, 

2011.  
120  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 86: ILS 6688; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1266, n. 88: CIL 2, 1944; ILS 6721; AE 1931, 10; CIL 9, 

3959; CIL 11, 1228; CIL 11, 5757; CIL 9, 5448; CIL 9, 5447. Duthoy’s mention of CIL 5, 4480 seems to be 
an erroneous reference; sevir augustalis iterum decreto decurionum (DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1266, n. 88) does 
not appear in this inscription at all.  

121 CIL 5, 4405; CIL 11, 4639; Lex coloniae Iuliae Genetivae, 128; Petron. 71.  
122 VON PREMERSTEIN, 1895, p. 834; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1266. 
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Nine different phrases are recorded,123 but some have overlapping meanings. 
When taking the closely related wordings together, three distinct categories appear: (1) 
appointment by decree of the city council (in one third of the cases highlighted by the 
use of factus or creatus); (2) appointment by decree of both the city council and 
*augustales; (3) the gift of the honour (ab ordine donatus/ decuriones dederunt).  

* 
Geography – The full body of inscriptions under review in this study consists of 

1711 texts, attesting 1481 individual *augustales. Only twenty-nine inscriptions, attesting 
thirty-two individuals,124 demonstrate that decuriones appointed *augustales.  

Remarkable is the geographical spread of these twenty-nine texts. One comes 
from the deep south of Italy, namely Beneventum. One was found in Allifae, a city just 
over halfway from Rome to Neapolis. These two inscriptions are the sole attestations 
from ‘southern’ Italy.125 Twelve inscriptions were recovered from many different cities 
of central Italy: two from Falerio, and one from Sentinum, Alba Fucens, Tuder, Ostia 
Antica, Corfinium, Hadria, Cupra Maritima, Luca, Trebula Mutuesca, and Falerii Nuovi.126 
Eleven inscriptions stem from the (high) north of Italy: five from Mediolanum,127 two 
from Brixia and Brixellum, and one from Placentia, Modicia, Luna (close to Lucca), and 
Forum Cornelii (close to Bononia, present-day Bologna).128 

A stunning 93% of these inscriptions (twenty-six out of twenty-eight) originate 
from central or northern Italy. For what now follows, I am very much indebted to 
Abramenko, who elaborately discussed the complicated relation between *augustales and 
city councillors for the Italian peninsula. After mapping the rate of ingenui and liberti 
among the Italian population, Abramenko noted that the number of freedmen in 
southern Italy was about twice as high as in the north. He argued this had a double 
effect for anyone aspiring the *augustalitas in southern Italy, where large groups of well-
to-do freedmen and a relatively small number of well-to-do ingenui were present. On the 
one hand, it became harder to obtain the *augustalitas, because of the high number of 
 
                                                        
123  (ex) decreto decurionum creatus; (ex) decreto decurionum factus; (ex) decreto decurionum; decurionum 

suffragiis; decurionum consulto; ex decreto utriusque ordinis; ex decreto consolari utrisque; ab ordine donatus; 
decuriones honorem dederunt. 

124  The name on one inscription (CIL 11, 7023) is lost, two inscriptions list two seviri augustales (CIL 5, 
4405 and AE 1931, 10), and the remaining twenty-five inscriptions only attest one individual. 

125  Beneventum: CIL 9, 1662. Allifae: CIL 9, 2365.  
126  Falerio: CIL 9, 5447 and CIL 9, 5448. Sentinum: CIL 11, 5757. Alba Fucens: CIL 9, 3959. Tuder: CIL 11, 

4639. Ostia Antica: CIL 14, 4619. Corfinium: AE 1983, 324. Hadria: CIL 9, 5017. Cupra Maritima: CIL 9, 
5301. Luca: CIL 11, 7023. Trebula Mutuesca: CIL 9, 4891. Falerii Nuovi: CIL 11, 7484. 

127  Five inscriptions were either found in Mediolanum, (CIL 5, 5844; AE 1974, 345; CIL 5, 5859) or are 
explicitly mention Mediolanum in the text (CIL 5, 5465; CIL 5, 6349). 

128  Mediolanum: CIL 5, 5844; AE 1974, 345; CIL 5, 5859; CIL 5, 5465; CIL 5, 6349. Brixia: InscrIt-10-5, 282; 
CIL 5, 4405. Brixellum: CIL 11, 1030; AE 1931, 10. Placentia: CIL 11, 1228. Modicia: CIL 5, 5749. 
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financially qualified competitors. On the other hand, the lower the number of wealthy 
ingenui, the less intense the competition was for seats in the city council.129 

Abramenko also argued that wealth and riches were much more widespread in 
the north than in the south. This had an impact on the ‘Mittelschicht’,130 i.e. Mouritsen’s 
‘dense undergrowth of civic associations which existed in the Roman town and often 
blurred the line between social, cultic, and civic functions’.131 This differentiated spread 
of wealth is still an economic reality for present-day Italy.132 Since northern Italian cities 
were up to three times more populated than other Italian cities, they counted more 
wealthy citizens.  

In sum, compared to southern Italy, the prospects of a north-Italian ingenuus 
with the necessary assets and qualification to enter the city council were bad. In the 
north this had an impact on the composition of *augustales as well. They could be 
recruited from among the freeborn population. In the south, decuriones were fortunate if 
they had enough candidates to fill their own ranks.133 Abramenko concluded that the 
prestige of the *augustalitas depended on the amount of ingenui in their ranks. The lower 
this number was, the more important the ‘munizipale Mittelschicht’ was for the local 
societies. This in turn means that the level of autonomy reached by *augustales was 
higher in the south, acting independently from the city council. Only in these regions 
*augustales organised themselves as a proper ordo.134 

These elements explain the geographical differentiation of the sources that 
attest *augustales appointed by decuriones. In the northern and central regions of Italy, 
*augustalitas was a parallel path to prestige, also for ingenui, because of the strong 
competition for seats on the city council. Here the city council was powerful, and this 
did not allow for *augustales to act independently (e.g. organise themselves as an ‘-ordo). 
The weaker southern city councils gave many privileges and honours; the strong 
northern city council used these sparsely. If the city council kept a tight rein on the city 
in the north and central parts of Italy, it is normal that most of the proof for decuriones 
appointing *augustales is found there. In a nutshell, the coercive power of the decuriones 
is significantly larger in the northern and central regions of Italy than in the south. This 
had a significant impact on *augustales.  

 
                                                        
129  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 64-67.  
130  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 68-73.  
131  MOURITSEN, 2006, pp. 242-243. 
132  According to ISTAT (L'istituto nazionale di statistica), the number of households in a relative or 

absolute poverty condition was in 2011 on average four times higher in southern than in central or 
northern Italy. (http://www.istat.it/it/condizioni-economiche-delle-fami, consulted 4th April 
2013.) 

133  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 73-76. 
134  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 165-166.  
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The inscription recovered from the Calabrese (and thus southern) city of Copia 
Thurii (discussed below) shows that this divide was not absolute. Here the grip the city 
council had on *augustales was very tight, taking responsibility for all the nominations of 
*augustales in the city – honorary and exceptional as well as yearly and regular 
appointments.135  

* 
Privileged and honoured – Abramenko also perceived fundamental differences 

between the northern and the southern/central regions in the ways *augustales were 
honoured by the people and the city council. He argues that honours given by the city 
council (e.g. locus datus decreto decurionum, statues, ornamenta decurionalia) are numerous 
in central and southern Italy, but rare in the north. He concludes that judging by the 
honours awarded by the people and the decurions, the municipal middle class was much 
more important in the southern and central regions of Italy, than in the north.136 The 
inscriptions listed above are exceptional, as they record high honours the decuriones in 
the northern regions used sparsely: gratuitas, ornamenta decurionalia, inter primos, adlectus 
supra numerum, honoratus, and iterum.  

First, the gratuitas or a variant was an exceptionally rare privilege. It meant that 
someone, in this case an *augustalis, was appointed or accorded some special position 
without involving a return benefit, compensation or consideration, for instance 
exemption from payment of the summa honoraria.137 Second, the highest decoration that 
could be accorded to *augustales was the ornamenta decurionalia – they received the 
honorary membership of the city council and were permitted to wear the status 
symbols of the decuriones, without actually becoming one.138 Third, the word primus is 
generally agreed to have been an indication of chronology rather than of a primus inter 
pares. It should be understood as augustalis anni primi.139 These privileges or honours are 
exceptional. One inscription mentions a sevir augustalis who took up the one-year office 
twice.140 When he was selected for the second time, it was by decurional decree – et 
iterum decreto decurionum. Here it is clear that we are dealing with the office, and not the 
membership of the association.141 The mere existence of specifications such as iterum or 

 
                                                        
135  AE 2001, 441. The city council played a huge role in both the honorary and regular nomination of 

the local augustales. This was expressed respectively by the phrases ex{s} decreto nostro creare 
(applying to the freedman Ti. Claudius Idomeneus alone) and quos hoc [a]nno senatus f[ut]uros 
Augusta[l]es cens(uit). Full discussion below. 

136  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 130-134.  
137 DE RUGGIERO, 1886, t. III, p. 592.  
138 GORDON, 1931, p. 66.  
139  MOURLOT, 1895, p. 111; DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1284. 
140  CIL 5, 4405. 
141  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 25-33: ‘Von daher müßte est etwa statt ‘augustalis iterum’ o.ä. natürlich 
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tertium and perpetuus also proves the nomination normally was not for life; perpetuity 
was not standard procedure.142 

Most of the honours and privileges recorded here are of an exceptional nature, 
and are relatively rare in the epigraphical corpus in general – although the ornamenta 
decurionalia are most commonly found in inscriptions of *augustales.143 Even more 
remarkable is the number of privileges named in this limited corpus of twenty-nine 
texts. Gratuitas is recorded fifteen times, four *augustales were primi, the ornamenta 
decurionalia are attested twice, and one sevir augustalis was elected supra numerum.144 Of 
the four primi, one augustalis accumulated this with the gratuitas (i.e. L. Tettius 
Demosthenes in CIL 11, 6971). This means that twenty-one inscriptions (75%) attest 
exceptionally high honours. This observation is even more exceptional in the light of 
Abramenko’s discussion of privileges and honours accorded to *augustales; he argued 
decuriones in the northern regions only awarded these sparingly.145  

* 
Appointment of *Augustales – One question remains unanswered: did the city 

council decide on who took up the semi-official office, or did they interfere with the 
association of *augustales? The inscriptions attesting a creatio decreto decurionum are 
mainly records of exceptional individuals, who received high honours. The pattern of 
the geographical spread, with the bulk of the inscriptions originating from northern 
(and central) Italy, suggests a locally inspired development. As Abramenko suggested, 
this was most likely fuelled by the particular way in which the wealthy members of a 
strong city council exercised control over their community.  

Eighteen cases record decreto decurionum, without any past participle of a 
‘nominating’ verb. In nine texts, creatus or factus was followed by decreto decurionum. The 
lex coloniae Iuliae Genetivae, or the Charter of Urso, demonstrates that the verb creare was 
used to indicate the nomination of magistrates.146 The meaning of creatus decreto 
decurionum can be extrapolated to decreto decurionum or decreto decurionum factus. In 
these texts, the decuriones appointed the worthy candidates for the one-year office.  

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

‘augustalium honore functus iterum’ heißen.’ 
142  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1270 and pp. 1278-1279; MOURITSEN, 2006, pp. 246-247. 
143 GORDON, 1931, p. 66; DUTHOY, 1974, p. 147.  
144  Gratuitas: AE 1974, 345; CIL 9, 5448; CIL 9, 3959; CIL 11, 1344; CIL 9, 5447; CIL 9, 5017; CIL 9, 5301; CIL 

11, 5757; CIL 11, 7023; CIL 11, 1228; CIL 11, 1030; AE 1931, 10; InscrIt-10-5, 282; CIL 5, 5749. Primus: CIL 
11, 4639; CIL 11, 6971; CIL 5, 5859; AE 1980, 489. Ornamenta decurionalia: CIL 5, 5844; CIL 5, 6349. Supra 
numerum: CIL 9, 4891 (discussed below).  

145  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 130-134.  
146  Lex coloniae Iuliae Genetivae, 128: mag(istris) creandis 
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One other text spoke of a quaestor augustalium honoratus decreto decurionum.147 
Above, I already discussed the meanings of honoratus.148 It seems that honoratus could be 
equivalent to factus or creatus, expressing an honorary appointment by decree of the 
city council, rather than being an additional privilege. 

As such, in twenty-five out of twenty-nine inscriptions (86%) we are dealing with 
*augustales appointed by the city council to take up the office.149 The city council does 
not seem to have interfered with membership of the association. 

* 
There are of course exceptions. First, ab ordine donatus and decuriones honorem 

dederunt listed above150 seem to imply a purely honorary allocation of the title. Perhaps 
this is similar to the phrase ac si eo honore usus sit attested in Veii.151 In A.D. 26, the local 
council of Veii, known as centumviri, made C. Iulius Gelos an augustalis ‘as if he had taken 
up the honour’.152 One other inscription, number twenty-eight on the list, names a sevir 
appointed ‘by the kindness of the ordo’ – beneficio ordinis. Here it is unclear whether ordo 
refers to the official ordo decurionum or to *augustales themselves, who used it as a self-
aggrandising term.153  

Second, an extraordinary text from Copia (n. 29 in the list), dated to the reign of 
emperor Augustus,154 records a municipal decree in honour of Ti. Claudius Idomeneus;155 
In his extensive and excellent discussion of this text,156 Costabile noticed that lines 13 to 
19 inform us of the procedure for admission to the augustales in Copia. A translation 
reads:  

Wanting to increase their traditional generosity,157 it has pleased this most 
splendid order to make him [i.e. Ti. Claudius Idomeneus] augustalis by our decree for 
the current year – an honour that, when it comes to the augustalitas, has never 

 
                                                        
147  CIL 9, 2365. 
148  Chapter four, section on ‘Status indications and their appreciation’. 
149  Nrs. 1-25 in the list above.  
150  Nrs. 26 and 27 in the list above.  
151  CIL 11, 3805 = D 6579. Discussed in chapter two, section on imperial freedmen.  
152  EGGER, 1844, p. 35; NEUMANN, 1896; NOCK, 1934, p. 632; ETIENNE, 1958, p. 121. 
153  InscrAqu-1, 222 = Pais 159 = D 6688 = SIRIS 601 = RICIS-2, 515/103  
154  Costabile demonstrated the difficulties of dating this particular inscription, but finally concludes by 

saying that ‘una serie di dati concorre dunque in maniera certamente complessa e non 
immediatamente intuibile, ma non per questo con inore coerenza e cogenza, ad escludere la 
possibilità che il senatusconsultum si dati al 4-14 d.C. anziché al 15-36’. (COSTABILE, 2008, discussion: 
pp. 114- 125, quote: p. 125.)  

155 AE 2008, 441. Transliteration copied from COSTABILE, 2008, p. 111.  
156  Costabile devoted a stunning eighty-six pages to the discussion of this text. (COSTABILE, 2008.) 
157  Clementia, normally an imperial virtue (‘indulgence’) must be understood here as ‘magnanimity’, of a 

great and generous mind, thus ‘generosity’.  
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been ratified for anyone before this time – and that he is worthy of the order, and 
that he is bound by (the chapters / a chapter) of the law on the augustalitas, like all 
those who the Council approved this year as future augustales. For it to be even 
better known – the concern of the public administration towards him – and for it 
to be obvious that he deservedly and early reaped the fruits of his modesty, so 
that all the others, admiring the strong recognition – the highest of rewards given 
by the Council – of the life of a man who has experienced a similar fortunate, 
would want to imitate him.158  

The official reason for setting up the text was so it could serve as an exemplum 
for ‘all the others’ – ceteri – all citizens and inhabitants of Copia, but also the other 
(future) augustales.159 It is clear that in this municipium,160 the city council played a huge 
role in both the honorary and regular nomination of the local augustales. This was 
expressed respectively by ex{s} decreto nostro creare (applying to the freedman Ti. 
Claudius Idomeneus alone) and quos hoc [a]nno senatus f[ut]uros Augusta[l]es cens(uit). It is 
a clear-cut case of decuriones controlling *augustales.   

 
                                                        
158  Own translation, based on that into Italian of COSTABILE, 2008, p. 147.  
159  COSTABILE, 2008, p. 109. See also the fourth chapter for a more elaborate discussion of the importance 

of the exemplum discourse (section on ‘self-display and being remembered’).  
160  AE 2008, 441, l. 5: P(ublius) Blaesius Marianus IIIIvir quinq(uennalis) [iure dic(undo)] 
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Finally, one sevir augustalis (n. 30 in the list) was adlected supra numer[um inter 
augustales], by decree of both the decuriones and the seviri augustales.161 This numerus 
augustalium was given very little attention in the research tradition, despite its repeated 
attestation. Abramenko argued the numerus did not refer to the yearly office, but rather 
to the larger organisation of former magistrates. This would imply there were a fixed 
number of members of the association, consisting of former magistrates and adlecti.162 
Being an adlectus supra numerum by decree of both the city council and the seviri 
augustales, despite the fact that the fixed number of members had been reached, is to be 
considered as highly prestigious.  

This inscription suggests that the conclusion drawn above (‘the city council does 
not seem to have interfered with membership of the association’) depended once again 
on local factors. In Trebula Mutuesca the decuriones and *augustales consulted each other 
on co-optation of new members of the association of *augustales. The decree was issued 
by both orders. This joint decision-making suggests *augustales did not hand over 
control of the composition of their association, but had to check with the city council. 

* 
In 1877, Theodor Mommsen suggested that the seviri augustales from Mediolanum 

were perhaps co-opted by the incumbent augustales themselves.163 In the eighties of the 
following century, Kneißl and Guadagno reached similar conclusions: nominating 
*augustales was neither random nor always the responsibility of the ordo decurionum.164 
Others suggested that the city council had strict control over the procedure for 
admission to the *augustalitas in some cities, but in others they simply approved of the 
suggested candidates, or appointment was left to *augustales altogether.165 It depended 
on local developments whether decuriones had a hand in the organisation of *augustales 
or not. Which cities (and the local *augustalitas) were probably under strict control of 
the city council, and which were not? How was this documented in the epigraphic 
material?  

Of some cities (Ostia, Misenum, and Herculaneum) scholars have claimed their 
*augustales acted independently from the city council. Despite its fragmentary state, I 
included an inscription from Ostia Antica in the shortlist of thirty inscriptions.166 This 

 
                                                        
161  CIL 9, 4891 
162  ABRAMENKO, 1993b, pp. 21-25. 
163  CIL 5, p. 635a.  
164  KNEIßL, 1980; GUADAGNO, 1988, p. 202.  
165  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, pp. 230-232; COSTABILE, 2008, p. 145. 
166  CIL 14, 4619. A similar situation is found in a Sardinian inscription of a decurion and flamen Augusti 

who was ‘appointed by vote of the decuriones’ (NSA-1953-256 = AE 1955, 169.) 
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consideration is easily inversed: because of its fragmentary state, it should have been 
refuted as evidence. The text on the stone reads:    

 

ARIVS AVCTVS  
VST DEC SVFF 
IA PELAGIA CON 
AVCTA MATER  
VM  

 

The crucial phrase VST DEC SVFFR was completed to read [sevir Aug]ust(alis) 
dec(urionum) suffr(agiis). It would seem that Arius Auctus was made a sevir augustalis by 
vote (suffragium) of the city council. We know of one decurion from Ostia who was made 
a treasurer by vote of his fellow city councillors – suffragio decurionum.167 In Ostia, very 
few inscriptions attest contact between *augustales and city councillors. Although a 
considerable amount of inscriptions of *augustales were preserved in this portal city, 
only the (potentially dubious) one mentioned above and two others refer to the city 
council. The ornamenta decurionalia are attested once, and so is the allocation of a public 
plot of land by decurional decree.168 Finally, the fasti augustalium recovered at Ostia 
record the formula ex decre(to) ord(inis) Aug(ustalium) twice.169 Based on these 
inscriptions, Abramenko conjectured that the Ostian *augustales themselves were 
responsible for all nominations of *augustales. Appointment was done by decree of the 
ordo augustalium.170 Again, here we are dealing with the one-year officers, similar to the 
creatio decreto decurionum. These are indications the Ostian *augustales acted relatively 
independently from the city council. 

In Herculaneum, on the crossroads of the Decumanus Maximus and Cardo III, a 
building ‘with a Tuscan colonnade’ was excavated.171 This was commonly identified as 
the aedes augustalium, opposite the so-called basilica Noniana.172 On one of the columns of 
this multifunctional place of cult and social interaction, a graffito was found that 
informs us of the process of admission to *augustales in Herculaneum. Guadagno 
transcribed the handwritings (the graffito was written by two different hands) as 
follows:  

 
 

 
                                                        
167  NSA-1953-256 = AE 1955, 169. 
168  AE 1974, 123a : ornamenta; CIL 14, 4140 = D 6155 : locus datus decreto decurionum. 
169  CIL 14, 4561,1-2.  
170  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, p. 303. 
171  GUADAGNO, 1983, p. 159.  
172  For an extensive discussion of this building, see the chapter ‘Respectability and Visibility’ 
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C MESSENIVS EVNOMVS  IN(?) CVRIA (?) 
 
 
MAMIVM ANICETVM L ARRIV 
 
ROGAMVS CVRIA AVGVSTIANA S P FIL 
 
 
 
ARRIVS P FIL 
 
IN CVRIA A(?) I(?) AVGVST(I)AN(A) 
  
  
  

 As Guadagno pointed out, these three individuals were proposed (rogamus) for 
inclusion in a specific body called the curia Augustiana. One, L. Arrius P.fil., was an 
ingenuus, the two others, C. Messenius Eunomus and Mam(m)ius Anicetus, were incerti of 
whom the Greek cognomina suggest a servile descent. In the case of Mam(m)ius Anicetus 
it was the curia Augustiana itself that proposed his appointment.173 Guadagno identified 
the body referred to as that of the local augustales. The location of the graffito itself, a 
space clearly connected to the augustales – perhaps the space was not only used by them, 
but their presence is undeniable – the ‘Augustan’ sphere of the text (Augustiana),174 and 
the probable servile descent of two of the characters named, are strong indications this 
interpretation was correct. Moreover, Guadagno interpreted curia not as schola of an 
association, but as a restricted number of persons. He hypothesised the three 
individuals were proposed as proper candidates for the one-year magistracy, not as 
suitable members of the association of *augustales.175 This is a very rare piece of evidence 
for a process of nominations or requests (by the plebs and the ordo augustalium), and 
probably also an allusion on the existence of organised lobby groups.176  

In Misenum, where a spectacular aedes augustalium was discovered, the 
organisation seems to have been the responsibility of *augustales. As Camodeca 
observed, all of the internal organisation of the association, the financial aspects and 
 
                                                        
173  GUADAGNO, 1988, p. 201. 
174  Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, II, p. 1409: ‘Augustus’. 
175  GUADAGNO, 1988, p. 202.  
176  GUADAGNO, 1988, p. 202: ‘che accanto alle candidature vedeva forme di ‘propaganda elettorale’ e 

l’azione di ‘gruppi di pressione’’ 
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the appointment of new members alike, was left completely – at least during the 
Antonine era – to *augustales themselves, without interference from the ordo 
decurionum.177 D’Arms pointed out the importance of an inscription dated to 3 January 
A.D. 149.178 Not only does this text document that augustales passed their own decrees, 
but it offers an insight in nomination or appointment procedures. As D’Arms’ 
translation of the relevant phrase read (i.e. line 20 of the inscription), ‘it was decided by 
the augustales that Nymphidia Monime be adopted into (membership in) our body’.179 
This woman was made a part of the broader collegium ‘on these augustales’ own initiative, 
apparently independent of decurional authority’.180 The verb adlegere is used, linked to 
the association of augustales (corpore nostro). 

* 
This discussion revealed three important things: 
(1) *Augustales appointed decreto decurionum – sometimes with factus or creatus 

added to it – took up the one-year magistracy. 
(2) In some communities, for instance in Copia, the grip the city council had on 

*augustales was very tight, taking responsibility for all the nominations of *augustales in 
the city – honorary and exceptional as well as yearly and regular appointments.  

(3) In other cities, the body of *augustales was responsible for tending to their 
own organisation and to make sure the positions were filled. It is probable that the 
broader associations and not the magistracy was the primary organisation here. A 
prolonged loyalty to the institution must have been crucial for its stability, and clearly 
the association of *augustales was this factor of stability, not the yearly changing 
officers. It was from the collegiati that the one-year officers were selected.  

Most of the phrases discussed above, decreto decurionum or -augustalium alike, 
apply to the nomination of yearly officers.181 If the association was indeed the primary 
manifestation of the institution, they must have completed their ranks somehow. The 
influx of former officers as a coined way to do so (see the ways of the decuriones) is in 
this case a circular reasoning: former officers were already selected from among the 
members of the larger body. After their year of service, they were still part of the 

 
                                                        
177  CAMODECA, 1996, p. 167: ‘[…]come a Misenum…tutta l’organizzazione interna del collegio, sia per 

l’aspetto finanziario…sia riguardo alla nomina di nuovi membri…fosse interamente lasciata, almeno 
a quest’epoca, agli augustali stessi, senza alcuna apparente intromissione dell’ordo decurionum.’; 
COSTABILE, 2008, p. 145. 

178  AE 2000, 344 
179  Placere augustalibus Nymhidiam Monimen in corpore nostro adlegi. (D’ARMS, 2000, p. 144.) 
180  D’ARMS, 2000, p. 129.  
181  All the inscriptions attesting *augustales decreto decurionum factus/creatus, ex decreto augustalium or ex 

decreto utriusque ordinis refer to the nomination of the one-year officers. Adlectio seems to refer to 
membership of the broader association. 
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association. Thus, this association must have consisted of both former officers and 
others who had entered via adlectio, as can be read in the discussed inscription from 
Misenum.182 This is exactly what signals that the reception of an individual among the 
broader association of *augustales was a decision of the body of *augustales.183 Duthoy also 
suggested that sometimes one could enter the association directly, without fulfilling the 
magistracy first, by means of adlectio.184 

* 
The role of decuriones was part of the local development of the institution. In 

some cities (e.g. Copia), the city council strictly controlled the nominations of 
*augustales, in other municipalities (e.g. Misenum), the organisation was left in the 
hands of *augustales themselves, (almost) without any interventions of the decuriones. It 
is crucial, however, to differentiate between the nomination of one-year officers and 
members of the association. After reviewing the evidence, it is clear there was no 
uniform regulation of the procedure for admission. In short, *augustales mostly 
nominated members of the association, whereas decuriones appointed the one-year 
officers. Local deviations from this pattern occur. Evidence for the close relation 
*augustales had with the city council is abundant. At the very least, the city council held 
guardianship over *augustales, perhaps watching their every move.  

6.2.2.2  Official  Representation: the City Council  in Alba  and Fasti  
Augustal ium  

Some elements of these alba and fasti suggest they were drafted with the full 
knowledge and perhaps the cooperation of the city councillors. Two phrases found in 
the second album from Liternum and the fasti from Ostia confirm the influence of the 
city council. At Liternum, they held guardianship over the augustales, expressed by the 
phrase ex senatus consulto augustali creati. At Ostia, they exerted symbolic power over the 
augustales, as the latter adopted a phrase peculiar to the city council (ex decreto) to define 
their own decision making in the words of their legal and social superiors. 

* 
Liternum – The exordium of the second album from Liternum – Ex s(enatus) 

c(onsulto) augustales creati – is remarkably similar to that of the dendrophori of Puteoli, 
which reads Ex s(enatus) c(onsulto) dendrophori creati. Dendrophori were probably185 high-

 
                                                        
182  AE 2000, 344: Placere augustalibus Nymhidiam Monimen in corpore nostro adlegi. (D’ARMS, 2000, p. 144.) 
183  D’ARMS, 2000, p. 129. 
184  DUTHOY, 1978, p. 1275.  
185 As Van Haeperen signalled, the debate on dendrophori has mainly focused on two aspects. (1) Were 

they a purely religious collegium, or a professional collegium of woodworkers and woodsellers who 
were linked to the Magna Mater cult? (2) What was their relation with the centonarii and fabri? She 
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profile priests in the cult of Cybele or the Magna Mater and carriers of the sacred pine in 
a yearly procession.186 At Puteoli, their album dated to A.D. 251 lists 87 members of the 
college. The same text was inscribed on both sides of the slab, first transcribed in ca. 
1605. After this, all traces of the stone are lost. Since the phrasings are so similar, a 
comparison may help to understand the alba from Liternum.  

First, how should ex senatus consulto be interpreted? Waltzing suggested the local 
curia or the ordo decurionum was meant,187 whereas Royden evaluated it as a decree 
issued by the Senate of Rome.188 Van Haeperen rejects the first hypothesis for the 
dendrophori since it would be the first and only proof that the city councillors intervened 
in the association of the dendrophori. She argues a third option is possible: the ex senatus 
consulto could refer to an older decree allowing the members to convene, and that this is 
confirmation of an existing college, thereby making official its right to exist.189 The 
formula strongly resembles that of the official authorization to convene given by the 
Senate of Rome to collegia, being ex senatus consulto coire licet (or variants thereof).190  

Two pieces of legislation restricted collegial gatherings, introducing the ius 
coeundi; (1) the Lex Iulia de collegiis, implemented by Caesar and confirmed by Augustus, 
known from Suetonius (Suet. Iul. 42; Suet. Aug. 32.), and (2) the Senatus consultum de 
collegiis tenuiorum, only documented in one fragment in the Digest (D.47.22.1.1).191 For 
*augustales, however, De Ligt made a strong case that the semi-public character of these 
associations ‘exempted them from the ban on collegia sodalicia and hence from the 
obligation to apply to the central Roman authorities for the ius coeundi’.192 Since the 
election procedure was so fundamentally different from that of the dendrophori, I cannot 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             

cites WALTZING 1895-1900, I, pp. 240-253; AURIGEMMA, 1910; GRAILLOT 1912, pp. 266-278; SALAMITO 1987 
and 1990; RUBIO RIVERA, 1993; VAN NIJF, 1997, pp. 178-181 and pp. 196-197; BOSCOLO, 2006; DIOSONO, 
2007, pp. 56-57. See VAN HAEPEREN, 2012, p. 47 and n. 3. 

186  VAN NIJF, 1997, pp. 176-17; PATTERSON, 2006, p. 257; SALAMITO, 1990; VAN HAEPEREN, 2010 and 2012. 
187 WALTZING, 1896, I, pp. 355–356. 
188 ROYDEN, 1988, p. 216, n° 325.  
189 VAN HAEPEREN, 2010, p. 266: ‘Il s’agit donc bien de la confirmation d’un collège existant. […] Pour une 

raison inconnue, les dendrophores ou les autorités de la colonie auraient alors demandé au Sénat la 
reconnaissance de ce collège et sa création officielle.’  

190 e.g. quib(us) ex s(enatus) c(onsulto) c(oire) p(ermissum) est (CIL 5, 7881); quibus / senatus c(oire) c(onvocari) 
c(ogi) permisit (CIL 6, 2193); quib[us permissum est co]nvenire collegiumq(ue) habere liceat (CIL 14, 2112). 
This last reference is to the famous inscription from Lanuvium on the regulations of the association 
of Diana and Antinous (See PATTERSON, 2006, pp. 254-257). For more information on these texts and 
an overview of the debate, see DE LIGT, 2000; DE LIGT, 2001; ARNAOUTOGLOU, 2002.  

191  Liu doubted the existence of this special law, although she does not wish ‘to deny that the 
associative phenomenon aroused legislative concern both in Caesar’s time and in the Augustan era’. 
She stresses ‘the prohibition against public assembly was temporary and punitive’. (LIU, 2005, pp. 
296-301.) 

192  DE LIGT, 2001, p. 357. 
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simply adopt Van Haeperen’s interpretation. Maybe the album of Liternum refers to the 
decuriones as the municipal Senate, and a decree issued by this ordo. The guardianship of 
the municipal Senate over *augustales gave the latter an official nature, which 
distinguished it from numerous other religious collegia and professional associations.  

A second interpretation problem arises from the first line of both alba from 
Liternum. Here, the heading of these membership lists of the association of the local 
augustales designates them as augustali creati.193 Creati seems strange in relation to 
admittance of members to a college. Normally verbs such as adlegere, adrogare, adsciscere, 
recipere, adsumere or suscipere are used.194 As elaborately discussed above, the phrase 
creatus or factus by decurional decree refers to the appointment of the one-year officers. 
The verb creare indicated the nomination of magistrates.195 The full phrase would then 
read, as Van Haeperen suggested, ‘created as a consequence of a senatusconsultum’, 
though ‘created’ does not make sense if the association existed for a long time before 
the erection of the album.196 It could be interpreted as ‘appointed’, so a provisional 
translation would read: ‘appointed augustales, they who have contributed to the cult of 
the imperial house’.  

It is clear we are dealing with alba listing members of an association of former 
officers, who were previously appointed (creati) by the decuriones. This then settles – at 
least for the city of Liternum or perhaps its region as well – the dispute whether the 
officers were selected from among the members of the association, or whether the 
association was the way the honour of the former officers was institutionalised and 
perpetuated.197 Here the office was the primary organisation. 

* 
Ostia – Two fragments of the fasti from Ostia record the phrase ex decr(eto) 

ord(inis) Aug(ustalium).198 The fragmentary state of these particular slabs does not allow 
any far-reaching statements, but the phrase seems to have applied to very few 
individuals and was not heading the inscription. This excludes the possibility that it 
concerns the gift of finance for the fasti. It signals a way of decision making by the 
associations of *augustales. It could for example indicate a co-optation by decree of 

 
                                                        
193  AE 2001, 853 and 854.  
194  VAN HAEPEREN, 2010, p. 265. 
195  Lex coloniae Iuliae Genetivae, 128: mag(istris) creandis 
196 VAN HAEPEREN, 2010, p. 265.  
197  MOURLOT, 1895, pp. 69-74; TAYLOR, 1924, p. 233, pp. 240-241, pp. 242-244; NOCK, 1934, pp. 634-635; 

ETIENNE, 1958, pp. 274-275; ALFÖLDY, 1958, pp. 443-446, pp. 449-451, pp. 454-455; TUDOR, 1962, pp. 199-
200, p. 213; DUTHOY, 1978, pp. 1277-1282, p. 1288, p. 1290; OSTROW, 1990, pp. 364-365; ABRAMENKO, 
1993, pp. 83-94, pp. 100-102, pp. 106-108; MOLLO, 1997, pp. 269-276; FABIANI, 2002, pp. 111-112; 
HACKWORTH-PETERSEN, 2006, p. 57; CORAZZA, 2010, p. 224. 

198  CIL 14, 4561,1-2.  
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*augustales. Abramenko conjectured based on these inscriptions that the Ostian 
*augustales themselves were responsible for all nominations of *augustales. Appointment 
was done by decree of the ordo augustalium.199 

It also strongly resembles phrases found in Narbonese Gaul. The augustales from 
Narbo used the expression ex d(ecreto) IIIIIIvir(orum), analogous to the formulation 
normally used by the decuriones.200 According to De Ruggiero, these inscriptions deal 
with a special form of a decretum collegii.201 These seviri were part of an association with 
decision-making power and modelled their internal organisation on that of the 
decuriones. Similar formulae are also found across Italy.202 The phenomenon whereby 
expressions archetypically used by the city council were copied by the ordo augustalium 
and adjusted for their own use will be discussed more elaborately in the next section. 
These augustales adopted phrases peculiar to the city council, most likely because there 
simply was no other terminological option. Still, this may indicate some underlying 
mechanisms. Language mimesis and self-definition are very closely interwoven (see 
below). 

6.2.2.3  Unofficialised Power Play:  Symbolic Violence and Language 
Mimesis 

Power does not exist without the language in which it is conceived, presented, 
and argued over. Language defines and reflects power.203 As already discussed in the 
introduction to this chapter, I use the word ‘power’ in its relational sense. This means 
that power is a part of a negotiated relationship between different actors and can only 
‘work’ if the ruled recognize and endorse the legitimacy of the ruler.  

Members of the ordo decurionum generally possessed not only institutional power, 
but also exercised ‘symbolic violence’ to maintain the established social order. Symbolic 
violence denotes all forms of power that succeed in imposing meaning upon groups or 
classes and, moreover, doing this in such a way that it is experienced as legitimate.204 

Thus symbolic violence is violence exercised on an agent with his consent. Agents are 
subjected to forms of violence, but fail to experience it in that way because they ignore 
its basic violence and recognise the ‘correctness’ (i.e. non-arbitrary nature) of the 
imposed opinions and meanings.205  

 
                                                        
199  ABRAMENKO, 1993a, p. 303. 
200 CIL 12, 4388; CIL 12, 4406. 
201 DE RUGGIERO, 1886, II, p. 1502.  
202 e.g. CIL 5, 1968 (Opitergium, Regio X); AE 1954, 167 = AE 2003, 642 (Civitucola, Regio VII).  
203  WALLACE-HADRILL, 1990, p. 147. 
204 BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 220-221.  
205 BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 217.  
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The symbolic capital (prestige, dignity) enjoyed by the decuriones established 
their authority to determine what was honourable or not, good or bad, appropriate or 
inappropriate and what course should be followed in which situation. It ultimately – but 
tacitly – derived from their wealth and their political position. Yet, instead of avowing 
this, the wealth and position of decuriones was justified by referring to their 
respectability, itself upbraided by education and refinement. One was elected to the 
position of decurio because one was worthy. Slaves and freedmen on the other hand, 
because of their servile past, could not gather the same amount of symbolic capital as 
the decuriones. However, freedmen could accumulate a considerable amount of economic 
capital, sometimes far exceeding that of decuriones.206 Potentially, therefore, they could 
acquire symbolic capital themselves, thereby threatening the position of decuriones. The 
*augustalitas provided a solution. We may now ask what power relation resulted from 
the position decuriones and *augustales took up in their respective institutions.   

Using epigraphical evidence, we will try to assess the symbolic power relation 
between the ordo decurionum and *augustales. Our model would imply that *augustales 
underwent forms of violence without realising this and considered it normal or even 
desirable. The decuriones would in this way be responsible for imposing symbolic 
systems on *augustales in a way that was experienced as legitimate. The only way it 
could be effective, was when not perceived as violent by the social group the power was 
exercised over. In the case of *augustales, it will be shown that in two out of three 
aspects of the issue discussed, the symbolic violence to which they were submitted, was 
perceived as a way to attain signs of distinction. 

Inscriptions from both Gaul and Italy will be used to establish how exactly this 
mechanism of symbolic violence functioned within local communities, and 
characterised the relationship between *augustales and city councillors in particular. It 
has been argued before that informal status structures are as powerful as formally 
instituted ones in determining power and prestige orders.207 

Three manifestations of symbolic violence are important: (1) the appointment of 
*augustales by the decuriones, (2) the honours and favours awarded by them and (3) the 
influence this power relationship had on the language used by the augustales. I will not 
discuss the first element again. Above, I concluded that the city council was often 
responsible for appointing the yearly officers of *augustales by decurional decree. This 
gave the decuriones power, since they (at least partially) defined the composition of the 

 
                                                        
206  Think of the sevir P. Decimius Eros Merula from Assisi, whose wealth seems to have approximated 

the magical barrier of one million sesterces, which was the minimum census for entering the ordo 
senatorius. He transcended the minimum census of the ordo equester by at least five hundred thousand 
sesterces. (CIL 11, 5400) 

207  HURWITZ, ZANDER and HYMOVITCH (1960), cited in BERGER, COHEN and ZELDITCH JR., 1972, p. 243. 
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ordo: former officers were often (though not always) ‘incorporated’ in the association. 
Recruitment of members of the association was mostly the responsibility of *augustales. 

* 
Honours and Favours – A second way in which the city council and *augustales were 

intertwined, was by the power of the councillors to grant them additional favours or 
decorations. On the one hand locus datus decreto decurionum is found,208 and on the other 
hand honoratus ornamentis decurionalibus or decurioni ornamentario.  

Numerous texts from all over the empire record the formula l(ocus) d(atus) 
d(ecreto) d(ecurionum), referring to concessions of public lands made by the ordo for 
private graves. In rare cases, this plot of land was given for free – gratuitus – in order to 
honour the deceased.209 Only two inscriptions originating from Narbonese Gaul, one 
from Reii Apollinaris and one from Nemausus, document this form of social relation 
between two municipal status groups. The ex voto inscription preserved from the colony 
of Reii shows M. Iulius Hyacinthus, a sevir augustalis, who fulfilled his vow towards Matri 
Deum.210 Matri Deum does not simply mean 'Mother of the Gods', but is a reference to the 
association of the Syrian princess Iulia Domna with Cybele and her imperial status as 
mother of the divine Augustii – she was married to Emperor Septimius Severus and gave 
birth to the future Augusti Caracalla and Geta.211 Duthoy dated the text by using a 
terminus post quem of A.D. 150.212 

The second text from Nemausus speaks of the already discussed L. Iulius Q.f. 
Voltinius Niger who was a quattuorvir ab aerario as well as a member of the association of 
augustales.213 Since this coercive form of power openly exhibited by the decuriones was 
accepted, the euphemist symbolic variant would have been too. That L. Iulius was a 
freeborn magistrate, does not affect his ‘feel for the game’ as Bourdieu would have 
called it. Despite his higher legal status, he still aspired to ways in which he could 
distinguish himself from the other *augustales. Whether this peculiar transitional 

 
                                                        
208  Ex decreto decurionum was already discussed above as a way to express appointment of *augustales by 

the decuriones. As the most prominent social group in local society, decuriones were responsible for 
the governance of the community. This included legislative and appointment duties, recorded in the 
epigraphic record by phrases such as ex decreto decurionum. See LAFFI, 2007, p. 74; LANGHAMMER, 1973, 
p. 188. 

209 DE RUGGIERO, t. II, p. 1540.  
210 CIL 12, 358: Matri / Deum ob / sacrum / u(otum) s(oluit) / M(arcus) Iul(ius) / Hyacinthus / IIIIIIuir 

Aug(ustalis) / c(oloniae) I(uliae) A(ugustae) A(pollinaris) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
211 BERCHMAN, 2005, p. 20.  
212 DUTHOY, 1976, p. 183.  
213 CIL 12, 3235: L(ucio) Iulio Q(uinti) f(ilio) / Vol(tinio) Nigro / IIIIuir(o) ab aer(ario) / IIIIIIuir(o) Aug(ustali) 

corp(orato) / Nemausens(ium) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) (Discussed in the previous chapter, 
section on ‘Making a Difference’ in Nemausus.) 
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position was what gave him this sign of distinction (i.e. l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum)) in the first place, can of course never be traced. 

Passing to the epigraphic corpus from Gallia Lugdunensis, one inscription of a 
sevir augustalis records that the plot of land was given by decree of the decuriones. The 
second century Quintus Secundius Quigo was probably a freeborn Treveran citizen, who 
moved to Autun, was given citizen rights, and held various offices there.214 In his 
inscription, Quigo says to have fulfilled omnibus honoribus inter eos. Far from indicating 
that hierarchy did not matter, it suggests it was no longer necessary to be specific about 
well-known positions within a recognised hierarchy.215 

Thirty-nine inscriptions of *augustales from the Italian peninsula attest the 
phrase locus datus decreto decurionum or a variant thereof.216 The majority, eighteen 
inscriptions, stem from Latium and Campania. Three were recovered in Regio II (Apulia-
Calabria), two were found in Regio III (Bruttium-Lucania), five in Regio IV (Samnium), 
six in Regio VI (Umbria), one in Regio VII (Etruria) and four in Regio X (Venetia-Histria).  

Only a limited amount of inscriptions record this phrase, which points out the 
exceptional nature of this privilege. Is it possible to hypothesize why these particular 
individuals were given a plot of public land and others were not? The already discussed 
Secundius Quigo must have been a well-known character in the city of Autun, as he took 
up omnes honores among the seviri augustales. His reputation may have earned him the 
plot of land. Also, being (exceptionally) close with the city council was beneficial for the 
career of an *augustalis. Q. Voltinius Niger from Nemausus and M. Iulius Zoticus from 
Gabiae were both city councillors and seviri augustales.217 A certain C. Valerius C.f. 
Dolutius Marcianus of the Menenia tribe was sevir augustalis in Praeneste, and took up all 
the honours and charges of the local curia – omnibus honoribus curiis muneribus functo.218 
Still in Praeneste, M. Scurreius Fontinalis was appointed as a sevir augustalis by decree of 
the local senate – lectus ex s(enatus) c(onsulto) IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis).219 Finally C. Abelasius 
Proculeianus from Trebula Mutuesca was elected as a sevir augustalis supra numerum by 
decree of both the seviri augustales and the decuriones.220 The proximity of these 
*augustales to the city council and their close interaction may very well have earned 
them their privileged plot of public land. 

 
                                                        
214  CIL 13, 2669 = D 7046. WIERSCHOWSKI, 2001, pp. 374-375, n° 520; KRIER, 1981, pp. 61-63, n° 20. 
215 DONDIN-PAYRE, 2006, pp. 307-308.  
216  [l(ocus)] d(atus) s(enatus) c(onsulto) in CIL 14, 3657 and f(unus) l(ocem) s(epulcri) p(ublice) d(ecreto) 

d(ecurionum) in CIL 9, 57. 
217  Q. Voltinius Niger: CIL 12, 3235; M. Iulius Zoticus: CIL 14, 2809 = D 6219.  
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In other cases, forms of reciprocity can be reconstructed. In a limited number of 
texts (three in total), one could presume that a benefaction of an *augustalis predated 
the accordance of the plot of public land, and that the privilege was used out of 
gratitude of the city council towards the *augustalis, who shouldered a considerable 
expense. The Umbrian augustalis L. Tifanius L.l. Felix from Tuficum obtained the 
ornamenta decurionalia, gave gladiatorial games for the health of emperor Commodus and 
soon after gave a sumptuous feast. One can imagine he was then accorded the public 
plot of land, on which he built a monument. During its inauguration, Tifanius gave 
sportulae of eight sesterces a head for the decuriones and four sesterces for the rest.221 
Numerius Plaetorius Onirus was a highly positioned augustalis honoured with the 
bisellium and ornamenta decurionalia who gave ten thousand sesterces for the annona, and 
financed sunscreens in the theatre and all the necessary ornaments.222 T. Flaminius 
Maius, sevir augustalis, repaired an old and decaying aqueduct ob honorem seviratus. When 
the aqueduct went into operation and was officially inaugurated, Flaminius gave 
sportulae of one denarius (four sesterces) for decuriones, augustales and plebs alike.223  

In most of the cases, however, the benefaction seems to have post-dated the 
decree of the city council. Here the chronology of events was more likely along the lines 
of (1) *augustalis intends to build a tomb or monument, (2) plot of land was given by 
decurional decree, (3) *augustalis gives sportulae. In two of these cases, the *augustalis in 
question intended to erect a statue of the emperor and as a result, he was given the land 
by the city council.224 Sometimes distributions of wine and cakes or sportulae during the 
ceremonial inauguration of a monument were recorded.225 Other texts seem to have 
been attached to the monument erected on the plot of land in question, and here it is 
sometimes stipulated that it was built ob honorem (augustalitatis).226 In some cases, it 
seems like the reason for the accordance of the plot of land itself is given: ob merita sui, 
ob plurima ac maxima beneficia, ob eximiam eius or honoris causa.227 

The decuriones determined by decree where these *augustales could erect their 
inscriptions. This was one of the honores that could be accorded to *augustales, so it was 
considered as an additional favour on the part of the decuriones or even a privilege. The 
power to determine which of the augustales were to be considered more privileged than 
others, gave the decuriones considerable symbolic power.  
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* 
In his Staatsrecht, Mommsen labelled ornamenta as ‘Die Form ohne den Inhalt, 

der Schein ohne das Wesen’.228 Be that as it may, the highest decoration that could be 
accorded to augustales was still the ornamenta decurionalia – they received the honorary 
membership of the city council and were permitted to wear the status symbols of the 
decuriones, without actually becoming one.  

The phrase ornamenta decurionalia was not preserved in the corpus of inscriptions 
attesting *augustales from Lugdunese Gaul. Ten inscriptions from three different cities 
record *augustales who were accorded this highest decoration in Narbonese Gaul: one 
from Manduel, one from Uchaud and eight from Nîmes. The text from Manduel is 
dedicated to the sacred Diana Augusta, the hunting goddess subtly associated with the 
Emperor. Trophimus, the freedman of C. Octauius Pedonius, made the dedicatio. This 
sevir augustalis was a decurio ornamentarius, a honorary decurio.229 C. Iulius Italus from the 
city of Uchaud on the other hand, obtained the decorations associated with the city 
council – honoratus ornamentis decurionalibus.230  

The remaining eight texts all stem from the colonia of Nîmes, ancient 
Nemausus.231 Only one attestation is honorary, the others are epitaphs – regardless 
whether the inscription was erected by the augustalis during his life, or after his death. 
The life course of C. Aurelius Parthenius, to whom the only honorary inscription here 
discussed belongs, was quite exceptional: he was an augustalis in in Lugudunum as well 
as in Narbo, and honorary decurio in Nemausus. All of these positions he received 
gratuitus, so without involving a return benefit, compensation or consideration in any of 
the three cases.232 The expression gratuitus or a variant is not found that often, since it 
was an exceptionally rare privilege.233  

Out of the seven preserved epitaphs, one is anonymous and the six other ones do 
not give a lot more information than the title of sevir augustalis and the reference to the 
ornamenta decurionalia. The anonymous inscription was erected by the attested sevir 
augustalis himself, as the formula vivus posuit points out. Just like C. Aurelius Parthenius, 
discussed above, this unnamed freedman was a member of the ordo augustalium in two 
different coloniae, namely Lugudunum and Nemausus. He also received the ornamenta 
decurionalia in Nemausus and was curator of the wine merchants and of the seviri 
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229 CIL 12, 4068. 
230 CIL 12, 4081. 
231  See previous chapter, section on ‘Making a Difference’, on Nîmes and Narbonne. 
232 CIL 12, 3203: C(aius) Aurelius / Parthenius / ornamentis dec(urionalibus) / honoratus col(oniae) Aug(ustae) / 
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Luguduni consistentes.234 The remaining six texts all originate from Nemausus, three of 
which contain the phrase dis manibus235 and three stating the seviri augustalis erected the 
stones themselves – vivus sibi posuit.236  

* 
All of these texts document a relation of the *augustales to the decuriones in which 

the latter obviously held the stronger position. In this way, a symbolic system (the 
honourable signs of distinction associated with the city council) was imposed on the 
freedmen. It legitimised the dominance of the council by providing the ‘correct way’ in 
which the social world was to be seen, creating a craving by the *augustales precisely to 
attain those signs of distinction. By conforming to the ways in which they could acquire 
prestige, the augustales subjected themselves to both the symbolic and effective power 
of the decuriones. Few inscriptions can be used to prove this. Ten inscriptions that record 
ornamenta stem from Narbonese Gaul, and the phrase is not recorded in the epigraphical 
corpus preserved from Lugdunese Gaul at all.  

This suggests that contact with the decuriones was a privilege in itself. Even when 
put in a temporal perspective – many of these inscriptions cannot be more narrowly 
dated than 'imperial' – only one per cent of all the texts from Italy and Gaul of 
*augustales record ornamenta or LDDD. Cautious suggestions can be made on the 
existence of an internal hierarchy (see also previous chapter). The privilege of contact 
with the city council would generate an elite or top layer of some sort. Exactly these 
*augustales were the ones influenced by the soft symbolic violence of the decuriones. 
Both social strata were unaware of this form of violence to which they mutually agreed. 
Symbolic violence was as much caused by the decuriones as by the augustales themselves, 
since they unconsciously consented to it. The prestige that could be gained by the 
accumulation of honours, acted as a motivation for all the members of the ordo, they 
agreed to the symbolic system as it was outlined by the decuriones. This way the 
symbolic violence was felt in the whole of the organisation, the ‘elite’ of augustales 
functioned as leverage for the extension of power of the decuriones over this parallel 
ordo.  

Since the honours awarded by the city council were of great significance for both 
parties, the concept of ‘symbolic violence’ was a useful tool in the analysis of the power 
relations. On the one hand, power was exercised by the decuriones as they appointed 
freedmen to become *augustales. In addition to this, the according of additional honours 
to some *augustales may have resulted in an internal ‘hierarchisation’ among *augustales. 
Whether the councillors fully realised their power was also effective on a symbolic level, 
 
                                                        
234 AE 1900, 203. 
235 ILGN 431; CIL 12, 3219; CIL 12, 3221. 
236 CIL 12, 3191; CIL 12, 3245; CIL 12, 3249. 
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is questionable. On the other hand, *augustales did not realise they were subjected to 
this symbolic violence. They pursued the titles and honours that could be awarded, in 
this way confirming the legitimacy and even increasing the symbolic power of the city 
council.  

* 
Language Mimesis – The third way, in which symbolic violence manifested itself, 

can be found in four inscriptions originating from Narbo, the provincial capital, and 
three Italian texts. Here an extremely interesting phenomenon occurred. The 
*augustales copied expressions and phrases archetypically used by the decuriones. The 
description of symbolic violence can be interpreted quite literary, as using the discourse 
of the legitimate authorities to define oneself.  
 The organisation of the public space of the city was one of the tasks of the city 
council. The expression l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) can be found in countless 
inscriptions indicating the decuriones controlled where dedications, statues or other 
buildings were to be erected.237 Local variants are common, as documented in Lucus 
Augusti, which Plinius referred to as one of the two capitals of the federate states of the 
Vocontii.238 According to Tacitus, this city was granted Roman citizenship in the first 
century A.D.239 Here the city council is referred to as a municipal Senate, so the phrase 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) s(enatus) V(ocontiorum) is used.240 These inscriptions still reflect a 
decision made by the decuriones, despite the slightly dissimilar epigraphical formulation. 
A qualitatively different situation was documented in Narbo. The local association of 
seviri augustales adopted the standardised l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) and 
customised it for their own use. Consequently the phrase l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
IIIIIIviror(um) or IIIIIIvir(orum) can be found in two building inscriptions. 

 The sevir augustalis L. Aemilus Moschus donated three thousand sesterces to the 
treasury of the augustales, so they could honour Lucius’ deceased master – an important 
military tribune invited into the ordo senatorius called L. Aemilius L.f. Papiria Arcanus. 
The augustales decided to distribute sportulae in his honour and erect a statue.241 The 
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238 Plin. Nat. 3, 5, 37: Vocontiorum ciuitatis foederatae duo capita Vasio et Lucus Augusti  
239 Tac. Hist. 1, 66, 3.  
240 CIL 12, 1590; CIL 12, 1591. 
241 CIL 12, 4354: L(ucio) Aemilio L(uci) f(ilio) Pap(iria) Arcano / trib(uno) mil(itum) leg(ionis) XI Gem(inae) et 

trib(uno) / mil(itum) leg(ionis) I Mineru(iae) item trib(uno) / mil(itum) leg(ionis) II Aug(ustae) omnib(us) 
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Aug(usto) IIIIIIuir(o) / equitum Romanor(um) curioni / quaestori urbano trib(uno) / plebis praetori designat(o) 
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thousand sesterces donated to the seviri augustales by Q. Iulius Servandus were used for 
maintenance of a statue of which the location had been determined by the augustales.242 
In the inscriptions documenting these forms of munificence, the archetypical phrasing 
used by decuriones was adjusted to read l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) IIIIIIvir(orum).243 This 
phenomenon seems to be completely absent from the epigraphical record from 
Lugdunese Gaul and Italy.  
 Besides the organisation of public space, the members of the city council had the 
power to issue decrees. As many texts from all over the Empire indicate, the usual way 
to formulate this in inscriptions was ex d(ecreto) d(ecurionum). Also in communities all 
over Narbonese Gaul this was the designated phrasing.244 The seviri augustales from 
Narbo used the expression ex d(ecreto) IIIIIIvir(orum), analogous to the formulation 
normally used by the decuriones.245 According to De Ruggiero, these inscriptions deal 
with a special form of a decretum collegii. These seviri augustales were part of an 
association with decision-making power and modelled their internal organisation after 
that of the decuriones.246 

 Why this linguistic assimilation specifically occurred in Narbo remains unclear. 
This ancient colonia was founded in 118 B.C.247 It is possible that exactly because of the 
antiquity of the colonia, the decurionat was even more prestigious and therefore could 
wield more symbolic violence. Both expressions – l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) IIIIIIvir(orum) 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             

seviror(um) ob locum et tuitio/nem statuae HS n(ummum) IIII(milia) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) IIIIIIuiror(um) 
/ et sportulis dedicauit |(denarios) III |(unciam)  

242 CIL 12, 4397: Q(uinto) Iulio / Seruando / IIIIIIuir(o) Aug(ustali) / c(oloniae) I(uliae) P(aternae) C(laudiae) 
N(arbonis) M(artii) / Licinia Pallas / marito optimo / inlatis arcae / IIIIIIuir(orum) ob tuitionem / statuae 
n(ummos) |(mille) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) IIIIIIuir(orum)  

243 This phenomenon is not only documented for the seviri augustales. An inscription from Vienna (CIL 
12, 1815) contains the phrase l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) u(triclariorum). Utriclarii are only found in south 
and middle Gaul. Their function is unclear and controversial. It has been suggested they were wine 
merchants or transporters over land. Inscriptions concerning them often speak of fabri and 
centonarii as well, which possibly means it was a professional association. (see DE RUGGIERO, t. II, p. 
1502. Also: VAN NIJF, 1999, pp. 198-210.) 

244 e.g. AE, 1980, 615; AE, 2003, 1128; CIL 12, 171; CIL 12, 667; CIL 12, 691; CIL 12, 693; CIL, 12, 701; CIL 12, 
764; CIL 12, 1236; CIL 12, 1872; CIL 12, 1873; CIL 12, 1904; CIL 12, 2610; CIL 12, 3171; CIL 12, 3176; CIL 
12, 3179; CIL 12, 3180; CIL 12, 3233; CIL 12, 3274; CIL 12, 4190; CIL 12, 4244; ILGN, 268; ILGN, 573; ILN-2-
A, 7; ILN-5-1, 59a.  

245 CIL 12, 4388: Chrysanthus / [VIuir Aug(ustalis) c(oloniae) I(uliae) P(aternae) C(laudiae) N(arbonis)] M(artii) et 
Clodia Agathe uxor / [--- loco si]bi dato ex decreto IIIIIIuirorum Aug(ustalium) / [balineum 3] et marmoribus 
exstructum et ductu / [aquae 3 feceru]nt et sportulis datis dedicauerunt; CIL 12, 4406: Dec(reto) IIIIIIuir(orum) / 
augustal(ium) / P(ublio) Olitio / Apollonio / IIIIIIuir(o) Aug(ustali) et / nauic(ulario) c(oloniae) I(uliae) 
P(aternae) C(laudiae) N(arbonis) M(artii) / ob merita et liberali/tates eius qui / honore decreti / usus 
impendium / remisit et / statuam de suo / posuit  

246 DE RUGGIERO, t. II, p. 1502.  
247 RIVET, 1988, p. 130-143; TAYLOR, 1931, p. 208-210; FISHWICK, 2003, t. II, 3, p. 129-133. 
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and ex d(ecreto) IIIIIIvir(orum) – reflect the power the decuriones had over *augustales. 
While modelling their organisation after the ordo decurionum, the seviri augustales of 
Narbo adopted some archetypical expressions. Because of the stereotypical character of 
inscriptions it is impossible to conduct a full discourse analysis. The mimesis of specific 
elements of the inscriptions of the decuriones in those of the *augustales is at the very 
least suggestive.  

This form of language mimesis is absent from the Lugdunese epigraphic record, 
but can be seen in three Italian inscriptions – two from Ostia and one from Trebula 
Mutuesca. The texts from Ostia are in fact fragments of fasti augustalium, lists of yearly 
officers. The supplementary volume of CIL 14 lists large fragments of four untitled 
inscriptions originating from the city of Ostia as fasti et alba augustalium: CIL 14, 4560-
4563.248 The inscriptions were excavated on the west side of the area sacra around the 
Capitolium, close to what is now commonly referred to as the curia.249 Though the slabs 
are heavily damaged, the hypothesis that they concern fasti of *augustales was quickly 
raised, based on the triple occurrence of the formula ex decre(to) ord(inis) Aug(ustalium). 
Dated between A.D. 196 and 297, the inscriptions are roughly contemporary with the 
inscriptions unearthed in Liternum. In fact, only the two fragments of the fasti 
recording the phrase ex decr(eto) ord(inis) Aug(ustalium) are relevant here.250 The 
fragmentary state of these particular slabs does not allow any real estimation of the 
meaning of the phrase vis-à-vis the organisational structure. It seems legitimate to 
hypothesize that the phrase applied to very few individuals and was not heading the 
inscription. This excludes the possibility that it concerns the gift of finance for the fasti, 
but it signals one way of decision-making by augustales. It could for example indicate the 
appointment of an officer by decree of the augustales.  

At Trebula Mutuesca, a sevir augustalis was adlected supra numer[um inter 
augustales], by decree of both the decuriones and the seviri augustales.251 This inscription 
suggests that here the decuriones and *augustales consulted each other on co-optation of 
new members of the association of *augustales. The decree was issued by both orders.  

* 
The argument presented here raises the question whether the position of the 

*augustales allowed them to exercise symbolic violence in turn over lower social strata, 
e.g. poor ingenui and freedmen who were not *augustales. A position as an *augustalis was 
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‘sede degli augustali’. (LAIRD, 2000, pp. 72-80.) See chapter four, section on ‘Schola and aedes’ for a 
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evaluated as the ‘hallmark of every rich freedman’.252 Their position as the top layer of 
the ‘class’ of freedmen implies the possibility for them to exercise symbolic violence 
over their legal peers. The outer signs expressing their prestige – the toga praetexta in 
particular – and their role as city benefactors suggest they also used this as a way to 
stress their high position. Consequently, the inscriptions, buildings or monuments 
erected by and for *augustales were also a way in which the *augustales exercised 
symbolic violence. It increased the visibility of this social group dramatically in the local 
communities, in this way emphasising their superiority over the less wealthy or 
accomplished freedmen or ingenui. Not only the position as an *augustalis, but also these 
others signs of distinction and the symbolic violence connected to it, constituted the 
symbolic capital of the *augustales. These two elements, their institutionalised title and 
the personalised symbolic violence, strengthened their position on the municipal level.  
 A third factor must be considered, as the wealth of the decuriones and *augustales 
is what generated symbolic capital in the first place. Their position as members of a 
recognised institution allowed informal participation in the political field (influence), 
which gave them access to the symbolic capital connected with the institution. The 
tension between the two social groups resulted out of the impossibility for freedmen to 
attain institutionalised forms of political power, despite the fact their economic capital 
was as large or even larger than that of the decuriones.253 Being a sevir augustalis gave 
access to the prestige of the membership, without allowing them to formally participate 
in the political field or attain actual political power.  

* 
Conclusion – Above, I argued that the Bourdieuian concept of ‘symbolic violence’ 

is a useful tool to analyse both the power over and the social relations between the 
decuriones and *augustales. A fuller understanding of the functioning of these relations 
was obtained by using this concept in an analysis of inscriptions from Italy and Gaul. 
Many studies of Roman legislation, especially municipal laws, analyse the executive and 
legislative powers of the city council and magistrates in the municipalities. I have 
argued that beside these formal powers, a more subtle form of power played an 
important, but until now undervalued role. Ancient texts never explicitly mention the 
subordination of *augustales to the decuriones, but some historical sources point to the 
need to reformulate some aspects of the power relation between them. Symbolic 
violence implies the co-operation of the subjected social group, in this case *augustales. 
The actual relation between the decuriones and *augustales was partly determined by the 
power of the city council resulting from unconsciously negotiated power relations. 
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Three ways, in which this soft form of power was effectuated, were discussed. 
Two out of three phenomena are based on what *augustales thought were legitimate and 
desirable ways to attain signs of distinction. Without being conscious of this, they 
subordinated themselves to the symbolic power of the decuriones and the symbolic 
violence derived from it. First and foremost, in some cities, the city council had the 
power to appoint the officers of the *augustales, thus determining which local 
(freed)men were more successful than others. In this way, they had a say in the 
composition and membership of the collegium. Secondly, the members of the city council 
set out the ways in which *augustales could distinguish themselves from their peers, as 
they had the power to adorn some *augustales with the ornamenta decurionalia. This was 
the highest sign of distinction and it was sometimes even given gratuitus. Alternatively, 
the decuriones could accord a plot of public land to *augustales, expressed with the phrase 
locus datus decreto decurionum. The third and most suggestive way in which symbolic 
violence was exercised on the *augustales, was the language mimesis encountered in the 
colonia of Narbo. Expressions archetypically used by the city council were copied by the 
*augustales and adjusted for their own use. In this way, expressions as l(ocus) d(atus) 
d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) and ex d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) were adapted to read l(ocus) d(atus) 
d(ecreto) IIIIIIuir(orum) and ex d(ecreto) IIIIIIuir(orum).  

Furthermore, the *augustales took on great expenses as they profiled themselves 
as local benefactors. The symbolic power of the city council was in a way used to secure 
their own position, combined with a practical solution for the heavy munera. As the 
decuriones could dispose of a form of symbolic capital the augustales could never hope to 
attain, namely that of municipal functions, the symbolic power relation is clear. This 
mechanism made sure the social power relations were maintained, since both parties 
had something to gain. The city council remained certain of its control and power over 
another municipal status group, and *augustales could acquire prestige by being 
appointed as an *augustalis or by being granted additional honorary signs of distinction.  

6 .2.2.4  *Augustales  Influencing the City Council  

*Augustales were subjected to the power of the city council, both the 
authoritative and symbolic manifestations of these power relations. I started this 
discussion by pointing out the importance of a relational analysis of how these municipal 
status groups relate to one another. Power can only ‘work’ if the ruled recognize and 
endorse the legitimacy of the ruler, but it a high degree of complexity. It implies that 
the ‘ruler’ is also ‘ruled’ by his subjects, since his power claim would be void without 
their backing. When Hackworth-Petersen stated that the decurions needed the 
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*augustales,254 she was expressing exactly this: in certain ways *augustales had power over 
their social superiors, the decuriones. This also means that the decuriones accepted this 
situation and that *augustales were considered as an integral part of local society. 
Essentially two indications can be listed to hypothesize that this mechanism played a 
role as well in the relationship of *augustales with the city council.  

* 
First of all, the decuriones needed completed ranks. Looking beyond the limits of 

one generation, many scholars have declared that *augustales stood directly before the 
door to the curia, which would be opened to their children, and as such functioned as a 
recruitment reservoir.255 The *augustalitas not only conferred social distinction on its 
members, but also offered concrete paths of ascent for the freed *augustales, and 
especially their descendants. The ornamenta decurionalia could be conferred on highly 
esteemed *augustales and their children could gain admission to the city council, since 
they were born free and therefore without legal impediments.256 The parallel with the 
role of the ordo equester for the ordo senatorius was quickly drawn: ‘In the same way, new 
senators were drawn from the equestrian order, so the ordo augustalium was perceived 
as the natural recruiting ground for the ordo decurionum, where sons of augustales often 
gained a seat.’257 Camodeca suggested that both honours, making the rich freedman an 
*augustalis and his freeborn son decurio, were not rarely conferred simultaneously.258 In 
any case, when a son occupies a higher position than his father (especially when it 
comes to professions), sociologists speak of ‘inter’- or better ‘trans-generational 
mobility’, socio-economic status change spanning several generations.259 This real 
mobility is recorded in four Italian inscriptions; the father was an *augustalis, the son a 
city councillor. 

L. Mamilius Faustus, a sevir augustalis from the Samnian Chieti had a son, L. 
Mamilius Modestus of the Arniensis tribe, who was chosen to be decurion.260 In Roselle, 
Etruria, an inscription devoted to Ianus mentions L. Titinius Vitalis, sevir augustalis, and 
his son L. Titinius Pelagianus of the Arniensis tribe, aedilis and quaestor of the city 
council.261 The first century Apulian merchant C. Acellius Syneros was a freedman 
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augustalis. His son C. Acellius Vementus of the Falernian tribe worked his way up, and 
took up some of the highest local offices as a aedilis, praefectus, duumvir quinquennalis and 
praefectus fabrum.262 The latter even suggested the beginning of an equestrian (!) 
career.263 In A.D. 193,264 C. Titius Chresimus took up the one-year office of the augustales 
twice and was seen as a great example for all those living in the colonia of Suessa. He 
gave gladiatorial games and obtained the bisellium in accordance with the will of the 
people. Moreover, he could enjoy the water supply as if he were a city councillor (ac si 
decurio). His son was made a decurion because of the merits of his father (ob merita 
patris), by agreement of the city councillors, augustales and the plebs.265 

All four of these inscriptions leave the impression *augustales fathering a 
freeborn son actively worked towards the admittance of their son to the city council. 
These transgenerational strategies of social mobility on a local level were perhaps an 
integral part of the reason why a wealthy freedman would agree to take up a heavy 
financial burden like the *augustalitas, that is, if it could help further the career of his 
freeborn son.  

Possibly, the family strategies reflected in these inscriptions strongly resemble a 
case discussed by M. Christol. An inscription originating from Nemausus – or present 
day Nîmes – in Narbonese Gaul, possibly tells an extraordinary anecdotal tale.266  

Ordo sanctissim(us) / Q(uinto) Avilio Q(uinti) f(ilio) Sennio / Palatina Comini/ano in 
honorem pa/tris eius Q(uinti) Avili Hyacin/thi quod is praeter libera/litates spectaculorum 
quae / sponte ededit vel postulata / non negavit velis novis sum/ptu suo in theatro positis 
cum / suis armamentis saepe pecunia / mutua quae a magistratibus / petebatur data 
actum publicum / iuverit 

Q. Avilius Q.f. Palatina Sennius Cominianus was the freeborn adopted son of the 
freedman Q. Avilius Hyacinthus.267 The elder Avilius acted as a benefactor, making large 
donations to the city, perhaps hoping for honours in return. A fitting reaction of the 
decuriones would have been to make him a sevir augustalis or even accord him the 
ornamenta seviralia.268 Even more tantalising is the possibility that Avilius’ strategies 
applied to his adopted son as well. His augustalitas and the relations with the city 
councillors and leading families would facilitate the adlectio of his son into the ordo 
decurionum. Perhaps this was his long-term plan all along, so his name would be passed 
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on in the civic memory. Sadly, the son died before the plan could unfold completely. In 
order to honour a would-be member of their council, the decuriones gave an indirect 
eulogy addressed to the father, who – as far as we know – never became a sevir 
augustalis. This idea of individual self-perpetuation, and striving to pass on unrealised 
(or in this case unrealisable) ambitions to the next generation, mark forms of mobility 
influenced by family ties.269  

* 
Second, the wealth of *augustales was of crucial importance. That *augustales were 

wealthy has only rarely been disputed.270 Whether it was an actual formal condition to 
enter the institution is unclear, but it certainly was an informal constraint which 
rendered the institution relatively exclusive, and lent prestige to it (certainly in 
combination with members of a ‘good’ descent, e.g. part of the familia of the curial elite). 
Scholars agree that *augustales could help the city council shoulder the progressively 
heavy munera. The relevance here, why this needs reminding, is the implicit notion of 
dependence of the city council on financial backing by wealth located outside of the 
ordo decurionum. Wealthy (freed)men, in these cases *augustales, were ‘given the 
privilege’ to help their city out financially. By selling it off as a privilege, the decuriones 
tried not to admit to the uncertain position they were in. The dependence of the city 
council on help external to their institution, gave power to those who offered aid. 
*augustales who partially shouldered munera in their local communities, were in fact in a 
powerful negotiating position.  

Partial relief from munera was an important bonus from the perspective of the 
decuriones. One could argue that the *augustalitas was a dual mechanism; for *augustales 
the aspects of mobility and honour were primordial, for the city council the financial aid 
was crucial. Economic capital was of vital importance for the institution, but it was not 
the driving force for a (freed)man to pursue the *augustalitas. It was, however, the main 
motive for the maintenance and extension of the institution from the perspective of the 
other municipal status groups. Much like Mouritsen put it, ‘the institution was invented 
as an euergetic office which exploited an otherwise untapped source’.271  

Again, both mechanisms – i.e. the role of the sons of *augustales and the 
importance of wealth – were subjected to the geographical differences between the 
northern and southern regions of Italy, and the provinces. As already reviewed above, 
Abramenko argued that wealth and riches were a more widespread phenomenon in the 
north than in the south, which had an impact on the ‘Mittelschicht’,272 i.e. Mouritsen’s 
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‘civic undergrowth’.273 The decuriones from the north (generically speaking) had no 
problem to shoulder the munera and other financial requirements associated with the 
office. Unsurprisingly, the situation was very different in the south of Italy, where the 
city council struggled to even complete their ranks.274 
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 7   
 
Conclusion 

This project is a reaction against any attempt to amalgamate locally based 
institutions of the lower social strata. Instead of simplifying complex phenomena by 
labelling them with some all-purpose word (Duthoy’s ‘augustalis moyen’ for instance), I 
endeavoured to trace differences between individual *augustales, taking Mouritsen’s 
suggestion about *augustales to heart: ‘we might contemplate a situation where diversity 
becomes the norm because the institution was essentially local’.1 ‘Integration’, ‘local 
development’, ‘differentiation’, and ‘visibility’ were crucial themes in this discussion. 
Where possible, I focused on the individual *augustalis and what his *augustalitas meant 
for him.  

7 .1  Integration 

I hypothesised that *augustales existed and were successful because of the need to 
incorporate certain left-out groups. It was a context in which people developed 
prospects of potential social promotion. *Augustales helped the city council to shoulder 
the many expenses (munera), an important bonus from the perspective of the decuriones. 
For *augustales the aspects of mobility and honour were primordial. In other words, I 
argued that the honour of the *augustalitas furthered the civic integration of *augustales. 
‘Incorporation’ in the association of *augustales may have made this integrative function 
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of the honour more visible (see below). The epigraphic corpus and archaeological 
excavations offer strong indications that *augustales were well integrated in local 
societies. There are signs of legal, economic, symbolic, and visual integration of 
*augustales. It also seems like they used conventions in Roman society to their own 
benefit.  

* 
First of all, I argued that *augustales were a legally homogeneous group. Since 

they could both inherit and make a testament, they cannot have been Latin citizens 
(Latini iuniani), who were excluded from such legal actions. It seems *augustales enjoyed 
full Roman citizenship. Moreover, I suggested that also local citizenship was a necessary 
condition for obtaining the *augustalitas in a particular city. Three *augustales active in 
multiple cities, explicitly mentioned their local citizenship, but always in cities where 
they were not appointed *augustales.2 Since in these cases the local citizenship was not 
explicitly stated for the cities where these men became *augustales, I suggested it was 
already implied by the *augustalitas itself, and did not need to be repeated. Multiple 
*augustalitas also implied multiple local citizenship.3  

Both types of citizenship held by *augustales, Roman and local citizenship, are 
important markers of their legal integration, both in the imperial system, as well as 
in the local society of the cities in which they were appointed as *augustales.  

* 
Second, did the wealth of *augustales aid them in enlarging their social network 

or in obtaining honorific positions, and therefore furthered their integration in local 
society? The wealth and economic integration of *augustales is apparent in the 
epigraphic corpus. One of the ways *augustales could obtain (sometimes considerable) 
wealth was through their professions.  

Only two major economic hubs produced enough records of *augustales who 
mentioned their professional occupation to make a more elaborate discussion possible: 
Ostia and Lugdunum.4 *Augustales seem to have engaged in those sectors that were 
economically important for their regions. Or, rather, perhaps they were more likely to 
mention their profession when it was economically important for the region. 

Since Ostia was a harbour the economic activity would have been primarily 
connected with transport of goods to Rome and its surroundings. Many merchants and 
dockworkers must have lived in the area, but this could only be substantiated with 
physical evidence once the necropolis of Isola Sacra – an artificial island in the Tiber, 

 
                                                        
2  CIL 13, 1942 = D 7029; CIL 13, 1945 = D 7591 = CAG-69-2, p. 607; CIL 13, 2669 = D 7046.  
3  Chapter five, ‘Integration through citizenship?’ 
4  Chapter three, ‘Geographical Differentiation and Specialisation’. 
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south of Portus, west of Ostia – was discovered and excavated by Guido Calza.5 In Ostia, 
the occupational differentiation of *augustales seems biased towards the harbour 
activities of the city, with the majority working in construction or transportation.  

In Lugdunum, the *augustales who recorded a professional activity, often did not 
limit themselves to one economic sector, which is in perfect accordance with the 
amalgam of trades and professions known at Lugdunum.  

Most of these Ostian and Lugdunese *augustales professed an ‘indirect’ title, i.e. 
membership of a professional collegium. It is difficult to reconstruct evolutions over time 
for their individual careers. Membership of a collegium was a major factor in civic 
integration, as Tran demonstrated.6 Obtaining the *augustalitas on top of that, would 
have been a second factor that influenced this individual’s integration. One could thus 
conjecture that the membership of the professional association preceded the accordance 
of the *augustalitas-honour: the civic integration effectuated by membership of a 
recognised collegium made this individual better known in local society. This way, the 
decuriones may have caught sight of these wealthy collegiati, who had already shown 
their skills as a magistrate in office of an association, and offer them the *augustalitas as 
well.  

Becoming a member of such associations was, considering their importance and 
high visibility, what Bourdieu would call ‘reasonable’ and ‘common-sense’ behaviour for 
aspiring freedmen or peregrini. Since these men actually became *augustales, their efforts 
were evaluated in a positive way because they tried to ‘fit in’ – i.e. they adapted to the 
particular field. This may be seen as an important aspect of their habitus.7 The interplay 
of the professional title and the *augustalitas was one of the paths open these men in 
this world of already realised ends. They followed the imposed procedures in the 
interaction with the ‘practical world’.8 It seems that the ‘common sense’ of entering 
associations that were socially validated and important for the economy, was a strategy 
set out by candidate-*augustales.  

These *augustales tried to work with what the system had on offer. One could 
argue that those who boasted the membership of a professional collegium had a better 
‘feel for the game’9 than those who did not. If you know how the game works and which 
rules apply in this ‘world of already realised ends’,10 you can use the game to your own 
advantage. These *augustales were aware of the social appreciation (i.e. opinions of 

 
                                                        
5  See CALZA, 1931, pp. 510-542.  
6  TRAN, 2006.  
7  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 93. 
8  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90.  
9  BOURDIEU, 1980, pp. 111-114 and pp. 135-138. 
10  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90.  
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decurional elite) of collegial membership. Taking up offices gives the signal to the 
community that the individual is ready for more or higher responsibilities (e.g. 
*augustalitas) or that the city can trust them with ornamenta. Becoming a member of a 
professional collegium may have been a form of active anticipatory socialisation on the 
part of the candidate-*augustalis. Still, the ‘feel for the game’ these *augustales evidently 
had, was subjected to the limitations of the local municipal field in which they operated. 
Mastering the game also means one understands and submits to the (often unspoken) 
rules, and this determined the paths and procedures open to them in the first place. 

* 
Third, *augustalis was an honorary title, accorded to wealthy individuals, that 

allowed them to distinguish themself from other freedmen or ingenui. Duthoy called it 
an ‘Ersatz’ magistracy, because it was mostly taken up by individuals who for some 
reason (for instance servile birth) could not take part in the municipal cursus honorum. 
The social function of the *augustalitas honour was the recognition of these affluent 
individuals as important figures in their cities. Some elements suggest such a symbolic 
integration in local society. Three aspects were important: ornamenta, insignia, and 
memoria. 

Thirty-six *augustales received the ornamenta decurionalia, an exceptional 
privilege that allowed them to boast the outer distinctions of membership of the city 
council, without actually being a decurio. Men of servile stock (i.e. the majority of 
*augustales) could not enter the ordo decurionum. This symbolic integration in the city 
council seems like an official recognition of *augustales in the ‘waiting room’ for the city 
council: sons of freedmen *augustales were freeborn and had a fair chance of becoming a 
decurio. Also, perhaps some of the freeborn *augustales obtained the ornamenta 
decurionalia in anticipation of their full membership of the city council? 

A number of honours were bestowed on *augustales during their year in office: 
the toga praetexta, corona, lictores, tibicen, and the sella curulis. These magisterial insignia 
profiled *augustales in office (and by extension the association they could join as former 
officers) as powerful players in local society. By optimising their visibility and 
displaying the badges of honour (insignia) accorded to the officers, *augustales both 
stressed and claimed their integration in local society.  

This integration in society was worth remembering, so some *augustales 
explicitly referred to memoria on their tombstone or stipulated the modalities of an 
endowment. Referring to memoria on a tombstone and endowments essentially had the 
same purpose: to secure the remembrance of an individual. Some *augustales went to 
extreme (financial) lengths to do so.11  

 
                                                        
11  Chapter four, ‘Ornamenta, Insignia, and Memory’. 
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* 
Fourth, *augustales (and their association in particular) were also visually 

integrated in the architectural fabric of local society. I discussed three exceptional 
archaeological contexts from Latium and Campania that combine visibility of the local 
*augustales with monumentality of their convening space: the ‘house’ of *augustales at 
Herculaneum, the sacellum at Misenum, and their schola at Ostia.12  

In Herculanum, the location of the building associated with the augustales 
contributed strongly to the public visibility of the association. The main entrance to the 
building opens up to the south side of the Decumanus maximus, and faces the so-called 
Basilica Noniana. This must have been the main public and monumental heart of the 
relatively small settlement of Herculaneum.  

In Misenum, all the aspects of the site seem to fit: the sheer size and 
monumentality of the precinct, the intentions of conspicuous consumption, and the 
thoughtful and careful ways in which augustales presented themselves all contributed to 
their high visibility. 

In Ostia, if Laird is correct in stating the building formerly known as curia, is in 
fact the seat of the Ostian *augustales, this would have huge implications for their degree 
of visibility. Unlike the ‘seat of the *augustales’ near the theatre, the curia emphasises 
display. Being located on the Forum, with a busy basilica in front, the small circular 
temple for the Lares just across the street, the temples for Augustus et Roma and the 
Capitolium close by, and major baths on the other side of the Forum would have meant 
this building was in the dead centre of the city. The long lists of names of *augustales 
(discussed in chapter four) attached to the building also added to the visibility and 
monumentality of the building and its occupants.  

In all three cases, the (association of) *augustales enjoyed an extremely high 
visibility in the monumental heart of the city. Their ‘house’, sacellum, or schola took up a 
central position in the forum, which can be taken as a mark of their advanced 
integration in the social and monumental fabric of these cities. 

* 
Fifth, *augustales used conventions in Roman society to their own benefit. The 

epigraphic habit of the association of *augustales seems to be strongly influenced by the 
discourse of the gift. These types of reciprocity were not a simple matter of ‘good 
manners’: it was a deeply rooted societal mechanism that helped frame the complex 
social world of the Roman Empire. *Augustales happily took part in this mechanism, 
demonstrating their understanding of these societal norms.13 

 
                                                        
12  Chapter four, ‘Visibility and Invisibility’. 
13  Chapter five, ‘Completed Integration and Social Positioning: Reconversion’. 
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Sportulae in particular demonstrate how *augustales used such norms to their 
benefit. Although these handouts were only peanuts from the perspective of an even 
modestly wealthy *augustalis, they were public distributions recorded on inscriptions, 
public documents on display in the city, which confirmed their position in local society. 
It was a form of recognition of the *augustales’ importance. Such distributions of money 
seem to have been used by *augustales as a tool to present themselves as a socially 
prominent group in local society, to give the impression they really were a second ordo. 
*Augustales favoured their own organisation: sportulae given by an *augustalis 
consistently offered special rates for *augustales.  

Inscriptions were never neutral observations of a socio-economic or political 
reality. Through epigraphy, *augustales presented an ideal world in which they fitted 
into the different social universes in which they operated. At the same time, they 
actively tried to construct their vision of how civic society should be, or at least how 
they perceived it. This visionary motive left an impression on what type of information 
was put on the epigraphic record. Self-profiling as an ordo was an aspiration rather than 
a social reality. In short, scholars who evaluated *augustales as a parallel municipal ordo, 
did and believed exactly what these *augustales intended them to do and believe.14 

Their integration and understanding of societal conventions were at times so 
impressive, that *augustales could serve as a moral exemplum. This is documented in two 
inscriptions. Ti. Claudius Idomeneus from Copia15 and C. Titius Chresimus from Suessa 
Arunca16 were augustales who were put forward by the city council as worthy candidates 
for an exemplary position for the whole city. Idomeneus was deemed a worthy exemplum 
for the citizens and inhabitants of Copia in general, as well as for his (future) colleague 
augustales. The city councillors who bestowed the privileges on Chresimus, evaluated 
this augustalis – and not a fellow city councillor - as the best exemplum the colony of 
Suessa had. Idomeneus was honoured extensively by the city council for his modesty, 
Chresimus for his merita. In fact, by doing so, the city councils of these cities emphasised 
the importance of moral virtue and merit, hereby validating Idomeneus’ and Chresimus’ 
efforts to make themselves known in local society and giving them moral authority. City 
councils naming two augustales as ‘moral exempla’ for the community at large is perhaps 
the height of their integration in local society.17 

 
                                                        
14  Chapter five, ‘Completed Integration and Social Positioning: Reconversion’. 
15 AE 2008, 441.  
16  CIL 10, 4760 = D 6296. 
17  Chapter four, ‘Public Conduct and Regulation’ 
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7 .2  Differentiation and Diversity 

When discussing differentiation among *augustales, it all starts with Duthoy’s 
asterisk. I chose not to discard it, since it is extremely useful to indicate the general 
phenomenon, without undermining the diversity and local signatures. It leaves room 
for interpretation and variety, despite Duthoy’s unfortunate attempt to define the 
profile of a ‘standard’ *augustalis. In a way, the asterisk and the apparent need for a 
unified definition contradict one another. Other factors of differentiation include 
wealth, professions, honours, special positions, and networks.  

* 
First, wealth was an important factor of differentiation among *augustales. 

Inscriptions offer us insights in the structure, size, and usage of the economic capital of 
*augustales. More than one third (633 out of 1582) of the inscriptions that record 
individual *augustales attest expenses of some kind. Benefactions are the most socially 
visible way to display wealth in local society, a technique eagerly adopted by *augustales 
as well. The almost eighty relevant inscriptions record benefactions of all shapes and 
especially sizes: the typology and magnitude of a gift could vary considerably. Some 
*augustales18 were involved in ‘one of the most high profile’ forms of benefactions:19 
public building. Men who could financially afford to interfere with the monumental 
outlook of the city (major public works would include refurbishment of existing 
buildings, road works, construction of walls) were certain of returns in the guise of 
increased visibility and repute. Others donated a sum of money to the city or to the arca 
of *augustales, and stipulated what the yearly revenue should be used for. These so-
called endowments were important techniques or remembrance. They ensured the 
remembrance of a leading figure, honouring his memory by financing the adornment of 
a statue, an offer to his Manes, or a yearly distribution of wine or oil on his birthday. 
More often, *augustales would invest in the erection of a statue or an altar, or organise 
games, meals or distribute finger food. Most of the benefactions, however, are hardly 
signalled in the inscriptions preserved; a great number of epigraphic evidence from all 
over the Empire contain phrases that indicate that someone paid for something himself 
(de suo), or with his own money (sua pecunia). For *augustales, nineteen texts mentioned 
sua pecunia,20 seven de suo or in suo.21 

 
                                                        
18  Nineteen inscriptions in total, attesting thirty-nine individuals. 
19  LOMAS, 2003, p. 28. 
20  AE 1956, 4; AE 1989, 128; AE 1990, 225; AE 1992, 302;AE 1992, 321; AE 1992,322; CIL 5, 4212 = InscrIt-10-

5, 18 = D 6714; CIL 5, 7027; CIL 9, 5422 = Euergetismo-Fal, 1; CIL 10, 6461 = AE 1957, 187; CIL 11, 1344; 
CIL 11, 2653; CIL 11, 4170 = CIL 9, *91,3 = CIL 9, *91,4 = D 157 = AE 2000, 499; CIL 11, 5928 = D 3173 = D 
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Besides benefactions, other ways were available to *augustales to stress the size of 
their economic capital. Drawing the attention to a sizeable plot of land, on which a 
monument was to be built, is also an efficient way of displaying wealth. Also, funerary 
inscriptions often stipulate who paid for the stone or monument. This could be a 
member of the family, a patron, or the *augustalis himself. In this last case, sibi (et suis) 
and/or vivus fecit was mentioned. Both referring to the size of the plot of land and the 
financing of an epitaph himself, were often the only way an *augustalis accentuated his 
economic capital that was the basis of his position. Through his wealth and social 
networks, he had succeeded in obtaining a fairly respectable position in society, since he 
was honoured with the *augustalitas. 

Not all *augustales could afford to act as a benefactor. Those that could, displayed 
their wealth in many different ways, one more expensive than the other. Therefore, I 
differentiated between the magnitude and typology of the gift.22  

* 
Second, professional titles are an expression of the origin of the economic 

capital. As elaborately discussed, professional titles exist in two variants: (1) an actual 
profession, which specifies a certain trade (‘direct’ title), and (2) membership of a 
professional collegium (‘indirect’ title). These two types were appreciated in a different 
way, and some indications could be traced in the one hundred and fourteen inscriptions 
that recorded professional titles of *augustales. There did not seem to be a marked 
difference between *augustales who were collegiati of a professional collegium and those 
who recorded an actual profession – at least not when it comes to benefactions. The 
higher social standing and ‘transposing’ of a potentially stigmatising profession into 
membership of a collegium, does not reveal itself in the size of gifts done by any of these 
*augustales.  

When reviewing socially recognised positions and honours obtained, there was a 
marked difference to be seen. Those who could boast a stronger relation with the city 
council through ornamenta and the accordance of plots of public land were always men 
who recorded membership of a professional collegium as the ‘type’ of professional title. 
In any case, it is clear that *augustales who attested their profession as such did not 
belong to the top. None of these men obtained additional honours, titles or positions 
besides their augustalitas. Still, epigraphical attestation of occupational title is the 
exception and this could mean the epigraphical attestation was added value and had 
some kind of social positioning function. 

 
                                                                                                                                                                             

5399; CIL 12, 3231; CIL 14, 288; CIL 14, 3003 = D 6255; CIL 14, 5380 = AE 1987, 197; Paestum 31. 
21  AE 1997, 487; NTAbruzzo 1 = ELarino 80 = AE 1997, 335; CIL 9, 5686 = D 6571; CIL 10, 1882 = SupIt-25-L, 

20; CIL 11, 5612; CIL 13, 1735; CIL 13, 2584. 
22  Chapter three, ‘Expenditures and Benefactions’. 
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In short, Joshel’s suggestion that collegial offices are socially more acceptable than 
professional titles is reflected in the honours and privileges accorded to the respective 
groups, rather than in the expression of wealth through benefactions. Here, I made a 
crucial note: simple membership is relatively rarely recorded (except for in alba). Most 
attestations of collegiati actually refer to officers (quinquennales and curatores), who had 
to bear part of the group’s expenses. This is the explanation for the two-speed 
mechanism, a consistent difference in appreciation of the two ‘types’ of professional 
titles. Members of professional collegia (an ‘indirect’ title) could count on a higher 
appreciation than those who recorded a profession as such (a ‘direct’ title). This is not an 
appreciation of the profession; it is a validation of the individuals who took up 
responsibilities within an association vis-à-vis those who did not. Not the profession was 
the important factor that influenced the higher number of honours (especially the 
closer contact with the city council), but the leading collegiate positions they took up.  

In any case, it is clear that *augustales who attested their profession as such (a 
‘direct’ title) did not belong to the top. None of these men obtained additional honours, 
titles or positions besides their *augustalitas. Still, epigraphical attestation of 
occupational title is the exception and this could mean it had an added value and had 
some kind of social positioning function.23 

* 
Third, I argued that differentiation between economic sectors and different 

regions is necessary to refute the ‘Trimalchio vision’. A literary attestation of an affluent 
but fictional sevir augustalis is no basis to assume, as often has been done, that all 
*augustales gained their fortune through trade and land ownership. As was to be 
expected, the Trimalchio vision, reducing the professions of *augustales mainly to 
traders and landowners, is (as was to be expected) partially incorrect. The 
epigraphically attested *augustales from central Italy were not only active in trade, but 
also in professions ranging from blacksmiths to carpenters, moneychangers, scribes and 
doctors. The literary type of the *augustalis as a former tradesman we know so well from 
Petronius, needs some nuance as a whole array of professions is attested in 
inscriptions.24  

The strong engagement of *augustales in the construction sector is striking: forty-
eight *augustales who indicated a professional title (or 42 % of the corpus) had interests 
in construction or were affiliated at least to a collegium fabrum. Also the strong presence 
of *augustales in the transportation sector is remarkable; one out of ten was active as a 
navicularius (shipper), nauta (river shipper), or lenuncularius (small vessel boatman, 

 
                                                        
23  Chapter three, ‘The Importance of Professional Titles’. 
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working for the annona). Equally remarkable is the underrepresentation of *augustales in 
administration. Only seven *augustales – or 6,3 per cent of the corpus – were accountant, 
overseer, collector of money, treasurer, or grain measurer. The representation of 
*augustales in the manufacturing, sales and banking trades and also in educated service 
is very similar to what Joshel established for Rome. Not a single *augustalis records 
working in skilled service, and only one was active in domestic service, calling himself 
‘an excellent chef’, cocus optimus.25  

This occupational differentiation is not altogether surprising. An *augustalis held 
a highly estimated position, standing directly at the door to the curia, which would be 
opened to his children. Perhaps men who became affluent enough to qualify for the 
*augustalitas had not often been domestic slaves who tended to the children of their 
master, emptied chamber pots, or performed as entertainers. One would indeed expect 
to encounter these *augustales in slightly more enterprising sectors of the economy. 
None of them record being peasants. Cicero saw this as one of the few honourable 
professions, even honourable enough to be practiced by members of the imperial elite 
(including senators). This was not open to all, and certainly not to men working their 
way around for instance legal impediments (i.e. former slaves who fall under the Lex 
Visellia). These (potential) *augustales made a virtue of necessity, as Bourdieu would call 
it,26 and tried to further their integration in local society in different ways. By engaging 
in these more enterprising professions was one of the paths a candidate-*augustalis 
could follow to optimise his chances of obtaining the *augustalitas. He exhibits 
reasonable and common sense behaviour in order to ‘fit in’. In other words, he is 
adapted to the particular field and acts based on the anticipation of transubstantiation 
of his economic capital into symbolic capital. It is understandable that he subsequently 
professes the origin of his economic capital in the inscription that centres on his 
acquired symbolic capital in the form of prise de position and honour. This ‘feel for the 
game’ and their overrepresentation in more enterprising sectors are part of the 
economic habitus of *augustales.27 

* 
Fourth, some *augustales took up special  positions that sometimes 

transcended the local level. Some *augustales based at Ostia were mensores frumentarii, 
grain measurers. They were involved in the imperial annona, the grain dole for the one 
million inhabitants of the capital city. Although locally based, they clearly transcended 
the normal reach of associations, and so did their socially prominent members. This is at 
the same time an expression of differentiation among *augustales (only a few of them 
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26  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90. 
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were involved in the imperial annona) and of integration in local society (these 
*augustales were engaged a sector that was economically important for the region).28  

Other inscriptions in which the word annona is mentioned stem from cities all 
over Italy and Gaul. Some *augustales aided the local grain supply when necessary. 
Twenty-three individuals known from epigraphy bore the title curator annonae 
(frumentariae). Most of them were knights, praefecti, patrons of the city, or city 
councillors, but four (maybe five) of them were Italian *augustales. Two of these men 
were certainly freeborn, and one was a freedman. One (maybe two) is (are) of uncertain 
status.29 It was common practice to appoint (ad hoc) wealthy and well-connected 
prominent citizens when a particular need in connection with the grain market arose. 
This demonstrates the diversity and differentiation among *augustales: some of them 
were curatores annonae, a position most often taken up by members of the official ordines. 
Such a position was not an option available to everyone.30 

Similarly, ten inscriptions attest *augustales who were accensi, magisterial 
apparitores. One could hypothesize these men were selected because of their wealth, 
network connections, and proven reliability expressed by the *augustalitas title, which 
implied an active involvement in the social and economic fabric of the city. Only a few 
*augustales were sufficiently well connected to become accensi – another indication of 
the enormous differentiation and ‘career paths’ among *augustales.31 

* 
Fifth, some *augustales succeeded in developing large networks. Sometimes, this 

was expressed in double or triple *augustalitas accorded to individuals in multiple cities, 
or an accumulation of the *augustalitas with magistracies in other collegia, or other 
honours (e.g. ornamenta decurionalia) in different cities. I hypothesised this was 
connected to trade routes. Reconstructing the geographical range of influence of such 
individuals demonstrates two things: (1) an economic position leads to networks that 
went beyond the strictly economic sphere, and (2) these networks could result in 
honours like the *augustalitas. The chronology of events as seen in the inscriptions is 
important: the development of the (trade) networks clearly preceded the accordance of 
the *augustalitas honour.32  

 
                                                        
28  Third chapter, ‘Local and Imperial Economies’. 
29  CIL 14, 2972 = D 6253 = EAOR-4, 24 (freeborn, Palestrina); CIL 14, 3014 = D 6252 = EAOR-4, 23 
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Another form of networking is to develop strong relations with influential 
families. Maintaining close relations with member of the local elite (proximity to power) 
was advantageous for any ambitious freedman or peregrine inhabitant of a city. The 
support and financial backing of a powerful and wealthy patronus perhaps spiked the 
ambitions of his freedmen to pursue a career in a successful economic sector and try to 
obtain the *augustalitas as well. Proximity to decuriones through family ties helped to 
obtain *augustalitas. The guardianship of the municipal Senate over *augustales gave 
them a semi-official and public character. This honor set *augustales apart from 
numerous other religious or professional associations. The city council determined who 
could take up the office of this prestigious organisation, hereby defining the 
composition of the ordo. Members of the familia of notables (especially decuriones) were 
best positioned to receive the *augustalitas. Also freedmen of *augustales were in a rather 
privileged position: through their patron they already had a direct link with the 
institution.33 

Also the presence of imperial freedmen among *augustales is a factor of 
differentiation. A powerful patron (in this case the emperor or one of his family 
members) was important, but very few individuals could boast such a connection to the 
imperial house.34 

* 
Sixth, sometimes we see interaction of different status indications. For 

instance, an explicit link with professional activities is almost always absent in the 
corpus of *augustales who profiled themselves as benefactors – only four of these inform 
us of their profession. None of the *augustales on whose tombstone or monument the 
size of the plot of land was recorded, were benefactors. Four hundred and seventy-eight 
inscriptions record *augustales who took care of their epitaph or grave monument by life 
(sibi or vivus). Only seven attestations of benefactions occur in this corpus. 

Very often, referring to the size of the plot of burial-land and/or the financing of 
an epitaph himself, was the only way an individual *augustalis accentuated the economic 
capital that was the basis of his position. Through his wealth and social networks, he 
had succeeded in obtaining a fairly respectable position in society, since he was 
honoured with the *augustalitas. In the absence of other honours, titles or positions to 
boast about, the *augustalis stressed his monetary strength. 35 

* 
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In the past, scholars have somewhat neglected complex patterns of 
differentiation among the lower social classes of the Roman Empire, despite the large 
body of inscriptions erected by and for members of these classes. Especially provincial 
sources were left out. Some much-needed revision has started, but this initial impetus 
needs continuation. Inscriptions offer a glimpse of a socially strongly fragmented local 
Roman society; it allows us to see differentiation among the lower stratum that covered 
over 95% of the population of the Western Roman Empire.  

For instance wealth varied among *augustales, as the exceptional nature of some 
benefactions demonstrates: not all *augustales could afford this kind of gesture. Also, not 
all *augustales could boast an equally respectable lineage and connections with powerful 
families to the same degree: some even had links with senatorial families; others could 
not even record a locally renowned patron. Similarly, some *augustales were active as 
traders or merchants in different cities whilst others remained in their hometown. In 
addition, an emphasis on the different social signatures of the locally developed 
institution of *augustales is crucial to understanding it correctly. 

7 .3  Local Development 

The organisation of the institution clearly shows it was a local development. Also 
the expanse of *augustales was enormous. Diversity was the norm, as the geographical 
spread of the institution and the many varieties in terminology demonstrate. 
Throughout the discussion, I mentioned a number of cities where *augustales developed 
a very peculiar local signature: Tibur, Ostia, Misenum, Herculaneum, Liternum, Brixia, 
Verona, Narbo, Nemausus, Lugdunum, Copia, Veii, and Trebula Mutuesca. 

* 
The geographical spread of *augustales is enormous: the 1711 inscriptions 

from Italy and Gaul reviewed here stem from no less than 414 cities. Many cities only 
produced very few attestations of *augustales: 35 cities account for 877 inscriptions, in 
the remaining 379 cities less than ten records of *augustales are preserved. Ostia Antica 
is the best-attested city in the Empire; one hundred and fifty-seven inscriptions were 
recovered here. None of the other cities can boast such a strong presence of *augustales. 
A high number of inscriptions were also recovered from the three major Gallic cities; 
forty-two in Narbo, sixty-six in Nemausus and sixty-four in Lugdunum. In twenty-seven 
cities *augustales are reasonably well represented (i.e. more than ten, but less than thirty 
inscriptions). The remaining cities count less than ten inscriptions of *augustales. 
Although it is difficult to make any generalising statement about the composition or 
organisation of *augustales in those cities, at the very least it demonstrates the 
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institution was widespread and was installed in many Italian and Gallic communities. 
These figures signal that the development of *augustales was essentially local.36 

* 
Other aspects connected with the *augustalitas (e.g. the frequency of honours, 

expenditures, or other positions taken up by *augustales) also vary locally. 
In the third chapter, I confronted the frequency of attestation of *augustales with 

the frequency these men attested a professional title. By confronting both datasets, it 
became clear that a high or low amount of attestations of individual *augustales in 
certain regions or provinces is no guideline for predicting the number of professional 
titles recorded. It does not occur that often that both datasets are in accordance with 
one another. Remarkable, however, is the chiastic nature of the datasets: a high 
percentage of professional titles occurs more often when the number of inscriptions in 
general is low, whereas a large corpus of texts seems to produce significantly lower 
percentages of attestations of professional titles. This suggests that we are dealing with 
two epigraphic phenomena that were interdependent, but not causally linked with one 
another. I took this fragmentation as a strong indication that the explanation could be 
found in local developments and economic specialisation.37  

Also the occurrence of inscriptions that record the size of the plot of land with 
the formulae in fronte pedes and in agro pedes varies. In the corpus from Italy and Gaul, 
seventy-seven inscriptions of *augustales mention the size of the plot of land. Roman 
Gaul is heavily underrepresented (only four texts from the city of Narbo), and Ostia is 
heavily overrepresented (thirty-eight texts).38  

Similarly, thirty-two inscriptions attesting thirty-seven individual *augustales 
mention memoria. Different formulas occur, and it seems like these were geographically 
anchored: dis manibus et memoriae aeternae is most often found in the city of Lugdunum, 
and so is dis manibus et memoria. The former phrase is attested twelve times in this city, 
the latter four times.39 

Finally, the terminology used to signal the appointment of *augustales by the city 
council is different for northern and southern Italy. I listed and discussed all of the 
indications for the nomination of *augustales found in the epigraphical corpus from Italy 
and Roman Gaul. The assertion that decuriones appointed *augustales is based on a 
relatively meagre set of sources – thirty inscriptions. A stunning 93% of these 
inscriptions (twenty-six out) originate from central or northern Italy. In the northern 
and central regions of Italy, *augustalitas was a parallel path to prestige, also for ingenui, 
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37  Third chapter, ‘Geographical Differentiation and Specialisation’. 
38  Third chapter, ‘Expenditures and Benefactions’. 
39  Chapter four, ‘Ornamenta, Insignia, and Memory’. 
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because of the strong competition for seats on the city council. Here the city council was 
powerful, and this did not allow for *augustales to act independently (e.g. organise 
themselves as an ordo). The weaker southern city councils gave many privileges and 
honours; the strong northern city council used these sparsely. If the city council kept a 
tight rein on the city in the north and central parts of Italy, it is normal that most of the 
proof for decuriones appointing *augustales is found there. In a nutshell, the coercive 
power of the decuriones is significantly larger in the northern and central regions of Italy 
than in the south. This had a significant impact on *augustales.40 

* 
In Tibur, twenty-two inscriptions attest augustales (Herculanei). These Herculanei 

seem to be qualitatively different from the ‘predecessors’ of *augustales. Instead of being 
a preliminary stage of a development, the title ‘Herculaneus’ expresses a locally 
developed signature of the *augustalitas. The joint attestation of these titles is an 
expression of symbiosis and syncretism, rather than one of *augustales replacing 
Herculanei.41 

* 
At Ostia, the highest number of *augustales known from one single city are 

attested: one hundred and fifty-one. Here, the quinquennales and electi were peculiar 
ranks of the yearly officers, and *augustales involvement in other associations as well as 
their indepence from the city council are remarkable. 

A peculiar terminological difficulty occurs here: fifty per cent of the Ostian 
*augustales called themselves quinquennales. This disproportionately high figure suggests 
that something else is going on. The fasti augustalium recovered here show that not only 
the head officers were quinquennales, as could be expected, but also the lower officers 
seem to have borne the same title. This indicates that the quinquennalitas was in most 
cases little more than the expression of obtaining the *augustalitas, rather than 
indicating presidency.42 

Another peculiar position recorded in these lists is the electi. Electo(s) as a 
magisterial title is only attested for *augustales,43 meaning ‘chosen’, ‘selected’, ‘picked’. 
Oddly enough, the plural electos seems to be an accusative, whereas electo is an ablative 
singular. Possibly, this demonstrates the ad hoc nature of nominating electi, which 
would be consistent with the known principle of progressive adaptation of alba and fasti. 
These inscriptions were living documents. Perhaps these electi were named one at a 
time, so an ‘s’ was simply added to the electo carved after the nomination of the first 

 
                                                        
40  Chapter six, ‘A Proximity Thing: the Decuriones’.  
41  Chapter two, ‘Romans in Social Limbo: Similes Ordines and Predecessors’. 
42  Chapter five, ‘Making a Difference’.  
43  Another attestation, also of a sevir augustalis: CIL 14, 461.  
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person. Since the number of electi varies,44 it seems that this position brought honour, 
and perhaps expense, rather than responsibilities.45   

A substantial part of the Ostian *augustales (18%) took up collegiate positions or 
received honours connected to an association, both within and outside of the body of 
*augustales. Here, an elaborate accumulation of positions and honours often occurs. 
When it comes to positions taken up by *augustales in other collegia, two aspects are 
remarkable (though not unexpected): (1) many of them headed the association as 
quinquennales, and (2) the associations all had something to do with construction, trade, 
and distribution (mensores, fabri, lenuncularii, navicularii). Ostian *augustales were 
prominent members in society who were recruited as leading members by other 
associations (because of their wealth and networks?), and were strongly involved in the 
major economic activities of the portal city.46  

Remarkably, very few inscriptions attest contact between *augustales and city 
councillors at Ostia. The ornamenta decurionalia are attested once, and so is the allocation 
of a public plot of land by decurional decree. Two fragments of the fasti from Ostia 
record the phrase ex decr(eto) ord(inis) Aug(ustalium).47 The fragmentary state of these 
particular slabs does not allow any far-reaching statements, but the phrase seems to 
have applied to very few individuals and was not heading the inscription. This excludes 
the possibility that it concerns the gift of finance for the fasti. I suggested (with 
Abramenko) that it signals a way of decision making by *augustales. It could for example 
indicate a co-optation by decree of *augustales, indicating they were responsible for all 
nominations of *augustales. Here we are dealing with the one-year officers, similar to the 
creatio decreto decurionum. It would seem that the Ostian *augustales acted relatively 
independently from the city council.48 

* 
In Misenum, a very peculiar locally developed interaction between the different 

aspects of the institution of augustales can be seen. In a famous inscription, Q. Cominius 
Abascantus gave sportulae to five groups: twenty sesterces to the city councillors, twelve 
sesterces to the augustales corporati, eight sesterces to iis qui in corpore non sunt, also eight 
to the ingenui corporati, and four to the rest of the citizens of the municipium.49 Especially 
the category of men qui in corpore non sunt was interesting. I hypothesised that this 
phrase refers to former office holders with the dignitas of the augustalitas, who were not 

 
                                                        
44 There are three in 196 and 198, one in 210, 216, 239, and none in 208, 228, 234, and 242. 
45  Chapter four, ‘Alba and Fasti in the Context of Collegial and Magisterial Hierarchies’. 
46  Chapter five, ‘Making a Difference’. 
47  CIL 14, 4561,1-2.  
48  Chapter six, ‘A Proximity Thing: The Decuriones’. 
49  AE 2000, 344  
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members of the association (yet?). This also gives us a clue as to the recruiting of 
augustales in this city. It seems that the office was primary, not the association: 
augustales were not chosen from the members of the association, but could become 
members after taking up the office, not the other way around.50  

The same inscription shows us that the organisation of the association was the 
responsibility of the augustales, without interference from the ordo decurionum. 
Nymphida Monime was ‘adopted into membership in our body’ by decree of the 
augustales,51 made a part of the broader collegium, on these augustales’ own initiative. The 
verb adlegere is used, linked to the association of augustales (corpore nostro). So, not only 
does this text document that augustales passed their own decrees, it also gives insight in 
nomination or appointment procedures.52  

* 
In Herculaneum, it seems *augustales adopted a characteristic of the compitales 

cult: their spatial implementation in local society. The ‘house of *augustales ’ is located 
on the crossroads of the Decumanus Maximus and Cardo III. This building was probably a 
multifunctional place of cult and social interaction, progressively adapted to 
accommodate multiple organisations (including the ordo decurionum). In fact, the ‘house 
of the augustales’ and the Basilica Noniana (or Porticus) were both multifunctional public 
spaces, so it is not that surprising that this political, religious, and monumental heart of 
the city was also linked architecturally. This particular building was indeed situated on 
the crossroads of important streets. Perhaps this indicates a locally developed stronger-
than-average link with the Lares cult?53 

In this ‘house of the augustales’, a graffito was found in which three individuals 
were proposed (rogamus) for inclusion in a specific body called the curia Augustiana. The 
body referred to was probably that of the local augustales and curia is not to be 
interpreted as a schola of an association, but as a restricted number of persons. 
Therefore, it seems these three individuals were proposed as proper candidates for the 
one-year magistracy, not for membership of the association of augustales. This graffito 
informs us of the process of admission to the augustales in Herculaneum: the broader 
association and not the office was the primary organisation here and augustales could 
propose (rogare) fitting candidates for the office. A prolonged loyalty to the institution 
must have been crucial for its stability, and clearly the body or association of *augustales 

 
                                                        
50  Second chapter, ‘Office, Association, and Terminology’. 
51  Placere augustalibus Nymhidiam Monimen in corpore nostro adlegi 
52  Chapter six, ‘A Proximity Thing: The Decuriones’, part on ‘The Power of Naming: Appointment of the 

*Augustales’. 
53  Chapter two, ‘Romans in Social Limbo: Similes Ordines and Predecessors’. 
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was this factor of stability, not the yearly changing college of officers. It was from the 
body of collegiati that the officers who took up the one-year magistracy were selected.54 

* 
The alba augustalium recovered at Liternum clearly list members of an 

association of former officers, who were previously appointed (creati) by the decuriones. 
This settles – at least for the city of Liternum or perhaps its region as well – the dispute 
whether the officers were selected from among the members of the association, or 
whether the association was the way the honour of the former officers was 
institutionalised and perpetuated. Here the office was the primary organisation. 

These alba record a number of collegiate titles that make a certain degree of 
‘otherness’ become apparent. First, an exclusively male membership is commonly 
assumed for *augustales, but the title of mater augustalium in the second album from 
Liternum is one of the few attestations of female membership of the augustales. 
Moreover, the example of this Flavia Festa, mater and patrona of the augustales,55 makes 
clear that patronage of the association by parentes collegiorum was possible, despite the 
dissimilar background. Patroni normally were outsiders to the collegium, parentes 
collegiorum rose from within the ranks of the association or were closely related to 
collegiati. 

Second, we find the title of sac(erdos) Aug(ustalium) accorded to Marcia Polybiane, 
patrona allecta recorded on the second album from Liternum. This was identical to the 
honour bestowed on Cassia C.f. Victoria from nearby Misenum.56 Unfortunately, very 
few inscriptions attest the title of sacerdos in general, and even fewer in the context of 
the augustalitas. The number of instances in which a woman was named as an *augustalis 
are extremely limited, and none of these women were appointed to the yearly office of 
*augustales. Flavia Festa and Marcia Polybiane were both patrons of the association (and 
therefore even outsiders as well), and Cassia Victoria was a member of the association as 
well.  

Third, one highly ranked duplicarius – situated between the patroni allecti and the 
curator perpetuus – is listed on the first album from Liternum. He was entitled to a double 
share at distributions of sportulae or other gifts. Duplicarius or dupliciarius occurs one 
hundred and ninety-six times in the epigraphic corpus. In one hundred and sixty-seven 
cases (85%) duplicarius was a military rank. In nineteen inscriptions, no military position 
is named, and in ten texts (not counting the album from Liternum) does it seem to have 
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been a collegiate title of the local *augustales.57 Seven of these *augustales duplicarii were 
found in or close to the Bay of Naples (Liternum, Salernum, and Puteoli). 58 

* 
Within the region of the so-called Campi Flegrei, a regional mimesis of 

collegial titles can be discerned among *augustales. The titles mater, pater, and sacerdos 
attested in the second album from Liternum, are also found in nearby Misenum. The 
duplicarius title, recorded in the same album, also occurs in Liternum, Salernum, and 
Puteoli. Also, most of the strong indications for a distinct role of *augustales in the 
imperial cult, come from the area around Liternum, Herculaneum and Misenum. The 
area around the Bay of Naples is a notable exception to the rule: no other clear 
indications of cultic activities of *augustales centred on the emperor are known. Apart 
from these dispersed indications, truly compelling evidence that the imperial cult was 
of primordial importance for *augustales all over the western part of the Empire, is still 
wanting. Perhaps the similar collegiate titles and stronger indications of a link with the 
imperial cult indicate the existence of a relatively homogeneous cultural complex for 
*augustales in and around the Bay of Naples? 

* 
Trying to ‘make a difference’ seems to have been difficult at Brixia. Here, the 

high percentage of *augustales who did not record any additional honours, titles, or 
positions immediately stands out. Four out of five, or 81%, could only boast their 
*augustalitas. Remarkably, although Brixia was an important centre of textile 
production, none of *augustales mentioned a profession.59 

* 
In the discussion of how an *augustalis could try to ‘make a difference’ for 

himself, Verona produced the smallest ‘critical mass’ of data; thirty-three inscriptions. 
Such a small corpus of text easily leads to distortions. For instance, the 
disproportionately high percentage of *augustales who received a plot of public land (9%) 
– for what it’s worth, three times more elevated than average – is the result of only 
three attestations. This also implies that the fragmentation of the group of *augustales is 
the least persuasive of all. It is for instance hard to believe that so few men took up 
collegiate positions within or outside of the body of *augustales; only one magister of the 
centonarii is recorded. One accensus patroni was counted here as well, a magisterial 
apparitor. This particular individual may have been selected as an accensus based on his 
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wealth, network connections, and proven reliability expressed by the *augustalitas title 
(which implied an active involvement in the social and economic fabric of the city). At 
the same time, these accensi operated on a level that transcended the level of the city.60  

* 
In Narbo about seventy per cent of the augustales did not attain any additional 

honours or privileges, nor did they attest a profession. Furthermore, the augustales took 
on great expenses as one out of ten augustales profiled themselves as local benefactors.61  

Here, an extremely interesting case of language mimesis occurred. The augustales 
copied expressions and phrases archetypically used by the decuriones. Here, symbolic 
violence can be interpreted quite literally, as using the discourse of the legitimate 
authorities to define oneself. This was very suggestive: expressions archetypically used 
by the city council were copied by the ordo augustalium and adjusted for their own use. 
In this way, expressions as l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) and ex d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum) were adapted to read l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) IIIIIIuir(orum) and ex d(ecreto) 
IIIIIIuir(orum).62  

* 
As in Narbo, seven out of ten augustales recorded at Nemausus (Nîmes) only 

recorded their augustalitas as a mark of distinction. The title of corporatus is well 
attested, but none of the augustales from Nîmes are known benefactors. Conversely, 
expressions of prolonged close contact with the city council (gratuitas, ornamenta, decreto 
decurionum) are very well attested: 15% of the epigraphic corpus mentions honours of 
this exceptional nature.63  

* 
At Lugdunum, the occupational differentiation among *augustales is unique. No 

particular trade or profession stands out but Lugdunese *augustales who recorded a 
professional activity, often did not limit themselves to one economic sector. Not only 
the importance of river transport contributed to the strong economic position of the 
city. In this limited corpus, we already come across representatives of other important 
trades: metallurgy (silverware production and –trade), production of cloth, salt 
extraction and derivatives (muria, liquamen and garum for example). Absent from this 
corpus, however, is any mention of another major economic activity in Lugdunese Gaul: 
ceramics production.64  
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As for *augustales trying to ‘make a difference’, remarkably few high honours are 
known to have been taken up by the Lugdunese *augustales. Two inscriptions record 
omnes honores and one mentions the accordance of a plot of public land. None received 
the ornamenta decurionalia or gratuitas.65 

* 
At Copia, the city council played a huge role in both the honorary and regular 

nomination of the local augustales. This was expressed respectively by ex{s} decreto nostro 
creare and quos hoc [a]nno senatus f[ut]uros Augusta[l]es cens(uit).66 It is a clear-cut case of 
decuriones strictly controlling the augustales.67  

* 
At Veii , the city council (here called the Hundredmen, centumviri) made one 

Gelos augustalis, as if he had taken up the honour – ac si eo honore usus sit. *Augustalis was 
an honorific title – a dignity that is –, which might or might not induce those who 
enjoyed the honour to join a formal association. The city council had the right to bestow 
the dignity upon Gelos, regardless of whether he had fulfilled the office and of whether 
he was going to join an association of *augustales. I argued that Gelos’ position may have 
been similar to those who in Misenum were in corpore non sunt: former office holders 
with the dignitas of the augustalitas, who were not members of the association (yet?).68 
The decuriones made Gelos a former officer, perhaps as a particular form of gratuitas? 
This way, he would not be responsible for the organisation of games or any other 
munera.69 

* 
At Trebula Mutuesca, a sevir augustalis was adlected supra numer[um inter 

augustales], by decree of both the decuriones and the seviri augustales.70 Numerus did not 
refer to the yearly office, but rather to the larger organisation. This inscription suggests 
that in Trebula Mutuesca the decuriones and *augustales consulted each other on co-
optation of new members of the association of *augustales. The decree was issued by 
both orders. This joint decision-making suggests *augustales did not hand over control of 
the composition of their association, but had to check with the city council.71 

* 
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The composition of the order and the ways in which one *augustalis tried to 
distinguish himself from the others, could differ from city to city. This local diversity is 
crucial to the correct understanding of *augustales as in institution that spread 
throughout the western parts of the Empire and developed a large number of local 
signatures. Attempts of individuals to affirm their status in as many different ways as 
possible, does not lead to a fixed and general hierarchy in a structural sense. There was 
no blueprint for the organisation of *augustales. None of the titles and honours 
mentioned can be accorded a general and absolute importance (not even the gratuitas or 
ornamenta), since their occurrence (and implied importance) depended on the local 
processes of differentiation.  

Similarly, the role of decuriones was part of the local development of the 
institution. In some cities (e.g. Copia), the city council strictly controlled the 
nominations of *augustales, in other municipalities (e.g. Misenum), the organisation was 
left in the hands of *augustales themselves, (almost) without any interventions of the 
decuriones. It is crucial, however, to differentiate between the nomination of one-year 
officers and members of the association. After reviewing the evidence, it is clear there 
was no uniform regulation of the procedure for admission. In short, *augustales mostly 
nominated members of the association, whereas decuriones appointed the one-year 
officers. Local deviations from this pattern occur. At the very least, the city council held 
guardianship over *augustales, sometimes watching their every move. 

7 .4  Visibil ity 

Economic capital was of vital importance for the institution, but it was not the 
driving force for a (freed) man to pursue the *augustalitas. It was, however, the main 
motive for the maintenance and extension of the institution from the perspective of the 
other municipal status groups. It is perfectly imaginable that men with a high economic 
status who could not rise any more politically, would invest in their personal visibility 
in every possible way. Two aspects are crucial: display in the graveyard and visibility 
through large buildings in the monumental heart of the city. 

First, whereas the curial élite display their status on the forum, freedmen tended 
to invest in their visibility in the necropolis. They conquered the graveyards with their 
remarkable and grand monuments, taking over the necropoleis as the place of servile 
competition, since this was ‘the medium which offered them the best opportunity for 
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self-display’.72 In many cases monuments were erected after the death of the 
commemorated individual. In these cases the inscriptions did not put the individual 
person on display (as he was already dead), but their family or patron. This simple 
observation was important for the discussion of funerary inscriptions and memory of 
*augustales in the light of ‘presentation of the self’ or ‘respectability on display’. Who 
was on display exactly?  

It is remarkable how many of the inscriptions were not erected by the *augustalis 
himself, but by a female family member of the *augustalis (often his wife), the broader 
family, or his patron. The importance of family vis-à-vis the individual can be seen 
throughout the funerary epigraphy. Even in those inscriptions that mention the word 
vivus, indicating the *augustalis was alive and well when the slab was set up, in sixty-
seven out of the one hundred and nineteen inscriptions (56%) the *augustalis mentions 
his wife, offspring or other members of his close family. This signifies that in many 
inscriptions not the respectability of only the *augustalis was on display. If he was 
already deceased, it was often the family that acted as dedicator, and used the 
respectable position of one of its members – i.e. the dedicatee, being an *augustalis – to 
increase their general esteem. If still alive, the *augustalis often took the trouble to 
mention his family and fit his position into a broader societal framework.73 

Another type of (in)visibility of some aspects of the position of *augustales is seen 
in iconography. Iconography and epigraphy are complementary, reinforcing one 
another and the message they wanted to get across. In ten epitaphs the profession of 
the *augustalis was not named, but some tools or a workshop were depicted on the 
tombstone.  

Second, in some cities, buildings have been identified as schola or aedes of the 
local *augustales. By becoming a part of the monumental structure of the city, these 
constructions dramatically enhanced the visibility of *augustales: the buildings were 
mostly situated on or close to the forum. I discussed three exceptional archaeological 
contexts that combine visibility and monumentality: the ‘house’ of *augustales at 
Herculaneum, the sacellum at Misenum, and their schola at Ostia. Above, I already 
indicated that the high visibility and central position of these buildings were also 
symptomatic of the advanced integration of *augustales in local society.74 
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7 .5  Individual *Augustales  

What did the *augustalitas honour mean for the individual involved? Five aspects 
are important: it was expected of *augustales that they demonstrated their wealth, the 
one-year officers were given badges of honour, *augustales were part of a hierarchy, 
their prospects of trans- and intragenerational mobility were more elevated, and they 
were closely linked to the city council.  

* 
First, accepting an office implies not only privileges, but also munera. In general, 

benefactions or other display of economic capital that was the basis of their 
respectable position were expected of *augustales. Taking part in ‘expected’ practices that 
were ‘within reason’ is a sign these agents operated within a field that was structured by 
what Bourdieu called ‘generative schemes’ that determined the array of paths that were 
open to these agents.75 In Ostia for example, the expenditures stressed in their 
inscriptions were also an expression of the lack of higher honours and privileges. In the 
absence of other honours, titles or positions to boast about, the *augustalis stressed his 
economic worth by for instance recording the size of the plot of land on which the tomb 
or epitaph was erected. This was the only option of displaying ‘worthiness’ still open to 
them in that ‘world of already realised ends’.76 By making a virtue of necessity – i.e. 
exhibiting behaviours that corresponded to expectations – these *augustales in a way 
resigned to their fate and worked within the boundaries of their habitus.  

Crucial, however, is the notion that one cannot simply decide to enter the game. 
It is not an instantaneous or wilful act, but one is either born into a game or went 
through a long process of initiation and co-optation equal to a second birth.77 In the case 
of *augustales, most of them were indeed ‘born into the game’ as a servile or peregrine 
status left them little choice. Moreover, the suspected link between local elites and 
members of *augustales would suggest a long process of socialisation and preparation 
was common practice.  

* 
Second, badges of honour (insignia) accorded to the officers, were not only a 

mark of their integration in local society. The toga praetexta was a very visible element 
that distinguished those who had obtained the right to wear this toga from those who 
had not. This was ‘respectability on display’ in the strictest sense of the term. The sella 
curulis was a symbol of the potestas (and for the consuls and the praetors also of 
 
                                                        
75  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 92. 
76  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 90. 
77  BOURDIEU, 1980, p. 114. 
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imperium) of the magistrate. The curule chairs were instrumental for putting everyone’s 
position in the social formation on display during public events: in a glance one could 
see who was charge in the city. Lictores and fasces were insignia potestatis, important and 
awe-inspiring symbols of power.  

The right to have lictores and the meaning of the fasces they carried reflected the 
official status of the office. I stressed the strategic potential of an *augustalis’ office and 
dignity. Becoming an *augustalis offered return benefits in the form of prestige, easier 
access to other honours, an expansion of network connections, and, in some cases, their 
position as an *augustalis could facilitate intra- and transgenerational mobility (see 
below). This is quite a different image than that of the meek and docile *augustalis who 
does not seem to grasp the mechanisms of which he is a vital part.78 

* 
Third, it is too ambitious to make fundamental claims about hierarchies among 

*augustales, but I outlined some general principles (always keeping in mind locally 
different situations); 

(1) The highest, most honourable stratum consisted of *augustales who were closely 
associated with the city council through ornamenta decurionalia. Contact with the 
representatives of official power in the municipality was highly prestigious.  

(2) Apart from this absolute top, other privileges accorded by the decuriones could 
increase the status of an *augustalis. Without implying far-reaching conclusions, the 
gratuitas and l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) can indicate a highly valued group of 
*augustales who did not, however, attain the ornamenta.  

Because of interaction with the decuriones, be it through ornamenta, gratuitas or the 
according of a plot of land, these *augustales belonged to the top of their order. 

(3) It follows then that the lowest echelon of the association consisted of those 
men who managed to gain the *augustalitas, but obtained no additional signs of 
distinction and did not even mention a profession – approximately seventy-five per 
cent of *augustales from the cities reviewed here were part of this ‘substratum’.  

(4) Professional titles were a means of distinction, also for *augustales, and an 
expression of identity. The stigma of servility was replaced by the attested persons’ role 
in economic and productive activities.  

It is almost impossible to go much further than this. What I tried to show here, are 
some general principles, some phrases found in inscriptions that expressed social 
realities relevant for the appreciation of the *augustalis in the community. When 
assessing the varying phrasings and formulae found in inscriptions from these cities, 
and what these actually meant for the position of the individual *augustalis named in the 

 
                                                        
78  Chapter four, ‘Ornamenta, Insignia, and Memory’. 
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text, it is remarkable that the honours that ‘made a difference’ seem to have little to do 
with the office or membership of the association of the *augustalis itself. However, these 
would not have been accorded to them if they had not acquired the *augustalitas in the 
first place. In other cases (e.g. mentioning a professional title) the *augustalis indicated 
how he had obtained the wealth to qualify for the *augustalitas. The *augustalitas was a 
major advantage for those who strove to obtain other honours of privileges, which in 
turn advanced their position vis-à-vis their fellow *augustales. As such, what I outlined 
here is an example of how social and collegial status were entwined. Honours like the 
ornamenta decurionalia were recognised as a high privilege in the whole local society, but 
being an *augustalis was already an advantageous position to be in; ornamenta 
decurionalia was most commonly accorded to *augustales.79 

* 
Fourth, signs of intra- and transgenerational mobility of an *augustalis 

and his (hypothetical) offspring can be seen in alba as well as in personal epigraphy. 
The alba from Liternum allow for a discussion of individual members of the 

association of the augustales from Liternum. As they are two similar texts, listing 
(sometimes even the same) members of the same association, they give us good reason 
to suspect they were drafted only thirty years apart. This gives us a unique possibility to 
focus on several elements: (1) Did age or seniority play a part in this particular collegial 
hierarchy? (2) Are there any signs of intra- or transgenerational mobility strategies?  

I outlined five different situations. Four of them are cases in which the sons (or 
daughter) of an augustalis profit from their father’s rise in the collegial hierarchy. First, 
L. Lollius Hedylalus was adlected as a patronus when his father, already curator perpetuus, 
became patronus as well. Second, the son of Pomponius Xystus, member of the collegial 
plebs, was a corporatus. Third, Marcia Polybiane was the daughter of the C. Marcius 
Polybius. Both were patroni, but Marcia obtained the special position of ‘sacerdos 
augustalium’ in addition to this. Fourth, M. Caecilius Quadratus and his oldest 
homonymous son were patroni in both alba and dedicators of the second. Marcus’ 
youngest homonymous son was adlected as a patronus because of the merits of his father 
and older brother. A fifth case indicates how seniority and duration of the membership 
were taken into account when a collegial hierarchy was formed. Three members of the 
plebs, the only ones present in both alba, took up the first three positions among the 
plebs in the second list, respecting the same order used in the first list.  

So, inscriptions can, conditionally and partially, answer the difficult question of 
whether age was a factor in collegial hierarchy. An album of the fabri navales from Ostia 
similarly shows similar forms of collegial promotion, probably also based on seniority.  

 
                                                        
79  Chapter five, ‘Making a Difference’. 
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The *augustalitas not only conferred social distinction on its members, but also 
offered concrete paths of ascent for the freed *augustales, and especially their 
descendants. When a son occupies a higher position than his father (especially when it 
comes to professions), sociologists speak of ‘inter’- or better ‘trans-generational 
mobility’, socio-economic status change spanning several generations. This real 
mobility is recorded in four Italian inscriptions; the father was an *augustalis, the son a 
city councillor. All four of these inscriptions leave the impression *augustales fathering a 
freeborn son actively worked towards the admittance of their son to the city council. 
These transgenerational strategies of social mobility on a local level were perhaps an 
integral part of the reason why a wealthy freedman would agree to take up a heavy 
financial burden like the *augustalitas, that is, if it could help further the career of his 
freeborn son.  
 Such mechanisms of transgenerational mobility can also be seen in the epitaph of 
the freedwoman Vetilia Egloge, who married Valerius Constans, a decurio. Her son was a 
freedman Apollinaris and augustalis. In this particular case, links between family 
composition, local politics and (upward or downward) transgenerational mobility are 
present. The freed son of Valerius’ lawful wife was bestowed with the highest honours 
freedmen can possibly obtain: the augustalitas. This may be an attempt to keep the 
family name connected to the local ordo. The patronus of the augustalis and Apollinaris is 
also his homonymous (step)father, who happens to be a decurio of Mutina. As a decurion, 
he probably had a hand in naming his freedman/adoptive son as an augustalis and 
Apollinaris. (Did he have no natural sons of his own?) Potentially, the hypothetical son of 
the augustalis would follow a more ‘normal’ trajectory of entering the city council, by 
virtue of his father’s connections. In fact, it would even be because of a double impetus; 
the positions of both this hypothetical offspring’s father (augustalis) as well as his (step) 
grandfather (decurio) may give him an almost free ticket into the city council?80  

* 
Fifth, *augustales were closely linked to the city council . The ornamenta 

decurionalia was the highest honour that could be accorded to *augustales – above I called 
this a ‘symbolic integration in the city council’. Also, the city council appointed 
*augustales to the one-year office and only rarely interfered with membership of the 
association of *augustales. 

I discussed three manifestations of ‘symbolic violence’ exerted by the city council 
over *augustales: (1) the appointment of *augustales by the decuriones, (2) the honours and 
favours awarded by them and (3) the influence this power relationship had on the 
language used by the *augustales. All of these cases documented a relation of the 

 
                                                        
80  Chapter five, ‘Playing the Game: Intra- and Transgenerational Mobility’. 
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*augustales to the decuriones in which the latter obviously held the stronger position. In 
this way, a symbolic system (the honourable signs of distinction associated with the city 
council) was imposed on the freedmen. It legitimised the dominance of the council by 
providing the ‘correct way’ in which the social world was to be seen, creating a craving 
by the *augustales precisely to attain those signs of distinction. This suggests that 
contact with the decuriones was a privilege in itself.81 

Scholars agree that *augustales could help the city council shoulder the 
progressively heavy munera. These generous deeds of the wealthiest local freedmen 
were a part of the true ‘raison d’être’ of the *augustales. The relevance here, why this 
needs reminding, is the implicit notion of dependence of the city council on financial 
backing by wealth located outside of the ordo decurionum. Wealthy (freed)men, in these 
cases *augustales, were ‘given the privilege’ to help their city out financially. By selling it 
off as a privilege, the decuriones tried not to admit to the uncertain position they were 
in. The dependence of the city council on help external to their institution, gave power 
to those who offered aid. *Augustales who partially shouldered munera in their local 
communities, were in fact in a powerful negotiating position.82  

 

 

 
                                                        
81  Chapter six, ‘Unofficialised Power Play: Symbolic Violence and Language Mimesis’. 
82  Chapter six, ‘*Augustales influencing the city council’. 
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 1   

Imperial Freedmen 

CIL 14, 2977 = D 5194 = SEG-51, 1429 
Praeneste Latium et Campania / Regio I 
M(arco) Aurelio Augg(ustorum) lib(erto) / Agilio Septentrioni / pantomimo sui temporis / 
primo hieronicae / solo in urbe coronato / diapanton ab / Impp(eratoribus) dominis 
nostris / Severo et Antonino Augg(ustis) / parasito Apollinis / archieri synodi IIIIIIvir(o) 
Au[g(ustali)] / huic res publica Praenestin(orum) / ob insignem amorem eius erga / cives 
patriamque / postulatu populi statuam / posuit d(onum) d(edit)  
Type 
*augustalitas? 

Seviri augustales  

Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

Marcus Aurelius Agilius Septentrionis, imperial freedman, 
successful mime performer in a pantomime. 

Date inscription: “ab Impperatoribus dominis nostris Severo et Antonino 
Auggustis”: during the co-emperorship of Septimius Severus 
and Caracalla: A.D. 198 – A.D. 209.  

 
CIL 14, 4254 = InscrIt-4-1, 254 = D 5191 
Tibur Latium et Campania / Regio I  
Curante / Musonio Iulio / Antullo patrono / municipii / dedicata V[I]I Id(us) Iun(ias) / 
Anullino II et Frontone co(n)s(ulibus) / [---]ente / [------] / Memphio I[1]N[---] / 
Aug(usto) edente / L(ucius) Aur(elius) Augg(ustorum) lib(ertus) Apolaus[to] / Memphio / 
magistro // L(ucio) Aurelio Augg(ustorum) / lib(erto) Apolausto / Memphio / pantomimo 
hi/eronicae ter te[m]/poris sui primo / vittato Augg(ustorum) / sacerdoti Apolli/nis 
Herculano / augustali / s(enatus) p(opulus)q(ue) T(iburs) / item / ornamentis 
decurionatus honorato  
Type augustales  
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*augustalitas? 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

L. Aurelius Auggustorum libertus Apolaustus Memphius, 
augustalis, sacerdos Apollonis, ornamenta decurionatus 
honoratus. 

Date inscription: 7th June A.D. 199 1 
 

CIL 9, 344 = ERCanosa 52 = D 5188 
Canusium Apulia et Calabria / Regio II 
[--- A]elio Aug(usti) lib(erto) / [Aur]elio Apolausto / [pa]ntomimo / [Aug]ustalium 
q(uin)q(uennali) / [hier]onice temporis / sui primo / [col]onia Aurelia / [Au]g(usta) Pia 
Canusium / d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Type *augustalitas? augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

[?] Aelius Augusti libertus Aurelius Apolaustus, 
augustalis, quinquennalis, successful mime performer in a 
pantomime. 

Date inscription: “[---]2 Aelius Augusti libertus”: only two emperors had 
the gentilicium ‘Aelius’, namely Hadrianus and 
Antoninus Pius. Date: A.D. 117 – A.D. 161. 3  

 
AE 2005, 440 
Reate Samnium / Regio IV 
T(itus) Flavius / divae Iuliae / T(iti) Imp(eratoris) filiae / Aug(ustae) lib(ertus) / 
Helicurus / Regulianus / VIvir Aug(ustalis) Reate vivus / fecit sibi et / Memmiae Merope 
/ uxori karissimae / suisque omnibus / posteris  
Type *augustalitas? Seviri augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

T. Flavius divae Iuliae Titi Imperatoris Filiae Augustae 
libertus Helicurus Regulianus, sevir augustalis. 
Sibi, filius, uxor et posteris. 

Date inscription: “divae Iuliae Titi Imperatoris filiae Augustae libertus”: 
freedman of the divine daughter of emperor Titus. Date: 
after A.D. 87.4 

 

 
                                                        
1  dedicata V[I]I Id(us) Iun(ias) / Anullino II et Frontone co(n)s(ulibus) 
2  ‘Lucius’ is suggested as a praenomen in Dessau, 2.1., p. 320. Lucius Aelius Caesar, however, was the 

adopted son of Emperor Hadrianus (native name: L. Ceionius Commodus), who died in A.D. 138 
without ever reaching the throne. It is therefore impossible he bore the title ‘Augustus’. (LASSÈRE, 
2005, II, p. 1009) 

3  LASSÈRE, 2005, II, pp. 1008-1009. 
4  WEAVER, 1972, p. 29. 
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CIL 9, 3432 
Peltuinum 
Vestinum 

Samnium / Regio IV 

T(ito) Attico / Domitiae / Aug(ustae) lib(erto) / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Domitius Sollers / 
VIvir Aug(ustalis) / Atticus Domitiae Aug(ustae) / [------] / [------] / [------] / [------] / [---
---] / s(ibi) s(uis)q(ue) p(osteris) p(osuerunt)  
Type *augustalitas? Seviri augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

Titus Atticus Domitia Augusta libertus, sevir augustalis  
Domitius Sollers, sevir augustalis. 

Date inscription: “Titus Atticus Domitia Augusta libertus”: Domitia Augusta, 
wife of Emperor Domitianus. Date: after A.D. 81. 5  

 

CIL 11, 3805 = D 6579 
Veii  Etruria / Regio VII 
Centumviri municipii Augusti Veientis / Romae in aedem Veneris Genetricis cum 
convenis/sent placuit universis dum decretum conscriberetur / interim ex auctoritate 
omnium permitti / C(aio) Iulio divi Augusti l(iberto) Geloti qui omni tempore / 
municip(ium) Veios non solum consilio et gratia adiuverit / sed etiam inpensis suis et per 
filium suum celebrari / volverit honorem ei iustissimum decerni ut / augustalium 
numero habeatur aeque ac si eo / honore usus sit liceatque ei omnibus spectaculis / 
municipio nostro bisellio proprio inter Augus/tales considere cenisque omnibus publicis / 
inter centumviros interesse itemque placere / ne quod ab eo liberisque eius vectigal 
municipii / Augusti Veientis exigeretur / adfuerunt / C(aius) Scaevius Curiatius / 
L(ucius) Perperna Priscus IIvir(i) / Ma(nius) Flavius Rufus q(uaestor) / T(itus) Vettius 
Rufus q(uaestor) / M(arcus) Tarquitius Saturnin(us) / L(ucius) Maecilius Scrupus / 
L(ucius) Favonius Lucanus // Cn(aeus) Octavius Sabinus / T(itus) Sempronius Gracchus / 
P(ublius) Acuvius P(ubli) f(ilius) Tro(mentina) / C(aius) Veianius Maximus / T(itus) 
Tarquitius Rufus / C(aius) Iulius Merula // actum / Gaetulico et Calvisio Sabino 
co(n)s(ulibus)  
Type *augustalitas? augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

C. Iulius divi Augusti l(ibertus) Gelos, freedmen of the 
deified emperor Augustus. 

Date inscription: Gaetulicus et Calvisius Sabinus cos: A.D. 266 
 

SupIt-05-RI, 00016 = AE 1975, 00289 = AE 1995, 00367  
Regium Iulium Bruttium et Lucania / Regio III 

 
                                                        
5  WEAVER, 1972, p. 65.  
6  Album of dated Latin Inscriptions n° 61. 
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C(aius) Iulius Iuliae divi / Aug(usti) f(iliae) l(ibertus) Gelos [si]bi et / C(aio) Iulio Iuli[ae 
divi] Aug(usti) f(iliae) l(iberto) / Thiaso patr[i sevir(o) A]ug(ustali) / [et I]uliae divai(!) 
Au[g(ustae) l(ibertae) ---] / matr[i] / ex testament[o f(ieri) i(ussit)]  
Type *augustalitas? (Seviri?) augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

Caius Iulius Iulia divi Augusti filia libertus Thiasus, sevir 
augustalis.  
Nuclear family, all three of them are Livia’s freedmen. 
Father is the (sevir) augustalis. 

Date inscription: “Iulius divi Augusti filia libertus”: After Augustus’ death, 
Livia was adopted into the Julian family as Augustus’ 
daughter. Thus she became ‘Iulia divi Augusti filia’. Date: 
A.D. 14 – A.D. 29. 7 

 
CIL 5, 3404 
Verona Venetia et Histria / Regio X 
C(aius) Iulius Caesaris / Augusti l(ibertus) Dosa / sexvir vivus sibi et / Numisiai(!) T(iti) 
f(iliae) uxori 
Type *augustalitas? Sexviri (augustales?) 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

C. Iulius Dosa, Caesaris Augusti libertus, sexvir. 

Date inscription: “Caesaris Augusti libertus”: before A.D. 14  
 

CIL 11, 3200 = D 89 
Nepet Etruria / Regio VII 
Imp(eratori) Caesari divi f(ilio) / Augusto / pontif(ici) maxim(o) co(n))s(uli) XI / 
tribunic(ia) potestat(e) XI / magistri augustal(is) prim(i) / Philippus Augusti libert(us) / 
M(arcus) Aebutius Secundus / M(arcus) Gallius Anchia<l=T>us / P(ublius) Fidustius 
Antigonus  
Type *augustalitas? Magistri augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

Four de facto ‘primi’:  
• Philippus [no cognomen], Augusti libertus 

• Aebutius Secundus 

• Gallius Anchiatus 

• Fidustius Antigonus 

 
                                                        
7  BAUMAN, 2002, p. 131. 
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Date inscription: 13/12 B.C. 8 
 
CIL 11, 3083 = CIL 14, *409 = D 5373 = SupIt-1-FN, 10 
Falerii  Etruria / Regio VII 
Honoris / Imp(eratoris) Caesaris divi f(ilii) / Augusti pont(ificis) maxim(i) / patr(is) 
patriae et municip(ii) / magistri augustales / C(aius) Egnatius M(arci) l(ibertus) Glyco / 
C(aius) Egnatius C(ai) l(ibertus) Musicus / C(aius) Iulius Caesar(is) l(ibertus) Isochrysus / 
Q(uintus) Floronius Q(uinti) l(ibertus) Princeps / viam Augustam ob via / Annia extra 
portam ad / Cereris silice sternendam / curarunt pecunia sua / pro ludis  
Type *augustalitas? Magistri augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

Four primi named: 
• C. Egnatius Glycon, libertus 

• C. Egnatius Musicus, libertus 

• C. Iulius Isochrysus, Caesaris libertus 

• Q. Florionus Princeps, libertus 

Date inscription: 2 B.C.  – A.D. 14, 9 but probably closer to 2 B.C.  
than to A.D. 14.10 

 
EE-9, 606 = AE 1902, 78  
Lanuvium Latium et Campania / Regio I 
Iun[oni R]eg[inae] / Ti(berius) Claudius Aug(usti) l(ibertus) / Capito Diodorian(us) / 
Claudia [---]emma / Claudius Atticus / Claudius Felix / seviri augustales / [donum] 
ded(erunt)  
Type *augustalitas? Seviri augustales 
Names, honours, 
benefactions? 

Four primi named?  
• T. Claudius Augusti libertus Capitus Diodorianus 

• Claudia [---]emma 

• Claudius Atticus 

• Claudius Felix 

Date inscription: “Tiberius Claudius Augusti libertus”: during the reign of 
Claudius: A.D. 41 – A.D. 54.  

 

 
                                                        
8  Imperatori Caesari divi filio Augusto pontifici maximo consuli XI tribunicia potestate XI 
9  EAGLE 
10  SupplIt 1, p. 134: “Più probabile una data molto vicina al 2 a.C.” 
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 2   
 
Occupational Differentiation: Professions of 
*Augustales 

2.1  Profession as such 

 Reference AE 1909, 80  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Aquino / Aquinum  

 ] / coactor argen[tarius] / sevir iter(um) Augusta[lis] / sibi et Albino 
a[mico et] / Fortunatae ux[ori] / [o]ptimae et fideliss[imae]  

 Names  Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

argentarius and coactor (banker and 
money collector) 

Economic sector Banking 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

iterum  

Ornamenta? No 
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LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1946, 210  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Aemilia / Regio VIII,  
Reggio nell´Emilia / Regium Lepidum 

 C(aio) Pomponio / Rufi lib(erto) / Felici / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Claud(iali) 
/ lanari(i) pect(inarii) / et carmin(atores) / ob merita eius / quod 
testamento / suo legaverit / eius non sufficientib(us) / sibi dationes et / 
vestiarium quoq(ue) / et si qui(s) defunctus / esset certa summa / 
funeraretur  

 Names Pomponius Felix 

 Date A.D. 1-100 (Heidelberg) 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

lanarius pectinarius and carminator 
(maker of woollen cloth and carder) 

Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1971, 96  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Cassino / Casinum  

 M(arcus) Nonius M(arci) l(ibertus) M[---] / medicus sevi[r Aug(ustalis)] / 
sibi libertis liberta[busque]  

 Names Nonius M[---]  
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 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession medicus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabusque  
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1988, 189  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 D(is) M(anibus) / A(ulus) Egrilius A(uli) lib(ertus) / Polytimus / 
Amerimnianus / coactor argentarius / VIvir Aug(ustalis) idem 
q(uin)q(uennalis) fecit sibi / et Iuniae Aphrodite / coniugi sanctissimae et 
Egrilio / Onesimo Polytimiano lib(erto) optimo / et Egriliae Irene et 
Egriliae Zmyrnae / et A(ulo) Egrilio Floro alumnis et lib(ertis) / 
libertabusq(ue) post(erisque) eor(um) in fr(onte) p(edes) XXIII in a(gro) 
p(edes) XIII s(emis) / hoc monumentum exteru(m) herede(m) non 
seq(uetur) / et Egrilis Trophimo Aristoni Farnasso lib(ertis)  

 Names Egrilius Polytimus Amerimnianus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

argentarius and coactor(banker and 
money collector) 

Economic sector Banking 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabus posterisque eorum  
Patron? No patron named 
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Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
AE 1991, 668 = SupIt-16-R, 59 = AE 
1998, 475 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Etruria / Regio VII,  
Roselle, Rovine di / Rusellae 

 ]us / [---]X / [---]uli l(ibertus) mar/morarius se/vir Aug(ustalis)  

 Names ]us [---]X 

 Date A.D. 1-50 (Heidelberg) 
Professional 

Life 
Profession marmorarius (marble mason) 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1996, 416  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Pozzuoli / Puteoli  
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 D(is) M(anibus) / M(arco) Claudio Trypho/ni Augustali dupli/ciario 
negotiato/ri vasculario ar/gentario et Mari(a)e Quartae uxori eius / 
M(anius) Mummeius Eua/thlus amicus et / heres Claudi / Tryphonis  

 Names Claudius Tryphonius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life Profession 
Negotiator and argentarius and 
vascularius (dealer, silversmith and 
maker of metal vessels) 

Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

duplicarius  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1996, 450  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Apulia et Calabria / Regio II,  
Lucera / Luceria 

 P(ublius) Caelius P(ubli) l(ibertus) / Felix sagar(ius) / Aug(ustalis) sibi et 
Caeliae / Danae et suis / in fr(onte) p(edes) XVI / in agr(o) p(edes) XIV  

 Names Caelius Felix 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession sagarius (maker of cloaks) 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
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Offspring? No children known 
Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 2000, 632 = AE 2003, +699 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Transpadana / Regio XI,  
Fara Novarese / Novaria 

 {D(is) M(anibus)} / D(is) M(anibus) / L(uci) Luperci Exessi(?) VIvir(i) 
Aug(ustalis) / civit(ate) Helvetiorum negoti/atoris vestiar(i) Cisalpini et 
Trans/alpini qui leg(avit) i(n) m(unicipio) N(ovariensium) HS X[-] 
n(ummum)  

 Names Lupercius Exessus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession negotiator vestiarius (dealer in clothing) 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? 10 000 HS 

 
 Reference AE 2005, 484  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Pesaro / Pisaurum 
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 [T(itus) An]chari(us) T(iti) l(ibertus) G[---] / [VIvi]r Aug(ustalis) 
neg(otiator) s[---] / [Gav]elliae L(uci) l(ibertae) Ma[---] / [---]ISAM[  

 Names Ancharius G[---] 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession negotiator s[agarius?] (dealer in cloaks) 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference Caro 96c = AE 1991, 682c  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Etruria / Regio VII,  
Mola di Monte Gelato  

 C(aius) Valerius C(ai) l(ibertus) Faustus / mercator bovarius mag(ister) 
Aug(ustalis) Veis  

 Names Valerius Faustus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession mercator bovarius (dealer in cattle) 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 
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Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  2530  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Ateste 

 M(anius) Rufrius M(ani) l(ibertus) / Faustus medicus / IIIIIIvir 
Aug(ustalis) / Volumniae T(iti) f(iliae) / Maxumae uxori / Volumniae 
|(mulieris) l(ibertae) Murrae  

 Names Rufrius Faustus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession medicus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  2857  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Padova / Patavium 

 P(ublius) Carmi[nius(?) ---] / Sosthe[nes(?)] / medic[us ---] / IIIIIIvir 
Aug(ustalis) [---] / sibi [---] / Anchar[iae ---] / [---]C[  

 Names Carminius Sosthenes 

 Date Undated 
Professional Profession medicus 
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Life Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  3384  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Verona 

 V(ivus) f(ecit) / P(ublius) Caecilius / Ep[a]p[h]roditus / VIvir Aug(ustalis) 
/ calculator / Iostinae [H]elene / uxori et sibi  

 Names Caecilius Epaphroditus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession calculator (accountant) 

Economic sector 
Administration, Finance, Secreterial 
Service 

Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? frater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
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Benefactions/gifts? No 
 

 
Reference 

CIL 5,  7670 = InscrIt-9-1,  46 = AE 
2007, +564  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Liguria / Regio IX,  
Augusta Bagiennorum 

 Q(uintus) Varius marmorar(ius) / v(ivus) f(ecit) / P(ublius) Castricius 
Q(uinti) f(ilius) Secundus / pontifex Aug(ustae) Bag(iennorum) VIvir 
Aug(ustalis) Pollent(iae) / sibi et / Vicciae P(ubli) f(iliae) Pollae / matri / 
Q(uinto) Castricio M(arci) f(ilio) Cam(ilia) patri / Q(uinto) Castricio 
Q(uinti) f(ilio) Maximo fratri / Castriciae Primigeniae lib(ertae) / cura 
M(arci) Cassi Severi Aug(ustalis) Pr[---] / in fronte p(edes) XXXVI in agro 
p(edes) XXXXVI / h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredem) n(on) s(equetur)  

 Names Castricius Secundus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession marmorarius (marble mason) 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? mater and frater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1978, 250 = AE 1990, 204  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Apulia et Calabria / Regio II,  
Brindisi / Brundisium 

 Cn(aeus) Pomponiu(s)/Cn(aei) l(ibertus) Amethust(us)/sagarius 
mag(ister) M(erc(urialis))/Aug(ustalis) v(ixit) a(nnos vel nnis) LXII; h(ic) 
(s(itus))/ Gerellana Peleop(ea)/v(ixit) a(nnos vel nnis) LXXV uxorand 
h(ic) (s(ita)) 
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 Names Pomponius Amethustus 

 Date First century A.D. (Paulicelliand 1986) 
Professional 

Life 
Profession sagarius (maker of cloaks) 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 9,  348 = ERCanosa 58 = 
IETraiana-Ce, 11 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Apulia et Calabria / Regio II,  
Canosa di Puglia / Canusium 

 Mariae Heuremae / Villani / P(ublius) Libuscidius Comus / argentarius 
August(alis) / Mariae Trypherae uxori / Lyde libertae / Cosmo libert(o) 
August(ali)  

 Names Libuscidius Comus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession argentarius (silversmith) 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 
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Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  740 = ELarino 15  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV, 
Larino / Larinum 

 Di(s) M(anibus) / Sex(tus) / Cerrinius / |(mulieris) lib(ertus) / Chresimus 
/ [med]icus Aug(ustali) / [v]iv<u=O>s sibi / [---]P[  

 Names Cerrinius Chresimus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession medicus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  1711  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Apulia et Calabria / Regio II,  
Benevento / Beneventum 

 ]ius Amaranthus / [Augu]st(alis) refect(or) pecten(arius) sibi et / [---] 
Lysima[cho] patri et / [---] Q(uinti) l(iberto) HEV[---]ni CONC / [---]io 
M(arci) l(iberto) Agili / [---]sto Constanti Secun/[  

 Names ]ius Amaranthus 

 Date Undated 
Professional Profession refector pectinarius (repairer and 
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Life carder) 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater  
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  2128 = CLE 83 = Caro 81  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Apulia et Calabria / Regio II,  
Vitolano  

 C(aius) Acellius C(ai) et L(uci) l(ibertus) Syneros / Augustalis mercator 
suarius / sibi et Calpurniae Sp(uri) f(iliae) Phyllidi uxori / C(aio) Acellio 
C(ai) f(ilio) Fal(erna) Vementi filio / aed(ili) pr(aetori) IIvir(o) 
q(uinquennali) praef(ecto) fabr(um) / homo es resiste et tumulum 
contempla meum / iu(v)enis tetendi ut haberem quod uterer / iniuriam 
feci nulli officia feci pluribus / bene vivlt;e=I><p=E>ropera hoc est 
veniundum tibi  

 Names Acellius Syneros 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession mercator suarius (pig merchant) 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and Titles  No offices or titles recorded 
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Honours *Augustalitas? 
Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  2680 = Aesernia 71  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV,  
Isernia / Aesernia 

 C(aius) Marius Ialysus / VIvir Augustalis / medicus sibi et / Mariae 
Feliculae / lib(ertae) et suis / v(ivus) f(ecit)  

 Names Marius Ialysus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession medicus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  5307 = Piceno-CuMa, 1  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Picenum / Regio V,  
Civita di Marano / Cupra Maritima  

 D(is) M(anibus) / P(ublio) Sentio Fe/lici Aug(ustali) Ra/vennae 
neg/otiatori / oliario / Sextilia Ad/iecta mari/to optimo  

 Names Sentius Felix 

 Date Undated 
Professional Profession negotiator oliarius (dealer in oil) 
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Life Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage maritus  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  5706 = Piceno-CuMo, 1  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Picenum / Regio V,  
Massaccio / Cupra Montana  

 ]o Aug(ustali) II v(ivit?) / [---]ae matr(i) / [---]rius liber/[--- adiut]or 
tabulari(i) / [  

 Names  Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession tabularius (accountant) 

Economic sector 
Administration, Finance, Secreterial 
Service 

Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? mater  
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
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Benefactions/gifts? No 
 

 Reference CIL 10,  540 = InscrIt-1-1,  *26  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Salerno / Salernum  

 Cn(aeo) Haio Doryphoro / purpuriario August(ali) / dupliciario vixit / 
annis XXXXVIIII / m(ensibus) VI diebus XXIX  

 Names Haius Doryphorus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession purpurarius (dyer) 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

duplicarius  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 10,  1872  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Pozzuoli / Puteoli  

 M(arcus) Antonius Trophimus / August(alis) Puteol(is) et Neapoli 
nego/tiator sagarius sibi et Iuliae Irene(!) con/iugi rarissimi exempli et 
Antoniae Iucun/dinae f(ecit) libertis libertabusque suis posterisque 
eorum / et Iuliae Euphemiae posterisque eius  

 Names Antonius Trophimus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession negotiator sagarius (dealer in cloaks) 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 
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Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabus posterisque eorum  
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? posteris 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 10,  1873 = D 6331  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Pozzuoli / Puteoli  

 A(ulus) Arrius Chrysanthus / marmorarius / Augustal(is) Puteolis / 
dup{p}liciar(ius) |(centuria) Petron(i?) / vivus sibi  

 Names Arrius Chrysanthus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession marmorarius (stone mason) 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

duplicarius  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference CIL 10,  3907 = D 6313  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Capua  

 D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Q(uinto) Annio Ianuario / exactori operum 
publ(icorum) / et theatri a fundamentis / huic ordo decurionum / ob 
merita eius honorem / Augustalitatis / gratuitum decrevit / vixit ann(os) 
LXXI vivos(!) / sibi fecit posterisque / suorum  

 Names Annius Ianuarius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

exactor operum publicorum et theatrum 
a fundamentis (overseer of the public 
works and the construction of the 
theatre from the ground up) 

Economic sector 
Administration, Finance, Secreterial 
Service 

Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? posteris  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? gratuitas 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 10,  3947 = D 7537  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Capua  

 D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / T(itus) [F]lav[i]us [T(iti)] lib(ertus) Salutari[s] 
/ Augustalis / sibi et Titiriae Felicitati / coniugi bene merenti / 
negotia(n)s calcariarius / vivus fecit  

 Names Flavius Salutaris 

 Date Undated 
Professional Profession calcarius (limeburner, worker at lime 
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Life kiln) 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 10,  5346  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
San Giorgio a Liri / Interamna Lirenas  

 D(is) M(anibus) / M(arcus) Orbius M(arci) l(ibertus) Principis / pistor 
sevir August(alis) / M(arco) Coelio Hilaro Ocei et / Orbiae M(arci) 
l(ibertae) Nymphae et / M(arco) Orbio Agrypno / in fr(onte) p(edes) XV / 
in ag(ro) p(edes) XII  

 Names Orbius Principis 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession pistor (baker) 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto No 
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decurionum? 
Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  5285  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Spello / Hispellum 

 M(arco) Rufarti Stabilioni / [VI]viro Au[g(ustali)] coactor[i] / argentario 
celer<i=L> 

 Names Rufartius Stabilionis 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

argentarius and coactor(banker and 
money collector) 

Economic sector Banking 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 11,  5400 = D 7812 = ERAssisi  41 
= AE 2003, +29  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Umbria / Regio VI,  
Assisi / Asisium 

 P(ublius) Decimius P(ubli) l(ibertus) Eros / Merula medicus clinicus 
chirurgus / ocularius VIvir / hic pro libertate dedit HS L(milia) / hic pro 
seviratu in rem p(ublicam) / dedit HS II(milia) / hic in statuas ponendas 
in / aedem Herculis dedit HS XXX(milia) / hic in vias sternendas in / 
publicum dedit HS XXXVII(milia) / hic pridie quam mortuus est / reliquit 
patromoni(i) / HS DCCC(milia?)  
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 Names Decimius Eros 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession medicusand ocularius and chirurgus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 

Benefactions/gifts? 

50 000 HS for his freedom, 2000 HS for 
his sevirate, 30 000 HS for two statues, 37 
000 HS for road works, patrimonium of 
800 000 HS  

 
 Reference CIL 12,  704 = CAG-13-5,  p.  728  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Gallia Narbonensis,  
Arles / Arelate 

 D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucio) Secundio / Eleuthero / navicular(io) Arel(atensi) 
/ item IIIIIIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / corpor(ato) c(oloniae) I(uliae) P(aternae) 
A(relatensis) / Secundia Tatianae fil(ia) / patri pientissim(o)  

 Names Secundius Eleutherus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession navicularius (shipper) 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" even worse 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius 
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Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

corporatus  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 12,  1804 = CIL 13,  *299 = D 
7790 = ILN-5-1,  306 = CAG-7, p.  282 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Gallia Narbonensis,  
Limony / Vienna 

 M(arco) Apronio / Eutropo / medico Asclepi/adio IIIII(I)vir(o) / 
Aug(ustali) et / Clodiae eius / Apronia Clodil(la) / parentib(us) opt(i)m(is)  

 Names Apronius Eutropus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession medicus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? parentes  
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 12,  4391 = CAG-11-1,  p.  256 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Gallia Narbonensis,  
Narbonne / Narbo 

 [L(ucius) Cornelius] / L(uci) lib(ertus) Optatus / aurifex IIIIIIvir / 
August(alis) c(oloniae) I(uliae) P(aternae) C(laudiae) N(arbonis) M(artii) / 
sibi et / L(ucio) Cornelio Epheso / L(ucio) Cornelio Campano / L(ucio) 
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Cornelio Thyaero / [  

 Names Cornelius Optatus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession aurifex (goldsmith) 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 12,  4398 = D 6971 = CAG-11-1,  
p.  230 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Gallia Narbonensis,  
Narbonne / Narbo 

 D(is) M(anibus) / Tib(eri) Iuni Eudoxi / navicul(arii) mar(is?) / c(oloniae) 
I(uliae) P(aternae) C(laudiae) N(arbonis) M(artii) / Ti(berius) Iun(ius) 
Fadianus / IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) / c(oloniae) I(uliae) P(aternae) C(laudiae) 
N(arbonis) M(artii) et / cond(uctor) ferrar(iarum) / ripae dextrae / fratri 
piiss(imo)  

 Names Iunius Fadianus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life Profession 
navicularius (shipper) and conductor 
ferrarium ripae dextrae (entrepeneur of 
the Gallic iron industry) 

Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" even worse 

Personal Close family? frater  
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and Family 
Life 

Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  1948 = D 7704  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 ] / Cn(aeus) Danius Cor[---] / Minuso IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) [---] / 
Luguduni negotiator argentar(ius) / vascularius sarcophagum / alumno 
posuit et aram infra script(am) / vivus sibi inscripsit ut animae / ablatae 
corpore condito multis / annis celebraretur eoque fato  

 Names Danius Minuso 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life Profession 
negotiatorand argentarius and 
vascularius (dealer, silversmith and 
maker of metal vessels) 

Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference CIL 13,  1962  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 [D(is) M(anibus)] / [et securi]tat(i) / [aeter]nae / [et mem]oriae(?) / [---
]anae / [--- Mar]tialis / [cum quo vixit ann(os) ---]I m(enses) VII / 
[negotiat(or?) mercium(?) I]talicar(um?) / [IIIIIIvir(?) Au]g(ustalis) 
honor(atus) / [c(oloniae) C(opiae) C(laudiae) Lu[guduni] / [coni]ugi / 
optimae / [et sanctissim]ae(?) et [  

 Names  Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

negotiator mercium Italicarum (dealer in 
Italian goods) 

Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

honoratus  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  1963  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 D(is) M(anibus) / [Sulpic]iae(?) Placidae / [Sulpi]ci(?) Aphrodisi filiae / [--
- Ian]uari argentari(i) / [IIIIIIvir(i)] Aug(ustalis) Lug(uduni) Claudia / 
[Pla]cida mater miserrima / [qua]e supervixit / [filiae?] posuit  

 Names ? Ianuarius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession argentarius (banker) 
Economic sector Banking 
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Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  2602  
 

Province/Region 
and City 

Lugudunensis,  
Saint-Loup-de-Varennes / Haedui / 
Lugdunum 

 D(is) M(anibus) / et memoriae aeternae / Pisonius Asclepiodotus 
ungenta/rius IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) c(oloniae) C(opiae) C(laudiae) 
Lug(udunum) vivus sibi posu/it et Severiae Severae coniugi karissi/mae 
cum quem vivet annis XXXV sine / ulla animi laesione victuri quam/diu 
deus dederit ponendum cura/verunt et sub ascia dedicaverunt  

 Names Pisonius Asclepiodotus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

ungentarius (perfumer, producer of 
perfumes) 

Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
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LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 14,  397 = CIL 2-14-2-1-E,  2 = 
EE-9,  p.  336  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 L(ucio) Numisio L(uci) lib(erto) Agathemero / seviro Augustali / 
negotiatori ex Hispania citeriore / et Numisiae L(uci) lib(ertae) 
Mercatillae / uxori ex testamento / ita ut is caverat factum HS C / 
arbitratu Numisiae Mercatillae uxoris / C(aius) Numisius C(ai) f(ilius) 
Suc(urana) Severus / vix(it) an(nos) XII mens(es) VII d(ies) XIIX / C(aius) 
Numisius Pardalas et Numisia / E[u]praxia filio carissimo  

 Names Numisius Agathemerus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

negotiator ex Hispania Citerior (dealer of 
products from Spain (?)) 

Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  405 = D 7512  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  
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 Memoriae / L(ucius) Publicius Eutyches sevir August(alis) / idem 
q(uin)q(uennalis) stipulator argentarius / et Publicia Epictesis fecer(unt)  

 Names Publicus Euthyches 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession argentarius (banker) 
Economic sector Banking 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 14,  425 = CIL 10,  542 = D 6170 = 
InscrIt01-1,  *30 = AE 1994, 319  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 T(ito) Testio Helpidiano / seviro Aug(ustali) idem q(uin)q(uennali) / item 
patrono et q(uin)q(uennali) / corporis treiectus / marmorariorum / IIII 
Testii Helpidianus / Priscus Priscianus / et Felix fili(i) et heredes / patri 
dulcissimo  

 Names Testius Helpidianus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession marmorarius (marble mason) 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
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Offspring? filius 
Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 14,  4641 = AE 1910, 197 = AE 
1986, 113  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 [Egrili]a(?) Daphne / [feci]t sibi et / [--- Egri]lio Paterno / fil(io) eq(uiti) 
R(omano) [aed]ili lictor(i) curi(atio) / flamini d[iv]i Vesp(asiani) sacr(is) 
Volk(ani) f(aciundis) et / A(ulo) Egri[li]o Onesimo coniu(gi) / coac[tor(i) 
se]viro Augustali idem q(uin)q(uennali) / cu[ratori] eorum annis 
continuis V / et A(ulo) E[gri]lio Maroni dignissim(o) / [e]t lib[ert(is)] 
libertab(us) posterisq(ue) eo[r(um)] / [in] front(e) p(edes) XL in agro 
p(edes) XXXV  

 Names Egrilius Onesimus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession coactor (collector) 

Economic sector 
Administration, Finance, Secreterial 
Service 

Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabus posterisque eorum 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

curator and QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference D 7614  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Transpadana / Regio XI,  
Torino / Augusta Taurinorum 

 L(ucius) Flavius L(uci) f(ilius) Ste(llatina) Celer / turarius VIvir / 
August(alis) sibi et Petroniae / Salviae t(estamento) f(ieri) i(ussit)  

 Names Flavius Celer 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

calcarius (limeburner, worker at lime 
kiln) 

Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference EE-8-1,  217 = D 6565 = Piceno-As,  2  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Picenum / Regio V,  
Ascoli Piceno / Asculum 

 D(is) M(anibus) / M(arco) Valerio col(oniae) l(iberto) / Vernae sexvir(o) / 
Aug(ustali) et Tib(eriali) / Ianuarius [c]ol(oniae) di[sp(ensator)] / qui 
fuerat [arc]arius(?) / eiu[s i]tem / Vibia Primil[l]a uxo[r] / [s]ib[i e]t 
po[ste]ris eorum  

 Names Valerius Verna 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession dispensator and arkarius (treasurer) 

Economic sector 
Administration, Finance, Secreterial 
Service 

Ciceronian "illiberales" 
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classification 
Personal 

and Family 
Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? verna? 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor 
Offspring? posteris 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
IAIrpino 33 = AE 1997, 394 = AE 
1998, 378 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Apulia et Calabria / Regio II,  
Aeclanum 

 Vivus feci[t] / [L(ucius)] Fulviu[s] Soteric[hus] / medicus sibi et / [L(ucio)] 
Fulvio L(uci) l(iberto) Herophilo pat[rono] / medico August(ali) / [Fu]lviae 
L(uci) l(ibertae) Protae patron[ae] / [L(ucio) F]ulvio Aoedimo [---] / 
Fulviae [L(uci) l(ibertae)] Aucta[e] / [Be]reniceni matri Aoed[imi] / 
[L(ucio)] Fulvio [L(uci) l(iberto)] Argeno / [Z]op[y]rae matri Arg[eni] / 
Babbiae [---] Vit[ali] / [L(ucio)] Fulvio L(uci) f(ilio) Iu[---] / Fulviae L(uci) 
f(iliae) Iu[---] / Fulvia[e ---]oe[  

 Names Fulvius Herophilos 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession medicus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? mater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
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LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  4977 = D 6558  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV,  
Correse / Cures Sabini  

 P(ublius) P(ublilius) Anthus / VIvir Augustalis / Curibus Sabinis / 
testamento fieri iussit / arbitratu Gemelli / Neronis Claudi Caesa[ris] / 
Aug(usti) Germanic[i] / Primigeniani tabul[arii] / hereditatium / adiectis 
de suo HS X(milia) H[  

 Names Publilius Anthus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession tabularius (accountant) 

Economic sector 
Administration, Finance, Secreterial 
Service 

Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? 10 000 HS 

 
 Reference SupIt-6-S,  10 = AE 1961, 242  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Sezze / Setia  

 C(aio) Barbio Cleonti / medico seviro / August(ali) qui vix(it) ann(os) / 
LXXVII Ulpia Creste / coniug(i) et Barbius / Valens patri fecer(unt)  

 Names Barbius Cleontus 

 Date Undated 
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Professional 
Life 

Profession medicus 
Economic sector Educated service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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2 .2  Membership of  professional col legium  

 Reference AE 1928, 133  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 A(ulo) Livio Anteroti magi[stro q(uin)q(uennali) colleg]i(i) fabrum / 
tignuariorum Ost(i)i[s seviro Aug]ustali / A(ulo) Livio A(uli) filio Palatina 
[--- patro]no collegi(i) / fabrum [--- Os]ti(i)s / [---] Faus[  

 Names Livius Anterotis 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1946, 216  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Sestino / Sestinum 

 L(ucio) Atinati / L(uci) f(ilio) Cl(ustumina) Vero / aedil(i) quae/stori 
IIIIvi/ro i(ure) d(icundo) patro/no pleb(is) item / coll(egiorum) fabr(um) 
et / cent(onariorum) sexviri / Augustal(es) et / plebs urbana / l(ocus) 
d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  

 Names  Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
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Professional 
Life 

Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and centonari 
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

“sordidi” 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? patronus mentioned  
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

LDDD 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1959, 149  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Pantanella  

 A(ulus) Caecidius Successus Augustalis curator navicularior(um) 
Hadriat(ici)(!)  

 Names Caecidius Successus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
Office in collegium curator 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 
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Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1974, 123a  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 ] / orna[mentis --- sevir Aug(ustalis) et] / q(uin)q(uennalis) item 
[q(uin)q(uennalis) f]abr(um) tign(uariorum) Ost(iensium) [i]tem 
cor[por(atus)] / et q(uin)q(uennalis) et [biselli]arius in corpore 
neg(otiatorum) fo[ri] / vinari r[ei publ(icae) O]st(iensium) vetus 
negotias(!) navic[ul(arius)] lyntra[rius ite]m num(m)ularius 
celeber[rim(us)] / in hoc PR[---]VL memoriale M[---] / [---]CON[---] // 
AI[---] / merit[---]INE[---] paganus [---] / aedicul[---] liberti eius et 
li[berti] / mei ex nomine [meo ser]vorum fidem PRO[---] / observabunt et 
ne HS X m(ilia) n(ummum) rei public(ae) [Ost(iensium) pro] / poena 
inferant curae habe[bunt]  

 Names Anonymous  

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession navicularius and nummularius 
Collegium fabri tignuarii and negotiatores 

Office in collegium 
QQand corporatus and 
biselliarius/bisellium 

Economic sector Construction and Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? ornamenta 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
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Benefactions/gifts? 10 000 HS for the city of Ostia  
 

 Reference AE 1982, 702  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 D(is) M(anibus) / et m[emoriae a]eter/na[e ---] At/tal[i IIIIIIvir(i) 
Aug(ustalis)] Lug(uduni) / neg[otiator(is) s]epla/si(ari) n[autae 
Rhodan(ici?)] cor/por[ati inter cen]to/na[rios Lugud(uni) c]on/s[istentes] 
/ Cal[---]nus / Epic[---]mon / lib(erti) [patrono opti]mo / 
inc[omparabiliq(ue)] po/nen[dum curaver]unt / et s[ub ascia 
dedi]cave/[runt]  

 Names ? Attilus 

 Date A.D. 151-200 (Heidelberg) 
Professional 

Life 
Profession negotiator 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium corporatus 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? patronus mentioned  
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference AE 1987, 191  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 A(ulus) Caedicius Successus / sevir Aug(ustalis) idem quinquenn(alis) / 
curator navicularior(um) maris Hadriat(ici) / idem quinquennalis fecit 
sibi et / Caediciae Themidi lib(ertae) et / A(ulo) Iulio Epagatho et 
Pontulenae Pyrallidi / uxori eius libertis libertab(us) / posterisq(ue) 
eorum / in fronte p(edes) IX in agro p(edes) XXXV  

 Names Caedicius Successus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession navicularius and curator 
Collegium navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
Office in collegium QQ and curator 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabusque et posteris 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1987, 196  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 [D(is) M(anibus)] / M(arcus) Quintilius [--- sevir Au]gust(alis) / idem 
q(uin)q(uennalis) fecit s[ibi corp(orum) lenunc(ulariorum) t]raiect(us) / 
Luculli et stu[ppatorum q(uin)q(uennalis)] perpetu(u)s / [i]s talia passus 
vita[m trah]ens qui semper / [a]micos mente bona [--- sple]ndida fama 
per mare / [pe]r fluvium qua ping[uis ---]ret bis compilatus / [---] 
gladium fugi simplex / [--- b]ona semper sine fraude  

 Names Quintilius? 
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Date 

Second half third century (Laird, 2002,  
p. 247) 

Professional 
Life 

Profession navicularius? 
Collegium navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
Office in collegium QQ perpetuus 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1988, 178 = AE 1996, 284  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 D(is) [M(anibus)] / Q(uintus) Aqu[ilius ---]O[---] / sevir Aug(ustalis) idem 
q(uin)[q(uennalis) cu]r(ator) corpor[is] navicu[lar(iorum) maris 
Hadriat(ici)] / et Nonia M(arci) f(ilia) Faustina ma[ter] / Q(uinto) Aquilio 
Dionysio fil[io ---] / qui vixit annis VII[---] / liber(tis) libertabusque 
poster[isque eorum] / quod est in fronte p(edes) XX[---] / cui monumento 
adh(a)eret adparatorium c[um ---]  

 Names Aquilius ---]O[---] 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
Office in collegium curator 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal Close family? No close family recorded 
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and Family 
Life 

Extended family? libertus libertabusque et posteris 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1988, 200  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 D(is) M(anibus) / L(uci) Uttedi Eleutheri / seviri Augustal(is) / 
quinq(uennalis) et / quinquenn(alis) fabr(um) / tignuarior(um) 
Ostiensium  

 Names Uttedius Eleutherus 

 
Date 

First third of the second century (Laird, 
2002,  p. 245) 

Professional 
Life 

Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference AE 1988, 204  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 D(is) M(anibus) / Egriliae Clusinae item / libertis libertabusque qui / 
quaeve iam sunt qui quaeve futuri / A(ulus) Egrilius Hilarus coactor / 
argentarius sevir Aug(ustalis) idem q(uin)q(uennalis) q(uin)q(uennalis) 
col(legii) / fabr(um) tign(uariorum) Ost(iensium) lustri XXVI et / Egrilia 
Iustina patroni / fecerunt et posteris/q(ue) eorum earumve in f(ronte) 
p(edes) XIII in ag(ro) p(edes) XXV  

 Names Egrilius Hilarus 

 
Date 

ca. A.D. 183 (Blochand NSA 1953and p. 
291) After A.D. 185-189 (Laird, Evidence 
in context p. 246) 

Professional 
Life 

Profession argentarius and coactor 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabusque et posteris 
Patron? patronus mentioned  
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1989, 124  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 [A(ulus) Li]vius Anteros / [magiste]r quinquennal(is) colleg(i) fabr(um) / 
[tignuari]orum Osti(en)s(ium) lustri XVII VI(vir) / [augusta]lis 
corporatus inter / [fabros] navales fecit sibi [et] / [Liviae Mar]cellinae 
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coniugi liberta[e] / [et libert]is libertabusque poster[is]/[qu]e eorum  

 Names Livius Anteros 

 
Date 

After A.D. 140-144 A.D. (Laird, Evidence 
in context, p. 246) 

Professional 
Life 

Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium QQ and corporatus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabusque et posteris 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference AE 1989, 128  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 L(ucio) Aelio Commo[do Vero] / imp(eratoris) Antonini Aug(usti) [Pii 
p(atris) p(atriae)] fil(io) / Naevius Saecula[ris e]t / [P(ublius) Sul]picius 
Hera augusta[lis quin]/quennalicius corporis [lenunculariorum] / 
traiectu[s L]uculli sua p(ecunia) p(osuit)  

 Names Sulpicius Hera 

 
Date 

A.D. 138-154 (Laird, Evidence in context, 
p. 245) 

Professional 
Life 

Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian "sordidi" 
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classification 
Personal 

and Family 
Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference Aesernia 73 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV ,  
Isernia / Aesernia 

 M(arco) Petronio Faustillo / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) Aufidena / 
quinq(uennali) collegium / fabr(um)  

 Names Petronius Faustillus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference CIL 5,  3439 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Verona 

 V(ivus) f(ecit) / M(arcus) Veronius / Epaphroditus / VIvir Aug(ustalis) / 
mag(ister) [c]ol[le]gi(i) c[e]nt(onariorum) / Veroniae Calliste  

 Names Veronius Epaphroditus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium magister/minister 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  4122 = D 6723 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Gabbioneta 

 Colleg(ium) fabror(um) / C(aio) Mefanati / Gracili et / L(ucio) Minicio 
Alexandro / VIviris Aug(ustalibus) et / Ursioni Secundi fil(io) / qui 
facultates suas / coll(egio) reliq(uerunt)  

 
Names 

Mefanatius Gracilus  
Minicius Alexandrus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium No offices known 
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Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 5,  4294 = InscrIt-10-5,  77 = AE 
2007, +576  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Brescia / Brixia 

 Volkan(o) Aug(usto) / P(ublius) Antonius / Callistio VI/vir Aug(ustalis) et 
C(aius) Clod(ius) / Comicus et P(ublius) Post(umius) / Agatho idem / 
sport(ulis) dedic(averunt) et in / tutel(am) HS CCCC ded(ederunt) / 
coll(egio) iument(ariorum)  

 Names Antonius Callistius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium iumentariorum  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 
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Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? 400 HS 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  4416 = InscrIt-10-5,  209  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X ,  
Brescia / Brixia 

 Collegia / fabr(orum) et cent(onariorum) / L(ucio) Cornelio / Prosodico 
VIvir(o) / Aug(ustali) Brixiae et Veron(ae) sacerd(oti) / colleg(ii) iuvenum 
Brixian(orum) / primum institutis / ob merita eius honore / contentus 
inpendium remis[it] / [d]atis in tut(elam) HS n(ummis) D  

 Names Cornelius Prosodicus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and centonari i and iuvenum  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Construction and Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? 50 HS 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  4477 = InscrIt-10-5,  266  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Brescia / Brixia 

 Coll(egia) fabr(orum) et cent(onariorum) / Sex(to) Sextio Onesigeni / 
ornamentis / decurionalibus / Brixiae VIvir(o) Augustal(i) / patrono 
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collegiorum / fabror(um) et centonarior(um) / et dendrophororum  

 Names Sextius Onesigenius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and centonari i and dendrophori  
Office in collegium patronus 
Economic sector Construction and Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? ornamenta 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  4491 = InscrIt-10-5,  283  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Venetia et Histria / Regio X ,  
Brescia / Brixia 

 Collegium / centonar(iorum) / C(aio) Vibio Iusto et / C(aio) Vibio Burdoni 
/ VIviro Aug(ustali)  

 Names Vibius Burdonius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
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Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 5,  5295  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Transpadana / Regio XI,  
Como / Comum 

 C(aio) Messio / Fortunato / VIvir(o) et Aug(ustali) et / Cat[---]iae / 
Q(uinti) f(iliae) V[erecun]dae(?) / pa[t]r[o]n[o] / collegium nautarum / 
Comens(ium) / [  

 Names Messius Fortunatus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
Office in collegium patronus 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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Reference 

CIL 5,  7618 = InscrIt-9-1,  131 = AE 
2007, +564  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Liguria / Regio IX,  
Pollenzo / Pollentia 

 ]en[---] / [--- col]l(egi) de[ndr(ophorum)] / [Po]llen[tin(orum)] / [---]sius 
Q[---] / [IIIIII]vir Au[gust(alis)] / [mag(ister) col]l(egii) fabr(um) 
[cent(onariorum)] / [mag(ister)] Aug(ustalis) bis[ell(iarius)] / [nom(ine) 
s]uo et M(arci) B[---] / [---]ni fili(i) De[---] / [---]rae coni[ugis] / [ob 
hon]orem [---] / [---]tum posu[it]  

 Names ? Q[---] 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and centonari i 
Office in collegium magister/minister 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

biselliarius  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  2683 = Aesernia 75  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV,  
Isernia / Aesernia 

 C(aio) Saufeio / C(ai) l(iberto) Crescenti / sexvir(o) Aug(ustali) / 
quinq(uennali) collegi(i) / fabrum  

 Names Saufeius Crescens 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
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Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 9,  4071 = D 6541 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV,  
Carsoli / Carseoli 

 D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Q(uinto) Vario Lucano seviro / Aug(ustali) 
Mart(iali) pat(rono) coll(egii) fa/brum tign(uariorum) ann(onae) 
frum(entariae) / populiq(ue) vix(it) ann(is) LXXVIIII / mens(ibus) VIII 
dieb(us) XV horis X fe/cit sibi et Lolliae Matidiae / coiugi suae ex 
commun<i=E> pau(pertate)  

 Names Varius Lucanus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and dendrophori  
Office in collegium patronus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and Titles  No offices or titles recorded 
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Honours *Augustalitas? 
Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

 Reference CIL 10,  541 = InscrIt01-1,  *28  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Salerno / Salernum  

 Dis / Manibus / L(uci) Renni L(uci) lib(erti) / Philodoxi / mag(istri) 
quinq(uennali) / coll(egi) fab(rum) tig(nariorum) / Ost(iensium) idem 
Aug(ustalis) / L(ucius) Rennius Proculus / fecit patri suo / carissimo  

 Names Rennius Philodoxus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium QQ and magister/minister 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater  
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference CIL 10,  6675 = ILMN-1, 602  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Anzio / Antium  

 D(is) [M(anibus)] / L(ucio) Afinio H[---] / seviro Augus[tali cur(atori?)] / 
arkae col(legii) fabr[um(?)] / L(ucius) Afinius Proc[---] / patri optim[o]  

 Names Afinius H[---] 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium curator? 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater  
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  1027 = D 6671  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Aemilia / Regio VIII,  
Brescello / Brixellum 

 T(iti) Iegi Iucundi / VIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / et Decimae Thal/liae eius / 
Filetus libertus / his epule debentur / a collegio centona/riorum 
Brixellano/rum  

 Names Iegus Iucundus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian "sordidi" 
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classification 
Personal 

and Family 
Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? epulum 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  2643 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Etruria / Regio VII,  
Giglioand Isola del / Igilium 

 Vi]ctori seviro / [August]ali idem q(uin)q(uennali) / [corporat]o in 
corpore cod(icariorum) / [pat]rono / [--- Fr]uctuosi seviri / [August]al(is) 
idem q(uin)q(uennalis) cor/[porati in] corpore codicar(iorum) / 
[omnibu]s honorib(us) functo / [---]s Callinicus alumn(us) / [Fructu]osi 
s(upra) s(cripti) et Modia Par/[theno]pe coniunx fecerunt / et / [ossa] 
Victoris s(upra) s(cripti) treiecer(unt) / [post] annos XVIIII  

 Names ? Fructuosus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium codicariorum  

Office in collegium 
QQand corporatusand omnes honores 
and patronus 

Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  
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Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  2710a  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Etruria / Regio VII,  
Bolsena / Volsinii 

 [---] Volsinio / [V]ictorino / q(uin)q(uennali) coll(egii) fabr(um) / 
Augustal[i] / tabul(ario) rei publ(icae) / [V]olusiniens(ium) / [i]t(em) 
Ferenti/ensium  

 Names Volsinius Victorinus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession tabularius/tabellarius 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  4825  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Spoleto / Spoletium 

 ] / IAI[---] / Pyr[rho VIvir(o)] / Aug(ustali) [compit(ali)] / Lar(um) 
[Aug(ustorum) ---] / fab(rum) [---] / A(ulus) F[---] / Casto[rius et] / 
P(ublius) Pu[---] / Mode[ratus] / [h]e[r(edes)  
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 Names ? Pyrrhus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and Lar/magister Larum 
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 11,  5716 = EAOR-2,17 = AE 
2004, +535  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Umbria / Regio VI,  
Albacina / Tuficum 

 L(ucio) Tif[anio L(uci) l(iberto)] / Felici A[ug(ustali) honor(ato)] / 
orname[ntis decur(ionalibus) in] / municip(iis) T[uficano] / et 
Septempe[d(ano) patrono] / collegi(i) fabr(um) m[unicipes] / Tuficani 
mer[enti ob] / editionem mune[ris gla]/diatorii quod pro [salute] / 
[[[I]mp(eratoris) Comm[odi] An[tonin]i]] / Aug(usti) ex pecunia sua 
edidi[t] / et mox honesta epulatione / universos sit prosecutus / cuius 
dedicat(ione) decurion(ibus) / sing(ulis) HS VIII n(ummum) et ceteris / 
utriusque sexus HS IIII n(ummum) dedit / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum)  

 Names Tifanius Felix 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium patronus 
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Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

honoratus  

Ornamenta? ornamenta 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

LDDD 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? gladitorial games, epulum and sportulae 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  06231  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Fano / Fanum Fortunae 

 D(is) M(anibus) / T(ito) Flavio Eutiche/ti sev(iro) Aug(ustali) colle(giato) 
f(abrum) F(anestrium) / idem cent(onario) colle(giato) d/endro(foro) 
posuer(unt) / T(itus) Flavius Verus patri / et Flavia Nea / b(ene) 
m(erenti)  

 Names Flavius Eutyches 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium  fabri and centonari i and dendrophori  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Construction and Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
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LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  6235 = Fano 4 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Fano / Fanum Fortunae 

 n]epoti [---] / [splendi]do equiti Rom[ano] / [patrono] coloniae et 
IIIIII[virum] / [Augustali]um item fabrum [cen]/[tonarioru]m 
dendroforu[m] / [collegia]torum se<d=T> et c[---] / [---]rum civ[ium ---] / 
[---]m ob singu[larem  

 Names  Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and centonari i and dendrophori  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector  
Ciceronian 
classification 

 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? (pro)nepos 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 11,  6358 = D 6654 = Pisaurum 
69 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Umbria / Regio VI,  
Pesaro / Pisaurum 

 L(ucio) Apuleio / Brasidae / habenti IIII lib(erorum) ius / dat ab 
Imp(eratore) [[M(arco) Aurelio]] / [[Commodo]] Aug(usto) / VIvir(o) 
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Aug(ustali) ornament(is) / decurional(ibus) honor(ato) / et Aug(ustali) 
mun(icipii) Ael(i) Karn(unti) / colleg(ium) fabr(um) / patrono et 
quinq(uennali) / ob eximiam eius erga / se liberalitatem / cuius 
dedicatione cum / collega singulis HS n(ummum) L / adiecto pane et 
vin(o) ded(it) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  

 Names Apuleius Brasida 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium QQ and patronus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

honoratus  

Ornamenta? ornamenta 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

LDDD 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? sportulae, pane et vinum 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  6379 = Pisaurum 90 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Pesaro / Pisaurum 

 centon]arior(um) Pisaur(ensium) / [--- ad q]uod opus / [---] VIvir 
Augustal(is) / [--- ornamentis decurionalibu]s honoratus / [---] sui HS 
CC(milia) dedit  

 Names Anonymous Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian "sordidi" 
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classification 
Personal 

and Family 
Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

honoratus  

Ornamenta? ornamenta 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? 200 000 HS 

 
 Reference CIL 11,  6515  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Sarsina / Sassina 

 D(is) M(anibus) / C(ai) Caesi C(ai) l(iberti) / Chresimi / VIvir(i) 
Aug(ustalis) / patron(i) coll(egii) / centonar(iorum) m(unicipii) 
S(assinatium) / Tingetana lib(erta)  

 Names Caesius Chresimus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium patronus 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
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Benefactions/gifts? No 
 

 Reference CIL 11,  6523 = CIL 11,  *67a1  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Umbria / Regio VI,  
Sarsina / Sassina 

 D(is) M(anibus) / L(uci) Destimi / Epigoni / August(alis) / colleg(ium) 
cen(tonariorum) / m(unicipii) S(assinatium) b(ene) m(erenti)  

 Names Destimius Epigonus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 12,  523 = ILN-3, 36 = CAG-13-4,  
p.  475 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Gallia Narbonensis,  
Aix-en-Provence / Aquae Sextiae 

 Sex(tus) Punic(ius!) colon(iae) Aq[uens(is)] / libertus Anten[or] / IIIIIIvir 
Augustalis co[rp(oratus)] item [cor]/porat(us) centonar(ius) sibi [et] / 
Mercatiae [---]rinilla[e uxo]/ri piissimae in suo v(ivus) f(ecit)  

 Names Punicius Antenor 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
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Office in collegium corporatus 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

corporatus  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 12,  526 = ILN-3, 37 = CAG-13-4,  
p.  379 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Gallia Narbonensis,  
Aix-en-Provence / Aquae Sextiae 

 D(is) M(anibus) / C(ai) Valgi / Victorini / IIIIIIv(i)r(i) Aug(ustalis) / item 
/ ex numero / coll(egii) centon(ariorem) / Iulia Marcina / co(n)iugi / 
piissimo  

 Names Valgius Victorinus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i 
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 
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Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 12,  700 = D 6985  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Gallia Narbonensis,  
Arles / Arelate 

 D(is) M(anibus) / G(ai!) Paqui Optati / lib(erti) Pardalae IIIIII / 
Aug(ustali) col(oniae) Iul(iae) Pat(ernae) Ar(elatis) / patron(i) eiusdem / 
corpor(ati) item patron(i) / fabror(um) naval(ium) utric(u)lar(iorum) / et 
centonar(iorum) C(aius) Paquius / Epigonus cum liberis suis / patrono 
optime merito  

 Names Paquius Optatus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and utriclari i and centonari i 
Office in collegium patronus 
Economic sector Construction and Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

patron  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 12,  982 = D 6986 = CAG-13-2,  p.  
413 = AE 1998, +876  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Gallia Narbonensis,  
Saint-Gabriel / Ernaginum 
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 [D(is)] M(anibus) // M(arci) Frontoni Eupori / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) 
col(oniae) Iulia(e) / Aug(ustae) Aquis Sextis navicular(ii) / mar(itimi) 
Arel(atis) curat(oris) eiusd(em) corp(orationis) / patrono(!) nautar(um) 
Druen/ticorum et utric(u)larior(um) / corp(oratorum) Ernaginens(i)um / 
Iulia Nice uxor / coniugi carissimo  

 Names Frontonius Euporus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession navicularius 

Collegium 
utriclari i and 
navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  

Office in collegium patronus and curator 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor and coniunx and maritus  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 12,  1898 = CIL 13,  *299 = ILN-
5-1,  124 

 Province/Region 
and City 

Gallia Narbonensis,  
Saint-Romain-en-Gal / Vienna 

 D(is) M(anibus) / et quieti per[pe]/tuae C(ai) Ruson[i] / Secundi IIIIIIvir(i) 
[Aug(ustalis)] / c(oloniae) C(laudiae) C(opiae) Aug(ustae) 
Lug(udunensium) ite[m] / sagario C(aius) Ruson[ius] / Myron IIIIIIvir 
A[ug(ustalis)] / Lug(uduni) honoratus i[tem] / centonarius h[ono]/ratus 
et sagariu[s cor]/poratus collibe[rto] / bonorum exemp[lorum] / erga me 
heres ex [ius]/su eius solus po[sui] / et / sub ascia de[di]/cavi  

 
Names 

Rusonius Secundus 
Rusonius Myron 
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 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession sagarius (maker of cloaks) 
Collegium  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Manufacture 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  1939 = AE 1893, 63 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 [D(is) M(anibus)] / [et memo]riae aetern[ae] / [- C]aesoni Niconis / 
[IIIII]Iviri Aug(ustalis) Lug(uduni) corpo/[ra]ti inter fabros tign(arios) / 
Lug(udunensi) consist(entes) / [-] Caesonius Menas con/[li]berto optimo / 
ponend(um) cur(avit) et sub as/cia dedicavit  

 Names Caesonius Nico 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium corporatus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? conlibertus  
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
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Offspring? No children known 
Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  1960  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 D(is) [M(anibus)] / et mem[oriae aeternae] / C(aius) Marius MA[--- VIvir 
Aug(ustalis) coloniae] / Flaviae Augu[stae Puteolorum item] / curatura 
eiu[sdem corporis functus eiusque] / patronus et pat[ronus nautarum 
Rhodanicorum] / Arare navig[antium item ---] / utric(u)larior[um 
Luguduni consistenium(?)] / vivus sibi et [---] / quondam c[oniugi --- et 
incompa]/rabili et per [---] / superstiti civ[itatis eiusdem ponendum 
cu]/ravit [et sub ascia dedicavit]  

 Names Marius Ma [---] 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 

Collegium 
fabri and 
navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  

Office in collegium patronus 
Economic sector Construction and Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

curator /ob curam and patron  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
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Benefactions/gifts? No 
 

 Reference CIL 13,  1961  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 [D(is) M(anibus)] / [Mu]nati Lucensis / [Mu]natius Venustus / 
[Mu]natius Felicissimus / [Mu]natia Veneria libert(o) / karissimo / 
[iu]veni innocentissim[o] / [et s]ibi vivi posuer(unt) curant[e] / [Mu]natio 
Felici IIIIIIvir(o) / [A]ug(ustali) Lug(uduni) eiusdemque cor/[p]oris 
curator(i) dendro/phoro Aug(ustali) Lug(uduni) eiusdemq(ue) / corporis 
curat(ori) patrono / centonarior(um) Lug(uduni) consist(entium) / 
omnib(us) honorib(us) apud eos f(uncto) / sub ascia dedicavit  

 Names Munatius Felix 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium centonari i and dendrophori  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector  
Ciceronian 
classification 

 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

curator /ob curam  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  1966 = D 7028 = Lyon 251  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 D(is) M(anibus) // et memoriae aeternae / M(arci) Primi Secundiani 
IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / c(oloniae) C(opiae) C(laudiae) Aug(ustae) 
Lug(uduni) curator(is) eiusd(em) cor/por(is) nautae Rhodanic(i) Arare 
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na/vigant(is) corporat(i) inter fabros / tign(arios) Lug(uduni) 
consist(entes) negot(iatoris) muriar(ii) / M(arcus) Primius Augustus 
fil(ius) et heres patri / karissim(o) ponend(um) cur(avit) et sub asc(ia) 
ded(icavit)  

 Names Primus Secundianus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 

Collegium 
fabri and 
navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  

Office in collegium corporatus 
Economic sector Construction and Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

curator /ob curam  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  1967  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 [D(is) M(anibus)] / [C(ai) Primi] / [Secu]nd(i) IIIIII/[vir(i)] Aug(ustalis) 
c(oloniae) C(opiae) C(laudiae) / [Au]g(ustae) Lug(uduni) cur(atoris) / 
[eius]d(em) corp(oris) n(autarum) / [Rh]od(anicorum) praef(ecti) / 
[eius]d(em) cor(poris) fab(rorum) / [tign(orum)] Lug(uduni) 
cons(istentium) / [om]nib(us) hono/[rib(us) a]pud eos fu/[nc]t(i) 
pat(roni) eiusd(em) / [co]rp(oris) Prim(ius) Se/[cu]ndianus fil(ius) / 
[pat]ri incomp(arabili) / [mon(umentum)] quod sibi vi/[vus p]osuit 
insc/[ribe]nd(um) cur(avit) et s/[ub asci]a [dedic(avit)] // ]AE [---]/RIA[--
- quae cum(?)] / con[iuge in] / co[ncordali?] / [adfectu(?) vixi]/t an[nos --
-] / m(enses) X di[es ---] / sine u[lla eius] / animi [laesio]/ne C(aius) 
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Pr[imius] / Secund[us con]/iugi o[pti]/mae ite[m Ius]/to(?) uni[co fil(io)] 
/ Primi(o) [--- po]/nend[um cu]/r[avit et] / s[ub asc(ia) ded(icavit)  

 Names Primus Secundus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 

Collegium 
fabri and 
navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  

Office in collegium omnes honores and patronus 
Economic sector Construction and Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

curator  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 13,  1972  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Lugudunensis,  
Lyon / Lugudunum 

 D(is) M(anibus) / et quieti aeternae / Touti Incitati IIIIIIvir(i) / 
Aug(ustali)s Lug(uduni) et naut(ae) Arar(ici) item / centonario 
Lug(uduni) consis/tent(i) honorato negotia/tori frumentario / Toutius 
Marcellus lib(ertus) / [p]atrono piissimo et sibi vi/[vus p]osuit et sub 
ascia dedicav(it) / [opt]o felix et hilaris vivas qui / [leg]eris et Manibus 
meis be/ne optaveris  

 Names Toutius Incitatus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession 

negotiatorand frumentarius and 
centonarius 

Collegium 
centonari i and 
navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
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Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? patronus mentioned  
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  296 = D 1916  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 L(ucio) Antonio / Epitynchano / lictori dec(uriae) Curia/tiae quae sacris / 
publicis apparet / q(uin)q(uennali) collegi(i) fabrum / tignuariorum 
Osti(en)s(ium) / seviro Aug(ustali) in provinc(ia) / Narbonensi colonia / 
Aquis Sextis  

 Names Antonius Epithynchanus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 
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Ornamenta? decurion 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 14,  297 = CIL 10,  1924 = ILMN-
1, 564  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucius) Antonius Peculiaris / sev(ir) Aug(ustalis) 
q(uin)q(uennalis) col(legii) fab(rum) Ost(iensium) / lustri XXV fecit sibi et 
/ Antoniae Soteridi / uxori rarissim(a)e cum / qua vix(it) annis L  

 Names Antonius Peculiaris 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage uxor  
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  299 = EE-9,  p.  335  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 L(ucius) Aquillius |(mulieris) l(ibertus) / Modestus magister / 
quinquennalis collegi(i) fabroru(m) / tignuariorum Ostiensium lustri II / 
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isdem Augustalis fecit sibi et / Aquilliae L(uci) f(iliae) Aptae patronae et / 
Decimiae Sp(uri) f(iliae) Priscae coniugi suae et / suis libertis libertabus et 
Decimiaes Sp(uri) f(iliae) / Priscaes posteirisque(!) eorum / in fr(onte) 
p(edes) XL in ag(ro) p(edes) XXXI s(emissem)  

 Names Aquilius Modestus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium QQ and magister/minister 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? patronus mentioned 
Marriage uxor, coniunx and mulier 
Offspring? filius and posteris 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  309 = EE-9,  p.  335 = D 6163  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 Dis Manibus / L(ucius) Calpurnius Chius sevir Aug(ustalis) / et 
quinquennalis / idem quinq(uennalis) corporis mensor(um) / 
frumentarior(um) Ostiens(ium) et curat(or) / bis / idem codicar(ium) 
curat(or) Osti(en)s(ium) et III honor(arius) / idem quinquennal(is) 
collegi(i) Silvani / Aug(usti) maioris quod est hilarionis / functus 
sacomari idem magistro ad Marte(m) / Ficanum Aug(ustum) idem in 
collegio dendrofor(um) / fecit sibi et / Coreneliae Ampliatae coniugi suae 
/ carissimae cum qua vixit annis XXXI / Calpurniae L(uci) lib(ertae) 
Pthengidi(!) libertae / carissimae L(ucio) Calpurnio Forti vern(ae) lib(erto) 
/ L(ucio) Calpurnio Felici lib(erto) L(ucio) Calpurnio Adaucto vern(ae) 
lib(erto) / Calpurniae L(uci) f(iliae) Chiae vern(ae) Calpurniae L(uci) 
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f(iliae) / Ampliatae vern(ae) L(ucio) Calpurnio L(uci) f(ilio) Felici vern(ae) 
/ L(ucio) Calpurnio L(uci) f(ilio) Pal(atina) Chio Felicissimo / libertis 
libertab(usque) posterisq(ue) eorum b(ene) m(erentibus)  

 Names Calpurnius Chius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession frumentarius and mensor 
Collegium dendrophori and mensores  

Office in collegium 
QQand honoratus/honorariusand 
magister/minister and aedilis 

Economic sector Educated Service 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"Proper for those whose social position 
they become" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 

Extended family? 
verna and libertus libertabusque et 
posteris 

Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  330  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 Ti(berio) / Cl(audio) Urbano / seviro Aug(ustali) / item q(uin)q(uennali) 
item de/curioni collegi(i) / fabri(!) tignuari/orum Ostien/sium  

 Names Claudius Urbanus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium IIvir/IIIvir iure dicundo 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 
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Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  372 = D 6158  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 L(ucio) Lepido Eutycho / seviro Aug(ustali) idem / quinq(uennali) in 
colonia / Ostiensi / et in municipio / Tusculanorum / et quinq(qunennali) 
perpetuo corpor(is) / fabrum navalium / Ostiensium / Fortunatus 
lib(ertus) et Alexa Act(e)  

 Names Lepidus Euthyches 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri navalium 
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
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Benefactions/gifts? No 
 

 Reference CIL 14,  407 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 Dis / Manibus / L(ucio) Renni L(uci) lib(erto) / Philodoxi / mag(istro) 
quinq(uennali) / coll(egii) fab(rum) tig(nuariorum) / Ost(iensium) idem 
Aug(ustali) / L(ucius) Rennius Proculus / fecit patri suo / carissimo  

 Names Rennius Philodoxus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium QQ and magister/minister 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater  
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  418 = ILMN-1, 565 = D 6167  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 D(is) M(anibus) / C(aius) Similius Philocyrius / sevir Aug(ustalis) idem 
q(uin)q(uennalis) magister / quoquae(!) collegi(i) fabrum tig/nuarior(um) 
Ost(iensium) lustri XXXVI / item scrib(ae) eiusd(em) numeri fec(it) sibi / 
et Similae Philete / co(n)iugi uni<v=B>byriae(!) et / Similiae Roman(a)e / 
filiae et libertis liber/tabusquae posterisque / eorum in f(ronte) p(edes) 
LXXX in agr(o) p(edes) XXIII / Gaudenti et Lampadi  

 Names Similius Philocyrius 
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 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium magister/minister 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? libertus libertabusque et posteris 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  419 = CIL 14,  4668  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 Similiae] C(ai) f(iliae) Philete univi[riae C(aius) Similius Philocyrius] / 
[sevir A]ug(ustalis) idem q(uin)q(uennalis) q(uin)q(uennalis) colle[gi(i) 
fabrum tignuarior(um) Ost(iensium)] / [item scrib(a) ei]usdem numeri 
mil[itum caligatorum  

 Names Similius Philocyrius 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri tignuarii 
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
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Offspring? filius 
Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 

Reference 
CIL 14,  425 = CIL 10,  542 = D 6170 = 
InscrIt-1-1,  *30 = AE 1994, 319  

 Province/Region 
and City 

Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 T(ito) Testio Helpidiano / seviro Aug(ustali) idem q(uin)q(uennali) / item 
patrono et q(uin)q(uennali) / corporis treiectus / marmorariorum / IIII 
Testii Helpidianus / Priscus Priscianus / et Felix fili(i) et heredes / patri 
dulcissimo  

 Names Testius Helpidianus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium marmorarii 
Office in collegium QQ and patronus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? pater 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 Reference CIL 14,  451 = AE 1987, 176a  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 M(arco) A[urelio] / C[aesari] / [------] / [------] / [---] trib(unicia) 
p[ot(estate) ---] / [A(ulus) Egr]ilius Faustu[s] / [sevir] Aug(ustalis) idem 
q(uin)[q(uennalis) et q(uin)q(uennalis) corp(oris)] / [trai]ectus L[uculli ---
] / [---] A(uli) Egrili[---] / [---]iano [---] / [---] corp[oris? ---] / 
[lenu]ncul[ariorum] / [traiec]tus [Luculli] // [M(arco) Aurelio Commodo] 
/ [Anto]ni[no Aug(usto) Pio] / [Fel(ici) G]erm(anico) m[ax(imo) ---] / [--- 
tri]b(unicia) pot(estate) VI[II? ---] / M(arcus) Au[---] / Ma[---] / [sevir 
August(alis) idem q(uin)]q(uennalis) et / [quinquenn(alis) co]rporis / 
[lenucular(iorum) tr]aiectus / [Luculli]  

 Names Egrilius Faustus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium navicularii/nautae/lenuncularii  
Office in collegium QQ 
Economic sector Transportation 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  2981  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Palestrina / Praeneste  

 Venandi studioso / Ti(berio) Claudio Nicostrato / IIIIIIvir(o) Aug(ustali) 
quinq(uennali) perpetuo / colleg(ii) fabr(um) Praenestinor(um) / Anneia 
Procilla co(n)iux et / Claudii Nicephorianus / Proculus et Anneianus / 
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fil(ii)  

 Names Claudius Nicostratos 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium QQ perpetuus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage coniunx 
Offspring? filius 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  3003 = D 6255  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Palestrina / Praeneste  

 M(arcus) Scurreius Fontinalis / sacerdos Fortunae Primig(eniae) lectus ex 
s(enatus) c(onsulto) / IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) cur(atur) sevir(um) 
quinq(uennalis) perp(etuus) datus ab / Imp(eratore) Hadriano Aug(usto) 
collegio fabr(um) tign(uariorum) / cum Scurreio Vestale filio sua pecunia 
fecit / loc(us) dat(us) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  

 Names Scurreius Fontinalis 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 
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Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

curator /ob curam and QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

LDDD 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  4656  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 A(ulo) Livio Anteroti magi[stro q(uin)q(uennali) colleg]i(i) fabrum / 
tignuariorum Osti(en)[s(ium) --- Aug]ustali / A(ulo) Livio A(uli) filio 
Palatina [--- patro]no collegi(i) / fabrum [--- tignuar(iorum) 
Os]ti(en)s(ium) / Faus[  

 Names Livius Anteros 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium QQand patronus and magister/minister 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
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Benefactions/gifts? No 
 

 Reference InscrAqu-1, 539 = IEAquil  272  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Aquileia 

 IIIIIIvi]ro(?) / [---] aed(ilicia) pot(estate) / [--- patrono collegii(?)] 
fabr(um) / [---]ius Donatus / [IIII]IIvir(?) bis et Aug(ustalis) / [---]tio 
Pyrricho l(iberto)  

 Names  [---]ius 

 Date Donatus 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium patronus and IIvir/IIIvir iure dicundo 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

iterum/bis  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference InscrIt-10-5,  808  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Venetia et Histria / Regio X,  
Puegnago sul Garda / Brixia 

 Colleg(ium) fabr(orum) / Q(uinto) Petronio / Veterano / VIvir(o) 
Aug(ustali) // P(ublio) Valerio / Alpino / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali)  

 
Names 

Petronius Veteranus  
Valerius Alpinus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
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Office in collegium No offices known 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference Piceno-Ri,  3 = AE 1981, 307  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Picenum / Regio V,  
Macerata 

 [---]io / [---]aso / [VIvir(o?)] Aug(ustali) / [colle]g(ii) fabr(um) / 
[mag(istro?) i]terum / [--- tu]telam / [---]is et / [  

 Names Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri  
Office in collegium magister/minister? 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

iterum/bis?  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto No 
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decurionum? 
Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 10,  *618 = Venafrum *1  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV, Venafro / 
Venafrum 

 Dianae Augustal(is) / M(arcus) Antonius M(arci) f(ilius) Stel(latina) / 
Calvinus VIvir Aug(ustalis) / patronus colon(iae) Ven(afranae) / 
quinquennal(is) II / IIIIvir colleg(ii) fabr(orum) / ferr(ariorum) et 
dendroph(orum)  

 Names Antonius Calvinus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and dendrophori  
Office in collegium QQ and patronus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference ILGN 423 = AE 1900, 203 
 Province/Region 

and City 
Gallia Narbonensis,  
Nimes / Nemausus 

 ] / [seviro Aug(ustali) col(onia) Copia] / Claudia Lugduno [item col(onia)] 
/ Nem(auso) item decurio[ni orna]/mentario col(onia) eius[d(em) 
cura]/tori negotiator[um vina]/riorum et seviro[rum Lug]/duno 
consisten[tium] / vivus posui[t]  
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 Names Anonymous Anonymous 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium negotiatores vinariorum 
Office in collegium curator 
Economic sector Sales 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? ornamenta 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 14,  4140 = D 6155  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Latium et Campania / Regio I ,  
Ostia Antica  

 Q(uinto) Aeronio / Antiocho / sevir(o) August(ali) / et q(uin)q(uennali) 
eiusdem / ordinis idem / q(uin)q(uennali) corp(orum) mensor(um) / 
frum(entorum) adiutorum / Ostiensium / Aninia Anthis / coniunx / 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) p(ublice)  

 Names  Aeronius 

 Date Antiochus 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium mensores frumentarii 
Office in collegium QQ 

Economic sector 
Administration, Finance, Secreterial 
Service 

Ciceronian 
classification 

"illiberales" 

Personal 
and Family 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
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Life Patron? coniunx  
Marriage No 
Offspring? No children known 

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

QQ  

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

LDDD publice 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 

 
 Reference CIL 10,  *620 = Venafrum *3  
 Province/Region 

and City 
Samnium / Regio IV,  
Venafro / Venafrum 

 M(arco) Antonio M(arci) f(ilio) Stel(latina) Calvino / IIIIviro colleg(ii) 
fabr(orum) Venaf(ranorum) / VIviro Aug(ustali) patronus mun(icipii) / et 
colon(iae) Ven(afranae) patrono / colleg(ii) dendrophor(um) / cl m e l d d 
d divae Iunoni / templ s p q Ven  

 Names Antonius Calvinus 

 Date Undated 
Professional 

Life 
Profession No profession mentioned 
Collegium fabri and dendrophori  
Office in collegium QQ and patronus 
Economic sector Construction 
Ciceronian 
classification 

"sordidi" 

Personal 
and Family 

Life 

Close family? No close family recorded 
Extended family? No extended family recorded 
Patron? No patron named 
Marriage No 
Offspring? filius  

Titles and 
Honours 

Titles 
*Augustalitas? 

 No offices or titles recorded 

Ornamenta? No 
LDDD / ex decreto 
decurionum? 

No 

Gratuitas? No 
Benefactions/gifts? No 
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 3   
 
Alba and Fasti Augustalium 

3 .1  Chieti ,  AE 1980,  368:  Presumed album   

Soci monimenti 
 
Cn Asinius  Celer 
M Manilius  Proclus 
C Attius Secundus sev Aug 
C Florius  Secundus 
C Oppius Moderatus sevAug 
Cn Ennius Speratus sev Aug 
M Attius  Expectatus 
M Ullidius  Felix 
C Mamilius Achates 
L Alfius Saturninus sev Aug 
T Sentius Synecdemus sev Aug 
C Claudius  Primigenius 
N Fresidius Carpus sev Aug 
C Oppius  Aprilis 
Cn FLorius  Felix 
Cn Florius Successus sev Aug 
C Oppius Nymphodotus sev Aug 
C Oppius  Callistus 
M Ullidius  Celer 
C Reccius  Gemellus 

            L Mamilius Laetus 
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  C Florius Celer 
M Attius  Optatus 
C Septimius Optandus 
Cn Ennius Tyrannus 
C Lusius  Abascantus 
C Lusius  Thymelus 
T Sentius Clemens dec 
LMamilius Celer [[selectus]] 
[-]Oppius Aper 
[-]Dionius Epius sev Aug 
[- Ca]prius Charitinus 
[- Cl]au[dius Ve]stalis sev Aug 
[---] icce[ 

3 .2  Liternum: Alba  Augustal ium 1 

3.2.1  AE 2001,  853 

 

 
                                                        
1  I am grateful to La Soprintendenza Archeologica di Napoli e Caserta for sending me high definition pictures of 

these inscriptions, currently kept in the new Museo Archeologico dei Campi Flegrei (Bacoli), but not open to 
the audience due to staff shortages.  
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(top) 
Augustales creati ii qui in cultu domus divinae contulerunt  Hermes col ark 
 Vitalis col ark 
 Felix col  
(first column)  

Patroni allecti  
Titus Vettulenus Nepos  
Titus Vettulenus Nemesinianus  
Caius Marcius Secundus  
Caius Marcius Polybius  
Marcus Caecilius Quadratus  
Titus Vettulenus Nemesinianus  
Marcus Caecilius Quadratus f.  
Lucius Lollius Hedylalus  
Lucius Lollius Hedylalus f.  

dupliciarii  
Titus Vettulenus Pothus  

curator perpetuus  
Lucius Lollius Hedylalus  

 
(second column) 

Plebs  
Vettulenus Rufus  
Fufius Apollonius  
Maetius Eucratus  
Voltricius Restitutus  
Licinius Restitutus  
Vettulenus Hyginus  
Varius Epaphroditus  
Ulpius Felix  
Marcius Apollinaris  
Mallonius Epictetus  
Pagnius Hesper  
Aemilius Esychus  

 
(third column) 

Ofellenius Posidonius  
Ulpius Hodiernus  
Curtius Epaphroditus  
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Lollius Victorinus  
Accius Statutus  
Carsidius Florianus  
Carisius Favor  
Fufius Eutyches  
Lollius Strenio  
Cassius Eubulus  
Caecilius Eutychas  
Herennius Calaticus  
Aemilius Primitivos  
Marcius Onesimus  
L Aemilius Alcibiades  

 
(fourth column) 
 

Lollius Augustianus  
Osculenus Sosthenes  
Lollius Martialis  
Lollius Calocaerus  
Pomponius Xystus  
Lollius Hyginus  
Lollius Eutyches  

 
(bottom)  
 

Quintus Varius Epaphroditus donum dedit 
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3 .2.2  AE 2001,  854 
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(top) 

 Ex s c 
Augustales creati  
ii qui in cultu domus divinae contulerunt  

 
(first column) 
 

Patroni adlecti  
L Flavius Argentarius  
Pollio Maximus  
M Caecilius Calventius Quadratus  
M Caecilius Calventius Quadratus f.  
M Caecilius Calventius Quadratus Iun. 
L Lollius Hedylalus  
T Vettulenus Nepos p. Aug. 
P Carsidius Priscus  
Marcia Polybiane sac. Aug. 
Flavia Festa m. Aug. 

corporati  
Lollius Terpsichorus  
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Pomponius Agon  
Herennius Leonides  
Felixs col. Ark.  
Claudius Felixs  
Iulius Felicissimus  
Liternius Felixs  
Puteolanus Puteolanorum serv. tabularius  
L Aemilius Capito  
Iulius Felixs  

 
(second column) 
 

Plebs  
Fufius Eutyches  
Aemilius Primitivus  
Osculenus Sosthenes  
Arellius Iulianus  
Arellius Felixs  
Clodius Urbicus  
Caecilius Castor  
Flavius Abascantus  
Lollius Archelaus  
Antonius Eutyches  
Aufidius Demetrius  
Gellius Felicio  
[[---ius------]] 
Iulius Ianuarius  
Lollius Ianuarius  
Veratius Venustus  
Antonius Mercurialis  
Aelius Ianuarius  
Sex Trabius Agathemerus  
M Verrius Felicissimus  

 
(bottom) 
 

M Caecilius Calventius Quadratus  
qui ob honore suo et filiorum suorum  
nomine pavimenta domus et cenationis  
pequnia sua fecit et donum dedit 
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3 .3  Ostia:  Fasti  

CIL 14, 4562, 1:  
[C Domitio] Dextro [II] 
[L Valerio] Prisco  [cos]   (A.D. 196)  
[Cn --- o C]rescenti[ano] 
Cn Cornelio Epictet[o] 
M Ulpio Eutyche[te] 

<<electo>>s 
A Larcio Adiutor[e] 
L Combarisio Hermian[o] 
L Licinio Blast[o] 
C Laecanio Felicissim[o]  

QQ  
L Combarius Hesperio  [q.q.d.d.]  
Q Aquilius Dionysius  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Oruncius Zoilu[s   q.q.d.d.] 
P Aelius Herm[---   q.q.d.d.] 
T Otacilius Eutych[---   q.q.d.d.] 
P Nonius Eutyc[h]es  [q.q.d.d.] 
C Tintinius Basilicus  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Pantuleius Thaumastus [q.q.d.d.]  
L Pantuleius Chryseros  [q.q.d.d.] 
C Valerius Epictetus  [q.q.d.d.] 
M Valeriu[s] Adrastus  [q.q.d.d.] 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 2: 
(first column) 

 ] Sex Ai [---  q.q.]d.d. 
Q Lo [--- q.]q.d.d. 
C Ce [---]  q.q.d.d. 
P Ma[rtio Saturn]ino 
L Aur[elio Gal]lo  cos    (A.D. 198) 
Cn C[---]o Crescentiano 
Cn [Co]rnelio Epicteto 
[M] Ulpio Eutychete 
electos 
L Carullius Terminalis 
L Florius Euprepes 
A Livius Herme[s] 
L Telustius Primus 
QQ 
Cn Statilius Onesimus  q.q.d.d. 
C Vettius Hilarianus  q.q.d.d. 
[---]   us  q.q.d.d. 
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[ // ]  
Hadriaticus Hermias  q.[q.d.d.]  
A Egrilius Bassus  q.q.[d.d.] 
Sex Vindius Euplus  q.q.[d.d.] 
C Cornelius Chrysopes  q.q.[d.d.] 
L Faenius Probus  q.q.[d.d.] 
Cn Cornelius Eutychio  q.q.[d.d.] 
Ti Claudio Sever[o] 
[C] Auf[i]dio Victorino   [cos]   (A.D. 200) 
 

(second column) 
 

 [ // ] 
 ius Celer  [q.q.d.d.] 
Sex [Car]minius Neon  q.[q.d.d.] 
M Mo[l]licius Celer Iun q.[q.d.d.] 
L Antonius Soterichus  q.q.[d.d.] 
P Caecilius Corydallus  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Aemilius Victor  [q.q.d.d.] 
L Clodius Edistus  [q.q.d.d.] 
M Avilius Euphrosynu[s q.q.d.d.] 
P C[o]rnelius Euty[ch--- q.q.d.d.] 
L C[l]odius Phil[---   q.q.d.d.] 
N T[---]oniu[s ---   q.q.d.d.] 
P[ 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 3 
(first column) 
 

A Egrilio Hila[ro] 
Ti Claudio Hermen 
M Helvio Eufran 
L Papio Crescente 
QQ 
Sex Iulius Asclepiades  q.q.d.d. 
M Vibius Onesimus  q.q.d.d. 
L Calpurnius Funatus  q.q.d.d. 
M Pomponius Hilarus  q.q.d.d. 
M Iulius Proculus  q.q.d.d. 
C Fulvius Tyrannus  q.q.d.d. 
L Satrius Hermes  q.q.d.d. 
C Fulvius Pontianus  q.q.d.d. 
Q Caelius Hospitalis  q.q.d.d. 
T Marcius Chrysostomus q.q.d.d. 
C Calpurnius C.f. Celer  q.q.d.d. 
M Cotusius Antiochus  q.q.d.d. 
L Antius Ianuarius  q.q.d.d. 
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C Veturius Mercurius  q.q.d.d. 
 
(second column) 
 

L Pompon[ius ---] 
Q Caecilius [---] 
M Mollicius Ta[---] 
T Flavius On[---] 
M Ulpius H[---] 
P Claudius H[---] 
P Aelius Ve[---] 
Sex Setorius Eu[---] 
L Cornelius Sa[---] 
M Annaeus Ac[---] 
P Aurelius Da[---] 
C Laecanius Iuc[undus ---]  
C Laecanius Alex[---] 
M Iunius Dio[gen ---] 
M Iunius Dioge[n ---] 
L Casperius Cari[---] 
Ti Claudius Cornelius Pri[---] 
Sex Carminius Phili[---] 
Q Aeronius Antio[chus ---] 
Sex Avienius Nic[o ---] 
L Sextus Callit[---] 
Sex Pontius Agathan[gelus ---] 
T Flaviu[s] Nymp[h 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 4 
(first column) 
 

 ] cos       (A.D. 208) 
[A Egrilio Hilar]o (?) 
[Ti Claudio Herme]n(e?)  
[M(arco) Helvio Eufra]n(e?) 
[L(ucio) Papio Crescent]e(?) 
 QQ 
    [--- q.q.]d.d.  

 
(second column)  

[[///]] 
[---]tio Sanct[o ---] 
[--- Q Cae]lio Hospital[e ---] 
[--- C Corn]elio Chrysope I[---] 
[--- C Vetu]rio Mercurio O[---] 
  QQ 
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[---]cessus  q.q.d.d.  
  [---] Hyacinthus  q.q.d.d.  
[---]s Primitivus   q.q.d.d.  
[---]us Philocalus   q.q.d.d. 
[---]ius Ianuarius   q.q.d.d. 
[---]ratius Eutyches   q.q.d.d. 
[---] Curtius Hermias   q.q.d.d. 
L Arrius Eutyches    q.q.  
L Calpurnius Fortunatus Sen. q.q.d.d. 
Q Caelius Aerastus   q.q.d.d. 
M. Aemilius Adauctianus  q.q.d.d. 
TAelius Marcus   q.q.d.d. 
P Petronius Charito   q.q.d.d. 
P Caerellius Pancrates    q.q.  
M Acilio Faustino 
A Triario Rufino  cos    (A.D. 210) 
C Iulio Eutycen 

Electo 
Q Turranio Dydimo 

 
(third column)  

P C[atio Sabino II]  
P C[ornelio Anullino  cos]   (A.D. 216) 
Q V[---] 
[electo(?)]  
Q Pla[---] 
C Cur[---] 
M Anne[---]  
C Fulvi[o ---] 
M Aemiliu[s ---] 
L Fabiu[s ---] 
L P[---]cul[---] 
Imp Ca[es Macrino Aug] 
M Ocla[tinio Advento  cos]   (A.D. 218) 
L Gett[io ---] 
T Flav[io ---] 
M Clod[io 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 5 
 

 I]mp Caes [--- 
 [[------]] 
[---Anto]nino A[ug ---] 
[---]O[ 
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CIL 14, 4562, 6 
 
(first column)  
 

 c]os 
[ // ]s 
[ // ]  

 
(second column) 
 

P Petronio Omyi[---] 
QQ 
P Claudius Callid[---] 
M Terentius Her[---] 
A Egrilius Victoric[us ---] 
Q Vettius Aphrodisiu[s ---] 
P Aelius Zosomion [---] 
C Prastina Alexander [---] 
Ti Claudius Agathopus  q.[q.d.d.]  
P Plotius Thalesseros  q.q.[d.d.]  
C Annius Eutyches  q.q.[d.d.]  
P Clodius Straton  q.q.d.d. 
P Scantius Addas  q.q.d.d. 
Q Aiacio Modesto II 
M Maecio Probo  cos    (A.D. 228) 
Q Vettio Aphrodosio 
A Livio Stratone 
C Prastina Alexandro 
A Egrilio Victorico  
QQ 

 
(third column) 
 

M [---] 
Sex [---] 
L Ost[iensis ---] 
M Vale[rius ---] 
M Aemi[lius 

 
 
CIL 14, 4562, 7 
 

 ]cius My[---] 
[---]vius Nicom[---] 
[--- Co]rnelius Chr[---]  q.q.d.d.  
[--- Ae]milius Eutyches q.q.d.d. 
[M Cl]odio Puppienio Maximo II 
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[--- Su]lla Urbano  cos   (A.D. 234) 
[--- Cl]audio Hermete 
[C A]nnio Eutychete 
[--- C]arminio Alexandro 
[--- I]unio Sentio 
QQ 
[---]tio Augurio q.[q.d.d.] 
[--- Cl]audio Urb[---] 
[--- Cla]udio [ 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 8 
 

]rpuleius 
[---]us q.q.d.d.  
[---]etus q.q.d.d. 
 
[--- Maxi]miano Aug V Maximiano C[aes II cos] (A.D. 297) 
[---]vius Secundus q.q.d.d. 
[--- Ae]milius Quintus q.q.d.d. 
[---]grius Ianuarius q.q.d.d. 
[ 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 9 
 

 ]issi[---] 
[---]ysi[---] 
[---]ano[---] 
[QQ] 
[---]es q.q. [ 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 10 
 

]lis q.q.[---] 
[---]es q.q. [---] 
[---]tus q.q. [---] 
[---]ulus q.q. [ 

 
CIL 14, 4562, 11 
 

 ] q.q. 
[---] q.q.d.d. 
[---] q.q.  
[---] q.q.  
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3.4  Trebula Suffenas,  CIL 6,  29681:  Fasti  Augustal ium 

 
 
 

] Sestuleio I[Ivir(is)]  
[--- C]apito hunc VIvi[ri et]  
honore functi rogarunt ut eo  
honore fungeretur  
C Iulius divi Augusti l. Sosthenes  
M Iunius Felix  
M Etrilius Eros  
L Fadius Hetario  
 
K. Aug. honor. ed. ludos in foro  
per IIII fecerunt  
 
C Asinio C Antistio cos 
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L Manlio M Plutio IIvir 
Q Calvius Auctus  
L Tribulanus Pamphilo  
M Etrilius Onomastus  
Q Ursius Secundio  
T Tr{a}ebulanus Felix praec 
K. Aug. honorem lud[os in foro]  
per IIII fecerunt IIII primi  
natale Iuliae August. in pu[blico]  
cenam decurion et Augu[stal]  
dederunt eorum sevir[atu]  
familia gladiat [---]  
Appio Annio Gallo M Atil[io Bradua cos] //  
 
[---] Antonius [---]  
M Trebulan[us ---]  
K. Aug. honor[em ---]  
L Cassio Long[ino M Vinicio cos]  
M Urseio Rufo [---]  
Sabino [---]  
C Iulius [---]  
C Gemin[us ---]  
Sex Rubr[---]  
Ti Plautius [---] K. Aug. [---]  
M Iun[ius 
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 4   
 
‘Cominius archive’ at Misenum (AE 2000, 344) 

A  

Q(uinto) Cominio Abascanto / ornament(is) decurionalib(us) / honorato curatori / 
Augustalium perpetuo / hic statuas duas Geni(i) municipi(i) et / classis Tutelae in foro posuit 
quarum / dedicatione decurionib(us) sing(ulis) HS XX n(ummum) / Augustalib(us) corporatis HS 
XII iis qui / in corpore non sunt HS VIII ingenuis / corporatis HS VI municipib(us) HS IIII dedit / 
praeterea HS CX m(ilia) n(ummum) decurionib(us) / in mulsatione ipsorum et populi / XVI 
K(alendas) Ianuar(ias) die natalis sui itemque / Augustalib(us) corporatis HS XX m(ilia) 
n(ummum) dedit / uti ex incremento earum summar(um) / quod annis die supra scripto / divisio 
fieret ex forma ipsius / et hoc amplius HS X(milia) n(ummum) in conparatione / vini eisdem 
Augustalib(us) largitus dedit / Nymphidia Monime coniugi optimo / cuius dedicatione 
Augustalib(us) corporatis / viritim HS VIII n(ummum) et epulum dedit //  

Translation: 

For Quintus Cominius Abascantus, honoured 
with insignia of decurional rank, lifetime curator of the 
Augustales. He placed two statues - of the Genius of the 
Town and of the Protectress of the Fleet - in the forum 
(and) on the occasion of their dedication gave 20 
sesterces to the individual decurions, 12 sesterces to 
the Augustales formally enrolled in the association, 8 
sesterces to the Augustales who were not enrolled in 
the association, 6 sesterces to freeborn citizens 
formally enrolled in professional collegia, (and) 4 
sesterces to the townspeople. In addition, he gave i 10 
000 sesterces to the decurions, so that they and the 
people could drink honeyed wine on 17 December, his 
birthday, and likewise (gave) 20 000 sesterces to the 
associated Augustales, so that from the interest on these 
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amounts there would be an annual division, based on the formula that he established, 
on the aforesaid day. And over and above this, he generously gave io,ooo sesterces for 
procuring wine for these same Augustales. Nymphidia Monime (had this statue erected) 
to Abascantus, best of husbands; at its dedication she gave 8 sesterces and a banquet to 
each of the Augustales enrolled in the association. 

 

B 

Quod constabat Cominium Abascantum testamento institu/isse heredem Nymphidiam 
Monimen legasseque Augustalib(us) / corporatis Misenensium sestertia decem milia nummorum / 
sub ea condicione si cavissent heredi eius eam summam se in / nullo alio usu erogaturos sed 
reditus eius quod annis ita dis/pensaturos ut testamento cavisset desideraretque Nymphidia / 
Monime dari sibi reos qui nomine Augustalium corporatorum / ob eam rem q(ua) d(e) a(gitur) 
caverent et Plaetorius Fortunatus et Aemilius / Epagathio curatores nominati ab eis stipulatione 
spondere / vellent actum est ut caput ex testamento ad eas res pertinens / his tabulis subiceretur 
quo notius esset spondentibus in quibus cau/sis se obligarent ac deinde stipulatio utilis 
interponeretur /  

Augustales corp(orati) si heredi meo caverent hanc voluntatem meam ratam / futuram 
neq(ue) in alias usus pecuniam i(nfra) s(criptam) erogaturos transferturosve / et ex reditu{s} 
pequniae(!) erogaturos quod annis ut infra scriptum est / simulacris Geni(i) municipi(i) et classis 
Tutelae tergendis ungendisq(ue) [---] | quoq(ue) ex HS IIII n(ummum) item viola exornandis HS 
XVI n(ummum) itemq(ue) rosa or/nandis HS XVI n(ummum) et ad cepota<ph=F>ium meum quod 
annis die Parenta/liorum luctatorib(us) paribus decem in eo loco victoribus sing(ulis) HS VIII / 
superatis sing(ulis) HS IIII n(ummum) oleum HS XVI n(ummum) vernis HS LX n(ummum) 
conducto/ri harenae HS VIII n(ummum) sepulcro exornando viola HS XVI item ro/sa HS XVI 
n(ummum) et super reliquias meas nardum p(ondo) libra HS XXIIII [ef]/fundi et epulari volo 
magistratus qui tunc erunt ea die in triclin(i)o quod est super sepulcrum et curatores 
Augustali/um qui tunc erunt inpendique HS C n(ummum) et ea die sacrificio / mihi faciundo HS 
LX n(ummum) et de reliq(uiis) HS CXXXX n(ummum) in refectione / munitionis quotiens opus 
fuerit eiusdem cepota<ph=F>i(i) erogari ita / dari volo Augustalibus corporatis HS X m(ilia) 
n(ummum) /  

per te Plaetori Fortunate et per te Aemili Epagathio non fieri neq(ue) / per Augustales 
corporatos Misenenses qui nunc sunt quique pos/tea in eodem corpore erunt quo magis ea HS X 
m(ilia) n(ummum) in alio usu quam / in eo quod capite supra scripto conprehensum est erogetur 
trans/feratur quove minus ea omnia ita ut supra scriptum est quod an/nis i(i)s diebus 
temporibusque fiant praestentur quod si ea HS X m(ilia) n(ummum) / in alio usu quam quo supra 
conprehensum est translata erogata / erunt tum HS X m(ilia) n(ummum) dari et si ea quae his 
tabulis ex testamen/to Comini translata trans{s}criptaque sunt ita ut ibi cautum est da/ta facta 
praestata non erunt quanti quaeque earum rerum res / erit tantam pecuniam et alterum tantum 
dari sique rei promis/sionique dolus malus cuius vestrum d(e) q(ua) r(e) a(gitur) non afuerit 
quanti / ea res erit tantam pecuniam dari stipulata est Nymphidia Mo/nime spoponderunt 
L(ucius) Plaetorius Fortunatus Q(uintus) Aemil(ius) Epagathio /  
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Cosmion Augustalium corpor(atorum) Misenensium ser(vus) scripsi me / accepisse a 
Nymphidia Monime herede Comini Abascanti / HS X m(ilia) n(ummum) legata Augustalib(us) 
dominis meis in causam s(upra) s(criptam) / Aemilius Epagathio adsignavi in HS X m(ilia) 
n(ummum) et in stipulatione / s(upra) s(cripta) spopondi Plaetorius Fortunatus adsignavi in HS X 
m(ilia) n(ummum) / et in stipulatione s(upra) s(cripta) spopondi / actum Miseni XV K(alendas) 
Ianuar(ias) / M(arco) Calpurnio Longo D(ecimo) Velio Fido co(n)s(ulibus) // 

Translation:  

Whereas it was agreed that Cominius 
Abascantus established Nymphidia Monime as his 
heir by will, and left a legacy of ten thousand 
sesterces to the Augustales of Misenum as an 
association under this condition, if they guaranteed 
his heir that they would not allocate that sum to any 
other use but that they would annually dispense the 
interest on the sum as he had provided in his will; 
and Nymphidia Monime desired unconditionally that 
persons placed under formal obligation should be 
provided to her, (persons) who in the name of the 
associated Augustales should make a formal 
undertaking on behalf of this aforesaid matter; and 
Plaetorius Fortunatus and Aemilius Epagathio, 
named administrators by them, are willing to make a 

guarantee of the agreement, it was transacted that the clause from the will pertaining to 
these matters be appended to this document, in order that it be better known to the 
guarantors in what cases they were placing themselves under obligation, and next that 
an effective promise be made a constituent part of the agreement:  

if the Augustales as an association should guarantee my heir that this wish of 
mine will be valid in the future and that they will not allocate or transfer the sums 
specified below to other uses, and if they will allocate the interest on the money every 
year as it is written below (namely): for the cleaning and anointing of the statues of the 
Genius of the Town and the Protectress of the Fleet, four sesterces for the one and also 
the same amount for the other; likewise, for decorating them with violets, sixteen 
sesterces; and likewise, for decorating them with roses, sixteen sesterces; and, for the 
wrestlers at my garden tomb every year on the Parentalia, ten pairs in that place, for 
the winners eight sesterces each, and for the defeated, four sesterces each; for oil, 
sixteen sesterces; for the home-born slaves, sixty sesterces; for the renter of the arena, 
eight sesterces; for decorating the tomb with violets, sixteen sesterces; likewise (for its 
decoration with) roses, sixteen sesterces. I also desire that nard-oil, one pound in weight 
and valued at twenty-four sesterces, be poured out over my remains, and (desire) that 
the (town's) magistrates who will be in office at that time, and also the administrators of 
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the Augustales who will then be in office, feast on that day in the dining hall which is 
above the tomb; and (I desire) that one hundred sesterces be spent (on this feast); and I 
desire that sixty sesterces (be spent) on performing a sacrifice for me on that day; and 
from the remaining one hundred and forty sesterces (I desire) that money be allocated 
for repair for the enclosure wall of this same garden tomb, as often as the need arises. 
Under these conditions, I am willing that ten thousand sesterces be given to the 
associated Augustales.  

(Nymphidia Monime has stipulated [i.e., put the question]) that it not come about 
through your agency, Plaetorius Fortunatus, nor yours, Aemilius Epagathio, nor through 
the agency of the associated Augustales of Misenum - (those) who are members now or 
will be in the future - that this ten thousand sesterces be paid out or transferred to a use 
other than that which is contained in that clause which is written out above, or that all 
those things do not take place or are provided as has been written above, annually on 
the days and at the times specified. But if these ten thousand sesterces are transferred 
or paid out for some other use than is specified above, then (she has stipulated that) ten 
thousand sesterces be given over; and if those instructions from the will of Cominius 
which have been transferred and transcribed in this inscription shall not have been 
given, done, and performed in the way that is specified there, (she has stipulated that) 
as much of these monies as there shall be, so great an amount of money, and another 
sum of the same amount, shall be given over. And if the intentional wrongdoing of 
either of you shall not have been absent from the matter or the promise concerning the 
question in hand, then (she has stipulated that) as much as the matter is worth, so much 
money shall be given over. Nymphidia Monime has put the question; L. Plaetorius 
Fortunatus (and) Q. Aemilius Epagathio have promised.  

I, Cosmion, slave of the associated Augustales of Misenum, have confirmed in 
writing that I have accepted from Nymphidia Monime, the heir of Cominius Abascantus, 
ten thousand sesterces bequeathed to the Augustales, my masters, for the purpose 
specified above. I, Aemilius Epagathio, have signed for the ten thousand sesterces and I 
have promised as regards the agreement written above. I, Plaetorius Fortunatus, have 
signed for the ten thousand sesterces and I have promised as regards the agreement 
written above. Enacted at Misenum on the fifteenth day before the Kalends of January, 
in the consulship of M. Calpurnius Longus and D. Velius Fidus. 

 

C 

Ser(vio) Scipione Orfito Q(uinto) Sossio Prisco co(n)s(ulibus) / III Nonas Ianuar(ias) / 
Miseni in templo Aug(usti) quod est Augustalium corpor(atorum) / Misenensium ibi 
referentib(us) Atinio Trophimo / et Valerio Epaphrodito curatorib(us) anni sui de com/modis 
dandis Nymphidiae Monime placuisse / Augustalibus corporatis ex consensu univer/sorum quod 
est infra scriptum /  
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cum Nymphidia Monime quondam Comini Abascanti / collegae nostri tam circa 
exornationem municipi(i) / munifici quam erga sanctissimo decurionum / ordini nobisque ac 
municipibus nostris debitam / gratiam admodum rei familiaris suae liberalis / uxor secuta mariti 
sui peculiarem munificentiam / obsequentissime reuerenterque nos fovere perseve/rans non 
solum suo verum etiam memoriae eius / suffragantis ei aput nos nomine honorificum de no/bis 
mereatur titulum conveniatque nobis hanc / eius bonam voluntatem digne remunerare / placere 
Augustalibus Nymphidiam Monimen in / corpore nostro adlegi eique sportulas dierum / 
sollemnium ac divisiones quas viritim ac/cipimus dari 

Translation: 

In the consulship of Servius Scipio Orfitus 
and Quintus Sosius Priscus, on the third day before 
the Nones of January. At Misenum, in the temple of 
Augustus which is that of the incorporated 
Augustales of Misenum. There, on the motion of 
Atinius Trophimus and Valerius Epaphroditus, the 
annual presiding officers, concerning the granting 
of perquisites to Nymphidia Monime, the 
incorporated Augustales decided, with all of them 
in agreement, that which is written below: 

 Whereas Nymphidia Monime, the widow of 
Cominius Abascantus our colleague, a man as 
generous concerning the adornment of the town as 
he was extremely giving of his private property 
with reference to the obligation owed to the most 

august order of decurions, and to us, and to his fellow townsmen; (whereas Monime), 
most faithfully following her husband's outstanding generosity and respectfully 
persisting in supporting us, deserves a title of honour from us, not only on her (own) 
account, but also on account of his (Cominius') memory, that speaks on her behalf with 
us; and whereas it befits us to repay this goodwill of hers properly, it was decided by the 
Augustales that Nymphidia Monime be adopted into (membership in) our body, and that 
the donations on solemnly marked days and the divisions which we receive on a person-
by-person basis be given (also) to her. 

 

(All translations and pictures taken from D’Arms, 2000.)  
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 5   
 
Visibility and Invisibility: Iconography of 
Professions 

5 .1  Publius Nonius Zethus,  pistor  

CIL 14, 393 = MIRoma-2, 17a, Ostia;  

P(ublius) Nonius Zethus Aug(ustalis) / fecit sibi et / Noniae Hilarae conlibertae / Noniae P(ubli) 
l(ibertae) Pelagiae coniugi / P(ublius) Nonius Heraclio 

 

A. 
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B.       C.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 .2  C. Munatius Faustus,  negotiator  

CIL 10, 1030 = D 6373, Pompei;  
 
Naevoleia L(uci) lib(erta) Tyche sibi et / C(aio) Munatio Fausto Aug(ustali) et pagano / cui 
decuriones consensu populi / bisellium ob merita eius decreverunt / hoc monimentum Naevoleia 
Tyche libertis suis / libertabusq(ue) et C(ai) Munati Fausti viva fecit 
 
 
A.  
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B.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C.  
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D.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 .3  Marcus Silenius Symphoros,  faber  

ILTG 241 = CAG-69-2, p. 695 = 
AE 1935, 17, Lugdunum; 
 
D(is) M(anibus) / M(arci) Sileni 
Symphori / IIIIIIvir(i) 
Aug(ustalis) / Lug(uduni) 
Arelate Reis / Silenia Latina / 
liberta idemque uxor / patrono 
et marito / erga se optimo / et 
sibi viva posuit 
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5 .4  Lucius Statorius Bathyllus,  faber  

CIL 11, 6831, Bologna;  
 
L(ucio) Statorio / Bathyllo / IIIIIIvir(o) patron(o) / P(ublio) Messio P(ubli) f(ilio) / Calvioni amico / 
L(ucius) Statorius / Trophimus IIIIIIvir / Aug(ustalis) cum Naevia Secunda / ux{s}ore / in f(ronte) 
p(edes) XVI / in ag(ro) p(edes) XX 
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5 .5  Cnaeus Rullius Calais ,  faber  

CIL 9, 2682 = Aesernia 74, Aesernia;  
 
Cn(aeus) Rullius / Calais / sexvir Aug(ustalis) / sibi et Mariae / Corintidi / contuber(nali) / v(ivus) 
f(ecit) 
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5 .6  Quintus Minucius Faber,  faber  

CIL 5, 7647 = InscrIt-9-1, 190 = Piemonte 63 = AE 1998, +516 = AE 2007, +564, Fossano; 

V(ivus) f(ecit) / Q(uintus) Minicius / Faber / ab asse qu(a)esitum / VIvir Aug(ustalis) / re<q=C>uie 
et memoriae / diuturnae / Lolliae Severae / ux{s}ori Festae f(iliae) / M(arco) filio Salvillo f(ilio) / 
Messori f(ilio) / Flaviae Priscae ux{s}ori / P(ublius) Minicius Marmuris / <c=Q>uram {h}egit / [i]n 
fr(onte) p(edes) L in ag(ro) p(edes) L 
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5 .7  Quintus Valerius Restitutus,  lanius  

CIL 11, 6832 = Caro 98, Bologna;  

V(ivus) f(ecit) / Q(uintus) Valerius / Q(uinti) l(ibertus) Restitutus / VIvir sibi et / Gaviae Cogitatae 
/ uxori et / L(ucio) Metello Niceroti / q(uo)q(uo)v(ersus) p(edes) XX 
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5 .8  Caius Aebutius Iucundus,  mulio  

CIL 9, 2692 = Aesernia 65, Aesernia;  

Sexvir Augustalis / C(aius) Aebutius C(ai) l(ibertus) / Iucundus sibi et / Cinciae Sircinae uxori 
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5 .9  Quintus Vibius Modestus,  l ibrarius/scriba  

CIL 11, 5425 = ERAssisi 70 = Umbria-ASS, 73, Assisi;  

Q(uinto) Vibio / Modesto / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Cn(aeus) Rufius In/sequens bene / merenti 
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5 .10  Quintus Titius Faustus,  scriba  

CIL 5, 8299 = InscrAqu-1, 619 = IEAquil 126, Aquileia: 
 
IIIIIIvir // I // II // III // V(ivus) f(ecit) / Q(uintus) Titius Faustus / sibi et Culcinae / Proculae 
uxori / lib(ertis) lib(ertabus)q(ue) 
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 6   
 
House of the *Augustales at Herculaneum 

(All pictures by author) 
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 7   
 
Patrons of *augustales, *augustales as patrons 

7 .1  Patronus of  individual *augustal is  

AE 1897, 54  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Baia / Baiae  
D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucio) Caecilio Dioscoro / patrono et / Caeciliae Marcia/nae patronae / 
et Caeciliae Piste / co(n)iugi / L(ucius) Caecilius Hermias / b(ene) m(erenti) f(ecit) // D(is) 
M(anibus) / L(ucio) Caecilio Dioscoro / curatori augustalium / Cumanor(um) perpetuo / 
itemque augustali / dupl(iciario) Puteolanor(um) / et curatori perpet(uo) / 
embaenitariorum / III(trierum) pisciniensium / vixit annis LXXIII m(enses) VIII / 
Caecilius Hermias patrono b(ene) m(erenti) f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Caecilius Dioscoros 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? A.D. 171 – 230 (Heidelberg) 
 
AE 1897, 54b = D 6339a  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Baia / Baiae  
D(is) M(anibus) / L(ucio) Caecilio Dioscoro / curatori augustalium / Cumanor(um) 
perpetuo / itemque augustali / dupl(iciario) Puteolanor(um) / et curatori perpet(uo) / 
embaenitariorum / III(trierum) pisciniensium / vixit annis LXXIII m(enses) VIII / 
Caecilius Hermias patrono b(ene) m(erenti) f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Caecilius Dioscoros 
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Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? A.D. 1-300 (Heidelberg) 
 
AE 1927, 128  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Formia / Formiae  
T(ito) Flavio / Lysipono / augustales / viro ordinis / sui patrono / ob merita / eius / 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Flavius Lysiponus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? After A.D. 69 (Duthoy, 1978, p. 1284) ca. 

A.D. 150 (Solin, 1996, p. 173) 
 
AE 1946, 214  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
A(ulo) Livio Chryseroti seviro Aug(ustali) quinq(uennali) / Agathangelus lib(ertus) sevir 
Aug(ustalis) / quinquenn(alis) patrono dignissimo  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Livius Chryserotis 

/ Agathangelus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? Trajanic (Laird, 2002, p. 245.) 
 
AE 1971, 83 = AE 2003, +325  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Nola  
D(ecimo) Septumuleio D(ecimi) l(iberto) / Athenioni magistr(o) August(ali) / 
Septumuleiae D(ecimi) l(ibertae) Daphne / D(ecimus) Septumuleius D(ecimi) l(ibertus) / 
Atticus magist(e)r August(alis) vivos sibi et patrono et conlibertae fecit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Septumuleius Athenionis 

Septumuleius Atticus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
AE 1982, 702  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / et m[emoriae a]eter/na[e ---] At/tal[i IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis)] 
Lug(uduni) / neg[otiator(is) s]epla/si(ari) n[autae Rhodan(ici?)] cor/por[ati inter 
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cen]to/na[rios Lugud(uni) c]on/s[istentes] / Cal[---]nus / Epic[---]mon / lib(erti) [patrono 
opti]mo / inc[omparabiliq(ue)] po/nen[dum curaver]unt / et s[ub ascia dedi]cave/[runt]  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Attilus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? A.D. 151-200 (Heidelberg) 
 
AE 1983, 228  
Province/Region Apulia et Calabria / Regio II   
City Lucera / Luceria 
D(is) M(anibus) / M(arco) Lattio / Prisco / augustali / Luceriae / Asbestus liber/tus 
patrono / bene merenti / fecit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Lattius Priscus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? A.D. 101-200 (Heidelberg) 
 
AE 1983, 232  
Province/Region Apulia et Calabria / Regio II   
City Lucera / Luceria 
[L(ucius) Ti]tius L(uci) l(ibertus) Adiutor / Aug(ustalis) sibi et L(ucio) Titio C(ai) f(ilio) / 
Sannioni patrono et / L(ucio) Titio Secundo lib(erto) / meo Aug(ustali)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Titius Adiutor 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? A.D. 101-200 (Heidelberg) 
 
AE 1986, 166 = AE 2002, 335 = AE 2006, +291 = AE 2008, +323  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Pompei  
P(ublius) Vesonius |(mulieris) l(ibertus) / Phileros augustalis / vivos monument(um) / 
fecit sibi et suis // Vesoniae P(ubli) f(iliae) / patronae et // M(arco) Orfellio M(arci) 
l(iberto) / Fausto amico  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Vesonius Phileros 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? A.D. 1-79 (Heidelberg) 
 
AE 1988, 186  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
M(arco) Cossutio Proto seviro Aug(ustali) idem q(uin)q(uennali) / fecit Agathopus 
lib(ertus) patrono A() R() S() H()  
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Name of *augustalis mentioned Cossutius Proto 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? First half of the second century (Laird, 

2002, p. 246.) 
 
AE 1983, 232  
Province/Region Apulia et Calabria / Regio II   
City Lucera / Luceria 
[L(ucius) Ti]tius L(uci) l(ibertus) Adiutor / Aug(ustalis) sibi et L(ucio) Titio C(ai) f(ilio) / 
Sannioni patrono et / L(ucio) Titio Secundo lib(erto) / meo Aug(ustali)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Titius Adiutor 

Titius Secundus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? A.D. 101-200 (Heidelberg) 
 
AE 1988, 193  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
Iuniae T(iti) Pompei Dii f(iliae) At[---] / M(arco) Manlio Stephano Au[g(ustali) ---] / 
M(arcus) Manlius Diligens Aug(ustalis) quinq(uennalis) fe[cit sibi et ---] / lib(erto) 
Aug(ustali) quinq(uennali) procuratori suo Tit[--- lib(ertis)] / libertabus suis eis quos 
testamento aut [codicillis manumisero] / posteri[s]que eorum  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Manlius Stephanus 

Manlius Diligens 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? After late first century A.D. (Laird, 

Evidence in context, p. 245) 
 
AE 1988, 204  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
D(is) M(anibus) / Egriliae Clusinae item / libertis libertabusque qui / quaeve iam sunt qui 
quaeve futuri / A(ulus) Egrilius Hilarus coactor / argentarius sevir Aug(ustalis) idem 
q(uin)q(uennalis) q(uin)q(uennalis) col(legii) / fabr(um) tign(uariorum) Ost(iensium) 
lustri XXVI et / Egrilia Iustina patroni / fecerunt et posteris/q(ue) eorum earumve in 
f(ronte) p(edes) XIII in ag(ro) p(edes) XXV  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Iulius Rammius Hilarus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? ca. A.D. 183 (Bloch, 1953, p. 291)  
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After A.D. 185-189 (Laird, 2002, p. 246) 
 
AE 1988, 206  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
[C(aius) Iu]lius Rammius Eutychus / [se]vir Aug(ustalis) fecit sibi et / [C(aio) Iu]lio 
Rammio Hi[l]aro / patrono b(ene) m(erenti) et / Iuliae Euvenniae(!) lib(ertae) [b(ene)] 
m(erenti) coniugi / et Iuliae C(ai) f(iliae) In[genuae e]t Iuliae / C(ai) f(iliae) Felicitati et 
Iu[liae ---]leni lib(ertae) et / libert(is) libertabus p[osteri]sq(ue) eorum / in fro(nte) 
p(edes) XV in agro p(edes) XXX h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredem) f(amiliae) e(xterae) 
n(on) s(equetur)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Iulius Rammius Eutychus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
AE 1996, 384  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Formiae  
C(aio) Valerio / Hermeti / ornamentis / decurionalibus / a splendidissimo / ordine 
honorato / ordo augustalium / patrono / ob merita eius / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Valerius Hermes 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 3120 = AE 1997, 716  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Vicenza / Vicetia 
M(arcus) Abonius Acanthus IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) / adcensus co(n)s(ulis) in memoriam / 
Aboni [Mau]rici(?) patroni sui t(estamento) f(ieri) i(ussit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Abonius Acanthus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 3121 
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Vicenza / Vicetia 
]IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) / [--- i]n memoriam / [patro]ni sui t(estamento) f(ieri) i(ussit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Anonymous 
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Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 3130  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Vicenza / Vicetia 
]ssius / [---] Eutychus / Concordial(is) / augustal(is) / cui ob ind(ustriam) honos / [---]I[--
-] / sibi et // Q(uintus) Cass[---] / Q(uinti) l(ibertus) Hiceti[---] / Concord[ial(is)] / 
augustal[is ---] / patrono [---] / votu[  
Name of *augustalis mentioned ]ssius Eutychus 

Cass[---] Hiceti[---] 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 3405  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Verona 
[D(is) M(anibus)] / C(ai) Iuli Zelo[tis] / VIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / vivi fecer(unt) / C(aius) 
Iuliu[s ---]medes / C(aius) Iul[ius ---]cus / VI[viri Au]g(ustales) et / con[sort]es et / 
C(aius) Iulius Karicus l(ibertus) / patron(o) ben(e) m(erenti) / [---]l Iuliae / [---]ridi 
lib(ertae) et [  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Iulius Zelotis 

Iulius [---]medes  
Iulius [---]cus 

Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 3415 = CLE 1095 = D 6699 = AE 2002, +563  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Verona 
Q(uinto) Octavio / Q(uinti) l(iberto) Pob(lilia) Primo / VIviro Aug(ustali) / sac(erdoti) 
iuven(um) / Octavia Tigris pat(rono) / coniugi b(ene) m(erenti) et sibi / v(iva) f(ecit) / 
quaerere consu<e=L>vi semper neque perdere d[ona] / nunc ab utroque vaco de casa 
pau<s=L>[a re]/volvit hic mea conposito requiescunt o[ssa sepulcro] / <et=II> labor a 
puero qui mihi semper erat nunc labor omnis [abest durus] / curaeque moleste nec scio 
quit nunc sim nec scio qu[it fuerim] / parva tamen nostro remanent solacia fa{c}to vivent 
qui l[audant] / vivi quia dona fruuntur vivite felices quibus est Fortuna [relicta]  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Stlanius Poblilius Primus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
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Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 3429 = D 6698  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Verona 
L(ucio) Stlanio / Homuncioni / IIIIIIvir(o) Aug(ustali) et Neronien(si) // v(iva) f(ecit) / 
Stlania L(uci) l(iberta) / Cytheris / sibi et / [L(ucio)] Stlanio Homuncioni / [---]o sexviro 
p[atrono  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Publicius Homuncionus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 8809 = Pais 450  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Asolo / Acelum 
]OCC/[--- Na]evidi Melae f(iliae) / M(anius) Naevidius Pha/inus Aug(ustalis) patro/nae 
v(ivus) f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Naevidius Phainus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 811 = Luceria 1 = AE 2001, +876  
Province/Region Apulia et Calabria / Regio II   
City Lucera / Luceria 
D(is) M(anibus) / T(ito) Naevio Don/ato augustali / Naevia Successa / coniunx patrono / 
b(ene) m(erenti) f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Naevius Donatus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 2245  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Telesia 
M(arcus) A[p]puleius Dialogus sevir / August(alis) sibi et / M(arco) A[p]puleio Fausto 
sevir(o) Aug(ustali) patron(o) et / Herenniae Q(uinti) l(ibertae) Tertiae et / Liciniae 
|(mulieris) l(ibertae) Methae concub(inae) suae et / Antoniae Alchae et / L(ucio) Licinio 
|(mulieris) l(iberto) Telesino  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Appuleius Faustus 

Asellius  
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Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 2677 = Aesernia 67  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Isernia / Aesernia 
M(arco) Afinio Servato / sexvir(o) Aug(ustali) et / Agriae Confirma/tae eius / verna 
lib(erta) pio / patron(o)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Afinius Servatus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 2678 = Aesernia 68 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Isernia / Aesernia 
L(ucio) Albano / Martiali / sexvir(o) Aug(ustali) / item quinq(uennali) / augustal(ium) et 
/ Obiniae Callety(che) / cultor(es) arae / Geni(i) municipi(i) / patrono  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Albanus Martialis 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 3182  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Corfinio / Pentima / Corfinium 
Rutiliae C(ai) f(iliae) / Paulinae sevir / August(alis) patronae / ob merita patris et / ipsius 
p(osuit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Rutilia Paulina 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
ELarino 84 = AE 1966, 75  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Larino / Larinum 
C(aio) Gabbio / Messallae lib(erto) / Aequali / adlecto in ordin(em) / decurionum / 
Larinat(ium) bisell(iario) / augustali bis / Zosimus libertus / patrono opt<i=U>me / de se 
merito / et sibi / viv<u=O>s f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Gabbius Aequalis 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
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SupIt-3-Co, 15 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Corfinio / Pentima / Corfinium 
D(is) M(anibus) / P(ublio) Caesen/nio P(ubli) l(iberto) Callido / aurifici et / P(ublio) 
Caesennio / P(ubli) l(iberto) Plebeio sev(iro) / Aug(ustali) Lucceiae / C(ai) f(iliae) Optatae 
/ P(ublius) Caesennius / P(ubli) l(ibertus) Primitivos / fratri et / patronis / C(aio) Lucceio 
Plebeio / post obitum / nomen frater / restituit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Caesennius Plebeius 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 3615 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Fossa / Aveia Vestina 
T(ito) Opsturio / Facili sevi/ro Aug(ustali) lib(erti) / libertae pa/trono bene / merenti de / 
suo posue/runt  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Opsturius Facilis 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 3674 = D 7455  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City San Benedetto dei Marsi / Marruvium 
D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / T(ito) Alfeno / Attico sev(iro) / Aug(ustali) colono / f(undi) 
Tironiani / quem coluit ann(os) n(umero) L / T(itus) Alfenus / Secundus / patron(o) 
b(ene) m(erenti) / p(osuit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Alfenus Atticus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 3932 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Alba Fucens 
D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / M(arco) Allidio Pro/bato sev(iro) Aug(ustali) / et Allidiae 
Pan/nicidi coniugi eius / M(arcus) Allidius Mercuria/lis et M(arcus) Allidius Profu/turus 
sev(ir) Aug(ustalis) et Allidia / Casta et Allidia Terenti/na patrono et fratri / b(ene) 
m(erenti)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Allidius Probatus 
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Allidius Profuturus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 5422 = Euergetismo-Fal, 1  
Province/Region Picenum / Regio V   
City Falerone / Falerio 
Fidei Aug(ustae) / sac(rum) / C(aius) Servilius Aper / VIIIvir Aug(ustalis) pro ho/nore 
d(e) s(ua) p(ecunia) fec(it) / indulgent(ia) Serviliae / Bassillae patronae et / Clodiae 
Quarti f(iliae) Pris/cae filiae eius / [  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Servilius Aper 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 1083  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Nocera Inferiore / Nuceria  
T(ito) Gellio T(iti) l(iberto) Ingen[uo ---] / August(ali?) / optimo patrono [---] / T(itus) 
Gellius T(iti) l(ibertus) Ingenu[us  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Gellius Ingenuus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 

POTENTIALLY 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 1882 = SupIt-25-L, 20  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Localita Literno / Liternum  
L(ucio) Lollio Zotioni / augustali dup(licario?) / Eubulus lib(ertus) / [pa]t(rono) opt(imo) 
loco suo po/suit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Lollius Zotionis 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 3675 = CIL 3, *263,1 = AEA 2008, +13  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Miseno / Misenum  
D(is) M(anibus) / M(arcus) Antonius Ianuarius / Honoratus augustalis Misen(ens)is / 
vixit annis L testamento poni iussit / M(arcus) Antonius Alexander patrono 
indulg(entissimo) / consum(en)dum cur(avit) lib(ertis) liberta(bus)q(ue) eor(um) / h(oc) 
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m(onumentum) s(ive) s(epulcrum) h(oc) h(eredem) ex(terum) n(on) s(equitur)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Antonius Ianuarius 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 4645  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Calvi Vecchia / Cales  
L(ucius) Calvius L(uci) l(ibertus) Zetus sevir / Aug(ustalis) sibi et / L(ucio) Calvio L(uci) 
l(iberto) Hedulo patrono suo et / Atidiae |(mulieris) l(ibertae) Tertiae coniugi et / libertis 
[libertabusq(ue)] suis  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Calvius Zetus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 6801 
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ischia / Aenaria  
Dis Manib(us) / sac(rum) / L(uci) Funisulani / Pepli VI(vi)r<i=O> Aug(ustalis) / 
Funisulana Helpis patrono / b(ene) m(erenti)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Funisulanius Peplus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 1228  
Province/Region Aemilia / Regio VIII   
City Piacenza / Placentia 
L(ucio) Plotio / Atimeto / IIIIIIviro / augustali / gratuito d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) / Celatae 
conl(ibertae) / uxori eius / Vitali filiae / eorum / Chloe delicio / Heleni et / Iuventiae 
uxoris / Helenus / patronus / posuit / in fr(onte) p(edes) XII in ag(ro) p(edes) XIII  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Plotius Atimetus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 1528 = D 6601 = AE 1995, 494  
Province/Region Etruria / Regio VII   
City Lucca / Luca 
L(ucio) Papirio L(uci) l(iberto) / Mandato clup(eolario?) / Aug(ustali) Pisis et Lucae / 
L(ucio) Papirio / Apelli patr[onis]  
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Name of *augustalis mentioned Papirius Mandatus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 4199  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Terni / Interamna Nahars 
] / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Asinia Saturnina / patrono optimo / bene merenti / cum quo 
vixit / annis XVIIII  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 4584  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Carsulae 
L(ucio) Iulio / Eucarpo / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / [---]orc IVII / Iulia Papai / coniunx / 
patron(o) optim(o)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Iulius Eucarpus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 6831 
Province/Region Aemilia / Regio VIII   
City Bologna / Bononia 
L(ucio) Statorio / Bathyllo / IIIIIIvir(o) patron(o) / P(ublio) Messio P(ubli) f(ilio) / Calvioni 
amico / L(ucius) Statorius / Trophimus IIIIIIvir / Aug(ustalis) cum Naevia Secunda / 
ux{s}ore / in f(ronte) p(edes) XVI / in ag(ro) p(edes) XX  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Statorius Bathyllus 

Statorius Trophimus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 270 = ILN-1, 26  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Frejus / Forum Iulii 
D(is) M(anibus) / P(ubli) Licini / Primi / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / P(ublius) Licinius / 
Eleuther / patron(o) optum(o)(!)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Licinius Primus 
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Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 518 = ILN-3, 32 = CAG-13-4, p. 381 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Aix-en-Provence / Aquae Sextiae 
M(arco) Caelio Floro / IIIIIIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Caeliae Restitutae m[atri] / Verecundo 
frat[ri] / Florae [s]o[rori] / M(arcus) Caelius Clemens / [pat]ronus  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Caelius Florus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 642  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Salon-de-Provence 
Eumorpho / IIIIIIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Valeria Nicephoris / patrono et sibi v(iva) f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned / Eumorphus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 694 = CAG-13-5, p. 513 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Arles / Arelate 
C(aius) Fabius C(ai) lib(ertus) Hermes / IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) c(oloniae) I(uliae) P(aternae) 
Arel(atis) / viv<u=O>s fecit sibi et suis et / C(aio) Fabio L(uci) f(ilio) Secundo patron(o) / et 
L(ucio) Fabio L(uci) f(ilio) Primo fratri / eius / h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredem) m(eum) 
n(on) s(equetur)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Fabius Hermes 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 1005 = CAG-13-2, p. 256 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Saint-Remy-de-Provence / Glanum 
[D(is) M(anibus) et] / [me]mori(a)e aeterna[e] / Aebuti Agathon[is] / [IIIIII]viro(!) 
Aug(ustali) corp(orato) [col(oniae) Iul(iae)] / [Pat]er(nae) Arel(atensium) curat(ori) 
eius/[de]m corp(oris) bis item IIII[II]/[vi]ro col(oniae) Iul(iae) Aptae nau/[t]ae Ararico 
curator[i] / peculi(i) r(ei) p(ublicae) Glanico(rum) qui / vixit annos LXX / Aebutia 
Eutychia patro/no erga se pientissimo  
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Name of *augustalis mentioned Aebutius Agathon 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 1052 = ICalvet 90  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Cavaillon / Cabellio 
A(ulo) Vercio / [I]ucundo patrono / [--- V]ercius Lausus IIIIIIvir / Aug(ustalis) sibi et suis 
/ f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Vercius Lausus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 1370  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Vaison-la-Romaine / Vasio 
D(is) M(anibus) / Q(uinto) Passerio Ter/tio IIIIII(viro) Aug(ustali) Vas(iensium) / 
Q(uintus) Passerius Va/lenti[n]us et Q(uintus) / Passerius Fortu/natus liberti / patrono 
optimo / ex testamento  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Passerius Tertius 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 1581 = CAG-26, p. 445 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Montelimar  
D(is) [M(anibus)] / M(arci) Iul(i) Theodori IIIIIIviri [augustalis deae] / Aug(ustae) 
Vocontiorum M(arcus) Iulius Regu[lus lib(ertus)] / et heres patrono optim[o]  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Iulius Theodorus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 1583 = CAG-26, p. 494 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Pontaix 
D(is) M(anibus) / C(ai) Venaesi Fortu/nati IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / Venaesia Euthychis / 
patrona et heres  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Venaesius Fortunatus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
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Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 3192 = CAG-30-2, p. 254  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Bouillargues  
D(is) M(anibus) / L(uci) Aemil(i) Asyncriti / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / L(ucius) Aemil(ius) 
Gamus / et Aemil(ia) Silvina et L(ucius) Aemil(ius) Gamicus / patrono / piissimo  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Aemilius Asyncritus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 3208 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Nimes / Nemausus 
D(is) M(anibus) / T(iti) Carantii / Daphni / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / Carantia Lais / et 
Carantius / Fortunatus / patrono / optumo(!)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Carantius Daphnus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 3277  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Nimes / Nemausus 
D(is) [M(anibus)] / Q(uinti) Tasgi Her/metis IIIIIIvir(i) / Aug(ustalis) corporat(i) / 
Q(uintus) Tasgius For/tunatus libert(us) / patrono optimo / posuit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Tasgius Hermes 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 3297 = CIL 12, 4060 = AE 1992, 1215  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Nimes / Nemausus 
D(is) M(anibus) / VIviri Aug(ustalis) / L(uci) Apici Candidi / Apicia Asclepias / lib(erta) 
patrono / piissimo  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Apicius Candidus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 4354 = D 1064 = CAG-11-1, p. 308 
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Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Narbonne / Narbo 
L(ucio) Aemilio L(uci) f(ilio) Pap(iria) Arcano / trib(uno) mil(itum) leg(ionis) XI Gem(inae) 
et trib(uno) / mil(itum) leg(ionis) I Minerv(iae) item trib(uno) / mil(itum) leg(ionis) II 
Aug(ustae) omnib(us) hono/ribus in colonia sua funct(o) / adlecto in amplissimum / 
ordinem ab Imp(eratore) Caes(are) / Hadriano Aug(usto) IIIIIIvir(o) / equitum 
Romanor(um) curioni / quaestori urbano trib(uno) / plebis praetori designat(o) / L(ucius) 
Aemilius Moschus IIIIIIvir / Aug(ustalis) patrono opt<i=U>mo post / obitum eius inlatis 
arcae / seviror(um) ob locum et tuitio/nem statuae HS n(ummum) IIII(milia) / l(ocus) 
d(atus) d(ecreto) IIIIIIviror(um) / et sportulis dedicavit |(denarios) III |(unciam)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Aemilius Moschus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 4422 = CAG-11-1, p. 218 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Narbonne / Narbo 
V(ivus) Q(uintus) Terentius Q(uinti) l(ibertus) Serenus / Q(uinto) Terentio Q(uinti) 
lib(erto) Daphno vestiar(io) IIIIIIvir(o) / Aug(ustali) c(oloniae) I(uliae) P(aternae) 
C(laudiae) N(arbonis) M(artii) patrono optimo et piissimo et / Octaviae Valentinae et 
T(ito) Pompeio Firmo viro / et Firmino Secundillae Pusinno et Pompeiae / Firmulae liberis 
et libertis eorum omnium item / libertorumque liberis et libertis et sibi et suis  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Terentius Daphnus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 5900 = AE 1995, +63  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Nimes / Nemausus 
D(is) M(anibus) / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) L(uci) Baebii / Eucles(!) / iur(is) studios(i) / 
L(ucius) Baebius Tertius / patrono  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Baebius Eucles 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1935  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / T(iti) Ae[l(i)] Prisciani IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / c(oloniae) C(opiae) 
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C(laudiae) Aug(ustae) Lu[g(udunensium) T(itus) Aelius?] Sabinus / patronus lib[ert(o) 
bene de se merit[o] / [p(onendum) c(uravit) et] s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Aelius Priscianus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1943  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / Ti(beri) Claudi Amandi / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / c(oloniae) C(opiae) 
C(laudiae) Aug(ustae) Lugud(unensium) / patrono / sanctissimo / Claudi / Peregrinus et 
/ Primigenius / liberti et heredes / p(onendum) c(uraverunt)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Claudius Amandus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1950  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / T(iti) Flavi Hermetis IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) Lug(uduni) / T(itus) 
Romanius / Epictetus et / Flavia Melitine / patrono / optimo et / fili(i) eorum / posuerunt  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Flavius Hermes 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1956 
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / Sex(ti) Iuli Sex(ti) fil(ii) / Palatin(a) Heli / Titus Cassius / Mysticus socer 
/ IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) / Lug(uduni) et Viennae / genero / sibi reveren/tissimo et / 
Callistus lib(ertus) / IIIIIIvir Aug(ustalis) Lug(uduni) / patrono optim(o) et / 
indulgentissimo  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Cassius Mysticus 

Cassius? Callistus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1972  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
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City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / et quieti aeternae / Touti Incitati IIIIIIvir(i) / Aug(ustali)s Lug(uduni) et 
naut(ae) Arar(ici) item / centonario Lug(uduni) consis/tent(i) honorato negotia/tori 
frumentario / Toutius Marcellus lib(ertus) / [p]atrono piissimo et sibi vi/[vus p]osuit et 
sub ascia dedicav(it) / [opt]o felix et hilaris vivas qui / [leg]eris et Manibus meis be/ne 
optaveris  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Toutius Incitatus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 2584  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Macon / Matisco 
]nio Regulo / [sevir]o augustali Vic/[tor? et P]aullinus liber(ti) F() / [sevir]i augustales 
pa/[trono o]ptimo de suo / [pos]uerunt  
Name of *augustalis mentioned ]nius Regulus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 2669 = D 7046  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Autun / Augustodunum 
Q(uinto) Secund(io) / Quigonis / civis Treveri / IIIIIIvir(i) Augus/talis in Aeduis / 
consistentis / omnib(us) hon/orib(us) inter eos / functi Quigo/ni Secundus / et Hibernalis 
/ liberti et he/red(es) patrono / optimo sub as/cia dedicaver(unt) / l(ocus) d(atus) ex 
d(ecreto) o(rdinis)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Secundius Quigo 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 305  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
Aur(elio) Sissi et / T(ito) Aurelio Euty/cheti sev(iro) Aug(ustali) cu/rat(ori) et 
q(uin)q(uennali) Aurelii / Quintio et Helio/dorus patrono ben/e merenti  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Aquilius Sissus 

Aurelius Euthyches 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
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CIL 14, 320  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
] l(ibertus) Celer fecit sibi / [--- Satu]rnino patrono Aug(ustali) et / [---]lae uxori suae et / 
[--- Lan]thanusae fecit / [--- lib]ertis libertabus [---] / [---]DI[  
Name of *augustalis mentioned ? Celer? 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 

POTENTIALLY 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 338  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
D(is) M(anibus) / Sex(to) Cornelio Eutycho / VIviro Aug(ustali) idem q(uin)q(uennali) / 
Hilarus lib(ertus) patrono / b(ene) m(erenti)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Cornelius Euthyches 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 355  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
L(ucius) Faecenius Apollonius / sevir augustalis idem quinq(uennalis) / fecit sibi et / 
Faeceniae Successae / patronae suae / [libe]rtis libertabus(que) posterisque / eorum / [in 
fr(onte)] p(edes) (!) in agro p(edes)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Faecenius Apollonius 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 379  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
Dis Manibus / A(ulo) Livio / Chryseroti / seviro August(ali) quinq(uennali) / 
Agathangelus / Onesimus / Callistus / Carpus / Hiberus / patrono bene me/renti  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Livius Chrysoteris 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
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CIL 14, 00396 = D 08346  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
C(aius) Novius |(mulieris) lib(ertus) Trophimus / sevir augustalis idem quinquenn(alis) / 
et curator fecit sibi et Noviae Synerusae patr(onae) / sanctissimae et C(aio) Novio 
Amarantho vernae suo / libertis libertabusque suis posterisque eorum et / Noviae 
Synerusae lib(ertae) et uxori / huic monimento cedit siccanum totum hortorum cum 
piscina sua / in fronte p(edes) CCLXXXX in agro comprensa maceria colligit iugera II 
V(unciae) / XIV  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Novius Throphimus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 427  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
C(aius) Tuccius M[---] / l(ibertus) Eutychus Aug(ustalis) f[ecit sibi et] / C(aio) Tuccio 
Phrati pat(rono) [---] / Tucciae Elate collibertae et [---] / Beryllo lib(erto) Aug(usti) / 
Attico lib(erto) / Vitali lib(erto) / Zosimo lib(erto) / Sabino lib(erto) / Diogeni l(iberto) // 
Eutycho lib(erto) / Gati lib(erto) / Hermeti lib(erto) / Nicostrato lib(erto) / Diadumeno 
l(iberto) / Abascanto l(iberto) / Successo l(iberto) // Cedro [---] / Nymphico [---] / 
Eutycho [---] / Epityncha[no ---] / Secundo [---] / Successo [---] / Trophim[o ---] / Delpho 
[---] / Prim[o ---] / Nic[---] // lib(ertis) liber(tabus)que posteris(que) eorum in [fronte 
pedes  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Tuccius Euthyches 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
IIBenevento 10 = AE 1968, 127 = AE 1984, 260 
Province/Region Apulia et Calabria / Regio II   
City Benevento / Beneventum 
C(aius) Numisius C(ai) l(ibertus) Amphio Aug(ustalis) / sibi [et] / C(aio) Numisio Q(uinti) 
f(ilio) Ste(llatina) leg(ionis) VI patrono / Numisiae C(ai) l(ibertae) Secundae concubin(ae) 
/ C(aio) Numisio C(ai) l(iberto) Primo C(aio) Numisio C(ai) l(iberto) / Aucto Numisiae 
C(ai) l(ibertae) Peregrinae  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Numisius Amphius 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? 30 - 1 B.C. (Heidelberg) 
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ILN-5-3, 629 = AE 1945, 72 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Jongieux 
D(is) M(anibus) / Sex(ti) Sammi Fir/mini M(arcus) Staiu[s] / Achilleus II[IIII]/vir 
Aug(ustalis) p[atro]/nae(?) suae [---]  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Staius Achilleus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 
 
ILTG 241 = AE 1935, 17  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / M(arci) Sileni Symphori / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / Lug(duni) Arelate 
Reis / Silenia Latina / liberta idemque uxor / patrono et marito / erga se optimo / et sibi 
viva posuit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Silenius Symphorus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of individual *augustalis 
Date? No date known 

7.2  Patronus of  association of  *augustales 

AE 1946, 216  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Sestino / Sestinum 
L(ucio) Atinati / L(uci) f(ilio) Cl(ustumina) Vero / aedil(i) quae/stori IIIIvi/ro i(ure) 
d(icundo) patro/no pleb(is) item / coll(egiorum) fabr(um) et / cent(onariorum) sexviri / 
augustal(es) et / plebs urbana / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 4619 = Allifae 197 = IATrebula 95  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Alvignano / Cubulteria  
M(arco) Aulio M(arci) f(ilio) / Albino / praef(ecto) coh(ortis) prim(ae) / Breucor(um) 
IIvir(o) / quinq(uennali) quaestor(i) / curatori Kal(endarii) pub(lici) / Cubulternorum / 
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patrono / et Allifis IIviro / quinq(uennali) q(uaestori) patrono / augustales / l(ocus) 
d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 3213 
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Nimes / Nemausus 
M(arco) Cominio / M(arci) fil(io) Volt(inia) / Aemiliano eq(uum) / [p]ublicum habent(i) / 
flam(ini) provinc(iae) / [N]a[rb(onensis) fla]m(ini) col(oniae) / [Aug(ustae) 
Nem(ausensium)] IIIIvir(o) / [ab aerar(io)] pontif(ici) / [praef(ecto) vigil(um)] et 
arm(orum) / [IIIIIIviri A]ug(ustales) corp(orati) / [--- patro]no  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 3601 = InscrIt-4-1, 115 = D 1101  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Tivoli / Tibur  
P(ublio) Mummio P(ubli) f(ilio) Gal(eria) Si/sennae Rutiliano / co(n)s(uli) auguri 
proco(n)s(uli) / provinc(iae) Asiae legato Aug(usti) / pr(o) pr(aetore) Moesiae superioris / 
praef(ecto) aliment(orum) per Aemiliam / praef(ecto) aer(arii) Saturni leg(ato) leg(ionis) 
VI / Victric(is) praetori tr(ibuno) pl(ebis) quaest(ori) / trib(uno) leg(ionis) V 
Maced(onicae) Xviro stli/tib(us) iudic(andis) patrono munici/pii cur(atori) fani H(erculis) 
V(ictoris) salio Her/culanii augustales / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
AE 1962, 312  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Formia / Formiae  
A(ulo) Scantio A(uli) f(ilio) / Ael(io) Larciano / proc(uratori) prov(inciae) Maur(etaniae) 
Ting(itanae) / proc(uratori) prov(inciae) Delmatiae / proc(uratori) XX heredita(tium) 
Romae / trib(uno) coh(ortis) IIII pr(aetoriae) X urban(ae) / IV vigil(ium) p(rimo) p(ilo) bis 
/ patron(o) col(oniae) / ordo augustal(ium) l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
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Date? Medio 2nd century A.D. (Zambelliand 
1960) 

 
AE 1972, 148 
Province/Region Bruttium et Lucania / Regio III   
City Grumento Nova / Grumentum 
[C(aio)] Mulvio C(ai) f(ilio) / [P]om(ptina) Ofillio Rest[]i]/[t]uto aed(ili) pr(aetori) IIvir(o) / 
[q]uin(quennali) q(uaestori) praef(ecto) coh(ortis) I / [M]orinor(um) et Cersia/cor(um) 
trib(uno) mil(itum) leg(ionis) II / Adiutricis P(iae) F(idelis) prae[f(ecto)] / alae I 
Vespasianae / Dardanor(um) praef(ecto) / fabr(um) II / Aug(ustales) Herc(ulanei) 
patrono  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
AE 2008, 381  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Villa Literno / Liternum  
L(ucius) Flavius Anthus Maximianus augustalibus Lite[r]nin[o]r(um) ob p[atronatum(?) 
d(onum?)] d(edit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 

POTENTIALLY 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 828 = InscrAqu-1, 351  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Aquileia 
S(ilvano) A(ugusto) s(acrum) / in memor(iam) / L(uci) T() Fruendi / patroni / IIIIIIvir(i) 
et Aug(ustalis)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned T() Fruendus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 6658 = ILVercel 8  
Province/Region Transpadana / Regio XI   
City Vercelli / Vercellae 
se]viri August[ales] / [cu]lt(ores) domus divin[ae] / [p]atrono  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
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Type of patronage? Potentially patronus of association of 
augustales  

Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 3183  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Corfinio / Pentima / Corfinium 
Titiae / Valeriae uxori / Q(uinti) Corneli Domiti / patron(i) [c]ivita[t]is / et sevirum 
Augus(talium)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 4067 = CIL 11, *581,2 = D 6538 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Carsoli / Carseoli 
M(arco) Metilio Succes/so M(arci) Metili Repen/tini patroni colo/niae filio patro/no 
ordinis Augus/talium Martinor(um) / collegium dendro/phorum Carsiola/norum patrono 
/ ob merita eius / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 114 = D 6469  
Province/Region Bruttium et Lucania / Regio III   
City Strongoli / Petelia 
Ma(nio) Meconio Ma(ni) f(ilio) / Cor(nelia) Leoni / aed(ili) IIIIvir(o) leg(e) Cor(nelia) / 
quaest(ori) pec(uniae) p(ublicae) / patrono municipi(i) / augustales patrono / ob merita 
eius l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) // kaput ex testamento / hoc amplius rei 
p(ublicae) Petelinorum dari volo / HS X(milia) n(ummum) item vineam Caedicianam cum 
/ parte{m} fundi Pompeiani ita uti optima maxi/maq(ue) sunt finibus suis qua mea 
fuerunt volo au/tem ex usuris semissibus HS(milium) X n(ummum) comparari 
Augus/talium loci n(ostri) ad instrumentum tricliniorum du/um quod eis me vi<v=B>o 
tradidi candelabra et lucerna[s] / bilychnes arbitrio augustalium quo facilius 
strati[o]/nibus publicis obire possint quod ipsum ad utilitate[m] / rei p(ublicae) n(ostrae) 
pertinere existimavi facilius subituris onus Augu[s]/talitatis dum hoc commodum ante 
oculos habent / ceterum autem temporum usura[s] semisse[s] HS X(milium) n(ummum) 
ad instr[u]/mentum augustalium arbitrio ipsorum esse volo qu[o] / facilius munus meum 
perpetuum conservare possint / neque in alios usus usuras quas ita a re p(ublica) 
acceperint tra/ferri volo quam si necesse fuerit in pastinationem / vineam quoq(ue) cum 
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parte fundi Pompeiani sic ut su/pra dixi hoc amplius augustalibus loci n(ostri) dar[i] / 
volo quam vineam vobis augustales idcirco dari / quae est Aminea ut si cogitationi meae 
qua pro/spexisse me utilitatibus vestris credo consenseritis / vinum usibus vestris 
dumtaxat cum publice epulas ex/ercebitis habere possitis hoc autem nomine relevati 
in/pendis facilius prosilituri hi qui ad munus augustalit[a]/tis conpellentur locatio vineae 
partis Pompeiani vin[e]/am colere poterint haec ita ut cavi fieri praestariqu[e] / volo hoc 
amplius ab heredibus meis volo praestar[i] / rei p(ublicae) Petelinorum et a re p(ublica) 
Petelinorum corpori Au/gustalium ex praedis ceteris meis palum ridica[m] / omnibus 
annis sufficiens pedaturae vineae / quam augustalibus legavi // [A v]obis autem 
augustales peto hanc voluntatem / meam ratam habeatis et ut perpetua forma 
obser/vetis curae vestrae mandetis quo facilius autem / nota sit corpori vestro haec erga 
vos volunta<s=EM> / totum loco kaput quod ad vestrum honorem perti/net  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? A.D. 138-161 (Duthoy, 1978, p. 1286) 
 
CIL 10, 338 = InscrIt-3-1, 133  
Province/Region Bruttium et Lucania / Regio III   
City Atena Lucana / Atina 
A(ulo) Antonio A(uli) fil(io) Pom(ptina) / Pelagiano IIIIviro q(uin)[q(uennali)] / equiti 
Rom(ano) rariss[i]/mo innocentissim[o]/que cur(atori) r(ei) p(ublicae) et patr[o]/no 
decurione[s] / augustales / et plebs / Petelinorum / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 1249  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Nola  
[l] Cl(audio) Pollioni / Iuliano / [Iu]lio Gallicano c(larissimo) v(iro) / [X]viro 
s<t=C>litib(us) iudic(andis) / [qu]aest(ori) candidato / [a]dlec(to) inter pr(a)etor(ios) / 
[p]roco(n)s(uli) prov(inciae) Baetic(ae) / [l]egato prov(inciae) Asiae / patron(o) col(oniae) 
/ [fl]amini perpet(uo) / ordo augustal(ium)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? 3rd century (Duthoyand 

*augustalesand p. 1284) 
 
CIL 11, 3938 = D 6589 = EAOR-2, 65 = AE 1962, 86  
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Province/Region Etruria / Regio VII   
City Capena 
M(arco) Silio Epaphrodito / patrono sevirum Aug(ustalium) / magistro iuvenum iterum / 
iuvenes Lucoferonenses / patrono ob merita / quod amp(h)ithe(a)trum col(oniae) Iul(iae) 
Felici / Lucofer(onensium) s(ua) p(ecunia) f(ecit) dedicavitque / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum) / h(onore) c(ontentus) i(mpensam) r(emisit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 4371 = D 6631 = EAOR-2, 31 = Legio-II-Ital-R, 1  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Amelia / Ameria 
Sex(to) Ticiaseno Sex(ti) f(ilio) Sex(ti) / nep(oti) Sex(ti) pron(epoti) Clu(stumina) Alliano / 
pontifici flamini Vic/toriae et Felic(itatis) Caesar(is) / perpetuo praef(ecto) coh(ortis) / III 
Astur(um) eq(uitatae) c(ivium) R(omanorum) trib(uno) leg(ionis) / II Italic(ae) IIIIvir(o) 
q(uin)q(uennali) IIIIvir(o) / i(ure) d(icundo) II sacerd(oti) V(ictoriae) F(elicitatis) 
C(aesaris) cur(atori) lusus / iuvenum VIviri augustal(es) / patrono ob amorem eius / erga 
singulos universosque  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Potential patronus of association of 

augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 4579 = D 6633  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Carsulae 
T(ito) Calvisio T(iti) fil(io) / [C]lu(stumenia) Vero augur(i) / quinq(uennali) IIIIvir(o) 
aedil(i) / cur(atori) pec(uniae) frum(entariae) IIII / q(uaestori) p(ecuniae) aer(arii) 
p(rimo)p(ilari?) patrono / mun(icipii) [et] VIvir(o) August(alium) / procur(atori) 
iuvenum / collegius iuven(alium) ob / plurima beneficia et / munificentiam eius / erga se 
collata l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 4580 = D 6634 = EAOR-2, 33  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Carsulae 
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Sagitti / L(ucio) Egnatio L(uci) f(ilio) Clu(stumina) / Victorino IIIIvir(o) / i(ure) d(icundo) 
quinq(uennali) patrono / August(alium) itemque / fabr(um) editori iuven(alium) / ob 
insignes vena/tiones ab eo edita[s] / iuvenes ex aere coll((ato) / patrono cuius ob / 
dedic(ationem) dedit iuven(ibus) sing(ulis) HS XII / decur(ionibus) HS XII n(ummum) 
VIv(iris) HS II[X n(ummum?)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 6014 = D 6645  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Sestino / Sestinum 
L(ucio) Dentusio L(uci) f(ilio) Pap(iria) / Proculino eq(uo) p(ublico) / curat(ori) 
kal(endarii) Tif(ernatium) Mat(aurensium) da/[t]o a[b] Impp(eratoribus) Seve[r]o et 
An/[t]onino Augg(ustis) aed(ili) IIIIvir(o) / flam(ini) auguri pa[t]ron(o) / coll(egii) 
cent(onariorum) IIIIIIviri Aug(ustali) / et plebs urb(ana) ob pleraq(ue) / merita eius 
patrono / cuius dedicatione dec(urionibus) / |(denarios) III sevir(is) et pleb(ei) |(denarios) 
II / cum pane et vino dedit / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 6362 = D 7364 = Pisaurum 73 
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Pesaro / Pisaurum 
Zminthi / T(ito) Caedio T(iti) f(ilio) Cam(ilia) / Atilio Crescenti / eq(uo) p(ublico) 
patr(ono) col(oniae) et / primario viro q(uaestori) IIvir(o) et / IIvir(o) q(uin)q(uennali) 
patr(ono) VIvir(um) August(alium) / itemq(ue) coll(egiorum) fabr(um) cent(onariorum) 
navic(ulariorum) / dendr(ophororum) vicim(agistrorum) iuvenum foren/sium item 
studior(um) Apolli/nar(is) et Gunthar(is) cives amici / et amatores eius quorum / nomina 
inscripta sunt ob / eximiam benignamq(ue) erga / omnes cives suos adfectio/nem 
sinceramq(ue) et incompa/rabilem innocentiam eius / patrono dignissimo / cuius 
dedicatione sing(ulis) HS n(ummum) XXXX / adiecto pane et vino cum epul(o) dedit / 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum) // Uttedius Amand(us) / Vinnius Paulinian(us) / 
Poppaedius Valens / Apuleius Valens / Latron(ius) Festian(us) / Salluvius Felicissim(us) / 
Latron(ius) Faustinus / Sertorius Secundin(us) / Sertor(ius) Secundin(us) Iun(ior)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
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CIL 11, 6369 = EAOR-2, 10 = Pisaurum 80 = AE 1982, 266  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Pesaro / Pisaurum 
C(aio) Mutteio C(ai) f(ilio) Pal(atina) / Quinto Severo / q(uaestori) IIvir(o) q(uaestori) 
alimentor(um) / curatori calendar(ii) / pecuniae Valentini HS DC(milia) / patrono 
VIvir(um) August(alium) et / colleg(iorum) fabr(um) centonar(iorum) navicular(iorum) / 
decuriones et plebs urbana / ex divisione epularum / ob merita / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 3690 = InscrIt-4-1, 205  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Tivoli / Tibur  
] cur(atori?) ---] / aed(ili) urb(ano) IVvir(o) / Herc(ulaneo) et Aug(ustali) / Tibur(tium) 
patrono / s(enatus) c(onsulto)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 

POTENTIALLY 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 4486a  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
]I[---] / [--- a sacr]atissimo m[aximoque] / [Imp(eratore) Ca]esare Nerv[a Traiano] / 
Optimo Aug[usto] / Germanico Da[cico] / viatori tribu[nicio] / seviri Au[gustales ---] / 
pa[trono  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
Latium 7  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Formiae  
C(aio) Valerio / Hermeti / ornamentis / decurionalibus / a splendidissimo / ordine 
honorato / ordo augustalium / patrono / ob merita eius / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
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Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
SupIt-25-L, 16 = AE 2001, 853 = AE 2007, +359  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Villa Literno / Liternum  
augustales creati ii qui in cultu domus / divinae contulerunt // Patroni allecti / T(itus) 
Vettulenus Nepos / T(itus) Vettulenus Nemesinian(us) / [C(aius?)] Marcius Secundus / 
C(aius) Marcius Polybius / M(arcus) Caecilius Quadratus / T(itus) Vet(t)ulenus 
Nemesinianus / M(arcus) Caecilius Quadratus f(ilius) / L(ucius) Lollius Hedylalus / 
L(ucius) Lollius Hedylalus f(ilius) / dupliciari(i) / T(itus) Vettulenus Pothus / curator 
perpetuus / L(ucius) Lollius Hedylalus // Plebs / Vettulenus Rufus / Fufius Apollonius / 
Maetius Eucratus / Voltricius Restitut(u)s / Licinius Restitutus / Vettulenus Hyginus / 
Varius Epaphroditus / Ulpius Felix / Marcius Apollinar(is) / Mallonius Epictetus / 
Pagnius Hesper / Aemilius Esychus // Ofellenius Posidonius / Ulpius Hodiernus / Curtius 
Epap(h)roditus / Lollius Victorinus / Accius Statutus / Carsidius Florianus / Carisius 
Fa(v)or / Fufius Eutyches / Lollius Strenio / Cassius Eubulus / Caecilius Eutychas / 
Herennius Calaticus / Aemilius Primitivos / Marcius Onesimus / L(ucius) Aemilius 
Alcibiades // Hermes col(onorum) ark(arius) / Vitalis col(onorum) ark(arius) / Felix 
col(onorum) // Lollius Augustianus / Osculenus Sosthenes / Lollius Martialis / Lollius 
Calocaerus / Pomponius Xystus / Lollius Hyginus / Lollius Eutyche(s) // Q(uintus) Varius 
Epaphroditus d(onum) d(edit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? Second half second century 

(Camodecaand Albi degli 
augustalesand p. 163) 

 
SupIt-25-L, 17 = AE 2001, 854 = AE 2007, +359  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Villa Literno / Liternum  
Ex s(enatus) c(onsulto) / augustales creati / ii qui in cultu domus divinae contul(erunt) // 
Patroni adlecti / L(ucius) Flavius Argentarius / Pollio Maximus / M(arcus) Caecilius 
Calventius Quadratus / M(arcus) Caecilius Calventius Quadratus f(ilius) / M(arcus) 
Caecilius Calventius Quadratus Iun(ior) / L(ucius) Lollius Hedylalus / T(itus) Vettulenus 
Nepos p(ater) August(alium) / P(ublius) Carsidius Priscus / Marcia Polybiane sac(erdos) 
Aug(ustalium) / Flavia Festa mat(er) Aug(ustalium) / corporati / Lollius Terpsichorus / 
Pomponius Agon / Herennius Leonides / Felixs(!) col(onorum) ark(arius) / Claudius 
Felixs(!) / Iulius Felicissimus / Liternius Felixs(!) / Puteolanus Puteolanor(um) ser(vus) 
tabularius / L(ucius) Aemilius Capito / Iulius Felixs(!) // Plebs / Fufius Eutyches / 
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Aemilius Primitivus / Osculenus Sosthenes / Arellius Iulianus / Arellius Felixs(!) / Clodius 
Urbicus / Caecilius Castor / Flavius Abascantus / Lollius Archelaus / Antonius Eutyches / 
Aufidius Demetrius / Gellius Felicio / [[------]] / Iulius Ianuarius / Lollius Ianuarius / 
Veratius Venustus / Antonius Mercurialis / Aelius Ianuarius / Sex(tus) Trabius 
Agathemerus / M(arcus) Verrius Felicissimus // M(arcus) Caecilius Calventius Quadratus 
/ qui ob honore suo et filiorum suorum / nomine pa(v)imenta domus et cenatio/nis 
pe<c=Q>unia sua fecit et d(onum) d(edit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? Second half second century 

(Camodecaand Albi degli 
augustalesand p. 167) 

 
SupIt-25-L, 18  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Localita Literno / Liternum  
L(ucius) F[la]vius Anthus Maximianus augustalibus Liternin[or(um)] ob p[atronatum(?) 
d(onum) d]edit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 3181 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Corfinio / Pentima / Corfinium 
C(aio) Rutilio C(ai) f(ilio) / Pal(atina) Gallico / ordo augustal(ium) / patrono ob merita / 
patris et ipsius / p(osuit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Rutilius Gallicus 
Type of patronage? Patronus of association of *augustales 
Date? No date known 
 

7 .3  *Augustal is  as  patron of association of  
*augustales  

CIL 5, 1884 = IRConcor 47 = D 6689 = ILLConcordia-1, 37 = ZPE-156-308 
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
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City Concordia 
M(arco) Armonio / M(arci) l(iberto) Asturae / patrono sevir(o) Foro / Corneli et sexvir(o) 
Iulia / Concordia / M(arco) Armon(i)o M(arci) l(iberto) Aucto / Opponiai(!) C(ai) l(iberto) 
Tertiai(!) / M(arcus) Armonius M(arci) l(ibertus) Salvius / sexvir Iulia Concordia / 
testamento fieri iussit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Anthus Astura 
Type of patronage? augustalis as a patron of association 

augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, 04907 = Venafrum 00083  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Venafro / Venafrum 
C(aius) Manilius Fortis / augustalis / patronus colleg(ii) / et Luculana Species  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Manilius Fortis 
Type of patronage? augustalis as a patron of association 

augustales POTENTIALLY 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 700 = D 6985  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Arles / Arelate 
D(is) M(anibus) / G(ai!) Paqui Optati / lib(erti) Pardalae IIIIII / Aug(ustali) col(oniae) 
Iul(iae) Pat(ernae) Ar(elatis) / patron(i) eiusdem / corpor(ati) item patron(i) / fabror(um) 
naval(ium) utric(u)lar(iorum) / et centonar(iorum) C(aius) Paquius / Epigonus cum 
liberis suis / patrono optime merito  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Paquius Optatus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as a patron of association 

augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1952  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
IIIIIIv]ir Aug(ustalis) c(oloniae) C(opiae) [C(laudiae) Aug(ustae) Lug(udunensium)] / 
[pat]ronus corp[oris eius ius(?) ei] / [dedit convenien]di vescend[i ubi monumentum] / [--
-] Hesperidis fi[liae fecit et] / [sibi posteris]que suis fa[ciend(um) curavit] / [latere d]extro 
pos[ito triclinio] / [adiect]o omni in[strumento]  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
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Type of patronage? augustalis as a patron of association 
augustales 

Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1960  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) [M(anibus)] / et mem[oriae aeternae] / C(aius) Marius MA[--- VIvir Aug(ustalis) 
coloniae] / Flaviae Augu[stae Puteolorum item] / curatura eiu[sdem corporis functus 
eiusque] / patronus et pat[ronus nautarum Rhodanicorum] / Arare navig[antium item ---
] / utric(u)larior[um Luguduni consistenium(?)] / vivus sibi et [---] / quondam c[oniugi --
- et incompa]/rabili et per [---] / superstiti civ[itatis eiusdem ponendum cu]/ravit [et sub 
ascia dedicavit]  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Marius Ma [---] 
Type of patronage? augustalis as a patron of association 

augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1974  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
D(is) M(anibus) / et memoriae aeternae / C(ai) Ulatti Meleagri IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) 
c(oloniae) C(opiae) C(laudiae) Aug(ustae) Lug(uduni) patrono eiusdem / corpor(is) item 
patrono omnium / corpor(um) Lug(uduni) licite coeuntium / Memmia Cassiana coniunx / 
sarcofago condidit et s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Ulattius Meleagrus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as a patron of association 

augustales 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 4691  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Rieti / Reate 
T(ito) Fundilio Gemino / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) mag(istro) iuv(enum) / augustales / patrono 
et quinq(uennali) perpetuo / opime merito / hic arcae augustalium se vivo / HS XX(milia) 
dedit ut ex reditu eius summae / die natali suo IIII K(alendas) Febr(uarias) / praesentes 
vescerentur / et ob dedicationem statuae / decurionib(us) et seviris et iuvenib(us) 
sportulas / et populo epulum et oleum / eadem die dedit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Fundilius Geminus 
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Type of patronage? Potentially augustalis as a patron of 
association augustales  

Date? No date known 
 

7 .4  *Augustal is  as  patron of some other 
description 

AE 1985, 354 = AE 2006, +400  
Province/Region Picenum / Regio V   
City Villa Potenza / Ricina 
Dis / Manibus / Q(uinto) Petrusidio / Q(uinti) f(ilio) Vel(ina) Vero / vixit annum(!) I / 
mensib(us) XI dieb(us) XXI / Q(uintus) Petrusidius Q(uinti) l(ibertus) / Aristo pater / 
col(legiatus) VIvir(um) Aug(ustalium) / patronus collegi / Geni(i) municipi(i) et / 
Q(uintus) Petrusidius Aristo / frater et sibi et / Petrusidiae Iphidi / posterisque suis et / 
eorum / h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredem) n(on) s(equetur)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Petrusidius Aristus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? A.D. 51-100 (Heidelberg) 
 
CIL 5, 1765 
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Cividale del Friuli / Forum Iulii 
P(ublio) Fabio P(ubli) f(ilio) Sca(ptia) / Pudenti / IIIIIIvir(o) et Aug(ustali) / mun(icipii) 
patrono et / P(ublio) Fabio P(ubli) l(iberto) Verecundo / fil(io) augustali / P(ublius) Fabius 
P(ubli) l(ibertus) Philetus / IIIIIIvir v(ivus) f(ecit) / Fabiae P(ubli) l(ibertae) Festae coniugi 
/ Adaucto fil(io) ann(orum) XX / Felici fil(io) P(ubli) lib(erto) / Fabiae P(ubli) l(ibertae) 
Compse / lib(ertis) lib(ertabus)q(ue)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Fabius Pudens 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 3354 = D 1950  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Verona 
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L(ucio) Calpurnio / Calai(!) / viatori tribunic(io) / accenso a patron(o) / idem allecto / 
IIIIIIvir(o) Aug(ustali) / Vetere Fabrateria / et / Baibiai(!) / Proculae / contubern[ali]  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Calpurnius Calai 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 4477 = InscrIt-10-5, 266  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Brescia / Brixia 
Coll(egia) fabr(orum) et cent(onariorum) / Sex(to) Sextio Onesigeni / ornamentis / 
decurionalibus / Brixiae VIvir(o) augustal(i) / patrono collegiorum / fabror(um) et 
centonarior(um) / et dendrophororum  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Sextius Onesigenius 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 5275 = IRComo-In, 7 = CEN 5a = AE 2001, +1084 = AE 2005, +162 
Province/Region Transpadana / Regio XI   
City Como / Comum 
Memoriae / L(uci) Alfi L(uci) f(ilii) Ouf(entina) Marcellini / VIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) patron(i) 
collegi(i) / dendrophoror(um) Comens(ium) / in primo aetat(is) flore praerept(i) / Alfius 
Restitutus pater / miserrimus et sibi  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Alfius Mercellinus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 5295  
Province/Region Transpadana / Regio XI   
City Como / Comum 
C(aio) Messio / Fortunato / VIvir(o) et Aug(ustali) et / Cat[---]iae / Q(uinti) f(iliae) 
V[erecun]dae(?) / pa[t]r[o]n[o] / collegium nautarum / Comens(ium) / [  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Messius Fortunatus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
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CIL 9, 2679 = D 7323 = Aesernia 69  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Isernia / Aesernia 
C(aius) Ennius C(ai) l(ibertus) / Faustillus / sevir Aug(ustalis) / patronus collegi(i) / 
cultorum Hercul(is) / Gagiliani / v(ivus) f(ecit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Ennius Faustillus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 3942 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Alba Fucens 
L(ucio) Oblicio L(uci) f(ilio) Pal(atina) Fauno / IIIIvir(o) aed(ili) amico optimo / A(ulo) 
Nonio A(uli) f(ilio) Fab(ia) Rufo IIIIvir(o) i(ure) d(icundo) patron(o) / A(ulus) Nonius 
Opsequens sevir Aug(ustalis) sibi et / Manliae Lupercae coniugi fecit  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Nonius Opsequens 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description POTENTIALLY 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 9, 4071 = D 6541 
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Carsoli / Carseoli 
D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum) / Q(uinto) Vario Lucano seviro / Aug(ustali) Mart(iali) 
pat(rono) coll(egii) fa/brum tign(uariorum) ann(onae) frum(entariae) / populiq(ue) 
vix(it) ann(is) LXXVIIII / mens(ibus) VIII dieb(us) XV horis X fe/cit sibi et Lolliae 
Matidiae / coiugi suae ex commun<i=E> pau(pertate)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Varius Lucanus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
 
CIL 9, 4208 = EAOR-3, 13 = AE 1992, 360  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City San Vittorino / Amiternum 
] / [VI]viro atq[ue augustali] / [---]orum Proculi p[atroni et ---] / [sace]rdoti Lanivino 
immun[i pontifici patrono] / [s]plendidissimi ordinis et populi Am[itern(inorum) summo 
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mag(istro)] / Septaquis patrono Aveiatium et Pel[tuinatium quod] / ex indulgentia 
praetextatus adiu[tore patre mu]/neris Corneliani editione primus om[nium hoc loco(?)] / 
cum quattuor paribus gladiatorum [et reliquo] / splendido adparatu patriam suam 
ho[noraverit] / ipsosque cives sincera amoris adfect[ione officis om]/nibus fovere non 
desinat plebs urba[na ex aere] / conlato bigam quam in amphitehatr[o postulaverat] / [  
Name of *augustalis mentioned  
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 2643 
Province/Region Etruria / Regio VII   
City Giglioand Isola del / Igilium 
Vi]ctori seviro / [August]ali idem q(uin)q(uennali) / [corporat]o in corpore 
cod(icariorum) / [pat]rono / [--- Fr]uctuosi seviri / [August]al(is) idem q(uin)q(uennalis) 
cor/[porati in] corpore codicar(iorum) / [omnibu]s honorib(us) functo / [---]s Callinicus 
alumn(us) / [Fructu]osi s(upra) s(cripti) et Modia Par/[theno]pe coniunx fecerunt / et / 
[ossa] Victoris s(upra) s(cripti) treiecer(unt) / [post] annos XVIIII  
Name of *augustalis mentioned / Fructuosus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 5716 = EAOR-2, 17 = AE 2004, +535  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Albacina / Tuficum 
L(ucio) Tif[anio L(uci) l(iberto)] / Felici A[ug(ustali) honor(ato)] / orname[ntis 
decur(ionalibus) in] / municip(iis) T[uficano] / et Septempe[d(ano) patrono] / collegi(i) 
fabr(um) m[unicipes] / Tuficani mer[enti ob] / editionem mune[ris gla]/diatorii quod pro 
[salute] / [[[I]mp(eratoris) Comm[odi] An[tonin]i]] / Aug(usti) ex pecunia sua edidi[t] / et 
mox honesta epulatione / universos sit prosecutus / cuius dedicat(ione) decurion(ibus) / 
sing(ulis) HS VIII n(ummum) et ceteris / utriusque sexus HS IIII n(ummum) dedit / 
l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Tifanius Felix 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 6358 = D 6654 = Pisaurum 69 
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Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Pesaro / Pisaurum 
L(ucio) Apuleio / Brasidae / habenti IIII lib(erorum) ius / dat ab Imp(eratore) [[M(arco) 
Aurelio]] / [[Commodo]] Aug(usto) / VIvir(o) Aug(ustali) ornament(is) / decurional(ibus) 
honor(ato) / et Aug(ustali) mun(icipii) Ael(i) Karn(unti) / colleg(ium) fabr(um) / patrono 
et quinq(uennali) / ob eximiam eius erga / se liberalitatem / cuius dedicatione cum / 
collega singulis HS n(ummum) L / adiecto pane et vin(o) ded(it) / l(ocus) d(atus) d(ecreto) 
d(ecurionum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Apuleius Brasida 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 11, 6515  
Province/Region Umbria / Regio VI   
City Sarsina / Sassina 
D(is) M(anibus) / C(ai) Caesi C(ai) l(iberti) / Chresimi / VIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) / patron(i) 
coll(egii) / centonar(iorum) m(unicipii) S(assinatium) / Tingetana lib(erta)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Caesius Chresimus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 982 = D 6986 = CAG-13-2, p. 413 = AE 1998, +876  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Saint-Gabriel / Ernaginum 
[D(is)] M(anibus) // M(arci) Frontoni Eupori / IIIIIIvir(i) Aug(ustalis) col(oniae) Iulia(e) / 
Aug(ustae) Aquis Sextis navicular(ii) / mar(itimi) Arel(atis) curat(oris) eiusd(em) 
corp(orationis) / patrono(!) nautar(um) Druen/ticorum et utric(u)larior(um) / 
corp(oratorum) Ernaginens(i)um / Iulia Nice uxor / coniugi carissimo  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Frontonius Euporus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 12, 4419 = CAG-11-1, p. 231  
Province/Region Gallia Narbonensis   
City Narbonne / Narbo 
L(ucio) Scanianio / Attico / patrono seviro / August(ali) et / [  
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Name of *augustalis mentioned Scanianius Atticus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 13, 1967  
Province/Region Lugudunensis   
City Lyon / Lugudunum 
[D(is) M(anibus)] / [C(ai) Primi] / [Secu]nd(i) IIIIII/[vir(i)] Aug(ustalis) c(oloniae) C(opiae) 
C(laudiae) / [Au]g(ustae) Lug(uduni) cur(atoris) / [eius]d(em) corp(oris) n(autarum) / 
[Rh]od(anicorum) praef(ecti) / [eius]d(em) cor(poris) fab(rorum) / [tign(orum)] 
Lug(uduni) cons(istentium) / [om]nib(us) hono/[rib(us) a]pud eos fu/[nc]t(i) pat(roni) 
eiusd(em) / [co]rp(oris) Prim(ius) Se/[cu]ndianus fil(ius) / [pat]ri incomp(arabili) / 
[mon(umentum)] quod sibi vi/[vus p]osuit insc/[ribe]nd(um) cur(avit) et s/[ub asci]a 
[dedic(avit)] // ]AE [---]/RIA[--- quae cum(?)] / con[iuge in] / co[ncordali?] / [adfectu(?) 
vixi]/t an[nos ---] / m(enses) X di[es ---] / sine u[lla eius] / animi [laesio]/ne C(aius) 
Pr[imius] / Secund[us con]/iugi o[pti]/mae ite[m Ius]/to(?) uni[co fil(io)] / Primi(o) [--- 
po]/nend[um cu]/r[avit et] / s[ub asc(ia) ded(icavit)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Primus Secundus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 425 = CIL 10, 542 = D 6170 = InscrIt-1-1, *30 = AE 1994, 319  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
T(ito) Testio Helpidiano / seviro Aug(ustali) idem q(uin)q(uennali) / item patrono et 
q(uin)q(uennali) / corporis treiectus / marmorariorum / IIII Testii Helpidianus / Priscus 
Priscianus / et Felix fili(i) et heredes / patri dulcissimo  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Testius Helpidianus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
 
CIL 14, 2809 = D 6219  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Gabii / Gabiae  
M(arco) Iulio Zotico / decurioni / patri decurionum / et seviro augustalium / 
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q(uin)q(uennali) eiusdem ordinis / dendrophori q(uin)q(uennali) suo / perpetuo et 
patrono / dignissimo ob me/rita eius l(ocus) d(atus) d/ecreto) d(ecurionum) // 
dedik(ata!) VIII Kal(endas) Iul(ias) / Imp(eratori) M(arco) Aurelio A[n]to[ni]/[no] Pio 
Felic(i) Aug(usto) [III] / P(ublio) Valerio Comazonte / II co(n)s(ulibus) / cur(atori) Abudio 
Prisco Cassidario / Demetrio et Celerino Statieno / Clementiano  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Iulius Zoticus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 14, 4656  
Province/Region Latium et Campania / Regio I  
City Ostia Antica  
A(ulo) Livio Anteroti magi[stro q(uin)q(uennali) colleg]i(i) fabrum / tignuariorum 
Osti(en)[s(ium) --- Aug]ustali / A(ulo) Livio A(uli) filio Palatina [--- patro]no collegi(i) / 
fabrum [--- tignuar(iorum) Os]ti(en)s(ium) / Faus[  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Livius Anteros 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
IAIrpino 33 = AE 1997, 394 = AE 1998, 378 
Province/Region Apulia et Calabria / Regio II   
City Aeclanum 
Vivus feci[t] / [L(ucius)] Fulviu[s] Soteric[hus] / medicus sibi et / [L(ucio)] Fulvio L(uci) 
l(iberto) Herophilo pat[rono] / medico August(ali) / [Fu]lviae L(uci) l(ibertae) Protae 
patron[ae] / [L(ucio) F]ulvio Aoedimo [---] / Fulviae [L(uci) l(ibertae)] Aucta[e] / 
[Be]reniceni matri Aoed[imi] / [L(ucio)] Fulvio [L(uci) l(iberto)] Argeno / [Z]op[y]rae 
matri Arg[eni] / Babbiae [---] Vit[ali] / [L(ucio)] Fulvio L(uci) f(ilio) Iu[---] / Fulviae L(uci) 
f(iliae) Iu[---] / Fulvia[e ---]oe[  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Fulvius Herophilos 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
InscrAqu-1, 539 = IEAquil 272  
Province/Region Venetia et Histria / Regio X   
City Aquileia 
IIIIIIvi]ro(?) / [---] aed(ilicia) pot(estate) / [--- patrono collegii(?)] fabr(um) / [---]ius 
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Donatus / [IIII]IIvir(?) bis et Aug(ustalis) / [---]tio Pyrricho l(iberto)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned [---]ius Donatus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 10, *618 = Venafrum *1  
Province/Region Samnium / Regio IV   
City Venafro / Venafrum 
Dianae augustal(is) / M(arcus) Antonius M(arci) f(ilius) Stel(latina) / Calvinus VIvir 
Aug(ustalis) / patronus colon(iae) Ven(afranae) / quinquennal(is) II / IIIIvir colleg(ii) 
fabr(orum) / ferr(ariorum) et dendroph(orum)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Antonius Calvinus 
Type of patronage? augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
 
CIL 5, 7545 = AlbaPomp 24 = AE 1998, +516 = AE 2007, +564  
Province/Region Liguria / Regio IX   
City Spigno Monferrato / Alba Pompeia 
P(ublio) Sertorio P(ubli) l(iberto) / Tullo patrono / VIviro v(ivus) f(ecit) / P(ublius) 
Sertorius P(ubli) l(ibertus) / Largus / VIvir et Aug(ustalis) / Sertoriae Severae / uxori / 
Candido l(iberto) / Urbano l(iberto) / Hermeti l(iberto)  
Name of *augustalis mentioned Sertorius Tullus 

Sertorius Largus 
Type of patronage? *augustalis as patron of some other 

description 
Date? No date known 
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